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ABSTRACT

This safety evaluation report (SER) documents the technical review of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 and 2 license renewal application by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory i

Commission (NRC) staff. The Baltimore Gas and Electric Company is requesting renewal of the
| Class 104b operating licenses for the Calvert Cliffs units (license numbers DPR-53 and DPR-69)

for a period of 20 years beyond the current expiration of midnight, July 31,2014, for Unit 1 andt

midnight, August 13,2016, for Unit 2. ' By letter dated April 8,1998, the Baltimore Gas and
Electric Company submitted the license renewal application for Calvert Cliffs in accordance with -
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 54 (10 CFR Part 54).

The Calvert Cliffs nuclear station is located on the west shore of the Chesapeake Bay in Calvert
County, Maryland, approximately 45 miles southeast of Washington, D.C., and 60 miles south of
Baltimore, Maryland. . Operation of the twin Combustion Engineering pressurized-water reactors .

results in an approximate net electrical output of 845 megawatts for each reactor. |

This SER presents the status of the staff's review of information submitted to the NRC through
March 5,1999, the cutoff date for consideration in the SER. The staff has identified open items
that must be resolved before it can make a determination on the application. These items are
summarized in SecSn 1.4 of this report. In order to close these items, the staff requires the

: additional information identified in this report. The staff will provide its final conclusion on the
review of the Calvert Cliffs license renewal application in an update to this SER. j
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1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

| 1.1 Introduction

| This document is a safety evaluation report (SER) cn the application for license renewal for the -
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, as filed by the applicant Baltimore Gas and
Electric Company (BGE or Applicant). By a letter dated April 8,1998, BGE submitted its
application to the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for renewal of the
Calvert Cliffs operating licenses for an additional 20 years. This report was prepared by the
NRC staff and summarizes the results of the staff's safety review of the renewal application for
compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 ' Requirements for Renewal of Operating
Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants." The NRC License Renewal Project Manager for Calvert
Cliffs is David L. Solorio. Mr. Solorio may be contacted by calling 301-415-1973, or by writing to
Project Directorate for License Renewal, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D.C. 20555-0001.

O in its April 8,1998, submittal, BGE requested renewal of the Class 104b operating licenses for
s Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2 (license numbers DPR-53 and DPR-69,

respectively) for a period of 20 years beyond the current license expirations of midnight, July 31,
2014, and midnight, August 13,2016, respectively. The nuclear station is located on the west
shore of the Chesapeake Bay in Calvert County, Maryland, approximately 45 miles southeast of
Washington, DC, and 60 miles south of Baltimore, Maryland. Operation of the twin Combustion
Engineering pressurized-water reactors results in an approximate net electrical output of 845
megawatts for each reactor. Details concerning the plant and the site are coritained in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1
and 2.

The license renewal process proceeds along two tracks: a technical review of safety issues and
an environmental review. The requirements for these reviews are stated in NRC regulations
10 CFR Parts 54 and 51, rerpectively. The safety review for the Calvert Cliffs license renewalis
based on BGE's application for license renewal and on the licensee's answers to requests for
additional information (RAls) from the NRC staff. In meetings and docketed correspondence,
BGE has also supplemented the answers that it h&s given to the RAls. Unless otherwise noted,

.
the staff reviewed and considered information submitted through March 5,1999. Information

I received after that date was reviewed on a case-by-case basis, depending on the stage of the
safety review. The license renewal application and all pertinent information and materials,

| including the UFSAR mentioned above, are available to the public for review at the NRC Public
Document Rc,om,2120 L Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, and at the Calvert County!

| Public Library,30 Duke Street, Prince Frederick, Maryland 20678.
)
i
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Introduction and General Discussion

This SER summarizes the results of the staffs safety review of the Calvert Cliffs license renewal
application and delineates the scope of the technical details considered in evaluating the safety
aspects of its proposed operation for an additional 20 years beyond the term of the current
operating license. The license renewal application was reviewed in accordance with the NRC
regulations and the guidance provided in the NRC draft Standard Review Plan (SRP) for the
Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, dated September 1997.

Sections 2 through 4 of the SER address the staff's review and evaluation of license renewal
issues that have been considered during the review of the application. Section 5 is reserved for
the report of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). The conclusions of this
report are given in Section 6.

Appendix A is a chronology of NRC's principal correspondence related to the review of the
application. Appendix B is a bibliography of the references used during the course of the
review. Appendix C is a list of abbreviations used throughout the repcrt. The NRC staff
principal reviewers and its contractors for this project are listed in Appendix D. Appendix E
provides a summary of the staffs onsite review activities and references to any relevant
inspection reports, and specifically identifies any inspection results that were used, in part, as
the basis for the staff's conclusions.

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, the staff will prepare draft and final plant-specific
supplaments to the generic environmental impact statement (GEIS) that discuss the
considerations related to renewing the license for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1
and 2. The draft and final plant-specific supplements to the GEIS will be issued separate from
this report.

1.2 Licence Renewal Background

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and NRC regulations, licenses for
commercial power reactors to operate are issued for 40 years. These licenses can be renewed
for up to 20 additional years. The original 40-year license terrn was selected on the basis of
economic and antitrust considerations-not by technical limitations. However, some individual
plant and equipment designs may have been engineered on the basis of an expected 40-year
service life.

In 1982, the NRC held a workshop on nuclear power plant aging, in anticipation of the interest in
license renewal. That led the NRC to establish a comprehensive program plan for nuclear plant '

aging research (NPAR) Based on the results of that research, a technical review group
concluded that many aging phenomena are readily manageable and do not pose technical
issues that would preclude life extension for nuclear power p! ants. In 1986, the NRC published
a request for comment on a policy statement that would address major policy, technical, and
procedural issues related to life extension for nuclear power plants. )
In 1991, the NRC published the license renewal rule in 10 CFR Part 54. The NRC participated
in, and industry sponsored, demonstration programs to apply the rule to pilot plants and develop
experience to establish implementation guidance. To establish a scope of review forlicense
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renewal, the rule defined age-related degradation unique to license renewal. However, during
the demonstration program, the NRC found that many aging mechanisms occur and are
managed during the period of the initiallicense. In addition, the NRC found that the scope of the
review did not allow sufficient credit for existing programs, particularly the implementation of the
maintenance rule, which also manages plant aging phenomena.

As a result, in 1995 the NRC amended the license renewal rule. The amended Part 54
established a regulatory process that is simpler, more stable, and more predictable than the
previous license renewal rule. In particular, Part 54 was clarified to focus on managing the
adverse effects of aging rather than on identification of all aging mechanisms The rule changes
were intended to ensure that important systems, structures, and componer aill continue to
perform their intended function in the period of extended operation. In addition, the integrated
plant assessment (IPA) process was clarified and simplified to be consistent with the revised
focus on passive, long-lived structures and components.

In parallel with these efforts, the NRC pursued a separate rulemaking to similarly focus the
scope of the review of environmental impacts of license renewal, under 10 CFR Part 51, which
is part of the NRC's responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA).

1.2.1 Safety Reviews I

\v/ License renewal requirements for power reactors are based on two key principles:

(1) The regulatory process is adequate to ensure that the licensing bases of all currently
operating plants provide and maintain an acceptable level of safety, with the possible
exception of the detrimental effects of aging on the functionality of certain plant systems,
structures, and components in the period of extended operation and possibly a few other
issues related to safety only during the period of extended operation.

(2) The plant-specific licensing basis must be maintained during the renewal term in the
same manner and to the same extent as during the original licensing term.

In implementing these two principals, the rule in 10 CFR 54.4, defines the scope of license
renewal as those plant systems, structures, and components (a) that are safety-related;
(b) whose failure could affect safety-related functions; and (c) that are relied on to demonstrate
compliance with the NRC's regulations for fire protection, environmental qualification,
pressurized thermal shock, anticipated transients without scram, and station blackout.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a) the applicant must review all systems, structures, and components
within the scope of the rule to identify structures and components subject to an aging
management review (AMR). Structures and components subject to an AMR are those that
perform an intended function without a change in configuration or properties and are not subject
to replacement based on qualified life or specified time period. As required by 10 CFR 54.21(a),
it must be demonstrated that the effects of aging will be managed in such a way that the

(n) intended function or functions of those structures and components will be maintained for the
~./
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period of extended operation. Active equipment, however, is considered to be adequately
monitored and maintained by existing programs. In other words, the detrimental aging effects
that may occur for active equipment are more readily detectable and will be identified and
corrected by routine surveillance, performance indicators, and maintenance. The surveillance
and maintenance programs for active equipment, as well as other aspects of maintaining the
plant design and licensing basis, are required throughout the period of extended operation.
Section 54.21(d) requires that a supplement to the FSAR contain a summary description of the
programs and activities for managing the effects of aging.

Another requirement for license renewal is the identification and updating of time-limited aging
analyses. During the design phase for a plant, certain assumptions about the length of time the
plant will be operated are made and incorporated into design calculations for several of the
plant's systems, structures, and components. Under 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1), these calculations
must be shown to be valid for the period of extended operation or be projected to the end of the
period of extended operation, or the applicant must demonstrate that the effect of aging on these
structures, systems, and components will be adequately managed for the period of extended
operation.

In 1996, the NRC developed and issued draft regulatory guide DG-1047, " Standard Format and
Content for Applications to Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses." This guide
proposes to endorse an implementation guideline prepared by the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) as an acceptable method of implementing the license renewal rule. The NEl guideline is
NEl 95-10, " Industry Guideline for implementing the Requirements of 10 CFR Part 54-The
License Renewal Rule," which was issued in March 1996. The NRC prepared a draft standard
review plan for the safety review, which was made available in the Public Document Room in
September 1997. The draft regulatory guide will be used, along with the draft standard review
plan, to review applications and to assess technical issue reports involved in license renewal as
submitted by industry groups. As experience is gained, NRC will improve the standard review
plan and clarify regulatory guidance.

1.2.2 Environmental Reviews

The environmental protection regulations,10 CFR Pait 51, were revised in December 1996 to
facilitate the environmental review for license renewal. The staff prepared a Generic
Environmental impact Statement (G518) for License Renews) of Nuclear Plants, NUREG-1437, |
in which the staff examined the pc' Ae environmentalimpacts associated with renewing
licenses of nuclear power plants. f or certain types of environmentalimpacts, the GEIS
establishes generic findings that are applicable to all nuclear power plants. These generic
findings are identified as Category 1 issues in 10 CFR Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B.
Pursuant to 10 CFR51.53(c)(3)(i), an applicant for license renewal may incorporate these
generic findings in an environmental report and address only those environmental impacts that
are required to be evaluated on a plant-by-plant basis.

The NRC performs plant-specific reviews of the remaining environmentalimpacts of license
renewal (those identified as Category 2 issues in 10 CFR Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B) as
well as any new and significant information, in accordance with NEPA and the requirements of
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10 CFR Part 51. A public meeting was held on July 9,1998, near Calvert Cliffs nuclear power
plant as part of the scoping process to identify environmentalissues specific to the plant. The
result of the environmental review is an NRC preliminary recommendation with respect to the
license renewal action. This is known as a draft plant-specific supplement to the GEIS, which is
published for comment and discussed at a separate public meeting. After consideration of
comments on the draft, NRC prepares and publishes a final plant-specific supplement to the
GEIS. The draft and final plant-specific supplement to the GEIS will be prepared by the staff
separate from this report.

1.3 Summary of Principal Review Matters

The requireme.7ts for the renewal of operating licenses for nuclear power plants are described in
10 CFR Part 54. The staff performed its technical review of the Calvert Cliffs application for
license renewal in accordance with Commission guidance and the requirements of 10 CFR
Sections 54.19,54.21,54.22,54.23, and 54.25. The standards for issuance of a renewed
license are contained in 10 CFR 54.29. This SER describes the results of the staff's technical
review.

In 10 CFR 54.19(a), the Commission requires a license renewal applicant to provide general
information. Baltimore Gas and Electric provided this generalinformation in Attachment 1 to its

("N April 8,1998, submittal letter regarding the application for renewed operating licenses for the

!.V) Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2. The staff finds that Calvert Cliffs has provided
the information required by 10 CFR 54.19(a)in Attachment 1 of the April 8,1998, submittal
letter.

In 10 CFR 54.19(b), the Commission requires that license renewal applications include
" conforming changes to the standard indemnity agreement,10 CFR 140.92, Appendix B, to
account for the expiration term of the proposed renewed license." BGE states the following in its
renewal application regarding this issue:

The current indemnity agreement (B-70) for licenses DPR-53 and DPR-69 does
not contain a specific expiration term. Expiration is expressed in terms of the
time of the expiration of the licenses specified. Therefore, conforming changes to
account for the expiration term of the proposed renewed licenses are
unnecessary.

The staff notes that the current indemnity agreement for Calvert Cliffs states in Article Vil that
the agreement shall terminate at the time of expiration of that license specified in item 3 of the
attachment to the agreement. Item 3 of the attachment to the indemnity agreement lists two
license numbers. Should the license numbers be changed on issuance of the renewed license,
the staff will make conforming changes to item 3 of the attachment, and any other sections of
the indemnity agreement as appropriate. Therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR54.10 b) havet

been met.

n in 10 CFR 54.21, the Commission requires that each application for a renewal license for a

(aj nuclear facility shall include an integrated plant assessment (IPA), current licensing basis (CLB)
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changes during NRC review of the application, an evaluation of time-limited aging analyses
(TLAAs) and a final safety analy' is report (FSAR) supplement. In 10 CFR 54. 22, thes
Commission states requirements regarding technical specifications. The staff evaluated the
technical information required by 10 CFR 54.21 and 10 CFR 54.22 in accordance with the
NRC's regulations and the guidance provided by the draft standard review plan entitled " Review
of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants," which was published in
September 1997. The staff's evaluation of the license renewal application in accordance with
10 CFR 54.21 and 54.22 are contained in Sections 2,3, and 4 of this report.

The staff's evaluation of the environmental information required by 10 CFR 54.23 will be found in
the draft and final plant-specific supplements to the GEIS that state the considerations related to
renewing the license for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2. These
documents will be prepared by the staff separate from this report.

When the report of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards required by 10 CFR 54.25 is
issued, it will be incorporated into Section 5 of this SER. The finding required by 10 CFR 54.29
will be placed in Section 6 of this report.

1.4 Summary of Open items

As a result of its review of the license renewal application for Calvert Cliffs, including the
additionalinformation provided to the NRC through March 5,1999, the staff identified the
following issues that remained open at the time this report was prepared. An issue is open if
BGE has not provided a sufficient basis for its resolution, or has not yet provided requested
information and the staff is unaware of what will be included in the promised submittal. Each
open item has been assigned a unique identifying number, which identifies the section in this
report where the open item is described. For example, Open item 3.0-1 is discussed in
Section 3.0 of this report.

Item Descriotion

2.2.3.8-1 As a check to determine if the applicant omitted a component from its list
of components that are within the scope of license renewal, the staff
asked the applicant to clarify several issues. In NRC Question No. 3.3.43,
the staff noted to the applicant that Section 3.3E, " Auxiliary Building and
Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures," of the license
renewal application (LRA) addresses the safety-related diesel buildings
but does not address the station blackout (SBO) diesel generator. In its ,

response, the applicant referred to Subsection 4.2.2, " Function |

Identification," of Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the license renewal
application (LRA) (i.e., the IPA) and stated that the structure that encloses j
the SBO diesel generator does not perform any of the seven listed -

functions and, therefore, is not within the scope of license renewal. l
However, Section 8.4.5.1.e of the UFSAR states that certain structural !
components of the SBO diesel generator building are designed to |

preclude seismic failure and subsequent impact of the structure on the l
l
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adjacent safety-related emergency diesel generator (EDG) building. In
addition, as stated in the same UFSAR section, certain equipment located
" outdoors or on the building roof" could exceed the parameters for a
Spectrum 11 tomado and has been anchored to resist these wind loads.
Function No. 5 in Section 4.2.2 of Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA
addresses non-safety-related equipment whose failure may affect the
function of safety-related equipment. Therefore, the staff is considering
whether the SBO diesel generator building structures and the mounting

i
components securing the aforementioned equipment associated with the !

SBO diesel generator building against tomado wind loads, structures and j
components whose failure could directly prevent satisfactory
accomplishment of the emergency diesel generator building's intended
safety function, should be included within the scope of license renewal.

2.2.3.17.2.1-1 in response to NRC Question No. 5.6.4, regarding exclusion of the
emergency dousing function of the containment spray (CS) system from
the scope of license renewal, the applicant referenced Section 6.7.2 of the
UFSAR, which explains that the dousing system is isolated in Modes 1
through 4. Licensee calculations show that the maximum
post-loss-of-coolant accident charcoal bed temperature will not cause

p) iodine desorption or charcoal bed ignition. However, the licensee states
( that the system is available to provide fire protection to the charcoal beds
v in order to support certain maintenance activities in Modes 5 and 6.

10 CFR 50.48 guided the staff to evaluate the plants' fire protection
features as satisfying the provisions of Appendix A to Branch Technical
Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1 and reflects this evaluation in the Fire
Protection SER. In Section F of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
charcoal filters are identified as needing automatic fixed suppression
systems due to their inaccessibility during normal plant operations.
Further, Section 4, " Ventilation," states that fire suppression systems
should be installed to protect charcoal filters in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.52. The fixed fire suppression system used in this
application consists of the water supply piping and direction nozzles. The
staff reviewed the applicant's response and found no new information that
would support the licensee's conclusion that the piping and nozzles that
provide the emergency dousing function do not meet the scoping
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).

2.2.3.23.2.1-1 Section 5.118.1.2 in the LRA states that ductwork downstream of the
fusible links is not within the scope of license renewal. The containment
air recirculation and cooling system provides cooling air via this ductwork
to the steam generator (SG) compartment and reactor vessel annulus. As
a result, the staff questioned that the ductwork should be within the scope
of license renewal. To clarify the staff's question, a conference call was

,q made on December 9,1998 with the applicant's staff. In response to the

( ) call, the applicant stated that cooling via this ductwork was credited in the
v
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long term thermal aging analysis which supports the applicant's EQ
program. The staff is considering whether non-safety-related support
systems, such as ductwork, credited in analyses that support programs,
such as EQ, are within the scope of license renewal; therefore, this is an
Open item.

2.2.3.30-1 Since the non-safety-related service water (SRW) header is credited with
preserving cooling water inventory in the safety-related portions of the
system following a seismic event, the staff asked (NRC Question No.
5.17,1) the applicant to clarify why the turbine building header piping is
not within the scope of license renewal (per 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2)]. In its
response, the applicant reiterated that the turbine building SRW system
components do not meet 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 54.4(a)(2) scoping
requirements, and cited four references: the UFSAR; Licensee Event
Report (LER) 89-03, Revision 2; a BGE letter dated October 16,1995;
and NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-317/95-08 and 50-318/95-08. The
applicant further indicated that the turbine building header was discussed
in the fire protection section (Section 5.10, " Fire Protection,") of
Appendix A to the LRA because it only has intended functions related to
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) for safe shutdown from postulated fires. The staff
reviewed the applicant's response, including the cited references, and
found no new information that would support the applicant's conclusion
that the turbine building header did not meet the scoping requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2). In fact, it is the staff's opinion that the information in
the cited references reinforces the staff's conclusion that the turbine
building header should be within the scope of license renewal based on
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) because a loss of the turbine building header pressure
boundary could result in a failure (loss of inventory) of the safety-related
portions of the SRW system (portions within the scope of license renewal)
to provide cooling water to the emergency diesel generators, spent fuel
pool coolers, and containment coolers, which is an intended function of
the SRW system pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1).

2.2.3.33.2.2-1 in other sections (such as Section 4.1.1.2) of Appendix A to the LRA, the
applicant stated that certain devices types from the systems are evaluated
in Section 6.2, (" Electrical Commodities"). The staff determined from a
review of Table 6.2-1 that not all systems that the applicant identified as
cross-referenced to Section 6.2 are included therein. Also the applicant
included in Table 6.2-1 systems (such as the saltwater system) whose
corresponding sections in the application did not refer to Section 6.2 for
evaluation of electrical commodity device types.

3.0-1 The content of the final safety analysis report (FSAR) supplement is
dependent upon the final bases for the staff's safety evaluation, as will be
reflected in a subsequent revision to this report. In addition, improved
guidance is being developed for updating the contents of FSARs under
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,

10 CFR 50.71(e). Therefore, the resolution of the information that needs j
to be added to the FSAR will be addressed after the other open and ;

confirmatory items are resolved, prior to issuance of a renewed license.
|

The content of the FSAR will be tracked as an Open item. |

|
3.1.4.3-1 in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the license renewal application, the

applicant discussed how some internal portions of the reactor vessel (RV)
cooling shroud can harbor pockets of liquid that may be inaccessible for
visualinspection without removing interference. The staff's understanding
of the boric acid corrosion inspection program is that it does not provide
for removing interference; thus, it is unclear how the applicant is
managing this aging issue.

!

I
3.1.6.3-1 The staff identified several systems in which the applicant proposed to

|
use a one-time age-related degradation inspection to manage age-related

,

degradation mechanism that obviously require periodic, regular !
inspections, such as for verification of acceptable condition of coatings

,

(a axiliary feedwater, component cooling water, auxiliary building heating
and ventilation), and verification that corrosion is not occurring due to 1

' leakage (SW, nuclear steam supply system sampling, spent fuel pool
,

(G) programs (e.g., the boric acid corrosion inspection (BACl) program or the j
cooling). The staff requests that the applicant either expand existingf

b' structure and system walkdowns) or confirm that a new aging !

management program will be developed to ensure that regular, periodic
inspections will be performed for these systems.

3.2.3.1.1 -1 The staff noted that the applicant did not consider the steam generator
carbon steel tube support structures as susceptible to erosion-corrosion.
The applicant, in its response to Generic Letter (GL) 97-06, " Degradation 1

of Steam Generator Intemals," referenced a Combustion Engineering )
topical report that states erosion corrosion is a plausible age-related

'

degradation mechanism (ARDM) under certain conditions. The staff
|

requests that the applicant include erosion-corrosion of the tube support ;

structures as a plausible ARDM to be managed for license renewal and !

the staff requests that the applicant submit an appropriate aging ;

management program. In a letter dated November 19,1998, the
applicant stated that it performs periodic visual inspections of the

,

secondary side of the steam generators (in particular the egg-crates and
tube support plates) to look for signs of erosion and tube bundle fouling.
However, the staff does not have enough information to conclude that this
description of the applicant actions is enough to ensure the applicant will

Idetect aging effects before there is a loss of intended function.
Specifically, the applicant needs to clearly identify erosion corrosion of the
egg-crate supports as a plausible ARDM, and also needs to provide the

,3 specific inspection scope, the inspection frequency, and the acceptance,

{V} criteria for these visual inspections. The staff is also reviewing separately
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the applicant's response to GL 97-06 and will provide additional feedback
relevant to this issue upon closeout of tha GL.

3.2.3.1.1-2 in view of industry experience and data, the staff considers siress
corrosion cracking (SCC) to be plausible for some pressurizer and reactor
coolant system (RCS ) components, and should be managed by
aging-management programs (AMPS). The staff would consider the
following existing programs to be acceptable for managing the effects of
SCC as AMPS or portions of AMPS: ASME XI; Technical Specifications
leakage requirements; program based on the provisions of Bulletin 82-02,
" Degradation of Threaded Fasteners in the RCS Pressure Boundary of
PWR Plants;" primary water chemistry control program. Tha staff would
rely on these programs to manage SCC for the specified pressurizer and
RCS components, along with a description of and implementation
commitment from the applicant to manage threaded fasteners in
accordance with Bulletin 82-02. Otherwise, the applicant must propose
an acceptable attemative.

3.2.3.1.2-1 In 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the Commission requires that, for each component
subject to AM, the applicant must demonstrate that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed for the period of extended operation. The
open issue pertains to the applicant's development of the scope of the
fatigue monitoring program (FMP) for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
and RCS components. The applicant has not completed its evaluation to
identify the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and reactor coolant system
(RCS) components to be monitored by the FMP. Although the applicant )
stated it selected the components for monitorirg on the basis of highest |
fatigue usage, the applicant has not completed evaluation of all RPV and
RCS components. These additional component evaluations may result in
the identification of additional locations that require monitoring by the
FMP. As a consequence, the scope of the FMP, including the parameters
that will be monitored by the FMP, has not been completely defined. The
applicant should:

Describe the scope of the Combustion Engineering review that*

formed the basis for selecting the critical locations monitored by
the FMP.

Complete the one-time fatigue analysis of the reactor coolant*

pumps (RCPs), motor operated valves (MOVs), and pressurizer
relief valves (PRVs), and modify the FMP as necessary. Discuss
the results of the evaluation, identify additianal locations added to
the FMP, and describe the controlling transients and parameters
that will be monitored for the locations added to the FMP.

O
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)
Complete the evaluation of the control element drive mechanism*

(CEDM) and reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS)
components and modify the FMP as necessary. Discuss the
results of the evaluation, identify additional locations added to the |

FMP, and describe the controlling transients and parameters that j
will be monitored for the locations added to the FMP.

Complete the evaluation of the reactor vessel internals (RVI) and*

modify the FMP as necessary. The applicant should discuss the
results of the evaluation, identify additional locations added to the
FMP, and describe the controlling transients and parameters that |

'will be monitored for the locations added to the FMP.

3.2.3.2.1 -1 The applicant must identify Technical Specification (TS) limits on steam
generator (SG) leakage, which provide for defense in depth related to the
detection of degradation in the steam generator tubes. The staff
considers the TS limit of SG leakage to be a necessary component of an
AMP for SG tubes.

I

3.2.3.2.1 -2 In view of the SCC experience by the head closure seal leakage detection
p line and the safety consequences of a leak (a small break loss of coolant
t accident), the applicant needs to propose an AMP for SCC. The program

the applicant proposed, RV-78, is merely mitigative.

3.2.3.2.1-3 For the cracking of pressurizer shell, heads, including cladding cracking,
the applicant stated that cracking was not plausible and did not need
aging management. Industry experience has shown that cracking is a
plausible ARDM that requires aging management, typically by
inspections. The applicant should propose an AMP.

3.2.3.2.1-4 The applicant should perform an augmented inspection of small-bore
piping for renewal. The augmented inspection would include Inconel
materials, and the information resulting from the response to information
Notice 90-10 should be considered in developing the augmented
inspection of Inconel materials.

3.2.3.2.4-1 The applicant should present a discussion of the accuracy of visual
examinations required to provide reliable measurements of detectable
wear used to assess the performance of the hold down ring in managing
the aging effects of wear.

3.4.3.2.1-1 . For the chemical and volume control system (CVCS), the applicant has
. committed to remove and replace all of the original heat tracing. The staff
finds that the preventive action, removing the source of halogens, will
effectively eliminate SCC as a plausible ARDM to be managed. There are
no parameters monitored or inspected as part of this plant modification.
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However, the staff believes there should be an inspection element to this
plant modification to ensure that SCC caused by the original heat tracing
adhesive, if it has already started, will be detected and evalui ;ed. The
acceptance criterion and its associated basis should also be reported to
the staff.

3.4.3.2.1-2 BGE should provide justification and an implementation schedule for the
plant modification in the chemical and volume control system for
mitigation of potential stress corrosion cracking caused by the original
heat tracing adhesive.

3.4.3.2.2-1 The applicant indicated that its FMP review determined that all
components in the CVCS from the regenerative heat exchanger to the
RCS loop piping, and from the RCS loop piping to the letdown heat
exchanger are subjected to fatigue loadings. The applicant also indicated
that the design criteria for the piping and valves required fatigue analyses.
The applicant further indicated that, as part of the FMP, the design
analysis documents were reviewed to determine the area of highest
fatigue usage. However, the applicant did not describe the process used
to evaluate all the Group 1 components listed on page 5.2-14.
Specifically, the applicant's responst, did not appear to address the heat
exchanger (HX) and temperature element (TE) components. In a meeting
on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999),
the applicant indicated that the TE was included as part of the piping
analysis. In addition, the applicant indicated that the result of the review
of the HXs is contained in a Combustion Engineering report. On the basis
of its review of that report, the applicant determined that the expected
fatigue usage of the HXs is enveloped by the locations monitored by the
FMP. The applicant should supplement its response to NRC Question 7.1 1

to include the review of the TE and HXs discussed above. ;

3.7.3.1.1.1-1 The applicant states that the extemal surfaces of the diesel fuel oil system
are protected, in accordance with industry practice, with extemal coating |
and wrapping and an impressed current cathodic protection system. |

According to the applicant, the cathodic protection system is not within the
scope of the license renewal because it does not perform any of the
system-intended functions defined in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (2), and (3). The
staff disagrees with this position because cathodic protection plays a role
in the protection of the piping. If the coatings are not used, the cathodic
protection becomes inefficient. If the cathodic protection is not used,
" holidays * in the coating may cause localized corrosion, and the pipeline
may fa;l more rapidly than if the pipeline were not coated. Therefore, the
staff finds that the applicant needs to identify both coatings and cathodic '

protection for buried pipelines to be within the scope of license renewal.

O
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3.9.3.2.3-1 The licensee has stated that fatigue is a plausible ARDM for components
such as valves and certain pipe segments in the reactor coolant sampling
subsystem associated with sampling of the fluid from the RCS hot leg.
These components provide the passive intended function of maintaining
the system pressure boundary. The material for the pressure boundary is
stainless steel with an intemal environment of borated water. The bolting ;

material is low-alloy steel or carbon steel. Low-cycle thermal fatigue is a
;

plausible ARDM for components in the reactor coolant sampling |

subsystem since they experience severe thermal cycling during routine i

RCS sampling operations. This aging mechanism, if unmanaged, could
eventually result in crack initiation and growth so that the components
may not be able to perform their pressure boundary function under CLB
design loading conditions. However, the licensee has not discovered any
low-cycle fatigue-related failures in the nuclear steam supply system
(NSSS) sampling system. The licensee has stated that1 io are no
practicable means available to mitigate the effects of thermal fatigue, but
has established a FMP to monitor and track fatigue usage factors of |

limiting components of the NSSS and steam generators. Trscking the
usage factors of the limiting components ensures that all remaining
components will also remain below their fatigue limits. The FMP will
include an engineering evaluation to determine if the low-cycle fatigue
usage of piping and valves in the RCS hot-leg sampling line is bounded
by the existing analysis for the bounding components. If these
components are not bounded, they will be reviewed under the FMP to
verify the fatigue usage factor for these components, and consideration
will be given to the magnitude and frequency of thermal cycles imposed
by RCS sampling activities. The staff considers this approach for
monitoring fatigue usage factors of components in the NSSS sampling

;

system acceptab'a for managing this ARDM so that these components |

will be capable of performing their intended functions consistent with the l
CLB during the period of extended operation under all design loading )
condition. .However, the applicant should provide its evaluation as stated
in page 5.13-29 of Appendix A to the LRA, to demonstrate that the q

low-cycle fatigue usage of piping and v&es in the RCS hot-leg sampling
is bounded by the monitoring of 11 fatigue-critical locations in the RCS.

3.10.3.2.1-1 In NRC Question No. 3.3.12, the staff asked the applicant to summarize
the time-limited aging analysis (TLAA) that will be performed for the three
types of containment prestressing tendons and to explain the basic
assumptions and limitations that will be used in the evaluation. In
response to NRC Question No.'3.3.12, the applicant indicated that the
expected tendon force curve would be based on straight lines plotted on
semi-log paper like most time-dependent decay curves. Upper and lower
bounds are usually drawn parallel, and superimposed on the plot with
some lower limits to reflect design requirements with some margin.

i

;( . During the February 17,'1999, meetny; (NRC rneeting summary dated

.-

|
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introauction and General Discussion

March 19,1999), the applicant stated that according to information
provided in the letter from the applicant (October 28,1997), the vertical
tendona, in general, possess reasonable tendon lift-off force margins in
the order of 25 Ifps. The staff requested the applicant to demonstrate
that the trending analyses of the three types of tendons will ensure that
the actual prestressing forces in the tendons are above the lower bound
limits during the extended period of operation.

In addition, predicted tendon lift-off force (F,) vs. time (T) curves for each
of the three groups of tendons (i.e., vertica:, hoop, and dome tendons)
having similar characteristics (e.g., alignment, orientation, lockoff forces
and environmental conditions (such as temperature, humidity, anchorage
exposure). Regulatory Guide 1.35.1 provides guidance on how to do this.
If the trending analysis of the measured tendon force (F ) vs. time (T)
curve is above the lower bound predicted curve extended up to the end of
license renewal term, the extended F, curve (for the group) may be used
for comparison with the tendon lift-off forces measured during future
surveillance. If the trending of F, indicates that it will be below the
extended F, curve within the current license or during the extended
licerse term, a systematic program for retensioning the tendons needs to
be c'eveloped to ensure that the minimum prestressing requirement of the
current licensing basis is met up to the end of the extended term.
Because this type of information is not available b the LRA, the staff
cannot make a safety judgment regarding the applicant's TLAA for tendon ;
prestressing force in containment at this time. This item is considered as |

a part of this Open item.

3.10.3.2.2-1 In NRC Question No. 3.3.36, the staff raised a concem about sustained
exposure of below-grade concrete slabs and walls of the intake structure
to groundwater. The applicant's initial response did not give any
information indicating the benign chemistry of the groundwater, or
historical evidence to demonstrate that the concrete walls and slabs are
not subject to aging effects from sustained exposure to groundwater. On
March 1,1999, the applicant provided a facsimile, which was
subsequently docketed in NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999, l
that contains the chemical analysis data for the groundwater. The '

groundwater analysis for two out of three wells indicated u sat the
groundwater chemistry is benign from the standpoint of causing aging
related wgradation of the exterior of the concrete walls and slab
However, an analysis of one well on the west side indicated very high
chloride and sulfate content. In a telephone conference on March 2,
1999, the staff requested the applicant to commit to inspect some portion
of the extemal surfaces of the exterior walls at least once before the start
of the period of extended operation.

9i
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3.10.3.2.3-1 in Table 3.3A-4, " Containment System Components Potential and
Plausible ARDMs,"in Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant listed
corrosion / oxidation of the metal por' ions as the potential ARDM for
electrical penetrations (non-EQ). In NUREG/CR-5461, "Ag'ag of Cables,
Connections, and Electrical Penetration Assemblies Used in Nuclear
Power Plants", the staff concludes that the sealing material, cable
insulation, and header plate O-rings in electrical penetrations may be
susceptible to aging degradation. The applicant has not addressed the
aging effects of radiation and temperature upon these and other
non-metallic elements.

3.11.3.2.2.1-1 BGE should provide information and/or the basis to demonstrate how the
preventive maintenance tasks for managing the effects of general
corrosion / oxidation for FHE and HLHC systems will be implemented and
why this program adequately manages aging.

4.1.3-1 The list of TLAAs provided pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1) does not
include the upper-shelf energy of the reactor vessel materials, including
the most limiting material based on fluence and chemistry of the vessel
material. The applicant stated during the on-site meeting held between

p February 16-18,1999, that irradiation embrittlement as measured by the
drop in Charpy upper shelf energy (USE) is not a time-limited aging ;
analysis (TLAA) since it des not satisfy the TLAA definition in 10 CFR
54.3. The NRC staff, he w ver, has concluded that this is a TLAA. The

'

applicant should includo c>per shelf energy evaluation in their list of
TLAAs. This Open item should be resolved in conjunction with
Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-2.

4.1.3-2 The loss of prestress on containment tendons is time-dependent as a
result of age-related degradation, such as creep and shrinkage of
concrete, stress relaxation, corrosion and anchorage ceating losses, etc.
The calcu|ation of normalized lift-off force of tendons snscified in the
technical specification Figures 3.6.1-1,3.6.1-2, and 3.6.1-3 is a TLAA.
The technical specification surveillance test is a measure of lift-off force to
ensure that the prestress loss of tendons is within acceptable limits. The
applicant has stated that the curves in the technical specification
pertaining to the predicted lift-off force will be recalculated by the year
2012 to account for the period of extended operation. The deferral of the
recalculation of the parameter for the renewal term is, therefore, identified
as an open item. The details of this open stem are set forth in
Section 3.10 of this SER.

4.1.3-3 With respect to metal fatigue (from thermal cycles) of USAS B31.7 class il
and ill piping components (other than main steam piping), the applicant

(n) stated in the same meeting that these components have a stress limit
based on 7000 cycles and, further, their data search did not identify this

G/
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issue as a TLAA. In the application, however, the applicant d:scusses
expected cycles during the period of extended operation for some
components. These assessments as TLAAs. In addition, during the site
meeting, the applicant indicated that the number of cycles was considered
in their evaluation of class 11 and lit piping. Hence, the applicant should
identify its assessment as a TLAA.

1.5 Summary of Confirmatory items

As a result of the staffs' review of BGE's app |ication for license renewal, including the additional
information and clarifications provided subsequently, the staff identified the confirmatory items
listed below, as of the time this report was prepared. Confirmatory items reflect commitments
made by BGE or staff actions for which the resolution has not yet been documented or |
confirmed. In addition, confirmatory items include significant matters that need to be considered
as possible license conditions or technical specification requirements, depending on the form of
the resolution. Each Confirmatory item has been assigned a unique identifying number, which
identifies the section in this report where the Confirmatory item is described. For example, l

Confirmatory item 3.0-1 is discussed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Item Descriotion

2.2.3.4.2.2-1 Table 3.3A-1, " Containment Structure Component Types Requiring an '

aging management review (AMR),"in Appendix A to the LRA designates
the containment structural components subject to an AMR The
containment tendon gallery protects the bottom anchorages of the vertical
tendons, and give access to the tendon anchorages for inservice
inspection activities. The tendon gallery is categorized as a non-safety
related element of the containment structures. BGE indicated that the
tendon gallery is not relied upon for containment integrity in the seismic
analyses or design-basis events. Documentation of this basis for
excluding the tendon gallery from the scope of the structural elements
subject to an AMR is a confirmatory item.

2.2.3.17.2.2-1 The basis for excluding solenoid valves from an AMR may be valid
provided that the pressure boundary provided by the valve body is not
reliad upon for the system intended functions, as is described for the
Safety injection System in Section 2.2.3.28.1. The solenoid valve
pressure boundary funcCsn has been properly included in the scope of
the AMR for other systems (for example, reactor coolant system in
Section 2.2.3.9.2.2). Verification of the appropriate exclusion basis for
solenoid valves in the Containment Spray System and the Compressed
Air Section(see Section 2.2.3.15.2.2) is a Confirmatory item.

3.1.3.3-1 In addition to the elements discussed above, the staff, in a letter dated
September 7,1998, requested that the applicant discuss the use of
procedure MN-1-319 for identifying and managing the aging effects of

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 1-16
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reinforced-concrete structures. The applicant, in its response dated
! November 19,1998, stated that the omission of aging mechanisms for

concrete walls, covered by the structure walkdown reports used by ;
i procedure MN-1-319, is an oversight. As such, the structure walkdown j

: reports will be modified to detect the aging effects of reinforced-concrete ;

|- structures. This is a Confirmatory item.

! 3.1.4.3-1 The applicant plans to modify the boric acid corrosion inspection program
to specify examinations during each refueling outage of the reactor vessel
cooling shroud anchorage to the reactor vessel head for evidence of ;

borated water leakage and all RV cooling shroud structural support i

members for general corrosion / oxidation. A Confirmatory item will be ,

used to capture this modification and its schedule. l

|

3.1.5.3-1 An appropriate description should be provided in a supplement to the
FSAR and/or in the applicant's " Quality Assurance Policy for the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant" to indicate that the applicant's Appendix B
program also applies to non-safety related structures and components
that are subject to aging management review for license renewal, such
that any changes to the programs or activities that may affect their
effectiverc,ss in managing aging can be appropriately controlled.

3.2.3.2.1-1 The technical bases for the CASS program is contained in EPRI
Technical Report 106092. The report describes screening criteria as a
function of casting method, molybdenum content and percent ferrite.
Components that have percentage ferrite below the screening criteria
have adequate fracture toughness and do not require inspection.
Components that have percentage ferrite exceeding the screening criteria
may not have adequate fracture toughness, as a result of thermal
embrittlement, and do require inspection. The proposed screening criteria
and inspection are acceptable when revised in accordance with the
criteria documented during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,1999). The applicant should revise
the CASS program as discussed in the February 16,1999, meeting.

3.2.3.2.1 -2 The applicant shou!d revise the comprehensive reactor vessel
surveillance program as discussed during a meeting on February 16,
1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999).

3.2.3.2 1-3 To manage aging effects associated with SCC of alloy 600 RPV
components, the applicant relies on its alloy 600 program. The applicant
stated that the Alloy 600 prograin does not predict primary water stress
corrosion cracking (PWSCC) to be an issue for the period of extended
operation. The applicant plans to continue its periodic visual inspections

. to verify this prediction. The staff requests that the applicant confirm that
CEDMs are included in the periodic inspections via the BACI program,

i

|
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confirm that cracking of CEDMs has been considered for a 60-year life,
and provide the results of the susceptibility evaluation for the CEDMs
relative to this time frame, and provide operating experience from |
inspections of CEDM nozzles at CCNPP, if available. i

3.2.3.2.1-4 To manage aging effects associated with SCC of the control element
assembly (CEA) shroud bolts, the applicant, in Section 4.3.2 of
Appendix A to the LRA, described a program that would perform an
analysis to determine if the applied stresses on these bolts is above or
below the " critical stress" for SCC. As discussed during a meeting on
February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), for
NRC Question No. 4.3.15, the applicant indicated that after further review,
the function of the CEA shroud bolts is not safety related and, therefore,
this stress analysis program would not be implemented. This is a
confirmatory item pending review of an applicant submital documenting
this finding.

In addition, An ARDI program is planned to manage the effects of SCC of
the CEA shroud bolts. However, as discussed in 3.2.3.2.1C(8) of this

~ SER, the applicant indicated that the CEA shroud bolts do not perform a
safety function in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. The
applicant was asked to document the resolution of the issue with a
description of the function of the CEA shroud bolts that included an
explanation of why they do not meet the criteria contained in 10 CFR 54.4.

3.2.3.2.4-1 The applicant should document the basis for not considering the hold
down ring as a device subject to stress relaxation.

3.2.3.3-1 if generic safety issue (GSI) 190 is not resolved generically prior to
CCNPP operation in the extended period, the applicant must adequately
resolve environmental effects on high usage factors with bounding
analyses or a monitoring program on a plant-specific basis. |

3.3.3.2.1 -1 The licensee plans to modify MN-1-319 to (a) specifically identify the
field-erected tanks within the scope of the performance assessments, (b)
provide additional visual inspection criteria specific to detecting leakage
near the refueling water tank (RWT) penetrations, and (c) add guidance
regarding approval authority for significant departures from the specified
walkdown inspection scope and schedule.

3.3.3.2.1-2 The licensee plans to perform an engineering evaluation of SCC at the
RWT penetrations to either (a) confirm that detection of leakage through
the " telltale" holes is adequate to manage stress-corrosion cracking
(SCC) befcie a challenge to the structural integrty of the penetrations or
(b) include RWT penetrations in the (ARDI) program.

Calvert Cliffs t.icense Renewal SER 1-18
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3.3.3.2.2-1 -10 CFR Section 54.21(a)(3) requires that for each component subject to

,

AMR, the applicant demonstrate that the effects of aging will be i
adequately managed. The staff concern pertains to how the applicant [
demonstrated that fatigue will be adequately managed for the safety
injection (SI) piping. Section 5.15 of the LRA indicates that the applicant
identified the pot 3ntial for thermal stratification in the piping between the

,

Si tank check valves and the loop inlet check valves. The LRA also
indicates that the applicant will complete an engineering review of the
industry task group reports regarding thermal stratification to determine
whether SI piping changes are necessary and to determine the impact of
such changes on fatigue usage parameters used by the CCNPP fatigue
monitoring program (FMP). In NRC Question No. 7.21, the staff asked
that the applicant indicate whether the plans for the engineering review
include reanalysis for thermal stratification and that the applicant describe
the manner by which the time-limited aging ane'ysis, (TLAA) for these
fatigue analyses will satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(c). The
applicant responded that the engineering review of the SI piping between

| the Si tank check valves and the loop inlet check valves does include a
' reanalysis for thermal stratification. The applicant further indicated that

' this review will determine if the components are bounded by other
components in the FMP, and if they are not bounded, they will be added
to the FMP. The applicant should discuss the results of the evaluation,
identify additional locations added to the FMP, and describe the
controlling transients and parameters monitored for the locations added to

j the FMP. The applicant should complete the thermal stratification
j analysis of the Si piping and modify the FMP as necessary.

-3.3.3.2.3-1 The licensee plans to modW MN-1-319 to include additional visual
inspection criteria specific tu the perimeter seal.

3.4.3.2.2-1 To verify that no significant v bration fatigue is occurring for CVCS
components, the applicant indicated that a new program will be developed
to provide for inspections of representative components. The staff asked

!

the applicant to describe the specific elements of the program that are !

relevant in monitoring vibration fatigue (NRC Question No. 7.8). The
applicant indicated that the CCNPP ARDI program will contain inspections
of representative components to detect the effects of vibrational fatigue.
In a meeting on February 10,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), held at CCNPP, the applicant stated that it plans to

| revise the LRA position to ind'cate that vibrational fatigue is not plausible

| for the CVCS. The applicant stated that the basis for its finding is that no
i vibration fatigue failures have been identified since the CVCS

modifications, described above, were implemented. The staff agrees with
j the applicant's evaluation.

!,
,

i
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3.6.2.1.4-1 In Section 5.11C.1.4 of the LRA, the applicant explains that the newly
installed heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system in the
diesel generator building is similar to the system for the control room, and
it does not need additional AMR. However, to justify such a conclusion,
the applicant should confirm that tne crvironmental conditions in the
diesel generator building (temperature, moMture content of the air, etc.)
are similar to the conditions in the control room and that the hardware
configuration of the HVAC system for the diesel generatnr building is
similar to the configuration of the control room system.

3.10.3.2.2-1 The applicant considered freeze-thaw as a plausible ARDM for concrete
structural components that are exposed to outdoor cold weather because

,

the CCNPP site is located in a geographic region subject to severe '

weather conditions according to American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM)-C33, " Standard Specificatinn for Concrete Aggregates."
The applicant stated that freeze-thaw is not a potential ARDM for concrete
structural components below the frost line (depth of 20-22 in.) or for
components located indoors. The applicant stated that the concrete
components potentially subject to freeze-thaw were designed and
constructed in accordance with ACI Standard 318, " Building Code
Requirements for Reinforced Concrete," and its relevant ACI standards
and ASTM specifications, which state the physical property requirements
of aggregate and air-entraining admixtures, chemical and physical
requirements of air-entraining cements, and proportioning of concrete
containing entrained air to maximize the concrete resistance to
freeze-thaw action. Furthermore, Table B9 in NUREG-1557, " Summary
of Technical Information and Agreements from Nuclear Management and
Resources Council industry Reports Addressing License Renewal," states
that freeze-thaw is a non-significant ARDM for structures that meet the
basis requirements. The applicant maintained that since the CCNPP
structures meet the basis requirements, freeze-thaw is not a plausible
ARDM for concrete components exposed to outdoor cold weather.
However, the applicant stated that its walkdown inspections found
evidence of damage from freeze-thaw of the containment dome with
some exposed aggregates, but concluded that the observed degradation,
even if the concrete was left unmanaged, would not result in a loss of
function. During the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary
dakd March 19,1999), the staff asked the applicant to explain the basis
for the preceding conclusion. The applicant reste.ted that the possible
freeze thaw damage on the containment dome is expected to be
insignificant and this item will be evaluated further as part of the baseline
inspection for both containments by year 2002. The staff finds the
applicant commitment to evaluate and resolve the issue via inspection by
year 2002 reasonable and acceptable.

O
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3.10.3.2.5-1 Administrative Procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns,"
provides for discovery of corrosion of steel or of conditions that would
allow corrosion to occur, such as deterioration of paint or pooled water for I

building structural components, by performance of visual inspections
during plant walkdowns. The purpose of this program is to provide
direction for the performance of structure and system walkdowns and for
the documentation of walkdown results. The applicant's procedure
MN-1-139 requires responsible personnel to perform periodic walkdowns
of their assigned structures and systems during every refueling outage
and to schedule walkdowns to ensure that every structure will receive a
walkdown at least every third outage. These walkdowns are intended to
assess the condition of the CCNPP building structures, systems, and
components so that any abnormal or degraded condition will be identihed
and documented, and corrective actions will be taken before these
structures, systems, and components lose the ability to perform their
intended functions. The MN-1-319 procedure has been improved recently
through incorporation of additional guidance on specific activities to be
included in the scope of the structural walkdowns and, according to the
applicant, additional enhancements will be made to the procedure to
incorporate the following: (1) to help the walkdown personnel to determine
whether the intended functions will continue to be met as required by the
applicable CLB and (2) approval authority when significant departure from -
the inspection scope or schedule occurs.

4.1.3-1 The containment liner plate fatigue is a TLAA with a limiting number of
thermal cycles during the licensed life of the plant. As indicated in the
February 16,1999, meeting summary, the applicant has provided an
evaluation demonstrating that the current analysis remains valid for the
period of extended operation. The staff has reviewed this information and
found it acceptable. However, this information should be documented.
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2 STRUCTURES' AND COMPONENTS SUBJECT TO AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW

2.1 Methodology for identifying Structures and Components Subject to Aging Management
Review

Applicants for license renewal are required by the license renewal rule to perform, among other
things, an integrated plant assessment (IPA). The first two steps of the IPA,10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)
and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(2), require '.ne applicant to identify and list, from those systems,
structures, and components (SSCs) within the scope of the license renewal rule, those
structures and components that are subject to an aging management review and to describe
and justify the methods used to determine those structures and components subject to review.
SSCs within the scope of the license renewal rule are those meeting the criteria in 10 CFR 54.4.
Structures and components subject to an aging management review are those that meet the
criteria of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) and (ii).

'
In a letter dated August 18,' 1995, BGE submitted their " Integrated Plant Assessment
Methodology", which was subsequently amended to incorperate changes required by the staff.
The amendment to the IPA was provided in a BGE letter dated January 11,1996. The staff
reviewed this methodology and found it to be acceptable as documented in a Final Safety
Evaluation (FSE) dated April 4,1996. BGE license renewal application dated April 8,1998,
contains the IPA methodology, technically unchanged from that previously submitted, in
Attachment 1, Appendix A, Section 2. The staff concluded in its FSE that:

The BGE methodology sufficiently describes and justifies an acceptable process
for identifying structures and components at Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 and 2, that are
subject to an aging management review for license renewal and therefore would
meet the requirement of 54.21(a)(2). In addition, this process, if implemented,
provides reasonable assurance that all structures and components subject to an
aging management review pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) will be identified."

The staffs evaluation of the implementation of the process for identifying SSCs that are subject
to an aging management review pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) is contained in Section 2.2 of
this SER.

.
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2.2 Identification of Structures and Components Subject to Aging Management Review

2.2.1 Introduction :

I

la Sections 3 through 6 of Appendix A, " Technical Information," to the LRA, BGE (the applicant) I
described the structures and components that are subject to an aging management revi3w !
(AMR) for license renewal. The staff reviewed these sections of the application to dete.mine if j
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified and listed those structures and
components subject to an AMR to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.2 Staff Evaluation Approach
|

The staff reviewed Sections 3 through 6 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there is ;

reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified and listed those structures j
and components subject to an AMR to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). l

The statements of consideration (SOC) for the license renewal rule (60 FR 22478) indicate that
'

an applicant has the flexibility to determine the set of structures and components for which an
AMR is performed, provided that this set encompasses the structures and components for which
the Commission has determined an AMR is required. Accordingly, the staff focused its review
on verifying that the implementation of the applicant's methodology discussed in Section 2.1 of
this staff SER did not result in the significant omission of structures and components subject to
an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). The staff performed the following two-step
evaluation:

(1) The first step was to determine whether the applicant has properly identified the
systems, structures, and components (SSCs) within the scope of license renewal,
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4. As described in more detail below, the staff reviewed selected
structures and components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of
license renewal to verify that they do not have any intended functions.

(2) The second step was to determine whether the applicant has properly identified the
structures and components (S&Cs) subject to an AMR from among those identified in the
first step. As described in more detal below, the staff reviewed selected S&Cs that the
applicant identified as within the scope of license renewal to verify that the applicant has
identified these S&Cs as subject to an AMR if they perform intended functions without
moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and are not subject to 1

replacement on the basis of a qualified life or specified time period. To determine I
whether the applicant identified the S&Cs subject to an AMR, the staff did not review |
S&Cs that the applicant had identified as subject to an AMR because it is an applicant's
option to include more S&Cs than those required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

The staff used the Calvert Cliffs UFSAR in performing its review. Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.34(b),
the FSAR contains "[a] description and analysis of the structures, systems, and components of

,

i
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the facility, with emphasis upon performance requirements, the bases, with technical justification
therefor, upon which such requirements have been established, and the evaluations required to

| show that safety functions will be accomplished." The FSAR is required to be updated
| periodically pursuant to 10 CFR 50.71(e). Thus, the UFSAR contains updated plant-specific

! licensing-basis information regarding the systems, SSCs and their functions.

|
| 2.2.3 Systems, Structures, and Components

The applicant presented its methodology (i.e., the integrated plant assessment (IPA)) to identify
the systems, structures, and components (SSCs) within the scope of license renewal in

.

Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA. This IPA methodology consists of a review of all plant
'

systems and structures to determine those that are within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. The staff reviewed the IPA methodology and
in a memorandum dated April 4,1996, the staff concluded that the methodology was acceptable
for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(2) and if implemented offered reasonable
assurance that all structures and components subject to an aging managment review (AMR) as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) would be identified. I

To ensure that the IPA methodology described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA was
implemented properly and identified the systems and structures within the scope of license i

p renewal, the staff performed the following additional review. The staff compared the list of I
111 systems and 24 structures at CCNPP listed in Table 3-1 in Section 2.0 to Appendix A to the
LRA, to a list of the 66 systems and structures identified by the applicant as conforming to the
scoping requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. The staff identified those systems and structures not
included within the scope of the license renewal and reviewed the information contained in the
UFSAR for a sample of these systems and structures to determine whether they performed any
intended function defined by 10 CFR 54.4, and thus would be required to be included within the
scope of license renewal. The staff found no omissions. However, to ensure the applicant did
not omit any system or structures with intended functions, by letter dated August 27,1998, the
staff requested additionalinformation about eight systems and structures outside the scope of
the license renewal. In response to the staff's request for additional information, on
November 2,1998, the applicant provided the staff with additional information about the five
systems and three structures. For each system and structure, the applicant submitted a general
description, listed the specific intended functions (active and passive), and identified the portion
of the LRA in which the system's components were reviewed (if the system or structure
performed an intended function). For example, the staff requested additionalinformation about
the reactor protective system. In its response, the applicant identified the three passive
intended functions performed by this system and added that the components within the scope of
license renewal that performed this intended function were evaluated in either Section 6.2,
" Electrical Commodities," Section 5.9 "Feedwater System," or Section 6.1 " Cable Commodities."

The staff reviewed the information submitted by the applicant in the LRA and in additional
information in response to the NRC's August 27,1998, memorandum, and did not find any
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systems or structures with intended functions that were not already evaluated in the LRA.
Therefore, the staff has reasonable assurance that the applicant had appropriately identified the
systems and structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.1 Component Supports Commodity Group

in Section 3.1 " Component Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant describes the
technical information related to the systems with component supports at the CCNPP site that are
within the scope for license renewal and identified which of those structures and components
are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.1.1 Summary of Component Supports Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, component supports are associated with almost every plant system. A
component support is the connection between a system, or a component within a system, and a
plant structural member. Because component supports perform the same basic function
regardless of the system, the applicant reviewed these components as a commodity group.

The applicant prepared a generic list of component supports by reviewing industry and
plant-specific information, including the Seismic Qualification Utility Group guidance, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Section XI, component support inspection documentation, and
the CCNPP system level scoping results for license renewal. The applicant identified all
component support types that provide support to plant components that are within the scope of
license renewal and listed them as being within the scope of license renewal. The applicant
identified 47 systems within the scope of license renewal that contained supports within this
commodity group evaluation.

The applicant grouped the total population of ccmponent supports into four categories. The
categories include supports for both the distributive portions of systems (e.g., piping and cable
raceways) and for system equipment. The categories are defined by the components they
support: piping; cable raceways; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning ducting; and
equipment. These four categories are further separated into 19 sub-categories based on
similarities of physical characteristics, loading conditions, and environment.

The applicant identified the following intended functions for the component supports within the
scope oflicense renewal:

Provide structural support for systems and components required to remain functional*

during and following design-basis events. ;

Provide structural support for systems and components whose failure could prevent*

satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions for items identified in the preceding
category.

C6; vert Cliffe License Renewal SER 2-4
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Provide structural support for systems and components that are required for fire-

protection, environmental qualification, pressurized thermal shock, anticipated transient
without scram, and station blackout.

The applicant identified the following component supports within the scope of license renewal
that are evaluated elsewhere in Appendix A to the LRA:

Supports for the steam generators (other than the snubbers) and the reactor vessel,-

evaluated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA

Spent fuel pool cooling demineralizer and filter vessels supports, evaluated in-

Section 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Jet impingement barriers and whip restraints supports for high energy line break-

analysis, evaluated in Section 3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA with the structure that
houses the individual component

Tubing supports, evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA-

[N The applicant noted that all of the intended functions listed above are passive because they
(,") accomplish their function without moving parts or a change in configuration or property. The

applicant therefore concluded that all component supports within the scope of license renewal
are also subject to an AMR.

On the basis rf the intended functions listed above, the applicant identified the following
19 component support types from the component support groups within the scope of license
renewal as being subject to an AMR:

COMMODITY SUPPORT GROUPS AND TYPES

Piping Supports spring hangers, constant load, snubber supports--OC

spnng hangers, constant load, snubber supports-IC

Piping frarnes and stanchions-OC

Piping frarnes and stanchions-IC

Cable Raceway Supports Trapeze, cantilever, other supporting styles-oc

Piping frames and stanchions-IC

HVAC Ducting Supports HVAc ducting supports-OC

HVAC ducting supports-IC

Equipment Supports Elastomer vibrator esolators-OC

i

\p
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Electrical cabinet anchorage-oc

Electncal cabinet anchorage-lc
.-

Equipment frames and stanchions-OC

Equipment frames and stanchions-iC

Frames and saddles-OC

Frames and saddles--IC

Metal spnng isolators and fixed bases-OC

Loss-of-coolant accident restraints-lC

Ring foundations for flat-bottomed vertical tanks-OC .
OC + Uutssae Contannent. Ic . Insee Contasweent

2.2.3.1.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 2.2.3.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the components supports
within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, by
letter dated September 7,1998, the staff issued a request for additional information (RAI)
regarding component supports, and by letter dated November 19,1998, the applicant
responded to the RAl.

2.2.3.1.2.1 Component Supports Within the Scope of License Renewal

In the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed the information submitted by the applicant in
the LRA to identify f there were systems or portions of systems with component supports that
the applicant failed to identify as within the scope of license renewal that should have been so
identified. The applicant stated in the LRA that all component support types that provide support
to plant components that are within the scope of license renewal are identified and these
component support types are listed as being within the scope of license renewal. The staff
compared Table 3.1-1 which is found in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, with Table 3-1
which is found in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA, to determine if the applicant omitted any
component supports when compiling its list of such systems within the scope of license renewal.
The staff also sampled selected systems not listed in Table 3.1-1 to verify that they do not have
any intended functions as defined in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

To help ensure that all systems with component supports within the scope of license renewal
were listed in Table 3.1-1, the staff requested more detailed information from the applicant. In
NRC Question Nos. 3.1.1 and 3.1.8, the staff noted 7 systems in Table 3-1 of Section 2.0 of
Appendix A to the LRA that were within the scope of license renewal but that did not appear in
Table 3.1-1 of Section 3.1. The applicant responded that two of the systems were within the
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.

scope of license renewal, but contained no component supports; one was a portion of a system
already listed in Table 3.1-1 (SG blowdown system is part of the MS system); three systems
were evaluated in other commodity or system reports (e.g., the containment isolation group's
individual containment penetrations are evaluated in each individual system's section); and one
system was determined to be not within the scope of license renewal and, therefore, its
component supports were not within scope. One system, diesel generator building HVAC

| system, was inadvertently omitted from Table 3.1-1. The applicant corrected this error in its
November 19,1998, response to the staffs RAl, by adding the diesel generator building HVAC
component supports to Table 3.1-1.

In NRC Question No. 3.1.4, the staff requested clarification on whether steel structural frames
used for the support of piping systems were treated as component supports or as structural
components. In its response, the applicant stated that the piping support frames were
considered component supports and were discussed in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.
Information regarding the boundary of commodity supports was requested in NRC Question No.
3.1.6, specifically, were fasteners included, and if fasteners have welded connections, are they
included within the scope of the components commodity report. The applicant clarified in its
response that fasteners and attachments associated with the component side of the component
support are evaluated in the component supports commodity group. Fasteners on the structure
side of the component support are evaluated in both the component support commodity

O) evaluation and in the evaluation for the speufic structure. Welds and fasteners were not

(V identified specifically, rather, they were considered part of the support.

#1 described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staffs RAls. On
the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified the component supports within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.1.2.2 Component Supports Subject to Aging Management Review

in Table 3.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified systems and their associated
component supports within the scope of license renewal. In Section 3.1.1.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA, the applicant stated that because these component supports provided their intended
function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties, they have
passive intended functions. Therefore, all component supports (except for snubbers, which
were excluded as " active" equipment by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i)) that are within the scope of
license renewal. The applicant further clarified that the snubber subcomponents that mount the
snubber to the pipe or component and to the structural component are referred to as snubber
supports, and are included within the scope of license renewal and are ubject to an AMR.
Table 3.1-2 of Appendix A to the LRA summarizes all the component support types requiring an
AMR. The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of all the component support types listed in
Table 3.1-2 as requiring an AMR.

A,

I (\
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The staff reviewed the information in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA E nd has determined
Ithat there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identised the component

supports subject to an AMR to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.219)(1).

2.2.3.2 Piping Segments That Provide Structural Support

in Section 3.1 A, " Piping Segments that Provide Structural Support," of Appendix A to the LRA,
the applicant identified the piping segments that provide structural support and that are within
the scope for license renewal and noted which of those piping segments are subject to an AMR.

,

l

2.2.3.2.1 Summary of TechnicalInformation Regarding Piping Segments That Provide
Structural Support in the Application

Systems that have safety-related/non-safety-related boundaries or changes in piping .

classification have a boundary valve at the functional transition point. The structuralintegrity of I

the boundary valve, which functions as the system pressure boundary, must not be ;
compromised. To ensure proper seismic structural support if the valve itself is not anchored, the i

system's structural baundary must be extended beyond the boundary valve to the first seismic |

anchor (or equivalent) and must include the pipe segment connecting the boundary valve to the I
pipe support. These components together act as a single support system, ensuring the integrity 1

of the SR/NSR functional boundary under all design-basis conditions. !

Providing structural support under all current licensing basis design loading conditions for
safety-related components (within the scope of license renewal) is the only intended function I
identified by the applicant for these piping segments. Because the intended function is |

performed without moving parts or a change in configuration or properties, it is a passive |
intended function and, therefore, piping segments that provide such support are subject to an

'

AMR. j

All fluid systems containing safety-related piping are within the scope of license renewal. These j
systems have the potential for having SR/NSR functional boundaries where piping segments I

beyond the functional boundary would be credited for structural support of the boundary. The
applicant reviewed all of the fluid systems at CCNPP and identified those systems with
safety-related piping in Table 3.1 A-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. A total of 25 systems were
identified as having the potential for SR/NSR functional boundaries with seismic boundaries
extending beyond them for structural support.

2.2.3.2.2 Staff Evaluation
J

|

The staff reviewed Section 3.1 of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable assurance |
that th',1pplicant has appropriately identified the piping segments providing structural support |

within ! ., scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in ,

accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). |
|
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2.2.3.2.2.1 Piping Segments That Provide Structural Support Within the Scope of License
Renewal

To determine which piping segments are credited with providing structural support for boundary
valves and isolation points at SR/NSR boundaries, the staff performed the following reviews.
The staff compared Table 3.1 A-1 in Section 3.1 of Appenoix A to the LRA and Table 3-1 in

| Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if the applicant omitted any safety-related
I fluid systems when compiling its list of sy;tems to evaluate for functional boundaries. The

applicant considers all piping segments beyond the SR/NSR functional boundary that perform
the intended function of providing structural support to the safety-related pip!ng and boundary

,

! isolation valve or isolation point as being within the scope of license renewal. The staff also
| reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were CCNPP fluid systems that might perform safety-

related functions or other intended functions as described in 10 CFR 54.4 that were not
identified in Table 3.1A-1 The staff sampled CCNPP fluid systems not included in Table 3.1 A-1
to determine if the applicant had omitted any systems having the potential for safety-related or
non-safety-related functional boundaries. No omissions were identifed.

; Safety-related systems have the potential for SR/NSR functional boundaries where
'

non-safety-related piping segments may provide structural support beyond the functional
| boundary. The LRA identified the safety-related fluid systems that have the potential for

SR/NSR functional boundaries with structural boundaries extending beyond the functional
boundaries within the scope of license renewal. As described above, the staff reviewed the!

information in Section 3.1 A of Appendix A to the LRA and concluded that there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the piping segments providing
structural support to safety-related piping and boundary valves within the scope of license
renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.2.2.2 Pipigg Segments That Provide Structural Supports Subject to Aging Management
Review

in Table 3.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified systems within the scope of
license renewal with the potential for containing piping segments beyond SR/NSR boundaries
that provide structural support to the safety-related piping and boundary isolation valve or
isolation point. In Section 3.1.A.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant stated that because
these portions of piping segments performed their intended function without moving parts or
without a change in configuration or properties, they have passive intended functions.
Therefore, all of these piping segments are included within the scope of license renewal and are
subject to an AMR. The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of all these piping segments i

es requiring an AMR.

| The staff has reviewed the information in Section 3.1 A of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis
of the staffs review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has

i

i |
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appropriately identified the piping segments that provide structural supports subject to an AMR
in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

1

I

2.2.3.3 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes
l

in Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment (FHE) and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes
'

(HLHCs)," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified structures and components of the
FHE and HLHCs that are within the scope of license renewal (10 CFR 54.4). The applicant also
identified which of those within-scope structures and components are subject to agir g
management review (an AMR) in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) and (ii). By a letter to l

'

the NRC dated February 4,1999, the applicant supplemented the scope of Section 3.2 by
identifying additional structures and components that are within the scope of license renewal
and subject to an AMR. In addition, the staff issued RAls by letter dated August 26,1998,
regarding the FHE and HLHC commodity report. By letter dated November 4,1998, the
applicant responded to the staff's RAls.

The staff reviewed Section 3.2, of Appendix A to the LRA, against the requirements of !

10 CFR54.4(a)(1), (2), and (3) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) and (ii). More specifically, the staff
focused its review on determining whether there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
identified and listed (1) FHE and HLHC structures and components that are within the scope of

,

license renewal and (2) FHE and HLHC structures and components that are subject to an AMR
,

in accordance with the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). !

2.2.3.3.1 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

The applicant stated that the structures and components of the FHE and HLHCs are common to
many systems. Therefore, the applicant's evaluation is presented in Section 3.2 as a separate
commodity report on all the FHE and HLHC structures and components within the plant. Some
of the FHE and HLHC structural type components, as discussed later in this Section of the SER,
are identified in Section 3.2 but are evaluated in the individual system sections or buildings in
which they are housed.

The FHE and HLHC commodity report addresses (1) all structures and components involved in
fuel handling and transfer and (2) cranes that routinely lift heavy loads over safety-related
equipment. The applicant identified 7 systems with structures and components that define the
FHE and HLHC that are within scope for license renewal: (1) spent fuel storage (spent fuel

,

pooC, (2) refueling pool, (3) new fuel storage and elevator, (4) spent fuel cask washing pit, i

(5) fuel transfer tube, (6) fuel handling system, and (7) cranes. These major systems are
described as follows:

1

(1) Spent Fuel Storage System: The CCNPP Units 1 and 2 spent fuel storage system |
(SFSS), or spent fuel pool (SFP), is located in the auxiliary building and consiste of the i
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SFP, the spent fuel shipping cask pit (within the SFP), the spent fuel shipping cask
support platform, the SFP work platform, and SFP storage racks.

The SFP is located outside containment in the auxiliary building and provides+

underwater storage for 1830 spent fuel assemblies and one spent fuel shipping
cask. It is designed in two halves, north and south for Units 1 and 2, respectively,
and is constructed of reinforced concrete lined with stainless steel.

The spent fuel shipping cask pit is an integral part of the SFP and is located on the+

Unit 1 side of the SFP. It is used to house the cask during loading with spent fuel
bundles.

The spent fuel shipping cask support platform is a stainless steel energy-absorbing+

cask support platform upon which the cask is set before being loaded with spent fuel
bundles. It is located on the floor of the spent fuel shipping cask pit. The cask
support platform is made of a stainless steel shell that encloses an aluminum
honeycomb material.

The SFP platform is a portable work platform 16 ft long x 4 ft wide. It is used to+

perform various maintenance, testing, and inspection activities in the SFP. For
example, the platform is used during repair of spent fuel assembly guide tubes, and
the performance of eddy current tests. It is constructed of aluminum decking with
stainless steel structural members and can be located along designated walls of the
SFP.

The SFP storage racks are fabricated of stainless steel and boron carbide sheets+

and are in 10x10,8x10, and 7x10 arrays in the Unit 1 pool and 10x10 arrays in the
Unit 2 pool. The racks meet the requirements of seismic Category 1.

(2) Refueling Pool: CCNPP's refueling poolis constructed of reinforced concrete and lined
with stainless steel. It is located around the upper portion of the reactor vessel and filled
with water from the refueling water storage tank by the SFP cooling pumps. The
refueling pool is connected to the SFP by the fuel transfer tube, the safety injection
system, and the spent fuel pool cooling system.

(3) New Fuel Storage System and Elevator: The new fuel storage system consists of the
new fuel dry storago racks and the new fuel inspection machine (new fuel storage
inspection platform). It does not include the new fuel elevator which is part of the fuel
handling system discussed under item 6 below. New fuel is removed from its shipping
cask using the spent fuel cask handling crane and transferred to the storage racks.
Each rack provides storage for 144 fuel assemblies (two-thirds of a core). New fuel is
stored in the SFP as space allows. The new fuel inspection machine is located near the

|

i

| f%

(v)
'
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new fuel storage area. The new fuel inspection machine is designed to automatically
check the straightness and sectional size of a fuel bundle through its full length.

(4) Spent Fuel Cask Washing Pit: The spent fuel cask washing pit is constructed of I
reinforced concrete lined with stainless steel and provides for storage and
decontamination of spent fuel transfer / shipping casks. (This component is evaluated in
Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA.)

(5) Fuel Transfer Tube: The fuel transfer tube connects the refueling pool with SFP and
accommodates the transfer of fuel between the two areas. (This component is evaluated
in Section 3.3A of Appendix A to the LRA.)

(6) Fuel Handling System: The fuel handling system contains those components used to
move fuel from the time new fuel is received until the spent fuel is stored in the SFP. The
system includes (a) the new fuel elevator, (b) the spent fuel handling machine, (c) fuel
upending machines, (d) the transfer carriage, (e) the reactor refueling machine, and
(f) the spent fuel inspection elevator. These components are described as follows:

The New Fuel Elevator-The new fuel elevator is used to lower new fuel assemblies-

into the SFP where the spent fuel handling machine (SFHM) is able to grapple and
transfer the fuel to the desired pool location. The new fuel elevator is located in the
Unit 1 end of the SFP.

Spent Fuel Handling Machine-The SFHM, also referred to as the fuel pool service.

platform, is a bridge and trolley arrangement that rides on rails set in concrete on
each side of the SFP. The SFHM functions to transfer fuel between the storage
locations in the SFP, the new fuel elevator, the spent fuel inspection elevator, the
SFP upending machine, or a spent fuel shipping cask, as necessary.

Fuel Upending Machines-There are two fuel upending machines for each unit, one-

in the containment structure refueling pool and the other in the SFP. Each consists
of a structural steel support base from which an upending straddle frame is pivoted.
The straddle frame engages the fuel canier. When the carriage with its fuel carrier
is in position within the upending frame, the pivots for the fuel carrier and the
upending frame are coincident. Hydraulic cylinders attached to both the upending
frame and the support base rotate the fuel carrier between a vertical and horizontal
position, as required.

Transfer Carriage-The transfer camage transports one or two fuel assemblies+

through the transfer tube between the refueling pool and the SFP. The carriage is
driven by stainless steel cables connected to the carriage and through sheaves to
its driving winches mounted below the operating floor level. The fuel carrier is
mounted on the carriage and is pivoted for tilting by the upending machines.

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 2-12
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!

!

Reactor Refueling Machine-The reactor refueling machine (RRM) is a traveling|
.

L bridge and trolley that spans the refueling pool and moves on rails. The bridge and
| trolley movement allow one to coordinate the location for the fuel handling mast and

| hoist assembly over the fuel in the core. The RRM mast and hoist assembly is used ;
'

for transporting and positioning fuel assemblies in the core and over the upending |
| machine in the refueling pool. The RRM auxiliary hoist is used in conjunction with

the control element assembly handling tool to exchange control element assemblies
within the reactor core during refueling.

Spent Fuel Inspection Elevator-The spent fuel inspection elevator is similar to the.

new fuel elevator, but is equipped with a fixed underwater periscope. Fuel
assemblies are raised and lowered in front of the periscope to permit fuel inspection.
The spent fuel inspection elevator has additional design features to prevent the hoist
from raising fuel above the point where adequate water for shielding is available.

: The spent fuel inspection elevator is located in the Unit 2 end of the SFP.

| (7) Cranes: The crane system is described as all cranes, monorails, and hoisting and jib
equipment at CCNPP. The applicant stated that there are approximately 85 cranes in
the plant and grouped them into three types: overhead gantry cranes, monorail systems
and underhung cranes, and overhead hoists. The applicant further grouped tho |

components of the cranes into mechanical components and electrical components. The !

mechanical components include overhead monorail systems, cranes, monorail tracks,
carriers or trolleys, motor-driven electric hoist carriers, gears, hoists, hooks, bridges, and

- lift-drop sections. Electrical components include motors, connectors, contacts, electric
lift and drop sections, motor starters, and control panels. The applicant also identified )
the specially designed structural load handling devices such as the lifting rig f,or the j
reactor vessel cooling shroud and the reactor vessel head (reactor vessel internals j
system) as structural components in the crane system. '

As noted above, two of the systems identified as within scope for license renewal are
addressed in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA.

i

in the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the above noted
structures and components in the FHE and HLHC based on the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

Provide structural and/or functional support to safety-related equipment;.

Provide structural and/or functional support to non-safety-related equipment whose.

failure could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the required safety-
: related functions; and

i

| Support single failure-proof criteria for lifting heavy loads over the SFP..

i
%

'
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The applicant also determined that there are no intended functions of the FHE and HLHC based
on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).

On the basis of its evaluation of the structures and components that provide the intended
functions noted above, the applicant identified a total of 57 structural components /
subcomponents that are within the 5 systems and/or structures and components that constitute
the FHE and HLhC and are within scope for license renewal and subject to an AMR.

As discussed in the LRA and the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), the FHE and
HLHC structural components are designated as safety-related and are designed to meet
seismic Category I criteria because they must remain functional before, during, and after a
safe-shutdown earthquake. Therefore, most of FHE and HLHC structural components perform
the first and second intended functions noted above. For example, the SFP is designed to
maintain structural integrity during a seismic event in order to support spent fuel in the SFP.
Also, the SFP storage racks are designed to withstand all anticipated loadings and are
separated in such a manner as to preclude a reduction in separation space under either
operating basis or safe-shutdown earthquake.

In addition, the applicant cited 5 major cranes in the crane system that handle heavy loads that
are functionally not safety-related, but are considered safety-related because they are used to
handle heavy loads in the vicinity of the reactor vessel, near spent fuel in the SFP, or in areas in
which, if a load is dropped, could damage safe-shutdown or decay-heat-removal equipment.
These cranes are the polar crane, the intake structure semi-gantry crane, the transfer jib
machine crane, the containment purge exhaust monorail hoist, and the spent fuel cask handling
crane (SFCHC).

These cranes are categorized as seismic Category 1/11 and satisfy the intended functions as
noted above. The SFCHC crane (auxiliary building crane) is also designed in accordance with
the single-failure-proof criteria in NUREG-0554, " Single-Failure-Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power
Plants," and NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants."

In Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant listed 48 of the 57 components and
subcomponents that are identified for an AMR. The remaining 9 structures and components are
structural-type components that are addressed in Section 3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA where
they are treated for their intended functions as part of the buildings in which they are housed.
Those 9 components are (1) polar crane girders, (2) spent fuel cask handling crane rail / support
girders, (3) refueling pool reinforced concrete, (4) refueling pool stainless steel liner, (5) fuel
transfer tube stainless steel liner, (6) spent fuel pool reinforced concrete, (7) spent fuel pool
stainless steel liner, (8) spent fuel pool storage racks, and (9) hew fuel storage racks.
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2.2.3.3.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the FHE and HLHC
components and supporting structures that are within scope of license renewal in accordance
with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1).

4

2.2.3.3.2.1 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes Within Scope of
License Renewal

The staff reviewed Section 9.7, " Fuel and Reactor Component Handling Equipment," of the
UFSAR to determine if there were any additional portions of the structure and other components

! that the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff also
reviewed Section 9.7 of the UFSAR for any safety-related functions that were not identified as
intended functions in the LRA to verify that no structure or component having an intended

' function was omitted from the scope of the rule.

The staff has reviewed the information presented in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA and
Section 9.7 of the UFSAR. Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA shows that all of the FHE and
HLHC structures and components that comprise the 48 structural component types within the,

I scope of license renewal require an AMR. Upon completing the initial review, the staff issued
RAls by letter dated August 26,1998, regarding the FHE and HLHC commodity report. By letter
dated November 4,1998, the applicant responded to the staff's RAls. As documented by a
letter from BGE to NRC, dated February 4,1999, an additional component type, the containment
purge exhaust monorail, was added to the list of components that are within scope for license
renewal and subject to an AMR. In addition, the HLHC carbon steel chain hoist for the
containment purge exhaust monorail is identified as a subcomponent that is within scope for
license renewal and subject to an AMR. The staff agrees that this non-safety-related
component does perform the intended functions as defined in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (2) and (3),
and is within the scope of license renewal. On the bases discussed above, the staff finds that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the
FHE and HLHC and the associated structures and components thereof that are within the scope
of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.3.2.2 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes Subject to Aging
Management Review

in accordance with the license renewal rule, the following structures and components are
subject to an AMR: (1) those that perform an intended function without moving parts or without
change in configuration or properties, and (2) those that are not subject to periodic replacement
based on a qualified life or specified time period.
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The applicant's process determined that some structural devices, such as drums, hydraulic
cylinders, and wheels, perform their intended function (s) while in motion. Such devices were
considered to be active subcomponents and were eliminated from an AMR. It war assumed
that no structural components or subcomponents in the fuel handling equipment (FHE) and
heavy load handling cranes (HLHC) were replaced on the basis of time or qualified life.

On the basis of the results of the process described above, the portion of the FHE and HLHC
that is within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR includes 57 structural
components and their supports.

The following FHE and HLHC components are addressed for their structural intended function (s)
as parts of the building in which they are housed in Section 3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA, and
are, therefore, not reviewed in this section:

PC girders.

SFCHC rail / support girders*

refueling pool reinforced concrete+

refueling pool stainless steel liner+

fuel transfer tube stainless steel liner+

spent fuel pool reinforced concrete+

spent fuel pool stainless steel liner+

spent fuel pool storage racks, and+

new fuel storage racksa

The remaining 48 components, listed in Table 3.2-1 in Appendix A to the LRA are subject to an
AMR and are evaluated within this section. The staff reviewed the information submitted by the
applicant and verified that the grouping was correct. Therefore, the staff finds that there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structures and
components subject to an AMR for the FHE and HLHC in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.4 Primary Containment Structure

in Section 3.3A, " Primary Containment Structure" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
identified portions of the primary containment and the components therein that are within the
scope of license renewal and identified which of those within-scope components are subject to
an AMR.

2.2.3.4.1 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the primary containment is designed to withstand an
internal pressure of 50 psig, a coincident concrete surface temperature of 276 F, and limit
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. leakage to no more than 0.20 percent by weight per day at the design temperature and
pressure. The containment structure is designated a seismic Category I structure and is
designed for allloading combinations described in Section SA.3 of the UFSAR. The primary
containment consists of two categories of components-the containment structure and the

' containment system. The containment structure embraces the majority of structural
components, such as beams, columns, walls, and liners. The containment system covers
penetrations, hatches, air locks, and associated instrumentation.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the primary
containment in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Serve as a pressure boundary or a fission-product retention barrier to protect public.

health and safety during a design-basis event;

Provide shelter / protection to safety-related equipment;.

Provide structural and functional support or both to safety-related equipment;.

Serve as a missile barrier (internal or extemal);.

Provide structural and functional support or both to non-safety-related equipment whose*

I
failure could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the required safety-
related functions; and

Provide flood protection barrier (intemal flood event)..

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the primary
containment according to the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For station blackout - Provide closure of containment airlock and access / egress.

hatches;

For equipment qualification - Provides boundaries of harsh environment applicable to.

the functionality of electrical components as addressed by the equipment qualification
program; and

For fire protection - Provide rated fire barriers to confine or retard a fire from spreading.

to or from adjacent areas of the plant. ;

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the applicant identified a total of '

37 structural component types as being within the scope of license renewal. These structural
component types were further combined into the following four structural component categories
on the basis of their design and materials: (1) concrete, (2) structural steel, (3) architectural,
and (4) unique (e.g., post-tensioning system, basemat and containment liner, permanent cavity ;
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seal ring, trisodium phosphate baskets, and emergency sump cover and screen). The applicant
identified all 37 structural component types as subject to an AMR. The applicant identified the
following three component types for the containment system: (1) air locks and equipment hatch,
(2) containment penetrations, and (3) limit switches. Of these three component types, the
applicant identified two as subject to an AMR.

The applicant also indicated that some components in the containment system that are common
to many systems have been included in the separate commodity reports that address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the individual system
sections. These components are the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the.

effects of aging in Section 3.1 of the application;

Supports for the steam generators and pressurizer, which are evaluated for the effects of*

aging in Section 3.1 of the application;

Supports for the reac'or vessel, which are evaluated for the effects of aging in*

Section 3.2 of the application; and

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated for the effects of aging in.

Section 6.1 of the application.

2.2.3.4.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 3.3A of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the primary containment
components and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.4.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Components Within Scope of License Renewal

The staff reviewed Section 5.1,"ContainmW Structure," of the USAR and compared the
description of the structures and componerJs in the UFSAR to the description in the application
to determine if there were any portions of tha structure, and other components that the applicant
should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff also reviewed
Section 5.1 to determine if there are any safety-related functions that were not identified as
intended functions in the LRA to determine if there are any structures or components with
intended functions that might have been omitted from the scope of license renewal. Based on
its review, the staff found that the applicant did not omit anything.
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Table 3.3A-1 of the LRA shows that all of the containment structure components that comprise
the 37 structural component types within the scope of license renewal that also require an AMR.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3.17. 2.1 of this SER, the containment sump, trisodium phosphate
baskets, and the emergency sump cover and screens were adequately identified in
Table 3.3A-1 as requiring an AMR. Only one of the three component types within the scope of
license renewal for the containment system were found not to require an AMR. The component
type, limit switches, was found to only support the active function of providing closure of the
containment air lock and access / egress hatches during a station blackout. In performing their
functions, limit switches change configuration, therefore, the limit switches do not require an
AMR. The remaining component types requiring an AMR are shown in Table 3.3A-2 of the LRA.

1

IOn the basis of the components identified in the referenced tables above and the supporting
information in Section 5.1 of the USAR, the staff concludes that those portions of the primary
containment structure that are not identified as within the scope of license renewal do not
perform any intended functions.

As set forth above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 3.3A of Appendix A to the - !

LRA and Section 5.1 of the USAR. On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is I

reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the primary
containment and the associated structures and components thereof that are within the scope of I

license renewalin accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. |

2.2.3.4.2.2 Primary Containment Structures Subject to Aging Management Review

Of 39 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,3 device types are electrical / !

instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical / l

instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not miss any electrical / I
instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the three components, the

'

applicant classified the limit switch as having only an active function and, therefore, not requiring
an AMR. One device type, electrical control / power cabling, is evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32,
" Cables" of this SER. One electrical / instrumentation component, electrical penetrations, ;

evaluated in this section was classified as subject to an AMR. The staff agrees with this BGE l

determination, covering the three electrical / instrumentation device type components, which is ;

consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). |

Some components in the containment system are common to many other plant systems (e.g.,
- structural supports for piping, cables, electrical control, and power cabling) and have been
included by the applicant in separate sections of the LRA. that address those components as
commodities for the entire plant.

On the basis of the applicant's integrated plant assessment (IPA) methodology provided in
Appendix A to the L.A. and provisions of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), the applicant identified
44 component types for the containment structure and component system as components

I
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subject to an AMR, and listed these component types in Tables 3.3A-1 (37 structural type
components) and 3.3A-2 (7 system type components) of Appendix A to the LRA.

The staff focused its evaluation of the applicant's approach for defining the scope of an AMR for
the containment structure and containment system on the issue of whether the requirements
and intent of 10 CFR 54.4 and 54.21(a)(1) are fully complied with. The staff reviewed each of
the 44 component types noted above for the containment structure and containment system to )
verify that these items are part of the containment structure and the containment system. The
staff further verified that the applicant had not omitted any items from the scope of an AMR that
are part of the containment structure and containment system, and that perform an intended j
function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and are not ;

subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period. The staff also reviewed |
the manner in which the applicant handled some components in the containment system that i

are common to many other plant systems and have been reviewed by the applicant in separate
sections of the LRA, that address those components as commodities for the entire plant. On the
basis of the review described above, the staff concludes that the applicant has implemented an
adequate procedure for defining structural and system component types for the CCNPP
containment structure and the containment system that are subject to an AMR, because the |

applicant's approach considered 100 percent of the structural and system component types that
constitute the CCNPP containment structure and the containment system.

With the exception of the tendon gallery structure, the staff finds that there is reasonable ,

assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified an acceptable scope of structural and
system component types for the primary containment structure that are subject to an AMR
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

Table 3.3A-1," Containment Structure Component Types Requiring an AMR,"in Appendix A to
the LRA designates the containment structural components subject to an AMR. The
containment tendon gallery protects the bottom anchorages of the vertical tendons, and give
access to the tendon anchorages for inservice inspection activities. The tendon gallery is
categorized as a non-safety related element of the containment structures. BGE indicated that
the tendon gallery is not relied upon for containment integrity in the seismic analyses or design
basis events. Documentation of this basis for excluding the tendon gallery from the scope of the
structural elements subject to an AMR is Confirmatory item 2.2.3.4.2.2-1.

2.2.3.5 Turbine Building Structure

in Section 3.3B, " Turbine Building Structure," of Appendix A to the BGE license renewal
application (LRA), BGE described the turbine building and noted the components that are within
the scope oflicense renewal. BGE also noted which of those within-scope components are
subject to an aging management review (AMR).
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2.2.3.5.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, the turbine building is within the scope of license renewal because its
structural components perform one or more of the following genene functions:

Provide structural and/or functional support to safety-related equipment;-

Provide shelter / protection to safety-related equipment;+

Serve as a missile barrier (intemal or extemal);*

Provide structural and/or functional support to non-safety-related equipment whose*

failure could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishmer t of any of the required safety-
related functions;

Provide flood protection barrier (intemal flooding event); and*

Provide a rated fire barrier to confine or retard a fire from spreading to or from adjacent+

areas of the plant.

In Section 3.38.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE described the turbine building, including the
conceptual boundaries, and listed the intended functions performed by its structural
compone.ats. BGE then identifies the structural component types within the scope of license
renewal. Finally, the components subject to an AMR were identified and dispositioned in
accordance with the integrated plant assessment methodology described in Section 2.0 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

The turbine building for the CCNPP is common to both units and is oriented parallel to the
Chesapeake Bay shoreline between the North Service Building and the auxiliary building. It is a;

steel structure with metal siding supported on reinforced-conc:ete foundations. The turbine'

building is a seismic Category 11 structure. The conceptual boundary of the turbine building
includes the AFW pump rooms and portions of the electrical ductbanks that are seismic
Category I structures. Since the seismic Category I structures are enclosed within the turbine
building that serves such intended functions as providing support and shelter to safety-related
equipment, the turbine building and its enclosures are within the scope of license renewal.

The electrical ductbanks that run under the turbine building are connected between the AFW '

pump rooms and the intake structure. These ductbanks are seismic Category I reinforced
concrete structures that encase the safety-related electrical conduits. The siding on the turbine
building wall is not safety-related, but the siding clips that hold the siding in place are safety-
related. The siding clips are designed to fail when a differential pressure across the siding
reaches a pro-determined pressure, which allows the siding to blow off for venting blowdown
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pressure following an accident and protects vital equipment and structures within the turbine
building. The wall at the end of the main steam pipe tunnel that separates the turbine building

| and the auxiliary building is designed to fail at 0.5 psi to release pressure if a main steam line
| breaks near the main steam pipe tunnel. The wallis also designed to fail at a hydraulic pressure
! of 3 feet of water from a main feedwater line rupture in the main steam piping area.

| BGE identified that the turbine building and the AFW pump rooms are within the scope of license
| renewal according to 10 CFR 54.4(a). Six of the seven generic structural functions (except for
; the pressure boundary for fission products) listed in Table 3.3B-1 of Appendix A to the LRA are
| the intended functions for the turbine building and the AFW pump rooms. As described in the

IPA, BGE developed a generic list of component types for use during the structural component
scope task. On the basis of this generic list, BGE determined 24 structural component types for
the turbine building (as listed in Table 3.3B-2 of the LRA) that identify such structural
components as walls, slabs, and equipment pads which do not have unique equipment
identifiers in the site equipment database. These structural component types were combined
into the following four structural categories on the basis of their design and material:

concrete componentsa

structural steel components-

architectural components-

unique components-

The 24 structural component types identified for the turbine building contribute at least one of
the structural intended functions discussed in the LRA. For example, the electrical ductbanks
that run under the turbine building have been identified as the structural components under the
category of concrete components and are included in the turbine building conceptual boundary
because they are seismic Category 1. The turbine building siding clips and retainer clips are
identified as structural components under the category of architectural components because
they are safety related. These structural components that fall within the scope of license
renewal are functionally passive and are not subject to periodic replacement. All the structural
components listed in Table 3.3B-2 of the LRA are subject to an AMR and are evaluated in this
section.

Component supports that are connected to structural components in the turbine building are
evaluated in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA under the component support commodity
evaluation. A component support is defined as the connection between a system (or component

;

within a system) and a plant structural member. Component supports interface with the )
component they support in the applicable systems and interface with the structural component
to which they are attached. For example, a fixed base that supports a pump is considered a
component support since it connects the concrete equipment pad to the pump. The pump itself
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would be included and evaluated within the associated system in Appendix A to the LRA. The
find base would be included within the component support commodity evaluation, and the
concrete equipment pad would be included within the evaluation for the associated structure. If
anchor bolts are used at the interface with the structural member, there is overlap between the
component support commodity evaluation and the evaluation for the structural component.
Evaluations for structural components considered the effects of aging caused by the
surrounding environment; the component support commodity evaluation considered the effects
of aging caused by the supported equipment (thermal expansion, rotating equipment, etc.) as
well as by the surrounding environment. Supports for structural components such as platform
hangers are not " component supports" in this sense because any support for a structural
component is itself a structural component (i.e., is included in the scope of the associated
structure). All the component supports in the turbine building are evaluated in Section 3.1 of the
LRA.

2.2.3.5.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 3.3B of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the turbine building
structural components that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR
54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.5.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Components Within the Scope of License Renewalg

As part of the first-step evaluation (i.e., to determine whether the applicant has properly
identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal), the staff
reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the layout drawings for the turbine building, the AFW
pump rooms, and the ductbanks, and compared them with the structural components listed in
Table 3.3B-2 and shown in Figure 3.38-1 in Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there were
any portions of the structures and associated components that the applicant did not identify as
within the scope oflicense renewal. The staff also revieweo the UFSAR to determine if there i

'

were any safety-related system functions that were not identified as intended functions in the
LRA to determine if there were any structural components having intended functions that might 4

have been omitted from consideration within the scope of license renewal. The staff found no
omissions by the applicant.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the structural components of the turbine building and the AFW pump
rocms that are within the scope of license renswal in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4.
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2.2.3.5.2.2 Turbine Building Structure Subject to Aging Management Review

The staff determined whether the applicant has properly identified the structural component
types of the turbine building subject to an AMR from among all of the structural componeat types
in the turbine building. The applicant identified 24 structural component types under 4 structoral
component categories for the turbine building in Table 3.3B-2 in Section 3.3B of Appendix A to
the LRA. In the " concrete" category, the structural components are walls, ground floor slabs and
equipment pads, elevated floor slabs, cast-in-place anchors /embedments, ductbanks, grout,
fluid-retaining walls and slabs, and post-installed anchors. In the " structural steel" category, the
structural components are beams, baseplates, floor framing, platform hangers, decking, jet
impingement barriers, floor grating, and stairs and ladders. In the " architectural components"
category, the structural components are building siding clips, retainer clips, fire doors, jambs,
hardware, and caulking and sealants. In the " unique components" category, the structural
components are watertight doors, pipe whip restraints, and pipe encapsulations.

The staff questioned why the turbine building roof trusses were not listed in Table 3.3B-2 of
Appendix A to the LRA. As a result, during a site visit to the CCNPP on February 18,1999
(summarized in an NRC letter dated March 19,1999), the staff asked the applicant why the roof
trusses had not been subjected to an AMR. The applicant stated that the roof trusses are within
the scope of license renewal, but are not subject to an AMR because they do not perform an
intended function. The staff determined that the roof trusses are seismic Category li structures,
bv; their failure during an abnormal (e.g., seismic) event could not affect the operability of any
safety-related equipment in the turbine building. Therefore, the roof trusses do not require an
AMR.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 3.3B of Appendix A to the LRA and finds that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structural
components subject to AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.6 Intake Structure

In Section 3.3C " Intake Structure" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant describes the
technicalinformation related to the intake structure at the CCNPP site. The staff reviewed this
section of the application to determine if there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
identified and listed those structures and components of the intake structure that are ubject to
an AMR to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.6.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, the intake structure is situated to the east of the main plant between
the North Service Building and the Chesapeake Bay shoreline. The structure houses
12 circulating water pumps that supply water from the Chesapeake Bay to the condensers, and
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6 saltwater pumps that provide cooling water to various plant equipment. Trash racks and
traveling screens protect the condensers from foreign bodies present in the bay water. A gantry
crane, having a lifting capacity of 35 tons, spans the full length of the structure.

The intake structure is approximately 90 ft x 385 ft, and is constructed primarily of reinforced
concrete. The foundation slab varies in elevation from -26 ft 0 in. to -14 ft 3 in. The total
effective load due to the structure is approximately 42,000 tons. As a result, net soil pressures
due to the structure are approximately 2500 pounds per square foot (psf). For all major
structures below finish grades, a heavy waterproofing membrane of 40 mils thickness is
provided at the exposed face of the exterior walls and below the base slab. Rubber waterstops
are also provided at all construction joints up to grade elevation. Subsurface drains are
provided to lower the elevation of groundwater around the plant. Since the intake structure
houses the saltwater pumps that are essential for the safe shutdown of CCNPP, the structure

i was designed as a Category I structure for seismic, tomado, and hurricane conditions. The
intake structure is also designed to protect the saltwater pump motors from extemal flooding
from the maximum hypothetical hurricane tide and storm surges, including wave action. The
intake structure design loads and conditions are shown in CCNPP UFSAR Section 5A.5. The
structure is designed in accordance with American Concrete Institute (ACl) standards and the

! structral steel components are designed with American Institute of Steel Construction
standards. The total length of the structure is divided into three sections above the base slab by
two expansion joints. The high level roof at elevation 28 ft 6 in. is made of a reinforced concretes

slab supported on a structural steel frame.

The conceptual boundaries of this evaluation are the intake structure and all of its structural
components, such as foundations, walls, slabs, and steel beams. Component supports that are ;

connected to the structural components are evaluated for the effects of aging in the component |
supports commodity evaluation in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. Component supports !
are defined as the connection between a system, or a component within a system, and a plant ;

structural member. An example of a component support is the fixed base that supports a pump. I

The pump is scoped with its respective system evaluation. The component support is the fixed |
base that connects the concrete equipment pad to the pump. The fixed base is scoped with the
component supports commodity evaluation and the concS te equipment pad is scoped with the
evaluation for the structure. If anchor bolts are used, there is overlap between the component
supports commodity evaluation and the evaluation for the structural component. Evaluations for
structural components considered the effects of aging caused by the surrounding environment;
the component supports commodity evaluation considered the effects of aging caused by the
supported equipment (thermal expansion, rotating equipment, etc.), as well as the surrounding
environment. Supports for structural components such as platform hangers are not " component
supports" in this sense because any support for a structural component is itself a structural
component and is included in the scope of its respective si ucture. Cranes and fuel handling
equipment that are connected to structures are evaluated for the effects of aging in the cranes
and fuel handling commodity evaluation in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA. The intake

.
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structure gantry crane rails, girders, and other structural support members were evaluated in the
cranes and fuel handling commodity evaluation and are not evaluated in this section.

Electrical ductbanks run under the turbine building, and are connected between the auxiliary
feedwater pump rooms and the intake structure. The ductbanks are seismic Category I and are
constructed of reinforced concrete. These ductbanks contain electrical conduits used for routing
the cables that power the saltwater pumps. The conduits in the ductbank connect to electrical
pull boxes that are mounted on the west wall of the intake structure. These boxes served as a
convenient pull ooint during construction for the saltwater pump motor cabler. The pull boxes
are not within the scope of license renewal since they do not perform any intended functions as
described in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The ductbanks are sloped downward toward the intake structure,
and the pull boxes have weep holes to facilitate drainage of the conduits. The ductbanks are
evaluated for the effects of aging in the turbine building structure evaluation in Section 3.3B of
Appendix A to the LRA. The cables are evaluated for the effects of aging in the cables
commodity evaluation in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

The intended functions for the intake structure were determined on the basis of the requirements
of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1),(2), and(3), in accordance with Section 4.2.2 of the CCNPP IPA
me'hodology in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA. In Table 3.3C-1, the applicant indicates
that six out of seven of the generic structural functions listed above are applicable to the intake
structure.

To identify the structures and structural components, the applicant combined the structural
components in four structural categories according to their design and materials as (1) concrete
components; (2) structural steel components; (3) architectural components; and (4) unique
components.

During the scoping process, the structural component types actually contained in the intake |
structure were identified within the four structural component categories. Twenty-seven l

'
structural component types (e.g., concrete beams and slabs, steel beams, base slabs) were
determined to contribute to at least one of the intake structure intended functions. Table 3.3C-2
of Appendix A to the LRA lists these component types and their associated intended functions.
Structural component types that are part of the intake structure, but that do not contribute to any
of the intended functions of the structure, are not listed in the table.

As discussed in Section 5.4 of the CCNPP IPA methodology in Section 2 of Appendix to the ,

LRA all seven of the generic structural functions are considered to be passive. M addition, I
plant structural components are not normally subject to periodic replacement pryrams.
Therefore, structural components are considered to be long-lived, unless specific justification is |
provided to the contrary. On this basis, all of the structural component types listed in Table

'

3.3C-2 are subjec' 5 a- AMR for the intake structure. ]
|
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f Furthermore, the applicant stated that it may elect to replace components for which the an AMR
! identifies that further analysis or examination is needed. In accordance with the license renewal

,

j rule, components subject to replacement based on qualified life or specified time period would |
; not be subject to an AMR.

|

2.2.3.6.2 Staff Evaluation

'

The staff reviewed Sections 3.3C of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structures and components in the
Intake Structure within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

The staff used the final safety analysis report (FSAR), and the content of Section 3C of
Appendix A to the LRA in performing its review.

2.2.3.6.2.1 Intake Structure Wrthin the Scope of License Renewal '

The basic intake structure is a reinforced -concrete structure whose walls and slabs are 2 ft thick
or more. Its basic function is to shelter the safety-related saltwater pumps from severe and
extreme natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, winds and tomados (hurricanes). Its intemal

p components (e.g., slabs, beams) provide supports for the safety-related (SR), and non-safety-
related components, whose failure could directly prevent the SR components from functioning i
satisfactorily, it also serves as a flood protection barrier (internal flooding event) and as a rated )
fire barrier. The applicant has systematically identified seven intended functions for structures |

and components to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(b). Because the intake
structure does not serve as a pressure boundary or a fission-product retention barrier, the
applicant excluded these from its intended functions. The staff agrees with the applicant's
identification of intended functions of the intake structure.

The applicant then established the conceptual boundaries of the intake structure, and discussed
the scope of the structures and components to be evaluated under Section 3.3C. The electrical

|
ductbanks that are located between the turbine building and intake structure are evaluated ;

under Section 3.3B of Appendix A to the LRA. Other stTctures and components that are within
the boundary of the intake structure, but not included in the evaluation of the intake structure
follow:

'

The associated pumps are evaluated under the respective systems.+

The fixed bases (normally steel) that support the pumps and connects them to concrete*

pads are evaluated under the component support commodity evaluation

1,
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The environmental aging effects on the associated anchor bolts are evaluated as the-

intake Structure components; however, the aging caused by the supported equipment is |
evaluated under component support commodity.

The intake structure gantry crane rails, girders, and other structural support members+

are evaluated in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

The intake structure is protected by the baffle walls to prevent pleasure crafts from entering the
intake area. The baffle walls overhangs from the embankment and is partially submerged in the
intake channel. This facilitates in drawing in a large volume of water from the bottom stratum of
the bay with minimal ecological effects. The staff queried the applicant for not including the
baffle walls and intake channel in the scope of license renewal. During the staffs site visit on
February 17,1999, (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999) this item was discussed.
The applicant emphasized that the functional requirements of these components do not meet
any of the scoping criteria, and decided to exclude them from the scope of license renewal. The
staff found the applicant's reasoning acceptable, and resolved the issue, therefore this item is
not considered to be an omission on the part of the licensee.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately inntified the intake structure within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.6.2.2 Intake structure Subject to Aging Management Review

During the scoping process, the structural component types in the intake structure were
identified within four structural component categories: (1) concrete components, (2) structural
steel components, (3) architectural components, and (4) unique components. Twenty-seven
structural component types (e.g., concrete beams and slabs, steel beams, base slabs) were
determined to contribute to at least one of the intake structure intended functions.

The applicant has identified the long-lived and passive structures and components types within
the intake structure, and the staff 's review did not find any omissions of structures and
components that are required to be subject to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

The staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 3.3C of Appendix A to the LRA and
additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of
this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified the structure and components subject to an AMR for the intake structure
to meet the requirerrents of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

.
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l

2.2.3.7 Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosures !

In Section 3.3D " Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosures" of Appendix A to the LRA, the
applicant describes the technical information related to enclosures for tanks and valves at the

,

CCNPP site that are subject to an AMR for license renewal. |
,

2.2.3.7.1 Summary of Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosures Technical Information in |
Application |

|

The three miscellaneous tank and valve enclosures identified by the applicant as being within
the scope of license renewal are the No.12 condensate storage tank (CST) enclosure, the
No. 21 fuel oil storage tank (FOST) enclosure, and the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) valve
enclosure.

As described in the LRA, the No.12 CST enclosure houses and protects the No.12 CST, which
provides demineralized water for decay heat removal and cooldown of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
The No. 21 FOST enclosure houses and protects the No. 21 FOST, which provides a fuel
supply for the three emergency diesel generators installed in the auxiliary building. The AFW
valve enclosure houses and protects the AFW pump suction valves and associated manifold
piping, which provide a pressure boundary function for the AFW system. These three
enclosures are reinforced-concrete structures of sufficient thickness to protect their associated
tanks, valves, or piping from design-basis loadings such as weight, thermal, seismic, and wind.

For each of these miscellaneous tank and valve structures identified by the applicant as being
within the scope of license renewal, the applicant identified the following three structural
component categories as subject to an AMR: (1) concrete components, (2) structural steel
components, and (3) unique components. Within the three applicable structural component
categories,17 stiuctural component types were determined to be subject to an AMR. These
17 structural component types requiring an AMR for the miscellaneous tank and valve

.

enclosures are listed in Table 3.3D-2 of Appendix A to.the LRA. The 17 structural comporent |
types either (1) provide structural and/or functional support to SR equiptr. ant, (2) provide !
shelter / protection to SR equipment, (3) serve as a missile barrier (internal or extemal), or
(4) provide structural and/or functional support to NSR equipment whose failure could directly
prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the required SR functions.

2.2.3.7.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 3.3D of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has identified the miscellaneous tank and valve enclosures within
the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
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2.2.3.7.2.1 Miscellaneous Tank a'nd Valve Enclosures Within the Scope of License Renewal

in an attempt to determine whether the applicant has properly identified all of the enclosures at
the CCNPP site that are within the scope of license renewal, the staff reviewed Chapters 1
and 5 of the UFSAR for comparison with Figure 3.3D-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, which is a
simplified diagram of the CCNPP site structures. On Figure 3.3D-1, the CCNPP site structures
ethin the scope of license renewa! are identified as (1) the intake structure, (2) Unit 1 and Unit 2
containment, (3) the auxiliary building, (4) the below-grade electrical ductbank for diesel
generator 1 A, (5) the safety-related diesel generator building, (6) the No.12 CST enclosure, '

(7) the No. 21 FOST enclosure, and (8) the AFW valve enclosure.

The CCNPP site plan, UFSAR Figure 1-2, shows each of the yard structures and tanks in
addition to the buildings. The only small enclosures shown on UFSAR Figure 1-2 are the No.12
CST enclosure and the No. 21 FOST enclosure. The AFW valve enclosure is not shown on
UFSAR Figure 1-2; however, this enclosure is listed as c,ne of the seismic Category I structures
in Appendix Sa to Chapter 5 of the UFSAR. Other enclosures listed as seismic Category I
structures in the UFSAR are the enclosures for the critical service water and saltwater pumps.
The staff examined the list of seismic Category I structures since the primary function of tank
and valve enclosures is to provide shelter / protection to SF equipment and the seismic
Category I classification is required for structures that house SR equipment that must remain
functional before, during, or after a safe-shutdown earthquake. The critical service water and
saltwater pumps are not covered in Section 3.3D of Appendix A to the LRA since they are
considered part of the intake structure, which is covered in Section 3.3C of Appendix A to the
LRA.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that each of the
miscellaneous tank and valve enclosures that house SR equipment at the CCNPP site have
been appropriately identified by the applicant as being within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.7.2.2 Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosure Structural Component Types Subject to
Aging Management Review

in the second step of the staff evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant properly
identified the structural component types of the No.12 CST enclosure, the No. 21 FOST
enclosure, and the AFW valve enclosure subject to an AMR from among all of the structural
component types that constitute these three enclosures. For these three enclosures the
applicable structural component categories are (1) concrete, (2) structural steel, and (3) unique
components. Examples of components within these three structural component categories are
(1) walls, foundations, and roof slab for the concrete Category; (2) beams, baseplates, roof
framing, and bracing for the structural steel Category; and (3) anchor brackets and manhole
framing and cover for the unique component Category. Based on staff review of the
17 structural component types listed in Table 3.3D-2 of Section 3.3D of Appendix A to the LRA,
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the staff concludes that the applicant has identified all of the structural component types of the-

No.12 CST enclosure, the No. 21 FOST enclosure, and the AFW valve enclosure that perform,

an intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and
are not subject to replacement based on a qualified I;fe or specified time period.

Therefore, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately
identified the structural component types for the No.12 CST enclosure, the No. 21 FOST
enclosure, and the AFW valve enclosure that are subject to the an AMR to meet the
requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.8 Auxiliary Building and Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures

in Section 13E, ' Auxiliary Build.ing and Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures," of
Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described the auxiliary building, the adjacent emergency
diesel generator (EDG) rooms, the refueling water tank (RWT) pump rooms, the safety-related
diesel generator building, and the duct bank for EDG 1 A and identified the components that aro4

within the scope of license renewal and also identified which of those within-scope components
are subject to an AMR.

D 2.2.3.8.1 Summary of Technical information in Application

'

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, all n'the auxiliary buildir - nd safety-related EDG
building structures identified above, are with... the scope of licenst w al. The eplicant
determined that these structures were within the scope of license ret.ceni %couse % ..e rm
one or more of the following intended functions:,

Provide structural or functional support or both to safety-related equipment.a

Provide shelter / protection to safety-related equipment. (NOTE: This function includes-

protection from (a) radiation effects for equipnient addressed by the Equipment
Qualification (EQ) Program and (b) high-energy line-break effects.)

Serve as a pressure boundary or a fission product retention barrier in the event of a.

design-basis event.

Serve as a missile barrier (internal or extemal).+

Provide structural or functional support or both to non-safety-related equipment whose.

failure could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the required
safety-related functions (e.g., seismic Category 11 over I [Il/l] design considerations).

.

Provide flood protection barrier (intemal flooding event).+
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Provide rated fire barriers to confine or retard a fire from spreading to or from adjacent-

areas of the plant.

In Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described the auxiliary building and
safety-related diesel generator building structures and listed the intended functions performed
by each structure. The applicant then used the intended functions to identify the structural
component types within the scope of license renewal. Finally, the applicant identified the
components subject to an aging management review (AMR) and dispositioned them in
accordance with the integrated plant assessment methodology described in Section 2.0 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

The auxiliary building is located between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 containment structures, on the
west side of, and adjacent to, the turbine building. The auxiliary building is common to both
units. Major structural features related to the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and located
inside the auxiliary building are the control room, nuclear waste treatment facilities, and facilities
for new aad spent fuel handlirQ, storage, cnd shipment. Three EDG rooms and each unit's
RWT pump room are adjacent to the auxiliary building structure, and are supported on
reinforced-concrete foundations that are separate from the auxiliary building foundation mat.
The auxiliary building and adjacent rooms, and their structural components, provide support and
shelter to safety-related and non-safety-related equipment. All structural components enclosed
within these structures that serve intended functions such as support and shelter are within the
scope of license renewal. The applicant noted that those areas inside the auxiliary building that
are specifically excluded from seismic Category I requirements in the plant's Quality List
(e.g., maintenance shops, stairways, kitchen, toilets, offices) are not within the scope of license
renewal. The conceptual boundary of the auxiliary building includes the areas that house
safety-related systems, equipment, or components that must remain functional before, during,
and after a safe ~ shutdown earthquake. Additionally, the conceptual boundary includes
functional or structural supports for non-safetyrrelated components whose failure during an
abnormal (e.g., seismic) event could affect the operability of safety-related components; the
asso-iated structural components in the auxiliary building provide support for safety-related
mounting of such components. The auxiliary building and adjacent rocms are primarily
minforced-concrete structures, and their foundations support structural steel and
seinforced-concrete frames that consist mainly of reinforced-concrete walls and floors.

The safety-related diesel generator building is located northwest of the auxiliary building and is
common to both units. It houses EDG 1 A, which is one of four EDGs designed to provide a
dependable onsite power scurce under all conditions. The other three EDGs are housed in the
rooms adjacent to the auxiliary building described above. The safety-related diesel generator
building also houses the fuel oil storage tank (FOST) for EDG 1 A and other auxiliary equipment.
The safety-related diesel generator building is primarily a reinforced-concrete structure
supported on a mat foundation at grade level with a partial basement in the area of the EDG
pedestal. In addition, a one-story structure is provided on the east side of the building as missile
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protection for the main building entry and EDG area exhaust louver. The conceptual boundary
of the safety-related diesel generator building includes all structural components, such as
concrete foundations, walls, and slabs, as well as a buried duct bank that runs between the
safety-related diesel generator building and the auxiliary building for the electrical distribution for
EDG 1 A. Portions of the buried duct bank are also common to the SBO diesel generator. |

The applicant performed a one-time procedure to evaluate aging management for structural
component types within the conceptual boundary of the safety-related diesel generator building.

i

The evaluation produced a listing of structural component types subject to an AMR grouped by
'

6,1aterials and environment, and related them to similar groupings in the auxiliary building. Since 4

completion of construction in 1996, evidence of age-related degradation of the safety-related
diesel generator building has not been observed. Because the function and structure of the
diesel generator building are so similar to the function and structure of the auxiliary building,
which was built prior to issuance of the Unit 1 operating license in 1976, operating experience
related to aging mechanisms and their management for the auxiliary building is expected to
provide early waming to the applicant for any aging of the safety-related diesel generator
building that will need to be managed.

Components that are connected to structural components in the auxiliary and safety-related
diesel generator building structures are evaluated in Section 3.1, " Component Supports," of the,

p LRA. A " component support" is the connection between a system, or component within a
i system, and a plant structural member. Component supports interface with the component they

support in the applicable Systems, and they interface with the structural component to which
they are attached. For e)imple, a fixed base supporting a pump is considered a component
support since it connects the concrete equipment pad to the pump. The pump itself would be
included within the associated system LRA evaluation. The fixed base would be included within
the component supports commodity evaluation, and the concrete equipment pad would be
included within the evaluation for the associated structure. If anchor bo!ts are used at the
interface with the structural member, there is overlap between the component supports
commodity evaiuation and the evaluation for the structural component. Evaluations for
structural components considered the effects of aging caused by the sur.ounding environment;
the component commodity report evaluation considered the effects of aging caused by the
supported equipment (thermal expansion, rotating equipment, etc.), as well as the surrounding
environment. Supports for structural components (e.g., platform hangers) are not " component
supports" in this sense because any support for a structural component is itself a structural
component (i.e., included in the scope of the associated structure).

The applicant identified that the auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building
structures are within the scope of license renewal based on 10 CFR 54.4(a). All seven generic
structural functions listed above are intended functions for the auxiliary building and adjacent
rooms. Six of the seven listed functions (No. 3 is excepted) are intended functions for the
safety-related diesel generator building. For the EDG 1 A duct bank, only three of the seven

. functions are intended functions (Nos. I,2, and 4). These three intended functions are related to
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|

structural or functional support or both, shelter / protection, and missile barrier functions. In
|

Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the first four listed intended functions for these |
structures on the basis of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), the fifth and sixth intended functions on the basis
of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2), and the last on the basis of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). j

As described in the Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) (see Section 2.4.2.3, " Structural )
Component Type Listing for the Structure," of Appendix A to the LRA), the applicant developed
a generic list of component types for use during the structural component scoping task. The
generic list started with component types associated with safety-related functions contained in
technical reports prepared by industry addressing containment and seismic Category | |
structures. Other structural component types related to fire and flooding events were added to
the list to ensure completeness. These struc%ral components were combined into the following i

four structural categories according to their design and materials:

|concrete components
|

.

structural steel componen% 1
.

architectural component',.

unique componentse

From within the four strue'. oral categories listed above, the applicant determined that 47
istructural compon .at types contributed to at least one of the structural intended functions listed I

above. Of tt.e f, structural component types within the scope of license renewal for the
auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building structures, one unique component
type, pipe encapsulation, was evaluated in the main steam an AMR evaluation as described in
Section 5.12, " Main Steam, Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, & Nitrogen & Hydrogen
Systems," of Appendix A to the LRA. The remaining 46 component types, listed in Table 3.3E-2
of Appendix A to the LRA, are subject to an AMR and are evaluated in this section.

2.2.3.8.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 3.3E of Appendix A to LRA to determine whether there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the aux!!iary building and safety-related
diesel generator building structural components that are within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the
subject structures (NRC letter to BGE dated September 7,1998) and by letter dated November
19,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.
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2.2.3.8.2.1 Auxiliary Building and Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures Within
Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
layout drawings for these structures, to determine if there were any portions of the structures
and associated components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of license I

renewal. The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions that were
not identified as intended functions in the LRA to verify that structural components having
intended functions were not omitted from consideration within the scope of the rule.

As a check to determine if the applicant omitted a component from its list of compcnents that are l
within the scope of license renewal, the staff asked the applicant to clarify severalissues. In i

NRC Question No. 3.3.43, the staff noted to the applicant that Section 3.3E, " Auxiliary Building
and Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures," of the LRA addresses the
safety-related diesel buildings but does not address the SBO diesel generator. In its re.sponse,
the applicant referred to Subsection 4.2.2, " Function Identification," of Section 2.0 of Appendix A
to the LRA (i.e., the IPA) and stated that the structure that encloses the SBO diesel generator
does not perform any of the seven listed functions and, therefore, is not within the scope of
license renewal. However, Section 8.4.5.1.e of the UFSAR states that certain structural
components of the SBO diesel generator building are designed to preclude seismic failure and
subsequent impact of the structure on the adjacent safety-related EDG building. In addition, asp) stated in the same UFSAR section, certain equipment located " outdoors or on the building roof"(

U could exceed the parameters for a Spectrum 11 tomado and has been anchored to resist these
wind loads. Function No. 5 in Section 4.2.2 of Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA addresses
non-safety-related equipment whose failure may affect the function of safety-related equipment.
Therefore, the staff is considering whether the SBO diesel generator building structures and the j
mounting components securing the aforementioned equipment associated with the SBO diesel ~

generator building against tomado wind loads, structures and components whose failure could
directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of the EDG building's intended safety function,
should be included within the scope of license renewal. Until this issue is resolved, it is
Jentified as Open item 2.2.3.8-1.

In NRC Question No. 3.3.45, the staff asked the applicant to state if any portions of the
equipment and floor drainage system (EFTS) associated with the auxiliary building and EDG
structures are relied upon for protection against internal or extemal flooding. The applicant
responded that no portions of the EFTS are relied upon to protect against flooding and,
the;afore, no drains are within the scope of license renewal because of postulated intemal or
extemal flooding. The applicant also noted in its response that the plant drain system and liquid
waste system are within the scope of license renewal for fire protection purposes and are
addressed in Section 5.10'of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of the applicant's response,
the staff agrees that there are no license renewal aspects of the EFTS that should be identified
in Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA.
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As described above, the staff has reviewed the information presented in Section 3.3E of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to
the staff's RAls. On the basis of that review, the staff concluded that, except for the open item
identified above, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified
the structural components of the auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building
structures that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.8.2.2 Auxiliary Building and Safety-Related Dis snerator Building Structures Subject
to an Aging Management Review

The 47 structural component types within the scor se renewal were determined by the
applicant to contribute to at least one of the seven structu. ' intended functions discussed
above. One unique component type, pipe encapsulations, was evaluated in an AMR for the
main steam rystem. The applicant identified the remaining component types for the auxiliary
building and SR diesel generator building as structural components subject to an AMR, and
listed these component types in Table 3.3E-2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

The staff verified that each of the remaining 46 structural component types determined by the
applicant to require an aging management review are part of the auxiliary building and SR diesel
generator building structures. The staff further verified that there were no additional auxiliary
building and SR diesel generator building structural components that perform an intended
function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and that are not
subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period. The staff also reviewed
the manner in which the appi: cant handled some components in the auxiliary building and SR
diesel generator building structures that are common to many other plant systems and have
been included by the applicant in separate sections of the LRA, which address those
components as commodities for the entire plant.

Table 3.3E-2 contains the list of structural components types requiring an aging management
review. This table contains 37 line items. Some of these 37 line items contained multiple
component types, potentially 53 in all. The discussion in the LRA refers to 46 component types.
The applicant should clarify how the component types are grouped such that the discussion in
the application and the listing in Table 3.3E-2 are consistent. Nonetheless, the staff reviewed
the entire list of structural component types and verified that the applicant included all the
structural and system component types that constitute the auxiliary building and SR diesel
generator building structures that are subject to an aging management review.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA, and has
determined that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the
portions of the auxiliary building and SR diesel generator building structures and structural
components subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
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1

I 2.2.3.9 ReactorCoolant System

in Section 4.1 " Reactor Coolant System (RCS)," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
describes the technical information related to the systems with component supports at the
CCNPP site that are within the scope for license renewal and identified which of those structures
and components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.9.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the function of the RCS is to remove heat from the
reactor core and reactor intemal components and transfer it to the secondary (steam
generating) system. The RCS of each unit, which is located entirely within the containment
building, consists of two heat transfer loops connected in parallel across the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV). Each loop contains one steam generator (SG), two reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs), connecting piping, and flow and temperature instrumentation. Other major RCS
components are the pressurizer and quench tank. Coolant system pressure is maintained by
the presst'rizer, which is connected to one of the RCS loop hot legs. Because the RPV is a
significant component of the RCS and because several aging mechanisms are unique to it, the
RPV was separately evaluated for aging management in Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA
which is evaluated in Section 3.2 of this SER.

i- The basic RCS functional requirements are:
,

To remove heat from the reactor core and reactor intemal components and transfer it to*

the secondary (steam) system;

To contain fission products released by fuel element defects and prevent the release of-

these fission products to the environment;
|

To provide remote monitoring capability for the RCS parameters;-

To permit remote control of RCS parameters; and*

To provide required information to the reactor protective system, the reactor regulating-

system, and the engineered safet) features actuation system for the purpose of
protecting the reactor core and RCS components.

The primary function of the RCPs is to force coolant flow through the core. There are four RCPs
in the RCS of each unit, which are located in the SG (retum lines) cold legs.

| During operation, the four RCPs in each unit circulate water through the RPV wher', the water
serves as both coolant and neutron moderator for the core. The heated water enters the two

|

|
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SGs in each unit, transferring heat to the secondary (steam) system, and then returns to the
RCPs to repeat the cycle.

]
1

The RCS pressure is maintained by regulating the water temperature in the pressurizer where I
steam and water are held in thermal equilibrium. Steam is either formed by the pressurizer I
heaters or condensed by the pressurizer spray to limit the pressure variations caused by I

Icontraction or expansion of the reactor coolant. The pressurizer $s located with its base at a
higher elevation than the RCS loop piping. A number of pressurizer heaters are operated

- continuously to offset the heat losses and the continuous minimum spray, thereby maintaining
the steam and water in thermal equilibrium at the saturation temperature corresponding to the ,

desired system pressure.

Overpressure protection is provided by two power-operated relief valves (PORVs) and two
spring-loaded safety valves connected to the top of the pressurizer. Steam discharged from the
valves is cooled and condensed by water in the quenched tank. The RCS vent lines from the
RPV and the pressurizer also discharge to the quenched tank. In the unlikely event that the
discharge exceeds the capacity of the quench tank, the tank is relieved to the containment via
the quench tank rupture disc. The quench tank is located at a level lower than the pressurizer.
This ensures that any PORV or pressurizer safety valve leakage from the pressurizer, or any
discharge from these valves, drains to the quench tank.

The nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) utilizes two SGs to transfer the heat generated in the
RCS to the secondary (steam) system. The SG shellis constructed of carbon steel. Manways
and handholes are provided for easy access to the SG intemals.

The SG is a vertical U-tube heat exchanger. It operates with the reactor coolant in the tube side
and the secondary fluid in the shell side. Resctor coolant enters the SG through the inlet nozzle,
flows through 3/4-in. (outside diameter) U-tubes, and leaves through two outlet nozzles. Vertical
partition plates in the lower head separate the inlet and outlet plenums. The plenums have
stainless steel cladding, and the primary side of the tubesheet has nickel-chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-
Fe) cladding. The verticsl U-tubes are made of Ni-Cr-Fe alloy. The tube-to-tubesheet joint is
welded on the primary side. Tubes that have degraded may be repaired using tube sleeves or
may be removed from service by either a welded or a mechanical-type tube plug.

Feedwaterenters the SG through the feedwater nozzle where it is distributed via a feedwater
distribution ring. Water exits the ring through apertures in the top fitted with J-tubes, then flows
into the downcomer. Tne downcomer is an annular passage formed by the inner surface of the
SG shell and the cylindrical shell wrapper that encloses the vertical U-tubes. At the bottom of
the downcomer, the secordary water is directed upward past the vertical U-tubes where heat
transfer from the primary side produces a water-steam mixture.

Constant RCS makeup and letdown are handled by the chemical and volume control system
(CVCS). An inlet nozzle on each of the four RPV inlet pipes allows injection of borated water
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I

l
into the RPV from the CVCS and from the safety injection system in the event that emergency

|
core cooling is needed. During a normal plant shutdown, these nozzles are also used to supply |

shutdown cooling flow from the low-pressure safety injection pumps. An outlet nozzle on one |
RPV outlet pipe is used to remove shutdown cooling flow. j

i

Drains from the RCS piping to the radioactive waste processing system are provided for draining '

the RCS for maintenance operations. A connection is also provided on the quench tank for |
draining it to the radioactive waste processing system following a re{ief valve or safety valve

'

discharge.

The RCS piping consists of two loops that connect the SGs to the reactor vessel. Each loop 4

lconsists of 42-in. (inside diameter) hot leg piping connecting the reactor vessel outlets to the SG
inlets, and 30-in. (inside diameter) piping connecting the SG outlets to the RCPs and the coolant
pumps to the reactor vessel inlet nozzles. A surge line connects one loop hot leg to the
pressurizer.

!

Vents were added to the RPV head and to the pressurizer head in response to the Three Mile '
island " lessons leamed" report (" Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," NUREG-0737,
item II.B.1). These ven+s are intended to provide a means of releasing non-condensable gases
from the RCS during natural circulation. The pressurizer vent line valves are used as a backup

~ to main and auxiliary spray to depressurize the RCS during a SG tube rupture. The original

C design of CCNPP allowed venting of the RCS only during cold shutdown. The vent
modificatiort provide electrically operated solenoid valves, powered from emergency electrical
buses, that are operated from the control room. The RPV and the preesurizer each has two of-
these valves in series, which fail closed (power-to-open). The reactor vessel vent line valves
are installed in previously existing lines; the pressurizer vent line valves are installed in a line
that was added as another branch off the pressurizer vapor sample line. The two vent lines join
to a common line that leads to the quench tank. The common line contains a temperature
element and an alarm that are used for valve seat leak detection and flow indication.

The components evaluated here are the RCPs and their motors, RCS piping, pressurizer,
pressurizer heaters, PORVs and safety valves, SGs, quench tank, and associated instruments
and controls. The SG boundaries are set at the ends of the nozzles' safe-ends connecting the
SG to other components or systems. The nozzles include main feedwater, auxiliary feedwater,
main steam, RCS inlet and outlet, instrumentation, and any integral attachments.

The boundary between the RPV and RCS main coolant piping excludes the RPV nozzles, which
are evaluated along with the RPV and control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs)/ electrical
system in Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

In addition, the applicant stated that the following piping, supports, instrumentation and controls,
and valves are covered in or excluded from Section 4.1 of Appendix A of the LRA.
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The following piping is evaluated in or excluded in this evaluation:

Small tubing and piping that are field run (i.e., instrumentation tubing) and that have no-

component designators are not evaluated in Appendix A of the LRA;

PORV and safety valve discharge piping is included up to but not including the+

connecting nozzles on the quench tank;

Vents, drains, and other similar attached lines are included out to the second valve from-

the RCS; and

Safety injection and similar lines from the interconnecting systems are included out to the-

first valve from the RCS.

Supports and hangers for piping and components that are not reviewed in this SER are
evaluated in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrumentation and controls covered by the Appendix A of the LRA:

All remote and local instrumentation associated with the RCS loops, the pressurizer, and*

the RCPs. Steam generator secondary-side instrumentation is not covered in
Appendix A of the LRA;

Incore neutron detectors and incore (core exit) temperature monitors;=

Instrumentation scope includes transmitters, signal processing equipment, control room-

displays, and other applicable readouts, but does not include cabling. Cabling is
evaluated in the cables comrnodity evaluation in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA;

Automatic and manual controls for pressurizer heaters, pressurizer spray, RCPs, and the*

PORV and its isolation valves are evaluated in Appendix A of the LRA; and

Power supply components for the RCPs and heaters are included up to the power supply+

breaker.

The following valves are evaluated in Appendix A of the LRA:

Valves associated with the pressurizer spray (including instrument air system supply+

valves to the pressurizer spray control valves);

Pressurizer code safety valves;-

PORV and associated motor-operated block valves;-
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l

All normally closed RCS pressure boundary valves in vent and drain lines (this extends+

to the second valve from the RCS in each line); and

1

Instrument valves for the RCS instrumentation (e.g., pressurizer level transmitter+ '

instrument root valves).

In addition, a few valves in associated systems are included in Appendix A of the LRA; these
are:

Two manual valves in the CVCS letdown line;-

Check valves in the CVCS RCP seal bleedoff lines;-

Two check valves in the relief piping from the RCS drain tank heat exchanger;+

The air system valves noted above; and*

RCP lube oil reservoir level transmitter root valves.+

| . The RCP and motors and their oillift system are evaluated in Appendix A of the LRA. The RCP
| ' and motor-cooling subcomponents are evaluated in this SER out to the connection with the

component cooling (CC) system. Included in this evaluation are the SG and pressurizer
supports. Component supports, cables, instrument lines, and instruments not identified as RCS
components in the RCS scoping results are generally included in the component supports
commodity, cables commodity, instrument lines commodity and fire protection AMRs.

|

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the RCS
and system components on the basis of the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

To provide manual control of RCS pressure and pressurizer level via charging pumps+
;

during design basis events; i

i
1To control RCS pressure by regulating water temperature in the pressurizer;+

|

|
To provide indication of degrees of subcooling during design basis events;-

1

To provide wide-range loop temperature signals via resistance temperature detector :i +

circuits;

To provide thermal margin / low-pressure signals to the reactor protection system for*

thermal margin / low pressure trip;

(
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To provide coastdown flow on interruption of power to the RCPs;+

To vent the RCS when natural circulation flow has been disrupted or blocked by*

accumulation of non-condensable gases;

To provide differential pressure signals to the reactor protection system for low-flow trip;*

To provide valve operation logic signals to support safety injection system functions;*

To maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system;*

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas for five process+

fluids, RCS primary side, feedwater/ main steam secondary side, CC system, and RCP
lube oil);

To provide containment isolation of the RCS during a loss-of-coolant accident;+

To provide reactor core decay heat removal via natural circulation [this function also*

applies to station blackout (10 CFR 50.63) based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3)];

To provide indication of natural circulation flow via core exit thermocouples [this function*

also applies to station blackout (10 CFR 50.63) based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3)];

To provide reactor vessel coolant inventory level indication [this function also applies to*

station blackout (10 CFR 50.63) based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3)]; and

To provide protection from overpressure in the RCS [this function also applies to station+

blackout (10 CFR 50.63) based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3)];

The following RCS intended functions were determined on the basis of the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For station blackout-To detect leakage from the primary system following loss of AC*

power;

For station blackout and fire protection -To provide RCS isolation to maintain inventory*

following loss of AC power;

For post-accident monitoring -To provide information used to assess the environs and+

plant conditions during and following an accident;

For environmental qualification -To maintain functionality of electrical components as*

addressed by the environmental qualification program;
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For fire protection -To provide lube oil collection for RCP motors sized to accommodate-

the largest potential oilleak;

For fire protection -To provide monitoring of essential parameters for ensuring safe-

shutdown in the event of a postulated severe fire;

For fire protection -To provide RCS heat removal by realignment and operation of the+

shutdown cooling flowpath; and

For fire protection -To control RCS pressure by regulating pressurizer water+

temperature during shutdown in the event of a postulated severe fire.
1

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the applicant has identified the following
structures and components of the RCS as within the scope of license renewal: piping,
components (e.g., heat exchangers, pressure vessels, pumps, valves, tanks, etc.), and
instrumentation that are relied on for mitigation of design-basis events, station blackout, post-
accident monitoring, environmental qualification, and fire protection. The applicant identified a
total of 63 device types from within these structures and components as being within the scope
of license renewal. Of these 63 device types, the applicant identified the following 16 that are

A subject to an AMR: piping sections CC, GC, HB, and HC; check valve (CKV); control valve
8 (CV); electronically-operated relief valve (ERV); hand valve (HV); heat exchanger (HX); level

gauge (LG); motor-operated valve (MOV); pump; pressure vessel (only the pressurizer) (PZV);
relief valve (RV); solenoid valve (SV); and tank (TK).

The applicant also indicated that some components in the RCS that are common to many
systems have been included in the separate commodity reports that address those components
for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the individual system sections. These I

components are the following: )

Those structural supports for piping, cables, and components in the RCS that are-

subjected to an AMR are evaluated for the effects of aging in Section 3.1 of Appendix A
to the LRA under the component supports commodity evaluation except for the SG
supports and pressurizer support skirts that are evaluated in this section.

,

1

Electrical cabling for components in the RCS that are subject to an AMR are evaluated i-

for the effects of aging in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA under the electrical
cables commodity evaluation.

Instrument tubing and piping, and the associated supports, instrument valves, and+

fittings for components in the RCS that are subject to an AMR, and the pressure
boundaries of the instrument themselves, are all evaluated for the effects of aging in
Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA under the instrument lines commodity evaluation.
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1

1

2.2.3.9.2 Staff Evaluation I
l

The staff reviewed Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the RCS components and
supporting structures within scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). This was done
in two steps, as described in the following two sections.

2.2.3.9.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Components Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant has properly
identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal,
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4. The staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR for the RC3, and compared
the information in the UFSAR with the information in Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there |
were any additional portions of the system piping and other components that the applicant I

should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff then reviewed structures
and components outside the applicant-identified portion and, as described below, asked the I

applicant to submit additional information and/or clarifications for a selected number of
structures and components to verify that they do not have any intended functions as delineated
in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions
that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no structure
or component having an intended function was omitted from consideration within the scope of
the rule.

After completing the initial review, (NRC letter dated September 2,1998) the staff issued
requests for additional information (RAI) regarding the RCS, and by letter dated November 2,
1998, the applicant responded to those RAls. NRC Question No. 4.1.1 asked the applicant to
explain why the component known as " spray head," which sprays colder water inside the
pressurizer was not included within the scope of license renewal.

In response, the applicant stated that the spray head inside the pressurizer does not provide a
passive intended function (e.g., pressure boundary) and therefore, was not within the scope of
license renewal. The staff found that the applicant's response needed further clarifications as
follows: On page 4.1-11 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant stated that for the RCS
components "a detailed list of system intended functions was determined based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2)," and one of those intended functions listed in
Appendix A to the LRA was "to control RCS pressure by regulating water temperature in the
pressurizer." Then, on page 4.1-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described how this
particular intended function is carried out: "The RCS pressure is maintained by regulating the
water temperature in the pressurizer where steam and water are held in thermal equilibrium.
Steam is either formed by the pressurizer heaters or condensed by the pressurizer spray to limit
the pressure variations caused by contraction or expansion of the reactor coolant. A number of
pressurizer heaters are operated continuously to offset the heat losses and the continuous
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minimum spray, thereby maintaining the steam and water in thermal equilibrium at the Jaturation |

|
temperature corresponding to the desired system pressure."

On the basis of this discussion in Appendix A to the LRA, it is apparent that both of the
! components of the pressurizer, namely,.the heater and the spray head, are relied upon to
i perform the intended function of RCS pressure control. The heater was included within the

scope of license renewal and listed in Table 4.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA: however, the

,

spray head was not. The heater was dispositioned as a component not subject to an AMR

| because it is classified as an active component. The staff also believes that the spray head is a
'

passive component, and it is not subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified

|
time period. In light of this discussion, the staff requested additional clarification from the

! applicant as to why the spray head should not be within the scope of license renewal, and not
subject to an AMR.

iIn response, the applicant provided clarification during onsite meetings with the staff held on
|

; February 16-18,1999, as documented in the meeting summary dated March 19,1999, that it
|. has reviewed the staff's concem and verified that the pressurizer spray head has no safety-

|. related function. The applicant further stated that the spray head and its spray function is not
: credited for the mitigation of any accidents addressed in the UFSAR Chapter 14 Accident

Analyses and therefore does not meet the scoping requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). Also, its

{ failure would not prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the functions identified in
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). As a result, the applicant correctly determined that the spray head need not
be within the scope of license renewal. On the basis of this clarification, the staff agrees with the
applicant's conclusion.

In NRC Question No. 4.1.2, the staff asked the applicant to clarify its understanding that in Table
4.1-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, " Tank (TK)" was listed as a device type requiring an AMR; but
that, Figure 4.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA shows that the quench tank No.11 is not within the
scope of license renewal. In response, the applicant indicated that the device type " Tank (TK)"
in Section 4.1 referred to the RCP lube oil reservoir tanks. These RCP lube oil reservoir tanks
have a license renewal intended function to act as a pressure boundary for fire protection
purposes. The quench tanks for CCNPP Units 1 and 2 were not in the scope of license renewal
because these non-safety-related components did not serve a license renewal intended
function.

|
'

Finally, in NRC Question No. 4.1.4, the staff requested the following clarification: In Table 4.2-2
in Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, footnotes were used to indicate that "not all
components of a device-type were affected by the ARDM." This has been interpreted to mean

| that some components within the device type category are not subject to the effects of the listed
; plausible ARDM. Referring to Table 4.1-3 in Section 4.1.2, the applicant was asked to clarify
I whether any subcomponents of the components listed in the table are similarly not subject to the

plausible ARDMs shown. The applicant responded that there were some components within the
device-type categories listed in Table 4.1-3 of Appendix A to the LRA that were not affected by
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the listed ARDMs. Because of the large number of components in the RCS report, the applicant
elected not to individually list those components that were not affected by the ARDMs listed in
Table 4.1-3. Section 4.1 in Appendix A to the LRA for the RCS contains all of the components
for each device type subject to an AMR and describes those that were and were not susceptible
to specific ARDMs.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to the staffs RAls.
On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the portions of the RCS and the associated structures and

;

components that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of '

10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.9.2.2 Reactor Coolant System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 4.1.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE identified which structures and components of
the reactor coolant system (RCS) were within the scope of the license renewal. The applicant
divided those structures and components into device-types not subject to an aging management
review (AMR) and device types subject to an AMR [ listed in Table 4.1-2 in Appendix A to the
LRA]. The staff reviewed the information to verify that the applicant's grouping was correct. As
described in detail below, the staff does not find any omissions or mistakes in classification
(except for the fuses as discussed below) by the applicant.

Of 66 device types within the scope of license renewal rule,52 device types are electrical /
instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device-types that are electrical /
instrumentation components to verify that BGE did not omit any electrical / instrumentation
components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 52 components, BGE classified the
following 38 as having only active functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

analyzer element analyzer indicator+ +

electric coil voltage / current device+ -

hand switch current / current device- -

powerlamp indicator level controller+ a

levelindicating controller level relay+ +

125/250-V de motor 13-kV motor- .

pressure alarm pressure controller+ a

pressure recorder pressure relay- .

|
temperature indicator temperature recorder* .

temperature relay heater- =

vibration indicator vibration indicating alarm- .

power supply position indicating lamp
|

- .

miscellaneous circuit breaker- .

relay + fuse-

1
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ammeter . radiation indicator.

levelindicator . temperature transmittcr+

. . microprocessor . vibration element
480-V local control station . vibration transmitter.

pressure indicator controller position switch. .

One device type, temperature element (pressure wells), is considered to be part of the pipe and
is evaluated with the piping.

One device type, temperature test point (TP), is evaluated in Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure
Vessel and CEDMs/ Electrical Systems."

The following eight device types are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, Section 2.2.3.33, and
Section 2.2.3.35, of this SER:

level transmitter.*

differential pressure transmitter.

pressure indicator !
.

pressure indicator alarm 'a

pressure transmitter.

panel.,

control / power cablingi =
'

Instrument tubing / valve*

|
'

Four electrical / instrumentation components--control valve, electronically operated relief valve,
MOV, and solenoid valve--evaluated in this section were classified as subject to an AMR (only
pressure boundary / body). The staff agrees with the applicant's determination, which is

j consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) except for the categories of fuses and miscellaneous.

,

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER. '

|

| In NRC Question No. 4.1.3, the staff asked the applicant to describe the types of components
| that make up the device type " Miscellaneous (XL)" listed in Table 4.1-1 of Appendix A to the

| LRA. This device type has been classified as only associated with active functions and,
'

therefore, was excluded from the AMR. The applicant responded that an XL device type is a
status-indicating lamp. Indication is an active function for license renewal and, therefore, XL
device type components are not within scope and are not subject to an AMR. The staff finds this
acceptable.

The remaining device types listed in Table 4.1-2 in Section 4.1.1.3 " Components Subject to
Aging Management Review" of Appendix A to the LRA are piping and mechanical components
that perform passive functions. The staff agrees with BGE's inclusion of these devices as

| requiring an AMR.-

:
1
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|
|

The staff has reviewed the information included in Section 4.1,1.3 " Components Subject to |

Aging Management Review" of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that, except for the categories of fuses, there is reasonable assurance that BGE has
appropriately identified those structures and components subject to an AMR for the RCS to
meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). |

l

2.2.3.10 Reactor Pressure Vessels and Control Element Drive
Mechanisms / Electrical System

In Section 4.2, (" Reactor Pressure Vessels and Control Elements Drive Mechanisms / Electrical
System") of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE (the applicant) described the structures and
components of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and control element drive mechanisms

,

(CEDMs), including the reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS), that are subject to an I

aging management review (AMR) for license renewal.

2.2.3.10.1 Summary of Technical information in the LRA Conceming the RPV & CEDMs

As described in the LRA, the CCNPP Unit 1 and Unit 2 RPVs are ma,or parts of each reactor
coolant system (RCS). Each RCS has one RPV, one pressurizer, two steam generators, two
reactor coolant loops, and four reactor coolant pumps. The RPV is composed of a removable
head with multiple penetrations; four primary coolant inlet nozzles; two primary coolant outlet
nozzles; upper, intermediate, and lower shell courses; a bottom head; and vessel supports.
Each vessel is approximately 503 3/4 inches high, with an inside diameter of 172 inches, and is
of an all-welded, manganese molybdenum steel plate and forging construction. The RPV is
supported vertically and horizontally by three pads welded to the underside of the RPV primary
nozzles. Each RPV support consists of a support foot welded to the primary nozzle; a socket
bolted to the support foot (with cap screw); and a sliding bearing, the spherical crown of which
fits into the socket, and flat side sliding surface of which rests on a base plate.

Each RPV contains the reactor vessel intemals (RVis) and associated reactor core, as
discussed in Section 4.3 (" Reactor Vessel Intemals System") of Appendix A to the LRA. The
rate of the nuclear reaction in the core is controlled by a combination of a chemical shim
(dissolved boric acid) and control element assemblies (CEAs), which are made of a solid boron
carbide neutron absorber. The CEAs (that is, four tubes in a square matrix plus a central tube)
are connected together at their tops by a yoke that is connected, in tum, to the CEDM extension
shaft (some CEDMs have two yokes attached). The CEDMs are designed to permit rapid
insertion of the CEAs into the reactor core by gravity.

The CdDMs are magnetic jack-type drives capable of withdrawing, inserting, holding, or tripping
a CEA from any point within their 137-inch stroke. Originally,65 CEDMs were mounted on
flanged nozzles on top of the reactor closure head. Eight of those CEDMs were connected to
partial-length CEAs, which were subsequently removed. Two of these eight CEDMs have been
modified to house RVLMS probes. The remaining six were not used. The CEDM housings
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comprise the motor assembly, the motor housing assembly, the coil stack assembly, the upper
pressure housing assembly, the shroud and conduit assembly, the recd switch assembly, and
the drive shaft. The CEDM pressure housings are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
attached to the reactor vessel and are designed to meet the requirements of the American
Society of Mechanical Engi,eers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code), Sec; ion ill,
Nuclear Vessels.

The RVLMS housings consist of a motor housing assembly, an upper preswre housing
assembly (modified from the CEDM design), a shroud, a flange adapter assembly, and a heated
junction thermocouple (H ITC) probe assembly. This system is capable of providing the plant
operator with the information needed to assess void formation in the reactor vessel head region
and the trend of liquid level in the reactor vessel plenum. The HJTC system is composed of two
redundant channels, each powered from separate, reliable Class 1E sources.

In Appendix A to the LRA, BGE identified the following intended functions for the RPV, the
RVLMS, and system components based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

To vent the RCS when natural circulation flow has been disrupted or blocked by.

accumulation of non-condensable gases

To provide reactor vessel coolant inventory level indication.

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas).

To provide structural support for the fuel assemblies, CEAs, and in-core instrumentation.

so that they maintain the configuration and flow distribution characteristics assumed in
the CCNPP UFSAR Chapter 14 analyses

The following intended functions for the CEDMs and electrical system components were
identified based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

To provide a pressure-retaining boundary for the RCS.

To provide rapid shutdown of the reactor.

The following CEDM intended functions were determined based on the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For fire protection-Intern.pt CEDM Motor Generator set output power to ensure safe.

shutdown in the event of a severe fire.

For anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)-initiate reactor trip by interrupting.

power to the CEDMs upon a diversified scram system signal.
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For station blackout-Trip reactor to provide for rapid shutdown of the reactor..

Based on the intended functions set forth above, the portions of the RPV and the CEDMs/
electrical system that are identified by the applicant as being within the scope of license renewal
include the following structures and components: RPVs, CEDMs, CEAs, motors, electrical
panels, and associated components. The applicant ider'tified a total of eight device types from
within these structures and components as being within the scope of license renewal. Of these
eight device types, the applicant identified three that are sub,iect to an AMR. The three device
types are the RPV, CEDMs, and RVLMS test points.

The applicant also indicated that some components in the RPVs and the CEDMs/ electrical
system that are common to many systems have been included in the separate commodity
reports that address those components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in
the individual system sections. These components include the following:

Electrical panels in the CEDMs/ electrical system are evaluated for the effects of aging in.

the Electrical Panels Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.2, " Electrical Commodities" of
the LRA.

Electrical components and cables associated with components in the system are.

evaluated for the effects of aging in the Environmental Qualification Commodity
Evaluation in Section 6.3, " Environmental Qualification" of the LRA.

2.2.3.10.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed this section of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant has appropriately identified the RPVs and the CEDMs/ electrical system
components and supporting structures within scope of license renewalin accordance with
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1). This evaluation was accomplished in two steps, as described in the following two
sections.

2.2.3.10.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Components Within the Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant had properly
identified the systems, structurus, and components within the scope of license renewal,
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4. The cWf reviewed portions of the UFSAR for the RPV and the
CEDMs/ electrical system and ccTpared the information in the UFSAR with the information in
the LRA to identify any structures or components that the applicant did not identify as being
within the scope of license renewal. The staff, using the iJFSAR, then reviewed structures and
components outside the scope of components identified by the applicant and, as described
below, requested the applicant to provide additional information and/or clarifications for a
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selected number of structures and components to verify that they did not have any intended
functions delineated in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if

' there were any safety-related system functions that were not identified as intended functions in
the LRA as another method of verifying whether any structures or components relied upon to
perform the interided functions were omitted from the scope of license renewal. . j

After completing the initial review of components not included within the scope of license
renewal, the staff issued RAls regarding the RPVs and the CEDMs/ electrical system (NRC letter
dated August 26,1998), and by letter dated November 19,1998, the applicant responded to the
RAls. Specifically, the staff noted in NRC Question No. 4.2.1 that Figure 4-2 (Revision 18) in
Chapter 4 of the CCNPP UFSAR for Units 1 and 2 showed a component attached to the closure
head of the RPV, which was called a " lifting lug," and asked BGE indicate whether the lifting lugs
were within tl a scope of license renewal. In response, the applicant stated that the lifting lugs
were considered to be an integral part of the RPV closure head plates, were included within the
scope of the license renewal review, and were evaluated for aging management as described in
Section 4.2.2 of the LRA. In NRC Question No. 4.2.2, the staff noted that Figure 4-2
(Revision 18) in Chapter 4 of the CCNPP UFSAR showed that the closure head insulation is
attached to the closure head of the RPV and requested the applicant to describe the functions of
the closure head insulation and explain whether it is required to support one of the functions
listed in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The applicant responded that this insulation performs none of the

* - intended functions listed in Section 4.2.1.1 on page 4.2-5 of the LRA and, therefore, was not .-

within the scope of license renewal. The staff concurred with the assessment. NRC Question
No. 4.2.3 requested the applicant to clarify whether the component identified in comment (d) of
Table 4.2-2 of Section 4.2.1 of the LRA as a " Core Stop Lug" was the same component labeled
as the core support lug in Figure 4-2 (Revision 18), in Chapter 4 of the CCNPP UFSAR. If these
components are not the same, the staff requested the applicant to describe the functions of the |
core support lug and to explain whether it is required to support one of the functions listed in |
10 CFR 54.4(a). In its response, the applicant indicated that these components are the same

'

(they just have a different nomenclature) and, therefore, they are within the scope of license
renewal. Based on the staffs review of supporting information in the CCNPP UFSAR and the
applicant's response to the RAl, the staff has found no omissions by the applicant and,
therefore, concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately
identified those portions of the RPV and the CEDMs/ electrical system and their associated |

(supporting) structures and components that are within the scope of license renewal in !

accordance with 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.10.2.2 Reactor Pressure Vessels and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical
System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 4.2.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the electrical system were within the scope of the license renewal. The applicant
divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR and device
types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 4.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff reviewed the
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information submitted by the applicant to verify that the grouping was correct. As described in
detail below, the staff finds no significant omissions or mistakes in classification by the applicant.
Therefore, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified the
structures and components subject to an AMR for the RPVs and CEDMs/ electrical system.

Of nine device types within the scope of the license renewal rule, six device types are electrical /
instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical /
instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit any electrical /
instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the six components, the
applicant classified the following four as having only active functions and, therefore, not
requiring an AMR:

480-V ac motors-

control element assemblies-

125/250-V de motors-

load contactors-

Two device types, control / power cabling and electrical panels, are evaluated under
Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables"; and Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities" of this SER. No other
electrical / instrumentation components were determined to be subject to an AMR. The staff
agrees with the applicant's determination, which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

Table 4.2-1 indicates that the RPV, the CEDM and the reactor vessel level monitoring system
(RVLMS) test point (TP) were determined to be device types that require an AMR. The
applicant indicated that the passive intended function of the RPV and CEDMs is to maintain the
pressure boundary of the system. In addition, the applicant indicated that another passive
function of the RPV la to provide structural support for the fuel assemblies, control element
assemblies (CEAs), and incore instrumentation (ICl). The applicant further divided the RPV into
subcomponent parts to identify additional passive intended functions. These additional passive
intended functions are listed in the LRA. The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of the
devices listed in Table 4.2-1 as requiring an AMR.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 4.2.1.3, " Components Subject to Aging
Management Review," of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified those structures
and components subject to an AMR for the RPVs and CEDMs to meet the requirements of 10
CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.11 Reactor Vessel internals System

in Section 4.3 " Reactor Vessel Intemals System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
describes the technicalinformation related to the structuren and components of the reactor
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|

vessel internals (RVI) system at the CCNPP site that are within the scope for license renewal )
and identified which of those structures and components are subject to an AMR. '

|
2.2.3.11.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the RVI includes the reactor core and the RVI
structures, which together provide the heat source and direct the flow of coolant through the
reactor vessel. The system also contains reactor component handling equipment.

,

The major components of the reactor core are 217 fuel assemblies and 77 control element
assemblies (CEAs, also called the control rods). The major components of the RVi structures
are the core support barrel (CSB), the lower core support structure (including the core shroud
(CS]), and the upper guide structure (UGS) (including the 65 CEA shrouds and incore
instrumentation [lCl] guide tubes). The reactor component handling equipment includes the
reactor vessel head lifting rig, the RVI lifting rigs, and the surveillance capsule retrieval tool.

The RVis are designed to (1) support and orient the fuel tssemblies and CEAs, (2) absorb the
CEA dynamic loads and transmit these and other loads to the reactor vessel flange, (3) direct
reactor coolant flow through the reactor core, and (4) support and orient ICl.

in Section 3.3.3 of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), the applicant describes

O the RVI structures. Figures 3.3-1,3.3-6,3.3-11,3.3-13, and 3.3-14 of the UFSAR depict
components of the RVI. Table 4-10 of the UFSAR identifies that the RVis are constructed of
Type 304 stainless steel and nickel-chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-Fe) alloy steels. These materials
were chosen during the design phase because they had shown satisfactory performance in
operating reactor plants.

The rnajor support member of the RVI is the core support assembly, which consists of the CSB,
the lower core support structure, and the CS. The core support assembly is supported by the
upper flange of the CSB, which rests on a ledge in the reactor vessel flange. The lower flange
of the CSB supports and positions the lower core support structure, which consists of a core
support plate (CSP), vertical columns, horizontal beams, and an annular skirt. The weight of the
core is supported by the CSP, which transmits the load through the columns to the beams to the
skirt to the lower flange of the CSB. The CSP provides support and orientation for the fuel-

assemblies. The CS, which provides lateral support for the peripheral fuel assemblies, is also
supported by the CSP. The lower end of the CSB is restrained radially by six CSB snubbers.
The core support assembly normally remains in the reactor vessel during refueling.

The UGS assembly consists of the upper support plate,65 CEA shrouds, a fuel assembly
alignment plate, and a hold-down ring (HDR). The UGS assembly aligns and laterally supports
the upper end of the fuel assemblies, maintains the CEA spacing, prevents fuel assemblies from
being lifted out of position during a severe-accident condition, and protects the CEAs from the
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effect of coolant cross-flow in the upper plenum. The UGS is handled as a unit and is removed
during refueling to gain access to the fuel assemblies in the reactor coni.

In the reactor core, the fuel assemblies have functions during design basic events that place the
assemblies within the scope of license renewal. However, the assemblies are replaced at
regular intervals dependent on the fuel cycle of the plant. Since the assemblies are short-lived
components, their aging is not discussed in Appendix A to the LRA. The CEAs in the core are
discussed with the control element drive mechanisms and electrical system in Section 4.2 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

The reactor vessel head lifting rig is discussed with the fuel handling equipment and other heavy
load handling cranes in Section 3.2 of Appendix A t 'he 8 T, The RVI lifting rigs and the
surveillance capsule retrieval tool are not installed components and are not within the scope of
license renewal.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the RVI
and system components accmding to the requirements in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1):

Provide structural support for the fuel assemblies, CEAs, and ICI so that they maintain-

the configuration and flow distribution characteristics assumed in the UFSAR Chapter
14 analyses.

On the basis of the intended functions noted above, the portions of the RVI that are identified by
the applicant as within the scope of license renewal and as subject to an AMR include the
following 17 device types: CEA shroud and bolts (CEASB), CEA shroud extension shaft guides
(ESGs), CS, core shroud tie rod (CSTR) and bolts, CSB, core support barrel alignment (CSBA)
key, core support barrel snubber and snubber bolts, core support columns (CSCs), CSP, flow
baffle, fuel alignment pins (FAPs), fuel alignment plate / guide lug insert (FP), HDR, ICI thimble
support plate (ITSP), ICI thimbles, lower support structure beam assembly (LSSBA), upper
guide structure support plate (UGSP).

Not all device types of the RVis shown above are evaluated in Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the
LRA. These device types are excluded from Section 4.3 for the following reasons:

The CSB snubber bolts are physically bolted to the CSB, but work with the core.

stabilizing lugs that are welded to the vessel wall. Togethei these components limit flow-
induced vibrations in the CSB. The design of the CSB snubber assembly is shown in
UFSAR Figure 3.3-12. Because of this mating-part relationship, the snubber and the
snubber bolts are evaluated along with the lugs in Section 4.2 rather than in Section 4.3
of Appendix A to the LRA.

The flow baffle is a structure inside the reactor pressure vessel, but it is welded to.

supports that are welded to the inside of the vessel wall. The flow baffle is shown as the
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flow skirt in UFSAR Figure 3.1-1. Since it is welded to the vessel wall, the baffle is |
evaluated along with other vessel components in the reactor vessel / control element drive
mechanism system in Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

For the ICI thimbles device type, the only component that is within the scope of license.

renewal is the ICI flange, which provides a pressure-retaining boundary for the RCS.
Because of this function, the ICI flange is evaluated in Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the
LRA along with reactor pressure vessel components that have the same function.

2.2.3.11.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the RVI components and supporting structures subject to an AMR
have been identified in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). This was
accomplished in two steps, as described in the following two subsections.

2.2.3.11.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Componaats Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR for the RVis,
. and compared the information in the UFSAR with the information in Appendix A to the LRA to

! determine if there were any additional portions of the RVI and other components that the
i applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff then reviewed

{ tiructures and components outside the applicant-identified portion, and as described below,
j asked the applicant to submit additional information and/or clarifications for a selected number of
; structures and components to verify that they do not have any intended functions as delineated

i in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions
! that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no structure
j or component having an intended function was omitted from consideration within the scope of
i the rule.

.

After completing the initial review, by letter dated September 3,1998, the staff issued iequests
1 for additional information (RAls) regarding the RVis, and by letter dated November 19,1998, the

applicant responded. Figure 3.3-6 (Revision 21) of the CCNPP UFSAR shows the fuel
assembly hold-down (FAHD) structure. One of the intended functions of the FAHD structure is

I to prevent fuel assemblies from being lifted out of position under accident loading conditions.
J NRC Question No. 4.3.1 asked the applicant to clarify whether the FAHD structure (particularly

the spring) was within scope and subject to an AMR; the spring may lose its required force at an
i extended age. In response, the applicant stated that Figure 3.3-6, " Fuel Assembly Hold Down,"
j illustrates the relationship between the fuel alignment plate (which is part of the RVis) and an

individual fuel assembly. Except for the fuel alignment plate, all the components shown on
Figure 3.3-6, including the upper end fitting, spring, spider, and upper end fitting posts, are part
of the fuel assembly. Since the upper end fitting components of a fuel assembly are discharged
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with that assembly and since fuel assemblies are replaced after only a few years in the reactor,
fuel assemblies (including the upper end fitting components) are considered short lived and are
not subject to an AMR.

Figure 3.3-14 (Revision 21) of the CCNPP UFSAR shows the upper guide structure (UGS)
assembly. NRC Question No. 4.3.2 asked the applicant to describe the functions of the
component identified as the expansion compensating ring in the UFSAR, and to indicate if its
intended functions would meet the definition of intended function given in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The
applicant responded by stating that the expansion compensating ring, called the hold down ring
(HDR) in Appendix A to the LRA, states the following intended function: * provide structural
support for the fuel assemblies, CEAs, and ICI so that they maintain the configuration and flow
distribution characteristics assumed in UFSAR Chapter 14 analyses." This intended functica
conforms to the definition of " intended function" in 10 CFR 54.4(a). All RVI components that
perform this function were subject to an AMR.

In Section 4.1.3.6 (Revision 18) of the CCNPP UFSAR, the applicant indicates that vents were
added to the reactor vessel and to the pressurizer head in response to the Three Mile Island
Lessons Leamed Report, (NUREG-0737, item II.B.1). One of the intended functions of the
vents is to ensure core cooling during loss-of-coolant accident. NRC Question No. 4.3.3 asked
the applicant to clarify if this vent system was subject to an AMR, and if it was, the question also
asked for a cross-reference to where this system is addressed in Appendix A to the LRA. The
applicant stated in its response that the reactor vessel vent system was within scope and
subject to an AMR. The nozzles were evaluated as part of the reactor vessel heads in Section
4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA. The vent system includes valves, piping, and tubing. The piping
and associated valves were evaluated along with the reactor coolant syste'm (RCS) in Section
4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. Tubing and associated valves were evaluated in the instrument
lines commodity evaluation in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA. The pressurizer vent
system was also subject to an AMR. As noted in Section 4.1.3.6 of the CCNPP UFSAR, the
pressurizer vent line valves are installed in a line that was added as an additional branch off the |

'

pressurizer vapor sample line. Part of this vent system was evaluated along with the nuclear
steam supply sampling system in Section 5.13 of Appendix A to the LRA. The other part was ;

evaluated with the RCS in Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. i

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls.
As described in Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the LRA, those portions of the RVis and the
associated (supporting) structures and components that fall within the scope of license renewal

i

are also within the scope oflicense renewal and subject to an AMR. On the basis of that review, |

the staff concludes that the applicant has appropriately identified those portions of the RVis and 1

the associated (supporting) structures and components that fall within the scope of license
renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.
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; 2.2.3.11.2.2 Reactor Vessel Intemals System Subject to Aging Management Review

l Accordir'g to their function, the RVI structures are determined to perform its functions without
moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties. Section 4.3 of Appendix A to

,

the LRA only evaluates the RVI structures component device types that are subject to age-
, related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) that require their inclusion in the AMR program. In |
j the reactor core, the fuel assemblies have functions during design basis events that make the ;

assemblies fall within the scope of license renewal. However, the assemblies are replaced at |

regular intervals based on the fuel cycle of the plant and, therefore, the fuel assemblies are not |

subject to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(1)(ii).
: !

] The staff has reviewed the information in Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the LRA and additional i
; information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of a review of )
| selected RVI structures and components, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that |

1 the applicant has appropriately identified the RVI structures and components subject to an AMR I

'

in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). |

|
.

.

f 2.2.3.12 Auxiliary Feedwater System
i

- i' '
in Section 5.1 " Auxiliary Feedwater System," of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE (the applicant i

i describes the technicalinformation related to the structures and components of the AFW system
'b at the CCNPP site that are within the scope for license renewal and identified and listed which of |

those structures and components are subject to an AMR.

[ 2.2.3.12.1 Summary of AFWTechnicalInformation in Application
'

1
'*

As described in the LRA, the AFW system is designed to provide emergency water from the
j No.12 condensate storage tank (CST) to the steam generators for the removal of sensible and

' decay heat, and to cool the primary system to 3VO 'F if the main condensate pumps or the main
' feedwater pumps are inoperative. The AFW system has three pumps per unit- two turbine-

driven pumps and one motor-driven pump. The turbine-driven pumps can be used to perform
plant cooldown to 300 'F; the motor-driven pump is reserved for emergency use only,.

i

j Upon automatic initiation, one turbine-driven AFW pump and the motor-driven AFW pump
; automatically start. The pumps take suction from the 300,000 gallon CST, which provides

sufficient water for decay heat removal and cooldown for both units. The system also contains
,

the following major components: piping, turbine isolation and govemor valves, flow control |
,
; valves, check valves, flow elements, and instrumentation and controls .ufficie it to safely
#

operate the system. Part of the instrumentation and controls for the AFW sy.o 3m is the auxiliary
'

feedwater actuation system (AFAS). The AFAS starts the AFW pumps upon Jetection of a very
j low level of steam in either steam generator and blocks AFW flow to a ruptNd steam
3 generator.
0
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in the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the AFW system based
on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

Provide AFW to the steam generators (SGs) for decay heat removal..

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system..

Isolate the AFW to the SG..

Maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system. l
.

Provide circuit protection for the SG pressure signal being provided from the feedwater.

system to the engineered safety feature actuation system and the reactor protective
system.

Provide seismic integrity and/or protection of safety-related components..

Provide flow restriction to ensure adequate recirculation flow for pump cooling, and to.

limit recirculation flow so that adequate AFW flow is provided to the SGs.

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the AFW system
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For environmental qualification (EQ)-Maintain functionality of electrical components as.

addressed by the EQ program, and provide informat'on used to assess the condition of
the plant and its environs during and following an accident.

For anticipated transient without scram (A"iWS)-Provide AFAS start signal on low.

steam generator water level condition.

F x station blackout (SBO)-Provide AFW to steam generators for decay heat removal.

and provide condensate inventory.

For fire protection-Monitor essential AFW parameters to enst.re safe shutdown in the.

event of a postulated fire. Provide attemate control of the AFW system via local hand
valves , flow transmitters, and current / pneumatic components at the auxiliary shutdown
panel to ensure safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the portions of the AFW system that are
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal are the following equipment
types: piping; components (i.e., pumps, valves, and tanks); supports; instrumentation; and
cables that are required for mitigation of design basis events, for EQ, for SBO, for ATWS, and
for safe shutdown following a fire. The applicant identified a total of 47 device types f om within
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these AFW equipment types as being within the scope of license renewal because they have at
least one intended function. Of these 47 device types, BGE identified the following 19 that are
subject to an AMR: 7 piping types,6 valves types (check, flow control, pressure control,
govemor, solenoid, and hand valve), flow element, flow orifice, current / pneumatic device, pump,
turbine, and tank. The applicant further indicated that maintenance of the pressure boundary for
the liquid in the AFW system, restricting flow for pump cooling, and ensuring adequate flow to
the SGs are the only passive intended functions associated with the AFW system that are not
addressed in one of the commodity evaluations of the LRA.

The applicant also indicated that some components in the AFW system that are common to
many systems have been evaluated in the separate commodity reports that address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not evaluated in the individual system
sections. These components include the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components that are evaluated for the effects.

of aging in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA;

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to*

the LRA;

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, t Sument valves and- .

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themse,. es, which are all
evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA.-

2.2.3.12.2 Staff Evaluation I

The staff reviewed Section 5.1 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the AFW system
components and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued requests for additional
information (RAls) regarding the AFW system (NRC letter dated dated August 21,1998), and ;
the applicant provided responses to those RAls by letter dated November 2,1998. |

1

2.2.3.12.2.1 AFW Structures and Components Within the Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed the information submitted by the
applicant in the LRA and portions of the updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), ;

including flow diagrams for Unit 1 and Unit 2 AFW systems, to look for portions of the system |
piping and other components that the applicant should have identified as within the scope of
license renewal. Essentially all portions of the AFW system were determined to perform at least
one intended function and, therefore, essentially all portions and components of the AFW
system are within the scope of license renewal and are identified as such by the applicant either
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in Section 5.1 or in other sections of the LRA. The staff reviewed the few remaining components
of the AFW system to verify that they do not have any intended functions. The sta% also
reviewed portions of the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions that were not identified
as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no structures or components
having an intended function were omitted from within the scope of the rule.

In the LRA, the applicant submitted a simplified diagram (Figure 5.1-1) of the AFW system and a
list of device types to identify the portion of the AFW system that is within the scope of license
renewal and to identify the system interfaces. Figure 5.1-1 was representative of the system,
but did not contain many of the details necessary to determine the system interfaces or the
components within the scope of license renewal. The staff used the flow diagram in the UFSAR
to identify components that did not appear on the simplified diagram, such as the local
temperature indicators on the AFW turbines, steam piping drains, steam stop and control valves,
and AFW turbine exhaust piping. To help ensure that all components within the scope of license
renewal appeared on the list of device types, that those portions of the AFW system identified
as not within the scope of license renewal did not have any intended functions that may require
an AMR, and to ensure that all interfacing systems and components within the scope of license
renewal were identified, the staff requested more detailed information from the applicant.

In response to NRC Question Nos. 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 regarding components within the scope of
license renewal, the applicant submitted information justifying the omission of the local turbine
temperature indicators from the list of device types within the scope of license renewal. For the
steam drain piping, the applicant clarified that this piping was within the scope of license renewal
and was evaluated in another section of the LRA. The applicant provided a cross-reference to
where the information could be found. The applicant also clarified that the steam stop and

,

control valves were within the scope of license renewal and evaluated in Section 5.1.

Exhaust piping from the AFW turbines to the roof exhausts was also omitted from the list of
components within the scope of license renewal. The applicant explained in its response to
NRC Question No. 5.1.1 that this piping is non-safety-related with no intended functions for

i

license renewal. The staff reviewed the applicant's response and concludes that the applicant !

had not submitted sufficient information to determine whether the piping was outside the scope |
of license renewal. On February 18,1999, the staff met with the applicant to discuss the AFW
turbine exhaust piping. The applicant presented an evaluation of the failure of the exhaust
piping and its effects on the safety-related equipment in the room. The staff reviewed this
evaluation and accepted that the failure of the exhaust piping would not cause the failure of any
safety-related equipment to perform its intended function. As a result of this evaluation, the staff
concludes that the piping is not required to be within the scope of license renewal based on 10
CFR 54.4. The staff documented the results of this meeting in a meeting summary dated
March 19,1999,

in response to NRC Question No. 5.1.2 regarding system interfacing components for the main
steam and auxiliary steam systems, the applicant clarified the interfacing boundaries for the

1
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AFW system so that the staff .vas able to conclude that any interfacing components in the main
; steam and auxiliary steam system were included in the list of components within the scope of
| license renewal for the AFW system, or were included in the list of components within the scope

of license renewal for the interfacing system.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls.
On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified those AFW structures and components within the scope of license
renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

,

|
| 2.2.3.12.2.2 Auxiliary Feedwater System Subject to an Aging Management Review
|

in Section 5.1.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
| components of the AFW are within the scope of the license renewai. The applicant divided
i those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR and device types

subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff reviewed the
information submitted by the applicant to verify that the grouping was correct. Therefore, the
staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropria:ely identified the
structures and components for the AFW system subjed to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR

e 54.21(a)(1).

Of the 50 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,35 device types are
electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical /
instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit electrical / instrumentation

| components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 35 components, the applicant classified
the following 21 as having only active functions and therefore not requiring an AMR:

levelindicator alarm2/4 logic component+ +

flow indicator vacuum breaker valve+ +

position indicating lampflow component (relay) ++

coilcurrent / current component+ +

power lamp indicator fuse- +

hand switch125/250-V de motor! ++

power supply ammeter+ +

4-kV motorvoltage / current component+ +

flow indicator controller relay+ +

position switchhand controller+ +

current / voltage component+

The applicant has used the following AFW system functions to determine whether or not
components perform their functions with moving parts or a change in configuration or properties:
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Maintain the pressure boundary of the system;-

Maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system;-.

Provide seismic integrity and/or protection of safety-related components: and-

Provide flow restriction to ensure adequate recirculation flow for pump cooling, and to
'

+

limit recirculation flow so that adequate AFW flow is provided to the steam generators.

The staff finds that application of these criteria will not result in components that should be
subject to an AMR being excluded from an AMR.

Instrument line manual drain, equalization, and isolation valves in the AFW system that are
subject to an AMR are evaluated for the effects of aging in Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Line";
or Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities" of this SER.

Hand valves and piping, which are relied upon for safe shutdown in the event of a fire and are
classified as non-safety-related, are discussed for the effects of aging in the fire protection
evaluation in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA. All safety-related valves and piping are
subject to an AMR and are evaluated in this SER. A total of 24 current / pneumatic devices are

g within the scope of license renewal. Only 8 of these devices are subject to an AMR and are
l reviewed in this SER. The other 16 are not subject to an AMR because they are either includedV in a replacement program or they have only active intended functions.

One device type, flow transmitter, consists of 16 flow transmitters that are within the scope of
license renewal. Four of the transmitters are subject to replacement based on a qualified life
and do not require an AMR. Twelve transmitters are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.35,
" Instrument Line" of this SER.

The following eight device-types are evaluate 6 under Sections 2.2.3.32, " Cables"; 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities"; or 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Line" of this SER:

levelindicator.

pressure switch.

control / power cabling.

level transmittera

pressure transmitter.

instrument tubing / valvea

pressure indicator.

' panel.

n
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The following five electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified
as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body):

control valve.

control valve operator+

flow element+

pressure control valve.

current pneumatic devicee

solenoid valve.

The remaining device types !!sted in Table 5.1-1, including the piping, check valve, hand valve,
pump / drive assembly, relief valve, and tank were reviewed and verified that the applicant did not
omit components that should be subject to an AMR, except for fuses.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.1 af Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review,
the staff finds that, except for fuses, there is ,easonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified the structures and components subject to an AMR in accordance with
the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.13 Chemical and Volume Control System

in Section 5.2 " Chemical and Volume Control Syshm (CVCS)," of Appendix A to the LRA, the
applicant describes the technical information related to the systems with component supports at
the CCNPP site that are within the scope for license renewal and identified which of those
structures and components of the chemical and volume control system that are suoject to an
AMR.

2.2.3.13.1 Summary of Txhnical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the purpose of the CVCS is to perform the following
functions:

Maintain reactor coolant activity at the desired level by removing corrosion and fission-

products;

Inject chemicals into the reactor coolant system (FICS) to control coolant chemistry and-

minimize corrosion;
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Control the reactor coolant volume by compensating for coolant contraction or expansion*

from changes in reactor coolant temperature and other coolant losses or additions;

Provide means for transferring fluids to the radioactive waste processing system;+

Inject concentrated boric acid into the RCS upon a safety injection actuation signal;+

Control the reactor coolant boric acid concentration;+

Provide auxiliary pressurizer spray for operator control of RCS pressure during startup-

and shutdown;

Provide continuous on-line trending of reactor coolant boron concentration, and fission-

product activity; and

Provide a means for degasifying the RCS before maintenance outages and during.

normal operations.

The CVCS automatically adjusts the volume of water in the RCS using a signal from level
instrumentation located on the pressurizer. The system reduces the amount of fluid that must ' I

be transferred between the RCS and the CVCS during power changes by employing a
programmed pressurizer level setpoint that varies with reactor power level. The CVCS also
purifies and conditions the coolant by means of ion excnangers, filters, degasification, and
chemical additives.

The CVCS is composed of two subsystems: letdown and charging, and rnakeup. The letdown
and charging subsystem's major components are letdown stop valves, regeneration heat
exchanger, excess flow check valves, letdown flow control valves, letdown heat exchangers,
letdown backpressure control valves, purification tJers, ion exchangers, volume control tank,
charging pumps, boronmeter, process radiation moner, and reactor coolant pump bleedoff
containment isolation valves (to the volume control tar,k). The makeup subsystem's major
components are boric acid batching tank, boric acid storage tanks, boric acid pumps, reactor
coolant makeup pumps,_ chemical addition tank, chemical addition metering tank, and chemical
addition metering pump.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the CVCS
and its components based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and S4.4(a)(2)-

|
To provide containment isolation of the CVCS during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) 1-

(a function also applicable to station blackout (10 CFR 50.63), based on 10 CFR
54.4(a)(3));

To inject concentrated boric acid into the RCS for reactivity control and RCS pressure*
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and level control during design basis events (a function also applicable to pressurized
thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61) and fire protection (10 CFR 50.48), based on 10 CFR
54.4(a)(3));

To provide radiological release control by isolating the RCS letdown line during a LOCA;-

To provide the pressure boundary of the CVCS (liquid and/or gas);-

To provide long-term core flush via pressurizer auxiliary spray (also applicable to-

pressurized thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61), based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3));

To maintain electrical continuity and/or protect the electrical system;-

To maintain mechanical operability and/or protect the mechanical system;-

To restrict flow to a specified value in support of a design basis event response; and, 1
-

1

To maintain safety-related components seismic integrity and/or protect them.-

The following CVCS intended functions were determined based on the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For post-accident monitoring-to provide information used to assess the environs and-

plant condition during and following an accident;

For fire protection (10 CFR 50.48)-to pro'/ide RCS pressure and inventory control to-

ensure safe shutdown in the event of a severe fire; and,
,

|
For environmental qualification (10 CFR 50A9)-to maintain functionality of electrical I-

components as prescribed by the environmental qualification program. |
1

Based on the intended functions listed above, the portions of the CVCS that are within the scope |
of license renewal include all components (electrical, mechanical, and instrumental) and their i
supports along the following system flowpaths:

From the volume control tank outlet stop valve through the charging pumps and-

regenerative heat exchanger to the aux |liary spray and charging line check valves;

From the reactor coolant pump bleedoff isolation valves inside containment through the-

containment penetration to the isolation valve outside containment;

From the boric acid storage tanks through the boric acid pumps to the charging pump-

header and to the makeup stop valve;
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j From the boric acid storage tanks through the gravity feed valves to the charging pump*

' header; and
|

From the RCS interface at the letdown stop valves through the regenerative heat+

exchangers to the letdown flow control valves. The letdown heat exchanger is also
within the scope of license renewal due to its safety-related pressure boundary for the
component cooling (CC) system, although the piping between the letdown flow control
valves and the letdown heat exchanger is not within the scope of license renewal.

All piping within the scope of license renewal for the CVCS is identified as being within the
safety-related pressure boundary, and all equipment within this boundary is considered a safety-
related pressure boundary component.

Based on the intended functions set forth above, 53 device types were listed from the portions of
the CVCS that are identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal. Of these
53 device types, the applicant identified 25 that are subject to an AMR. Seventeen of these 25
device types are addressed in Section 5.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, including: piping sections
CC and HC, accumulator (ACC), basket strainer (BS), check valve (CKV), control valve (CV),,

'

flow element (FE), flow orifice (FO), hand valve (HV), heat exchanger (HX), motor operated
valve (MOV), pressure control valve (PCV), pump / driver assembly (PUMP), relief valve (RV),

O
solenoid valve (SV), temperature element (TE), and tank (TK). The remaining eight device
types are flow transmitter (FT), level indicator alarm (LIA), level switch (LS), pressure differential,

,

indicator (PDI), pressure indicator (PI), pressure switch (PS), and pressure transmitter (PT) are
evaluated in the Instrument Lines Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the
LRA, and panel (PNL) is evaluated in the Electrical Panels Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.2
of Appendix A to the LRA.

1

The applicant also indicated that some components in the CVCS that are common to many
'

systems have been included in the separate commodity reports addressing those components
for the entire plant. Therefore, these components are not included among the 53 CVCS device
types discussed above. They are evaluated as follows: !

l

Structural supports for piping, cables and components in the CVCS that are within scope-

and are subject to an AMR are evaluated for the effects of aging in the Component
Supports Commodity Evaluation in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. ;

i

Electrical cabling for components in the CVCS that are subject to an AMR are evaluated
i

-

for the effects of aging in the Electrical Cables Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.1 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument lines (i.e., tubing and small bore piping), tubing supports, instrument valves*

(e.g., equalization, vent, drain, isolation) and fittings for components in the CVCS that are
subject to an AMR are evaluated for the effects of aging in the Instrument Lines

%;
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Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.13.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.2 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the CVCS components and
supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4.and
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). This was
accomplished in two steps, as described in the following two subsections.

2.2.3.13.2.1. Chemical and Volume Control System Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant has properly
identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal,
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4. The staff reviewed portions of the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR) for the CVCS, and compared the information in the UFSAR with the information
in Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there were any additional portions of the system piping
and other components that the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license
renewal. The staff then reviewed structures and components outside the applicant-identified
portion and, as described below, requested the applicant to provide additional information or
clarifications for selected structures and components to verify that they do not have eny of the
intended functions listed in 10 CFR 54.4(a). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-
related system functions that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA
to verify that no structure or component having an intended function was omitted from
consideration within the scope of the rule.

After completing the initial review, by letter dated September 3,1998, the staff issued requests
for additional information regarding the CVCS, and by letter dated November 4,1998, the
applicant provided responses to NRC Questions. Page 9.1-31 (Rev.21) of the CCNPP UFSAR
indicates that boric acid solution is stored in heated and insulated tanks and is piped in heat-
traced and insulated lines to preclude precipitation of the boric acid. NRC Question No. 5.2.8
requested the applicant to specify whether the storage tank and pipe insulation material within
the CVCS was within the scope and was subject to an AMR, and if not, to justify excluding these
compor.ents from the renewal scope. In response, the applicant stated that these insulation
materials perform none of the intended functions listed in Appendix A to the LRA and, therefore,
are not within the scope of license renewal. The staff reviewed the requirements of the technical
specification (TS) to verify the applicant's assertion that the potential age-related degradation of
these insulation materials will not affect the system's ability to maintain the required boron
concentration. The TS requires that the water temperature be monitored every 24 hours in the
safety-related tanks and pipes. As a result, any failure of the heater or excessive heat loss due

,

to degradation of any insulation from these tanks and pipes can be detected in time, and
corrective actions can be taken to maintain the required boron concentration and therefore the
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( staff concurs with the licensee in that these insulation materials are not within scope and not

( subject to an AMR.
!

| As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.2 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls,

| On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the CVCS component supports within the scope of license renewal
in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

|

2.2.3.13.2.2 Chemical and Volume Control System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.2.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) are within the scope of the rule.-
The applicant divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR
and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.2-2 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff
reviewed the information submitted by the applicant to verify that the applicant's grouping was
correct.

Of the 55 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,42 are
electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are
electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit
electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the
42 components, The applicant classified the following 27 as having only active functions and,
therefore, not requiring an /WIR.

coil 125/250-V de motor. .

| disconnect switch / link heat tracing controller. *

flow device (relay) temperature switch'
. .

current / pneumatic device control valve operator. e

level controller fuse. .

480-V motor hand switch. .

pressure controller power lamp indicator. .

temperature indicating controller level device (relay). .

control switch MOV operator !
= .

flow indicator alarm relay. .

hand indicator controller electric heater. a

miscellaneous indicating lampsammeter. a

level indicating transmitter . position indicating lamp !. .

The following 10 device types are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables"; Section 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities"; or Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrumentation Lines" of this SER:

!

l
'
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pressure indicatorflow transmitter. .

pressure differentialindicator pressure transmitter. .

pressure switch level switch. .

instrument tubing / valves panel. *

levelindicator alarm control / power cabling j. .

l
i

The following 5 electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified
as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body). The staff considers the applicant's )
classification consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) except for fuses:

control valve.

solenoid valve.

flow element.

temperature element.

MOV.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

Thirteen device types within the scope of license renewal are mechanical components or
structural supports. The structural supports for piping, cables and components are evaluated in
Section 2.2.3.1, " Component Supports" of this SER.

The remaining 12 device types listed in Table 5.2-2 are piping and mechanical components that
perform passive functions. The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of these devices as
requiring an AMR.

The staff reviewed the information in Section 5.2.1.3, " Components Subject to Aging
Management Review," of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that,
except for fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified
those structures and components subject to an AMR for the CVCS to meet the requirements
stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.14 Component Cooling System

in Section 5.3, " Component Cooling (CC) System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
described the CC system and identified the CC components that are within the scope of license
renewal. The applicant also noted which of those within-scope components are subject to an
AMR.

2.2.3.14.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, the CC system is designed to remove heat from various safety-related
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and non-safety-related plant systems. The saltwater (SW) system (Section 5.16, " Safety
injection System," of Appendix A to the LRA) provides the cooling medium for the CC heat
exchangers and discharges the heated water to the ultimate heat sink. The CC system is
required to operate during normal operation, plant shutdown, and post-accident conditions. The
CC system for each unit consists of three motor-driven pumps, two heat exchangers, a head
tank, a chemical additive tank, and associated valves, piping, instrumentation, and controls.

|
! In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the CC

system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Provide containment integrity during a design-basis event.. '

| Provide support as a vital auxiliary for containment spray process fluid cooling (via.

! shutdown cooling heat exchanger) plus high- and low-pressure safety-injection pump
I cooling.

Provide seismic integrity and protect safety-related components..

Maintain electrical continuity and protect the electrical system..

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system..

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the CC system
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

'

For post-accident monitoring- Provide information used to assess the condition of the.

plant and its environs during and following an accident.

For equipment qualification-Maintain functionality of electrical components as required; .

! by 10 CFR 50.49.

,
For fire protection- Provide a heat sink for essential shutdown cooling loads to ensure.

I safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

For fire protection- Provide alternate heat sink via the unaffected unit for essential.-

shutdown cooling loads in the event of a fire in the CC room.

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the portions of the CC system that are
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal include the following equipment
types: piping; components (i.e., heat exchangers, pumps, valves, and tanks); supports;
instrumentation; and cables that are required for mitigation of design-basis events, for EQ, and
for safe shutdown following a fire. The applicant identified a total of 36 device types from within

( these CC equipment types as being within the scope of license renewal. Of these 36 device

!'
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types, the applicant noted the following 13 that are subject to an AMR: piping; 6 valve types
(automatic vent, check, control, relief, solenoid, and hand valve); pump / driver assembly;
mdiation element; temperature element; temperature indicator; temperature indicating controller,
and tank. The applicant further indicated that maintenance of the pressure boundary for the
liquid in the CC system is the only passive intended function associated with the CC system that !
is not addressed in one of the commodity evaluations of the LRA. Additionally, the CC heat |
exchanger is evaluated in the salt water system section (Section 5.16) of Appendix A to the LRA
and Section 2.2.3.29 of this SER.

!
The applicant also indicated that some components in the CC system that are common to many i

'syrtems have been included in the separate commodity reports, which address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the individual system
sections. These components are:

!

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the.

effects of aging in Section 3.1," Component Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and power cabling that is evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cables," of.

Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves and j.

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all :

evaluated in Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," of Appendix A to the LRA. l

2.2.3.14.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.3 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the CC system components
and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4
and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After '

completing the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the CC system (NRC letter to BGE l
dated August 11,1998), and by letters dated November 2 and 12,1998, the applicant
responded to those RAls.

2.2.3.14.2.1 Component Cooling System Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
system flow diagrams for the CC system, to determine if there were any portions of the system
piping and other components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of license
renewal. In the LRA, the applicant identified a number of license renewal interface boundaries
within the CC system. On one side of the interface boundary, the system piping and other
components are within the scope oflicense renewal; on the other side of the interface boundary,
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i the piping and other components are outside the scope of license renewal. A license renewal
interface boundary usually exists within the system at a point at which non-safety-related
portions of the system piping interface with safety-related portions because the non-
safety-related portions do not perform any intended functions and the safety-related portions
perform at least one intended function. Appropriate isolation capability, which is part of the
existing licensing and design basis for the system, is provided at each of the license renewal
interfaces. Isolation capability was not reevaluated for license renewal because each of the
interfaces is part of the current licensing basis and was previously found acceptable by the staff.
However, the staff did verify that the components providing this isolation capability were within
the scope of license renewal. Interface boundaries also exist where the CC system interfaces
with other systems through various components such as heat exchangers, equipment cooling
coils, or head tank fill piping. The staff reviewed all the identified license renewal interface
boundaries within the CC system in addition to all the identified interface boundaries with other
systems, structures, and components. The staff also reviewed the system flow diagrams to
verify that there were no significant interface boundaries that were not identified by the applicant
'in the LRA. If the portions of the CC system beyond the license renewalinterface boundary (i e. . ,
portions of the system that are not within the scope of license renewal) were verified by the staff
to have no intended functions, then the components within those portions of the system were,

also deemed to have no intended function and were eliminated from further consideration. The '

'
staff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were any safety-related system functions
that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no
structures and components having intended functions which might have been omitted from'

consideration within the scope of license renewal.

Because of its function as a cooling water supply, the CC system interfaces with 20 other
systems,13 of which are within the scope of license renewal. In Appendix A to the LRA, the
applicant indicated that the CC system at the interfaces may or may not be within the scope of
license renewal. To help ensure that those portions of the CC system identified as outside the
scope of license renewal at these interfaces did not perform any intended functions and,
therefore, did not have any components subject to an AMR, the staff requested additional'
information from the applicant based on the information in the UFSAR and the LRA. In
response to NRC Question No. 5.3.1, regarding the system interfaces, the applicant described
the interfaces for the 7 interfacing systems that were not within the scope of license renewal. Of

- the 7 interfaces, 5 were adequately separated by normally closed or automatically closing valves
(or check valves at some component outlets) that were accepted as adequate separation
between safety-related and non-safety-related portions of the system as part of the licensing
and design basis. As approved in the current licensing basis, these valves provide acceptable3

separation between portions of the CC system that are within the scope of license renewal and
,

' those portions that are not. Of the other two interfaces, one is at a makeup line to the head tank
whose failure cannot affect any intended function, and the other is at the gas analyzer sample
cooler where the CC system is within the scope of license renewal because the cooler is
continuously supplied with CC flow from either Unit 1 or Unit 2. On the basis of the applicant's,

response and the supporting information in the UFSAR, the staff concludes that those portions
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of the CC system that are identified as outside the scope of license renewal do not perform any
intended functions that would have designated these portions of the system to be within the
scope of license renewal.

As described above, the staff reviewed the information presented in Section 5.3 of Appendix A
to the LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's
RAls. On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the
applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the CC system end the aJsociated
structures and components thereof that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.14.2.2 Component Cooling System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.3.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the component cooling (CC) system were within'the scope of the license
renewal. The applicant divided those structures and components into device types not subject
to an AMR and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.3-2 in Appendix A to the LRA).
The staff reviewed the information submitted by the applicant to verify that the grouping was
correct.

Of the 37 device-types within the scope of the license renewal rule,29 device-types are
electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are
electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit
electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the
29 components, the applicant classified the following 15 as having only active functions and,
therefore, not requiring an AMR:

coil relay. .

fuse position indicating lamp. .

powerlight indicator voltage current device. .

pressure indicator ammeter. .

power supply 125/250-V de motor. .

disconnect link switch Temperature indicating Alarm. .

hand switch Position Switch. .

480-V ac motor.

One device type, pressure transmitter, is subject to replacement on the basis of a qualified life or
specified time period and does not require an AMR.
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The following seven device types are evaluated under Sections 2.2.3.32," Cables;" 2.2.3.33,,

" Electrical Components;" or 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines'' of this SER:

level switch l.

pressure switch.

panel.

level transmitter.

control / power cablinge

differential pressure Indicating switch.

instrument tubing / valve.

The following 6 electrical / instrumentation components were classified as subject to an AMR
(only pressure boundary / body):

control valve.

temperature element.

radiation elemente

temperature indicator.

solenoid ve!vee

temperature indicating controller*

The remaining device types listed in Table 5.31, of Appendix A to the LRA including the piping,
check valve, hand valve, pump / drive assembly, relief valve, and tank, were reviewed to verify
that the applicant did not omit any components that should be subject to an AMR. The staff
finds no significant omissions or mistakes in classification of these components.

The staff agrees with the applicant's determination, which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)
except for fuses. Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this

|
SER. 1

The staff reviewed the information in Section 5.3 of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review,
the staff finds that, except for the fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the CC system to
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.15 Compressed Air System |

In Section 5.4, " Compressed Air System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described the
system and identified the compressed air system components that are within the scope of
license renewal. The applicant also noted which of those within-scope components are subject
to an AMR.
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2.2.3.15.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, the compressed air system consists of the instrument air (IA), plant air
(PA), and saltwater air (SWA) subsystems for each unit. The lA subsystem is designed to
produce a reliable supply of dry and oil-free air for pneumatic instruments and controls and for
pneumatically operated containment isolation valves. The PA subsystem is designed to meet
necessary service air requirements for plant maintenance and operation. The SWA subsystem
provides a backup supply of compressed air to most safety-related air-operated components.

The lA subsystem incorporates two non-safety-related, full-capacity, oil-free compressors, each i

having a separate inlet filter, aftercooler, and moisture separator. The lA compressors
'

discharge to a single header, which is connected to two air receivers. Both air receivers
discharge to a compressed-air outlet header, which supplies IA to the air dryers and filter
assembly. The compressed-air header then divides into branch lines supplying compressed air
to the pretreatment and tank-storage area, the intake structure, the service building, the water-
treatment area, the turbine building, the containment structure, and the auxiliary building. An
emergency backup tie from the PA header automatically supplies air to the lA subsystem if the
pressure at the lA filter and dryer assembly falls below a preset value. The PA service header
isolation valves also automatically shut if the pressure falls below a set value so the PA
compressors discharge only to the lA subsystem. '

,

The PA system consist of one non-safety-related, full-capacity PA compressor with an inlet filter,
aftercooler, and moisture separator that discharges to the PA air receiver. The receiver outlet
header is connected to the prefilter assembly, which is followed by an outlet header. The outlet
header branches into two separate air headers-one that supplies the lA dryers and filter
assembly through a cross-connect that is normally isolated, and the other that supplies the PA
subsystem loads via the PA service header. A system cross-tie between the Unit 1 and Unit 2
PA subsystems has been provided for the PA headers.

A continuous supply of IA is provided to hold various pneumatically operated valve actuators in
the positions necessary for plant operating conditions. Under normal operating conditions, one
lA compressor operates and the second IA compressor remains on automatic standby. The PA
subsystem is normally cross-connected between units, with one PA compressor operating and !

supplying both units' loads, and the other PA compressor in standby. The power supply for the |
air compressors is the normal distribution system and it can be backed up by the EDGs. 1

Accumulators are located at various locations throughout the plant and act as safety reservoirs
and also reduce system pressure pulsations.

In the event that the lA and PA compressors become unavailable, such as following load
shedding due to a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS), two safety-related SWA compressors
will provide a backup supply of compressed air to most safety-related components. These
compressors are automatically started upon receipt of a SIAS and can also be operated from a
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local pane .se SWA compressors supply the SWA 6.aader that distributes air to all saltwater
(SW) isola ,a valves for the service water heat ex',nangers, component cooling heat
exchangers, and the emergency core cooling system pump room air coolers. The SWA header
also supplies compressed air to the auxiliary feedwater control valves, containment air-operated
control valves, atmospheric dump valves, reactor coolant sample isolation valves, and service
water containment air cooler valves.

The applicant indicated that the compressed-air system has an interface with the service water
system (LRA Section 5.17) which supplies cooling water to the lA and PA compressors and
aftercoolers. The compressed-air system also has interfaces with the many systems that have
components being supplied with compressed air. Any local air set or accumulator associated
with a specific load is typically included (for license renewal purposes) within the boundaries of
the system being supplied.

The compressed-air system is within the scope of license renewal based on 10 CFR 54.4(a). In
Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the
compressed-air system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Provide a vital auxiliary air supply, via the saltwater air subsystem, for components used.

to mitigate design-basis events.

) Provide a vital auxiliary air supply, via the auxiliary feedwater air subsystem, for.
g

U components used to mitigate design-basis events.

Provide a vital auxiliary air supply, via the containment-air subsystem, for components.

used to mitigate design-basis events.

Provide a load shed indication..

Provide containment isolation during a design-basis event..

Maintain the pressure boundary for the system liquid or gas or both..

Maintain electrical continuity or provide protection or both of the electrical system..

Provide seismic integrity or protecti.w or both of safety-related components..

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the compressed-air
system based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

l

For environmental qualification - Maintain functionality of electrical components as.

addressed by the Equipment Qualification (EQ) Program.
For fire protection - supply compressed air to essential loads to ensure safe shutdown.
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in the event of a fire.

The applicant also noted that all components of the compressed-air system that are within the |
| scope of license renewal under section 54.4(a)(3) ( because they require environmental

qualification) are also safety-related. Some of the components relied on to demonstrate
compliance with fire protection requirements (10 CFR 50.48) are not safety-related, and are
identified as within the scope of license renewal based only on the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).
The applicant also noted that all components of the compressed-air system that support the 10

.

|

intended functions identified above, with the exception of the fire protection function, are safety-
related and seismic Category 1.

On the basis of the 10 intended functions 4ted above, the portion of the compressed-air
system that is identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal includes all
safety-related components in the system (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their
supports. Safety-related portions of the compressed-air system include those that support the
10 intended functions listed above for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and
54.4(a)(2), and the EQ intended function under the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).

,

i

Also identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal are certain non safety- |
related portions of the compressed-air system required for fire protection under 10 CFR {
54.4(a)(3). Included are those portions of the system that supply air to components required to '

achieve safe shutdown in the event of a postulated fire, as required by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix R. Each of the compressed-air system compressors, i.e., lA, PA, and SWA

{
compressors, supports the fire protection intended function because they are relied on in j
postulated fire scenarios. Essential safe-shutdown loads, which may be supplied with

|
compressed air from either the safety-related or non-safety-related portions of the system in the j

event of a fire include service water valves, main steam isolation valves, EDGs, saltwater {
valves, component cooling valves, safety injection valves, and containment spray valves. i

However, all of the non-safety-related portions of the compressed-air system subject to an AMR
are evaluated in the fire protection evaluation in Section 5.10 of the LRA.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified a total of 29 device types within the safety- j

related portions of the compressed-air system as being within the scope of license renewal. Of I

these 29 device types, the applicant identified 10 that are subject to an AMR. The 10 device
types are piping; 6 valve types (check, control relief, pressure control, motor-operated and hand
valve); air accumulator; filter; and pump (air amplifier). For the air-accumulator device type, the
applicant identified that safety-related enmponents that are integral to the skid-mounted SWA
compressors are excluded. For the L,nd valve device type, the applicant noted that instrument
line manual drain, equalization, and isolation valves in the compressed-air system that are
subject to an AMR are evaluated for the effects of aging in the Instrument Lines Commodity
Evaluation in Section 6.4 of the LRA, and instrument line manual root valves are evaluated in
Section 5.4 of Appendix A to the LRA. With regard to piping type, the applicant noted that all
tubing and tubing supports are also evaluated in Section 6.4, " instrument Lines," of Appendix A
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to the LRA. Lastly, the applicant noted that many pressure control valves, regulating valves,
and reducing valves in the compressed-air system do not have unique identifiers in the plant's
Master Equipment List. These valves are also reviewed in the Instrument Lines Commodity

| Evaluation in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the. LRA. The applicant further indicated that
maintenance of the pressure boundary of the compressed-air system is the only passive
intended function associated with the system that is not addressed i.n one of the commodity
evaluations of th3 LRA.

| As identified by the applicant, some components in the compressed-air system are common to
many systems and, therefore, have been included in the separate commodity report sections,
which address those components for the entire plant. Hence, these common components were
not included in the individual system section for compressed air. These components include the
following:

|Structural supports for piping, cables, and components that are evaluated for the effects.

)of aging in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical instrumentation, control, and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1,.

" Cables," of Appendix A to the LRA. This commodity evaluation completely addresses
,

the passive intended function titled " maintain electrical continuity and/or provide i
protection of the electrical system" for the compressed-air system. '

.

Instrument tubing and piping and the associated supports, instrument valves and fittings.

(generally everything from the outlet of the final root valve up to and including the
instrument), and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all
evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Also, as noted above, all tubing and many pressure control valves, regulating valves,*

and pressure-reducing valves without unique identifiers are evaluated in Section 6.4 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.15.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.4 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the compressed-air system components and supporting structures
within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.4, and i
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing |the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the compressed-air system (NRC letters to j

BGE dated August 21 and September 24,1998), and by letter dated Novem.ber 2,1998, the
applicant responded to those RAls.
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2.2.3.15.2.1 Compressed Air System Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
flow diagrams for the compressed-air system, to determine if there were any portions of the
system piping and other components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of
license renewal. In the LRA, the applicant identified that the compressed-air system has an
interface with the service water system, which provides cooling water to the lA and PA
compressors and aftercoolers. The cervice water system is within the scope oflicense renewal
and is addressed in Section 5.17, " Service Water System," of Appendix A to the LRA and
Section 2.2.3.17 of this SER. The compressed-air system also interfaces with many systems
that have components being supplied with compressed air. Any local air set or accumulator
associated with a specific load is typically included within the license renewal boundaries of the
system being supplied with the compressed air. Tne staff reviewed all the identified license
renewal interface boundaries within the compressed-air system in addition to all the identified
interface boundaries with other systems, structures, and components. The staff also reviewed
the system flow diagrams to verify that there were no significant interface boundaries that were
not identified by the applicant in the LRA. If the portions of the compressed-air system beyond
the license renewal interface boundary (i.e., portions of the system that are not within the scope
of license renewal) were verified by the staff to have no intended functions, then the
components within those portions of the system were also deemed to have no intended function
and were eliminated from further consideration. The staff also reviewed the UFSAR to
determine if there were any safety-related system functions that were not identified as intended
functions in the LRA to determine if there were any structures and components having intended
functions were not omitted from consideration within the scope of the rule.

Many of the components of the compressed-air system that are within the scope of license
renewal are addressed either in the commodity report sections of the LRA, or in the sections
that evaluate the individual systems that are within the scope of license renewal and require the
use of compressed air. As a test to determine if the applicant omitted a component from its list
of components that are within the scope oflicense renewal, the staff requested (NRC Question l
No. 5.4.4) that the applicant clarify what equipment comprised the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) air
subsystem and the containment air subsystem. In the LRA, it was not clear whether these two
subsystems were separate air systems with their own air compressors or were part of the IA or
PA system. The applicant's response clarified that the AFW air system is a grouping of safety-
related components dedicated to supplying air to certain safety-related valves required for the
operation of the AFW system, and that the containment air subsystem is a grouping of safety-
related components dedicated to supplying air to certain safety-related valves inside the
containment. The components and associated supporting structures for both these subsystems
are within the scope of license renewal. In response to NRC Question No. 5.4.2, the applicant |

also stated that there are no pressure-retaining components in the compressed-air system
whose failure would result in loss of system pressure that are not within the scope of license i

renewal. Because the specific license renewal interface points were not depicted on a simplified |
drawing in the LRA as was done for the other LRA system sections, the staff asked the applicant j

|
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to more clearly define the interface points to help assess what portions of the compressed-air
system were within the scope of license renewal. In its response to NRC Question No. 5.4.1,
the applicant provided a simplified drawing of the compressed-air system, which clearly defined )
that essentially all of the compressed-air system was within the scope of license renewal and is I

included in an AMR either in Section 5.4 of Appendix A to the LRA or in one of the commodity ,

report evaluation sections. i

As described above, the staff reviewed the information presented in Section 5.4 of Appendix A
to the LRA and the additional information provided by the applicant in response to the staffs .
RAls. On the basis of that review and upon the applicant's response to the staffs * RAls, the staff
finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the
portions of the compressed-air system, and the associated structures and components thereof, -
that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.4.

|

2.2.3.15.2.2 Compressed Air System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.4.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE (the applicant) identified whirn structures and
components of the compressed air system are within the scope of the license renewal. The |
applicant divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR and I

!device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.4-1 of Appendix A to the LRA) The staff
reviewed the information to verify that the applicant's grouping was correct.

The staff reviewed the information in Table 5.4-1 Appendix A to the LRA and verified that the
applicant identified all components that are subject to an AMR. Of 29 device types within the
scope of the license renewal rule,18 device types are electrical / instrumentation components.
The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical / instrumentation components to verify that
BGE did not omit any electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. j
Of the 18 components, the applicant classified the following 8 as having only active functions
and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

coil=

motor.

power lamp indicator.

fuse.

position indicating lamp=

relay+

hand switch+

position switch-

The staff agrees with the applicant's determination that these 8 electrical / instrumentation
components require moving parts or a change in configuration or properties to perform its

A
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intended function except for fuses.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

One device type, solenoid valve, is subject to a replacement based on a qualified life or
specified time period and does not require an AMR. The basis for excluding solenoid valves
from an AMR is valid provided that the valve bodies are also replaced, rather than refurbished,
because the valve body may have a pressure-retaining function, like that described for many of
the other systems. Alternatively, the pressure boundary provided by the valve body may not be
relied upon for the system intended functions, as is described for the Safety injection System in
Section 2.2.3.28.1. Verification of the appropriate exclusion basis for solenoid valves in the
Compressed Air Section and the Containment Spray System is Confirmatory item
2.2.3.17.2.2-1.

Two device types, level switch and temperature switch, do not require an AMR because of
specific exclusion by the license renewal rule under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i), that is, all
components i scluded with the air compressors. j

The following five device types are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables;" Section 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities;" or Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrumentation Line" of this SER: |

control / power cabling.

pressure indicator.

instrument tubing / valve.

pressure switch.

panela

The two electrical / instrumentation components remaining, control valve and MOV, were
determined by the applicant to be subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body). The staff
also agrees with the app!icant's determination that control valves and MOVs only perform the
pressure boundary intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration

properties.

The staff also reviewed the non-electrical components in the compressed air system in order to
verify that the applicant identified all the structures and components subject to an AMR. Of the
11 non-electrical components, the applicant correctly identified drain traps and air compressors
as not requiring an AMR because of specific exclusion by the license renewal rule under 10
CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i). Structural supports for piping, cabling and other components were
evaluated by the applicant in Section 3.1 of the LRA. The eight non-electrical component types
remaining, air accumulators, compressed air system piping, check valves, filters, hand valves,
PCVs, pumps and relief valves were determined by the applicant to be subject to an AMR. The
staff found no additional structures and components requiring an aging management review.
The staff also agrees with the applicant's determination that these components only perform the
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pressure boundary intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration
or properties.

Based on the above evaluation, the staff finds that, with the exception of fuses, there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified all the structures and
components for the compressed air system that are subject to an AMR in accordance with the
requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)

2.2.3.16 Containment Isolation Group

in Section 5.5 (" Containment isolation Group") of Appendix A to the LRA, The applicant
identified portions of the containment isolation group and the components therein that are within
the scope of license renewal, and identified which of those within-scope components are subject
to an AMR.

2.2.3.16.1 Summary of h.chnical information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, numerous systems have containment isolation function

p and, therefore, have containment isolation valves, containment penetrations, and associated
piping and test connections. The components that perform the containment isolation function in
systems that are evaluated in other sections of the LRA are included within those aging
management sections. Containment isolation valves are designed to ensure leak-tightness and
reliability of operation.

i

In Appendix A to the LRA, The applicant identified the following intended functions for the
containment isolation group based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Provide containment isolation;.

Maintain electrical continuity and provide protection of the electrical system; and-

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and gas or both)..

The applicant also determined the following intended function of the containment isolation group
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For equipment qualification - Maintain functionality of electrical components as-

addressed by the equipment qualification (EQ) program, provide information used to
assess the condition of the plant and its environs during and following an accident, and
provide containment isolation valve position indication.

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the portion of the containment isolation
group that is identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal includes all
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safety-related components (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports making
up the containment penetration pressure boundary. Also included are the safety-related
components (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports associated with the
waste gas decay tank pressure boundary. The applicant identified 10 device types as being
within the scope of license renewal for the containment isolation group. The applicant identified
all 10 device types as subject to an AMR. Eight of the device types are piping (Class HB and
HC); five valve types (check, control, relief, motor operated, and hand valve), and tank. The
applicant also indicated that the remaining two device types (level switch and pressure
transmitter), were evaluated in the instrument line and commodity evaluation in Section 6.4 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.16.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.5 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the containment isolation
components and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued " Als regarding the containment
isolat. ion group (NRC letter dated September 2,1998), and ' ,etter dated November 12,1998,
the applicant provided responses to the RAls.

2.2.3.16.2.1 Containment isolation Group Within Scope of License Renewal

The staff reviewed Section 5.2, " Isolation System," of the UFSAR and compared the description
of the structures, systems, and components in the UFSAR to the description in the application to
determine if there were any additional portions of the system piping and other components that
the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The plant's
containment iso!ation valves are listed in Table 5-3 of the UFSAR. Because some of the valves
and their associated components that perform the containment isolation function are evaluated
in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA, the staff asked the applicant (NRC Question 5.5.1)
to clarify whether all the containment isolation valves listed in Table 5-3 of the UFSAR are
subject to an AMR. In response to NRC Question No. 5.5.1, BGE stated that all the containment
isolation valves listed in Table 5-3 are subject to an AMR. In addition, the applicant provided a
cross-reference, which showed where each penetration in Table 5-3 was evaluated in the LRA.
The staff also reviewed Section 5.2 of the UFSAR for to determine if there were any safety-
related functions that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to
determine if there were any structures and components having intended functions that might
have been omitted from consideration within the scope of license renewal. The staff found that
the applicant had not omitted anything and, therefore, concluded there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant adequately identified those portions of the containment isolation system and
its associated (supporting) structures and components that fall within the scope of license
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renewal in accordance with 10 CFR Part 54.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.5 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information sent by the applicant in response to the staffs RAf. On the
basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified the portions of the containment isolation system and the associateo
structures and components thereof that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.16.2.2 Containment isolation Group Subject to Aging Management Review

The staff reviewed the 10 devices identified in Section 5.5 of Appendix A to the LRA and finds
that the containment isolation group valves (except for the valve body), level switch, and
pressure transmitter have active functions and are subject to existing testing or inspection
programs, as well as to repair or replacement. Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i), these
components are not subject to an AMR; hence, they are not required to be reviewed in aging
management programs.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i), the containmer,t isolation group piping, component supports,

O
tank, certain electrical controls, and power cabling are subject to an AMR because they perform
an intended safety function without moving parts, or without a change in configuration or
properties.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information conceming system level scoping and
component level scoping in Section 5.5 of Appendix A to the LRA and additionalinformation
submitted by the applicant in response to the staffs RAl On the basis of that review, the staff
finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the~
structures and components for the containment isolation group subject to an AMR in accordance
with the requirements in CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.17 Containment Spray System

in Section 5.6, " Containment Spray (CS) System" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
identified portions of the CS system and the components therein that are within the scope of
license renewal and identified which of those within-scope components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.17.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the CS system is designed to limit the pressure and
temperature of the containment atmosphere so the associated design limits are not exceeded

O
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|

following design-basis events (DBEs). This is accomplished by spraying borated water into the ;

containment atmosphere. The CS system is also utilized to remove heat from the reactor
coolant system (RCS) during plant cooldown and to maintain the RCS temperature during plant
shutdown. The CS system for each unit consists of two electric motor-driven pumps, two j
shutdown cooling heat exchangers, two CS headers, and associated valves, piping,
instrumentation, and controls.

In Appendix A to the LRA, The applicant identified the following intended functions for the CS
system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Provide containment pressure control and cooling;.

Provide containment isolation;.

Maintain electrical continuity and provide protection or both of the electrical system;*

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system; and.

Restrict flow to a specified value in support of the DBE response..

|

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the CS system i

based on the reouirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For post-accident monitoring - Provide information used to assess the conditions of the.

plant and its environs during and following an accident;

For equipment qualification - Maintain functionality of electrical components as.

addressed by the EQ program; and

For fire protection - Provide RCS heat removal to ensure safe shutdown..

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the portion of the CS system that is
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewalincludes all components
(electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports along the shutdown cooling,
minimum-flow recirculation, and injection flowpaths as shown on Figure 5.6-iof Appendix A to
the LRA. The applicant identified a total of 33 device types from within the CS system as being
within the scope of license renewal. Of these 33 device types, the applicant identified 13 that
are subject to an AMR. The 13 device types are Class "GC" and "HC" piping (including spray
nozzles), five valve types (motor operated, check, control, relief, and hand va!ve), pump / driver ;

assembly, flow element, temperature element, temperature indicator, and flow orifice.

The applL, ant also indicated that some components in the CS' system that are common to many
systems have been discussed in the separate commodity reports that address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not discussed in the individual system
sections. These components are the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components that are evaluated for the.
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effects of aging in Section 3.1 of the application, except for the shutdown cooling |
heat exchanger supports that are addressed in Section 5.6 of the application; '

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of the.

application; and

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves and.

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instruments themselves, which are all
|

evaluated in Section 6.4 of the application. 1

2.2.3.17.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.6 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the CS system components !
and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an

4

IAMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial
review, the staff issued RAls regarding the CS system (NRC letter dated September 2,1998),
and by letter dated November 4,1998, the applicant provided responses to those RAls.

'

2.2.3.17.2.1 Containment Spray System Within Scope of License Renewal
G

The staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including Section 6.4, " Containment Spray System,"
to dete .1ine if there were any portions of the system piping and other components that the
applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. In the Appendix A to
LRA, the applicant identified a number of license renewal interface boundaries within the CS
system. On one side of the interface boundary, the system piping and other components are
within the scope of license renewal; on the other side of the interface boundary, the piping and
other components are not within the scope of license renewal. A license renewal interface
boundary usually exists within the system at a point where non-safety-related portions of the
system piping interface with safety-related portions because the non-safety-related portions do
not perform any intended functions and the safety-related portions perform at least one intended
function. Appropriate isolation capability, which is part of the existing licensing and design basis
for the system, is provided at each of the license renewal interfaces. Isolation capability was not
re-evaluated for license renewal because each of the interfaces is part of the current licensing
basis and was previously found acceptable by the staff. Interface boundaries also exist where
the CS system interfaces with other systems through various components such as heat

| exchangers, equipment cooling coils, or head tank fill piping. The staff reviewed all the identified
'

license renewal interface boundaries within the CS system in addition to all the identified
interface boundaries with other systems, structures, and components. The staff also reviewed
the flow diagrams for the safety injection and containment spray systems (UFSAR Figures 6-1
and 6-10) to verify that there were no significant interface boundaries that were not identified by
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' the applicant in the LRA. If the portions of the CS syttem beyond the license renewalinterface
boundary (i.e., portions of the system that are not within the scope of license renewal) were
verified by the staff to have no intended functions, then the components within those portions of
the system were also deemed to have no intended function and were eliminated from further
consideration.

The staff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were any safety-related system
functions that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to determine if
there were any stru;,tures and components having intended functions that might have been
omitted from consideration within the scope of license renewal. Except as described in detail
below, the staff found that the applicant had not omitted anything, both with respect to interface
boundaries and intended functions, and, therefore, concluded there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant adequately identified those portions of the CS system and its associated
(supporting) structures and components that fall within the tcope of license renewal in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 54.

To help ensure that those portions of the CS system identified as not within the scGpe of license
renewal at these interfaces did not perform any intended functions and, therefore, did not have
any components subject to an AMR, the staff requested additionalinformation from the applicant
based on the information in the UFSAR and the LRA. Section 6.4.2 of tha UFSAR states that
the containment spray is expected to be effective in removing fission products from the
containment atmosphere. NRC Question No. 5.6.1 asked why this intended function was not
included as part of the system description or the scooping results. In response, the applicant
stated that this active function performed by the CS system was inadvertently omitted. The
applicant further stated that this omission would not affect the AMR results since, as an active
function, the CS component- that accomplish the active function are not required to be
evaluated as stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i). The staff believes that two passive components
that support this active function, the trisodium phosphate baskets and the containment sump,
are necessary for the CS system to perform the fission-product removal function. The trisodium
phosphate baskets were identified as subject to an AMR (Table 3.3A-1 of Appendix A to the
LRA). The containment sump is included within the scope of license renewal (Figure 5.15-1 in
Appendix A to the LRA) and is subject to an AMR (Table 3.3A-1 of Appendix A to the LRA).
Therefore, the staff finds the intended function of fission product removal function adequately
dispositioned.

In response to NRC Question No. 5.6.4, regarding exclusion of the emergency dousing function
of the C'S system from the scope of license renewal, the applicant referenced Section 6.7.2 of
the UFSAR, which explains that the dousing system is isolated in Modes 1 through 4. Licencee
calculations show that the maximum post-loss-of-coolant accident charcoal bed temperature will
not cause iodine desorption or charcoal bed ignition. However, the licensee states that the
system is available to provide fire protection to the charcoal beds in order to support certain
maintenance activities in Modes 5 and 6.10 CFR 50.48 guided the staff to evaluate the plants'
fire protection features as satisfying the provisions c' Appendix A to Branch Technical Position
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(BTP) APCSB 9.5-1 and reflects this evaluation in the Fire Protection SER. In Section F of
Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, charcoal filters are identified as needing automatic fixed
suppression systems due to their inaccessibility during normal plant operations. Further,
Section 4, " Ventilation," states that fire suppression systems should be installed to protect
charcoal filters in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52. The fixed fire suppression system
used in this application consists of the water supply piping and direction nozzles. The staff
reviewed the applicant's response and found no new infonnation that would support the
licensee's conclusion that the piping and nozzles that provide the emergency dousing function
do not meet the scoping requirements of 10 CFri 54.4(a)(3). Until this issue is resolved, it is
identified as Open item 2.2.3.17.2.1-1.

Although not specifically mentioned in Section 5.6.1.2 and Table 5.6-1 of Appendix A to the
LRA, the containment spray nozzles are clearly shown as within the scope of license renewal in
Figure 5.6-1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.6 of Appendix A to the
LRA and the additional information provided by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls.
On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the portions of the CS system and the associated structures and
components thereof that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the

,o requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

v)(

2.2.3.17.2.2 Containment Spray System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.6.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the structures and
components of the CS system that are within the scope of the license renewal. The applicant
divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR and device-
types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.6-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff reviewed the
information submitted by the applicant to verify that the grouping was correct.

Of the device types within the scope of license renewal rule,27 " ' types are
electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are
electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit
electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. The applicant has
used the following CS system functions as a basis for determining whether or not components
are subject to an AMR:

To maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system,.

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas), and.

To restrict flow to specified value in support of the design-basis earthquake response..

n
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|

The staff finds this methodology acceptable.

Of the 27 components, the applicant classified the following 17 as having only active functions ;

and, therefore, not requiring an AMR: |

l
'

fusecoil ..

current / pneumatic deviceflow indicator .*

4-kV motorhand switch .a

relaypower lamp indicator ..
,

position switch |MOV operator ..

voltage current deviceposition indicating lamp ..

hand indicator controller icontrol valve operator -a

1

ammeter.

125/250-V de motor.

solenoid valve.

The following 5 device-types are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," or Section
2.2.3.35, " Instrumentation Line," of this SER:

flow transmittera

pressure switch.

pressure transmitter-

control / power cablinge

instrument tubing / valves.

The following five electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified
as subject to en AMR (only pressure boundary / body):

control valve.

flow elemente

MOV.

temperature element=

temperature indicator.

The remaining device types listed in Table 5.6-1, including the piping, hand valve, heat
exchanger, pump / drive assembly, relief valve, and check valve, were reviewed to verify that
the applicant did not omit components that should be subject to an AMP N staff finds no
significant omissions or mistakes in classification of these components. lasco ,n the

'
,

* consistentapplicant's reasoning, the staff agrees with the applicant's determination,
with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), except for fuses and solenoid valves.

'
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Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.
i
'

The basis for excluding solenoid valves from an AMR may be valid provided that the pressure
boundary provided by the valve body is not relied upon for the system intended functions, as is
described for the Safety injection System in Section 2.2.3.28.1. The solenoid valve pressure
boundary function has been properly included in the scope of the AMR for other systems (for ]
example, reactor coolant system in Section 2.2.3.9.2.2). Verification of the appropriate I

exclusion basis for solenoid valves in the Cortainment Spray System and the Compressed Air !
Section(see Section 2.2.3.15.2.2) is Confirmttory item 2.2.3.17.2.2-1.

The staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 5.6 of Appendix A to the LRA and
,

additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of j,

| its review, the staff finds that, except for the fuses and solenoid valve, there is a reasonablo '

assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structures and components for the '

CS system subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.18 Diesel Fuel Oil System

in Section 5.7, " Diesel Fuel Oil (DFO) System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant

O described the DFO system and idr.entified the DFO system components that are within the scope
of license renewal. The applicant also identified which of those within-scope components are
subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.18.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

The DFO cystem provides a reliable source of fuel oil to the emergency diesel generators
(EDGs), the auxiliary heating boiler, the SBO generator, and the diesel-driven fire pump. The
DFO system for the three EDGs consists of two (Nos.11 and 21) seismic Category 1, above
ground fuel oil storage tanks (FOSTs) and associated piping and valves. The pumps that
transfer the fuel oil from the tanks to the EDGs are within the scope of license renewat but are
addressed in the EDG system section (Section 5.8) of Appendix A to the LRA and evaluated in
Section 2.2.5.8 of this SER. As a result of the system level scoping, the applicant identified that,
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a), the portions of the DFO system that are within the scope of license
renewal include all components (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports, from
the unloading station to the FOSTs, the FOSTs, supply headers including cross-connects, and
piping to just upstream of the Y-strainer installed in the suction pipe to the diesel fuel oil transfer
pumps. The fuel oil trans'er pump suction line, transfer pumps, and the day tanks are evaluated
as part of the EDG system in Section 2.2.5.8 of this SER. The application described all the
intended functions of the DFO system that were determined necessary for license renewal
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. The DFO system is within the scope of license
renewal based on 10 CFR 54.4(a). The applicant identified the following intended functions of

|
| A
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the DFO system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1):

Provide vital auxiliary function to the power distribution system by supplying fuel.

oil to the EDGs during design-basis events.

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system..

The applicant also identified the following intended function of the DFO system based or, the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For fire protection - Provide essential fuel oil to EDGs and the diesel fire pump.

to ensure safe shutdown in the event of a postulated fire (includes isolation of
nonessential auxiliary boiler and SBO DFO).

On the basis of the three intended functions listed above, the applicant identified 13 device types
in the DFO system that have at least one intended function and, therefore, are within the scope
of license renewal. Of these 13 device types, the applicant identified four that are subject to an
AMR and not otherwise addressed in one of the commodity reports. These four device types
are; aboveground and underground piping, check valves, hand valves, and the FOSTs. The
applicant also identified that maintenance of the pressure boundary is the only passive intended
function associated with the DFO system that is not addressed by one of the commodity
evaluations of Appendix A to the LRA.

The applicant indicated that some components in the DFO system that are common to many
systems have been included in the separate commodity reports which address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the individual system
sections. These components are:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the.

effects of aging in Section 3.1, " Component Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cables," of.

Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves and.

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all
evaluated in Section 6.4," Instrument Lines," of Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.18.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.7 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the DFO system
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components within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to
an AMR to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the
staff issued RAls regarding the DFO system (NRC letter to BGE dated February 13,1998), and
by letter dated July 30,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.

i
2.2.3.18.2.1 Diesel Fuel Oil System Within Scope of License Renewal

During the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
flow diagrams for the DFO system, to determine if there were any portions of the DFO system
piping or other components that might perform intended functions that were not described in the
BGE application. Essentially all portions of the DFO system were determined to perform at least
one intended function and, therefore, essentially ali portions and components of the DFO
system are within the scope of license renewal and are identified as such by the applicant eitner
in Section 5.7 of Appendix A to the LRA or in other sections of the LRA. The staff reviewed the
few remaining components of the DFO system to verify that they do not have any intended
functions. The staff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were any additional system
functions that were not identified as intended functions in the LRA and verified that those
additional functions did not meet the scoping requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

However, in the application, the applicant identified a non-safety-related line from FOST No. 21s

to diesel generating room waste oil collecting tank (WOCT) No.11 as not within the scope of
license renewal. The applicant also aid not identify or discuss a non-safety-related line from the
concrete enclosure of FOST No. 21 that, according to the UFSAR, can be used to supply the
EDGs in the event of the FOST's rupture By letter dated February 19,1998, the staff asked the
applicant (identified as NRC Question No. 3 in the applicant's response) to provide further
justification as to why neither of these lines were considered within the scope of license renewal
since they appeared to perform the intended function of maintaining the DFO system pressure
boundary during some design-basis events. The applicant responded to the RAI by letter dated
July 30,1998, indicating that the line from the FOST enclosure ic not relied upon to remain
functional during or following any design-basis events. The FOST enclosure is designed to
protect the seismic Category i FOST No. 21 from tomado missiles and the FOST is not
postulated to rupture as a result of any design-basis event. The applicant also noted that the
line to WOCT No.11 from FOST No. 21 is the FOST overfill line and there is no potential for
draining the FOST if the line should rupture. Although the simplified drawing in Section 5.7 of

| Appendix A to the LRA showed this line coming out the bottom of the tank, it actually comes out
near the top. As a result of the staff's review of the applicant's responses, the staff concurred'

with the applicant that these lines do not perform any intended functions important to license
renewal and are not required to be within the scope of license renewal. Thus, the staff did not

' find any components that were not already identified by the applicant as being within the scope
of license renewal.
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,

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.7 of
Appendix A to the LRA in addition to the information sent by the applicant in response to the
staffs RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that
the applicant has appropriately ider Sfied the portions of the DFO system and its associated
structures and components (device types) that are within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.18.2.2 Diesel Fuel Oil System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.7.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the diesel fuel oil (DFO) System were within the scope of the license renewal.
The applicant divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR
and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.7-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff
reviewed all the information provided by the applicant to verify that the grouping of the DFO
System structures and components were correct. As described in detail below, the staff finds
that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified all the structures and
components for the DFO system that are subject to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR Part
54.21(a)(1).

The applicant identified 16 device types that need to be consider for an AMR. The staff
reviewed all the components within the scope of the rule and verified that all the components
were considered in these 16 device types. Of the 16 device types within the scope of license
renewal rule,9 are electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types
that are electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant identified all the
components subject to an AMR that perform an intended function without moving parts or
without a change in configuration or propertied and that are not subject to replacement based on |

qualified life or specified time period. Of the 9 electrical / instrumentation components, the
applicant classified the following 6 as having only active functions and therefore not requiring an
AMR:

,

fuse-

transformer 1-

hand switch I-

indicating lamp-

motor-
j

relay '

-

Three components that include level switches, electrical control and power cabling, and
instrument tubing and valves, are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables;" or Section 2.2.3.35,
" Instrument lines" of this SER. No electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this

|section were classified as subject to an AMR. The staff agrees with the applicant's
determination of active components, which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) except for l

fuses.
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Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.
1

1

The staff also reviewed the non-electrical components in the diesel fuel oil system in order to 1

determine whether the applicant has properly identified the structures and components subject-

to an AMR. The staff reviewed the information in Table 5.7-1 of Appendix A to the LRA to
ascertain that the applicant ha.s identified all components that are subject to an AMR.

The staff reviewed the information in Section 5.7.1.3 of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staffs RAls. On the basis of this
review, the staff finds that, except for tuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the structures and components in the diesel fuel oil system that are
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.19 Emergency Diesel Generator System

in Section 5.8, " Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the
applicant described the EDG system, its intended functions, and the associated structures and
components of the EDG system that are within the scope of license renewal and identified which I
of those structures and :omponents are subject to an AMR.

/"N

' 2.2.3.19.1 Summary of Technical information in Application

As described in the LRA, the EDGs are designed to provide a dependable onsite power source
capable of automatically starting and supplying the essentici loads necessary to safely shut
down the plant and maintain it in a safe-shutdown condition. Four EDGs (1 A,18,2A, and 2B)
are provided for the plant, although each unit requires only one EDG to supply the minimum
power requirements for its engineered safety features (ESF) equipment. In addition, there is a
fifth non-safety-related diesel generator (EDG-0C) that is identified as the SBO diesel generator.
EDGs 18,2A, and 2B were part of the original plant design and are located in the same seismic
Category I structure. EDG 1 A and EDG OC were installed more recently and each is located in
its own separate structure. The EDG 1 A structure is seismic Category 1, but the SBO diesel
generator structure is not designed to seismic Category I requirements since the SBO diesel
generator is not required to withstand the effects of an earthquake. The auxiliary systems for
the four EDGs (1 A,1B,2A, and 28) are also designed to seismic Category I requirements, but
the SBO diesel generator auxiliaries are not. The auxiliary systems that support the EDGs are
diesel fuel oil, lube oil, service water (SRW), starting air, keep-warm systems,
instrumentation / controls, and intake and exhaust air.

EDG 1A and EDG OC were fumished by Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mechaniques de
Mullhouse (SACM) and EDGs 1B,2A, and 2B were fumished by Fairbanks Morse.

O
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1

j|The license renewal rule,10 CFR Part 54, recognizes that the diesel engines and associated
generators are active components and excludes them from the group of equipment that is j
subject to an AMR [10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i)]. All auxiliary components supplied as part of the l
engine and located on the engine skid (on the engine side of the auxiliary subsystem flexible l

couplings) are considered by the applicant and the staff to be part of the engine for the pumoses |
of license renewal. The aoplicant identified that the passive, long-lived components associated
with the engine auxiliaries outside the skid boundary and electrical equipment are subject to an i

AMR

On this basis the boundaries of the EDG system for this license renewal evaluation are the
following:

Diesel Fuel Oil (DFO) System: The boundary between the DFO system (see.

Section 5.7, " Diesel Fuel Oil System," of Appendix A to the LRA) and the EDG
system is just upstream of the Y- strainers installed in the suction pipe to the
fuel oil transfer pumps.

Sert ice Water System (SRW): The boundary between the SRW system (LRA-

Section 5.17) and the EDG system is at the diesel cooler /SRW interface
expansion joints (expansion joints are included in the EDG system section) and at the
interface of SRW piping with the starting air subsystem air compressor.

4-kV transformers and Buses System: The boundary between the EDG system and the.

4-kV transformers and buses system is at the EDG side of the 4-kV breakers.

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS): The boundary of the EDG.

system with the ESFAS is at the contact outputs from relay cabinets C67/68 for both
Units 1 and 2.

The applicant identified that the following typical components are associated with the EDG
auxiliaries outside the skid boundary:

EDG fuel oil day tanks.

EDG fuel oil transfer pumps.

EDG drip tanks.

EDG drip tank pumps |.

EDG starting air receivers ).

EDG intake / exhaust mufflers '.

EDG intake filters.

Structures and components of the EDL c,3 tem are within the scope of license renewal based
on 10 CFR 54.4(a). The applicant identified that the following intended functions of the EDG
system are based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

|
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To provide the vital auxiliary power supply for components used to mitigate.

design-basis events (DBEs)

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid or gas or both).

To maintain electrical continuity or protect the electrical system er both.

To maintain mechanical operability or protect the mechanical system or both.

To provide seismic integrity or protect safety-related components or both.

in Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant also identified the following intended function of the
EDG system based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For environmental qualification - Provide information used to assess the environs and.

plant conditions during and after an accident.

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the applicant identified that the portion of the
EDG system that is within the scope of license renewal consists of piping, components (e.g.,
heat exchangers, pumps, valves, and tanks), component supports, and instrumentation and
cables supporting operation of the EDGs through the diesel lube oil, diesel fuel oil, dieselg
starting air, diesel combustion air, and diesel cooling water subsystems. The applicant identified
48 EDG system device types (i.e., component types) of the EDG system that are designated as
within the scope of license renewal because they fulfill at least one of the intended functions.

The applicant also identified that some components in the EDG system that are common to
many systems have been included in the separate commodity report sections of the LRA which
address those components for the entire plant. Therefore, the following components were not
included in the individual system sections:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the.

effects of aging in Section 3.1, " Component Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cables," of*

Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and the associated supports, instrument valves and fittings,.

and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all evaluated in
Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," of Appendix A to LRA.

For the new SACM diesel generators, EDG 1 A and OC, the applicant performed a one-time
procedure to identify the components that passively support the pressure boundary or Class 1E
functions that are also common with the existing Fairbanks Morse EDG components. The

(AV) .
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components of the SACM diesels were mapped to their corresponding components of the
Fairbanks Morse EDGs. The applicant indicated that the mapping procedure gave assurance I
that all SACM components have been evaluated for an AMR through the evaluation process |
used for the Fairbanks Morse EDGs. The resu!ts of this mapping procedure are summarized |
below. I

Diesel Lube Oil

No plausible aging was identified for any SACM diesel lube oil components.

Diesel Fuel Oil

Plausible aging was identified for the SACM diesel fuel oil tanks, basket strainer, tomado
damper, and flame arrestor. in each case the material, environment, and age-related

.

degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for these SACM components were the same as the material,
environment, and ARDMs for the corresponding Fairbanks Morse components.

Diesel Starting Ai>

No plausible aging was identified for the corresponding SACM diesel starting air components
even though plausible aging was identified for the corresponding Fairbanks Morse diesel
starting air components. The SACM diesel starting air components are stainless steel and are
subject to dry air; the corresponding Fairbanks Morse components are carbon steel and are
subject to moist air.

Diesel Combustion Air

Plausible aging was identified for the SACM combustion air intake air filter and piping. In each
case, tile material, environment, and ARDMs for these SACM components are the same as the
material, environment, and ARDMs for the corresponding Fairbanks Morse components.
Plausible aging was identified for the SACM combustion air exhaust air muffler and piping. The
material, environment, and ARDMs for the SACM exhaust muffler are the same as for the
corresponding Fairbanks Morse muffler. The SACM exhaust piping is chromium-molybdenum;
the Fairbanks Morse diesel exhaust piping is carbon steel. Therefore, the SACM exhaust piping
is subject to a subset of the ARDMs affecting the Fairbanks Morse diesel exhaust piping.

Diesel Cooling Water

Plausible aging was identified for the SACM cooling water piping, tanks, and valves. These
SACM components are made of the same material and are subject to the same ARDMs as the
corresponding Fairbanks Morse piping, tanks, and valves even though the process fluid is
different. The process fluid for the SACM diesel cooling water is a solution of ethylene glycol
antifreeze in demineralized water. The process fluid for the Fairbanks Morse jacket cooling
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l

water is service water treated with hydrazine. The aging of the SACM radiators is expected to
be bounded by the aging of the Fairbanks Morse Jacket water cooling system piping.

In the few instances in which there was not a corresponding EDG component for a new SACM
| component, there were no plausible ARDMs from the material / environment characteristics of the

|_ new SACM component. Therefore, for purposes of license renewal, the aging, and thus, the
management of aging for the new SACM diesel auxiliary systems are enveloped by the aging!

and management program for the Fairbanks Morse diesel auxiliary systems. Any aging
discovered by the aging management program for the Fairbanks Morse diesels will result in
corrective action and a review for applicability to the corresponding SACM auxiliary system.

| Of the 48 device types the applicant identified as within the scope of license renewal, the
applicant identified 11 that are subject to an AMR. These 11 device types are piping, filter,
muffler, drain trap, Y-strainer, relief valve, check valve, hand valve, pump, accumulator, and
tank. The applicant further identified that maintenance of the pressure boundary of the liquid or
gas or both is the only passive intended function associated with the EDG system not addressed,

l_ by one of the commodity evaluations in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA.

;

2.2.3.19.2 Staff Evaluation

- The staff reviewed Section 5.8 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
- reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified and listed the EDG system

components subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
After completing the initial review the staff requested additional information regarding the EDG
system (NRC letters to BGE dated August 27 and September 24,1998), and by letter dated
November 4,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.

2.2.3.19.2.1 Emergency Diesel Generator System Within Scope of 1.icense Renewal

During the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions cf the UFSAR, including the
flow diagrams for the EDG system, to determine if there were any system components that the
applicant did not identify as within the scope of license renewal but that were necessary to
perform one of the identified intended functions of the EDG system. The staff also reviewed the
design basis for the EDG system as described in the UFSAR to determine .Ithere were any
additional system functions that were intended functions and, therefore, might require the
functioning of components of the EDG system that the applicant did not identify as within the
scope of license renewal. One intended function of the EDG system-providing vital power for
safe shutdown in the event of a fire as required by 10 CFR 50.48--was not listed as an intended
function by the applicant but was considered by the staff in this evaluation.

The staff's review of the UFSAR and flow diagrams, which included reviewing the functions of
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function by the applicant but was considered by the staff in this evaluation.

The staffs review of the UFSAR and flow diagrams, which included reviewing the functions of
components identified as being outside the scope of license renewal, did not uncover any
additional structures or components of the EDG system that should have been within the scope
of license renewal. The applicant stated that virtually all of the components of the EDG system
are within the scope of license renewal. However, the staff did request additional information via
NRC Question No. 5.8.1 to help ensure there were no omissions from the applicant's list of
components within the scope of 1: cense renewal. Figure 5-8.1 of Appendix A to the LRA is a
simplified drawing that identifies the EDG system boundary for the diesel air starting system and
appeared, to the staff, to indicate that a check valve upstream (air supply to the receiver) of the
air receiver is not within the scope of license renewal. As this check valve appears to be a
license renewal interface between the air receiver and the air compressor piping, the staff asked
the applicant to clarify whether the check valve is within the scope of license renewal. In its
response, the applicant verified that the check valve and the piping between the check valve
and the air receiver were within the scope of license renewal.

As a result of its review, the staff also did not identify any additional intended function s, other
than providing vital power in the event of a fire (which did not result in any componens being
outside the scope of license renewal that should have been within the scope of license renewal),
that could result in additional components (components not identified by the applicant) being
within the scope of license renewal and hence, possibly subject to an AMR.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the EDG system information provided in Section 5.8
of Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information provided by the applicant in response to
the staffs RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant has appropriately identified those EDG system structures and components
(device types) within scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements in
10 CFR 54.4.

2.'2.3.19.2.2 Emergency Diesel Generator System Subject to Aging Management Review

The applicant divided structures and components within the scope of license renewal into device
types not subject to an AMR and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.8-2 of
Appendix A to the LRA). The staff reviewed the information to verify that the grouping was l

correct.

Of the device-types within the scope of the license renewal rule,35 device-types were
considered to be electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device-types

|that are electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit
electrical / instrumentation components within the scope of the rule that should be subject to an
AMR. Of the 35 components, the applicant classified the following 28 as having only active
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functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

annunciator motor.- .

circuit breaker relay. .

control switch speed controller. a

voltage regulator speed indicator. .

EDG speed switch. =

isolator temperature controller. .

fan temperature switcha .

fuse temperature transmitter. e

transformergovemor. .

hand switch indicating lamp. .

indicator position indicating light. .

indicating light disconnect. a

The following 7 components are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables;" Section 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities;" or Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines" of this SER.

levelindicator.

p pressure switch.

Q control / power cabling.

level switch.

pressure indicator.

motor control center |e

instrument tubing / valves.

No electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified as subject to
an AMR. The remaining device types listed in Table 5.8-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, including
the piping, filter, muffler, drain trap, Wye strainer, relief valve, check valve, hand valve pump,
accumulator, and tank were reviewed to verify that the applicant did not omit components that
should be subject to an AMR. One device type (heat exchanger)is a skid-mounted component
on the Fairbanks Morse EDG, and therefore, is not subject to an AMR. Based on the applicant's
reasoning, the staff agrees with the applicant's determination which is consistent with 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1), except for fuses.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

The staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 5.8 of Appendix A to the LRA and
additional information submitted by the spplicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of
its review, the staff finds, except for fuses, that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the EDG
system in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

A
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|

2.2.3.20 Feedwater System |

In Section 5.9, "Feedwater System (FWS)," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described
the portion of the FWS and its associated strurures and components that are within the scope
of license renewal and identified which of those structures and components are subject to an

,

IAMR.

2.2.3.20.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the FWS transfers condensate from the condensate
system to the steam generators (SGs), raises the temperature of the feedwater to increase plant
efficiency, and controls the rate of flow to the SGs to match the steam flow demand by the plant
turbine generators. The major components of the FWS are piping, steam-driven pumps, high-
pressure feedwater heaters, regulating valves, isolation valves, and header check valves. Also
included are SG secondary-side pressure and level instrumentation loops. This instrumentation
provides SG level control information as well as the protective functions of SG isolation and
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) initiation.

During the system level scoping evaluation, the applicant identified that the portion of the FWS
within the scope of license renewal pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a) includes all Nmponents
(electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports, from the inlet side of the motor-
operated feedwater isolation valves to the SG nozzle. Also included are SG secondary-side
water level and pressure-indicating instrumentation loops, including the root isolation valves and
all downstream components (valves, tubing, instruments). The LRA describes all the intended
functions of the FWS that it determined were necessary for license renewal based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

Structures and components of the FWS are within the scope of license renewal based on
10 CFR 54.4(a). The applicant identified the following intended functions of the FWS based on
the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 64.4(a)(2):

Provide containment overpressure protection..

Prevent reverse flow from the SG via check valve closure.*

Send signals to the engineered features actuation system (ESFAS).

and provide SG isolation.
Provide signals to the reactor protective system (RPS).*

Provide signals to the auxiliary feedwater actuation system (AFWAS)..

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system..

Maintain electrical continuity or protect the electrical system or both..

In Appendix A to the LRA, the appUcant also identified the following intended functions of the
FWS based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):
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1

For fire protection-Monitor steam generator level to support safe shutdown in the event |
-

of a postulated severe fire.
!

For environmental qualification-Maintain functionality of electrical equipment as.

addressed by the applicant's Environmental Qualification Program, and provide
information used to assess the plant and environs condition during and following
an accident.

:

For SBO-Provide steam generator level indication. |
.

|
'

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the applicant identified 20 device types (or
component types) in the FWS that were designated as within the scope of license renewal
because they fulfill at least one of the intended functions. Of the 20 device types, the applicant

] identified 5 that are subject to an AMR: piping, check valves, hand valves, motor-operated
i

valves (MOVs), and temperature elements. The applicant further identified that maintenance of |
the pressure boundary is the only passive intended function associated with the FWS that is not I
already addressed by one of the commodity evaluations in other sections of Appendix A to the )LRA.

p.

The applicant also stated that some components in the FWS that are common to many systems
have been included in the separate commodity report sections of the LRA that address those

y components for the entire plant. Therefore, the following components were not included in the
individual system sections:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the.

effects of aging in Section 3.1, " Components Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and rxy..er cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cable," of.

Appendix A to the LRA.
|

Instrument tubing and piping and the associated supports, instrument valves and fittings, j.

and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all evaluated in i

Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.20.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.9 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
,

reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the FWS components
within scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54,4 and subject to an AMR in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the
staff issued RAls regarding the FWS (NRC letter to BGE dated February 13,1998), and by letter
dated July 30,1998, the applicant responded those RAls.
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2.2.3.20.2.1 Feedwater System Within Scope of License Renewal
|

During the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
|flow diagrams for the FWS, to determine if there were any system components that the applicant
i

did not identify as within the scope of license renewal but were necessary to perform one of the
identified FWS intended functions. The staff a!so reviewed the design basis for the FWS as
described in the UFSAR to determine if there were any additional system functions that were
intended functions and, therefore, might require FWS components that the applicant identified
as not within the scope of license renewal to be within the scope of license renewal.

The staff review of the UFSAR and flow diagrams did not uncover any additional structures or
components of the FWS that should have been within the scope of license renewal. However,
one of the intended functions of the FWS is to isolate feedwater flow to the steam generators.
This function is performed by the motor-oporated main feedwater isolation valve (MFIV) and
associated instrumentation and controls, which are within the scope of license renewal. If the
MFIV fails to close on demand, backup isolation is provided by the automatic tripping of the main
feedwater pumps, condensate booster pumps, and the heater drain pumps. Section 5.9 of the
application only appeared to identify the MFIV (and associated instrumentation and controls) as
performing this intanded function. Therefore, in NRC Question No. 5.9.8 (NRC letter to BGE
dated February 13,1998), the staff asked the applicant to provide justification for excluding the
components that perform the backup isolation function. In the response, the applicant stated
that it considers the function of steam generator isolation to include the backup means of
stopping FWS flow, i.e., the tripping of the FWS pumps, condensate booster pumps, and the
heater drain pumps. Therefore, in accordance with the scoping process, the applicant
determined that any component required to accomplish the tripping function is within the scope
of license renewal. The applicant further identified that the only functions performed by the FWS
components required to tnp the pumps are active and, as such, the components do not require
an AMR. The applicant also stated that the cables and other electrical components associated
with the intended functions of the FWS are addressed by the commodity reports in Section 6.0
of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff concurs with the applicant's response and did not identify
any additional components related to the backup function that should be within the scope of
license renewal.

As a result of its review, the staff also did not identify any additional intended functions that could
result in additional amponents (components not identified by the applicant) being within the
scope of license renewal and hence, possibly subject to an AMR.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information presented in Section 5.9 of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information sent by the applicant in response to be
staffs RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that

|

| the applicant has appropriately identified those FWS structures and components (device types)
| - within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.4.
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2.2.3.20.2.2 Feedwater System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.9.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the feedwater system (FWS) are within the scope of the license renewal. The
applicant divided those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR cW
device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.9-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff

' ;
I

reviewed all the information provided by the applicant to verify that the applicant's grouping was
correct.

The applicant identified 23 device types that need to be consider for an AMR. The staff
reviewed all the components within the scope of the rule for the FWS and verified that all the

'components were considered in theae 23 device types. Of 23 device types within the scope of
license renewal rul6.19 device typer are electrical / instrumentation components. The staff <

reviewed the device types that are alectrical/ instrumentation components to verify that the ;

applicant did not omit any that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 19 components, the ;

applicant classi*iec the followird 13 as having only active functions and therefore not requiring |
an AMR: )

fuse+

( powerlamp indicator+

pressure indicator+

transformer+

position switch-

hand switch+

levelindicator.

relay.

power supply.

current / current device i.

level recorder : I*-

temperature relay.-

position indicating lamp j.

i

Two device types, SG level transmitter and SG pressure transmitter, are either subject to
. periodic replacement or are evaluated in another AMR. Eight of the twenty SG level transmitters
are included in Section 4.2.1, " Environmentally Qualified Equipment," of this SER. All remaining
SG level and pressure transmitters (pressure boundary only) in the FWS are subject to an AMR
and are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines," of this SER.

Two device types, enntrol/ power cabling and instrument tubing / valves, are evaluated in Section
2.2.3.32, " Cables;" o Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines," in this SER. Two
electrical / instrumentation components, MOV and temperature element, evaluated in this section
were classified as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body). The staff agrees with the
applicanti % termination, which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) except for fuses.
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Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

1

The staff also reviewed the non-electrical components in the feedwater system in order to '

determine whether the applicant has properly identified the structures and components subject
to an AMR. The staff reviewed the information in Table 5.9-1 of Appendix A to the LRA to
ascertain that the applicant has identified all components that are subject to an AMR. The staff |
found that the applicant had all the non-electrical structures and components that perform its
intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and '

that are not replaced based on qualified life or specified time period.
,

!

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.9.1.3 of the LRA and additionalinformation I
submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff i

finds, except for fuses, that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately
identified the structures and components in the FWS subject to an AMR in accordance with the
requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). 1

2.2.3.21 Fire Protection

in Section 5.10 " Fire Protection," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the systems
and the components credited with performing fire protection (FP) functions that are within the
scope of license renewal. It also identified which of those components within scope are subjcct
to an AMR. By letters dated September 2, September 4, and September 24,1998, the staff '

issued requests for additional information (RAls) regarding the FP systems and components.
By letters dated November 16 and December 10,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.

2.2.3.21.1 Summary of Technical information in Application
i
IThe applicant stated that system level scophg found that of the 122 systems and structures at

CCNPP,66 were within the scope of license renewal. The applicant used the CCNPP FP plan, I

required under 10 CFR 50.48, " Fire protection," and various licensing-basis documents that
addressed the applicant's commitments, as information to prepare the FP screening tool |

described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA.

The FP screening tool defines two categories of FP functions. The first category is the . c
function, which includes equipment and facilities important to safety that provide for detecting,
fighting, and extinguishing fires. This equipment and these facilities are necessary to protect
safety-related (SR) equipment and structures from fire or explosion. This function does not
include FP equipment or facilities protecting NSR equipment and structures. The second
category is the safe shutdown function, which applies to systems that provide for safe shutdown
of the plant in the e ant of a severe fire. The applicant's current licensing basis (CLB) requires
compliance with 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix R, Sections Ill.G, Ill.J, Ill.L, and Ill.0). Therefore, ;

|the evaluations pertaining to safe shutdown identified those components that are required for
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|

compliance with these regulations. The safe shutdown function includes the capability to |
provide the following.

Reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure and inventory control;+

1

Reactivity control;+

Heat removal (hot standby or cold shutdown) from the RCS; and*

Process monitoring.+

|

For the 66 systems and structures that the applicant identified during the system-level scoping )
as within the scope of license renewal, those with FP-functions were identified using the FP
screening tool. The FP screening toolidentified that 42 of the 66 syctems and structures within
the scope of license renewal have one or more FP-intended functions. Of the 42 systems and
structures identified in Table 5.10-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant evaluated 26 of
these SR systems and structures within their respective sections of the LRA. These systems |
and structures fall into one of the three following categories and are not discussed further in
Section 5.10 of Appendix A of the LRA:

|

'

Structures with components that provide a fire barrier.

. Fluid systems with components that provide part of a pressure boundary (PB) in systems.

with only safety-related (SR) PB components

Electrical systems with components that perform only active electrical functions.

' Of the 26 systems and structures identified,5 structures with components that provide a fire i

barrier are addressed in Sections 3.3A,3.38,3.3C, and 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA. Eigh+. I

fluid systems with components that provide part of a pressure boundary (PB) in systems with
only SR PB components are addressed in Sections 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.11 A, 5.11B, 5.11C, 5.15, and
5.16 of Appendix A to the LRA. Finally, there are thirteen electrical systems with components i

that perform FP-intended functions. Those systems require no futher evaluation in Section 5.10
since their FP-intended functions are addressed in other commodity evaluations.

.

The remaining 16 systems and structures are within the scope of license renewal, and are
i addressed in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA. Nine of the remaining systems and

'

structures that perform FP-intended functions have both SR and NSR P.B components. The
applicant addressed the SR portions of these systems and structures in Cections 4.1,5.1,5.2,
5.3,5.4,5.7,5.12, and 5.17 of Appendix A to the LRA. The applicant addressed the NSR PB
portions of these systems and structures in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA. Seven of-
the remaining systems and structures rely almost entirely on NSR components to perform their
FP-interded functions. The applicant addressed these in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the
LRA.

/
? 5
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For some of the systems and structures with FP-intended functions, the applicant performed
component-level scoping in two ways. The applicant either produced a detailed list of
components that contribute to an intended function of the system or structure, or defined a
boundary (or envelope) of the important pressure-retaining features of the system in terms of
major components or interfaces with other systems, and identified the specific device types that
fell within that boundary (or envelope).

The applicant also indicated that, in separste commodity reports, it included some components
with FP functions that are common to many systems. These reports address those components
for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the individual systems and structure
sections. These components are the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated.

for the effects of aging in Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and power cabling, which are evaluated in Section 6.1 of.

Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical panels that support and/or protect electrical components, which are-

evaluated in Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves.

and fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which
are all evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.21.2 Staff Evaluation

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) define all systems, structures, and
components relied upon in safety analyses or plant evaluations to demonstrate compliance with
10 CFR 50.48 (the NRC regulation governing fire protection) as included within the scope of
license renewal.

|
The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) states that for those systems, structures,
and components within the scope of this part, as delineated in 10 CFR 54.4, the integrated plant

,

assessment (IPA) must identify and list those structures and components subject to an AMR. 1

The staff reviewed Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA, as supplemented by letters dated
November 16 and December 10,1998, and the other documentation discussed below, to
determine whether there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified
the components and supporting structures that serve FP-intended functions, and are in scope of

|
license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and are subject to an AMR in accordance with I
the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

|
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1.7.3.21.2.1 Fire Protection Within Scope of License Renewal

This evaluation is to determine whether the applicant has properly identified the systems,
structures, and components within the scope of license renewal, pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4. As
described in more detail below, the staff reviewed selected structures and components that the
applicant did not identify as within the scope of license renewal to verify that they do not have
any inwnded function.

As part of the evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR conceming FP system and
made a comparison between the diagrams in Appendix A to the LRA as supplemented and
Section 9.9 of the UFSAR "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Flant Fire Protection Program," to
determine if there were any additional portions of the system piping and other components that
the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. In Section 5.10 of
Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant stated that 66 systems and structures were within the
scope of license renewal. The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related system
functions, that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no
structure or component having an intended function was omitted from the scope of the rule. On
the basis of its review, the staff found no omissions.

The applicant applied its FP screening tool to the 66 systems and structures within the scope of
A license renewal, and credited 42 systems and structures with performing FP functions. The staff

'ID) sampled portions of the 24 systems and structures without FP functions to verify that the tool
properly screened systems and structures with FP functions. For example, the staff reviewed
the information in Section 9.7, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Storage," of the UFSAR and found
that the system has no intended functions for FP. The staff found no omissions of system and
structure with FP-intended functions in the sample.

Of the 42 systems and structures performing FP-intended functions,26 are SR systems and
structures evaluated elsewhere in the LRA by the applicant. The staff sampled several of these
systems and structures and found that FP-intended function = were identified as system intended
functions in the referenced sections. Table 1 lists th; 26 syste.1s and the location of the
evaluations in the LRA.

Table 1 Systems and Structures Addressed Outside of Section 5.10
of Appendix A to the LRA

System LRA Section* System LRA Section*

Intake Structure 3.3C Electrical 125-V DC Addressed in commodity
Distribution evaluations

Primary Containment 3.3A Electrical 4-kV Addressed in commodity
Transformers and evaluations
Buses

~ b
k * In Appendix A to the LRA 2-109
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System LRA Section* System LRA Section*

Barriers / Barrier Addressed as part of Electrical 480-V Addressed in commodity
Penetrations structures in Sections Trtnsformers and evaluations i

3.3A/B/C/E Buses |
|

Auxiliary Building 3.3C Instrument AC Addressed in commodity I

evaluations j

Turbine Building 3.3 B . Vitalinstrument AC Addressed in commodity
evaluations

Saltwater 5.16 Annunciation Addressed in commodity ,

evaluations |

Emergency Diesel 5.8 Control Rod Drive Addressed in commodity
Gene? tors Mechanism and evaluations

Electrical

Control Room HVAC 5.11C Nuclear Addressed in commodity
Instrumentation evaluations

Auxiliary Building and 5.11 A Main Turbine Addressed in commodity
H&V evaluations

Feedwater 5.9 Fire and Smoke Addressed in commodity
Detection evaluations

Safety injection 5.15 Lighting and Power Addressed in commodity
Receptacles evaluations

|

Primary Containment 5.11 B Plant Communications Addressed in commodity )
H&V evaluations

Containment Spray 5.6 Electrical 480-V Motor Addressed in commodity
Control Centers evaluations

*In Appendix A to the LRA

The remaining 16 systems within scope of license renewal are addressed in Section 5.10 of
Appendix A to the LRA. The staff verified that they were required by the FP plan because they
meet at least one FP-intended function. Nine of these systems perform passive FP-intended
functions and have both SR and NSR PB components. The SR portions of these nine systems
are addressed in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA, while the NSR portions of these
systems are addressed in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA. The other seven systems rely
almost entirely on NSR components to perform their FP-intended functions and are entirely
addressed in Section 5.10. Table 2 lists the 16 systems that have NSR components and
structures that perform FP-intended functions. For the nine systems that have SR components
or structures that perform FP-intended functions, Table 2 provides a reference to the

;
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| appropriate sections of Appendix A to the LRA where the structure or component is evaluated.
|

! Table 2 Systems and Structures Addressed in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA
(NSR PB portions only)

System LRA Section * System LRA Section*

Service Water 5.17 (SR portion) Main Steam 5.12 (SR portion)
5.10 (NSR portion) 5.10 (NSR portion)

Component Cooling 5.3 (SR portion) Well and Pretreated 5.10
5.10 (NSR portion) Water

| Compressed Air 5.4 (SR portion) Liquid Waste 5.10
'

5.10 (NSR portion)

Dicsel Fuel Oil 5.7 (SR portion) Fire Protection 5 10
5.10 (NSR portion)

Auxiliary Feedwater 5.1 (SR portion) Plant Heating 5.10
5.10 (NSR portion)

Chemical and Volume 5.2 (SR portion) Demineralized Water 5.10

hs Control 5.10 (NSR portion) and Condensate
Storage'

Reactor Coolant 4.1 (SR portion) Condensate 5.10
5.10 (NSR portion)

Nitrogen and Hydrogen 5.12 (SR portion) Plant Drains 5.10
Gas System 5.10 (NSR portion)

*In Appendix A to the LRA
1

To help ensure that the applicant had appropriately identified all FP-intended functions, the staff
asked the applicant to clarify how it had applied its FP screening tool. NRC Question
No. 5.10.6 asked the applicant to verify that it had captured changes to such documents as the
Interactive Cable Analysis, and other FP program documentation, to form the FP screening tool.o

The applicant assured the staff that it had updated the FP screening tool, and that it had used
the latest versions of licensing documents in its formulation. The staff reviewed the applicant's
response and did not find any omissions of FP functions by the applicant.

However, during the review of Section 5.17 of Appendix A to the LRA, the staff found that
nozzles which perform a dousing function for the charcoal beds were not included within the
scope of license renewal and were not subject to an AMR. This issue ic being tracked by Open
item No. 2.2.3.17-1 and further discussion is provided in Section 2.2.3.17 to this safety
evaluation report.

O 2-111
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l
As described above, the staff has reviewed the information subinitted in Section 5.10 of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's
RAls. On the basis of its review, with the one exception noted above, the staff concludes that I

there is reasonab!e assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the
FP program that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.21.2.2 Fire Protection Subject to Aging Management Review

After the staff determined which structures and components were within the scope of license
renewal, the staff determined whether the applicant properly identified the structures and
components subject to an AMR from among those identified as being within the scope of license
renewal. The staff reviewed selected structures and components that the applicant identified as
being within the scope of license renewal to verify that the applicant has identified these
structures and components as subject to an AMR if they perform intended functions without
moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties, and are not subject to
replacement based on qualified life or specified time period.

In a letter dated November 20,1996, the staff informed the applicant that as an acceptable
methoo of component-level scoping, identification of systems and components subject to review
must enable the staff to readily determine from onsite drawings or lists whether a particular
system or component is subject to an AMR. In the LRA, for most systems and structures within
the scope of licenae renewal, the applicant submitted a detailed list of components contributing
to an intended function of the system or structure. For the systems with passive NSR FP-
intended functions, component-level scoping was performed by defining the boundary (or
envelope) of the important pressure-retaining features of the system in terms of major
components or interfaces with other systems, and by identifying the specific device types that
fell within that boundary (or envelope) in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA. Using this |

method, the FP components subject to an AMR in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA can be I

readily determined from review of the drawing references, which meets the criteria stated in the |
November 20,1996, letter. i

Table 3 identifies the portions of the 16 systems that have passive, long-lived NSR FP
components and structures performing FP-intended functions. The passive FP-intended
functions for the 16 systems, not evaluated inother sections, consist of maintaining the pressure
boundary of the system liquid or gas, and providing drainage of fire-fighting water in rooms
containing SR equipment. The portions of the 16 systems identified in Table 3 below are subject
to an AMR. All other portions of these systems used for FP-intended functions are SR and
addressed elsewhere in the LRA as discussed in Section 2.2.3.21.2.1 of this SER. |

|

9||
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Table 3 Summary of FP Structures and Components Evaluated
for AMR in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA

(NSR Portion, Only)

System NSR Portion of System Within the Scope of Passive FP-intended
LR and Subject to an AMR Function (not

addressed in other
evaluations)

Well and Pretreated Components in the flow path from the well water Maintain pressure-
Water pumps to the PWSTs and the associated pretreated retention capability of

water booster pumps the system (liquid / gas)

Service 'Nater Components that retain pressure in the cooling Maintain the PB of the
process flow paths to the instrument air and plant system liquid
air compressors

Fire Protection Pressure-retaining fire-fighting equipment that Maintain pressure-
performs an FP-intended function or an SS intended retaining capability of
function the system (liquid / gas)

Component Cooling Components in the head tank makeup flow paths Maintain the PB of the
..

and the flow paths to and from the reactor coolant system liquid
: waste evaporator

Compressed Air All NSR components of the system Maintain the PB of the
system (liquid / gas)

Diesel Fuel Oil NSR piping and components related to the diesel- Maintain the PB of the
driven fire pump system liquid

Plant Heating NSR components in the main process flow paths Maintain the PB of the
shown as normally open on the system drawings system (liquid / gas)

Auxiliary Feedwater The AFW spMI piece for the fire hose connections, Maintain the PB of the
AFW isoltf a valves from CSTs 11 and 21, and the system (liquid / gas)
piping between the isolation valves and the CSTs

Demin. Water & Limited to CSTs 11 and 21, associated level Maintain the PB of the
Condensate Storage instruments, emergency hose connections, and all system (liquid / gas)

pressure-retaining piping and components up to the
first isolation valve on all headers to and from the
tanks

Chemical and Limited to the NSR piping and valves that constitute Maintain the PB of the
Volume Control the flow path from the reactor coolant pump system (liquid / gas)

controlled bleedoff lines to the letdown subsystem

Condensate Components in the makeup flow path to the SRW Maintain the PB of the
and CC head tanks from the fire hose connection system (liquid / gas)
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1

System NSR Portion of System Within the Scope of Passive FP-intended
LR and Subject to an AMR Function (not

addressed in other 1

evaluations) ;

Plant Drains Piping and valves in the floor drain lines from rooms (1) Maintain pressure-
containing SR equipment retaining capability of

the system (liquid / gas)
(2) Provide drainage of
fire-fighting water in
rooms containing SR ;

equipment |

Reactor Coolant Piping and associated components in the controlled Maintain the PB of the
bleedoff lines from the reactor coolant pumps to the system (liquid / gas)
CVCS

Liquid Waste Components in the flow paths from the sump pump (1) Maintain the PB of
discharge check valves serving areas containing the system (liquid / gas)
SR equipment to the waste processing subsystems (2) Provide drainage of

fire-fighting water in
rooms containing SR
equipment

Nitrogen and Limited to the NSR excess flow check valves Maintain pressure-
Hydrogen retaining capability of

the system gas

Main Steam Pressure-retaining piping and components located Maintain the PB of the
downstream of the MSIVs up to the next isolation system (liquid / gas)
valves, i.e., turbine bypass valves, moisture
separator reheater isolation valves, main turbine
stop valves, main feed pump turbine stop valves,
and steam sealisolation valve

To verify whether the applicant had properly identified the structures and components subject to
an AMR from among the structures and components with NSR FP-intended functions that have
been identified as within the scope of license renewal, the staff performed the following review.
Structures and components were identified by the applicant as subject to an AMR if they
perform their intended functions without moving parts or without a change in configuration or
properties, and are not subject to replacement on the basis of a qualified life or specified time
period. The staff compared the information in the UFSAR with the information in the application
for selected structures and components. Specifically, the staff reviewed the flow diagrams in j

Figures 9-6 and 9-25 of the UFSAR for the component cooling system and the CVCS, and
Figures 9-23 and 9-28 of the UFSAR for the compressed air system to verify which portions of
the system were subject to an AMR. On the basis of the findings of this review and the
description of the systems found in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA, the staff found no
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omissions of long-lived, passive structures or components within the scope of license renewal
that are subject to an AMR. Therefore, the staff has reasonable assurance that the applicant
identified all passive, long-lived NSR structures and components with FP-intended functions that
are subject to an AMR.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of its review
of selected structures and components, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that
the applicant has appropriately identifiedthe structures and components for the FP program to
meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

,

2.2.3.22 Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation System

in Section 5.11 A, " Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation System (ABHVS)" of Appendix A to
the LRA, BGE (the applicant) identified portions of the ABHVS and the components therein that
are within the scope of license renewal and identified which of those within-scope components

j are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.22.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

(*/ ,

The ABHVS consists of fans, air handling units, dampers, filters, coolers, controls, and ductwork I

that provide air, in some cases filtered and tempered, to various rooms in the auxiliary and
'

radwaste buildings. A negative pressure, with respect to ambient conditions in surrounding
spaces, is normally maintained in the auxiliary building to ensure that clean areas do not
become contaminated through the ventilation system. Areas serviced by the system are the
switchgear rooms (each unit), diesel generator rooms (three total), auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump room (each unit), service water (SRW) heat exchanger room (each unit), main steam line
penetration area (each unit), waste processing area (each unit), emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) pump rooms (each unit), the fuel handling areas (shared between units), and general
areas of the auxiliary building. Exhaust air from the waste processing areas, ECCS pump
rooms, and the fuel handling areas is passed through a roughing filter and a high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter to remove potentially radioactive particulate contamination prior to
discharge through the plant vent. Exhaust air from the ECCS pump room and the fuel handling
area can also be routed through separate charcoal filters to remove radioactive iodine in the
event of a loss-of-coolant accident or fuel handling incident, respectively.

The air in the switchgear rooms is temperature controlled the year round by redundant heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC, units and refrigeration systems. The HVAC units and
refrigeration components are redundant, but the supply and return ducts to the switchgear
rooms are not.

The ventilation system for the auxiliary building areas in which the Fairbanks Morse diesel
generators are housed is designed to limit room temperature to a maximum of 120 *F in summer
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and a minimum of 60 *F in winter. When the emergency diesel generator (EDG) is running, its
room is pressurized and the excess air is forced out through a weatherproof exhaust opening
over the outside door. Hot water unit heaters maintain a minimum temperature of 60 *r when
the diesel generator is shut down.

There are " normal" and " emergency" air cooling systems for the AFW pump room. During
normal plant operation, one self-contained HVAC unit maintains the temperature in this room at
90 *F or below. During the emergency mode of operation, redundant fans circulate air between
the AFW pump room and the EDG room through a system of connecting ductwork, and the
rooms are maintained at 120 *F or below. The SRW heat exchanger room is provided with
forced air ventilation by separate supply and exhaust fans and dampers to maintain the room
temperature low enough for equipment operability in post-accident situations. The main steam
line penetration area is pressurized and provided with outside air as the cooling medium, and
the excess air flows out through the open safety vent to the roof.

The waste processing area in the auxiliary building is maintained at a negative pressure with
respect to ambient conditions in surrounding spaces. A common air supply system, consisting
of three 50 percent capacity air handling units, supplies outdoor air for ventilation of the common
waste processing area. The exhaust system draws air from the waste processing areas and
forces it through the HEPA filter bank, to the main exhaust plenums. The plant's redundant
main exhaust fans force the air past the radioactivity monitors and out through the exhaust
stacks.

The ECCS pump rooms are served by a ventilation subsystem to control room temperature and
provide proper cooling of the safety injection end containment spray pumps. The subsystem
consists of one cooling unit for each ECCS pump room, cooling unit fans, and an ECCS pump
room exhaust system that contains a roughing filter, a HEPA filter, a charcoal filter, and
dampers. The saltwater system provides cooling to the cooling unit.

Two 50 percent capacity air handling units provide filtered air to the fuel handling area. A
separate exhaust system draws air through a manifold and HEPA filters and feeds it into the
main plant vent of Unit 1. During the movement of fuel over the spent fuel pool, air in the fuel
hancling area air is diverted through charcoal filters after it leaves the HEPA filters to minimize
the release of radioactive material release in the event of a fuel handling accident. The exhaust
fans are capable of maintaining a negative pressure with respect to ambient conditions in |
surrounding spaces of the building. Unit heaters maintain a minimum temperature of 60 *F in I

the winter. )
In the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the ABHVS based on
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2): )

To supply air to the battery ventilation system in response to a design basis.

event (DBE);
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To initiate letdown line isolation to provide radiological release control during.

I a loss-of-coolant accident;

To provide ventilation for, and remove potentially radioactive contamination from,| .

| the ECCS pump room in response to a DBE;
I

| To provide HVAC for, and remove potentially radioactive contamination from, the.

| fuel handling area in response to a DBE;

1 .

To provide HVAC to the electrical switchgear room in response to a DBE;.

To provide ventilation to the diesel generator rooms in response to a DBE;.

To provide ventilation to the AFW pump room in response to a DBE;*

To provide ventilation to the SRW heat exchanger room in response to a DBE;*

To maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system;.

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas); and.

A
| To maintain structuralintegrity to support proper operation of other ABHVS.

| components.

The following ABHVS intended functions were determined on the basis of the requirements of
$54.4(a)(3):

For fire protection (10 CFR 50.48)- To provide alternate ventilation to the.

AFW pump room during a fire

For environmental qualification (10 CFR 50.49)-To maintain functionality of.

electrical equipment as addressed by the environmental qualification program and
to provide information used to assess the plant and environs condition during and
following an accident.

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the portions of the ABHVS that are
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal include all safety-related
components in t' 9 system (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports. The.

applicant identifieo a total of 46 device types as within the scope of license renewal. Of these 46
device types, the applicant identified 9 that are subject to an AMR. The 9 device types arei

l damper, HVAC duct, fan (1), filter, gravity damper, manual damper, hand valve (1 and 2), heat
exchanger (1), and pressure differential indicator (2). The applicant further indicated that the
ABHVS pressure boundary is the only passive intended function associated with the ABHVS
that is not addressed in one of the commodity evaluations in the 1.RA. Therefore, only the

/G,
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pressure-retaining function for the 9 device types subject to an AMR was considered.

The applicant also indicated that some components that are common to many systems have
been included in the separate commodity reports that address those components for the entire
plant. Therefore, the following components were not included in the individual system sections: I

l

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for !.

the effects of aging in Section 3.1 of the application; )

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of the.

application; and

Process and instrument tubing and tubing supports, which are all evaluated in.

Section 6.4 of the application.

2.2.3.22.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.11 A of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has appropriately idetnified the ABHVS components and
supporting structures within the scope of license renewalin accordance with 10 CFR 54.4, and
subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.216)(1). After co'mpleting
the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the ABHVS (NRC letter dated September 4,
1998), and by letter dated November 16,1998, the applicant responded to the RAl.

2.2.3.22.2.1 Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation System Within Scope of License
Renewal

The staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including Section 9.8, " Plant Ventilation Systems," to
;

determine if there were any portions of the system that the applicant did not identify as within the
scope of license renewal that should have been so identified. The staff also reviewed Section
9.8 of the UFSAR to determine if thera were any safety-related system functions that were not
identified as intended functions in the LRA, and to determine if there were structures and

,

components having intended functions that might have been omitted from consideration within I
the scope of the license renewal. The staff also reviewed the system to determine if any
structures or components not identified in the LRA as within the scope of the rule should have
been so identified under 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) or 54.4(a)(3). The staff compared the safety-related ;

functions described in the UFSAR to those identified in the LRA.
'

To help ensure that those portions of the ABHVS identified as not within the scope of license I

renewal did not perform any intended functions and, therefore, would not be subject to an AMR,
the staff requested additional information from the applicant based on the information in the
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|

| UFSAR and the LRA. In NRC Question No. 5.11.2, the staff noted that Section 5.11 A.1.1 in I

* System Level Scoping" summarizes the system boundaries and components within the scope
of license renewal for the ABHVS. The drawings showing the system scoping boundaries were

i

not included. The corresponding drawings for these systems in the UFSAR for CCNPP are not I

detailed enough for the staff to clearly understand the system renewal scope. By a letter dated
November 16,1998, the applicant provided Figure 5.11A-1 showing the scoping boundaries for

| the ABHVS. On the basis of the applicant's response, the staff agrees that this figure identifies
'

the system level scoping boundaries, and that those LRA boundaries correctly separate system
components within these boundaries kom those that are outside.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 5.11C of
Appendix A to the LRA and the applicant response to the staff's RAl. On the basis of that
review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance concludes that the applicant has
appropriately identified the portions of the ABHVS and the associated structures and
components thereof that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

|

2.2.3.22.2.2 Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation System Subject to Aging Management
Review

( On the basis of the intended system functions listed above, the applicant emphasized that the
\ portions of the auxiliary building H&V system that are within the scope of license renewal include

all safety-related components in the system (electrical, mechanical, and instrumer?.ation) and
their supports. The applicant described the subsystems and such associated devices as
accumulators, check valves, and dampers. The applicant identified 46 device types. Of the 46
device types associated with the auxiliary building H&V system the applicant identified 25 device
types that have only active functions and do not require an AMR. Of the 46 device types,10 do
not require a detailed evaluation of specific aging mechanisms because they are considered
part of a complex assembly. These complex assemblies perform their intended functions with
moving parts. These 10 device types are piece-parts of the mechanism, and therefore, are not
subject to an AMR, and two of them (panels and pressure differentialindicator switches) are
evaluated in other sections of Appendix A the LRA. As a result of this screening process, all
components of the remaining 9 device types are subject to a detailed evaluation of aging
mechanisms as part of an AMR: damper, HVAC duct, fan, filter, gravity damper, manual
damper, hand valve, heat exchanger and pressure differential indicator.

Of the device types r j the three electrical / instrumentation device types discussed below)
within the scope o': ,,,.e renewal rule,32 are electrical / instrumentation components. The
staff reviewed the device types that are electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the
applicant did not omit any electrical 4nstrumentation components that should be subject to an
AMR. Of the 32 device types, the applicant classified the following 23 as having only active
functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

discortnect switch / link fuse- -

\>
4
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pressure converter (relay)hand switch ++

temperature controllerconverter / relay ++

position switchpower lamp indicator ++

temperature elementlevel device (relay) ++

480-V motor (feed from MCC) temperature switch++

480-V motor motor operator++

temperature indicating controller125/250-V de motor ++

temperature device (relay) position indicating lamp++

position controllerpressure transmitter ++

temperature transmitterrelay +*

control valve+

Four device types (pressure indicator, pressure switch, temperature control valve, and solenoid
valve) do not require a detailed evaluation of specific aging mechanisms because they are
considered part of a complex assembly whose only passive function is closely linked to active
performance of the refrigeration units.

Three device types (electrical control / power cabling, instrument tubing / valves, and pressure
differential indicator switch) are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," and Section 2.2.3.35,
" Instrument Lines," of this SER. The remaining two electrical / instrumentation components (fan
and pressure differential indicator) evaluated in this section are classified as subject to an AMR.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

The staff has reviewed the information included in Section 5.11 A of Appendix A to the LRA and
additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of
this review, the staff finds that, except for fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the control room HVAC system structures and components subject
to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.23 Primary Containu . int Heating and Ventilation System

in Section 5.118, " Primary Containment Heating and Ventilation (H&V) System," of Appendix A
to the LRA, the applicant identified portions of the primary containment H&V system and the
components therein that are within the scope of license renewal, and identified which of those
within-scope components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.23.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the primary containment H&V System is designed to
remove heat from the containment atmosphere during normal plant operations and accident
conditions via the containment air recirculation and cooling subsystem. The subsystem is
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independent of the containment spray and safety injection systems. The subsystem for each
unit consists of four cooling units, an air mixing plenum, and the distributing ductwork and piping,
all located inside the containment. Service water is circulated through the air cooling coils to
remove heat.

In the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the primary containment
H&V system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

Control containment temperature and pressure;*

Provide containment atmosphere filtration and radiation control;-

Collect and process containment penetration leakage into the penetration rooms;.

Filter hydrogen purge air for radiation control following DBEs;*

Measure pressure in the containment penetration rooms;.

Provide containment atmosphere pressure source to ESFAS instrumentation for.

protective actuation,

|
Isolate the containment; '.j

l

Maintain electrical continuity and provide protection or both of the electrical system;< .

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system; and.

Provide seismic integrity and protection or both of safety-related components..

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the primary
containment H&V system based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For post-accident monitoring-Provide information used to assess the conditions of the*

plant and its environs during and following an accident; and

For equipment qualification-Maintain functionality of electrical components as.

dressed by the EQ program.

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the portions of the primary containment
H&V system that are identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal are all
safety-related components in the system (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their
supports. The applicant lists 38 device types that are within the scope of license renewal. They
also identify 3 addition primary containment H&V system device types (panels, cables and
instrument lines, that are evaluated by BGE in Sections 6.1,6.2, and 6.5 of Appendix A to the
LRA. Of these 41 device types, the applicant identified 12 that are subject to an AMR. The 12, e

[
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device types are: piping (Code HB), five valve types (check, control, motor operated, solenoid,
'

and hand valve), damper, duct, fan, filter, gravity damper, and heat exchanger. The applicant
further indicated that containment and system pressure boundary integrity are the only passive
intended functions associated with the primary containment H&V system that are not addressed
in one of the commodity evaluations of the LRA. Therefore, only the pressure-retaining function
for the 12 device types -subject to an AMR was considered.

The applicant also stated that some components in the primary containment H&V system that
are common to many systems have been included in the separate commodity reports that
address those components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not included in the
individual system sections. These components are the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components that are evaluated for the effects*

of aging in Section 3.1 of the application;

Electrical control and power cabling that is evaluated in Section 6.1 of the application;-

and

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves and.

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all
evaluated in Section 6.4 of the application.

2.2.3.23.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.11B of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the primary containment
H&V system components and supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with 10 CFR 54.4, and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the |
primary containment H&V system (NRC letter to BGE letter dated September 2,1998), and by i

letter dated November 16,1998, the appi; cant provided responses to those RAls.

2.2.3.23.2.1 Primary Containment Heating and Ventilation System Within Scope of License
Renewal

The staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including Section 6.5," Containment Air Recirculation
and Cooling System," and compared them to the diagrams in Appendix A of the LRA to
determine if there were any additional portions of the system piping and other components that
the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff also
reviewed Section 6.5 of the UFSAR to determine if there were any safety-related system
functions that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no
structure or component having an intended function was omitted from the scope of the rule.
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Section 6.5.4 of the UFSAR describes piping that transfers the condensate leaving the coils to
the containment sump. The staff asked (NRC Question No. 5.11.4) the applicant to provide the
basis for excluding this piping from the scope of license renewal. In response to NRC Question

,

No. 5.11.4, the applicant stated that in the event the dra;nage lines fail, the condensate would |
drain from the main sump of the cooling coil housing directly onto the containment floor and
eventually to the sump. The cooling coil units would still be able to perform their intended
function Additionally, in response to the staff's desire to clarify the applicant's response to NRC I

Question No. 5.11.4, during a December 9,1998, teleconference, the applicant verified that
containment air cooler condensate was not credited as fluid available for recirculation. The
credited volume of fluid in the containment at the time of recirculation is equal to the sum of the
minimum usable refueling water tank volume and the minimum usable volume of the four safety
injection tanks. On the basis of the applicant's response, which is summarized in the NRC |
meeting summary dated March 19,1999, the staff agrees that the non-safety-related drainage j

lines do not perform any of the system-intended functions as defined in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (2) '

and (3), and are not within the scope of license renewal.

Section 5.118.1.2 in the LRA states that ductwork downstream of the fusible links is not within
the scope of license renewal. The containment air recirculation and cooling system provides
cooling air via this ductwork to the SG compartment and reactor vessel annulus. As a result, the
staff questioned that the ductwork should be within the scope of license renewal. To clarify the

n staff's question, a conference call was made on December 9,1998 with the applicant's staff. In
j response to the call, the applicant stated tha' cooling via this ductwork was credited in the long

\d term thermal aging analysis which supports the applicant's EQ program. The staff is
considering whether non-safety-related support systems, such as ductwork, credited in analyses
that support programs, such as EQ, are within the scope of license renewal; therefore, this is
Open item 2.2.3.23.2.1-1.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.11B of Appendix A to
the LRA, the additional information documented in the NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999, and the applicant's response to the staff's RAls. Except for the open item identified in this
section of the SER, on the basis of the review stated above, the staff finds that there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the primary
containment H&V system and the associated structures and components thereof, that are within
the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.23.2.2 Primary Containment Heating and Ventilation System Subject to Aging
Management Review

The applicant applied a scoping process as delineated in Section 2.0 of Appendix A for
identifying device types subjected to an AMR for the primary containment H&V system. The
applicant lists 38 device types that are within the scope of license renewal. They also identify 3

. addition primary containment H&V system device types (panels, cables and instrument lines,
! that are evaluated by BGE in Sections 6.1,6.2, and 6.5 of Appendix A to the LRA. Of the 41

device types,21 were determined to perform its intended function with moving parts or with a,

'C i
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change in configuration or properties and not require an AMR. Eight device types were
evaluated in other sections of the LRA. The remaining 12 device types were determined to
require an AMR and included: check valve, control valve, damper, HVAC duct, fan, filter, gravity
damper, piping (Code HB), hand va!ve, heat exchanger, motor-operated valve, and solenoid 1

valve.

The staff reviewed all the information provided by the applicant and verified that the applicant
identified all structures and components of the Primary Containment H&V System within the
scope of the rule as required under 10 CFR 54.4(a). Of the total 41 device types within the
scope of license renewal rule, 30 device types are electrical / instrumentation components. The
staff reviewed these device types to determine which electrical / instrumentation components
should be subject to an AMR. Of these electrical / instrumentation components, the applicant
classified the following 19 as having only action functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

coil piessure indicating differential+ +

voltage / current device indicator+

fuse alarm- +

hand switch relay+ +

ammeter temperature element+ +

480-V motor temperature indicator+ +

125/250-V de motor power supply+ +

MOV operator position indicating lamp+ +

position switchpressure+ +

pressure indicator 480V motor (feed from MCC)
+ +

The staff reviewed and agrees with the applicant's determination that these device types
perform its functions with moving parts or with a change in configuration or properties with the
exception of fuses. Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this
SER.

The following 11 electrical / instrumentation device types are subjected to an AMR:

disconnect switch / link disconnect switch / link+ +

480 V control station 480 V control station+ +

pressure differential indicator switch pressure differential indicator switch+ +

pressure transmitter pressure transmitter+ +

control valves solenoid valves+ +

MOVs+

Eight of the 11 device types (disconnect switch / link,480 V control station, pressure differential
indicator switch, pressure transmitter, disconnect switch / link,480 V control station, pressure
differential indicator switch, and pressure transmitter) are evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cable;"
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Section 6.2, " Electrical Commodities;" or Section 6.4, " Instrumentation Line;" of the application.
The 3 remaining electrical / instrumentation components device types (control valve, MOV, and
solenoid valve) are evaluated in this section.

The staff also reviewed the 11 non-electrical device types. Of these 11 device types,2 device
types (piston operators and hydrogen recombiners) were determined to require a moving parts,
or a change in configuration or properties. The remaining nine non-electrical device types
(check valves, dampers, duct, fan, filter, gravity damper, piping, hand valves, and heat
exchangers) were determined to require an aging managemer,t review.

The staff had a number of questions related to the exclusion of certain components (e.g., the i

fusible link associated with the containment air cooler blowdown door (NRC Question No. I

5.11.3), and electric hydrogen recombiners [NRC Question Nos. 5.11.6,5.11.7]) from an AMR. j
BGE explained that such components were excluded for one of the following reasons: (1) they

{
were active components, and were not within the scope of the license renewal, (2) they were not j
safety-related, and did not impact the functioning other safet'y-related structures, systems, and 1

components, or (3) they were evaluated in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff I

reviewed the applicants justification and determined that the applicant's justification was '

consistent with the requirements under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). The staff finds the determination of ip the primary containment H&V system non-electrical device types subject to an AMR consistent |
( with the requirements under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). iq .

The staff reviewed the information in Section 5.11B of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to applicable RAls. On the basis of this
review, the staff finds that, with the exception of fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the
applicant has appropriately identified the structures and components in the Primary Containment
H&V System subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.24 Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning Systems

in Section 5.11C of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE (the applicant) identified portions of the
CRHVACS and DGBHVACS and the components therein that are within the scope of license
renewal and noted which of those within-scope components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.24.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

The CRHVACS provides ventilation to the control room, the Units 1 and 2 cable spreading
rooms, and the Units 1 and 2 battery rooms. The control room and cable spreading rooms are
supplied by a single, year-round air-conditioning system serving Units 1 and 2. Air handling
equipment and refrigeration units are redundant, but the ductwork is not. The control room and

g cable spreading room areas have a third source of cooling, which is not safety related, in the
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forrn of a water chiller supplying a second set of coils in the safety-related air handling systems.
If airborne contamination occurs at the fresh-air intake, a self-contained recirculation system is
automatically initiated through a post-LOCA filter system. The control room air is then
processed through HEPA and charcoal filters. The air conditioning system is divided into three
supply and return duct systems: one for each of the two cable spreading rooms and one for the
control room. Each branch contains isolation dampers that are automatically closed if smoke is
detected within the branch. The remaining branches continue to serve the ether two zones
without interruption.

Smoke can be evacuated from the isolated zone by means of an auxiliary fan, motorized
dampers, and an outside air intake. The battery rooms are separately ventilated. Heated and
filtered air is supplied to the four battery rooms and the reserve 125-V de battery room on the
27-foot and 45-foot levels of the auxiliary building, using one supply fan, one exhaust fan, a
heating coil, a roughing filter, and motor-operated dampers. Separate supply and exhaust fans
are utilized to maintain a negative pressure in these rooms, with respect to the surrounding
areas, to preclude the hydrogen concentration in the air from reaching the explosive limit. Upon
loss of either fan, sufficient ventilation is provided by the rernaining fan to preclude the possibility
of hydrogen accumulation within the battery rooms.

As described in the LRA, the DGBHVAC provides ventilation, heating and cooling for the
buildings in which two new diesel generators are located. These two new diesel generators
were placed into operation in 1995. Because of the unusual circumstances pertaining to these
HVAC systems (i.e., they were placed into service approximately 20 years after other similar
HVAC systems at CCNPP, and they have a design life of 45 years), an AMR process separate
and unique from that used for other plant systems and structures was used. Since aging of the
existing control room HVAC system equipment is some 20 years ahead of the aging of the
HVAC system equipment in the diesel generator buildings, and since this equipment is just at
the beginning of its design life, aging management of the new equipment can be deferred and
then be based on future results of aging management from similar equipment groups associated
with the control room HVAC system.

In the LRA, BGE identified the following intended functions for the CRHVACS on the basis of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and stated that all passive functions of the DGBHVACS are equivalent to the
CRHVACS passive intended functions:

To provide HVAC to the Control Room, Cable Spreading Rooms, and Battery Rooms.

to ensure habitability during design-basis events, limit Reactor Protective System /
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System temperatures, and minimize hydrogen

~ accumulation;

To provide seismic integrity and/or protection of safety-related components;.

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas); and.
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To maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system..

BGE also determined that the following were intended functions of the CRHVACS based on the '

requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

. Provide Technical Support Center supply and exhaust ventilation duct isolation.

to confine or retard a fire in the TSC from spreading to adjacent areas; and
.

Detect smoke, maintain ventilation in unaffected zones, and remove smoke / supply.

fresh air to affected zones in the event of a fire in the Control Room or Cable
Spreading Rooms.

i

On the basis of the intended functions stated above, the portions of the CRHVACS that are
identified by BGE as within the scope of license renewal include all safety-related components in
the system (electrical, mechanical, and instrument) and their supports. BGE identified a total of
44 device types as within the scope of license renewal. Of these 44 device types, BGE
identified 9 that are subject to an AMR. The 9 device types are: analyzer element, gravity
damper, damper, heat exchanger, HVAC duct, hand valve (1), fan, temperature transmitter, and

>

filter. BGE further indicated that maintenance of the CRHVACS pressure boundary is the only '

| passive intended function associated with the CRHVACS that is not addressed in one of the
commodity evaluations of the LRA. Therefore, only the pressure-retaining function for the 9
device types subject to an AMR was considered.

BGE also indicated that some components that are common to many systems have been
included in the separate commodity reports that address those components for the entire plant. i

Therefore, they were not included in the individual system sections. These components are the
following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for.

.the effects of aging in Section 3.1 of the application;

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of the.

application; and

. . Process and instrument tubing and tubing supports, which are all evaluated in
Section 6.4 of the application.

.
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2.2.3.24.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.11C of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the CRHVACS components and
supporting structures within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4, and
subject to an AMR have been identified in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued RAls regarding the CRHVACS
(NRC letter dated September 4,1998), and by letter dated November 16,1998, the applicant
responded to the RAl.

2.2.3.24.2.1 Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' HVAC System Within the Scope of
License Renewal

The staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including Section 9.8, " Plant Ventilation Systems," to
determine if there were any portions of the system that the applicant did not identify as within the
scope of license renewal that should have been so identified. The staff also reviewed Section
9.8 of the UFSAR to determine if there were any safety-related system functions that were not
identified as intended functions in the LRA and to determine if there were any structures and
components having intended functions that might have been omitted from consideration within
the scope of the license renewal. The staff also reviewed the system to determine if any
structures or components not identified in the LRA as within the scope of the rule should have
been so identified under 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) or 54.4(a)(3). The staff compared the safety-related
functions described in the UFSAR to those identified in the LRA.

To help ensure that those portions of the CRHVACS identified as not within the scope of license
renewal did not perform any intended functions and, therefore, would not be subject to an AMR,
the staff requested additionalinformation from BGE on the basis of information in the UFSAR
and the LRA. In NRC Question No. 5.11.1, the staff noted that Sections 5.11C.1.1 and
5.11C.1.4 in system level scoping provide a summary description of the system boundaries and
components within the scope of license renewal for both the CRHVACS and DGBHVACS. The
drawings showing the system scoping boundaries were not included. The corresponding
drawings for these systems in the UFSAR for CCNPP do not have sufficient details for the staff
to clearly understand the system renewal scope. By a letter dated November 16,1998, BGE
sent Figures 5.11C-1,-2, -3 depicting the scoping boundaries for the CRHVACS and
DGBHVACS. On the basis of BGE's response, the staff agrees that these figures identify the
system level scoping boundaries, and that those LRA boundaries correctly separate system
components within these boundaries from those that are outside.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 5.11C of
Appendix A to the LRA and the applicant's response to the staff's RAl On the basis of that
review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropiately
identified the portions of the CRHVACS and DGBHVACS and the associated structures and
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components thereof that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

1

2.2.3.24.2.2 Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' HVAC System Subject to Aging
Management Review

A. Control Room Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Systems

BGE identified a total of 44 device types of the control room HVAC system as within the scope
of license renewal. Of these 44 device types,17 have only active functions and do not require
an AMR,4 device types are evaluated in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA, and 14

|- device types do not require a detailed evaluation of specific aging mechanisms because they
| are considered part of a complex assembly whose only passive function is closely linked to

active performance. All components of the following. 9 device types are subject to an AMR:
analyzer element, damper, HVAC duct, fan, filter, gravity damper, heat exchanger, hand valve,
and temperature transmitter,

1

Of the device types (including the three electrical / instrumentation device types evaluated in
other sections of Appendix A to the LRA) within the scope of license renewal rule,23 device
types are identified as electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed 31 device
types to verify that BGE did not omit any electrical / instrumentation components that should be
subject to an AMR. Of the 31 components, BGE classified the following 23 as having only active

| functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

control valve power lamp indicatora .

converter / relay 480-V motor-a .

480-V motor (feed from MCC) temperature controller- *

pressure converter (relay) position indicating lamp* .

miscellaneous indicating lamp fuse* .

pressure control valve 125/250-Vdc motora .

hand switch position switch+ *

motor operator relaya .
,

Seven device types, flow gauge, level gauge, pressure indicator, pressure switch, temperature
switch, solenoid valve, and temperature control valve, are associated with the refrigeration units.
The refrigeration units perform their intended function (that is, refrigeration) with moving parts.
These 7 device types are piece parts of the refrigeration units and are therefore not subject to
an AMR.

Five components, electrical control / power cabling, instrument tubing, flow switch, disconnect
| switch / link, and pressure differential indicator, are evaluated h Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables;'
i Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities;" or Section 2.2.3 SS, ' instrument Line;' of this SER.

b
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Three electrical / instrumentation components, analyzer element, fan, and temperature
transmitter evaluated in this section were classified as subject to an AMR (pressure-retaining |
function only).

i

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER. |
|

B. Diesel Generator Buildings' Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System |
|

BGE stated that the two new diesel generators began operation at CCNPP in 1995. These
diesel generators are located in two separate buildings that are dedicated for housing them.
The diesel generator buildings' HVAC system provides ventilation, heating, and cooling for these |
building spaces. Because of the unique circumstances pertaining to these HVAC systems (i.e.,
they were placed into service approximately 20 years after other similar HVAC systems at
CCNPP, and they have a design life of 45 years), an AMR process separate and unique from
that used for other plant systems and structures was used. Since aging of the existing control
room HVAC system equipment is some 20 years ahead of the aging of the diesel generator
buildings' HVAC system equipment, and since this equipment is just at the beginning of its
design life, aging management of the new equipment can be deferred and then can be based on
the future results of aging management from similar equipmcm groups associated with the
control room HVAC system.

Moreover, BGE explained that all passive intended functions of the diesel generator buildings'
HVAC system are equivalent to the control room HVAC system's passive intended functions.
Common attributes, like intended functions, component configuration, material, and service
conditions, lead to the conclusion that the effects of aging for these components will be very
similar between systems. The aging management programs for the control room HVAC system
will provide 20 years of experience for application to the diesel generator buildings' HVAC
system. Therefore, there are no new programs or modifications to existing programs needed to
manage the aging of the diesel generator buildings' HVAC system.

Regarding the diesel generator HVAC system, in Section 5.11C.1.4 of Appendix A to the LRA,
BGE explained that the newly installed diesel generator buildings HVAC system is similar to the
HVAC system in the control room, and it was subject to an AMR process separate and unique
from that used for other plant systems and structures. The applicant also states that the aging
management of the new equipment can be deferred, and be based on future results of aging
management from similar equipment groups associated with the control room HVAC system.
However, the applicant should demonstrate that the environmental conditions (temperature,
moisture content in the air, etc.) and hardware configurations of the diesel generator buildings
HVAC system are similar to environmental conditions and hardware configuration in the control
room to arrive at such a conclusion (see confirmatory item 3.6.2.1.4-1). This is addressed in
Section 3.6.2.1.4 in this SER.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.11C of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review,
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i

| the staff finds that, except for fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has I
'

appropriately identified the control room HVAC system structures and components subject to an
AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.21.(a)(1).:

:

2.2.3.25 Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and Nitrogen and.

Hydrogen Systems

in Section 5.12, " Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and Nitrogen and
Hydrogen Systems," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described the identified systems,

; their intended functions, and the associated structures and components of each system that are
within the scope oflicense renewal. The applicant also identified which of those structures and

i
s

components are subject to an AMR. As described in the LRA, the applicant's Main Steam (MS)
System AMR report includes the extraction steam and nitrogen and hydrogen systems in its
scope. The steam generator blowdown system (SGBS) is consideied part of the MS system
and the portions of the SGBS that are inside the containment are included in the scope of this
section of the LRA as part of the main steam system. In Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA,
the applicant identified that the portion of the extraction steam system that is within the scope of
license renewal is no longer used. .The piping was used for reactor vessel head washdown and
no longer was exposed to an extraction steam environment. The piping is included in this

a

section of the LRA due to its containment penetration, l

2.2.3.25.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application
|

As described in the LRA, the MS system (including SGBS piping and isolation valves, as i

applicable) serves as the flow path for SG output steam to the main high-pressure turbines, the I

moisture separator reheaters, main feedwater pump turbines, t.Te AFW pump turbines, and the
steam seal regulator. The system also provides overpressure pntection for the SGs and
automatic removal of nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) stored energy and sensible heat
following a turbine and reactor trip. The MS system provides the necessary operator control of
SG pressure and reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature during pant cooldown and heatup,
and a means of heat removal during hot standby and plant cooldown. In addition, the MS
system removes excessive moisture from the high-pressure turbine exhaust before its entering
the low-pressure turbines via the reheat subsystem.

. The applicant stated that during normal plant operations, steam is generated in it,9 SGs and
flows through an MS header from each SG to the main turbine high-pressure stop vaives.
Located in each MS header, at the exit of each SG inside the containment, is a flow restrictor.
The main steam isolation valve (MSIV) in each header, outside the containment, represents the
downstream terminus of the safety-related MS piping (and the portion of the system within the
scope of license renewal). The two MS headers are cross-connected downstream of the
MStVs. Main steam also flows from each of the MS headers, downstream of the containment
penetration and upstream of the MSIVs, through air-operated valves, to the AFW turbines when
the AFW system is operated. Downstream of the MSIVs, a branch line serves as a steam flow
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path from each MS header to the moisture separator reheaters and to the steam seal regulator
(from No.11/21 headers only). Another branch line connects to the main feedwater pump
turbines.

One atmospheric dump valve (ADV) and eight MS safety valves (MSSVs) are connected to
each MS header between the containment penetration and the MSIV. These valves are
normally shut and, when opened, exhaust MS to the atmosphere. Four turbine bypass valves
are connected to the branch header (downstream of the MSIVs) that supplies MS to the main
feedwater pump turbines. These valves are also normally shut and, when operated, exhaust
steam to the main condenser.

As described by the applicant in Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA, the function of the
extraction steam system is to increase the temperature of the feedwater before its entering the
SG, which results in an increase in overall plant efficiency, to minimize thermal shock to the
SGs, and to assist in removing moisture from the high-pressure turbine third stage by supplying
steam to the first stage of the moisture separator reheater. Wet steam is directed from the three
highest stage pressure feedwater heaters in the condensate and feedwater systems en route to
the heater drain tanks. Wet steam from the lowest stage pressure feedwater heaters is
cascaded to the previous stage feedwater heater and eventually recovered in the condenser.

The function of the nitrogen and hydrogen systems as described by the applicant is to store and
distribute the required amrunts of nitrogen for normal plant operations, to provide nitrogen for
backup to the instrument air system (however, the applicant identified that this is currently not in
service), and to supply hydrogen to the main generators, the volume control tanks, and the
radiological chemistry explosive gas storage room.

The nitrogen and hydrogen system consists of two independent subsystems supplying gases for
normal plant operation. The nitrogen subsystem can be further divided into two subsystems, the i

storage system and the distribution system. The storage system includes an inselated storage
tank that is kept pressurized by a combination of ambient and electric vaporizers. The hydrogen
system is a common subsystem consisting of hydrogen gas bottles, a truck fill connection,
pressure control unit, distribution header, and the associated piping, valves, and controls. The
hydrogen subsystem interfaces with one main generatoc and the chemical and volume control
system; however, none of the interfaces are within the scepe of license renewal.

The applicant stated that only the nitrogen portion of the nitrogen and hydrogen system is within
the scope of license renewal and, therefore, the system is referred to as the nitrogen system in
the LRA scoping evaluation. During its review, the staff did verify that the hydrogen portion of
the system does not perform any intended functions for license renewal. Since tne hydrogen
portion of the system does not perform any intended functions, the staff agrees with the
applicant's approach and the staff's evaluation only includes the nitrogen system.

Structures and components of the MS system (including piping and isolation valves of the
SGBS), extraction steam system, and nitrogen system are within the scope of license renewal
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based on 10 CFR 54.4(a). The applicant identified the following intended functions of the MS
system (and SGBS, as applicable) based on f.e requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and
54.4(a)(2):

Maintain the presture boundary of the system (liquid or gas or both)..

Provide closure of the SGBS isolation valves on receipt of a containment spray.

acuMion signal to reduce the heat load on the service water system.

Prcvide SG overpressure protection / decay heat removal.*

Provide SG MS line isolation..

Provide motive steam to AFW pump turbinea on receipt of an auxiliary.

j feedwater actuation signal.

I Maintain electrical continuity or protect the electrical system or both..

|

| Maintain mechanical operability or protect the mechanical system or both..

Restrict flow to a specified value in support of a DBE response..

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant also identified the following intended functions of the MS
system based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For environmental qualification-Maintain the functionality of electrical components I*

as addressed by the EQ program.

| For fire protection-Provide RCS heat removal in the event of a fire (addressed in.

Section 5.10. " Fire Protection," of Appendix A to the LRA).
i

For SBO-Provide SG overpressure protection / decay heat removal. I.

| For SBO-Provide SG steam line isolation..

For SBO--Provide motive steam to AFW pump turbines on receipt of an AFW.

| actuation signal.

For SBO-Provide valve position indication and manual closure of MSIV bypass.

isolation valves following a loss of alternating current power ]; .

The applicant also identified the following intended functions of the extraction steam system
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

To provide containment isolation.

j 2-1B
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To maintain electrical continuity or protect the electrical system or both.

For the nitrogen system, the applicant identified the following intended functions based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):

To provide containment isolation.

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system.

The extraction steam piping within the scope of license renewal is the containment penetration
piping for reactor head washdown. The portions of the nitrogen system within the scope of
license renewal is the containment penetration piping and the piping to the SGs via the surface
blowdown piping.

On the basis of the MS system intended functions listed above, the applicant identified that the
portions of the MS system that are within the scope of license renewal, and addressed in
Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA, include all piping, components supports,
instrumentation, and cables for the sections of the MS system from the SG outlet to the MSIVs,
AFW branch header to AFW stop control valves, surface and bottom blowdown to containment
isolation control valves, the safety-related MS system drains up to the flow restrictors of the
motor-operated valves, and the air supply piping to the AFW stop control valves.

The applicant identified 34 device types in the MS system that were designated as within the
scope of license renewal because they have at least one intended function. Five of those
device types are common to many other plant systems and have been included in the
instrument line commodity evaluation in Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," of Appendix A to the
LRA. These five device types are flow transmitters, level switches, pressure indicators,
pressure switches, and pressure transmitters. One additional device type, hand. valves, has
also been evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA for those hand valves that have a
specific function associated with an instrument.

The portions of the extraction steam system within the scope of license renewal consist of
piping, component supports, and hand valves associated with the extraction steam containment
penetrations and two Class 1E fuses and their associated cables, panels, and supports. Three
device types (Class GB piping, fuses, and hand valves) were determined by the applicant to be
within the scope of license renewal because they have at least one intended function. The
applicant indicated that there were no extraction steam system device types that are included in
separate commodity evaluations.

The portions of the nitrogen system within the scope of license renewal consist of piping,
component supports, and check and hand valves associated with the SG blowdown and
containment penetrations 20A,20B, and 20C. The applicant identified the following four device
types in the nitrogen system that are designat3d as within the scope of license renewal: Clast
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HB piping, Class EB piping, check valve types, and hand valve types.

For all the systems in Section 3.12 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicable component
supports, cables, and electrical components are addressed in the commociity evaluation
sections for those commodities (i.e., Sections 3.1, 6 *, and 6.2).

Of the 34 device types in the main steam system, which the applicant identified as within the
scope of license renewal, the applicant identi6ed the following 18 device types as subject to an
AMR: Class HB piping, Class EB piping, accumulator, 8 valve types (check, control, flow
control, hand, motor-operated, relief, pressure control, and solenoid valves), encapsulation, flow
elements, flow orifices, heat exchangers, current / pneumatic devices, temperature elements, and
tanks.

Of the three device types identified for the extraction steam system that are within tha scope of
license renewal, the applicant determined that fuses perform its intended function (s) mth moving
parts or with a change in configuration or properties. Therefore, the two remaining device types
(Class GB piping and hand valves) are included in the AMR of Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the
LRA. Additionally, all four of the device types in the nitrogen system that are within the scope of
license renewal are included in this AMR.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities,' of this SER.,

,

in addition, the applicant identified device types from three other systems that were included in
the applicant's main steam system AMR report. These are the encapsulations for the feedwater
system and chemical and volume control system per the auxiliary building AMR report, and
hand valves from the chemical addition system.

2.2.3.25.2 Staff Evaluation
,

The staff reviewed Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the main steam, steam
generator blowdown, extraction steam, and nitrogen and hydrogen system components within
the scope of license renewal inc accordance with 10 CFR 54.4 and subjd to an AMR in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the
staff issued RAls regarding these systems (NRC letters to BGE dated August 31 and September
24,' 1998), and by letter dated November 16,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.

2.2.3.25.2.1 Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and Nitrogen and
Hydrogen Systems Within Scope of License Renewal

- During the first step of its evaluation, the staff inviewed portions of the UFSAR, irJuding the
flow diagrams for the MS system, SGBS extraction steam system, and the nitro;u,n and

'
hydrogen systems to determine if there were any components that the applicant did not identify
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.

as within the scope of license renewal but that were necessary to perform one of the identified
intended functions of these systems. The staff also reviewed the design basis for the systems |
as described in the UFSAR to determine if there were any additional system functions that were ;

intended functions and, therefore, might require certain components to be within the scope of |
license renewal that the applicant did not identify.

The staff review of the UFSAR and flow diagrams did not reveal any additional structures or |
components of the MS system, SGBS system, extraction steam system, and nitrogen and
hydrogen systems that should be within the scope of license renewal. The staff's review i

included sampling various components and interface points that were identified as not being |
within the scope of the rule. No component or structure omissions were identified. The
applicant identified that only the nitrogen portion of the nitrogen and hydrogen system is within
the scope of license renewal and, therefore, the system is referred to as ti,' nitrogen system in
the LRA scoping evaluation. Since the hydrogen portion of the system does not perform any
intended functions, the staff agrees with the applicant's approach and the staff evaluated only
the nitrogen system. As a result of the initial review, the staff did request additionalinformation
to help ensure there were no omissions from the applicant's list of components within the scope
of license renewal. One of these RAls, NRC Question No 5.12.6, asked the applicant to clarify
if the scope included the MSIVs and if the scope extends to the first restraint downstream of
each MSIV. In its response, the applicant verified that the piping between the MSIVs and the
next downstream anchor is within the scope of license renewal. The applicant further indicated
that this piping is addressed in Section 3.1 A, " Piping Segments That Provide Structural
Support," of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff's evaluation of Section 3.1A is contained in
Section 2.2.3.2 of this Safety Evaluation Report.

During its review, the staff also requested additionalinformation regarding extraction steam
piping inside the containment that was abandoned in place. In NRC Question No. 5.12.7, the

|
staff asked the applicant to identify if this piping was seismical.y supported and whether it was in

|
the seismic Category ll/l equipment program. Additionally, the staff asked the applicant to
address similar abandoned piping in other systems. The applicant stated that all abandoned
equipment was reviewed and most was determined not to be located in the proximity of seismic.
Category I equipment and if some is, it is considered as seismic Category 11/1 equipment and has
been determined to be seismically adequate. The applicant noted that all items in the plant are
observed during the course of system and structure walkdowns and during system
maintenance. During these activities, degradation that may exist is documented, evaluated, and
resolved in accordance with the applicant's Corrective Action Program. For these reasons, the
applicant has determined that abandoned piping and equipment are not within the scope of
licence renewal. Because this abandoned equipment does not have a fluid operating
environment and the maintenance of the pressure boundary is not requved, plus the fact that
equipment supports are addressed in Section 3.1, " Component Supports," of Appendix A to the
LRA, the staff concurs with the applicant that this piping does not have to be within the scope of
license renewal. As a result of its review, the staff also did not identify any additionalintended
functions that could result in additional components (components not identified by the applicant)
being within the scope of license renewal.
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As described above, the staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.12 of
1

I
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information sent by the applicant in response to the I

staff's RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that (
the applicant has appropriately identified the structures and components (device types) of the
MS system, SGBS, extraction steam system, and nitrogen and hydrogen systems within the
scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.25.2.2 Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and Nitrogen and
Hydrogen Systems Subject to Aging Management Review

The staff focused its evaluation of this section on whether the applicant has properly identified
the structures and components subject to an AMR from among the systems, structures, and
components that have been identified within the scope of license renewal. The staff reviewed

i
selected structures and components identified by the applicant within the scope of license '

renewal to verify that they have been identified as subject to an AMR if they perform an intended
,

function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and are not i
subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period. The staff compared the
information in the UFSAR with the information in the application to select the structures and
components.

p The applicant divi.td the structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR
l( and device types au5 ject to an AMR (listed in Tables 5.12-1,5.12-2, and 5.12-3). The staff

reviewed the information submitted by the applicant to verify that the grouping was correct and |
found no significant omissions in classification. Therefore, the staff finds that there is I

reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified the structures and components subject to !
an AMR for the main steam, steam generator blowdown, extraction steam, and nitrogen and
hydrogen systems.

Of 38 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,24 are electrical / instrumentation
components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical / instrumentation
components to verify that BGE did not omit any electrical / instrumentation components that i
should be subject to an AMR. Of the 24 components, BGE classified the following 11 as having
only active functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR.

fuse-

hand switch '-

pressure indicator controls-
,

position switch indicating lamp |-

hand controller-

current / current device-

relay-

miscellaneous indicating lamp-

Sand indicator controller-

powerlamp indicator-

position switch-
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The following 7 device types are evaluated in Se . tion 2.2.3.32, " Cables;" Section 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities;" or Section 2.2.3.35, "I' .strumentation Lines" of this SER.

flow transmitter-

pressure switch-

panel-

level switch-

pressure transmitter-

pressure indicator<

control power cabling-

The following 6 electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified
as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body).

control valve-

MOV-

flow element-

solenoid valve-

current / pneumatic device-

temperature e!cment-

With the exception of fuses, staff agrees with the applicant's determination of the components
subject to an AMR and that the 11 components excluded from an AMR perform their functions )
with moving parts or by chang:ng, configuration or properties, which is consistent with 10 CFR 1

54.21(a)(1). Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER. |

I
Fourteen device types within the scope of license renewal are mechanical components or |
structural supports. The structural supports for piping, cables, and components are evaluated in
Section 2.2.3.1 " Component Supports" of this SER.

,

|

The remaining 13 device types are piping and mechanical components that perform passive
functions. These device types are listed in Tables 5.12-1,5.12-2, and 5.12-3. Some device
types appear more than once in these tables. The staff finds that BGE included all of these

.

|

device types as subject to an AMR, which is acceptable.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis
of its review of selected structures and components, the staff finds that, except for fuses, that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structures and
components subject to an AMR for the main steam, steam generator blowdown, extraction
steam, and nitrogen and hydrogen systems in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR
54.21(a)(1).

|
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2.2.3.26 Nuclear Steam Supply System Sampling System

in Section 5.13, " Nuclear Steam Supply System Sampling System," of Appendix A to the LRA,
Ine applicant describes the technical information related to the structures and components of the
NSSS sampling system at the CCNPP site that are within the scope of license renewal and

|

subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.26.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

The NSSS sampling system is designed to permit the sampling of liquids, steam, and gases for
radioactive and chemical control of plant primary fluids. The NSSS sampling system is
comprised of 5 subsystems: reactor coolant sampling, steam generator blowdown sampling,
radioactive miscellaneous waste sampling, gas analyzing sampling, and post-accident sampling. |

Reactor Coolant Samolina+

|

The reactor coolant sampling subsystem samples liquids and gases for analysis and
control of chemical and radiochemical concentrations. The reactor coolant sampling
subsystem consists of a stainless steel sink enclosed inside a hood. The hood is ,

ventilated by an individual blower through a high-efficiency filter. The hood contains |(q) piping, valves, coolers, instrumentation, and sample vessels necessary to take liquid
and gaseous samples from various systems.v

Steam Generator Blowdown Samolina+

The steam generator blowdown sampling subsystem provides a means for sampling
liquids from the steam generators to detect conditions that cause carryover, corrosion,
and fouling of heat transfer surfaces, and to aid in detection of a possible reactor
coolant-to-steam generator leak. This subsystem also provides a means for sampling
reactor coolant makeup water. The steam generator blowdown sampling subsystem
consists of one conditioning rack-panet unit and one ventilating hood installed for each
unit; these are located inside the same sampling room as the reactor coolant sample
hoods. The conditioning rack section of the steam generator blowdown subsystem
contains isolation valves, primary coolers, rod-in-tube devices, aa isothermal bath, and
a chiller.

Radioactive Miscellaneous Waste Samplina.

The radioactive miscellaneous waste sampling subsystem provides a means for
sampling liquids from various radioactive waste processing systems to determine the

| chemical and radiochemical content preceding discharge, and to aid in evaluating the
'

performance of waste system components. The radioactive miscellaneous waste
sampling subsystem is located inside the ventileting hood for the Unit 1 steam generator
blowdown sampling subsystem, and is used to obtain samples from which the chemical

! \
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and radiochemical content of miscellaneous waste is determined. This subsystem is
common to both units.

Gas Analyzino Samolino-

The gas analyzing sampling subsystem provides a means for sampling gases to
determine (1) the hydrogen concentration of the containment atmosphere and the
reactor coolant waste tanks and (2) the oxygen concentration in the pressurizer quench
tanks and various miscellaneous waste systems. This subsystem also provides a means
for obtaining grab samples of gases in the containment atmosphere in the post-accident
environment. This subsystem consists of two hydrogen analyzer cabinets, two hydrogen {
sample select cabinets with separate manifolds for isolation valves and sample selection i
solenoid valves, and one oxygen analyzer cabinet with a manifold for isolation valves.
The two analyzer cabinets used for hydrogen measurement each include a sample |

pump, cooler, tubing, valves, and analyzer element. The analyzer cabinet used for
oxygen grab sample measurement includes a sample pump, cooler, piping, valves, and
a sample syringe port.

Post-Accident Samolina*

The original post-accident sampling system (PASS) is no longer in service because of
high maintenance and the unreliability of the system. The applicant modified the reactor
coolant sampling and gas analyzing subsystem to provide a post-accident capabiiity that
relies, with one exception, on grab sample analyses to meet regulatory requirements for
both the RCS and the containment atmosphere.

The application describes the intended functions of the components in the NSSS sampling
system and identified the systems, structures, and comper.ents considered within Section 5.13
of Appendix A to the LRA that are within the scope of license renewal, as defined in
10 CFR 54.4(a). These SSCs include accumulators, air dryers, piping, valves and valve
operators, panels, instruments, sample vessels, heat exchangers, pumps, and associated
electrical devices. Among these structures and components, the applicant identified the
following device types as subject to an AMR: piping, accumulator, analyzer element, check |

valve, control valve, control valve operator, air dryer, flow indicator, flow indicator controller, flow
orifice, hand valve, heat exchanger, pressure control valve, pressure indicator, pressure switch, i
pump / driver assembly, and solenoid valve. The applicant also identified electrical panels, |electrical components, and cables as subject to an AMR. j

1

2.2.3.26.2 Staff Evaluation |

The staff reviewed Section 5.13 of Appendix A to the LRA, as well as additionalinformation from
the UFSAR and the piping and instrumentation drawings (P&lDs), to deterrnine whether there is 4

reasonable assurance that the applicam has identified and listed those structures and i

e! i
,
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components for the NSSS sampling system that are within the scope of license renewal per
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements in 10 CFR 54.4 and
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.26.2.1 NSSS Sampling System Within the Scope of License Renewal

in the first step of its evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant has properly
identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal. In
Section 5.13.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant has identified the portion of the NSSS
sampling system that includes all safety-related components (electrical, mechanical, and
instrument) and their supports that are within the scope of license renewal. The staff has
reviewed the information in Section 5.13 of Appendix A of the LRA. On the basis of that review,
the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identifwd
the structures or components within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.26.2.2 NSSS Sampling System Subject to Aging Management Review

( The applicant has described the safety-related portion of the following subsystems that perform
! | their intended function without moving parts or without changes in configuration or properties
; and categorized those structures and components into device types subject to an AMR (listed in
| Table 5.13-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The applicant has divided those structures and

components of the NSSS sampling system into two groups of device types: one group of device
| type that is not subject to an AMR and the other that is subject to an AMR. The staff reviewed

100 percent of the information submitted in the application to verify that the applicant's grouping
is correct.

,

RCS sample header isolation control valves (CVs), including all intervening piping=
,

and the connected test / vent / drain root valves;!

Containment isolation solenoid-operated valves (SOVs) in the sample retum lines=
:

from the reactor coolant sample hoods to the reactor coolant drain tank and the
piping between these valves, including RCS tubing inside the containment;

= - Piping in the RCS sample headers between the RCS and the CVs, the test valves
connected to this piping, and the isolation valves in the flow path;

Sample cooler in each of the reactor coolant sample hoods, including the shell and*

tubes; the hand valves in the sample lines from the charging pun;o discharge and the
low pressure safety-injection pump discharge;

Steam generator (SG) blowdown sampling subsystem comporents from both the4 =

j sample points in the in the SG blowdown piping through the tubes in the sample cooler,
t ( 2-141,
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up to and including the rod-in-tube pressure-reducing hand valves downstream of the
sample coolers in the conditioning racks;

Radioactive miscellaneous waste sampling subsystem hand valves in the spent fuel*

pool filter and demineralizer sampling lines including the sample coolers;

All gas-analyzing sampling subsystem piping and components associated with*

sampling analysis of gases for hydrogen concentration, including the lines provided
for sampling of oxygen concentration for each unit's pressurizer quench tank. The
containment isolation SOVs and the piping between these valves and the quench tanks.

Of the 36 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,24 device types are
electrical / instrumentation components and the remaining 12 are mechanical components. The
staff reviewed all device types in the scope of !! cense renewal to verify that the applicant did not
omit any device type that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 24 components, the applicant
classified the following 14 as having only active functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR:

analyzer alarm*

analyzer indicator+

analyzer recorder+

analyzer converter+

circuit breaker
.

I+

voltage / current device (relay) '+

fuse+

hand switch+

powerlamp indicator+

relay+

temperature controller+

heater+

position indicating lamp+

position switch+

Two device types, panel and control / power cabling, are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables;"
and Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities;" of this SER. The following 8 electrical /
instrumentation components are evaluated in this section; they were classified as subject to an
AMR (only pressure boundary / body):

analyzer element+

control valve+

control valve operator+

flow indicator+

flow indicator controller |
+

'

pressure indicator '- +

pressure switch+

; Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 2-142
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solenoid valve+

The staff agrees with the applicant's determination which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)
except for fuses.

As described above, the staff finds no omissions by the applicant, therefore, there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for
the NSSS sampling system. Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities,"
of this SER.

The staff reviewed the information in Section 5.13 of Appendix A to the LRA and has determined
that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the structures
and components subject to an AMR for the NSSS sampling system to meet the requirements in
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.27 Radiation Monitoring System

in Section 5.14 (" Radiation Monitoring System" [RMS]) of Appendix A to the LRA, BGE (the

,

applicant) identified portions of the RMS and their components that are within the scope of
' p license renewal and identified which of those "within scope" components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.27 1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the RMS is designed to wam operating personnel about
an increasing radiation level or abnormal radioactivity concentrations at selected points in the
plant. This waming system may also indicate a system or component malfunction that needs
operator action, or it may perform automatic protective actions to correct and/or isolate an
abnormal condition to prevent an uncontrolled release of radioactive material to the
environment. The RMS also monitors the releases of radioactive effluents from the plant such
that the releases do not exceed allowable limits in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, and are
maintained Al. ARA in accordance with Appendix 1 to 10 CFR Part 50.

The RMS is divided into two subsystems: the area RMS and the process RMS. The area RMS
includes area radiation monitors located throughout the plant. The process RMS includes the
plant's main vent radiation monitors, wide-range effluent gas radiation monitors, containment
atmosphere radiation monitors, waste gas discharge radiation monitor, liquid waste processing
discharge radiation monitor, condenser air removal discharge radiation monitor, component
cooling system (CCS) radiation monitor, service water system (SRW) radiation monitor, steam
generator blowdown tank discharge radiation monitor, steam generator blowdown recovery
radiation monitor, atmosphere radiation monitors (includes the control room ventilation radiation
monitor as well as other ventilation radiation monitors), and main steam effluent radiation
monitors.

(
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The RMS comprises of the following types of equipment: piping / tubing (provides system
flowpath and maintains pressure boundary), pumps (provide motive force to move fluids being
sampled), valves (provide containment isolation and system alignment / isolation), filters (filter air
to protect downstream components), and instrumentation / elements (provide information to
operators and signals to control equipment).

The RMS is within the scope of license renewal based on Section54.4(a). The following RMS
intended functions were determined on the basis of the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and
54.4(a)(2):

Provide containment area radiation signal to engineered safety features actuation.

system for containment isolation and radiological release control.

Provide containment high-range radiation signal for containment environment.

monitoring and for isolating the containment vent / hydrogen purge lines.

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system..

Provide containment isolation of the containment atmosphere and purge air.

monitor sampling line.

Monitor and record wide-range gaseous activity / release rate through the main.

plant vent and provide ;ndications/ alarms in the control room.

Monitor and record radiation levels indicative of effluent activity in the main.

steamlines and provide indications / alarms in the control room.

Provide testing capability and prevent spurious actuation of control room radiation.

monitoring circuitry.

Maintain electrical continuity and/or provide protection of the electrical system..

Provide seismic integrity and/or protection of safety-related components..

The applicant determined that the following were intended functions of the RMS based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

Provide information to assess the environs and plant condition during and following.

an accident.

Maintain functionality of electrical equipment as addressed by the environmental.

qualification program.

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, W.e portions of the RMS that are identified
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by BGE as within the scope of license renewal include the following equipment types: piping,
components, component supports, instrumentation, panels, and cables associated with the
following radiation monitors: containment area radiation monitors, containment high-range
gamma radiation monitors, wide-range effluent gas radiation monitors, containment atmosphere
radiation monitors, CCS radiation monitor, SRW system radiation monitor, control room
ventilation radiation monitor, and main steam effluent radiation monitors. The shaded areas of
Figures 5.14-1 through 5.14-8 of Appendix A to the LRA indicate the portions of the system |

within the scope of license renewal. The applicant identified a total of 33 device types within the
scope of license renewal for this system. Of these 33 device types, BGE identified 16 device
types that were subject to an AMR. Of those 16 types,5 were not evaluated as part of the RMS
AMR, either because they are subject to a replacement program, they are evaluated in an AMR
for another system, or they are evaluated in a commodity evaluation. The remaining 11 device
types requiring an AMR specifically within the scope of the RMS are piping, check valve, control j
valve, hand valve, motor-operated valve, flow element, flow indicator, radiation element, filter,
radiation test point, and solenoid valve. The applicant determined that for these 11 device ;

types, retaining the pressure boundary and providing containment isolation are the only passive I

intended functions that are within the scope of the AMR for the RMS.

Both the low-range and mid/high-range pumps of the wide-range effluent gas radiation monitors
are subject to maintenance replacement programs. The RMS components requiring an AMR ,

that are evaluated in an AMR for another system are the component cooling system radiation I
monitor (evaluated in the CCS AMR), service water system radiation monitor (evaluated in the i

! ' SRW system AMR), and cMtrol rocm ventilation radiation monitor (evaluated in the control
|

HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning system AMR).

!
BGE also indicated that some components in the RMS that are common to many systems have 1

,

| been included in the commodity AMRs, which address those components for the entire plant.
Therefore, they were not included in the individual system sections. These components are the
following: ,

structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluateda

for the effects of aging in Section 3.1 of the application.

electrical cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of the application..

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated fittings, instrument valves,.

and supports, which are all evaluated in Section 6.4 of the application.

2.2.3.27.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.14 of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant has identified the RMS components and supporting structures that are within

; the scope of license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the
l requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued RAls
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regarding the RMS (NRC letter to BGE dated August 6,1998), and by letter dated
September 25,1998, the applicant ,esponded to those RAls.

2.2.3.27.2.1 Radiation Monitoring System Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&lDs) for the RMS and compared them to the diagrams
in Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there were any additional portions of the system piping
and other components that the applicant should have identified as within the scope of license
renewal. Based on this review, the staff found no significant omissions by the applicant except
the item discussed below. In an RAI, the staffidentified the following radiation monitors and
requested the bases for eliminating those monitors from the scope of license renewal; plant
main vent monitor, waste gas discharge monitor, liquid waste processing discharge monitor,
condenser air removal discharge monitor, sieam generator blowdown tank discharge monitor,
steam generator blowdown recovery monitor, and atmosphere monitor (other than the monitor
for control room ventilation). In response to NRC Question No. 5.14.1, the applicant stated that
the radiation monitors discussed above are non-safety-related and do not perform any of the
system intended functions based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1),54.4(a)(2),54.4(a)(3), and 54.4(b).
Further, the licensee clarified that although the non-safety-related plant main vents radiation
monitors are not in the scope of the license renewal, the safety-related wide-range effluent gas
radiation monitors that monitor the plant main vents are in the scope. Although the non-safety-
related containment atmosphere radiation monitors are not within the scope of license renewal,
the containment penetrations, including the safety-related containment isolation valves, are
within the scope of license renewal. Therefore, the staff finds the elimination of those monitors
from the scope of license renewal acceptable because those monitors are non-safety-related
and do not perform any of the functions specified in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), 54.4(a)(2), 54.4(a)(3)
and 54.4(b).

Dur;ng its review, the staff identified that in Figure 5.14-5 " Component Cooling System Radiation
Monitors", Figure 5.14-6 "Sentice Water System Radiation Monitors," and Figure 5.14-7 " Control
Room Ventilation Radiation Monitors" in Appendix A to the LRA, a number of radiation monitor
instruments were not included in the scope of the license renewal. The applicant explained in a
telephone conference call on October 7,1998, that the components functioning as a pressure
boundary are within the scope of license renewal, but the components simply being used for the
radiation monitoring function are not within the scope of license renewal because they do not
perform a safety-related function. The staff finds the above reason acceptable because those
monitors are non-safety-related and do not perform any of the function specified in 10 CFR
54.4(a)(1),54.4(a)(2),54.4(a)(3) and 54.4(b). The staff also identified several valves in Figure
5.14-7 " Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitors" and Figure 5.14-8 " Main Steam Effluent
Radiation Monitors" as not being included within the scope of license renewal. The licensee
explained that those velves are evaluated separately in Section 5.11C " Control Room and
Diesel Generator Building's Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems" and Section
5.12 (" Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and Nitrogen and Hydrogen
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Systems")in Appendix A to the LRA.

The staff reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were any safety-related system functions
that were not identified as intended functions in the LRA to verify if there were any structures or
components having intended functions that might have been omitted from within the scope of
license renewal. As described in detail above, the sta,ff found no significant omissions by the
applicant. On the basis of the applicant's response and the supporting information in the
UFSAR, the staff concludes that these portions of the RMS that were not identified as within the
scope of license renewal did not perform any intended functions that would have designated
these portions of the system to be within the scope of license renewal.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.14 of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information sent by the applicant in response to the
staffs RAls. On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that
the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the RMS and the associated structures
and components thereof that are within the scope of license renewalin accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.27.2.2 Radiation Monitoring System Subject to Aging Management Review

) In Section 5.14.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which components from
L/ the radiation monitoring system (RMS) are within the scope of the license renewal. The RMS is

associated with the following radiation menitors: containment area radiation onitors,
containment high-range gamma radiation monitors, wide-range effluent gas radiation monitors,
containment atmosphere radiation monitors, component cooling system radiation monitor,
service water system radiation monitor, control room ventilation radiation monitor, and main
steam effluent radiation monitors. The applicant categorized structures and components into
device types not subject to an AMR and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.14-1
of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff reviewed the information to verify that the applicant's
grouping was correct. As described in detail below, the staff finds reasonable assurance that
the applicant has identified the structures and components for the RMS that are subject to an
AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

Of the device types within the scope of license renewal, sixteen device types were determined
to have passive intended functions and therefore require an AMR. Of the 16 device types
requiring an AMR,12 are electrical / instrumentation components. The following 5 components
are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.14, " Component Cooling System," Section 2.2.3.30, " Service
Water System " Section 2.2.3.24, " Control Room HVAC," Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," and
Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines," of this SER.

CCS radiator element-

SWS radiator element+

| control room ventilation radiator element+

control / power cabling-,m

I
'
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instrumentation tubing / valves.

~

The remaining seven electrical / instrumentation device types evaluated in this section were
classified as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body):

control valve*

MOV.

flow element-

flow indicator.

radiation test pointa

radiation element*

solenoid valve*

.The staff also reviewed the non-electrical components in the radiation monitoring system in
order to determine whether the applicant has properly identified the structures and components
subject to an AMR. The staff reviewed the information in Table 5.14-1 of Appendix A to the LRA
to ascertain that the applicant has identified all components that are subject to an AMR. The
following components were identified as subject to an AMR:

Piping*

Check valves.

Hand valves.

Filters.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.14.1.3 of Appendix A to the LRA and
additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. On the basis of
the staff's review of the information submitted by the applicant, the staff has determined that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the
RMS in the scope of license renewal as required under 10 CFR 54.4.(a)(1), and the structures
and components of the RMS that are subject to an AMR as required under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.28 Safety injection System

in Section 5.15, " Safety injection System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant describes the
technical information related to the structures and components of the safety injection (SI) system
at the CCNPP site that are within the scope for license renewal and identified which of those
structures and components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.28.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA, the major functions of the Si system are to (a) supply
emergency core cooling in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA); and
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(b) increase shutdown margin after the rapid cooldoy f the reactor coolant system (RCS)
caused by a rupture of a main steam line. These functions are performed by injecting borated
water into the RCO. Tne si system is also utilized to (a) remove heat from the RCS during plant
cooldown once RCS temperature is below 300 * F; (b) maintain suitable RCS temperatures
during refueling and maintenance operations; and (c) provide storage capacity for borated water
needed for spent fuel pool (SFP) and refueling pool operations. During normal plant operations,
the Si system is maintained in a standby mode with components aligned for injection to the
RCS.

The Si system consists of high-pressure and low-pressure subsystems that provide borated
water to four Si headers, each connected to associated cold leg piping in the RCS. In addition
to the associated piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation, the Si system for each CCNPP
unit comprises the following major components:

Three electric motor-driven high-pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps,+

each with an associated seal cooler;

Two electric motor-driven low-pressure safety injection (LPSI) pumps,+

each with an associated seal heat exchanger (HX);

p Four safety injection tanks (SITS); and .+

A refueling water tank (RWT), with an associated electric motor-driven+

pump and heat exchanger (RWTHX).

The SI system is composed of the following categories of equipment and devices:

Piping: Convey borated water to perform system functions.

Valves: Control valves (CVs), check valves (CKVs), hand valves (HVs),
motor-operated valves (MOVs), and relief valves (RVs), which provide containment
isolation and system alignment, isolation, and protection.

Instruments: Measure system flow rates, tank levels, and temperatures.

Tanks: Store borated water usea for injection into the RCS and for refueling purposes.

Hxs: Provide a heat sink for seat cooling water for system pumps, and prevent freezing of
borated water in the RWT.

Pumps: Move borated water into the RCS, into the SITS, and into the RWT.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified t;1e following intended functions for the Si
system and its components based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and (2):

i 2-149
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To provide borated water to the RCS for reactivity, pressure, and level control in-

response to design basis events (DBEs) upon a safety injection actuation signal (SlAS).

To provide borated water passively to the RCS for reactivity, pressure, and, level control-

when RCS pressure drops below 200 psig.

To recirculate lost coolant back to the RCS and the containment spray (CS) system-

(recirculation mode).

To send a signal to the engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS) for a |-

recirculation actuation signal (RAS).
|

To provide long-term core flush via hot leg injection. |-

I

To provide containment isolation of the SI system during a loss-of-coolant accident. I-

l

To maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas). I-

To maintain mechanical operability and/or protect the mechanical system.-

To provide borated water from the RWT to the CS pumps.-

To maintain electrical continuity and/or protect the electrical system. 1-

To provide makeup water from the RWT to the SFP during a fuel handling incident.-

To restrict flow to a specified value in support of a DBE response.-

The following Si system intended functions were determined based on the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For fire protection-To (a) provide RCS pressure and inventory control to ensure safe-

shutdown in the event of a severe fire, (b) provide RCS heat removal by realigning and
operating in the shutdown cooling (SDC) mode, and (c) prevent inadvertent dumping of
the SITS when RCS temperature is less than 300 *F.

For environment qualification-To (a) provide information used to assess the environs-

and plant condition during and after an accident, and (b) maintain functionality of j

electrical components as addressed by the environmental qualification program.

For station blackout-To (a) provide valve position indication and closure of containment-
1

isolation valves, and (b) provide RCS isolation to maintain RCS inventory. |
|
'All components of the Si system that meet the environmental qualification or station blackout

O,
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criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) are also safety-related.

Based on the intended functioris described in Appendix A of the LRA, the portion of the Si
system that is within the scope of license renewal includes all components (electrical, J

- mechanical, and instrumental) and their supports associated with the storing and delivering of j
borated water to the RCS. The following system flowpaths allow transfer of borated water to the j
RCS interface at each of the four loop inlet CKVs: ,'

Injection mode flowpath (post-DBE operations after an SIAS; motive force provided by I*

HPSI pumps)-from the RWT, through the running HPSI pumps (i.e., two of the three !
installed pumps), to the Si header CKVs and loop inlet CKVs by way of both (a) a main |

HPSI header and four main HPSI header MOVs; and (b) an auxiliary HPSI header and i
four auxiliary HPSI header MOVs; j

Injection mode flowpath (post-DBE operations after an SIAS; motive force provided by-

LPSI pumps)-from the RWT, through both LPSI pumps, into a common discharge
header, through the LPSI flow CV, the four LPSI header MOVs, to the Si header CKVs |

and loop inlet CKVs;
i

Injection mode flowpath (post-DBE operations after RCS pressure drops below+
.

approximately 200 psig; motive force provided by pressurized SITS)-from each of the

( four SITS, through the open SIT outlet CKVs and SIT outlet MOVs, to the loop inlet
CKVs;

Recirculation mode flowpath (post-DBE operations after a RAS; motive force provided by ;
--

HPSI pumps)-from the interface with the containment emergency sump, through the *

containment sump discharge MOVs and through the HPSI injection mode flowpath
described above; and

SDC mode flowpath (motive force provided by LPSI pumps)-from the RCS interface at-

the outlet of the SDC header retum isolation MOVinside containment, through the SDC
header retum isolation MOV outside containment and through the LPSI injection mode
flowpath described above, with a portion of the borated water passing through the
shutdown cooling heat exchanger (SDCHX) LPSI inlet MOV into the CS system. After
passing through the SDCHXs and the SDC temperature / flow CV in the CS system this
fluid reenters the Si system on the downstream side of the LPSI flow CV, rejoining the
remainder of the borated water in the SDC mode flowpath.

The following system flowpaths are part of the system pressure boundary and are also within
the scope of license renewal for the SI system:

Minimum-flow recirculation flowpaths for pumps (motive force provided by associated*

pumps)-from the discharge headers for each HPSI and LPSI pump through an
associated flow orifice and mini-flow retum CKV, and from the CS system interface at the

- outlet of each CS pump mini-flow retum CKV through the mini-flow return to RWT

! i
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isolation MOVs, through the common RWT recirculation header back into the RWT; j

Circulation flowpath for the RWT-from the RWT, through the RWT circulating pump, the ;-

tubes in the RWTHX, and back into the RWT. (The RWTHX bonnets, covers, tubes, and !

associated stainless steel welds form a part of the SI system pressure boundary. The l
intended function for other subcomponent parts of the RWTHX (i.e., the shell and
associated carbon steel welds, fittings, studs, nuts, and vessel supports) is to provide

'

structural supnort for the tube assembly. A pressure boundary breach of the plant
heating system will not impact this support function).

i

SDC recirculation flowpaths-from the CS system interfaces in the SDC retum header |
.

(a) through the SDCHX recirculation stop CV to the LPSI pump suction header, or (b) to
the common RWT recirculation header, or (c) through the SI-to-CVCS flow
instrumentation to the CVCS interface at the outlet of the SDC supply to the CVCS
backup HV.

Leakoff return flowpaths for each SIT-from the Si system piping between the SIT outlet+

and loop inlet CKVs, through the SIT CKV leakage CV, through common leakoff retum
piping and a flow orifice to (a) to the liquid waste system interface at the outlet of the
leakoff-to-reactor coolant drain tank CV, or (b) through the normally closed Si leakoff
return header isolation HVs to the common RWT recirculation header.

Additional components that are part of the system pressure boundary along these flowpaths
(e.g., piping, instruments, seal coolers and HXs for pumps, SIT fill-and-drain CVs, normally
closed HVs, RVs, solenoid-operated valves in instrument air supply piping) and their supports
are also within the scope of license renewal for the Si system

Based on the intended functions set forth above, 53 device types were listed from the portions of
the SI system that are identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal. Of
these 53 device types, the applicant identified 16 that are subject to an AMR. The 16 device
types are Class CC piping (-CC), Class DC piping (-DC), Class GC piping (-GC), Class HC
piping (-HC), check valve (CKV), control valve (CV), flow element (FE), flow orifice (FO), hand
valve (HV), heat exchanger (HX), motor-operated valve (MOV), pump / driver assembly (PUMP),
relief valve (RV), temperature element (TE), temperature indicator (TI), tank (TK).

The applicant also indicated that some components in the SI system that are common to many
systems have been included in the separate commodity reports addressing those components
for the entire plant in Appendix A of the LRA. Therefore, they were not included in the individual
system sections. These components include the following:

Except for the RWTHX supports that are addressed in this Section of the SER, structural-

supports for piping, cables, and components are evaluated for the effects of aging in the
Component Supports Commodity Evaluation in Section 3.1 of Appendix A of the LRA.
The RWTHX supports are evaluated as subcomponents of the HX device type.

O;
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Electrical control and power cabling is evaluated for the effects of aging in the Electrical-

Cables Commodity Evaluation in Section 6.1 of Appendix A of the LRA. This commodity
evaluation completely addresses the passive intended function of maintaining electrical
continuity and/or protecting the electrical system for the SI system. ;

Instrument tubing and piping and the associated tubing supports, instrument valves, and |
.

fittings (generally everything from the outlet of the final root valve up to and including the
instrument), and the pressure boundaries of the instruments themselves, are all i
evaluated for the effects of aging in the instrument Lines Commodity Evaluation in I
Section 6.4 of the submittal. This commodity evaluation partially addresses the passive )
intended function of maintaining the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas) i
for the SI system. |

|
|

2.2.3.28.2 Staff Evaluation '

The staff reviewed Section 5.15 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether the applicant
has identified with reasonable assurance that the SI system components and supporting
structures are within the scope of license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in

p accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). This was accomplished in two steps,
( ) as described in the following two subsections.
v

2.2.3.28.2.1 Systems, Structures, and Components Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR for the SI
system, and compared the information in the UFSAR with the information in Appendix A to the
LRA to determine if there were any portions of the system piping and other components that the
applicant should have identified as within the scope of license renewal. The staff then reviewed
structures and components outside the applicant-identified portion and, as described below,
requested the applicant to provide additional information and/or clarifications for selected
structures and components to verify that they do not have any of the intended functions listed in
10 CFR 54.4(a). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions
that were not identified as intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no structure
or component having an intended function was omitted from consideration within the scope of
the rule.

After completing the initial review, by letter dated September 2,1W8, the staff issued requests
for additional information (RAls) regarding the SI system. By letters dated November 9,1998,
the applicant's responded to those RAls.10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) states that valve bodies are
passive. Page 5.15-12 of Appendix A to the LRA lists solenoid valves among 29 device types
identified as having only active functions. NRC Question No. 5.15.1 requested the applicant to
clarify why solenoid valves were determined to have only active functions. In response, the
applicant stated that the SI system, as shown in the drawings on pages 5.15.6 and 5.15.7 of
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Appendix A to the LRA, does not include any solenoid valve bodies within the evaluation
boundary. The key provided with the drawings shows the components are flow orifices, control
valves, hand valves, check valves, motor-operated valves, relief valves, and spool pieces. The
air provided to control valve operating schemes in the Si system is non-safety-related.
Therefore, solenoid valves do not provide the pressure boundary function in the Si system and
therefore are not within scope. Page 5.15-12 of Appendix A to the LRA is, therefore, correct in
identifying solenoid valves as one of the 29 device types having only active functions.

Page 6.3-3 (Revision 18) of the CCNPP UFSAR indicates that a small drain valve controlled
remotely from the control room is intended to drain any leakage from the RCS into the SI
system. NRC Question No. 5.15.2 requested the applicant to indicate if this valve is subject to
an AMR, and if so, to cross-reference where this is addressed in Appendix A to the LRA; if not,
to provide the basis for exclusion. The applicant responded by stating that the drain valves
described above are associated with the SITS. The valves are pneumatically operated control
valves 1(2)CV611,1(2)CV621,1(2)CV631, and 1(2)CV641. These valves are opened to allow
draining RCS in-leakage to the SITS and are represented on Figure 5.15-1 (of Appendix A to the
LRA) immediately to the left of the SIT. These valves were subjected to an AMR, and are
considered in the SI portion of Appendix A to the LRA as control valves.

Page 6.3-14 (Revision 21) of the CCNPP UFSAR indicates that the containment sump suctions
are enclosed by particulate screens. NRC Question No. 5.15.3 requests the applicant to clarify
whether these screens are subject to an AMR, and if so, to cross-reference where they are
addressed in Appendix A to the LRA; if not, to provide the basis for exclusion. The applicant
stated in response that the containment sump particulate screens are considered in
Section 3.3A, " Primary Containment Structure," of Appendix A to the LRA, and that they are j
specifically identified on page 3.3A-6 under Unique Components. |

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.15 of Appendix A to the |
LRA and the additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. |

On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified those portions of the SI system and the associated (supporting)
structures and components that fall within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

|
|

2.2.3.28.2.2 Safety Injection Systems Subject to Aging Management Review

The applicant describes the components of the safety injection (SI) system that are subject to an
AMR in Section 5.15.1.3 of Appendix A the LRA. The applicant divided structures and
components within the scope of the license renewalinto device types not subject to an AMR and

i

device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 515-1 of Appendix A to the LRA). The staff the !
information to verify that the applicant's grouping was correct. As described in detail below, the

'

staff finds that the applicant has made no omissions in classification except for fuses, which is
,

discussed below. Therefore, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant |

9I|
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has identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the Si system.

Of the 56 device types within the scope of license renewal rule,43 device types are
electrical / instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are
electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit any
electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 43
components, the applicant classified the following 29 as having only active functions and,
therefore, not requiring an AMR:

I

circuit breaker flow indicator controller+ -

disconnect switch / link handswitch- +

fuse power lamp indicator- +

current / pneumatic device level device (relay)- -

levelindicator solenoid+ -

4-kV motor temperature transmitter- -

4-kV local control station position indicating lamp+ +

(disconnect / link) levelindicator alarm+

solenoid valve 125/250-V de motor- .

power supply relay- +

MOV operator temperature recorder- -

coilN position indicator- -

I ,

voltage / current device position transmitter+ - '

flow device (relay) ammeter+ -

control valve operator position switch+ -

|

The following 9 device types are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables"; or Section 1

2.2.3.35, " Instrumentation Lines" of this SER:
I

pressure transmitter+

level switch+

level transmitter (except as noted below)+

flow indicator-

pressure indicator+

control / power cabling+

flow transmitter*

pressure switch*

instrument tubing / valve*

The containment emergency sump level transmitters are being addressed separately as
components that are subject to periodic replacement based on a qualified life or specified time
period and do not require an AMR. components

j The following 5 electrical / instrumentation components evaluated in this section were classified
as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body):| p,
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control valve.

temperature element.

flow element.

temperature indicator.

MOV.

According to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), an AMR is required for long lived / passive components that
perform an intended function without moving parts or properties or are not subject to
replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period. The staff agrees with the
applicant's determination, which is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) except for fuses.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

Thirteen device types are mechanical components or structural components. Except for the
refueling water tank heat exchanger (RWTHX), structural supports for piping, cables, and
components are addressed in Section 2.2.3.1, " Component Supports" of this SER. The
applicant included the RWTHX supports as a subcomponent of the HX. In addition, the
expansion joint was evaluated in Section 2.2.3.4, " Primary Containment Structure" of this SER.

The remaining 11 device types listed in Table 5.15-1 are mechanical components that perform
passive functions. The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of the these devices as
requiring an AMR. The 11 mechanical component device types requiring an AMR are identified
as follows: '

Class CC piping,-

Class DC piping,+

Class GC piping,-

Class HC piping,.

Check valve,*

Flow orifice,-

Hand valve,+

Heat exchanger,*

Pump / driver assembly,*

Relief valve (RV),-

Tank.-

As discussed above, the staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.15 of Appendix
A to Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information provided by the applicant in response
to the staff's RAls. Based on that review, the staff finds that, except for fuses which are
discussed in Section 2.2.3.33, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
appropriately identified and listed those structures and components subject to an AMR for the Si
system to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
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2.2.3.29 Saltwater System

in Section 5.16, " Saltwater (SW) System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described the
SW system and identified the SW components that are within the scope of license renewal. The
applicant also identified which of those within-scope components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.29.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in the LRA, the SW system is a safety-related, open-loop cooling-water system
designed to remove heat from various safety-related heat exchangers and coolers. Each unit
has three SW pumps that provide the driving head to transport SW from the intake structure,
through the system, to the circulating water discharge conduits. The system is designed so that

{each pump has sufficient head to provide adequate cooling water for the service water (SRW) '

system, component cooling (CC) system, and emergency core cooling water system (ECCS)
pump room coolers, as required by General Design Criteria 44 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.

The SW system for each unit consists of two subsystems. Each subsystem provides SW to a
SRW heat exchanger, a CC heat exchanger, and an ECCS pump room air cooler in order to
transfer heat from these heat exchangers and coolers to the Chesapeake Bay, which is the
ultimate heat sink (UHS) for the plant. During normal operation, both subsystems in each unitO the standby pumps can be lined up to either supply header in their respective units. Tffe SW
are in operation with one pump running on each header and a third pump in standby. If needed,r

flow through the SRW and CC heat exchangers is throttled to provide sufficient flow to the heat
exchangers, while maintaining total subsystem flow below a maximum value.

Operation following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) has two phases: before the recirculation
actuation signal (RAS) and after the RAS. After a LOCA but before the RAS, each subsystem
will cool an SRW heat exchanger and an ECCS pump room air cooler. Flow to the ECCS pump
room cooler is initiated only if required because of high room temperature. There is no flow to
the CC heat exchanger during this phase and system flow is not throttled.

When the RAS is received, the minimum required flow to each SRW heat exchanger is reduced,
flow to the CC heat exchangers is restored, and the flow to the ECCS pump room coolers
remains the same as it was before the RAS.

In identifying the scope of the SW system license renewal evaluation, the applicant made an
exception to the LRA boundary convention. The SRW and CC heat exchangers were included
in the scope of the SW system evaluation even though heat exchangers are normally
considered part of the system they cool. This exception was made because age-related
degradation is much more severe on the SW side of the heat exchangers.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the SW
system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(a)(2):
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Provide the vital auxiliary function of supplying cooling water to the CC and SRW heat+

exchangers and the ECCS pump room air coolers during design-basis events.

Maintain electrical continuity or protect the electrical system or both. )
+

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid or gas)+

|

Restrict flow to a specified value in support of a DBE response.
.

+

1

The applicant also determined that the following were intended functions of the SW+

system based on the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):
i

For post-accident monitoring-Provide information used to assess the plant and environs
condition during and following an accident.

For equipment qualification-Maintain functionality of electrical components as-

addressed by the Equipment Qualification (EQ) Program.

For fire protection-Provide the UHS for SRW and CC systems to ensure safe shutdown+

in the event of a fire.

On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the portions of the SW system that are
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewalinclude the following
components: SW pumps and motors; the SRW and CC heat exchangers; the ECCS pump
room air coolers; air accumulators for control valves; and the associated piping, valves,
instruments, and controls. The applicant identified a total of 40 device types from within these
SW components as being within the scope of license renewal. Of these 40 device types, the |

applicant identified 20 that are subject to an AMR. The 20 device types are: 6 types of piping
(6 different materials),6 valve types (check, control, relief, solenoid, pressure control, and hand
valve), heat exchanger, flow orifice, pump / driver assembly, accumulator, basket strainer,
current-to-pneumatic transducer, temperature indicator, and temperature test point. The
applicant noted that instrument line manual drain equalization, isolation valves, and some
instrument test points are evaluated for the effects of aging in the instrument line commodity
evaluation in Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," of Appendix A to the LRA. The applicant further
indicated that maintenance of the pressure boundary for the liquid or gas or both in the SW
system and ability to restrict flow to a specified value in support of a design-basis event, are the
only passive intended functions associated with the SW system that are not addressed in one of
the commodity evaluations of the LRA.

As identified by the applicant, some components in the SW system are common to many
systems and, therefore, have been included in the. separate commodity report sections, which
address those components for the entire plant. Hence, the following common components were

|not included in the individual system sections: |

|

h
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Structural supports for piping, cables, and components, which are evaluated for the-

effects of aging in Section 3.1, " Components Supports," of Appendix A to the LRA.

Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1, " Cables," of*

' Appendix A to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves and |
+

fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all , {
4

evaluated in Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines," of the application.

2.2.3.29.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.16 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has identi ed and listed the SW system components
and supporting structures within the scope of licent,e renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an
AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial
review, the staff issued RAls regarding the SW system (NRC letters to BGE dated August 28
and September 24,1998), and by letters dated November 2 and 12,1998, the applicant4

responded to those RAls.
1

-2.2.3.29.2.1 Saltwater System Within Scope of License Renewal
i

As part of the first step ofits evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including the
flow diagrams for the SW system, to determine if there were portions of the system piping and,

other components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of license renewal. In
the LRA, the applicant identified interface boundaries with six other systems. These six
interfacing systems are the SRW system, the CC system, the auxiliary building heating andi

ventilation system (ECCS pump room coolers), the circulating water system, the compressed air
system, and the engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS). Most of the major SW
system flow path piping and the interfaces with other systems are within the scope of license
renewal. License renewal interface boundaries exist only at the interfaces with the circulating j,

water system, which is not within the scope of license renewal. On the SRW side of the
interface boundary, the system piping and other components are within the scope of license
renewal while on the other side of the interface boundary, (the circulating water side) the piping
and other components are not within the scope of license renewal. The staff reviewed all the
identified license renewal interface boundaries within the SW system in addition to all the,

'

identified interface boundaries with other systems, structures, and components. The staff also
reviewed the system flow diagrams to verify that there were no significant interface boundaries |
that were not identified by the applicant in the LRA. If the portions of the SW system beyond the I

license renewal interface boundary (i.e., portions of the system that are not within the scope of
- license renewal) were verified by the staff to have no intended functions, then the components
within those portions of the system were also deemed to have no intended function and were
eliminated from further consideration. The staff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there !

'
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were any safety-related system functions that were not identified as intended functions in the
LRA to determine if there were any structures or components having intended functions that
might have been omitted from consideration within the scope of license renewal. As described
in detail below, the staff found no omissions and, therefore, concluded there was reasonable
assurance that the applicant adequately identified those portions of the SW system and its
associated (supporting) structures and components that fall within the scope of license renewal
in accordance with 10 CFR Part 54.

In the LRA, the applicant indicated that the SW system at the interfaces with tha circulating
water system (CWS) pump seals and the CWS discharge conduits were not within the scope of
license renewal. To help ensure that those portions of the SW system identified as not within
the scope of license renewal at these interfaces did not perform any intended functions and,
therefore, did not have any components subject to an AMR, the staff requested additional
information from the applicant based on the information in the UFSAR and the LRA. Because
the specific license renewal interface points were not depicted on the simplified drawing in the
LRA, the staff asked the applicant to more clearly define these interfaces and describe the
isolation capability at those interfacing points.

In its response (to NRC Question No. 5.16.1), the applicant stated that the safety-related SW
system discharges back to the Chesapeake Bay via non-safety-related CWS discharge conduits
(two conduits per unit). The discharge conduits are not witMa the scope of license renewal
because they do not meet any of the scoping criteria identified in 10 CFR 54.4. The interface is
at an embedded spool piece that joins the safety-related discharge piping to the discharge
conduits. As described in the applicant's response to NRC Question No. 5.16.2, an emergency
discharge path is provided that is within the scope of license renewal in the event that the
normal discharge path is failed. To use the emergency discharge path, one of the two discharge
supply headers is required to be used as an alternate discharge flow path. The other license
renewalinterfaces with the CWS are in the piping to the CWS seals. The applicant stated that
the interfaces are composed of safety-related flow orifices (two per unit) at the interfaces with
the non-safety-related supply piping. These orifices are identified as within the scope of license
renewal. On the basis of the applicant's responses and the supporting information in the
UFSAR, the staff concluded that those portions of the SW system that are not identified as
within the scope of license renewal do not perform any intended functions.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 5.16 of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additional information sent by the applicant in response to the
staff's RAls. On the basis of that review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that i

the applicant has appropriately identified the portions of the SW system and the associated |
structures and components thereof, that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance I

Iwith the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

,

1

|
l

O|||
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2.2.3.29.2.2 Saltwater System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.16.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and
components of the saltwater (SW) system were within the scope of the license renewal. The
applicant categorized those structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR
and device types subject to an AMR listed in Table 5.16-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff,

'

reviewed the information provided by the applicant to verify that the applicant's grouping was
i

correct. As described in detail below, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the i

applicant has identified the structures and components for the SW system that are subject to an
AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

Of device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,25 device types are electricaU
instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electricaU
instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not miss any electricaU
instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 25 components, the
applicant classified the following 14 as hav:ng only active functions and, therefore, not requiring
an AMR:

coil 4-kV motor- +

fuse motor-operated valve+ +

hawJ switchm - 4-kV local control station-

f ) indicator controller relay* +

V hand switch ammeter position indicating lamp+ -

power indicator lamp position switch+ +

level relay temperature switch- +

The following 7 components are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," and Section
2.2.3.35, " Instrument Lines," in this SER:

differential pressure indicatora

differential pressure indicating switch.

pressure switch*

pressure indicator*

pressure transmittera

controUpower cablinge

instrument tubing / valves=

The following 4 electricaUinstrumentation components were classified as subject to an AMR
(only pressure boundary / body):

control valve.

current to pneumatic transducera

solenoid valve*g

2-161
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temperature indicator.-

Some of the current to pneumatic transmitters and salenoid valves are periodically replacement
based on qualified life or specified time period. Those c:urrent to pneumatic transducers and
solenoid valves that are replaced periodically do not require an AMR.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

The staff also reviewed the non-electrical components in the saltwater system in order to
determine whether the applicant has properly identified the structures and components subject
to an AMR. The following components were identified as subject to an AMR:

Piping Hand valves. .

Accumulators Heat exchangers. .

Basket Strainers Pump / driver assemblies. .

Check valves Relief valves. .

Flow orifices Temperature tes' points. .

2.2.3.29.3 Review Findings for the Saltwater System

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.16.1.3 of Appendix A to the LRA and
additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staffs RAls. On the basis of
the staffs review of the information submitted by the applicant, the staff has determined that,
except for fuses, there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified
the portions of the Saltwater system that is within the scope of license renewal as required
under 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), and has appropriately identified the structures and components in the
saltwater system that are subject to an AMR as required under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.30 Service Water System

in Section 5.17, " Service Water (SRW) System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
identified components and associated structures of the closed-loop SRW system that are within
the scope of license renewal and identified which of those within the scope of license renewal
components are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.30.1 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application :

As described in the LRA, the SRW system in each unit is a closed-loop cooling-water systemi

that supplies chemistry-controlled water during normal operation to two safety-related, seismic

O||
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Category I trains and a non-safety-related, nonseismic (i.e., turbine building) train. The safety-
related trains supply cooling water to the spent fuel pool (SFP) heat exchanger, conta;nment

| cooling units, blowdown recovery heat exchangers, and the emergency diesel generators
(EDGs). The non-safety-re'ated train supplies cooling water to various turbine building loads.
The saltwater (SW) system (Section 5.16, * Salty'ater System,") of Appendix A to the LRA
prcvides the cooling medium for the SRW heat exchangers and discharges the heated water to
the ultimate heat sink. The SRW system is required to operate during normal operation, plant
shutdown, and post-accident conditions. The SRW system for each unit consists of three motor-
driven pumps (one per train plus a swing pump), two heat exchangers, two head tanks, a
chemical additive tank, associated valves, piping, instrumentation, and controls.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the SRW
system based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 54.4(y(2):

Serve as a vital auxiliary to ESFAS by processing signals; and as a vital auxiliary.

to the EDGs, SFP coolers, and containment coolers by providing cooling water.

Provide seismic integrity or protection of safety-related components or both..

Maintain electrical continuity and protec: the electrical system..

O.
i ) Maintain the pressure boundary of the system liquid.-

NJ
The following intended functions of the SRW system were determined based on the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3):

For post-accident monitoring-Pros Je information used to ascess the plant and.

environs condition during and following an accident.

For equipment qualification-Maintain functionality of electrical components as.

addressed by the Equipment Qualification (EQ) Program.

For fire protection-Provide cooling water to the EDGs, containment coolers, and.

instrument air / plant air compressor loads to ensure safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

On the basis of the intended functions, the portions of the SRW system that are within the scope
of license renewal include equipment types that consist of piping, heat exchangers, pumps,
valves, tanks, supports, instrumentation, and cables for the portions of the system relied on for
mitigation of design-basis events, for EQ purposes, and for safe shutdown following a fire. The
applicant identified a total of 38 device types from within these SRW equipment types as being
within the scope oflicense renewal. Of these 38 device types, the applicant identified the
following 12 that are subject to an AMR: piping; 6 valve types (automatic vent, check, control,
relief, solenoid, and hand valve); pump / driver assembly; radiation element; temperature

! element; temperature indicator; and tank. The applicant further indicated that maintenance of
'

the pressure boundary liquid is the only passive intended function associated with the SRW-
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system that is not addressed in c:S of the commodity evaluations of the LRA. Additionally, the
SRW heat exchanger is evaluated in the SW system sections of the LRA and this SER.

2.2.3.30.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 5.17 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified and listed the SRW system components
within the scope of license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff issued
RAls regarding the SRW system (NRC letter to BGE dated September 3,1998), and by letter
dated November 16,1998, the applicant responded to those RAls.

2.2.3.30.2.1 Service Water System Within Scope of License Renewal

As part of the first step of its evaluation, the staff reviewed portions of the UFSAR, including flow
diagrams for the SRW system, to determine if there were any portions of the system, and
associated structures and components that the applicant did not identify as within the scope of
license renewal. In the LRA, the applicant identified a number of license renewal interface
boundaries within the SRW system. A license renewal interface boundary usually exists at a
point in the system piping where non-safety-related portions of the system interface with
safety-related portions. A license renewal interface exists at the same location as the
safety-related/non-safety-related interface because the non-safety-related portions of the
system do not perform any intended functions and the safety-related portions perform at least
one inte'nded function. Appropriate isolation capability that is part of the existing licensing and
design basis for the system is provided at each of these interfaces. That isolation capability was
not reevaluated for license renewal because it is part of the current licensing basis and was
previously approved by the staff.

However, the staff did verify that the components performing the isolation capability were
identified by the applicant as being within the scope of license renewal. Interface boundaries
also exist in which the SRW system interfaces with other systems through varioun components
such as heat exchangers, equipment cooling coils, or head tank fill piping. The staff reviewed all
the identified license renewal interface boundaries within the SRW system in addition to all the
identified interface boundaries with other systems, structures, and comporients. The staff also
reviewed the system flow diagrams to verify that there were no significant interface boundaries
that were not identified by the applicant in the LRA. If the portions of the SRW system beyond
the license renewal interface boundary (i.e., portions of the system that are not identified as
within the scope of license renewal) were verified by the staff to have no intended functions,
then the components within those portions were also eliminated from further consideration. The
etaff also reviewed the UFSAR to determine if there were any intended functions that were not
identified in the LRA to verify if there wce my structures and cornponents having intended
functions that might have been omitted from consideration within the scope oflicense renewal.
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As described in detail below, the staff found only one significant omission. The staff determined
that a nonseismic, non-safety-related SRW (turbine building) header was not identified as within
the scope of license renewal. However, the staff also determined that the turbine building
header integrity was necessary to allow the safety-related portion of the SRW system to perform
its intended function. Therefore, the staff concluded that the components of this non-safety-
related header, which are necessary to maintain the head: integrity following a seismic event,
should be within the scope of license renewal pursuant f 0 CFR 54.4(a)(2), except for the item
identified below, there is reasonable assurance that thc - plicant adequately identified all the
other portions of the SRW system and associated (supporting) structures and components that
fall within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR Part 54.

Because of its function as a cooling-water supply, the SRW system interfaces with 25 other
systems on Unit 1, and 23 systems on Unit 2. Seven of the interfacing systems at each unit are
within the scope of license renewal. At both units,6 t/ the 7 interfacing systems that are within
the scope of license renewal are served by the safety-related headers; the remaining interfacing
system (instrument / plant air compressors and aftercoolers) that is within the scope of license
renewalis supplied cooling water from the non-safety-related turbine building header. The

i

remaining components that are not within the scope of license renewal (18 for Unit 1,16 for |

Unit 2) are supplied cooling water from the non-safety-related turbine building SRW header. !

The non-safety related turbine building header is isolated from the safety-related portion of the
SRW system by safety-related boundary valvec during a safety injection actuation signal. Thep) staff reviewed the interfaces and found that the applicant has identified all of the significart(V interfaces based on the information available in the UFSAR and the flow diagrams.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant stated that the non-safety-related turbine building
header did not perform any of the intended functions based on the requirements of 10 CFR
54.4(a)(1) or 54.4(a)(2), but only performed an intended function based on 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3)
for fire protection. The applicant also stated that the turbine building heeder isolation valves
close on a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS), but the valves do not close automatically
upon a seismic event (or pipe break). As a result, the applicant determined that a postulated
SRW system pipe rupture (initiated by a seismic event) in the turbine building could render both
safety-related (auxiliary building) SRW trains inoperable if it were to occur. To preclude such a
failure, the applicant evaluated the SRW system in the turbine building and, after some minor
modifications, concluded that the non-safety-related portions of the SRW system are rugged
enough to withstand a design-basis earthquake.

|

Since the non-safety-related header is credited with preserving cooling water inventory in the
safety-related portions of the system following a seismic event, the staff asked (NRC Question
No. 5.17.1) the applicant to clarify why the turbine building header piping is not within the scope
of license renewal [per 10 CFR 54 A(a)(2)). In its response, the applicant reiterated that the
turbine building SRW system components do not meet 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 54.4(a)(2) scoping
requirements, and cited four references: the UFSAR; Licensee Event Report (LER) 89-03, '

Revision 2; a BGE letter dated October 16,1995; and NRC Inspection Report Nos.
50-317/95-08 and 50-318/95-08. The applicant further indicated that the turbine building header
was discussed in the fire protection section (Section 5.10, " Fire Protection,") of Appendix A to(s%
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the LRA because it only has intended functions related to 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) for safe shutdown
from postulated fires. The staff reviewed the applicant's response, inciuding the cited
references, and found no new information that would support the applicant's conclusion that the
turbine building header did not meet the scoping requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2). In fact, it is
the staff's opinion that the information in the cited references reinforces the staff's conclusion
that the turbine building header should be within the scope of license renewal based on 10 CFR
54.4(a)(2) because a loss of the turbine building header pressure boundary could result in a
failure (loss of inventory) of the safety-related portions of the SRW system (portions within the
scope of license renewal) to provide cooling water to the emergency diesel generators, spent
fuel pool coolers, and containment coolers, which is an intended function of the SRW system
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). Until this issue is resolved it is identified as Open item
2.2.3.30-1.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.17 of Appendix
A to the LRA and the additional information provided by the applicant in response to the staff's
RAls. Based on that review and upon the applicant's response to the staff's RAls, except for the
open item identified above, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the portions of the SRW system and the structures and components
that are within the scope of license renewalin accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.30.2.2 Service Water System Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 5.17.1.2 of the LRA, the applicant identified which structures and components of the
service water system were within the scope of license renewal. The applicant divided those
structures and components into device types not subject to an AMR and device types subject to
an AMR (listed in Table 5.17-2, " Device Types Requiring an AMR for Service Water System").
The staff reviewed the information provided by the applicant to verify that the grouping was
correct. As described below, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the service water system in
accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

Of the device types within the scope of license renewal rule,32 device types are electrical /
instrumentation components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical /
instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not miss electrical / instrumentation
components that should be subject to an AMR. Of the 32 components, the applicant classified
16 of these components as having only active functions and therefore not requiring an AMR.
These components types are:

voltage / current device position switch* e

flow indicator pressure indicator. .

position indicating lamp power light indicator. .

hand switch ammeter. .
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level switch 125/250-V de moto= .

fuse coil+ .

relay power supply. .

4-kV motor temperature indicating alarm. .

The following eleven components are evaluated under Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," Section
2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," or Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrumentation Lines," of this SER.

flow transmitter 4-kV local control station. .

level gauge control / power cabling. a

level transmitter 125/250-V de local control station. .

panel instrument tubing / valves. .

pressure switch pressure differentialindicating. .

pressure transmitter controller.

The following five electrical / instrumentation components were classified as subject to an AMR
(only pressure boundary / body).

Control Valve,.

) Flow Element.

/ Temperature Element.

Temperature Indicator.

Radiation Element.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

Nine device types within the scope of license renewal are mechanical components or structural
supports. The structural supports for piping, cables and components are evaluated in Section
2.2.3.1, " Component Supports." and heat exchangers are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.29.2.2,
" Saltwater System Subject to Aging Management Review," of this SER.

The remaining seven device types are piping and mechanical components that perform passive
functions and include the following:

Piping.

Check valves.

Flow orifices.

Hand valves.

Pump / drain assemblies.

Relief valves.

Tanks.

The staff agrees with the applicant's inclusion of these devices in the AMR program.
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1

The staff has reviewed the information provided in Section 5.17 of Appendix A to the LRA and |
has determined that there is reasonable assurance that, with the exception of fuses, the '

applicant has identified the portions of the SRW within the scope of license renewal as required I

under 10 CFR 54.4 (a)(1), and has identified the structures and components subject to an AMR l
for the SRW as required under 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). !

!

l
1

2.2.3.31 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System i
1

1

in Section 5.18 " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (SFPCS)* of Appendix A to the LRA, the I

applicant described the technicalinformation related to structures and components of the !
SFPCS at the CCNPP site that are within scope for license renewal and identified which of those l

structures and components are subject to an aging management review (AMR).

2.2.3.31.1 Summary of SFPCS TechnicalInformation in Application
$. 1

The primary functions of the SFPCS are to remove decay heat from the spent fuel stored in the j
-

spent fun pool (SFP); to provide cooling for the refueling pools; to maintain clarity and low I

activity in the SFP, in the refueling pools and in the refueling water storage tanks; and to transfer )
water within the systems. The SFPCS consists of two half-capacity pumps and two I
half-capacity heat exchangers in parallel, a bypass filter that removes insoluble particulates, a
bypass demineralizer for removing soluble ions, and various piping, valves, and instrumentation.
The SFP itself is divided in two halves, each serving one reactor unit. Both new and spent fuel
can be stored in the spent fuel pool. The SFP structure is located in the auxiliary building and is
evaluated in Section 3.3, " Structures," of Appendix A to the LRA. The system contains the |
following major components: piping, valves, instrumentation, a filter, a strainer, a deminerahzer,.
pumps, and heat exchangers.

In the LRA, the applicant identified the following intended functions for the SFPCS based on
10 CFR 54.4 (a) (1) and (2):

Provide containment isolation for a loss-of coolant accident or a control I-

rod ejection event.

Provide heat removal for SFP water and refueling pool water after a fuel-

i
handling accident or a boron dilution event.

Maintain the pressure boundary of the system.
,

-

!

Maintain the electrical continuity and provide protection of the electrical system.-

The applicant did not identify any intended functions for the SFPCS based on
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).
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On the basis of the intended functions listed above, the following portions of the SFPCS are
identified by the applicant as within the scope of license renewal: all components and supports
from the refueling and spent fuel pools through the SFP cooling pumps, the heat exchangers
filter and demineralizer, and back to the refueling and spent fuel pools. Interfacing system
isolation valves are also within the scope. The applicant identified the following equipment types
and devices as being within the scope for license renewal: piping, valves, instrumentation,
filters / strainers, demineralizer, pumps, and heat exchangers. The applicant identified a total of
28 device types from within these equipment types and devices as being within the scope of
license renewal. Of these 28 device types, the applicant identified the following 14 device types
that are subject to an AMR: piping, strainers (2), check valve, relief valve, hand valve, flow

,

element, filter, flow orifice, heat exchanger, demineralizer, pump assembly, temperature
indicator, a i temperature switch.

The applicant also indicated that some components in the SFPCS that are common to many
systems have been evaluated in the separate commodity reports that address those
components for the entire plant. Therefore, they were not discussed in the individual system
sections. These components are the following:

Structural supports for piping, cables, and components are evaluated in Section 3.1.

of Appendix A to the LRA. However, supports for the filter and demineralizer were
addressed in this section.p).(!

! V Electrical control and power cabling, which is evaluated in Section 6.1 of Appendix A.

to the LRA.

Instrument tubing and piping and their associated supports, instrument valves, and| *

| fittings, and the pressure boundaries of the instrument themselves, which are all
evaluated in Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA.

2.2.3.31.2 Staff Evaiuation

The staff reviewed Section 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified the SFPCS components and supporting
structures within the scope of license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) and (2). After completing the initial
review, by letter dated September 1,1998, the staff issued a request for additional information
(RAl) regarding the SFPCS, and by letter dated November 17,1998, the applicant responded to
the RAl.

2.2.3.31.2.1 SFPCS Structures and Components Within the Scope of License Renewal

As part of its evaluation, the staff reviewed Chapter 9.4 of the UFSAR, including the flow
diagrams for the SFPCS, to determine if there were any additional portions of the SFPCS piping
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or other components that the applicant should have identified as within the scope of licer se I

renewal. Essentially all portions of the SFPCS were determined to perform at least one
intended function and, therefore, essentially all portions and cornponents of the SFPCS are !

within the scope of license renewal and are identified as such by the applicant either in |
Section 5.18 or in other sections of the LRA. The staff reviewed the few remaining components I

of the SFPCS to verify that they do not have any intended functions. The staff also reviewed
portions of the UFSAR for any safety-related system functions that were not identified as
intended functions in Appendix A to the LRA to verify that no structures and components having
an intended function were omitted from within the scope of the rule. As described below, the
staff found no omissions of components or intended functions and, therefc'e, concluded that
there is reasonable assurance that the applicant adequately identified those portions of the
SFPCS and the associated components and structures that fri within the scope of license
renewal in accordance with 10 CFR Part 54.

The staff review of the UFSAR and flow diagrams did not reveal any additional structures or
components of the SFPCS that should be within the scope of license renewal. Essentially all of i
the components of the SFPCS are within the scope of license renewal. However, the staff did
request additionalinformation in NRC Questions No. 5.18.1,5.18.2, and 5.18.3 to help ensure
there were no omissions from the applicant's list of components within the scope of license
renewal.

Figure 5-18.1 of Appendix A to the LRA is a simplified drawing that identifies the SFPCS
boundary for the SFPCS and appeared to the staff to include several pipe segments
downstream of boundary valves within the scope of license renewal. Because this piping has no
isolation capability, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether this piping was within the
scope of license renewal. in its response to the staff dated November 17,1998, the applicant
stated that the piping segments were within the scope of license renewal because they provide
structural support for the boundary valves and that the piping segments were evaluated in
Section 3.1 A of Appendix A to the LRA. Likewise, the staff questioned whether other
components (e.g., instrument air lines, spool pieces) identified on Figure 5-18.1 had been
omitted. In its response, the applicant verified that each component was either outside the
scope of license renewal or was within the scope of license renewal and evaluated in another
section of the LRA. The staff reviewed the applicants response and agreed that the
components either performed no intended function and were not withing the scope of license
renewal or were addressed in another part of the LRA.

As a result of its review, the staff also did not identify any additional intended functions that could
result in additional components (components not identified by the applicant) being within the
scope of license renewal.

,

As described above, the staff has reviewed the SFPCS information submitted in Section 5.18 of
Appendix A to the LRA and the additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to I

the staff's RAl. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance
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that the applicant has appropriately identified those SFPCS structures and components within
the scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 1" TR 54.4.

|
|

2.2.3.31.2.2 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System Subject to Aging Management Review

The staff focused its review of this area on whether the applicant has properly identified the :- |

structures and components subject to an AMR from among the systems, structures, and
components that have been identified within the scope of license renewal. The staff reviewed

,

selected structures and components identified by the applicant within the scope of license '

renewal to verify that they have been identified as subject to an AMR if they perform an intended
i

function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties and are not
subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period.

In Section 5.18.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the structures and |

components of the spent fuel pool cooling system (SFPCS) that are within the scope of the
license renewal. The applicant divided those structures and components into device types not |
subicd to an AMR and device types subject to an AMR (listed in Table 5.18-2, " Device Types
Subject to an AMR"). The staff reviewed the information submitted by the applicant to verify that
the grouping was correct. As described below, the staff finds no significant omissions in

i

classification. .Therefore, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
|

has identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the SFPCS.

Of 31 device types within the scope of the license renewal rule,19 are electrical / instrumentation
components. The staff reviewed the device types that are electrical / instrumentation
components to verify that the applicant did not omit electrical /instrum( ntation components that I

should be subject to an AMR. Of the 19 components, the applicant classified the following 8 as i

having only active functions and, therefore, not requiring an AMR.
1

coil+

_ power lamp indicator*

480-V motor+
i

125/250-V de motor i+

fuse+

position. indicating lamp-

relay-

hand switch+

The following 8 components are evaluated in Section 2.2.3.32, " Cables," Section 2.2.3.33,
" Electrical Commodities," or Section 2.2.3.35, " Instrument Line," of this SER.

- flow indicator
flow indicator switch+

pressure differentialindicator+

pressure indicator+
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control / power cabling-

pressure differential indicator switch-

pressure switch-

instrument tubing / valves-

Three electrical / instrumentation components (flow element, temperature indicator, and
temperature switch) were classified as subject to an AMR (only pressure boundary / body). The
staff agrees with the applicant's determination, whict. is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), with
the exception of fuses and temperature switches.

Fuses are addressed in Section 2.2.3.33, " Electrical Commodities," of this SER.

As indicated above, the applicant classified temperature switch as subject to an AMR. Because
temperature switch performs its intended function by changing configuration or properties, it is
an active device and need not be subject to an AMR.

Twelve device types within the scope of license renewal are mechanical components or
structural components. The structural components for piping, cables, and components are i

evaluated in Section 2.2.3.1, " Component Supports," of this SER.

The remaining 11 device types listed in Table 5.18-2 are piping and mechanical components
that perform passive functions. The staff sgrees with the applicant's inclusion of these devices
as requiring an AMR.

|
|

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA, and
determined that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the
structures and components within the scope of license renewal and are subject to an AMR for

|

the SFPCS to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), with the exception of fuses. '

2.2.3.32 Cables

in Section 6.1, " Cables," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described cables that were
evaluated as a " commodity" in accordance with the applicant's IPA methodology described in
Section 2.0 of the renewal application that are subject to an aging management review (AMR) .

for license renewal. |

2.2.3.32.1 Summary of Technical information in Application

The population of cables includes scheduled and unscheduled cables in power, control, and
instrumentation circuits. Scheduled cables are those cables that are maintained as line items in
the cable and raceway system (CRS) catabase. Unscheduled cables are internal panet wiring,
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equipment pigtails and terminal wiring, field installed jumpers, and some non-safety-related
cabling. Cable insulation types for scheduled cables include silicone rubber, ethylene propylene
rubber (EPR), crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE), crosslinked polyolefin (XLPO), mineral, Kapton,
polynyl chloride, Teflon, and other miscellaneous insulation types. Tefzel-insulated wiring is
also used as the currently approved safety-related intemal wiring in the main control boards.

For efficiency in presenting the evaluation bindings in the LRA, the cables have been assigned
to the following groups: (Note: The cables in Groups 1 through 6 have an insulation rating of
90*C or higher).

Group 1-includes thermal aging for EPR/XLPE/XLPO non-EQ cables in
power and control service, which are routed without maintained spacing.

Group 2-Includes thermal aging for EPR/XLPE non-EQ cables in power
service, which are routed with maintained spacing.

Group 3-Includes synergistic radiative and thermal aging for EPR/XLPE
non-EQ cables in power service, which are routed inside the containment.

Group 4-Includes thermal aging for EPR non-EQ cables in power service,
A associated with the saltwater system and service water system 4-kV pump

(V) motor terminations.

Group 5-includes insulation resistance (IR) reduction for EPR/XLPE/XLPO non-EQ
cables in instrumentation service, which are sensitive to reduction in cable IR

Group 6-Includes " treeing" (a form of voltage-induced degradation that causes
hollow microchannels in the cable insulation to grow in a tree-like pattern) for EPR
non-EQ cables in 4-kV power service.

2.2.3.32.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there is reasonable
assurance that the applicant has identified and listed those cables within the scope of license
renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR to meet the requirements stated in
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, by letter dated July 9,1998, the staff
issued requests for additional information (RAls). By letter dated September 17,1998, the
applicant responded to the staffs RAls.

2.2.3.32.2.1 Cables Within the Scope of License Renewal

in the first step of the staff evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant has properly
identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal. The%

& \
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applicant chose to evaluate cables as a " commodity" in accordance with the applicant's IPA
methodology described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA. Cables are associated with
equipment in almost every plant system. The applicant's equipment database does not contain
specific equipment connection information for individual cables. Instead, a separate cable and
raceway system (CRS) database contains information on the scheduled cables, their service
function (power, control, or instrumentation), their materials, and their routing. Cable schemes !

cro then be correlated to individual raceways, equipment, and rooms, using the information on
individual ( . ables and the system non-specific nature of plant cabling.

The conceptual boundary (i.e., all cables in the CRS database) includes cables that are covered
by the applicant's EQ program (10 CFR 50.49), as well as non-EQ cables. This is all
encompassing.

Cables which satisfy either of the following conditions are considered to be within the scope of
license renewal:

Any cable associated with a safety-related load or a load whose failure could prevent+

operation of a safety function; and

Any cable associated with equipment relied upon for response to the regulated events in+

54.4(a)(3)if the plant-specific evaluation for these events requires such cables to supply
power to the load as part of the event response.

Cables not within the scope of license renewal are excluded if they met any of the following
conditions:

Cable schemes associated with systems having no license renewal functions;+

Cable schemes which are non-safety related and are associated with systems*

which do not support any non-safety-related license renewal functions;

Cable schemes for annunciator circuits which do not support any events regulated-

under 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3);

Cable schemes which have been spared (i.e., no longer perform any function); or+

Cable schemes that do not support a license renewal function as determined by+

specific examination of connection drawings and schematics.

As described above, the staff has reviewed information in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA
and additionalinformation provided by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. On the
basis of the review of cables as a commodity group, the staff finds that there is reasonable

|
assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the components (cables) within the
scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.
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2.2.3.32.2.2 Cables Subject to Aging Management Review

in the second step of the staff evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant had
properly identified the components (cables) subject to an AMR that had been identified as within
the scope oflicense renewal. The staff reviewed the selected components (cables) identified by

.'

the applicant as within the scope of license renewal to verify that t1ey had been identified as
subject to an AMR if they perform an intended function without moving parts or without a change
in configuration or properties and are not subject to replacement on the basis of a qualified life
or specified time period. However, intemal panel wiring which is within the scope of license
renewal was properly excluded from an AMR on the basis that it is not exposed to high
temperature or high radiation levels and aging which could affect the functionality of the wiring
during the period of extended operation is not considered plausible. Therefore, the staff
concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified the components
(cables) subject to an AMR.

The staff has reviewed the information presented in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA and
additional information provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of
the staff review of cables, that have been evaluated as a " commodity," the staff has determined
that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified all non-EQ
cables subject to an AMR to comply with the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.33 Electrical Commodities

in Section 6.2, " Electrical Commodities" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified those
systems containing electrical commodities that are within the scope for license renewal and
identified which components within the commodity group are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.33.1 Summary of Technical Information RegardinD Electrical Commodities in the
_ Application

Electrical components (e.g., panels, cabinets, and cables) are associated with most plant
systems. During the scoping process performed for each system within the scope of license
renewal, the applicant identified passive electrical structural enclosures and supports for
28 systems. Since many of these structural components and supports are made from similar
materials and are located in environments common to numerous systems, the applicant used a
commodity approach to evaluate these electrical components for aging management instead of

- addressing each component separately in individual system evaluations.

Electrical commodities (ECs) are within the scope of license renewal when they support and
protect plant electrical components that are required to perform functivns described in 10 CFR
54.4(a)(1), (?), and (3). During the applicant's implementation of the CCNPP integrated plant
assessment (IPA) methodology; system components were assigned to the electrical
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commodities evaluation (ECE) during the system pre-evaluation process. As a result of this |
evaluation, several types of passive, long-lived electrical components were considered electrical
commodities. The components fellinto two categories: (1) conductive equipment and
(2) panels and cabinets that provide support and protection for safety-related electrical
equipment. The applicant identified the following eight structural enclosures during the ECE:

miscellaneous panels,+

motor control center cabinets,+

switchgear/ disconnect cabinets,+

bus cabinets,+

circuit breaker cabinets,+

local control station panels,+

battery terminal and charger cabinets, and+

inverter cabinets.+

Cables were excluded from the EC evaluation, but they are addressed in the cable commodities
evaluation in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, For the purpose of license renewal, panels
and cabinet subcomponents, such as terminal blocks and other structural components that are
attached to the cabinet or panel, are considered to be part of the cabinet or panel that houses
them and are included in the ECE.

The applicant determined that in all cases, the passive intended function of the electrical
commodities within the scope of license renewal is to provide structural support to active system
components contained in the equipment, or to ensure electrical continuity of power, control, or
instrumentation signals for safety-related components. The applicant identified the conceptual
boundaries of electrical commodities to include panels and the enclosures for motor control
centers, switchgear, buses, disconnect switches, links, local control stations, batteries, chargers,
and inverters for the 28 systems identified in Table 6.2-1. All of these panels and enclosures or
supports perform passive intended functions and are subject to an AMR.

On this basis, the electrical commodities that support passive functions that are long-lived are
subject to an AMR. The electrical commodities enclosure device types thet are subject to an
AMR are identified in Table 6.2-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, and are listed below:

battery terminals,+

circuit breaker cabinets,+

electrical bus cabinets,+

charger cabinets,+

disconnect switch / links cabinets,-

inverter cabinets,-

MCC cabinets,-

4-kV local control station panel,+

480-kV local control station panel,-

125/250-V de local control station panels, and-
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l

other panels,+

2.2.3.33.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether there is
reasonable assurance that the applicant has identified the electrical commodities within the
scope of license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). After completing the initial review, the staff met with the
applicant on February 18,1999, to discuss the review and to request additional information
related to electrical commodities (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999).

2.2.3.33.2.1 Electrical Commodities Within the Scope of License Renewal

The staff previously reviewed and accepted the applicant's integrated plant assessment
methodology, which included a methodology to scope electrical commodities, and documented
staff findings in " Final Safety Evaluation Conceming the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

i Report Titled: ' Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology'," dated April 4,1996. To determine
i

whether there is reasonable assurance that the applicant identified the electrical componentsi

| that are required to perform the intended functions described in 10 CFR 54.4, the staff
performed the following reviews.

The applicant stated that the conceptual boundary for the electrical commodities includes panels
'

and enclosures for electrical components in the 28 systems listed in Table 6.2-1 of Appendix A
to the LRA. .The staff compared the list of systems in Table 6.2-1 to the systems that are within
the scope of license renewal to determine whether the app |icant omitted any systems that might
contain electrical commodities when compiling its list of systems to evaluate. ' As a result of its
evaluation, the staff identified eight systems within the scope of license renewal that were not i

identified in Table 6.2-1: for example, the safety injection system and the spent fuel pool cooling
system.

|
In a meeting with the applicant on February 18,1999, the applicant was asked to submit
additional information explaining why these systems were not included in Table 6.2-1. As
documented in the NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999, the applicant responded that

. some of the system's electrical components (e.g., panels) are associated with the components
of other systems in the plant equipment database. This grouping of electrical components,
along with evaluating cables as a commodity group, can result in systems within the scope of
license renewal that are not listed in Table 6.2-1. The applicant responded that although the
eight systems identified by the NRC are not in Table 6.2-1, the electrical components that
support those systems are included in the electrical commodity evaluation and are witt;in the
scope of license renewal. .The staff did not find any omissions of safety-related systems from

. Table 6.2-1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the electrical
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commodity evaluation described in Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA has appropriately
identified the electrical structural components (e.g., panels, enclosures, supports) within the !

scope of license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.
|

|

2.2.3.33.2.2 Electrical Commodities Subject to Aging Management Review

in the second step of its evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant has properly
identified the structures and components subject to an AMR from among the systems,
structures, and components that have been identified as within the scope of license renewal.
The staff reviewed selected structures and components identified by the applicant as within the
scope of license renewal to verify that they have been identified as subject to an AMR if they
perform an intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or
properties and are not subject to replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period.

In Section 6.2.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified which electrical structural
enclosures / supports (panels, racks, etc.) for motor control centers, switchgears, buses,
disconnect switches / links, local control stations, batteries, chargers, and inverters from
numerous systems (listed in Table 6.2-1) are within the scope of the license renewal, are
included in the electrical commodities evaluation (ECE), and are subject to an AMR. The
applicant also identified terminal blocks and other structural subcomponents of enclosures as
requiring an AMR. The staff reviewed the information to verify that the applicant's identification
was correct. As described in detail below, the staff finds that the applicant has not omitted
anything significant or made any mistake in classification except for the open item discussed
below. Therefore, the staff finds that except for the open item, there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant has identified the electrical structural enclosures / supports and the enclosure
subcomponents subject to an AMR for the electrical commodities.

The staff reviewed the electrical structural enclosures / supports and enclosure subcomponents
that are electrical / instrumentation components to verify that the applicant did not omit any
electrical / instrumentation components that should be subject to an AMR. The electrical /
instrumentation subcomponents evaluated in this section and classified as subject to an AMR
were terminal blocks, insulating standoff supports for buses, organic insulation of wiring, and
PVC boots for insulating 4-kV bus splices. Two of these subcomponents, polyolefin insulated
wiring in 480-V ac MCCs and PVC boots in 4-kV switchgear cabinets, are evaluated in
Section 2.2.3.32 ' Cables" of this SER. Two subcomponents, terminal blocks and insulating
standoff supports for buses in the housing / cabinets evaluated in this section were classified as
subject to an AMR. The staff agrees with the applicant's determination, which is consistent with
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) (except for the open item discussed below).

In other sections (such as Section 4.1.1.2) of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant stated that
certain devices types from the systems are evaluated in Section 6.2, (" Electrical Commodities").
The staff determined from a review of Table 6.2-1 that not all systems that the applicant
identified as cross-referenced to Section 6.2 are included therein. Also the applicant included in

9i,
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Table 6.2-1 systems (such as the saltwater system) whose corresponding sections in the
application did not refer to Section 6.2 for evaluation of electrical commodity device types. This
is Open item 2.2.3.33.2.2-1.

The staff is addressing the categorization of fuses in a generic position. The resolution of this
issue will be reported in this section.

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. Except as discussed in the
open item above, the staff has determined that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant
has appropriately identified the structures and components subject to an AMR for the electrical
commodities to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.34 Environmentally Qualified Equipment

in Section 6.3, " Environmentally Qualified Equipment," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
described environmentally qualified (EQ) equipment that had been evaluated in accordance with
the applicant's IPA methodology described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA that is
subject to an AMR for license renewal. |

!'') 2.2.3.34.1 Summary of Technical information in the Application

Section 6.3 of Appendix A to the LRA specifically addresses the EQ portion (10 CFR 50.49) of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). During the scoping process to determine structures and components
subject to an AMR, any structures or components (including those designated as SR-5049 on
the CCNPP quality list) that are replaced at intervals shorter than 40 years, are excluded from
further an AMR. Those EQ devices with qualified lives greater than or equal to 40 years were
included on the list of structures or components subject to an AMR, in accordance with 10 CFR
54.4(a)(3), and have been designated by the applicant for evaluation in the LRA. In this regard,
an EQ device may have intended functions in the scope of license renewal that are not
managed by the EQ program. For example, a normally open solenoid valve may have an EQ
function of closure under DBE concitions, and a pressure-retaining license renewal function. Of
the 25 device types listed on the EQ master list, only 8 were determined to be subject to an
AMR.

The fo!!owing EQ devices are within the scope of license renewal include:

cables (CBL).

seal (SEAL).

junction box (WRNMS).

core exit thermocouple system (RI).

containment penetration assembly (PEN).

solenoid valve (SV).
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terminal block (TB).

reactor level vessel monitoring system in-core assembly (TP).

Active device types and short-lived device types (requiring periodic replacement of device or
worn device parts) are not subject to an AMR.

|

2.2.3.34.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed Section 6.3 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine if there is reasonable |
assurance that the applicant has identified and listed those EQ device types within the scope of |
license renewal per 10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR to meet the requirements stated forth in
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

|
2.2.3.34.2.1 Environmentally Qualified Equipment Within the Scope of License Renewal j

In the first step of the staff evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant had properly |identified the systems, structures, and components within the scope of license renewal. The |

staff confirmed that those passive EQ devices with qualified lives greater than or equal to I

40 years were included in the list subject to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). On
the basis of the staff review of the summary of EQ device types within the scope oflicense

|
renewal as listed in Table 6.3-1 of the LRA, the staff find-s that there is reasonable assurance |

that the applicant has appropriately identified all EQ components as being within the scope of |
license renewal in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. )

2.2.3.34.2.2 Environmentally Qualified Equipment Subject to Aging Management Review I

in the second step of the evaluation, the staff determined whether the applicant had properly j
identified the EQ components subject to an AMR that have been identified as within the scope of '

license renewal. The staff reviewed the selected EQ components identified by the applicant as ,

within the scope of license renewal to verify that they have been identified as subject to an AMR |
if they perform an intended function without moving parts or without a change in configuration or
properties and are not subject to replacement on the basis of a qualified life or specified time
period. The staff agrees that of the 25 EQ device types listed in Table 6.3-1 of the application,
only 8 were determined to be subject to an AMR. The remaining 17 device types were
determined to be active and not subject to an AMR. The 8 EQ device types subject to an AMR
include cables, seals, junction boxes, solenoid valves, terminal blocks, core exit thermoncouple
system, containment penetration assembly, reactor vessel level monitoring system in-core
assembly. The staff concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
identified the EQ components subject to an AMR.

The staff has reviewed the information presented in Section 6.3 of Appendix A to the LRA for EQ
components subject to an AMR, and has determined that there is reasonable assurance that the
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applicant had appropriately identified the EQ components subject to an AMR to meet the |
'requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.3.35 Instrument Lines

in Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified those
systems containing instrument lines that are within the scope for license renewal and identified
those components that are subject to an AMR.

2.2.3.35.1 Summary of Technical Infont stion Regarding Instrument Lines in the Application

An instrument line consists of those components associated with plant instrumentation located
downstream of the process root valve. The process root valve is the first hand valve off the
main process line or vessel and it is evaluated along with the process system. In cases in which
piping class considerations require two root valves, the instrument line begins at the exit of the
root valve most removed from the process.

Instrument lines have the following components, depending on their application:

O small-bore piping or tubing,.

\ )
hand valves, and.

components associated with the instrument that contributes substantially to maintaining.

the pressure-retaining boundary function of the instrument line (e.g., connected
instruments, supports for instruments).

Instrument lines are associated with most plant systems. They maintain the system pressure
boundary and are constructed of the same basic materials regardless of the system within which
they are installed. For this reason, the commodity evaluation approach was used to evaluate
these components, rather than evaluating the components on an individual basis for each
system within the scope of license renewal.

The applicant used the CCNPP IPA methodology (described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the
LRA) to determine which systems ard components are within the scope for license renewal. As
discussed in paragraph 5.3 ef the IPA methodology, instrument lines and components in
systems within th , . cope of license renewal are assigned to the scope of the instrument line
commodity evaluation (ILCE) during the pre-evaluation process. Because instrument lines are
subject to common environments, are made from similar materials, and perform the same
passive intended function regardless of the system to which they are assigned, the applicant's
IPA process identifies such instrument lines during the pre-evaluation process and excludes
them from the AMR of the parent system and assigns them to the ILCE. Since some small-bore
piping and tubing do not have unique equipment identification numbers in the site equipment

fq database, the pre-evaluation process also identifies the root valves and all components within
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|
the isolable instrument lines as a means to identify commodities that are in scope for the ILCE.
In systems in which no root valves are associated with instrument lines, a separate eve'Jation is
needed to determine whether the instrument line should be included with the ILCE or evaluated |
separately along with the system components.

The applicant identified 22 systems containing instrument lines within the scope of the
Instrument Lines Commodity Evaluation in Table 6.4-1 of Appendix A of the LRA. The applicant
noted that some instrument line components may be scoped along with their respective
systems: for example, instrument line valves and instruments associated with the nuclear steam
supply sampling system (NSSS) are evaluated in Section 5.13 of Appendix A to the LRA. I

NSSS small-bore piping and tubing, however, is included in the ILCE and is evaluated in Section !
6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA. Assignments for specific instrument line components can be {found in each system's LRA scoping section. ;

I

lThe applicant identified maintaining the system pressure boundary as a passive intended I

function for allinstrument line components. In accordance with the LRA, instrument lines that I

maintain pressure boundaries in the RCS, maintain radiological boundaries to prevent releases
that may exceed 10 CFR Part 100 limits, or maintain safety-related system boundaries to limit

I
system leakage are within scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1)
and (2). The applicant did not identify any intended function under 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3), other
than maintenance of the system pressure boundary.

Instruments types identified in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) (i.e., pressure transmitters, pressure
indicators, and water levelindicators) have active components and are not subject to an AMR.
Although these instrument types serve a pressure boundary function, the staff reviewed and
accepted in their final safety evaluation of the applicant's IPA methodology the position that the
functional degradation resulting from the affects of aging on the active function of
instrumentation is more readily determinable, and existing programs and requirements are
expected to directly detect the effects of aging. The applicant identified other instruments in the
scope of the ILCE that have " active" functions, and, depending on certain characteristics, can
also be excluded from an AMR. To exclude these additional instruments, age-related
degradation of the active function must directly correlate to aging effects on the passive
pressure boundary, as is the case for instrument types such as pressure transmitters. The
applicant reviewed the types of instruments within the scope of the instrument line commodity
evaluation and concluded that instruments with one or more of the following characteristics may
be excluded from an AMR:

instruments that sense pressure and have an analog output signal,.

instruments that sense pressure and have a digital output signal, ande

instruments that sense pressure and provide localindication by some moving part..

Instrument types that fall under the criteria stated above include flow transmitters, level
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transmitters, differential pressure transmitters, level switches, pressuru switches, and differential

| pressure indicators. Removing the instrument types listed above from the ILCE, BGE concluded
'

that the following remaining instrument line components are subject to an AMR:

small-bore piping and tubing,.

hand valves,.

non-pressure-sensing instruments, ande

supports for instrument lines.*

2.2.3.35.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed this section of the LRA to determine whether there is reasonable assurance
that the applicant has identified instrument lines within the scope of license renewal per
10 CFR 54.4 and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

(O
2.2.3.35.2.1 Instrument Lines Within the Scope of License Renewal

|
The staff previously reviewed and accepted the applicant's IPA methodology, which included a |
methodology to scope instrument lines, and documented staff findings in " Final Safety |

Evaluation Conceming the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Report Titled: ' Integrated Plant
Assessment Methodology'," dated April 4,1996. This assessment excluded most instruments |;

connected to instrument lines from an AMR because the pressure retaining portion of the!

instrumentation will exhibit functional degradation resulting from the effects of aging. This
degradation is expected to be readily determinable and existing programs are expected to ;

'directly detect the degradation. To determine whether there is reasonable assurance that the
applicant identified the instrument lines that are required to perform the intended functions
described in 10 CFR 54.4, the staff performed the following reviews.

Instrument lines with intended functions described in 10 CFR 54.4(b) are located in portions of
fluid systems that are within the scope of license renewal as defined by 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (2),
and (3). The applicant described the method used to identify the systems, structures, and
components within the scope of license renewalin Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA. This
methodology included an assessment for instrument lines whereby certain instrument lines in
portions of fluid syster?.s within the scope of license renewal were evaluated separately in the
ILCE from the rest of the system. The applicant identified those systems containing instrument

' lines within the scope of the ILCE in Table 6.4-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. Using Table 3-1,

| "CCNPP Systems and Structures," which is found in Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA and a
list of the systems identified by the applicant as being within the secpe of license renewal, the
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staff evaluated the systems listed in Table 6.4-1 to determine whether any fluid systems with !

instrument lines within the scope of license renewal were omitted from the ILCE. The staff also
reviewed the UFSAR for any safety-related functions that were not identified as intended
functions in the LRA to verify that all instrument lines having intended functions were included
within the scope of license renewal. The staff's review found no omissions of systems with ,

instrument lines within the scope of license renewal from Table 6.4-1 and did not identify any |

additional intended functions that could result in additional components (instrument line i

components not identified by the applicant) being within the scope of license renewal and
possibly subject to an AMR. ;

The staff also reviewed component lists for the following systems within the scope of license
renewal-auxiliary feedwater system, component cooling system, and spent fuel pool cooling, to
determine whether instrument line components within these systems were appropriately
accounted for in the scoping process. The staff verified that, for the instrument line components
listed in the LRA as being within the scope of license renewal, the components were either
identified as being evaluated for an AMR with the process system or were transferred to the
ILCE to be evaluated along with similar components. The staff found no instance in which
instrument line components within the scope of license renewal were not identified as being
within the scope of license renewal in either the process system evaluation or the ILCE.

As described above, the staff has reviewed the informatiol submitted in Section 6.4 of
Appendix A to the LRA and other supporting documents:. On the basis of that review, the staff
finds that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has appropriately identified the
instrument lines that are within the scope of license renewal in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

2.2.3.35.2.2 Instrument Lines Subject to Aging Management Review

in Section 6.4.1.1 of the application, BGE defined the category " instrument line" as the
components located downstream of the process root valves to the process line. BGE identified
that generally all instrument lines and associated components (i.e., small bore piping, tubing,
tubing supports, fittings, valves and connected instruments) for numerous systems (listed in
Table 6.4-1) were within the scope of the license renewal and included in the instrument Lines
Commodity Evaluation (ILCE). BGE did note that some valves and connected instruments were
addressed in other sections of the LRA. The staff reviewed 100 percent of the information to
verify that the applicant identification was correct. As described in detail below, the staff finds no
significant omissions or mistakes in classification by the applicant.

The staff reviewed the instrument lines and associated mechanical and electrical /
instrumentation components to verify that BGE did not miss any component that should be
subject to an AMR. The components determined to be electrical / instrumentation components
were the connected instruments (e.g., pressure transmitters, etc.) which were included in the
ILCE because they maintain the pressure boundary function. The mechanical components
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.

subject to an AMR, are the small bore piping, tubing, fittings, hand valves, non-pressure sensing-

instruments, and supports for instrument line tubing which have passive intended function of
maintaining the system pressure boundary. The connected instruments would normally be

; classified as subject to an AMR due their passive intended function. However, BGE stated that
] some of these instruments perform an active function also and would thus be excluded from an

AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i). BGE also~ stated that uther instruments could,

; also be excluded from an AMR if the age-related degradation of the active function was directly
| correlated to age-related degradation of the passive pressure boundary function. The staff
; agrees that the pressure boundary components of active instrumentation may be excluded
! because the functional degradation resulting from aging effects on active functions is readily

determinable from existing programs and requirements (such as surveillance testing and -a

| calibration of a pressure transmitter) which are expected to directly detect the effects of aging.
! BGE identified the following instruments as not requiring an AMR since these instrumants sense

pressure and have an analog \ digital output or provide a local indication by a moving part.

i Flow Transmitter-

Level Transmitteri
+

j Differential Pressure Transmitter+
<

; . Level Switches*

! Pressure Switches*

Differential Pressure Indicators- +

4 Non-pressure sensing instruments such as a level sight glass would be subject to an AMR. The
staff agrees that the applicant's determination is consistent with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(i).*

The staff reviewed the information provided in Section 6 4 of Appendix A to the LRA and
additionalinformation provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. Based on this
instrument line commodity review, the staff has determined that there is reasonable assurance

' that the applicant has appropriately identified the structure and components subject to an AMR
for the instrument lines in accordance with the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

2.2.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information included in Sections 3 through 6 of Appendix A to the
LRA and additional information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. On
the basis of this review as set forth above, the staff concludes that there are open items. The
staff has determined that, on favorable resolution of the open items identified in Chapter 2 of this
SER, it will be able to conclude that there is reasonable assurance that the applicant has
identified and listed those structures and components subject to an AMR to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).

-1 0
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: 3 AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW
|

Section 3 of this SER provides the staffs evaluation of BGE's (the applicant's) aging |

L management review. The applicant provided a proposed supplement to the final safety analysis |
| report (FSAR) in Appendix B to the license renewal application (LRA), in accordance with !

10 CFR 54.21(d). The purpose of the FSAR supplement is to provide an appropriate description |
of the programs and activities for managing the effects of aging and the evaluation of time-
limited aging analyses, so that any future changes to the programs or activities that may affect i

their effectiveness will be controlled under 10 CFR 50.59. !

The content of the FSAR supplement is dependent upon the final bases for the staffs safety
evaluation, as will be reflected in a subsequent revision to this report. In addition, improved
guidance is being developed for updating the contents of FSARs under 10 CFR 50,71(e).
Therefore, the resolution of the information that needs to be added to the FSAR will be
addressed after the other open and confirmatory items are resolved, prior to issuance of a
renewed license. The content of the FSAR will be tracked as Open item 3.0-1.

N./ The applicant has included some components that perform their intended function with moving
parts or with a change in configuration or properties in its aging management review. Examples
are valve internals, damper seats, wire rope on cranes, and fans, in NRC Question No.11.1
(Generic Areas), the staff noted that 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) excludes valves, other than the valve
body, from AMR requirements and that the statements of consideration of the license renewal

,

rule provide the basis for excluding from AMR for license renewal those structures and |

components that perform their int;nded functions with moving parts or with a change in j
configuration or properties. The staff requested that the applicant provide the basis for its )
determination that valve intemals are subject to AMR for license renewal. In a letter dated
November 12,1998, the applicant responded to NRC Question No.11.1 by stating that it is
aware of this exclusion but performed this AMR for the applicant's benefit. Therefore, the staff
did not evaluate the applicant's AMR for such components that perform their intended function
with moving parts or with a change in configuration or properties because these components are
not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

1

!
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3.1 Common Aging Management Programs
,

1

3.1.1 Fatigue Monitoring Program and Analysis

3.1.1.1 Introduction
|

A metal component subjected to cyclic loads may fail at a load magnitude less than its ultimate |

load capacity because of metal fatigue that results in the initiation and propagation of cracks in ;

the material. The fatigue life of a component is a function of its material, its environment, and
i

the number and magnitude of the applied cyclic loads. The applicant identified fatigue as a i

potential ARDM for metal components in the CCNPP nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and
has developed the fatigue monitoring program (FMP) to manage the effects of fatigue for NSSS
components. The FMP is discussed in Sections 4.1,4.2,5.2,5.9,5.13, and 5.15 of Appendix A
to the LRA. These sections of the LRA address the reactor coolant system (RCS), the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) and control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs), the chemical and
volume control system (CVCS), the feedwater system (FWS), the nuclear steam supply
sampling system, and the safety injection (SI) system. The staff's evaluation of these systems is
in Sections 3.2,3.3,3.4,3.8, and 3.9 of this SER.

3.1.1.2 Summary of Technical Information in Application

As described in Sections 4.1,4.2,5.2,5.9,5.13, and 5.15 of Appendix A to the LRA, the FMP
monitors and tracks low-cycle fatigue usage for the limiting components of the NSSS and the
steam generator (SG) welds between the safe ends and the reducer. The LRA describes two
methods used by the FMP to track low-cycle fatigue usage. The first method counts the number
of cycles of critical transients for comparison to the analysis of record. The number of cycles of
each transient is compared to the number assumed in the analysis of record every six months.
In the second method, the FMP monitors the actual transient stresses in order to calculate the
fatigue usage. In recoonse to NRC Question No. 7.10, the applicant identified the parameters
monitored by tha FMP and described how those monitored parameters are compared to the
fatigue analysis of record. According to the applicant, an American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) NB-3200 fatigue calculation is performed for these locations as the
monitored parameters change. The incremental fatigue usage is then added to the existing
fatigue usage.

3.1.1.3 Staff Evaluation

Section 2.1.3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the fatigue design of the NSSS. Fatigue I
was a design consideration for the NSSS components and, consequently, fatigue design is a
part of the current licensing basis (CLB) for CCNPP. The applicant identified the NSSS fatigue
analyses as time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) in accordance with the provisions of
10 CFR 54.3. The staff agrees with the applicant's determination that NSSS fatigue analyses
are TLAAs.
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The NSSS components evaluated for f&tigue in the original design are the RPV and components
in the RCS, including the portions of systems attached to the RCS. The RCS components were

; designed in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111 and the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard USAS B31.7, Nuclear Power Piping
Code. These codes contain specific criteria for fatigue analysis of Class 1. (Class A)

,

components. The component design specifications and portions of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant (CCNPP) Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) identify design transients
used in the fatigue analysis for various components of the RPV, RCS piping, SG, pressurizer,
pressurizer auxiliary spray piping, and pressurizer surge line. The FMP monitors and tracks the
number of critical thermal and pressure test transients and also monitors the cycles and fatigue
usage for the limiting components of the NSSS.

The specific design criterion pertaining to the fatigue evaluation of Class 1 components involves
calculating a quantity called the cumulative usage factor (CUF). The fatigue damage caused by
each thermal or pressure transient depends on the magnitude of the stresses in the component
caused by the transient. The CUF involves a summation of the fatigue usage resulting from
each transient. The design criterion requires that the CUF not exceed 1.0.

Components other than those in the NSSS were generally designed to codes that do not contain
the criterion described above for fatigue analysis. The relevant fatigue considerations pertaining
to these components are discussed in other sections of this SER. However, as discussed in

T Section 5.9 of Appendix A to the LRA, fatigue has resulted in cracking in the feedwater (FW)
piping to the SGs at other facilities. An evaluation of cyclic thermal stratification by the applicant
identified the need to manage low-cycle fatigue usage in the section of piping near the SG FW
nozzle and, therefore, the applicant included tne FW nozzles in the FMP.

The FMP monitors and tracks the fatigue usage for critical components and the fatigue usage is
updated on a periodic basis. In Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described
different options to manage the effects of low-cycle fatigue at CCNPP. One option considered
by the applicant was to reduce the number and severity of thermal transients on the RCS I

components. The applicant indicated that this is already part of the general practice of the plant )
operators. Instead, the FMP is used to monitor the fatigue accumulation of the critical ;

components and to manage the effects of low-cycle fatigue. j

The applicant indicated that, in order to remain within the design basis, corrective actions would
be initiated in advance of the design limit on fatigue usage. The staff, in NRC Question
Nos. 4.2.22,7.13, and 7.20, requested that the applicant describe the criteria used to determine
when corrective actions would be initiated. The applicant responded that engineering judgment
is used to evaluate the rate of increase in FMP fatigue indicators and that an issue report (IR)
would be prepared before reaching the fatigue limit. The applicant's response did not contain
sufficient information to enable the staff to conclude that the corrective actions would be timely
for managing fatigue effects. However, the applicant stated in a meeting with the staff on
February 18,1999 (NRC Meeting Summary dated March 19,1999), that corrective action will be
implemented before exceeding the design fatigue limit of the coinponent. The applicant also

.

O
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|

indicated that the FMF will be expanded if any monitored location requires a corrective action.
The staff considers the applicant's clarification, as discussed above, to be an acceptable
resolution with regard to the timeliness of FMP corrective actions.

The FMP relies on the sampling of critical plant transients for selected NSSG components and
the SG FW nozzles to manage fatigue. The staff agrees that the sampling of plant transients
causing significant fatigue usage for critical components can adequateiy represent the faugue

i

usage for the unsampled or remaining locations. However, the staff has identified several open I

items regarding the applicant's screening of components to be included in the FMP. The open |
items regarding the FMP include those identified in Sections 3.2,3.3, and 3.9 of this SER. '

These open items must be resolved in order for the staff to conclude that the applicant's FMP |
sampling approach is adequate to manage fatigue of the NSSS components and the SG FW
nozzles.

3.1.1.4 Conclusions

The staff considers the FMP, which provides for the continuous monitoring of selected critical I

components in the NSSS and the SG FW nozzles, to be an adequate program to monitor the
effects of low-cycle fatigue at CCNPP. However, the resolution of the open iter ' conceming
the FMP, identified in Sections 3.2,3.3, and 3.9 of this SER, is necessary in orwr for the staff to
conclude that the FMP will adequately manage low-cycle fatigue in the NSSS and the SG FW
nozzles for the period of extended operation as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2 Chemistry Program

3.1.2.1 Introduction

Sections 4.1,5.1,5.2,6.3,5.6,5.9, 5.11B,5.12,5.13,5.15,5.16,5.17, and 5.18 of Appendix A
to the LRA describe the chemistry programs used to manage the aging effects caused by the
corrosive action of water for systems containing (1) primary water, (2) secondary water, and
(3) component cooling and service water. The staff has reviewed each of these sections to
determine if the chemistry programs for these systems meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR
54.21(a)(3). By letter dated August 28,1998, the staff issued RAls conceming the chemistry
program and by letter dated November 12,1998, the app!icant responded. The staff received
additional infomiation conceming the applicant's chemistry programs during a meeting held on
February 10,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999). Section 2.1 of Appendix A
to the LRA indicates that there are no TLAAs for the ARDMs caused by water chemistry.

|
3.1.2.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

,

|

In the LRA, the applicant established a need for water chemistry programs to minimize the aging
effects caused by the following ARDMs: (1) crevice corrosion, (2) erosion corrosion, (3)
galvanic corrosion, (4) general corrosion, (5) pitting, (6) intergranular attack (IGA), (7) stress |
corrosion cracking (SCC), (8) intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC), (9) primary water

|

9||
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stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC), (10) microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), (11)
selective leaching, and (12) degradation of elastomers. The applicant addressed the ARDMs
caused by the corrosive action of water in the following systems:

Primary water

RCS-

CVCS.

Containment spray system (CSS)
'

*

Nuclear steam supply sampling system+ '

Si system.

Spent fuel pool cooling system (SFPCS).

:

Secondary wats

Auxiliary feedwater system (AFS) i-

FWS-

Main steam system-

SG system.

Extraction steam systema

Nitrogen and hydrogen systems.

Component coolina and service water j

Component cooling (CC) system+

Service water (SRW) system.

Primary water contains dissolved boric acid for reactivity control in the RCS and lithium
hydroxide to control pH. Most of the components in the systems containing primary water are
constructed from stainless steel. However, other materials, such as Alloy 600 in the steam
generators, are also present. If the water chemistry is not properly controlied, the components i

exposed to the primary water environment will be damaged by corrosion. The magnitude of this
damage will depend on the operating conoitions and the material used for the system. Potential
ARDMs are (1) crevice corrosion, (2) galvanic corrosion, (3) general corrosion, (4) erosion
corrosion, (5) pitting, (6) MIC, (7) IGA, (8) SCC, (9) IGSCC, (10) and PWSCC.

Secondary water consists of demineralizer water containing chemicals that control pH and
oxygen. The components in the systems containing secondary water are constructed mostly

| from carbon steel and Alloy 600, although other materials, such as stainless and alloy steel, cast

| iron, brass, bronze, and polymeric materials (elastomers) are also present. These components,
| when exposed to an uncontrolled secondary water environment, can experience the following

ARDMs- (1) crevice corrosion, (2) galvanic corrosion, (3) general corrosion, (4) erosion
corrosion, (5) pitting, (6) MIC, (7) denting, (8) IGA, (9) IGSCC, and (10) degradation of

- elastomers.
3

I

:
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|

!
Component cooling water is used to remove heat from various auxiliary systems and similarly, |

service water is used to remove heat from the containment cooling units, spent fuel pool, and |
emergency diesel generator heat exchangers. Service water also acts as an intermediate
barrier between various auxiliary systems and saltwater systems. Water in both component
cooling water and service water systems consists of demineralizer water containing chemicals !

that control pH and oxygen. Materials used for the construction of components in these systems
are carbon steel, brass, bronze,90/10 copper-nickel, cast iron, stainless steel, and polymeric
materials (elastomers). If not controlled, the iriteraction between component cooling or service
water and these components could result in the following ARDMs: (1) crevice corrosion, (2)
erosion corrosion, (3) general corrosion, (4) pitting, and (5) degradation of elastomers. In
addition, any rubber seals present in these systems may degrade.

The applicant will use the following programs to either directly or indirectly contribute to the
control of water chemistry:

Chemistry program, CCNPP administrative procedure CH-1, Revision 1 (existing*

program),

Specification and surveillance primary systems, CCNPP technical procedure CP-204,+

Revision 7 (existing program),

Specifications and surveillance component cooling / service water, CCNPP technical+

procedure CP-206, Revision 1 (existing program), j

Specifications and surveillance: secondary chemistry, CCNPP technical procedure+

CP-217, Revision 5 (existing program), ;

:

Specifications and surveillance-demineralizer water, safety battery water, and well |
+

water systems, CCNPP technical procedure CP-202, Revision 5 (existing program),

Make-up demineralizer water system, CCNPP procedure CP-410 (existing prograrn),*

Monitoring racioactivity in systems normally uncontaminated, CCNPP technical+

procedure CP-224, Revision 4 (existing program), and

The applicant determined that these programs will manage watr chemistry control in order to |
prevent the formation of corrosive environments that can caust .amage to the affected 1

components. The prevention of corrosive environments by these water chemistry programs wi'l
enable the affected components to perform their intended functions, consistent with the CLB,
during the period of extendec operation.

I

eiI
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3.1.2.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the water chemistry control programs
described in Appendix A to the LRA to ensure that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed, consistent with the CLB, for the period of extended r$peration. The staff focused its
evaluation of the water chemistry programs on the program elements rather than on the details
of the plant procedures. Specifically, the staff reviewed these programs to determine whether
they contain the essential elements needed to provide adequate aging management for each of

' the components and systems exposed to different water chemistries In the LRA the applicant. ,

indicated that water chemistry control will be adequately managed by existing water chemistry
control programs and that these programs will address each of the relevant ARDMs and meet
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 53, Appendix B. The water m istry programs address water
chemistry control in systems containing primary, secnndary, ai amponent cooling and service
water.

I
The staff notes that the evaluation of aging effects, or ARDMs, identified by the applicant, is
discussed by the staff in a system-by-system basis separately in th s SER. Also, the applicant's
Chemistry Program is not a stand-alone program. The applicant relies on many other AMPS to
manage these ARDMs for these systems. The staff's evaluation of these other programs may
be found in the systems sections of this SER.

The applicant's program for controlling primary water chemistry is based on CCNPP Technical
Specifications (TSs), industry standards, and plant vendor recommendations. The chemistry
control provided by this program monitors the ingress of such impurities as chloride, fluoride,
and sulfate. The program also monitors lithium, oxygen concentrations, and the pH of the
coolant. The control of there parameters results in the reduction of corrosion damage to the
components exposed to the primary water environment. Specifically, control of these
parametars minimizes the IGA, SCC, IGSCC, and PWSCC of the components in the RCS and
crevice corrosien and pitting in other systems, especially those containing stagnant fluid.
However, not all of the corrosion mechanisms caused by primary water can be controlled by
monitoring the prirnary water chemistry, instead, some of the corrosion mechanisms are
controlled by other programs, such as the erosion corrosion inspection program for monitoring
the erosion corrosion of the pump casing in the SFPCS. The staff concludes that the applicant's |

' '

programs for control of primary water chemistry are acceptable because the monitoring of the
chemistry parameters provided by these programs will ensure that the pH and the oxygen
conc 9ntration Will be at optimum levels. Furthermore, these programs ensure that the ingress of
the impurities that accelerate corrosion will be minimized. Therefore, the applicant's primary
water chemistry programs will be able to control most of the ARDMs in the primary system.

The applicant's program for controlling secondary water chemistry is based on CCNPP TSs,
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)

,

secondary water chemistry guidelines, and plant vendor recommendations. The chemistry '

cuntrol provided by this program monitors the ingress of such impurities as chloride, fluoride, j
and sulfate. The program also monitors the conductivity, the concentration of dissolved oxygen,

3-7 Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER
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and the concentration of amine used for pH control. Each of these monitored parameters have
action levels that, if exceeded, require chemistry personnel to take appropriate corrective action.
The control of these parameters results in the reduction of corrosion damage to the components
exposed to the secondary water environment. Secondary water chemistry is monitored in
several plant systems such as SG, FWS, condensate storage tanks (CSTs), and condensate
demineralizer effluent. In some of these systems, water chemistry is monitored for several
different modes of plant operation. The secondary water chemistry program is responsible for
controlling three ARDMs: (1) crevice corrosion, (2) general corrosion, and (3) pitting. These
three ARDMs occur mostly in components made from carbon steel and exposed to secondary
water that has a low pH and a high impurity 'evel. Also, erosion corrosion is an ARDM that can
cause significant damage to the secondary water systems made from both carbon steel and
from other materials with the exception of stainless steel. The following secondary water
systems discussed in Appendix A to the LRA contain components that are prone to erosion
corrosion: (1) FWS, (2) AFS, and (3) SG system. To prevent erosion corrosion from causing
significant damage to the components in these systems, oxygen content and pH have to be
strictly maintained within specified limits. These provisions are included in the applicant's
secondary water chemistry program. The staff concludes that the applicant's program for
control of secondary water chemistry is acceptable because the monitoring of the chemistry
parameters provided by this program will ensure that the pH and the oxygen concentration will
be at optimum levels. Furthermore, this program ensures that the ingress of the impurities that
accelerate corrosion will be minimized. Therefore, the applicant's secondary water chemistry
program will be able to control the ARDMs in the secondary system.

The applicant's program for controlling water chemistry in the component cooling and service
water systems specifies a value for the pH in add | tion to concentrations of (1) hydrazine, (2)
dissolved oxygen, (3) chlorides, (4) copper, and (5) iron. Each of these parameters has an
associated target value, and hydrazine and pH have action levels that, if exceeded, specify
actions to be taken by plant personnel. In addition, component cooling water is monitored for
gamma and tritium activities to determine if any radioactive material has leaked into these
systems. This moaitoring activity is part of the CCNPP technical procedure CP-224, " Monitoring
Radioactivity in Systems Normally Uncontaminated." Successfulimplementation of the program
for controlling water chemistry in the component cooling and service water systems ensures that
the following ARDMs do not cause significant damage to the component cooling and service
water systems: (1) crevice corrosion, (2) general corrosion, (3) pitting, and (4) selective
leaching. The staff concludes that the applicant's program for control of component cooling and
service water is acceptable because the monitoring of the chemistry parameters provided by this
program will ensure that the pH and oxygen concentrations will be at optimum levels.
Furthermore, this program ensures that the ingress of impurities that accelerate corrosion will be
minimized. Therefore, the applicant's component cooling and service water systems chemistry
program will minimize the aging effects caused by ARDMs in these systems.

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 3-8
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3.1.2.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information included in Sections 4.1,5.1,5.2,5.3,5.6,5.9,5.11B,
5.12, 5.13, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA that address water chemistry in

~

addition to the applicant's responses to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review, the staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the plant chemistry program will minimize
the potential for this plausible aging degradation mechanism and , in conjunction with other
ARDMs assessed in this evaluation, the aging effects caused by the corrosive action of the
chemical environments in CCNPP systems will be adequately managed so that these systems -;

i will perform their intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended
'

"

operation. However, the staff notes that the water chemistry program is only part of the larger
age related degradation management program and will not, by itself, provide this assurance.

3.1.3 Structure and System Walkdowns.

3.1.3.1 Introduction

in Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant applied the structure and system walkdown procedure
MN-1-319 (formerly plant engineering guideline PEG-7) as one of its aging management
programs. As described in the LRA, this procedure is used for the following 14 structures and
systems:

/'

Component supports (Section 3.1)+

Primary containment structure (Section 3.3A)*

Turbine building structure (Section 3.3B)-

intake structure (Section 3.3C)+

Miscellaneous tank and valve enclosures (Section 3.3D)-

Auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building structures (Section 3.3E)*

Auxiliary feedwater system (Section 5.1)+

Diesei fuel oil system (Section 5.7)*

Fire protection (Section 5.10)+

Auxiliary building heating and ventilation system (Section 5.11 A)+

Primary containment heating and ventilation system (Section 5.118)- +

,
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Control room and diesel generator buildings' heating, ventilating and air conditioning.

systems (Section 5.11C)

Safety injectkn system (Section 5.15)-

Instrument lines (Section 6.4).+

The purpose of this procedure is to provide direction for performing structure and system
walkdowns and reporting / documenting the results. According to the applicant, the structure and
system walkdowns procedure meets the requirements for evaluating structure and system
material conditions in accordance with the maintenance rule at CCNPP.

3.1.3.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

As described in Appendix A to the LRA and at a presentation by the applicant on June 26,1998,
the main objective of structure and system walkdowns procedure MN-1-319 is to assess the
condition of the CCNPP structures, systems, and components (SSCs) so that any abnormal or
degraded condition will be identified and documented, and corrective actions will be taken
before the condition proceeds to failure of the SSCs to perform their intended functions. On the
basis of the documented walkdown results, corrective actions are to be taken in accordance with
QL-2," Corrective Action Program." This corrective action program is required by 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B and, at CCNPP, all SSCs (safety-related and non-safety-related) are
covered. According to the applicant, the structure and system walkdowns procedure enhances
the familiarity of responsible personnel with their assigned structures and systems, and provides
extended attention to plant material condition beyond that afforded by operations and
maintenance personnel alone. As cescribed at a presentation by the applicant on June 26,
1998, procedure MN-1-319 will be improved through incorporation of significant additional
guidance on specific activities to be included in the scope of structure walkdowns. In addition,
this procedure will also be modified to (1) cover some specific structural walkdowns (such as
field-erected storage tanks and tank penetrations), (2) provide additional visual inspection
criteria specific for detecting leakage near tank penetrations, and (3) add guidance regarding
approval authority for significant departures from the specified walkdown scope / schedule.

Walkdowns could be conducted for any of the following reasons: (1) maintenance rule material
condition assessments, (2) system readiness review, (3) startup review, (4) system engineering
fa;niliarization, (5) pre-outage review, (6) job-specific walkdowns, and (7) periodic walkdowns.
The objectives of the structure or system walkdowns are (1) assessing functionality,
(2) reporting any SSC stress or abuse (such as thermal insulation damage, bent or broken
hangers, excessive vibrations, and unusual noises), (3) reporting any safety / fire hazards (such
as broken doors or hardware, inappropriate breaches of fire or flood barriers, or missing
equipment guards), (4) assessing the general housekeeping condition (such as debris, condition
of painted surfaces, unreadable or missing labels and signs, and lighting), (5) reporting any
conditions adverse to quality, (6) reporting unauthorized temporary alterations, and (7) reporting
any structural degradation.

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 3-10
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The results of a structure or system walkdown are documented by using the appropriate
checklist or inspection form. There are separate structure walkdown reports for the containment,

| structure; concrete structures other than containment; masonry walls; intake structure; buried
I piping, pipe supports, and equipment anchorages; steel structures and connections; water
| - storage tanks; dams, embankments, retaining walls, and canals; and large equipment supports
| and anchorages and seismic gaps (those features that allow for sway and movement during

seismic events). The inspection forms for system walkdowns are either a mechanical system or
an electrical system walkdown report. In addition, procedure MN-1-319 uses a walkdown report
continuation sheet, pipe support inspection guidelines, and a refueling equipment walkdown
report.

Gome of the ARDMs that are to be detected and managed under this procedure are i

(1) corrosion of steel components; (2) crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting of I

systems carrying primary, secondary, component cooling and service water, and untreated
water; (3) elastomer degradation, MIC, and wear of the flexible collars of ducting systems and

| components; (4) aging effects due to rotating / reciprocating loading from equipment; (5) aging
L effects due to hydraulic vibration loading or wate,- hammer for supporting frames; and (6) aging

effects due to thermal expansion of piping / components. In addition, as explained by the
applicant during a meeting on June 26,1998 (NRC meeting summary dated November 13,

_

1998), this procedure will also be used for detecting and managing the aging effects of
reinforced-concrete structures such as spalling and cracks.

,

The LRA states inat a performance assessment will be performed en each structure and system i

at least once every six years. In response to the staff's RAI, the applicant stated that structure
and system walkdowns will be performed every refueling outage and are scheduled to ensure
that a walkdown will be performed on every structure and system at least every third refueling
outage. Hence, a performance assessment will be performed on each structure and system at
least once every six years. Structure and system walkdowns may also be performed as
required for reasons such as material condition assessment; system reviews before, during, and
after outages; start-up reviews; and as required for plant modifications.

Following completion of the walkdowns, the system engineer is to make an evaluation of the
structure or system status from a performance basis. If structure or system degradation is noted
during the walkdown, the system engineer will contact the principal engineer-Maintenance
Component Engineering Unit (PE-MCEU) to determine whether the structure or system is
capable of performing its intended function. The IR process will then be used to document and
resolve the noted degradation.

3.1.3.3 Staff Evaluation

In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff has reviewed the application of the structure
and system walkdown procedure (MN-1-319) to the SSCs that require an AMR. The areas
covered by this walkdown procedure include SSCs described in Sections 3.1, 3.3A,3.3B, 3.3C,
3.3D,3.3E,5.1,5.7,5.10,5.11 A,5.11B,5.11C,5.15, and 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA. In the
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LRA, as set forth below, the applicant demonstrated that the effects of aging, through the
implementation of this procedure, will be adequately identified and managed so that the
intended function of the structures, systems, and components will be maintained, consistent with
the CLB, for the period of extended operation.

The staff has evaluated procedure MN-1-319 against the following 10 elements: (1) scope of
program, (2) preventive actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging
effects, (5) monitoring and trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions,
(8) confirmation process, (9) administrative controls, and (10) operating experience. The
applicant indicated that the analysis / assessment, corrective action, and
confirmation / documentation process for license renewal is in accordance with the site-controlled
corrective actions program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures
and components subject to aging management review. The staff evaluation of the applicant's
corrective actions program is discussed separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. The staff finds
that the applicant's aging management programs for license renewal satisfy Element 7
(corrective actions), Element 8 (confirmation process), and Element 9 (administrative controls).
The staff finds that the structure and systems walkdown procedure (MN-1-319) satisfies each of
the other seven elements.

The staff finds the scope (Element 1) of procedure MN-1-319 acceptable because it includes
comprehensive, regular, periodic walkdowns of all SSCs within the scope of license renewal.
These SSCs are listed in Section 3.1.3.1 of this SER. The staff finds the preventive actions
(Element 2) required by the structure and system walkdown procedure acceptable since any
observed system or structure degradation, as well as conditions leading to degradation, will
result in an IR. As such, any degraded condition will be identified, documented, and its cause
determined. Furthermore, corrective action will be initiated before the degradation proceeds to
failure of the SSC to periorm its intended function. The staff finds that the parameters monitored
(Element 3) (e.g., degradation of coatings, thermal insulation damage, distress to equipment
anchorage, excessive vibrations) acceptable because they are conditions directly related to the
degradation of the system or structure or, in case of a poor housekeeping condition, such as
degraded coatings, a condition that renders a component more susceptible to degradation. The
structure and system walkdown procecNre provides for the detection of aging effects
(Element 4) through visual inspection. Under this procedure responsible personnel perform
periodic walkdowns of their assigned system or structure and, if necessary, initiate corrective
action. The staff finds visual inspections to be an acceptable method for detecting aging effects
of the 14 structures and systems listed in Section 3.1.3.1 of this SER. The staff finds that
operating experience (Element 10) has been incorporated into procedure MN-1-319 since the
results of initial walkdowns will be used for future walkdowns (e.g., the assessment of system or
structure degradation is based on previous walkdowns).

M Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant s'tated that under this program responsible personnel
perform periodic walkdowns of their assigned structures, systems and components, report
walkdown results, and initiate corrective actions. Appendix A to the LRA states that a
performance assessment will be performed on each structure and system at least once every
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six years, and structure and system walkdowns may also be performed, as required, for reasons
'

such as (1) material condition assessments; (2) system reviews before, during, and after
outages; (3) startup reviews; and (4) as required for plant modifications. In an RAI sent to the
applicant on September 7,1998, the staff asked the applicant to demonstrate that procedure
MN-1-319 satisfies the monitoring and trending activities. In its response of November 19,
1998, the applicant stated that the assessment of structure or system degradation is based on

i
the findings of previous walkdowns. Specifically, the findings of the current and previous
walkdowns are compared to determine if the degradation is static or dynamic. Dynamic
degradation would result in an initiation of the IR corrective action process. An example of
dynamic degradation provided by the applicant is a safety-related pump pedestal that has

,'

extensive cracking and the pump mounting bolts are pulling loose so that the pump is vibrating '

abnormally. Static degradation of a structure or system is any degradation that is arrested or
proceeding at a rate that will not affect the functional capability of the SSC. The staff finds that a

i

. complete comparison of current and previous walkdown findings for structures and systems in I

addition to a review of all pertinent system documentation (i.e., the latest " system report card," |

temporary modifications, and modifications in progress) satisfies monitoring and trending of j
Element 5. '

|

Appendix A to the LRA states that procedure MN-1-319 is a follow-up procedure and provides1

guidance for identification of specific types of degradations and conditions such as degraded I

C paints, corrosion of steel components, concrete and anchor bolt degradation, and leakage of

( fluids. This procedure is also to be used for identifying the conditions of structures, systems,
and components (including supports) that could allow for the progression of ARDMs, such as
standing water and accumulated moisture. The staff requested by letter dated September 7,
1998, that the applicant provide the acceptance criteria to be used for Procedure MN-1-319.,

The applicant's response dated November 19,1998, is that the engineering judgment of the
'

system engineer and the PE-MCEU will be relied upon to determine if the performance of the
*

system or structure is acceptable and to determine if any observed degradation is static or
dynamic. In addition, the performance of the system or structure and any observed degradation

: will be compared with " acceptable limits contained in industry standards, industry codes, or
! design / licensee basis documents * (MN-1-319).

,
The staff finds that the use of industry standards cnd codes or design / license basis documents,

| if available, in conjunction with the judgement of the system engineer and other responsible
personnel to be an acceptable method to evaluate the acceptability of the system or structure.

'

in addition to the elements discussed above, the staff, in a letter dated September 7,1998,
requested that the applicant discuss the use of procedure MN-1-319 for identifying and .
managing the aging effects of reinforced-concrete structures. The applicant, in its response

| dated November 19,1998, stated that the omission of aging mechanisms for concrete walls,
covered by the structure walkdown reports used by procedure MN-1 ',19, is an oversight.' As
such, the structure walkdown reports will be modified to detect the aging effects of

.,

reinforced-concrete structures. This is Confirmatory item 3.1.3.3-1.-

3

L.
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3.1.3.4 Conclusions

The staff considers structure and system walkdown procedure MN-1-319 to be an adequate
procedure for detecting and managing aging effects, and initiating corrective actions if needed.
Furthermore, the staff finds that procedure MN-1-319 will be able to adeg 'ately assess the
condition of CCNPP SSCs for the period of extended operation in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.4 Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection Program

3.1.4.1 Introduction

in its LRA, the applicant described the BACI program. This program manages general corrosion
of carbon and alloy steels exposed to concentrated boric acid. The applicant credits the BACl
program in the following sections of Appendix A to the LRA: Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling
Equipment and Other He . y Load Handling Cranes"; Section 4.1, " Reactor Coolant System";
Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure Vessel and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical";
Section 5.2 " Chemical and Volume Control System"; Section 5.5, " Containment Isolation Group";
Section 5.6, " Containment Spray System"; 5.10, " Fire Protection"; 5.13, " Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS) System Sampling System"; Section 5.15, " Safety injection System *; and
Section 5.18, * Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System." The applicant also credits the BACI program
with managing, in part, general corrosion of carbon steel components from exposure to moisture
and oxygen in Section 3.2, as well as various forms of SCC of Alloy 600 components and
erosion, wear and SCC of carbon and alloy steel components in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The staff

.

!
reviewed the applicant's description of the program to determine whether the applicant
submitted adequate information to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for
managing aging effects for license renewal.

3.1.4.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in the Application

The concentrations of boric acid in the borated water systems of a nuclear power plant will not
corrode carbon and alloy steels. However, borated water that has leaked outside of the system
may become much more concentrated as result of water evaporation. When exposed to '

concentrated boric acid, carbon and alloy steels suffer general corrosion. Corrosion rates may
be significant and thus, if left unmanaged for an extended period of time, the resultant material
loss may render a component unable to perform its intended function under CLB design loading
conditions. The potential for general corrosion from exposure to concentrated boric acid cannot
be eliminated; however, actions can be taken to detect and mitigate this aging effect before
there is a loss of intended function. The applicant credits the BACI program with discovery and
mitigation of the aging effects (loss of material) associated with general corrosion of carbon and
alloy steel from exposure to concentrated boric acid. The program consists of regular, pedodic
walkdowns during which plant personnel conduct visual inspections of borated systems looking
for leaks. Timely discovery of leaks and subsequent corrective action (e.g., repair of the borated
water leak path and removal of the concentrated boric acid residue from affected component
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| surfaces) mitigates the effects of concentrated boric acid corrosion. The program also requires |

| engineering evaluation of the affected component (s) for an assessment of the damage. '

; The BACI program controls the scopts of the inspection and the inspection technique. During |
each refueling outage, plant personrut perform visual inspections to identify and quantity any '

leakage found at specific locations inside containment and in the auxiliary building as soon as
possible after attaining hot standby condition. The specific locations include carbon steel bolting i

! on Class 1 valves, valves in systems containing borated water (which could leak onto Class 1
j carbon steel components), and components that are the subject of IR where borated water
| leakage has been identified. The program also provides the responsibilities for initiating i

; engineering evaluations and the necessary corrective actions upon discovery of leaks. When i
~

personnel discover leakage during the inspection, they prepare an IR in accordance with plant ;

j procedures to document and resolve the deficiency. Corrective ections address the removal of
concentrated boric acid residue and the subsequent inspection of the affected component for; ;

. general corrosion. If personnel identify general corrosion on a component, the IR provides for '

an engineering evaluation of the component for continued service. The IR also addresses -
corrective actions to prevent recurrence (i.e., identify and correct the cause of the leak). Finally, i

the BACI program requires that a second inspection of the leaking component (s) be performed:

i before plant startup (at normal operating pressure and temperature) to ensure corrective actions
had been taken and were effective.,

Ig The BACI program incorporates ASME Code requirements, as appropriate. For example, the j
applicant performs its VT-2 visual inspections in accordance with ASME Code Section XI, -

'

IWA-2212 and its VT-1 examinations in accordance with ASME Code Section XI, IWA-2211.
The VT-2 visual inspections must include the accessible extemal exposed surfaces of
pressure-retaining, noninsulated components; floor areas or equipment surfaces located

i undemeath uninsulated components; vertical surfaces of insulation at the lowest elevation at
: which leakage may be detected and horizontal surfaces at each insulation joint for insulated
! components; floor areas and equipment surfaces beneath components and other areas in which !
' water may be channeled for insulated components whose extemal insulation surfaces are

inaccessible for direct examination; and for discoloration or residue on any surface for evidence
of boric acid accumulation. The BACI program requires, at a minimum, qualified Level 11
inspectors for the evaluation of the damage caused by borated water leaks.

In Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes," the
applicant identified general corrosion as a plausible ARDM affecting the carbon steel RV cooling
shroud structural support members. The support members are not normally exposed to
concentrated boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent
concentration of borated water from the nearby RV head penetrations. The applicant placed
the RV head penetrations within the scope of the BACI program. The applicant plans to modify
the BACI program to include specific examination of the RV cooling shroud structural support
members at the bolted connection to the RV head.
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in Section 4.1, " Reactor Coolant System," the applicant identified general corrosion as a
plausible ARDM affecting the extemal surfaces of carbon and alloy steel components in the
RCS. The external surfaces of these components are not normally exposed to concentrated
boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent concentration of
borated water through the mechanical joints in the RCS or nearby systems that also contain
borated water. The applicant placed the RCS within the scope of the BACl program.

In Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure Vessel and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical," the
applicant identified general corrosion as a plausible ARDM affecting carbon steel RPV
components. The subject components are not normally exposed to concentrated boric acid, but
they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent concentration of borated water
through mechanical joints in the RPV. The applicant placed the RPV within the scope of the
BACI program.

In Section 5.2, " Chemical and Volume Control System," the applicant identified general
corrosion as a plausible ARDM affecting the extemal surfaces of alloy or carbon steel CVCS
components. The extemal surfaces of these components are not normally exposed to
concentrated boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent
concentration of borated water through the mechanicaljoints in the CVCS piping system or
nearby systems that also contain borated water. The applicant placed the CVCS within the
scope of the BACl program.

In Section 5.5, " Containment isolation Group," the applicant identified general corrosion as a
plausible ARDM affecting the external surfaces of carbon and low alloy steel bolting of the motor
operated valves (MOVs) in the containment's normal sump drain lines. The extemal surfaces of
these components are not normally exposed to concentrated boric acid, but they may be
exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent concentration of borated water through the ;

mechanical joints in the containment isolation (Cl) group piping system or nearby systems that {
also contain borated water. The applicant placed the MOVs in the containment normal sump '

drain lines within the scope of the BACI program.

In Section 5.6, " Containment Spray System," the applicant identified general corrosion as a
plausible ARDM affecting the extemal surfaces of various carbon and alloy steel components of
the CSS. The external surfaces of these components are not normally exposed to concentrated
boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent concentration of
borated water through the mechanical joints in the CSS or nearby systems that also contain
borated water. The applicant placed the CSS within the scope of the BACI program. |

Because both the RCS and the CVCS play a role in fire protection (Section 5.10), the applicant
cited the BACI program as part of its aging management program for this system. The BACl
program as its relates to the RCS (Section 4.1) and CVCS (Section 5.2) is discussed above.

l

In Section 5.13, "NSSS Sampling System," the applicant identified general corrosion as a
plausible ARDM affecting the extemal surfaces of various carbon and alloy steel components of
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the NSSS sampling system. The extemal surfaces of these components are not normally
exposed to concentrated boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and
subsequent concentration of borated water through the mechanical joints in certain portions of
the NSSS Sampling System or nearby systems that also contain borated water. The applicant
placed the NSSS sampling system components containing borated water within the scope of tne
BACI program.

In Section 5.15, " Safety injection System," the applicant identified general corrosion as a
plausible ARDM affecting the external surfaces of various carbon and alloy steel components of
the SI system. The external surfaces of these components are not normally exposed to
concentrated boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent
concentration of borated water through the mechanical joints in the Si system or nearby systems
that also contain borated vrater. The applicant placed the SI system within the scope of the
BACI program.'

In Section 5.18, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System," the applicant identified general corrosion as
a plausible ARDM affeccing the extemal surfaces of various carbon and allov steel components
of the SFPCS. The external surfaces of these components are not normally exposed to
concentrated boric acid, but they may be exposed as a result of leakage and subsequent
concentration of borated water through mechanical joints in the SFPCS or nearby systems that

FN also contain borated water. The applicant placed the SFPCS within the scope of the BACI
~

program.

In addition to managing general corrosion of carbon and alloy steels from exposure to
concentrated boric acid, the applicant cited the BACI program to manage, in part, other ARDMs
in Section 3.2, Section 4.1, and Section 4.2.

In Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes," the
applicant identified general corrosion as a plausible ARDM affecting the carbon steel RV cooling
shroud structural support members. If the painted surfaces of the support members crack, spall,
or otherwise expose the carbon steel surfaces of the support members, the support members
may experience general corrosion from exposure to moisture and oxygen. Additionally, the
atlicant discussed how some intemal portions of the RV ccoling shroud can harbor pockets of
quid that may be inaccessible for visual inspection without removing interference. Carbon steel
located in these areas may be subject to more severe local environments. To manage this
aging effect for the RV cooling shroud structural support members, the applicant plans to modify
the scope of the BACI program to include inspection of all the RV cooling shroud structural
support members to inspect the painted surfaces for evidence of general corrosion due to
breakdown of the paint and subsequent exposure to moisture and oxygen.

In Section 4.1, * Reactor Coolant System," the applicant identified wear, erosion corrosion and
SCC as plausible ARDMs affecting various RCS components. The applicant cited the BACI
program to manage, in part, the aging effects associated with these ARDMs. For the
components subject to wear (except for the reactor coolant pump case and pump cover),

O
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erosion corrosion, and some forms of SCC, the applicant credited its Section XI inservice
inspection program (evaluated in Section 3.2 of this SER) for the detection of the aging effects
associated with these ARDMs. If the wear, erosion corrosion or SCC resulted in borated water
leakage, the applicant credited the BACI program for the mitigation of the aging effects
associated with the borated water leakage as well as follow-up corrective action. For the reactor
coolant pump case and cover and for components subject to PWSCC (i.e., Alloy 600 nozzles),
the applicant credited the BACI program for both detection and mitigation of the aging effects
associated with these ARDMs. Any deterioration in the pressure boundary of these components
will be discovered through detection of borated water leakage. The applicant placed the reactor
coolant pump and cover as well as all Alloy 600 nozzles within the scope of the BACI program.

In Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure Vessel and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical," the
applicant identified general corrosion, wear, and SCC as plausible ARDMs affecting various
RPV components. For various carbon and alloy steel RPV components, general corrosion
occurs upon exposure to moisture and oxygen. The CEDM and reactor vessel level monitoring
system (RVLMS) vent balls r .y suffer wear. The RPV anchor botts are susceptible to SCC.
The applicant cited the BACI program to manage, in part, the aging effects associated with
these ARDMs. For the components subject to general corrosion, the applicant credited its
inservice inspection program and its maintenance procedures (evaluated in Section 3.2 of this
SER) for the detection of the aging effects associated with this ARDM. If the general corrosion
resulted in borated water leakage, the applicant credited the BACI program for the mitigation of
the aging effects associated with borated water leakage as well as follow-up corrective action.
For the components subject to wear, the applicant managed this ARDM through the BACI
program. The BACI program included inspection around the CEDM and RVLMS vent area;
detection of borated water leakage would indicate that the CEDM, and RVLMS vent balls were
experiencing wear and would need to be replaced. For the RPV anchor bolts subject to SCC,
the applicant credited its inservice inspection program for the detection of the aging effects I

associated with this ARDM. If the SCC resulted in borated water leakage, the applicant credited
the BACI program for the mitigation of the aging effects associated with the leakage as well as
with foilow-up corrective action.

1

The applicant has modified the BACI program to account for operating experience. Boric acid |
crystals discovered at a weep hole in the bottom of the RV cooling shroud during an inspection l
cf the Unit 2 RV head in April 1993 were found to be the result of leakage from a defective seal
wed in a modified control element assembly pressure housing. In addition, both units
expedenced borated water leakage through the in-core instrument flange connections that
resulted in higher than anticipated corrosion rates. The applicant described a weakness of the
BACI program that existed at the time of these events: it only required specific inspection for
leaks at the beginning and end of each outage; it did not address leaks discovered outside of
normalinspections. As a corrective action, the applicant revised the BACI program to ensure
that all borated water leaks are evaluated by qualified personnel regardless of how and when
the leakage was discovered.
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3.1.4.3 Staff Evaluation I

- The staff focused its evaluation of the BACl program on the program elements rather than on
the details of the specific plant procedure. The staff evaluated how effectively the BACI program
incorporated the following 10 elements (1) program scope, (2) preventive / mitigative actions,
(3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging effects, (5) monitoring and
trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8) confirmation process,
(9) administrative controls, and (10) operating experience. .

The application indicated that the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls for license renewal are in accordance with the site-controlled corrective action program
pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and cover all structures and components subject to
aging management review. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program is i

discussed separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. The staff finds that the applicant's aging . I
man &gement programs for license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective actions,"
" confirmation process," and " administrative controls."

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information about the boric acid
corrosion inspection program discussed in Sections 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.2, 5.5, 5.6, 5.10, 5.13, 5.15, i

and 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that effects of aging
caused by various forrns of corrosion will be adequately managed so that the intended function,

will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. By letter dated
April 8,1998, the applicant submitted its LRA. By a letter dated September 3,1998, the staff
issued an RAI. By a letter dated November 4,1998, the applicant responded, in part, to the
staffs RAl.

Prooram Scooe

With one exception, the staff finds the scope of the BACl program acceptable because it
includes comprehensive, regular, periodic walkdowns of all borated systems within the scope of
license renewal. The scope of the BACI program also provides for the resolution of any boric
acid leakage found outside the specific BACI program walkdowns. The one exception is for
Section 3.2. In that section, the applicant discussed how some internal portions of the RV
cooling shroud can harbor pockets of liquid that may be inaccessible for visual inspection
without removing interference. The staffs understanding of the BACI program is that it does not
provide for removing interference; thus, it is unclear how the applicant is managing this potential
aging issue. This is Open item 3.1.4.3-1. The applicant plans to modify the BACI program to
specify examinations during each refueling outage of the RV cooling shroud anchorage to the
RV head for evidence of boric acid leakage and all RV cooling shroud structural support
members for general corrosion / oxidation. To capture this modification, this item is Confirmatory
item 3.1.4.3-1.

4
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Preventive /Mitiaative Actions

The staff finds the mitigative actions required by the BACI program acceptable because of
removal of concentrated boric acid and elimination of borated water leakage mitigates corrosion
by minimizing the exposure of the susceptible material to the corrosive element. The staff finds
also that coatings (i.e., paint) of the RV cooling shroud structural support members mitigate the
effects of corrosion by providing a protective layer that prevents moisture and oxygen from
contacting the steel. For the otner ARDMs managed by the BACI program (e.g., wear, erosion
corrosion, SCC), there are no mitigative actions in the BACI program. For these ARDMs, the
applicant relies on conditioning monitoring techniques rather than on preventive or mitigative
actions. The staff did not identify a need for such actions on the basis of operating experience
to date.

Parameters Monitored

The staff finds the parameters monitored (e.g., boric acid residue, borated water leakage,
degradation of coatings) acceptable because they are conditions directly related to the
degradation of components or, in the case of degraded coatings, a condition that renders a
component more susceptible to degradation.

Detection of Aaina Effects

The staffs finds visual inspections acceptable for detecting boric acid leaks because such
conditions (e.g. 7 ic acid crystal buildup, pools of moisture) are easily identified by visual
techniques. H. > . tr, in its September 3,1998, RAI, the staff requested that the applicant
describe how tice inspection frequency would detect and correct general corrosion caused by ;
boric acid before there is a loss of the structure's or component's intended function. In its |
response dated November 4,1998, the applicant stated that its frequency (at least every |

refueling outage) is in line with industry guidance presented in Electric Power Research Institute I
report NP-5985, " Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steel Pressure Boundary
Components in PWRs." The applicant also stated that the staff reviewed all utilities' responses
to GL 88-05, " Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary Components in
PWR Plants,"in NUREG/CR-5576," Survey of Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel
Components in Nuclear Power Plants," and concluded that all the programs met the intent of GL
88-05. Although this is true, neither the EPRI report, nor the NRC report, nor the applicant in its
RAI response explicitly discussed inspection frequency and the basis for acceptability. The
applicant did, however, present an explicit basis for the inspection frequency in one section of its
application. In Section 4.2, the applicant stated that "[t]he inspections must be performed on a
frequency that is sufficient to ensure that the minimum vessel thickness requirements will be met ;
until the next inspection is perfcrmed." With general corrosion rates as high as 1.7 inlyr '

measured in the laboratory (NP-5985), it is possible that, under the worst possible conditions,
materialloss could be such that a component's intended function would be compromised. The
staff identified the same issue (i.e., no explicit basis justifying the adequacy of an inspection
frequency of every refueling outage) associated with the other ARDMs managed, in part, by the
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BACI program, such as wear, erosion corrosion, and SCC. However, the staff realizes that, as a
practical matter, it is not possible to inspect more frequently than each refueling outage, and

; operating experience to date appears to support the continuation of such a frequency. In
| addition, the applicant's TSs provide defense in depth with respect to the detection of

unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm. The staff considers the applicant's TS limits on
unidentified leakage an important part of the aging management program in order to (1) detect
leakage that develops between refueling outages and (2) ensure that leakage is identified before
there is a loss of a component's intended function. With that amplification, the staff concludes
that the applicant's inspection frequency for the BACI program is adequate to detect the aging
effects caused by the various corrosion mechanisms discussed above before there is a loss of a
component's intended function.

Monitorina and Trendina

There are no monitoring / trending processes associated with the BACI program, and the staff did ;

not identify a need for any.
i

Acceptance Criteria

The staff finds the applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable because the applicant indicated
that all borated water leaks are evaluated,

t
\ Operatina Experience

The applicant discussed operating experience and resultant changes made to the BACl
program, such as increased scope and enhanced personnel qualifications for evaluations of
degradation. The applicant appears to have incorporated operating experience, as appropriate.

3.1.4.4 Conclusions

The BACI program manages the general corrosion of carbon and alloy steels exposed to
concentrated boric acid. The staff has reviewed the BACI information in Appendix A to the LRA,
as credited in the following sections: Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy
Load Handling Cranes"; Section 4.1, " Reactor Coolant System"; Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure
Vessel and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical"; Section 5.2, " Chemical and Volume
Control System"; Section 5.5, " Containment Isolation Group"; Section 5.6, " Containment Spray
System"; 5.10, " Fire Protection"; 5.13, " Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) System Sampling
System"; Section 5.15, " Safety injection System"; and Section 5.18, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System," as well as additional information sent by the applicant in response to the staff's RAl.
Except for the open items identified in this SER section, on the basis of the staff's review as
stated above, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the aging effects
associated with the general corrosion of carbon and alloy steels exposed to concentrated boric
acid will be adequately managed by the BACI program so that there is reasonable assuraace

,p
! t a
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that carbon and alloy steels exposed to concentrated boric acid will perform their intended
functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.1.5 Corrective Actions Program

3.1.5.1 Introduction

In Section 6.3, " Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," of Section 2.0 " 'egrated Plant
Assessment Methodology" of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant desen sd how the aging
management methods are chosen and justified for the period of extended operation. The
applicant stated that the primary goal of aging management is to manage the effects of aging so
that the intended functions are maintained consistent with the CLB and, therefore, each phase of
the maintenance strategy considers this goal when determining the adequacy of an existing or
proposed program. The four phases of the maintenance strategy used by the applicant are
(1) discovery, (2) assessment / analysis, (3) corrective action, and (4) confirmation /
documentation.

3.1.5.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

The applicant's maintenance strategy consisted of four phases: (1) discovery, (2) assessment /
analysis, (3) corrective action, and (4) confirmation / documentation. Each of these phases is
focused on the goal of managing the effects of aging so that the intended functions of structures,
systems and components are maintained consistent viith the CLB.

The applicant proposed to use a site expert panel consisting of (1) an engineer with expertise in
aging evaluatior, (2) a system engineer, (3) appropriate plant program managers / technical area
specialists, and (4) an engineer with expertise in aging management implementation to select
the appropriate method for detecting aging effects. Each review is to be conducted on a system
or commodity basis. The task of the panel is to determine the appropriate methods to manage
the effects of aging by considering (1) the likelihood that each ARDM will occur and (2) how the
effects of the ARDM progress. If the panel determines that the ARDM is progressing slowly and
the consequences to the system are not significant, then the ARDM and its effects on the
system will be monitored. However, ARDis and performance monitoring will be implemented if
the ARDM has not been previously observed in operating plants, the progression of the ARDM
is gradual, or the effects of the ARDM could have a severe impact on the system.

The applicant stated that the site expert panel will also select an appropriate method for
discovering aging effects. These methods are (1) existing plant programs, (2) site IR and
corrective action, (3) plant modifications, (4) ARDis, and (5) industry operating experience.
Existing plant programs are usually selected as the preferred method if such programs are able
to identify the aging effect. These plant programs may also be modified, if necessary, by
(1) adding components to inspection procedures for specific aging effects, (2) adding specific
aging effects mitigation procedures, and (3) modi'ying recordkeeping and trending
requirements. In the event that existing plant programs cannot be modified to discover an aging
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i effect, then new programs will be implemented. Site IR and corrective action is the method used
when aging effects are observed as a result of work in the vicinity, plant tours by supervisors,4

4 . maintenance planning walkdowns, fire watches, or personnel safety equipment inspections.
Any observed aging effect, whether or not related to the purpose of the specific activity, is<

documented with an IR. Plant modifications, such as relocation of equipment, change of
material to improve resistance, or change in equipment operation is the appropriate method
when industry experience indicates that the ARDM is occurring, plant programs cannet
adequately discover the effects of aging, and the progression is rapid. ARDI is the appropriate
method to provide additional assurance that significant degradation is not occurring or that the
rate is sufficiently slow, and to verify the effectiveness of an ARDM mitigation program. The
inspections are to be performed on a representative sample and, where possible, a sample
biased to focus on the most important components. Monitoring industry operating experience is
part of the site IR and corrective action process to determine if action at CCNPP is necessary.

The applicant stated that the assessment / analysis, corrective action, and confirmation /
- documentation phases of the maintenance strategy are required by the CLB and are provided
by the site IR and corrective action process. Any observed or suspected condition requiring
corrective action is documented with an IR. This results in an evaluation of the degraded
condition for personnel, nuclear safety; and operability concems. Furthermore, the responsible
organization is assigned the task of resolving the IR and the IR remains open until appropriate

p corrective actions are completed and documented. Finally, for significant events, a root cause
analysis and event investigation are conducted to prevent reoccurrence. i

3.1.5.3 Staff Evaluation

I
The staff focused its evaluation of the applicant's aging management programs on the program i

elements rather than on the details of specific plant procedures. To determine whether the
i

applicant aging management programs are adequate to manage the effects of aging so that the
intended functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, the staff evaluated the following 10 elements: (1) scope of program, (2) preventive
actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging effects, (5) mon:toring and
trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8) confirmation process, (9)
administrative controls, and (10) operating experience.

In Section 6.3, " Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," of Section 2.0 " Integrated Plant
Assessment Methodology," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant described how the aging
management methods are chosen and justified for the period of extended operations. The
applicant identified four phases for an aging maintenance management strategy: discovery,
assessment / analysis, corrective action, and confirmation / documentation. In Section 6.3.4,
" Implementing the Assessment / Analysis, Corrective Action, and Confirmation / Documentation
Phases of the Maintenance Strategy," the applicant indicated that these last three phases of the
maintenance strategy are required by the CLB and are provided by the site IR and corrective
action processes, which are conducted in accordance with the provisions of QL-2," Corrective
Actions Program." The application also stated that processes and activities encompassed by
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|QL-2 are conducted pursuant to the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and cover '

all structures and components subject to an AMR. The staff finds this program approach ;

acceptable. However, an appropriate description should be provided in a supplement to the
FSAR and/or in the applicant's " Quality Assurance Policy for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant" to indicate that the applicant's Appendix B program also applies to non-safety-related
structures and components that are subject to an AMR for license renewal, such that any
changes to the programs or activities that may affect their effectiveness in managing aging can
be appropriately controlled. This is Confirmatory item 3.1.5.3-1.

3.1.5.4 Conclusions

The staff concludes that adequate information will exist to show that the corrective actions
program will be sufficient to manage the effects of aging so that the intended system, structure,

.

and component functions are maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended !
operation. l

3.1.6 Age-related Degradation inspection (ARDI) Program I

3.1.6.1 Introduction

in its LRA, the applicant described a compilation of one-time inspections called " age-related )
degradation inspections" (ARDis). On the basis of an assessment of materials of fabrication, '

operating conditions, and operating experience, the applicant believed that many ARDMs are
probably not occurring or that even if they are occurring, they do not and will not affect a
component's intended function. To verify this conclusion, the applicant relies on ARDis to either
(1) verify that an ARDM need not be managed for the period of extended operation or (2) verify
the effectiveness of a separate preventive-type or mitigative-type aging management program.

The applicant used ARDis in the following sections of Appendix A to the license renewal
application: Section 4.3, " Reactor Vessels Intemals System"; Section 5.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater
System"; Section 5.2, " Chemical and Volume Control System"; Section 5.3, " Component Cooling
System"; Section 5.4, " Compressed Air System"; Section 5.5, " Containment Isolation Group";
Section 5.6, " Containment Spray System"; Section 5.8, " Emergency Diesel Generator System";
Section 5.9, "Feedwater"; Section 5.10, " Fire Protection"; Section 5.1.A " Auxiliary Building
Heating and Ventilation System"; Section 5.118, " Primary Containment He.itig and Ventilation
System"; Section 5.11C, " Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' Heating and Ventilation
Systems"; Section 5.12, * Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, and
Nitrogen and Hydrogen Systems"; St: tion 5.13, "NSSS Sampling System"; Section 5.14,
" Radiation Monitoring System"; Section 5.15, " Safety injection System"; Section 5.16, " Saltwater
System"; Section 5.17, " Service Water System"; and Section 5.18, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System". ARDis as described in Sections 3.1, " Component Supports"; 6.1," Cables"; and 6.4,
" Instrument Lines"; are discussed in Sections 3.11, 3.12, and 3.9, respectively, of this SER.
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3.1.6.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application i

in the LRA, the applicant stated that the scope of an ARDI would include a representative I
sample of the system population. Where practical and prudent, the applicant would also bias |

that representative sample to focus on bounding or leading components. The applicant j
provided examples of how such biasing would be performed through an understanding of the !
ARDM followed by an identification of the most likely places for occurrences in the system (e.g.,
time in service, severity of conditions, and lowest design margin). The applicant also provided
expansion criteria to follow should unacceptable results be obtained from the ARDis. The
applicant plans to use a variety of nondestructive techniques, including visual, ultrasonic, and
surface techniques. The applicant would perform these inspections using qualified procedures
and personnel that are consistent with the ASME Code,10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, and ASTM i

standards. The applicant stated in the LRA, that all relevant indications would be evaluated |
under the applicant's existing corrective action program. I

i

For nearly every system in its LRA, the applicant identified a need for an ARDI to either j
(1) confirm that an ARDM need not be managed for the period of extended operation or

~

(2) confirm the effectiveness of an aging management program. A brief description of the ARDI
purpose for each system is provided below.

For the reactor vessels intemals (RVI) system (Section 4.3), the applicant identified the need for
g an ARDI to verify that neither stress relaxation nor SCC need to be managed for the period of
'

extended operation.. The applicant plans to first perform an analysis to demonstrate that stress |
relaxation and SCC is not occurring or, if occurring, would have no effect on a component's !

; intended function (this analysis is discussed in Section 3.2 of this SER). If the applicant cannot j
definitively prove from its analysis that neither. stress relaxation nor SCC be managed, the '

4

applicant would use an ARDI to examine the affected components. The applicant stated that the
location of some of the components may require the use of remote inspection techniques.

4

For the AFW system (Section 5.1), the applicant plans to perform ARDis at the most susceptible
locations in the AFW system to verify that cavitation erosion need not be managed for the period
of extended operation. The applicant identified various forms of corrosion of the intemal
components of the AFW system as plausible ARDMs that are managed primarily through its
chemistry control program (the chemistry program is discussed in Section 3.1.2 of this SER). To
verify the effectiveness of its chemistry program, the applicant plans ARDIs of the most !

susceptible locations (e.g., those areas with low-flow or stagnant conditions, those areas with
crevice-like conditions, and those areas without hydrogen overpressure protection).

] The applicant identified various forms of corrosion of the extemal components of the AFW
" system as plausible ARDMs due to the potential egosure of carbon and alloy steels to i

moisture. The applicant expects the occurrence of corrosion to be limited and unlikely to affect
the intended function of the components in question because of the use of protective coatings.

j - In addition, the applicant will verify the condition of those coatings through periodic system
i

walkdowns (the structure and system walkdowns procedure is discussed in Section 3.1.3 of this i
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|
SER). For those AFW components that are not readily accessible and thus are not normally |
within the scope of the walkdown program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to establish I

the condition of these components. For AFW components exposed intemally to a steam
environment, the applicant cited various forms of corrosion (includmg erosion corrosion) as
plausible ARDMs. The applicant manages these ARDMs primarily through chemistry controls I

and preventive maintenance procedures (the maintenance procedures are discussed in I

Section 3.8 of this SER). To verify that these programs are effective in managing these ARDMs,
the applicant plans an ARDI of specific, susceptible AFW components. The applicant proposes 1

using ARDis of the valve internals to verify that wear and elastomer degradation need not be
managed for the period of extended operation.

For the CVCS (Section 5.2), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs for the intemal surfaces of the CVCS components and the shell-side of heat exchangers
that are managed primarily through its chemistrv control program. To verify the effectiveness of
its chemistry program, the applicant plans ARDis of the most susceptible locations. The
applicant identified wear as a plausible ARDM affecting various CVCS valves. The applicant
manages this ARDM using its local leak rate test (LLRT) program (the leak rate test program is
discussed in Section 3.4 of this SER). For those CVCS valves not included within the scope of
the LLRT program, the applicant plans to perform ARDis to verify that wear need not be
managed for the period of extended operation.

For the CC system (Section 5.3), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs for the intemal surfaces of the CC system components that are managed primarily
through its chemistry control program To verify the effectiveness of its chemistry program, the
applicant plans ARDIs of the most susceptible locations. The applicant plans to performs ARDis
of these susceptible locations in the system to verify that erosion corrosion need not be
managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant identified general corrosion as a |
plausible ARDM affecting the extemal surfaces of carbon and alloy steel components because l
of the potential exposure to moisture. The applicant expects the effects of this ARDM to be
limited because of the use of protective coatings on CC system components as well as
maintenance activities associated with the CC system pumps. The applicant plans to perform
an ARDI to verify that general corrosion of the CC system components extemals is not
occurring. The applicant identified wear as a plausible ARDM affecting CC system valves. The
applicant manages this ARDM for various CC system control valves using its LLRT program.
The applicant also relies on maintenance procedures for various CCS relief valves. For those
CVCS valves not included within the scope of the LLRT program or maintenance procedures,
the applicant plans to perform ARDis to verify that wear need not be managed for the period of
extended operation.

For the CAS (Section 5.4), the applicant identified general corrosion as a plausible ARDM
affecting carbon steel CAS components because of the potential exposure to moisture.
However, the applicant expects the occurrence of corrosion to be limited and unlikely to affect
the intended function of the CAS. Normally, the instrument air (IA) system supplies the air for
CAS components. The applicant minimizes moisture in the lA system through preventive
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maintenance procedures. The applicant also credits testing of CAS containment isolation valves
with the discovery of general corrosion; these valves are included in the applicant's LLRT
program. To verify the effectiveness of these programs and to ensure that general corrosion of

I
the intemal surfaces of the CAS components is not occurring for those portions of the CAS

|
outside the scope of the preventive maintenance (PM) and LLRT programs, the applicant plans
to perform ARDis.

For the Cl group (Section 5.5), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs affecting Cl group components because of long-term exposure to well water. The
applicant expects the occurrence of corrosion to be limited and unlikely to affect the intended
function of the Cl group components. In addition, the applicant credits its LLRT program with
the testing of the containment isolation valves to discover corrosion. To verify that degradation
of Cl group components is not occurring, the applicant plans to performs ARDIs (using visual
techniques) of the most susceptible locations in the system. The applicant will consider piping
and component geometry as well as fluid flow conditions to determine the most susceptible
locations. The applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible ARDMs aff9cting
Cl group components caused by exposure to water and gas from a number of sour _as.
Because of design and chemistry controls, the applicant expects the occurrence of corrosion to
be limited and unlikely to affect the intended function of Cl group components in addition, the
applicant credits its LLRT program with the testing of the Cl group containment isolation valves
to discover corrosion. The applicant plans an ARDI to verify that corrosion of the Cl group

( components exposed to water and gas is not occurring. The applicant identified wear as a
plausible ARDM potentially affecting Cl group valve seating surfaces. All of the Group 3 valves
that perform containtnent pressure boundary functions are included in the applicant's LLRT I

program. For the valves not included within the scope of the LLRT program, the applicant plans
to perform ARDis using either visual inspection techniques or leak rate testing to verify that
degradation is not occurring as a result of wear.

For the CSS (Section 5.6), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs affecting the intemals of various CSS components that are managed primarily through
its chemistry contro!. In addition, the applicant included several containment isolation valves in
the scope of its LLRT program. Degraded conditions for these valves caused by corrosion
would be detected as part of these tests. To verify the effectiveness of its chemistry program
and to supplement the limited scope of its LLRT program, the applicant plans to perform ARDis
(using visual inspection) techniques of the most susceptible locations to verify that degradation
is not occurring as a result of corrosion.

i For the emergency diesel generator (EDG) system (Section 5.8), the applicant identified various
forms of corrosion as plausible ARDMs potentially affecting the intemal surfaces of various EDG
system components. The applicant mitigates corrosion of the intemal surfaces primarily through
chemistry controls. ne applicant also relies on various test procedures that minimize the
exposure of intemal surfaces components to water (test procedures are discussed in,

Section 3.7 of this SER). The applicant also performs various maintenance procedures that
may be relied upon to detect degradation of the intemal components. To verify the
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effectiveness of its chemistry controls and test procedures and to supplement its maintenance
procedures, the applicant phs to perform an ARDI (using visual inspection techniques) to verify
that internal components are not corroding. The applicant also identified fatigue as a plausible
ARDM affecting the EDG exhaust piping and muffler. The applicant credited a combination of a
preventive maintenance procedure (which performs inspections of the extemal surfaces of the
muffler; this maintenance procedure is discussed in Section 3.7 of this SER) and an ARDI. The
applicant identifies erosion corrosion and particulate wear erosion as plausible ARDMs for the
EDG cooling water piping and muffler. The applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that
these ARDMs need not be managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant
identified MIC as a plausible ARDM affecting EDG day tanks exposed to the environment. The
applicant relies primarily on its chemistry controls and surveillance test procedures. To verify
the effectiveness of these programs, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that MIC is
not occurring. The applicant identified wear as a plausible ARDM affecting drain traps in the
EDG system. The applicant plans to perform an ARDI using visualinspection techniques to
corifirm that wear need not be managed for the period of extended operation.

For the FWS (Section 5.9), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs affecting the intemal surfaces of various components in the FWS. The applicant
mitigates conrosion through its use of chemistry controls. To verify the effectiveness of this
program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI using visual inspection techniques. The scope
of the inspection will be biased to those portions of the system in which conditions are most
likely to promote corrosion (i.e., low flow, stOant, and crevice like areas). The applicant -

identified erosion corrosion as a plausible ARDM for the FWS. Erosion corrosion is managed
primarily by an erosion corrosion program and preventive maintenance activities (these are
discussed in Gection 3.8 of this SER). However, the MOVs and temperature elements are not
within the scope of either of thov orograms, so for these specific FW components, the applicant
plans to perform an ARDI to venty that erosion corrosion need not be managed for the period of
extended operation.

For the fire protection (FP) system, (Section 5.10), the applicant identified various forms of
corrosion as plausible ARDMs for piping in the condensate system portion of this system. The
applicant mitigates corrosion through its use of chemistry controls. To verify the effectiveness of
its chemistry control program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI.

For the auxiliary building heating and ventilation system (Section 5.11 A), the applicant identified
various forms of corrosion as plausible ARDMs affecting the internal surfaces of duct and heat
exchangers. The applicant relies primarily on protective coatings (e.g., paints and galvanization)
to mitigate corrosion on the external surfaces and verifies the effectiveness of these coatings
through periodic walkdowns (coatings and walkdowns are discussed in Section 3.6 of this SER).
To verify that the intemal surfaces of the duct and heat exchangers are not corroding, the
applicant plans to perform an ARDI. The applicant also identified elastomer degradation and
wear as plausible ARDMs potentially affecting damper seals in this system. The applicant relies
on the structure and system walkdowns procedure MN-1-319 to identify degradation and wear
through external inspections and plans to perform an ARDI to verify that elastomer degradation
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and wear of the intemal components surfaces of the dampers need not be managed for the
period of extended operation.

For the primary containment heating and ventilation system (Section 5.118), the applicant
identified wear of various valve seating surfaces as a plausible ARDM for this system. The
applicant relies on its LLRT program to detect degradation caused by wear for its containment

'

isolation valves. For those valves not included within the scope of the LLRT, the applicant plans
to perform an ARDI (using visual inspection techniques) to verify that wear need not be
managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant identified various forms of
corrosion that are plausible ARDMs for the system components exposed to moist air and
condensation. The applicant relies on its PM program activities and its LLRT program to detect
degradation from corrosion. For those components not included within the scope of the PM

'

activities or the LLRT programs, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that corrosion
need not be managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant also identified crevice

'

corrosion and pitting as plausible ARDMs affecting the cooling coils of the containment air
coolers. The applicant relies on its chemistry controls to mitigate corrosion of the intemal
components of the coils, and PM activities to detect degradation on the extemal surfaces of the
coils. To verify the effectiveness of its chemistry controls, the applicant plans to perform an
ARDI.

(" For the control room and diesel generator buildings' heating and ventilation systems
( '(Section 5.11C), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion of carbon steel components

as plausible ARDMs caused by exposure to moist air and condensation. The applicant relies i
primarily on protective coatings (e.g., paints and galvanization) to mitigate corrosion on the
extemal surfaces and verifies the effectiveness of these coatings through periodic walkdowns

1

(coatings and walkdowns are discussed in Section 3.6 of this SER) to manage corrosion of the '

external surfaces. For the intemal surfaces, the applicant credits various PM activities. For
'those components not included within the scope of the PM activities, the applicant plans to

perform an ARDI to verify that corrosion of various intemal components in this system need not
be managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant identified elastomer
degradation and wear of the various duct and damper components. The applicant relies on
periodic walkdowns to detect degradation of the duct flexible collars. The applicant also
performs PM activities that periodically inspect the damper seals. For those components not
;ncluded within the scope of the PM activities, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify
that elastomer degradation and wear of dampers in this system need not be managed for the
period of extended operation.

For the main steam, steam generator blowdown, extraction steam, and nitrogen and hydrogen |

systems (Section 5.12), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible ARDMs
caused by exposure to_ moisture and potentially corrosive conditions. The applicant relies
primarily on its chemistry controls and PM activities to mitigate corrosion in these systems. .To
verify the effectiveness of these programs, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI. The
applicant identified erosion corrosion and cavitation corrosion as plausible ARDMs affecting
various system components. The applicant credits its chemistry controls to mitigate erosion

f^
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corrosion. The applicant relies primarily on its erosion corrosion program and various PM
activities to manage this ARDM. For those components not within the scope of the erosion
corrosion program and for those components for which cavitation corrosion is considered
plausible, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to venfy that erosion corrosion and cavitation |
corrosion need not be managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant idenHfied I

selective teaching of specific components within the SG blowdown radiation monitor coolei. The
applicant relies primarily on its chemistry controls to limit this ARDM, but plans to perform an
ARDI (using visual inspection techniques) to verify that this ARDM need not be managed for the |
period of extended operation. The applicant identified wear of the steam atmospheric dump '

valves and main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) as a plausible ARDM. The applicant relies on
its PM program to verify that no wear is occurring on the MSIVs. To verify that wear need not be I
managed for the period of extended operation, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to inspect
the atmospheric dump valves that are not included in a PM activity.

For the NSSS sampling system (Section 5.13), the applicant identified general corrosion caused
by the pctential exposure of the carbon and alloy steel components of this system to

,

concentrated boric acid. The applicant relies primarily on its BACI program to manage this '

ARDM (the BACI program is discussed in Section 3.1.4 of this SER). However, the ventilation
hood for the Unit 1 SG blowdown sampling subsystem is not within the scope of the BACI
program. Thus, the applicant proposed performing an ARDI to verify that corrosion is not
occurring. The applicant also identified various forms af corrosion of the intemal surfaces of the
NSSS sampling system components. The applicant relies primarily on its chemistry controls
and its LLRT to detect the presence of these ARDMs. To verify the effectiveness of these
programs, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI. The applicant identified elastomer )
degradation in the check valves in the gas return line to containment from the PASS cabinet as |
a plausible ARDM. The seating surfaces for components in this group are constructed of
elastomers, and degradation would result in process fluid leakage past the seal and eventual
failure of the pressure boundary function. The applicant plans to perform an ARDI (using visual
inspection techniques) to verify that elastomer degradation need not be managed for the period

,

of extended operation. |

For the RMS (Section 5.14), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs for various carbon steel components because of the potential exposure to moisture.
The applicant plans to perform an ARDI (using visual inspection techniques) to verify that
corrosion need not be managed for the period of extended operation.

|

F 3 the SI system (Section 5.15), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion of the
intemals of SI system components. They are exposed to chemically treated water and the
applicant relies primarily on its chemistry controls to mitigate corrosion. In addition, the applicant

i

relies on its pump and valve in-service testing (IST) program (discussed in Section 3.3 of this |
SER) to discover corrosion. However, because not all Si components are covered by the IST i
program and because the Si system is maintained in standby mode and dQes not maintain I

hydrogen overpressure to limit oxygen concentration, the applicant noted that some portions of
the system may be vulnerable to corrosion. To supplement the pump and valve IST program

O1|

'
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|

and to verify the effectiveness of its chemistry controls, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI
(using visual inspection techniques) to verify that corrosion need not be managed for the period
of extended operation. The applicant also identified MIC of the intemal surfaces, caused by
exposure to stagnant borated water that is open to the containment atmosphere for extendedi

periods of time, as a potential ARDM. To verify tnat MIC need not be managed for the period of ;

extended operation, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI. The applicant identified SCC as a |

plausible ARDM potentially affecting the refueling water tank (RWT) penetration welds. As
discussed in Section 3.3 of this SER, the applicant plans to first perform an engineering analysis
to determine if the visualinspections of the outside of the RWT penetrations during system
walkdowns are adequate to manage SCC at these locations. If the applicant concludes that the,

| walkdowns are not sufficient, then the applicant plans to perform an ARDI of the RWT
'

penetrations and associated welds to verify that unacceptable degradation, due to SCC, need
not be managed for the period of extended operation.

!

For the SW system (Section 5.16), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as
| plausible ARDMs affecting devices without intemal linings exposed to saltwater either intemally
| or externally (due to leakage). The applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that corrosion of

the unlined SW components need not be managed for the period of extended operation. The
applicant also identified various forms of corrosion as plausible ARDMs for various rubber-lined i

SW components because the rubber lining could fail and expose the vulnerable material

A undemeath to the corrosive effects of saltwater. Most of the lined components are subject to '

various PM activities. For those rubber-lined SW components not included within the scope of
the PM program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI, (using visualinspection techniques) to
verify the integrity of the rubber lining and to verify that corrosion is not occurring. The applicant i

identified various forms of corrosion affecting the CC and SRW heat exchangers. For the
shell-side of the heat exchangers, corrosion is limited by chemistry controls. For the tube-side
of the heat exchangers, the components are exposed to saltwater. The applicant minimizes
corrosion of some heat exchanger subcomponents through the use of sacrificial anodes and
rubber linings. To verify that corrosion is not occurring on the shell-side, the applicant plans to
perform an ARDI to verify that its chemistry controls are adequate. To detect if corrosion is

Ocurring on the tube side, the applicant relies on its PM program to test and inspect the tube
..de of the heat exchangers. The applicant identified various forms of corrosion as plausible
ARDMs affecting the stainless steel flow orifices in the saltwater system. All except one of the
orifices are included within the scope of the applicant's existing PM program. The applicant
does not include routine maintenance of this orifice because of the infrequent use of the flow
path in which the orifice is installed. To verify that significant degradation is not occurring, the
applicant plans to inspect the orifice as part of an ARDI.

For the SRW system (Section 5.17), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion as
plausible ARDIG for the intemal surfaces of various SRW system components. The applicant
relies primarily on chemistry controls to mitigate corrosion of the intemal surfaces. To detect
corrosion, the applicant relies on the SRW pump overhaul maintenance procedure (the
procedure is discussed in Section 3.5 of this SER). To verify the effectiveness of its chemistry

| controls, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI that will include all SRW components except

'
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the SRW pumps. The applicant plans to perform an ARDI of the most susceptible locations in
the SRW system to verify that erosion corrosion need not be managed for the period of
extended operation. The applicant identified general corrosion as a plausible ARDM for various
cerbon and alloy steel subcomponents. The applicant mitigates corrosion through its chemistry
controls and IA quality controls (the IA quality controls are discussed in Section 3.5 of this SER).
The applicant relies on various maintenance procedures to identify corrosion. To verify the
effectiveness of its chemistry and air quality controls and to supplement its PM program, the
applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that corrosion is not occurring. The applicant
identified selective leaching as a plausible ARDM affecting some cast iron pumps and valves
within the system. The applicant relies primarily on its chemistry controls to manage this ARDM.
The applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify that the chemistry controls are effective.

For the SFPCS (Section 5.18), the applicant identified various forms of corrosion affecting
carbon steel SFPCS componentr.. The applicant relies primarily on its BACI program, its
chemistry controls, and protective coatings (zinc plating or paint) to mitigate corrosion. The
applicant also relies on its BACl program to detect borated water leakage that may result in
corrosion of SFPCS components. However, some SFPCS components are not within the scope
of the BACI program because of radiation levels, and some SFPCS components are not
accessible for general inspections via a walkdown. To verify the effectiveness of its chemistry
controls and to supplement its BACI program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI (using
visual inspection techniques) to verify that these components are not corroding. The applicant
also identified elastomer degradation of various valve seats exposed to borated water. The
applicant plans to inspect these valves to verify that elastomer degradation need not be
managed for the period of extended operation.

3.1.6.3 Staff Evaluation

The staff focused its evaluation of ARDis on the inspection attributes, tuch as (1) program
scope, (2) parameters monitored or inspected, (3) detection of aging effects, (4) acceptance
criteria, (5) corrective actions, (6) confirmation process, (7) administrative controls, and (8)
operating experience.

As summarized in Section 3.1.6.2, the applicant has proposed ARDis or other similar programs
for managing ARDMs related to valve or damper internals. However, as discussed in Section
3.3.3.1 of this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve or damper
intemals (such as wear and elastomer degradation) because valve and damper internals
perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and are,
therefore, not subject to an aging management review for license renewal.

The application indicated that the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls for license renewal are in accordance with a site-contro!!ed corrective action program
pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and cover all structures and components subject to
aging management review. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program is
set forth separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. As determined in Section 3.1.5 or this SER, the
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staff finds that the applicant's aging management programs for license renewal satisfy the
elements of " corrective action.t " 'c:;nfirmation process," and " administrative controls."

In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the infom1ation about ARDis included
in Sections 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 A, 5.119, 5.11 C, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15,
5.16,5.17, and 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA. By letter dated April 8,1998, the applicant-

subrr.itted its LRA. By letter dated August 28,1998, the staff issued an RAI more cetail
peitaining to ARDis. By letter dated November 12,1998, the applicant responded, in part, to the
staff's RAl. The applicant provided additional information related to ARDis in a meeting with the
staff on February 10,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999).

Proaram Scope

The staff finds the scope of ARDI inspections to be acceptable ber.ause the applicant has
included a comprehensive coverage of systems and ha:; biased the inspections to those

!

components most likely to exhibit an aging effect. The applicant provided appropriate expansion |

criteria. The staff finds the applicant's use of this program acceptable, except for those cases in
which it appears obvious to the staff that regular, periodic inspections are needed. These
instances for each affected system are discussed in SER Section 3.1.6.2, and are identified as
Open item 3.1.6.3-1,

i

For those AFW components that are not readily accessible and thus are not normally-

' within the scope of the walkdown program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI to
establish me condition of these components. The staff notes that a one-time ARDIis not
sufficient to verify the condition of protective coatings for the period of extended
operation. Regular, periodic inspections need to be performed.

The applicant identified genual corrosion as a plausible ARDM affecting the external-

surfaces of carbon and alloy steel components because of the potential exposure to
moisture. The applicant expects the effects of this ARDM to be limited because of the
use of protective coatinas on CC system components as well as maintenance activities
associated with the C0 system pumps. The applicant plans to perform an ARDI to verify
that general corrosion of the CC system components extemals is not occurring. The
staff notes that a one-time ARDI is not sufficient to verify the condition of protective
coatings for the period of extended operation. Regular, periodic inspections need to be
performed.

For the NSSS sampling system (Section 5,13), the applicant identified general corrosion+

caused by the potential exposure of the carbon and alloy steel components of this
system to concentrated boric acid. The applicant relies primarily on its BACl program to
manage this ARDM (the BACI program is discussed in Section 3.1.4 of this SER).

I However, the ventilation hood for the Unit 1 SG blowdown sampling subsystem is not
within the scope of the BACI program. Thus, the applicant proposed performing an
ARDI to verify that corrosion is not occurring. The staff notes that a one-time ARDI is not

/
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sufficient to verify that corrosion is not being caused by boric acid leakage for the period
of extended operation. Regular, periodic inspections need to be y dormed.

For those rubber-lined SW components not included within the scope of the PM l
.

program, the applicant plans to perform an ARDI, (using visualintpectior techniques) to |

verify the integrity of the rubber lining and to verify that corrosion is not Mcurring. The I

staff notes that a one-time ARDI is not sufficient to verify that corrosion is r,ot occuning
as a result of the degradation of rubber lining for the period of extended operatier .
Regular, periodic inspections need to be performed. j

|

The applicant relies on its BACI program to detect borated water leakage tt at may result+

in corrosion of SFPCS components. However, some SFPCS components are not within
the scope of the BACI program because of radiation levels, and some SFPCS
components are not accessible for generalinspections via a walkdown. To verify the
effectiveness of its chemistry controls and to supplement its BACI program, the applicant
plans to perform an ARDI (using visual inspection techniques) to verify that these
components are not corroding. The staff notes that a ARDI is not sufficient to verify that
corrosion due to boric acid leakage is not occurring for the period of extended operation.
Regular, periodic inspections need to be performed.

Parameters Monitored

The staff finds the parameters monitored (e.g., evidence of pits, corrosion, erosion corrosion,
wear, and boric acid residue) acceptable because these parameters are directly related to the

;

degradation of a component. The applicant relies pri',1arily on visualinspection techniques that i

are appropriate for most of tha ARDMs included within the scope of the ARDis. Supplemental
techniques, such as dye penetrant testing, ultrasonic testing, or magnetic particle testing, may
also be used by the applicant as appropriate (e.g., use of ultrasonic testing to verify adequate
wall thickness).

Detection of Aoina Effects
|

The staff finds the various riondestructive evaluation techniques cited by the applicant to be
acceptable * r detecting aging effects because their use has been proven effective for all the
types of /~' ~ Ms to which the appiicant plans to apply them. The applicant performs ARDIs |
using qualmed techniques and personnel, which is consistent with staff expectations and
enhances the effectiveness of the ARDis. With respect to inspection timing, the applicant did
not provide the staff with the ARDI schedule other than to state that ARDis are planned to be
completed before the end of the current operating license. The staff expects that the applicant
will schedule ARDis in such a way as to minimize impact on plant operations; therefore,

,

I

inspections will most likely be performed fairly segularly over the next two decades. The staff did
not identify the need for a specific commitment from the applicant to perform an ARDI at a
particular time. Thus, recognizing that there are both advantages and disadvantages to
performing inspections earlier rather than !ater in the time period following approval of the LRA,
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1

the staff accepts the applicant's general commitment to complete the ARDis before the current
operating license expires. In conclusion, the staff finds that the inspection tepe, technique,
procedure, and schedule suppor! the applicant's intention of confirming tn't these ARDMs need
not be managed for the period of extended operation. The applicant previoed information in the,,

LRA that the effects of these ARDMs will be minimal; thus, ihe staff also concludes that the
ARDis may be rWied upon to detect aging effects before there is a loss of intended function.

Acceptance Critens
,

| The staff fine tne applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable because the applicant indicated
;

I that any evidence of toe presence of an aging effect will be evaluated.
~

!
|. Operatina Experience

| The u.e of ARDis is a new technique to be applied by the applicant. Thus, although thers exists
i no operating experience to support the successful application of ARDis, the elements that
i comprise the ARDis (e.g., the scope of the inspections, and the inspection techniques) are !
I consistent with years of industry practices and staff expectations.

3.1.6.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the compilation of one-time ARDI inspections as included in Sections
4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 A, 5.118, 5.11 C, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17,
and 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA as well as additionalinformation sent by the applicant tri
response to the staff's RAI and informahon provided during a public meeting. Except for the
open item identified in this SER section, on the basis of the staff's review as stated above, the
staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the ARDis are and effective aging
management tool and the application of the ARDI program will provide reasonate assurance
that the SSCs for which ARDis are used will perform their intended functions ir ,cordance with
the CLB during the period of extended operation.

Upon satisfactory closure of the open items discussed in this SER, the staff concludes that the
applicant has submitted enough information in its LRA to show that the ARDIs are an effective
aging management tool.

3.2 Reactor Vessel, Internals and Reactor Coolant System

3.2.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the reactor vessel,
reactor vessel internals, and reactor coolant system (collectively called RVIC) for license
renewal in three separate sections of its license renewal application (LRA): Section 4.1,

- " Reactor Coolant System"; Section 4 2 " Reactor Pressure Vessels and Control Eiement Drive. ,
'

Mechanisms / Electrical System"; and Section 4.3, " Reactor Vessel Internals System," of
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.\ppendix A to the LRA. The staft reviewed these sections of the application to determine
whether the applicant har denionstrated that the effects of aging on the RVIC will be adequately
msnaged during the period of extended operation as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.2.2 Summary of TechnicalInformation in Application

32.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

in Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the apolicant describes the RCS. The RCS removes
heat from the reactor core and insemals snd transfers it to the steam generating system. For
each unit, the RCS consists of two heat transfer loops connected in parallel across the RPV.
Each loop contains one steam generator, two reactor coolant pumps, and connecting piping.
Other major components are a quench tank and a pressurizer connected to one of the RCS loop
hot legs for maintaining coolant system pressure. The RCS is seismic Category 1, located within
the containment, and is constructed of stainless steelin most components and alloy 600 in some
components. The internal environment consists of chemically treated borated water. The
applicant's determination of device types requiring an AMR is shown in Table 4.1-2 of Appendix
A to the LRA.

In Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant describes the RPV. The RPV, which
houses the reactor core and its supporting structures, is connected to the RCS piping. The
RPVs are comprised of a removable head with multiple penetrations; four primary coolant inlet
nozzles; two primary coolant outlet nozzles; upper, intermediate, and lower shell courses; and a
bottom head and vessel supports. Each vessel is approximately 503.75 in. high,172 in. in
inside diameter, and is an all-welded manganese molybdenum steel plate and forging ;

construction. The RPV is seismic Category 1, and the internal environment consists of |

. pressurized and rapidly flowing borated water, with high irradiation from the reactor core. The
applicant's determination of device types requiring an AMR is shown in Table 4.2-1 of Appendix
A to the LRA.

I

In Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant describes the RV1 system. The majo" !
components of the RVI structures are the core support barrel, the lower core support structure,
and the upper core support structure, which includes CEA shrouds and incore instrumentation |

guide tubes. The RVI is seismic Category 1, is located inside the RPV, and is constructed of
stainless steel. The intemal environment consists of pressurized and rapidly flowing borated
water, with high irradiation from the reactor core. The applicant's determination of device types
requiring an AMR is shown in Table 4.3-1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

3.2.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant determined that aging effects from the following ARDMs should be n.anaged for
license renewal: steam generator tube denting, erosion, erosion-corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
generic corrosion, intergranular attack (IGA), pitting, various forms of SCC (including
intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) and primary water stress corrosion cracking
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(PWSCC)), thermal aging, neutron embrittlement, fatigue, wear, and stress relaxation. The
applicant's evaluation of aging effects is summarized in Tables 4.1-3,4.2-2, and 4.3-2 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

The applicant submitted information on the operating experience of the RVIC systems related to
aging degradation. The RCPs have experienced fragmented bolting, cracked welds and seals,
and cracks at the thermal barrier housing from flow-induced vibrations. The alloy 600
components have experienced pressure boundary leaks from PWSCC. Steam generstor tubes
have degraded because of IGA, SCC, and pitting.

3.2.2.3 Aging Management Programs

in Tables 4.1-4,4.2-3, and 4.3-3 of Appendix A to the LRA, the app:: cant identified the following
programs (existing, modified, and new) and plant maintenance procedures for license renewal,
which will provide adequate aging management for the RVIC systems:

Existing CCNPP surveillance test procedure STP-M-574-1/2," Eddy Current Examination*

of CCNPP Units 1 and 2 SGs," for discovering denting, wear, SCC and pitting in steam
generator tubes

Modified CCNPP administrative procedure MN-3-110, "lSI of ASME Section XI+

Components," ivc detecting wear, erosion-corrosion, and SCC of RCS and RPV
components (present), and modified to specifically identify which RV! components use !

this program for management of wear, neutron embrittlement, and high-cycle fatigue

Existing CCNPP administrative procedure MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection !+

Program," for detecting wear, erosion, general corrosion, and SCC of RVIC components

Existing CCNPP technical procedure RCS-10, * Pressurizer Manway Cover Removal and+

Installation," for discovering wear on pressurizer components

Existing CCNPP technical procedures SG-1, SG-2, SG-5, SG-6, and SG-20 for detecting+

wear and corrosion on SG manway cover closure and seating surfaces, secondary
handhold closure surfaces, and primary manway flange seating surfaces

Existing CCNPP surveillance test procedure STP-0-27-1/2, " Reactor Coolant System+

Leakage Evaluation," for discovering wear on RCS valve discs and seating surfaces and
for determining source of abnormal RCS leakage

Existing CCNPP chemistry procedures CP-204, " Specifications and Surveillance for+

Primary Systems," and CP-206, " Specifications and Surveillance for Component
Cooling / Service Water Systems," for monitoring and controlling water chemistry to
mitigate corrosion of RVIC components

|(3
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Existing CCNPP maintenance procedure RV-78, " Reactor Vessel Flange Protection Ring-

Removal and Closure Head Installation" for mitigating SCC on the RPV head seat
leakage detection line

Existing CCNPP maintenance procedure RV-22, "RPV O-Ring Replacement," for-

discovering general corrosion on the RPV head and vessel

Existing CCNPP maintenance procedure RV-85, "lCl Flange Cleaning and Inspection,"-

for discovering wear on the ICI tube nozzle flanges and associated components

Existing CCNPP maintenance procedure RV-62, ""RPV Stud, Nut, and Washer Cleaning-

and inspection," for discovering wear and general corrosion on the RPV studs, nuts, and
washers

Existing CCNPP program, " Comprehensive Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program,"*

(CRVSP) for managing neutron embrittlement of the RPV

Modified CCNPP procedure EN-1-300, " Fatigue Management Program," for tracking the-

number of critical thermal and pressure transient cycles and performing fatigue
evaluation of the RCS (RCPs, MOVs, pressurizer RVs, and CEDM/RVLMS components
will be included after program modification.)

Modified CCNPP alloy 600 program plan for managing various forms of SCC in RVIC+

components fabricated from alloy 600 (Alloy 600 weld metal, RCS nozzle thermal
sleeves, and all non-pressure boundary alloy 600 components will be included after
program modification.)

Modified CCNPP procedure RVLMS-2," Installation of the Flexible HJTC in the Reactor,"+

for discovering wear on RVLMS flanges and associated components (Will be modified to
perform inspections of studs, nuts, and seal plugs.)

New CASS evaluation program to manage thermal and neutron embrittlement of RVIC |
-

components fabricated from CASS '

New program to perform low-cycle fatigue analysis of components subject to gamma*

heating

New program to perform delta ferrite calculation for CASS componentsa

New program for performing stress relaxation analysis of CEA shroud bolts and core |-

shroud tie rods, nuts, and set screws

New program for performing SCC analysis of CEA shroud boltsa
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New ARDI program for detecting aging effects of ARDMs for which analysis is not able to |
< *

demonstrate that an ARDM would not affect the intended function of the components I

during the period of extended operation
|

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the RVIC systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis !
(CLB), under all design loading conditions.

3.2.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

in Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Agin0 Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
indicates that the following time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) are applicabre to the RVIC
systems:

Embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel from neutron irradiation, including-

pressurized thermal shock requirements (10 CFR 50.61), low-temperature overpressure
protection, power-operated relief valve setpoints and administrative controls, and plant
heatup/cooldown (pressure / temperature or PT) curves

p Fatigue analyses to predict cumulative effects on reactor vessel, reactor coolant system-

piping, pressurizer, pressurizer auxiliary spray line, and pressurizer surge line.

3.2.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Sections 4.1,4.2,
and 4.3 of Appendix A.to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that aging effects will
be adequately managed so that the intended function will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation for the RVIC systems. After completing the initial review,
by letter dated September 3,1998, the staff issued several requests for additional information
(RAls). By letters dated November 2,4, and 19 and December 10,1998, the applicant
responded to the staff's RAls. The staff also met with the applicant to discuss its responses to -
the RAls during meetings on February 10 and 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March
19,1999).

The staff's evaluation of the applicant's identification of structures and components subject to an
AMR is discussed separately in Section 2.2 of this SER.

;

3.2.3.1 Effects of Aging

As described in Section 3.2.2.2 above, the applicant determined that the aging effects from the
following ARDMs should be managed for license renewal: denting, erosion, erosion corrosion,
galvanic corrosion, generic corrosion, IGA, pitting, SCC (including IGSCC and PWSOC), thermal

{ damage, neutron embrittlement, fatigue, wear, and stress relaxation. Although the license

.0
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renewal rule requires management of aging effects and does not require specific identification of
ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The staff finds the applicant's

|
approach to identifying ARDMs acceptable because aging effects are the result of ARDMs. |

The staff evaluated the applicant's identification of ARDMs broken down into three major l

categories: (1) aging effects caused by material degradation (e.g., denting, erosion, erosion
corrosion, galvanic corrosion, generic corrosion, IGA, pitting, SCC, thermal damage, and
neutron embrittlement), (2) aging effects caused by fatigue, and (3) aging effects caused by
wear and stress relaxation.

3.2.3.1.1 Aging Effects Caused by Material Degradation

On the basis of operational experience and potential and plausible ARDMs described in
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the staff focused its evaluation of aging
effects of RVIC compuents on the fo! lowing areas. On the basis of industry experience and
datacthe staff concluded that no additional aging effects are applicable for this section of the
SER.

A. Steam Generators

For the steam generators, the applicant determined that the aging effects caused by the
following age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) should be managed for license
renewal: denting, erosion corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, intergranular attack (IGA), and
various forms of stress corrosion cracking (SCC). If not actively managed, these ARDMs may
result in the steam generators not meeting their intended function through cracking or loss of
material.

Denting of the steam generator tubes occurs from corrosion of the tube support structures. The
corrosion products have a lower density than the base metal and tend to fill the space between
the tube and the support. Continued corrosion of the support eventually causes the tube to
mechanically deform (or dent). Although not a safety issue in and of itself, denting has been
shown to promote the occurrence of PWSCC. Erosion corrosion of steam generator
components occurs in environments with high-velocity water flow (single or two-phase) having
flow disturbances, low oxygen content, and a fluid pH less than 9.3. The extemal surfaces of
the carbon and alloy steel components of the steam generators have the potential to corrode
from i exposure to concentrated boric acid. The intemal portions of the steam generator (e.g.,
tube support structures) could corrode from exposure to the secondary-side environment (see
denting discussion above). Pitting and IGA affect the steam generator tubes upon exposure to
the secondary-side environment. SCC (including IGSCC and PWSCC) in an applicable ARDM
affecting the steam generator instrument nozzles, steam generator tubes, and steam generator
bolting studs. The instrument nozzles and tubes, fabricated from alloy 600 and exposed to
reactor coolant, are susceptible to PWSCC. The alloy 600 steam generator tubes are also
susceptible to IGSCC and IGA from exposure to the secondary-side environment. The stearn
generator manwy bolting studs are susceptible to SCC from potential exposure to such
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corrosive anions as oxygen, chloride, fluoride, sulfates,' and other sulfur-containing ions. On the
basis of the description of the steam generator internal and extemal environments and
materials, the staff concludes that the applicant has considered plausible ARDMs that are
consistent with published literature and industry experience.

.

However, the staff noted that the applicant did not consider the steam generator carbon steel
tube support structures as susceptible to erosion-corrosion. The applicant, in its response to
Generic Letter 97-06, " Degradation of Steam Generator Internals," referenced a Combustion
Engineering topical report that states erosion corrosion is a plausible ARDM under certain
conditions. The staff requests that the applicant include erosion-corrosion of the tube support,

structures as a plausible ARDM to be managed for license renewal and the staff requests that
i

the applicant submit an appropriate aging management program. In a letter dated !
November 19,1998, the applicant stated that it performs periodic visual inspections of the )
secondary side of the steam generators (in particular the egg-crates and tube support plates) to i

look for signs of erosion and tube bundle fouling. However, the staff does not have enough j

information to conclude that this description of the applicant actions is enough to ensure the<

applicant will detect aging effects before there is a loss of intended function. Specifically, the
,

applicant needs to clearly identify erosion corrosion of the egg-crate supports as a plausible !

ARDM, and also needs to provide the specific inspection scope, the inspection frequency, and,

the acceptance criteria for these visual inspections. The staff is also reviewing separately the
i N applicant's response to GL 97-06 and will provide additional feedback relevant to this issue upon

closeout of that GL. This is Open item 3.2.3.1.1-1.

B. Pressurizer and Other RCS Components I

For the pressurizer, the applicant determined that the ARDMs of general corrosion and various
forms of SCC should be managed for license renewal. If not actively managed, these ARDMs
may result in the pressurizer not meeting its intended function because of cracking or loss of
material.

.

The external surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel components of the pressurizer may corrode
from exposure to concentrated boric acid. The applicant noted that the following pressurizer |

;

components are susceptible to this ARDM: pressurizer shell and heads, safety / relief valves,
spray and surge nozzle forgings,' manway forging, manway cover plate, manway bolting, welds,
support rings assembly and base ring assembly, support skirt forging, and lifting lugs.

4

SCC (including IGSCC and PWSCC) is an applicable ARDM affecting alloy 600, stainless steel,
and alloy steel pressurizer components. The pressurizer components fabricated from alloy 600
and exposed to reactor coolant are susceptible to PWSCC. The stainless steel and alloy steel

| components are susceptible to SCC /lGSCC from potential exposure to corrosive anions in the
, reactor coolant- such as oxygen, chloride, fluoride, sulfates, and other sulfur-containing lons.'

4 The applicant identified the following pressurizer components as susceptible to this ARDM:
! pressure, level, and temperature nozzle forgings (except for Unit 2 upper pressure and level

forgings); pressure, level, temperature, safety / relief valve, and spray nozzle safe ends, surge-

,
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nozzle safe ends; spray and surge nozzle thermal sleeve; Unit 1 heater sleeve (the Unit 2 heater !

sleeves are fabricated from alloy 690); manway bolting; and alloy 600 welds. On the basis of ;
the description of the pressurizer internal and external environments and materials, the staff l

concludes that the applicant has included plausible ARDMS that are consistent with published
literature and industry experience.

The applicant stated that it evaluated the loss of preload of RCP closure bolting and safety and
relief valve closure bolting under the category of corrosion and SCC. The staff finds that the
temperatures are too low for stress relaxation, and believes that loss of preload is a plausible
aging effect caused by such ARDMs as general corrosion and SCC. Thus, if these ARDMs are
adequately managed, loss of preload will be accounted for.

For the remairing portions of the RCS pressure boundary, the applicant determined that the
aging effects from the following ARDMs should be managed for license renewal: general
corrosion, galvanic corrosion, erosion, IGA, SCC, and thermal aging. If not actively managed,
these ARDMs may result in the RCS components not meeting their intended functions because
of cracking or loss of material.

The external surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel components of the RCS may corrode
because of potential exposure to concentrated boric acid. The applicant identified the following
RCS components as susceptible to this ARDM: piping, elbows, nozzles, safe ends, and
pump / valve closure bolting. The cast austenitic stainless steel reactor coolant pump (RCP)
case and pump cover may corrode from exposure to high-velocity steam, water, or a two-phase
mixture, which may contain abrasive particles. The stainless steel RCP seal water heat
exchangers may experience IGA from exposure to an aggressive water chemistry. Alloy 600,
stainless steel, and alloy steel components of the RCS may experience SCC from exposure to
an eggressive water chemistry. SCC (including IGSCC and PWSCC) is an applicable ARDM
aff % Alloy %0, stainless steel, and alloy steel RCS components (e.g., instrument nozzles,e

thuinal sleeves, fittings, and botting). The RCS components fabricated from alloy 600 steel and
exposed to reactor coolant are susceptible to PWSCC. The stainless steel and alloy steel
components are susceptible to SCC /lGSCC because of potential exposure to such corrosive
anions in the reactor coolant as oxygen, chloride, fluoride, sulfates, and other sulfur-containing
ions. The applicant identified the following RCS components as susceptible to this ARDM:
charging nozzle thermal sleeve, resistance temperature detector nozzle, pressure / sample
nozzle neck, safety injection thermal sleeve, bolting, studs, nuts, RPV head closure seal leakage
detection piping, fittings, welds, valve bodies and bonnets, spray line nozzle safe end, and RCP

i

and safety valve closure bolting. Thermal aging of RCS components fabricated from cast
|austenitic stainless steel (CASS) may result in embrittlement of the material from long-term '

emsure to high temperature. The applicant identified the following RCS components as
swceptible to this ARDM: surge piping, surge elbows, surge nozzle safe ends, shutdown
cooling safe end, safety injection nozzle safe end, and the RCP casing and cover. On the basis
of the description of the RCS intemal and external environments and materials, the staff
concludes that the applicant has included all plausible ARDMS that are consistent with
published literature and industry experience.

O||
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The staff finds the applicant's descriptions of plausible ARDMS affecting the pressurizer and
RCS to be acceptable but finds that the applicant did not discuss the basis for concluding why
several pressurizer and RCS components were not susceptible to the ARDMs discussed above.
To ensure adequate scope for aging management programs, the staff questioned the applicant's

' basis far concluding that the following components were not susceptible to SCC:

The pressurizer shell/ heads (including cladding cracking), the spray line nozzle forging,-

the surge line forging and safe end, the manway cover plate, and the support skirt.
i

Carbon steel components in hot-leg and cold '.eg piping, nozzles, and safe ends-

Stainless steel components of RCP nozzles, safety and relief valve bodies and body-

flanges, bonnet and bonnet flanges and nozzles, hot- and cold-leg piping, surge line,
spray line, auxiliary piping (i.e., piping connecting to the decay heat removal system) for
the core flood system, and other class 1 piping, nozzles, and safe ends

CASS components of RCP casing and cover, casing flange, cover flange; safety and-

relief valve bodies, bonnets, body and bonnet flanges; surge line and nozzles

in view of industry experien'ce and data, the staff considers SCC to be plausible for these

f pressurizer and RCS components, and should be managed by AMPS. The staff would consider<

( the following existing programs to be acceptable for managing the effects of SCC as AMPS or
portions of AMPS:

ASME XI--

'

Technical Specifications leakage requirements-

Program based on the provisions of Bulletin 82-02, " Degradation of Threaded Fasteners-

in the RCS Pressure Boundary of PWR Plants"

Primary water chemistry control program-

:

The staff would rely on these programs to manage SCC for the specified pressurizer and RCS
components, along with a description of and implementation commitment from the applicant to
manage threaded fasteners in accordance with Bulletin 82-02. Otherwise, the applicant must
propose an acceptable altamative. This is Open item 3.2.3.1.1-2.'

C. Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals

'

For the RPV and RVI, the applicant determined that the aging effects from the following ARDMs
should be managed for license renewal: general corrosion, neutron embrittlement, thermal
aging, and various forms of SCC. If not actively managed, these ARDMs may result in the

J
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Aging Management Review

RPV/RVi components not meeting their intended function because of cracking, loss of material,
or reduction of fracture toughness.

The external surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel components of the RPV may potentially
corrode from exposure to concentrated boric acid. The applicant identified the following RPV
components as susceptible to this ARDM: the unciad extemal surfaces of the RPV upper / lower
head /shell plates and their welds; RPV and closure head flanges, inlet and outlet nozzles, and
nozzle safe ends; RPV closure head studs, nuts, and washers; RPV supports; and RPV nozzle
welds.

Neutron embrittlement can occur in stainless steel, alloy steel, and low alloy steel exposed to
neutron irradiation during plant operation. With sufficiently high levels of neutron fluence, these
steels may undergo microstructural changes that result in a loss of ductety and fracture
toughness. The applicant identified the following RPV components as susceptible to this ARDM:
RPV plates and welds of the lower shell, intermediate shell, and the lower portion of the nozzle
shell courses. For the RVI, the following components were determined to be susceptible to
neutron embrittlement: the CEA shroud and bolts (excluding the spanner nuts aM tabs), core
shroud, core shroud tie rod and bolts, core support barrel, core support columns, core support
plate, fue: alignment pins, fuel alignment plate / guide lug insert, and the lower support structure
beam assembly.

Thermal aging refers to embrittlement caused by long term exposure to high temperatures of
components fabricated from CASS. The applicant identified the following RPV/RVI components
as susceptible to this ARDM: the CEA shroud assembly tube and the core support columns.

The applicant concluded that the RPV/RVI components fabricated from alloy 600 or X-750 and I
exposed to reactor coolant are susceptible to PWSCC. The stainless steel and alloy steel
components are susceptible to SCC /lGSCC from potential exposure to such corrosive anions in 1

the reactor coolant as oxygen, chloride, fluoride, sulfates, and other sulfur-containing ions. The
applicant identified the following RPV/RVI components as susceptible to PWSCC/ SCC /lGSCC:

|

CEA shroud bolts; RPV leakage monitoring tube, RPV ICI tube nozzles, vent pipe and CEDM I
nozzles; RPV flow skirt, RPV core stop lugs; RPV core stabilizing lugs; RPV surveillance |
capsule holders; and RPV supports anchor bolts. l

i

On the basis of the description of the RPV and RVI internal and extemal environments and
materials, the staff concludes that the applicant has included all plausible ARDMS that are 1

consistent with published literature and industry experience. Areas in which the staff either does
not agree with the applicant's findings or requested clarification of its findings are outlined below.

(1) Non-plausible aging effects for reactor vessel components

Although the staff finds the applicant's descriptions in the initial application of plausible ARDMS
affecting the RPV in the initial application to be generally acceptable, the staff also finds that the
applicant did not discuss the basis for concluding why several RPV components were not
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susceptible to the ARDMs discussed above. In response to NRC Question 4.2.14, the applicant
adequately described the basis for finding that the specific aging effects identified by the staffs

- RAI question were not plausible or non-potential. Among the bases for the findings of non-
plausibility is that the material is not susceptible to the degradation mechanism (e.g., austenitic
stainless steel is not susceptible to general corrosion), or the component environment is not
conducive to the degradation mechanism (e.g., primary coolant nozzles are not located in a high
neutron flux location).

(2) Non-plausible aging effects for reactor vessel internals components
i

i

Although the staff finds the applicant's descriptions in the initial application of plausible ARDMS
affecting the RVI to be generally acceptable, the staff also finds that the applicant did not

i

discuss the basis for enncluding why several RVI components were not susceptible to specific
'

ARDMs identified by the staff. During a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary
dated March 19,1999), the applicant agreed to summarize the internal documentation, including ;
identification of the materials used to fabricate the component, description of the basis for the l

non-plausibility finding, and identification of references that document the finding. This i
documentation was provided during the meeting on February 16,1999, for NRC Question 4.3.9. j
Among the bases for the non-plausibility findings are the following: 1

{s SCr;(various components): non-susceptible material (alloy steel or nickel-based.

"

stainless steel), lack of high tensile stresses, and a benign operating environment
\

<

Corrosion (various components): resistant material (austenitic stainless steel, alloy steel,+

and nickel-based alloys) and a benign operating environment

Neutron embrittlement (core support barrel upper flange): component is located above-

the nozzles and hence the neutron fluence is very low

Stress relaxation (fuel alignment pin): the damage mechanism would not affect the> +

intended function of the component

Wear (CEA shrouds): no relative motion between adjacent surfaces-

Pitting / crevice corrosion (various components): impurities that cause pitting and crevice*

corrosion are eliminated because of water chemistry control during operation and there
were no long outages without proper water chemistry control (NRC Question 4.3.16)i

- The staff has reviewed the bases for non-plausible aging effects and agree that these
aging effects do not require an aging management program for the above components.,

!

i

)
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Aging Management Review

(3) Nickel-based RVI c.cmponent::

As discussed during the meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March
19,1999), for NRC Question 4.3.17, the applicant indicated that all alloy 600 or other nickel-
based alloy components in the RVI are subject to replacement on a qualified life or specified
time period. Such items are not subject to an aging management review in accordance with
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(ii).

(4) Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking and neutron embrittlement

in Section 4.3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant finds that lASCC is not plausible for
CCNPP RVI. The staff requested that the applicant provide the basis for that determination. As
discussed in a meeting with the applicant on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), conceming NRC Questions Nos. 4.3.11 and 4.3.18, the applicant indicated
that it is working to develop data through industry research to determine the extent of irradiation-
assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) and neutron embrittlement for RVI components in
PWRs. Until these data are developed and subsequent analyses are completed, the applicant
agreed to consider lASCC a plausible ARDM for the RVI. The aging management of IASCC is )
discussed in section 3.2.3.2.1.C of this SER.

(5) Loss of fracture toughness for CASS RVI components

Reactor vessel intemal components fabricated from CASS are subject to embrittlement (i.e., I

loss of fracture toughness) from synergistic influences of thermal aging and neutron irradiation. '

The applicant did not consider the effects of neutron irradiation on the toughness of CASS RVI
components. As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary
dated March 19,1999), for NRC Question 4.3.14 "RV Intemals," the applicant agreed to a
modified approach for managing aging effects of RVI components that the staff finds acceptable
to manage both thermal aging and neutron embrittlement. The aging management of CASS RVI
components is discussed in section 3.2.3.3.1.C of this SER.

|

(6) Neutron embrittlement of RPV supports i

|

Neutron embrittlement of RPV supports was identified, and resolved, as Generic Safety issue 15
i

(GSI-15). NUREG-1509 describes resolution of GSI-15. As described on page 3.15-8 of
NUREG-0933 (Rev. 3), the issue was resolved with no new regulatory requirements on the

.

basis of the staff's regulatory analysis. Furthermore, consideration of a license renewal term of |
20 years did not change this conclusion. These conclusions were based on structural analyses
that demonetrated the following:

Posialating that one of four RPV supports was broken in a typical PWR, the remaining*

supports would cany the reactor vessel load even under safe-shutdown-earthquake
(SSE) loads; and
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If all supports were assumed to be totally removed (i.e., broken), the short span of piping.

between the vessel and the shield wall would support the load of the vessel.

Given the above structural analysis results of GSI-15 and given that the RPV supports at
CCNPP consist of the short column type under each of the four inlet nozzles, neutron I

embrittlement of RPV supports does not require an aging management program at CCNPP.
!

3.2.3.1.2 Aging Effects Caused by Fatigue

A metal component subjected to cyclic loads may fail at a load magnitude less than its ultimate
load capacity from metal fatigue that results in the initiation and propagation of cracks in the
material. The fatigue life of a component is a function of its material, the environment, and the
number and magnitude of the applied cyclic loads, Fatigue was a design consideration for
components in the CCNPP nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and, consequently, fatigue

.

design is part of the CLB for CCNPP. The staff reviewed the information regarding fatigue of
NSSS components contained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of /ippendix A to the LRA for compliance
with the provisions specified in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). By letters dated August 26, September 2,

i

and November 2,1998, the staff requested additionalinformation on the applicant fatigue j
assessment of NSSS components. The applicant responded to these requests in two separate |

letters dated November 19,1998, and a letter dated December 10,1998.

In Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant addresses fatigue for the RCS. Table
4.1-3 of Appendix A to the LRA lists those devices within the CCNPP RCS for which the

,

applicant considers fatigue plausible. These devices are subjected to cyclic thermal and '

mechanical loads during startup and shutdown of the facility, as well as temperature and
pressure fluctuations that occur during the operation of the facility. The applicant further
identified the following limiting locations and controlling transients for low-cycle fatigue:

Pressurizer spray system - cycle of the pressurizer spray;.

Safety injection nozzle - plant cooldown (initiation of shutdown cooling);.

Charging inlet nozzle -loss of charging flow and recovery, loss of letdown flow and*

recovery, regenerative heat transfer isolation;

; Pressurizer surge nozzle - pressurizer heatup and plant cooldown;.

Steam generator (SG) secondary shell-initiation of main feedwater, initiation of*

auxiliary feedwatet;

SG feedwater nozzle -initiation of main feedwater;.

Pressurizer bottom head and support skirt--plant cooldown, reactor trip;.-
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I
Shutdown cooling outlet nozzle-plant cooldown; and.

SG tube-to-tubesheet weld-primary leak test RCS heatup. |
.

In Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant addresses fatigue for the RPV and
CEDMs, including the RVLMS. The applicant determined that fatigue is plausible for the RPV,
CEDM, and the RVLMS. The applicant indicated that the limiting locations for low-cycle fatigue
are the RPV outlet coolant nozzles and the RPV closure studs. The corresponding controlling
transients are RCS cooldown from full power for the outlet coolant nozzles and RCS heatup for
the closure studs. The applicant further indicated that all other RPV components /
subcomponents are considered to have low susceptibility to low-cycle fatigue.

The staff requested that the applicant describe the criteria used to determine that the other RPV
components /subcomponents have a low susceptibility to low cycle fatigue (NRC Question
4.2.20). The applicant responded that the criteria consisted of selecting the component with the
highest fatigue usage. However, the applicant did not discuss the specific criteria used to
determine the remaining components that have low susceptibility to low-cycle fatigue. As
discussed in NRC Question 4.2.23, the applicant is performing a fatigue evaluation of other
selected RPV components. In a meeting on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), the applicant indicated that the selection of components to be monitored by the
FMP was based on a Combustion Engineering (CE) review of selected components to
determine the locations of high fatigue usage. The applicant further indicated that CE did not
review all RPV and RCS components within the scope oflicense renewal. The applicant should
describe the scope of the CE review. This is a component of Open item 3.2.3.1.2-1.

Section 4.3 of the application addresses fatigue for the RVI. The applicant indicated that plant
transients apply cyclical thermal loadings that contribute to low-cycle fatigue accumulation of the
RVI. According to the applicant, the CCNPP RVi was designed before the explicit ASME Code
fatigue design requirements were developed. The applicant relied on data from other PWR
plants to determine the most fatigue-sensitive RVI components. These components are
identified in Table 4.3-2 of Appendix A to the LRA. The applicant indicated that these
components require further evaluation. In addition, the applicant indicated that the control
element assembly shroud and bolts (CEASB) are susceptible to high-cycle fatigue from flow-
induced vibration. The staff agrees that the potential for high cycle fatigue of these components
need further evaluation. For further discussion of this issue, see Section 3.3.3.2.2 of this SER.

3.2.3.1.3 Aging E"ects Caused by Wear and Stress Relaxation

in Section 4.1 of Appendix A of the LRA , the applicant addresses wear for RCS components.
Tabl3 4.1-3 of the application lists those devices within the CCNPP RCS for which the applicant
considers wear plausible. Wear results from the relative motion between surfaces as a result of
vibratory or sliding motions. According to the applicant, wear typically occurs in components
that experience considerable relative motion such as valves and pumps, in components that are
held under high loads with no motion for long periods (i.e., valves and flanges), or in clamped
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|

joints where relative motion is not intended but occurs due to loss of clamping force (e.g., tubes
| in supports, valve stems in seats, springs against tubes), in addition, the applicant indicated that
| wear can also occur between closures / closure cover plates and by flow induced vibrations
! causing rubbing action between components. However, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 of this

SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals because the valve
internals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration.

In Section 4.2 of the Appendix A of the LRA, the applicant addresses wear for the RPV, RVLMS,
and CEDMs. According to the applicant, components such as the RPV closure head studs,

;

nuts, and washers: the ICI tube nozzle flanges, studs, and nutt, and some intemal components !

are susceptible to mechanical wear due to relative motion between components.

In Section 4.3, " Reactor Vessel Intemals System," of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant
identifies wear and stress relaxation as ARDMs that require an AMR and AMPS for certain
reactor vessel intemals (RVI) device types to ensure plant safety during the period of extended
plant operation. The device types for which wear ARDM is considered plausible and subject to
an AMR and AMPS are the CEA shroud extension shaft guides, core support barrel (CSB) upper
flange, CSB alignment key, core plate fuel alignment pins, fuel alignment plate guide lug inserts,
hold down ring (HDR), and upper guide structure support plate. The device types for which
stress ie'axation ARDM is considered plausible and subject to an AMR and AMPS are the CEA |p shroud bolts and the core shroud tie rods. 1

RVis are subject to flow-induced vibration during plant operation and differential thermal i

expansion and contraction movement during plant heatup, cooldown, and changes in power
operating cycles. The flow-induced vibration and thermal expansion and contraction cause
repetitive relative movement between certain RVI interfacing and mating surfaces. The relative
movement between the interfacing and mating surfaces results in surface wear. The severity of
the wear depends upon the frequency and duration of the motion and the loads imposed on the
affected surfaces. The device types identified to be subject to age-related wear degradation
mechanisms are typical of RVI construction items found in locations of structural interfaces and
mating surfaces that experience relative motion during plant operation.

The LRA RVI technical report (CE NPSD-1103) indicates that stress relaxation is a potential
ARDM for the CEA shroud bolts and core shroud tie rods. The bolts and tie rods are preloaded
to maintain positive contact between RVI components during plant operating conditions. Stress
relaxation results from a condition of constant strain at a level close to the elastic limit for certain
materials when they are exposed to elevated temperatures and/or neutron irradiation. The CEA
shroud bolts are made from alloy A-286 material and are located in the hot outlet fluid directly
above the fuel. This type of bolting material has failed in RVI in other PWR plants. The coro
shroud tie rods are located within the RVI core barrel and adjacent to the core. Stress relaxation
of the tie rods may result in a non-design condition that produces loss of preload and loss of
loaded contact between mating RVI surfaces. The loss of loaded surface contact leads to loose
components; thus lowering their structural resistance to fluid-induced vibration and causes
subsequent degradation of the component function.

|0
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The identification of waar a Td simss relaxation as a plausible ARDM affecting RVI device types
is consistent with previously rep:;md findings discussed in the nuclea plant reliability data
system (NPRDS), Licensee Event Peports (LERs), NRC generic letters, informatior netices, and
industry literature.

3.2.3.2 Aging Management Programs (AMPS) for License Renewal

The suff focused its evaluation of the applicant's AMPS on the program elements rather than on
the deWis of specific plant procedures. To determine whether the AMPS are adequate to
mar te the effects of aging so that the intended functions wht be maintained consistent with the
CLB ro< 9e period of extended operation, the staif evaluated the following 10 elements:
(1) scope of program. (2) preventive actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected,
(4) detection of aging effects, (5) monitoring and trending, (S) acceptance criteria, (7) usiecave
actions, (8) confirmation process, (9) admir.istrative controls, and (10) operating experience.

The application ini! cates that me corrective actions, confirmation processes and administretive
controls for license renewal are in accordance with the site-controlled corrective actions
program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures and cornponents
subject to an AM. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's corrective actions program is
discur, sed separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. Thus, the staff finds that applicant's AMPS for
license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective actions," " confirmation process," and
" administrative controls."

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information about the AMPS
discussed in Section 4.1 of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that
effects of aging from various ARDMS will be adequately managed so that the intended function
of the RCS will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

3.2.3.2.1 Programs to Manage Aging Effects From Material Degradation

A. Steam Generators

For the steam generators, the applicant cited the following AMPS: (1) CP-204 and CP-217;
(2) STP-M-574-1/2, " Eddy Current Exam of CCNPP Unit % SGs"; (3) MN-3-110, " Inservice

,

inspection of ASME Section XI Components"; (4) MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection |
Program"; and (5) SG-20, "SG Primary Manway Cover Remova! and installation." The staffs i

evaluation of these programs follows.
:

(1) Chemistry Programs (CP-204 and CP-217)

The applicant submitted a description of its chemistry control programs: CP-204, " Specification
and Surveillance Primary Systems" and CP-217, " Specifications and Surveillarice: Secondary |

Chemistry." The staffs review of the applicant's chemistry programs is discussed in detail in
Section 3.1.2 of this SER. Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff

'
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,

concludes that the acphant submitted enough information in its license renewal application to
show inat CP-234 and CP-217 are effective AMPS to manage, in part, denting, pitting, and SCC

- of the steam generator tubes.

(2) Eddy Current Examination of Steam Generator Tubes (STP-M-574-1/2)

The applicant described how it applies eddy current test procedure STP-M-574-1/2, " Eddy
Current Examination of CCNPP % SGs" to detect and repair aging effects associated with
denting, pitting and various forms of SCC of the steam generator tubes.

Proaram Scooe

in accordance with ASME Section XI requirements and its Technical Specifications (TS), the
applicant inspects the CCNPP-1 and CCNPP-2 steam generator tubes during each unit's
refueling outage. STP-M-574-1/2 selects the number of steam generator tubes, sleeves, and
plugs to be examined according to the applicant's Technical Specifications (TS) and Electric
Power Research Institute's (EPRl's) steam generator guidelines. The applicant's sampling size
and expansion criteria meet, at a minimum, its TS requirements. In practice, the applicant
usually exceeds the requirements in the TS because the EPRI guidelines are more
comcrehensive. The staff considers the scope of the applicant's inspection program acceptable

q became it meets both, the applicant's TS and current industry guidelines, which the staff finds
adequate to detect steam generator tube degradation.

l

Preventive /Mitiaative Actions
i

Th?r.' are no preventivo or mitigative actions associated with this test procedure, and the staff )
dio not identify a need for such.

Parameters Monitored

The applicant applies eddy current testing to detect aging effects on the steam generator tubes,i

sleeves, and plugs, in addition, the applicant applies visual techniques to those plug types not
accessible for eddy current testing. In its application of eddy current techniques, the applicant,

'
follows EPRI's "PWR Steam Generator Examination Guidelines" with respect to technique and ,

analyst qualifications These guidelines provide, among other things, criteria for the qualification
of personnel, specific techniques and associated acquisition and data analysis (including the
procedure, probe selection, analysis protocol, and reporting criteria). Following the EPRI
guidelines directs the applicant to perform the appropriate type of eddy current test technique
depending on the region of the steam generator (e.g., U-bend, top of the tubesheet, freespan)
and whether the tube is sleeved or plugged. The staff considers the parameters monitored
acceptable in that operating experience has demonstrated that eddy current and visual test
techniques, when applied in accordance with the EPRI guidelines, have been demonstrated to

- provide reasonable assurance that denting, wear, pitting, and SCC in steam generator tubes,
sleeves, and plugs will be detected.

b
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Detection of Aoina Effects

As presented above, the applicant described an acceptable scope, inspection frequency, and
test technique to detect aging effects in steam generator tubes, sleeves, and plugs. Industry
and CCNPP experience to date indicate that the applicant performs eddy current testing in a
manner expected to ensure continued tube integrity in that aging effects will be discovered and
repaired before there is a loss of intended function.

Monitorino and Trendina

The applicant monitors tube degradation from cycle to cycle as part of its aging management
program. The condition monitoring program applied at CCNPP uses inspection results to
ensure that the steam generator tube integrity has been maintained over the past operating
cycle. The applicant also considers the inspection findings in its operational assessment for the
upcoming cycle to ensure that the tubes will perform their intended function.

Acceotance Criteria

The applicant categorizes tube degradation in accordance with its TS. Eddy current test
indications sized at less than 20 percent of the nominal wall thickness are considered
" imperfections," and a tube with such imperfections need not be repaired. Tubes with eddy
current test indications sized at greater than or equal to 20 percent of the nominal wall thickness
but less than the plugging or repair limit, are considered " degraded and may remain in service."
Tubes with eddy current test indications sized at greater than the plugging or repair limit are
considered " defective," and must be plugged or repaired. The applicant also considers
defective any tube that does not permit the passage of the eddy current test inspection probe
(because it cannot be inspected) and any tube with a cracklike indication (because it cannot be
depth sized).

The applicant defines its plugging or repair limits in its TS. For tubes, eddy current indications
sized, or expected to be sized before the next inspection, at greater than or equal to 40 percent
of the original nominal tube wall thickness, are considered defective. For tubes that have been
repaired by sleeving, the sleeves themselves are subject to repair limits of 40 percent and
28 percent of the sleeve wall thickness for Westinghouse laser-welded sleeves and
ABB-Combustion Engineering tungsten-inert-gas-welded sleeves, respectively. The applicant
plugs or repairs all tubes that are considered defective at the time of the inspection or that are
considered to become defective before the next tube inspection. For each defective tube, the
applicant prepares an issue report to plug or sleeve the defective tube. The staff considers the
applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable because they are based on the applicant's TS which
are in turn based on ASME criteria that the staff endorses.
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Operatina Experience

The applicant participates in industry-sponsored initiatives related to steam generator tube !
degradation. The applicant demonstrated that .t had incorporated industry and site-specific
experience in its comprehensive inspection scope, application of enhance eddy current
techniques, and improved analyst qualifications. The applicant demonstrated that it monitors !
tube degradation at CCNPP through repeated tube pulls.

l
The staff noted that the applicant did not cite its TS limits on steam generator leakage, which i

provide for defense in depth related to the detection of degradation in the steam generator
tubes. Industry experience with steam generator tube degradation indicates that eddy current
test inspections may not always be adequate to detect degradation before there is a loss of 1

intended function. The staff considers the applicant's TS limit of SG leakage adequate and the i

TS limit to be a necessary component of its AMP for steam generator tubes. The applicant did
not credit its TS limits in its discussion of aging management for SG tubes, thus, the staff

,

identifies this issue as Open item 3.2.3.2.1-1. |

Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff concludes that test procedure
STP-M-574-1/2 serves as an effective AMP for the steam generator's aging effects associated
with denting, wear, pitting, and the various forms of SCC (including IGSCC, IGA, and PWSCC).

(3) MN-3-110," Inservice inspection of ASME Section XI Components ;

To manage the aging effects due to erosion corrosion of the main steam outlet nozzles, the
applicant relies on MN-3-110, " Inservice inspection of ASME Section XI Components."

Proaram Scope

The ISI program has within its scope an inspection process (i.e., examination technique and
acceptance criteria) specifically for the main steam outlet nozzles. The staff finds the scope of
the ISI program adequate in that it applies directly to the main steam outlet nozzles.

Preventive /Mitiaative Actions

There are no preventive or mitigative actions associated with the ISI program, nor did the staff
identify a need for such.

Parameters Monitored

The staff finds the parameters inspected acceptable because wall loss is detectable by visual
techniques (for internal inspections) and ultrasonic techniques (for external inspections) are
effective in detecting loss of material caused by erosion corrosion.

O
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Detection of Aoina Effects

in a letter dated November 18,1998, the staff requested that the applicant provide the
inspection frequency for the main steam nozzle ISI inspections. The applicant replied that the
insoections were scheduled in accordance with ASME Section XI, which the staff finds
appropriate because it is based on ASME Code that the staff endorses. Three inspections have
been performed to date with no identification of erosion corrosion. The staff finds that detection
of aging effects before there is a loss of intended function can reasonably be expected from the
ISI program because of the adequate inspection scope, technique, and frequency. Satisfactory
operating experience to date also supports this conclusion.

Monitorina and Trendina

There are no monitoring or trending aspects to the ISI program and the staff did not identify a
need for any.

Acceptance Criteria

The applicant stated that any deviation from nominal wall thickness or any unusual variations in
wall thickness would cause the applicant to implement its corrective action process. The staff
finds this acceptable because essentially any indication of wall thinning would require the
applicant to take corrective actions.,

,

Operatina Experience l

The applicant has performed three inspections to date and reported no indications of erosion
corrosion of the main steam outlet nozzles.

Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff concludes that the applicant
submitted enough information in its license renewal application to show that the ISI program is
an effective aging management program for erosion corrosion of the main steam outlet nozzles.

1

(4) MN-3-301," Boric Acid Corrosion inspection Program" !
|

To manage general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of various carbon and alloy steel steam
generator components potentially exposed to concentrated boric acid, the applicant credited its |

boric acid corrosion inspection (BACl) program. The staff discusses its review of the BACI
program in detail in Section 3.1.4 of this SER. Except for the open items in this SER section, the
staff concludes that the applicant provided enough information in its LRA to show that the BACI
program is an effective AMP to manage general corrosion of the external surfaces of the carbon
and alloy steel steam generator components.
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(5) SG-20, "SG Primary Manway Cover Removal and Installation *

To manage erosion-corrosion of the secondary manway and handhole and associated cover l

plates as well as general corrosion and SCC of the steam generator primary manway studs, the |
applicant credited a modified version of technical procedure SG-20. )

1

Proaram Scope
i

The staff finds the scope of the procedure acceptable because the procedure requires a specific 1

examination of the manway and the manway bolting materials. !
!

Prevertive/Mitiaative Actions
,

i

There 'e no preventive or mitigative actions associated with this test procedure, and the staff i

did noi 1 *fy a need for such.
'

i
Einrgmeters inspected / Monitored - '

The applicant performs a visual inspection of the manway bolting materials to identify
degradation. The staff considers visual inspections adequate to deact general corrosion
because the effects of corrosion (e.g., rust, cracking, loss of materish is easily identifiable with

.

visual insoections, in a letter dated November 18,1998, the staff stt N that visualinspection J
may not be adequate to detect SCC because of the size, nature, and location of such cracks.
The staff asked the applicant to describe the basis for concluding that visual inspection of the
studs is sufficient to detect SCC before there is a loss of intended function. In its response
dated December 10,1998, the applicant stated that it would modify SG-20 to include direction :

that if leakage has occurred at the joint, additional nondestructive examination (NDE) is
required, and the NDE will include an examination for SCC of the studs. The NDE techniques
will not rely on strictly visual techniques, but on other examination methods deemed appropriate,
such as magnetic particle or dye penetrant examinations. The staff concludes visual
inspections, supplemented by the surface techniques as needed are appropriate inspection
parameters.

Detection of Aoina Effects

Because of adequate scope, inspection technique (subject to the comments discussed above),
and inspection frequency (every refueling outage), and operating experience to date, the staff
finds that the procedure SG-20 provides reasonable assurance that the intended function of the
manway and the manway bolting materials will be maintained.

Acceptance Criteria

The applicant stated that all relevant indications are evaluated, and the staff finds this
comprehensive and thus acceptable.

;

!
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Operatino Exoerience ;

in a letter dated November 18,1998, the staff asked the applicant to provide operating
experience relevant to SG-20 and general corrosion and SCC of steam generator manway
bolting materials. In its response dated December 10,1998, the applicant described how the
procedure had resulted in some new studs being installed in the steam generator primary
manway because some studs were damaged in the removal / installation process. The staff
concludes that the applicant's operating experience thus far with SG-20 appears to demonstrate
effectiveness in identifying degraded conditions. Although the degradation was not the result of
an ARDM, the experience does provide the applicant feedback that the scope, parameters, and
corrective actions that are part of SG-20 worked effectively.

The staff concludes that the applicant submitted enough information in its LRA to show that
SG-20 is an effective AMP for SCC of the steam generator manway and manway botting
materials.

B. Pressurizer and Other RCS Components

For the pressurizers and other RCS components, the applicant cited the following AMPS:
(1) MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion inspection Program," (2) alloy 600 program, (3) MN-3-110,
' inservice inspection of ASME Section XI Components," (4) CP-206, " Specifications and
Surveillance for Component Cooling / Service Water System" and CP-204, " Specification and
Surveillance Primary Systems," (5) RV-78, " Reactor Vessel Flange Protection Ring Removal
and Closure Head Installation," and (6) CASS Evaluation Program. The staff's evaluation of
these programs follows.

(1) MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection Program"

To manage the effects of general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel
components from the potential exposure to concentrated boric acid, the applicant cited its BACI
program. The staffs review of the BACI program is discussed in detailin Section 3.1.4 of this
SER. Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff concludes that the
applicant subrnitted enough information in its LRA to show that the BACl program is an effective
AMP to manage general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel
pressurizer components.

(2) Alloy 600 Program

To manage the effects of SCC of various pressurizer components, the applicant cited its alloy
600 program. The alloy 600 program manages PWSCC for those pressure boundary
components in the RCS fabricated from alloy 600 steel and exposed to the RCS environment.
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\

Prooram Scope

The scope of the program to date includes pressure boundary components because of larger ]stresses and greater potentialin initiate design-basis events. The applicant excluded alloy 600 i

steam generator tubes from the scope of the alloy 600 program; management of aging effects
for the steam generator tubes is discussed in Section 3.2.3.2.1 of this SER. The staff finds the
scope of the alloy 600 program acceptable for alloy 600 pressurizer components because the
program considers the most susceptib!a and the most safety-significant components. The
applicant stated that the scope of the alloy 600 program will be expanded to consider all
alloy 600 components and alloy 600 weld metal (Inco 82/182).

Preventive /Miticative Actions

The staff finds the preventive actions encompassed within the alloy 600 program (e.g., nickel- |

plating, replacement with thermally treated alloy 690) acceptable because the techniques
described have been demonstrated by industry experience and published laboratory experience
to prevent PWSCC of alloy 600.

Parameters insoected/ Monitored

All alloy 600 nozzles are examined at least every 24 months. The inspections are conducted
under tne BACI program (see Section 3.1.4 of this SER). The inspections generally consist of
VT-1 and VT-2 examinations (see ASME Section XI, IWA-2211 and IWA-2212) to detect
evidence of leakage by viewing each penetration region for boron deposits. All NDE personnel
performing examinations of alloy 600 penetrations are qualified and certified in accordance with .

ASME Section XI requirements. NDE personnel are certified at a minimum as level 11, in the I

applicable technique, and all findings are reviewed by a level lil examiner in the applicable
technique. The applicant also credits actions taken to ensure compliance with its Technical |

| Specification limits on leakage to detect leakage that develops between refueling outages. The )
L applicant stated that the inspection interval is sufficient to allow detection of cracked
I penetrations via boric acid leakage before the cracks attain critical size. The applicant stated

that fracture mechanics calculations support the premise that axial cracks would be incapable of
attaining a length that could cause unstable crack propagation before becoming throughwall
cracks and being detected via boric acid leakage. The applicant also performed evaluations

|- considering boric acid corrosion of carbon or alloy steel components due to leaking alloy 600
nozzles and concluded that such corrosion would not violate code requirements for wall
thickness before the leakage would be detected by the routine visual inspection. The applicant

i

| also stated that industry experience, along with stress analyses, has shown that circumferential
l cracks are not expected in alloy 600 penetrations. This is consistent with staff conclusions as

documented in a letter to the Nuclear Management Resource Council from the staff dated
November 19,1993, as well as in Generic Letter 97-01 " Degradation of Control Rod Drive
Mechanism Nozzle and Other Vessel Closure Head Penetrations."

t

|
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Upon detection of leakage, the applicant performs more extensive examinations. For example,
after detecting through visual inspections leakage on the Unit 2 pressurizer heater sleeves in
1989, the applicant used a combination of visual techniques, dye penetrant techniques, and
eddy current techniques. The applicant detected indications through at least one of these
techniques in 23 of the 28 possibly leaking heater sleeves. (The applicant subsequently
repaired 100 percent of the penetrations.) The staff finds regular, periodic walkdowns,
supplemented by more intensive NDE techniques may be relied on to detect PWSCC. This
finding is also supported by operating experience to date.

The predictive element of the alloy 600 program contains a relative ranking of the most
susceptible alloy 600 components based on stress (residual and operating stresses), operating
temperature, operating time, and material heat treatment. For most of those components, the
applicant has already repaired or replaced ' he alloy 600 penetrations. For four Unit 1t
pressurizer vapor space instrument nozzles located on the pressurizer upper head, the
applicant's alloy 600 program predicts high susceptibility based on the high operating
temperature of these nozzles, the number of operating hours, and an industry history of PWSCC
in the pressurizer vapor space nozzles. The applicant scheduled repair or replacement of these
nozzles during the year 2000 refueling outage. The applicant stated that the schedule for this
replacement is intended to precede the predicted time of the first of these nozzles developing a
throughwall crack. For the remaining alloy 600 components, the applicant stated that the alloy
600 program does not predict PWSCC to be an issue for the period of extended operation. The
applicant plans to continue its periodic visual inspections to verify this prediction.

Detection of Aoina Effects

The staff expects that aging effects can be detected before there is a loss of intended function.
This expectation is based on operating experience to date, and through a combination of ,

engineering evaluation (to predict PWSCC) and periodic visual inspections (to confirm valid |
predictions) as described in the alloy 600 program, which are discussed in more detail in

'

" Parameters Inspected / Monitored * above.

Monitorina and Trendina

The staff finds that the applicant's plans to continua!!y monitor pressurizer and RCS alloy 600
components and incorporate ongoing industry experience into the alloy 600 program will ensure
that the program, particularly the susceptibility factors and models for predicting SCC, will be
continuously updated and improved upon. To illustrate, the applicant plans to update its alloy
600 program in response to the recent 1998 leak in the upper level tap on the Unit 2 pressurizer.
Before this event, PWSCC of weld metal had been identified in the laboratory, but was expected
to lag behind the cracking of the wrought material connected to it. Accordingly, the alloy 600
program plan concluded that weld metal was of low susceptibility, and all wrought alloy 600
would |ead all weld metal in time to cracking. As part of an alloy 600 nozzle repair in the early
1990s, an alloy 690 nozzle was welded into the RCS using alloy 600-type weld metal. As part of
the BACI program inspections, the applicant discovered a leak of the nozzle repair caused by
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PWSCC of the alloy weld metal. The applicant plans to revise the alloy 600 program to
reevaluate the susceptibility of alloy 600 weld metal, including scheduling for augmented
inspection, replacement, or preventive repair, as appropriate.

l
Acceptance Criteria

The staff finds the applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable because the applicant indicated !
that all evidence of leakage discovered through the inspecticns is evaluated. I

Operatina Exoerience

The applicant demonstrated successful implementation of its alloy 600 program. The applicant
provided plant-specific operating experience relative to PWSCC of its pressurizer heater nozzles

,

and instrument nozzles. Visual inspections performed under the BACI program appear, at this-

time, to be sufficient for timely detection of PWSCC. The alloy 600 program provided the
sepair/ replacement options used by the applicant in its generally successful repair of the
pressurizer heater and instrument nozzles. All nozzle replacements will use alloy 690 thermally j
treated material or other SCC-resistant material. Welds exoosed to the RCS environment will |

use alloy 690-type weld fillers or other SCC-resistant matedals. The alloy 600 program contains
a relative ranking of the most susceptible alloy 600 components based on stress (residual and
operating stresses), operating temperature, operating time, and material heat treatment. The
rankings indicated that the Unit 2 pressurizer heater sleeves were the most susceptible among
the partial penetration welded RCS or RPV penetrations due to their relatively high yield
strength for alloy 600, relatively high operating temperature (650 *F), and a reaming operation
carried out before welding that cold-worked the inner diameter of the sleeve. Because of

; PWSCC, the applicant replaced the Unit 2 heater sleeves in 1989-1990 with thermally treated
alloy 690 heater sleeves. These sleeves are in operation and are performing their intended
leak-tight function. This experience indicates that the models contained in the alloy 600

'

program appear reasonably accurate.

The staff concludes that the applicant' submitted enough information in its LRA to show that the
: alloy 600 program is an effective AMP. The staff notes that the review of the applicant's

responses to GL 97-01, " Degradation of Control Rod Drive Mechanism Nozzle and Other
Closure Head Penetration Nozzles" is not complete. In addition, there exists a generic technical
issue relative to PWSCC of alloy 600 components. These issues are not being considered in

- the context of license renewal but resolution of these two items may result in the identification of
addidonal issues related to the applicant's alloy 600 program.

j (3) MN-3-110, " Inservice Inspection of ASME Section XI Components"
, ,

The applicant is using MN-3-110, which includes procedures implementing ASME Section XI,

; requirements, to manage general corrosion on RCS components. The ISI requirements in
j ASME Section XI cited in the LRA provide for visual examination of accessible surfaces of RCS

components. The applicant is also using MN-3-110 to manage the aging effects due to erosion
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1

of the CASS RCP case and cover; general / galvanic corrosion, and SCC of RCS components.
'

The staff finds this program acceptable because (a) the scope of the program addresses
components that could be exposed to boric acid on external surfaces, (b) this program monitors I

the effects of corrosion on the intended functions by detecting degradation by visualinspection, |
(c) the type, extent, and schedule of inspections ensure detection of degradation beforc loss of
intended function, (d) the inspection schedule of ASME Section XI should provide for timely
detection of corrosion, and (e) operating experience has shown that ASME XI requirements are
historically effective.

(4) Chemistry Programs CP-206," Specifications and Surveillance for Component
Cooling / Service Water System and CP-204, " Specification and Surveillance Primary Systems"

To manage the aging effects from IGA of the RCP seal water heat exchangers as well as
various forms of SCC of RCS components, the applicant cited its chemistry control programs.
The staffs review of the applicant's chemistry programs is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2 of
this SER. Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff concludes that the
applicant submitted enough information in its LRA to show that CP-204 and CP-206 are effective
AMPS to manage IGA and SCC of RCS components.

(5) RV-78, " Reactor Vessel Flange Protection Ring Removal and Closure Head installation"

'

To manage aging efScts associated with SCC of the RPV head closure sealleakage detection
line, the applicant relies on technical procedure RV-78, * Reactor Vessel Flange Protection Ring
Removal and Closure Head installation."

The staff finds the scope acceptable in that it specifically identifies the component subject to the
procedure (the head seal leakage detection line). The preventive action entails blowing the line
clear of fluid with compressed air. Clearing the line of fluid should reduce the potential for SCC
by removing the environment needed for this ARDM to be active. Therefore, the staff finds this
action acceptable. Parameters monitored are nicks, scratches, and pitting; the frequency is
after each refueling outage. The applicant did not state the inspection method to be used.
Visual methoos, if used, would not be sufficient to monitor crack growth from SCC. Information
is needed on how degradation would be detected before loss of function occurs. The
acceptance criteria cited are to blow the line clear of potential contaminants. The staff finds this
program acceptable as a mitigation program. However, in view of the SCC that maybe
experienced by this line, the potential for the line to refill if the seal leaks, and the safety
consequences of a leak (a small- break loss of coolant accident), the applicant needs to have an
AMP thet is not merely mitigative. This is Open item 3.2.3.2.1-2.

(6) CASS Evaluation Program

To manage aging effects associated with thermal aging (embrittlement) of CASS RCS
components, the applicant relies on a new program titled "CASS Evaluation Program." The
scope of this program encompasses all cast austenitic stainless steel comoonents. The CASS
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evaluation program contains screening criteria (based upon th material delta ferrite and i

molybdenum contents, and method of casting) to determine susceptibility to thermal aging. For
materials found to be susceptible, an AMP composed of periodic in-service inspection (ISI) and
flaw acceptance criteria is used.

In Section 4.3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant indicates that thermal aging is ;
potentially significant for CASS components that exceed the following criteria:

centrifugally cast parts with a delta ferrite content above 20 percenta.

statically cast components with a molybdenum content meeting the requirements of-

SA-351 Grades CF and CF, and with a delta ferrite content above 20 percent; and3

statically cast parts with a molybdenum content exceeding the requirements of SA-351a

Grades CF and CF,and with a csita ferrite content above 14 percent.3

During a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), for
NRC Question No. 4.3.14 " Piping and Valve Bodies," the applicant agreed to the following
revision to its proposed CASS screening criteria:

Statically cast components with a molybdenum content exceeding the requirements of+

SA-351 Grades CF, and CF, and a detta ferrito content exceeding 10 percent will be
subject to ISI in accordance with ASME Code Section XI.

;

!
Ferrite levels calculated through the " Delta Ferrite Calculation for CASS Components"+

program will use Hull's equivalent factors or a method producing an equivalent level of
accuracy (*6 percent deviation between measured and calculated values).

Niobium containing cast stainless components are subject to ISI.+

The ISI procedures and techniques will be qualified to Appendix Vill to Section XI of the*

ASME Code, provided it is eventually possible to qualify an inspection technique for
CASS.

Flaws in CASS with ferrite levels exceeding 25 percent or niobium will be evaluated-

using ASME Code IWB-3640 procedures. If this occurs, fracture toughness data will be
provided on a case-by-case basis.

The technical bases for ti,e CASS program is contained in EPRI Technical Report 106092. The
report describes screening criteria as a function of casting method, molybdenum content and
percent ferrite. Components that have percentage ferrite below the screening criteria have
adequate fracture toughness and do not require inspection. Components that have percentage
ferrite exceeding the screening criteria may not have adequate fracture toughness, as a result of
thermal embrittlement, and do require inspection. The proposed screening criteria and
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inspection are acceptable when revised in accordance with the criteria documented during a
meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999). The applicant
should revise the CASS program as discussed in the February 16,1999, meeting. This is
Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1 -1.

l

(7) Other AMPS I

The applicant considered certain aging effects to be non-plausible. However, in view of industry
experience and data, the staff expected these ARDMs to be plausible and managed by AMPS.
The staff would consider the following existing programs to be acceptable as AMPS or portions
of AMPS because they have been shown to be effective in managing these effects:

ASME Section XI+

Technical Specifications leakage requirements+

Programs based on the provisions of Bulletin 82-02, " Degradation of Threaded.

Fasteners in the RCS Pressure Boundary of PWR Plants"

Primary water chemistry control programs.

The applicant should commit to these programs and submit a brief description of operating
experience with these programs. Otherwise, the applicant must propose an acceptable
attemative. This is a component of Open item 3.2.3.1.1-2.

For cracking of the pressurizer shell and heads, including cladding cracking, the applicant stated
that cracking was not plausible and did not need aging management. Industry experience bss
shown that cracking is a plausible ARDM that requires aging management, typically by
inspections. The applicant should propose an AMP. This is Open itern 3.2.3.2.1-3.

For the cracking of small-oore piping (i.e., smaller that 4 in hes nominal pipe size but greater
than 1 inch), the applicant is using the same methods for managing aging as for large-bore
piping, except for thermal embrittlement which the applicar,t does not consider a plausible
mechanism. For the staff's evaluation of these AMPS, see the preceding section on AMPS of
large-bore piping. In addition, the applicant should perform an augmented inspection of
small-bore piping for renewal because the licensee's small-bore piping program only examines
the outside surface of the piping and because piping degraded on the inner surface might fail
under design loading conditions. The staff would find a progrrm that interrogates the inside of
the piping to be acceptable. The augmented inspection should include inconel materials; the
information resulting from Information Notice 90-10 should be considered in developing the
augmented inspection of inconel materials. The applicant did not consider these activities. This
is Open item 3.2.3.2.1 -4.
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C. Reactor Pressure Vessel and Intemals

! For the RPV/RVI, the applicant relies on the following AMPS: (1) RV-22, "RPV O-Ring
Replacement," (2) MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection Program, (3) RV-62, "RPV, Stud,
Nut, and Washer Cleaning," (4) Comprehensive Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
(CRVSP), (5) MN-3-110, " Inservice Inspection of ASME Section XI Components," (6) Alloy 600
program, (7) Delta Ferrite Calculation for CASS Components, (8) SCC Analysis of CEA Shroud
Bolts, and, (9) ARDI program.

(1) RV-22, "RPV O-Ring Replacement"

To manage the effects of general corrosion on the RPV head and vessel O-ring sealing area,
i

the applicant cited RV-22, "RPV O-Ring Replacement." This procedure provides for inspection
and acceptance criteria for minor pitting, nicks, and scratches near or on the O-ring sealing
area. This inspection is performed at every outage and any evidence of general corrosion
would be detected. Corrective actions would be taken if any corrosion is found. The inspection
and reporting requirements of this procedure provide adequate management of general |

. corrosion of the RPV head and vessel O-ring sealing area. '

| (2) MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion inspection Program"

To manage the effects of general corrosion of the external surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel
components on the RPV/RVI components from the potential exposure to concentrated boric
acid, the applicant relies on its BACI program. The staff's review of the BACI program is
discussed in detailin Section 3.1.4 of this SER. Except for the open items identified in this SER
section, the staff concludes that the applicant submitted enough information in its LRA to show
that the BACI program is an effective AMP to manage general corrosion of the extemal surfaces
of the carbon and alloy steel RPV/RVI components.

(3) RV-62, "RPV, Stud, Nut, and Washer Cleaning"

To manage aging effects associated with general corrosion of the RPV studs, nuts, and j
>

washers, the applicant cited technical procedure RV-62. This procedure specifies the !
procedural steps and materials to be used in the cleaning and inspection of the RPV stuos, nuts, '

and washers for any damage done. This inspection is performed at every outage and any
evidence of damage would be reported, and corrective actions taken. The inspection and
reporting requirements of this procedure provide adequate management of this ARDM for these
components.
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(4) Comprehensive Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program (CRVSP)

In Section 4.2.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant indicates that the CCNPP
comprehensive reactor vessel surveillance program (CRVSP) is used for management of
neutron embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel. Such management is accomplished
through the irradiation and tc. sting of metallurgical samples used to monitor the progress of
neutron embrittlement as a function of neutron fluence. The CRVSP implements the
requirements of Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 for the initial 40-year license period.

As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), for NRC Question No. 4.2.6, the applicant identified the projected peak neutron fluence at
the inside surface of the reactor vessels at 60 years (end of license renewal period) as 4.95 x
10'' n/cm (Unit 1) and 5.77 x 10" n/cm (Unit 2). The applicant indicated that the current2 2

surveillance program consists of a plant-specific program in accordance with ASTM E 185,
supplemental capsules, and capsules withdrawn from the McGuire plant. The plant-specific
program consists of six capsules in each unit, with two capsules tested, three capsules to be
tested, and one standby capsule. The current projected peak capsule fluences are 4.31 x 10"

2 2n/cm (Unit 1) and 3.88 x 10"n/cm (Unit 2). The surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule will
be revised in 2003.

As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), for NRC Question No. 4.2.6, the applicant indicated the following:

The revised surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule will provide data at neutron.

fluence equal to or greater than the projected peak neutron fluence at the end of the
license renewal period;

If the last capsule is withdrawn before year 55, the applicant will establish reactor vessel*

neutron environment conditions (fluence, spectrum, temperature, and neutron flux)
applicable to the surveillance data and the unit's pressure-temperature curves. If the
plant operates outside of the limits established by these conditions, the applicant must
inform the NRC and determine the impact of the condition on RPV integrity.

If the last capsule is withdrawn before year 55, the applicant must install neutron+

dosimetry to permit tracking of the fluence to the RPV.

The proposed program, as the applicant agreed to modify during a meeting on February 16,
1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), will provide neutron irradiated
surveillance data applicable to the period of extended operation. Therefore, it will be able to
monitor neutron irradiation during the period of extended operation as is acceptable. The
applicant should revise the CRVSP as discussed during the February 16,1999, meeting. This is
Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-2.
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(5) MN-3-110, " Inservice inspection of ASME Section XI Components"

in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant cited this program for the
detection and management of the effects of neutron embrittlement of specific RVI components,
and general corrosion and SCC of specific RPV components. The applicant indicated that the
scope of inspections of the RVI will be modified to specifically identify those RVI components
that rely on this program for aging management for license renewal. The scope, detection, and
acceptance criteria for this program are adequate to ensure management of the applicable
ARDMs during license renewal, with some exceptions as discussed below.

As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), for NRC Question Nos. 4.3.11, and 4.3.18, the applicant committed to the use of
enhanced VT-1 examination for management of IASCC of RVI components, and neutron
embrittlen.ent of RVI components, respectively, as part of the 10-year ISI program. Appropriate
revisions to the CCNPP ISI program must be made to address the scope, methodology,
detection, and acceptance criteria for these new inspections. Changes to the ISI program are
discussed below for each ARDM.

For IASCC and neutron embrittlement of RVI components, the applicant is working to develop
data through industry research to determine the susceptibility of RV intemals components to
IASCC and neutron embrittlement. Until the data and analyses become available that indicate
lASCC is not a potentially relevant ARDM and neutron embrittlement is not a concem, they
applicant will perform enhanced VT-1 inspections to detect cracks (if any occur) in the
components believed to be potentially most susceptible to IASCC as well as neutron
embrittlement. The inspections will be performed as part of the 10 year ISI inspection program
during the license renewal term. Plant specific justification will be provided to the NRC in the,

'

event the analyses and data support elimination of the inspection.

*

The items selected for enhanced VT-1 inspection are the re-entrant comers of the core barrel
inside surfaces (the core barrel surface that faces the core). These comers are constructed by
welding annealed 304 stainless steel plate. The residual etresses due to welding, while limited
to the low yield strength of the annealed plate, are potentially higher than at any other stainless

i steellocation on the inside surface of the core barrel. In addition to potentially being the highest
stressed location, the re-entrant comers are believed to also receive the highest fluence. This is
qualitatively determined; the re-entrant comers project in towards the core, between two,

! adjacent fuel bundles, so they receive neutron exposure from 270 degrees.- Being closer to the
fuel than any other stainless steel components, the core barrel plates and comers are exposed
to hot leg temperatures on one side and cold-leg temperatures on the other. Because of the
close proximity to the fuel, gamma heating is also expected to be higher at these locations.
Because of the combination of high stress, fluence, and temperature, the re-entrant comers of
the core barrel, intended for enhanced inspection, are the most likely location for IASCC and
embrittlement to occur. The staff agrees with the applicant's assessment.

b'
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For thermal aging and neutron embrittlement of CASS RVI components, the applicant agreed to
modify its approach for management of these ARDMs. This modified approach consists of
either an enhanced VT-1 examination of the affected components as part of the applicant's 10- i

year ISI program during the license renewal term (as discussed above), or a component- |
specific evaluation to determine the susceptibility to loss of fracture toughness. The proposed i
evaluation willlook first at the nautron fluence of the component. If the neutron fluence is I
greater than 1 x 10" n/cm (E > 1 MeV), the applicant will conduct a mechanicalloading |

2

assessment on the component. This assessment will determine the maximum tensi!e loading on )
the component during ASME Code Level A, B, C and D conditions. If the loading is
compressive or low enough to preclude fracture of the component, then the component would
not require inspection. Failure to meet this criterion would require continued use of the
enhanced VT-1 inspection. If the neutron fluence is less than 1 x 10" n/cm (E > 1 MeV), the2

applicant will evaluate whether the affected component (s) are bounded by the screening criteria
developed in the CASS evaluation program, discussed earlier in this SER. In order to
demonstrate that the CASS evaluation program screening criteria are applicable to RVI
components, the applicant will perform a flow tolerance evaluation specific to the reactor vessel
intemals. If the screening criteria are not satisfied, then an enhanced VT-1 inspection will be
performed for the component.

The staff finds the program to be acceptable because the enhanced VT-1 inspection will detect
cracks that could lead to failure of the CASS components.

(6) Alloy 600 Program

To manage aging effects associated with SCC of alloy 600 RPV components, the apMcant
relies on its alloy 600 program. The applicant stated that the Alloy 600 program does not predict
PWSCC to be an issue for the period of exMnded operation. The applicant plans to continue its .

periodic visualinspections to verify this prediction. The staff requests that the applicant confirm l

that CEDMs are included in the periodic inspections via the BACI program, confirm that cracking |
of CEDMs has been consiglered for a 60-year life, and provide the results of the susceptibility I

evaluation for the CEDMs relative to this time frame, and provide operating experience from )
inspections of CEDM nozzles at CCNPP, if available. This is Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-3.

(7) Delta Ferrite Calculation for CASS Components
,

|

To manage aging effects associated with thermal aging of CASS RVI components, the applicant
cited the delta ferrite calculation for the CASS Components program or, altematively, an
examination of the components that are subject to thermal aging, as outlined above in the
evaluation of MN-3-110, " Inservice inspection of ASME Section XI Components." This program
is used to determine the delta ferrite content of the various CASS components to see if they
meet or exceed applicant-specified limits for thermal aging. Discussion of this program is
inextricably linked to the discussion above for the CASS evaluation program (Section
3.2.3.2.1.B.(6)). As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary
dated March 19,1999), for NRC Question No. 4.3.14 " Piping and Valves," delta ferrite levels will
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be calculated using Hull's equivalent factors or a method producing an equivalent level of
;

accuracy (*6 percent deviation between measured and calculated values). j
1

~ The delta ferrite calculation is used to determine whether CASS components have adequate
fracture toughness in accordance with the CASS evaluation program. These programs are ;

' adequate and are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.3.2.1.B(6) of this SER. )

(8) SCC Analysis of CEA Shroud Bolts

To manage aging effects associated with SCC of the CEA shroud bolts, the applicant, in Section
4.3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, described a program that would perform an analysis to
determine if the applied stresses on these bolts is above or below the " critical stress * for SCC.
As discussed during a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), for NRC Question No. 4.3.15, the applicant indicated that after further review, the function
of the CEA shroud bolts is not safety related and, therefore, this stress analysis program would
not be implemented. Pending review of an applicant submital documenting this finding, this is
Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1 -4.

(9) ARDI Program '

( An ARDI program is planned to manage the effects of SCC of the CEA shroud bolts. However,
as discussed in 3.2.3.2.1C(8) of this SER, the applicant indicated that the CEA shroud bolts do
not perform a safety function in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4. The
applicant was asked to document the resolution of the issue with a description of the function of
the CEA shroud bolts that included an explanation of why they do not meet the criteria contained
in 10 CFR 54.4. This is part of Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-4.

3.2.3.2.2 Programs to Manage Aging Effects From Fatigue

The applicant discussed potential options to manage the effects of low-cycle fatigue at CCNPP.
One option considered by the applicant was to reduce the number and severity of thermal
transients on the RCS components. The applicant indicated fhat this was already part of the

. general plant operating practice of the plant operators. The other option discussed by the
applicant involves monitoring the fatigue life of the components. The applicant identified the
FMP as the AMP for low-cycle fatigue of the RCS and RPV. The FMP is discussed by the
applicant in several sections of the CCNPP LRA. The staff discusses the FMP in Section 3.1.1
of the SER.

FMP records and tracks the number of critical thermal and pressure transients for the RCS and
the RPV. FMP also monitors and tracks low-cycle fatigue usage for the limiting locations
discussed in Section 3.2.3.1.3 of the SER. According to the applicant, the FMP uses two
methods to track low-cycle fatigue usage. The first method counts the number of critical
transients for comparison to the analysis of record. The second method considers ' actual

O
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transient stresses to compute the fatigue usage. The applicant selected 11 locations at which to
monitor low-cycle fatigue usage because these 11 locations represent the most bounding
locations for critical thermal and pressure transients and operating cycles. In NRC Question No.
7.10, the staff requested that the applicant describe the parameters that are monitored by the
FMP and describe how the monitored parameters are compared to the fatigue analysis of
record. The applicant's response indicates that the FMP monitors the number of cycles of the
critical transients for the majority of the locations. The number of cycles is then compared to the
number assumed in the analysis of record. For some locations, the FMP monitors the actual
stresses. These stresses are used to compute the fatigue usage for comparison to the design
criteria.

The original design fatigue analyses of the RCS components involved calculating a cumulative
usage factor (CUF) based on the cyclic loads that were projected to occur during the plant
design life. The CUF represents the portion of the fatigue life of a component used up by the
cyclic loads. The applicant indicated that only critical transients, discussed in the previous
section of this evaluation, are monitored by the FMP. The FMP adds the fatigue usage from the
monitored transients to the fatigue usage from all other transients contained in the original
design fatigue analysis to obtain the current fatigue usage. The design criteria required that
CUF be less than 1.0 to preclude initiation of fatigue cracks in the component. The applicant
submitted the usage factors for the 11 critical RCS components through 1996. In NRC Question
No. 7.12 the staff requested that the applicant submit the projected usage factors for the critical
RCS components at the end of the extended pericd of operation. In NRC Question No. 4.2.24,
the staff requested that the applicant submit this information for the critical RPV components.
The applicant submitted this information in its November 19,1998, response. The applicant's
responses indicate that the CUF is expected to be less than 1.0 at 60 years at most of the
monitored locations. However, the applicant indicated that the charging inlet nozzle is expected
to exceed the number of letdown transients assumed in the analysis of record. The applicant

,

further indicated that an analysis was underway to justify an increase in the number of allowable 1

transients. Further discussion of this issue can be found in Section 3.4 of the SER.

The applicant indicated that a one-time fatigue analysis would be performed for the RCPs,
MOVs, and PRVs to determine if these components are bounded by components and transients
currently included in the FMP. In NRC Question No. 7.11, the staff requested that the applicant
describe the fatigue criteria used in the design of these components. The staff also requested {
that the applicant describe the purpose and criteria for the one-time fatigue analysis. The
applicant indicated that it was evaluating these RCS components to determine whether the
fatigue is bounded by other components monitored by the FMP. As discussed previously in
regard to NRC Question No. 4.2.23, the applicant has not completed its evaluation of all RCS
components within the scope of license renewal. The applicant should complete its evaluation
of the RCS components and medify the FMP as necessary. The applicant should discuss the
results of the evaluation, identify additional locations added to the FMP, and describe the
controlling transients and parameters that will be monitored for the locations added to the FMP.
This is a component of Open item 3.2.3.1.2-1.
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The applicant indicated that CCNPP has shut down on several occasions because of RCS I

: leakage associated with the RCPs. The applicant indicated that a vibration monitoring program
was implemented for the piping associated with RCP seal leakoff lines. In NRC Question
No. 7.9, the staff requested that the applicant describe the parameters monitored by the
program. The staff also requested that the apphcant submit the acceptance criteria for the

j
' parameters monitored, including the technical basis for the acceptance criteria. In its response '

to NRC Question No. 7.9, the applicant discussed the pumps and sensing lines. However, the
applicant did not discuss the seal leakoff lines. In a meeting on February 18,1999 (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,'1999), the applicant indicated that the seal leakoff lines are
not safety-related. The applicant further indicated that its discussion of these lines was only in
the context of describint CCNPP plant operating experience.' The staff agrees with the
applicant's contention i.iat these lines are not safety related.

i

|

The applicant indicated that design fatigue analysis of the CCNPP RPVs determined the I
bounding locations and transients. The applicant further indicated that the FMP adds fatigue |
usage resulting from RCS heatup and cooldown transients to the fat;gue usage computed in the 1

initial design analysis to determine the current CUF. The staff requested that the applicant
describe the parameters monitored by the FMP that are applicable to the RPV. In NRC
Question No. 4.2.21, the staff also requested that the applicant describe how the monitored
parameters are compared to the fatigue analysis of record. The applicant responded that the
number of cooldowns for the RPV outlet nozzles and the number of heatups for the RPV closure

) studs are monitored and compared to the analysis of record every 6 months.

The applicarit indicated that, as part of the FMP, an engineering evaluation will be performed to
determine if the low-cycle fatigue usage for the CEDM/RVLMS components is bounded by
existing bounding components. In NRC Question No. 4.2.23, the staff requested that the
applicant describe the fatigue criteria used in the design of the CEDM/RVLMS components and
indicate the reason for performing the engineering evaluation of these components.. The
applicant indicated that it was evaluating CEDM/RVLMS components to determine whether the
fatigue is bounded by other components monitored by the FMP. The applicant has not
completed its evaluation of the components associated with the RPV. The applicant should
complete its evaluation of the CEDM/RVLMS components and modify the FMP as necessary.
The applicant should discuss the results of the evaluation, identify additional locations added to
the FMP, and describe the controlling transients and parameters that will be monitored for the
locations added to the FMP. This is a component of Open item 3.2.3.1.2-1.

4

In Section 4.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant also indicated that, in conjunction with
EPRI, it has initiated an additional study to evaluate the effects of low-cycle fatigue on various
fatigue-critical plant locations. In NRC Question No. 4.2.25, the staff requested that the
applicant describe this program and describe its applicability to the RPV and CEDM/RVLMS
components. The applicant's response referenced the results of a study reported in EPRI report
TR-107515._ The EPRI study is discussed in Section 3.2.3.3 of this SER.

,
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The FMP relies on sampling of critical plant transients for selected RPV and RCS components at
CCNPP to manage fatigue. The staff agrees that monitoring of plant transients causing
significant fatigue usage for critical components can adequately represent the fatigue usage for
the remaining RPV and RCS locations. However, the open issues identified regarding the FMP
must be resolved in order for the staff to accept this sampling approach for managing fatigue of
the RPV and RCS components.

|
|

In Section 4.3 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant indicated that fatigue analyses of the
fatigue-sensitive RVI components identified in Table 4.3-2 of Appendix A to the LRA would be
performed. These analyses will be based on ASME Code fatigue criteria. The applicant
indicated that, if the fatigue analyses demonstrate low fatigue usage (CUF<0.5), no further )
evaluation of the components will be performed. The applicant further committed to perform |

additional evaluation of those components with a CUF>0.5 in order to determine whether the
component is bounded by the other components monitored by the FMP. Any RVI component
not bounded by existing FMP components will be added to the FMP. The applicant should
complete its analyses of the RVi components and modify the FMP as necessary. The applicant
should discuss the resu!ts of the evaluation, identify additional locations added to the FMP, and |
describe the controlling transients and parameters that will be monitored for the locations added |
to the FMP. This is a component of Open item 3.2.3.1.2-1.

The applicant indicated that CCNPP has not discovered any high-cycle fatigue-related failures in
the RVI. The applicant further indicated that high-cycle fatigue failures normally occur early in
plant life, making it highly unlikely that components subject to high-cycle fatigue loads will fail
during the license renewal period. The applicant relies on the ASME Section XI inservice
inspection (ISI) program to manage the effects of high-cycle fatigue for the components of the
RVI. The ISI program inspections are discussed in Section 3.2.3.2.4. The staff agrees with the
applicant's assessment, that a high-cycle fatigue failure is likely to occur early in plant life i
because flow induced vibratory loads will produce a large number of cycles early in the olant life. |
Given that CCNPP has no history of high-cycle fatigue failures of the RVI components, the ISI '

program provides an adequate method to continue to monitor the potential for high-cycle fatigue
damage of the CCNPP CEASB. Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the
Section XI ISI program provides an acceptable means for managing high-cycle fatigue of the
RVI.

3.2.3.2.3 Programs to Manage Aging Effects From Wear and Stress Relaxation

A. Reactor Pressure Vessel

The applicant stated tnat components in the reactor vessel are susceptible to wear caused by
relative rnotion between them. These components, however, are visually examined under the
following programs to detect the effects of wear
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The CCNPP ISI program provides for discovery and management of the effects of wear+

in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code, Section XI.

The BACI program provides for inspection around the CEDM and RVLMS vent areas.+

Inspection of these areas could indicate any reactor coolant leakage and necessary
replacement of vent balls due to wear.

The CCNPP procedure RV-62 involves cleaning and inspection of the RPV studs, nuts,+

and washers, which supplements the visual examination performed during the ISI.

The CCNPP procedure RV-85 involves cleaning and inspection of the ICI tube nozzle*

flanges, which also supplements the visual examination performed during the ISI.

The applicant proposed to perform visual inspection of the Grayloc clamps, studs, nuts,+

and HJTC seal plug and drive nut for wear by modifying the CCNPP procedure RVLMS-
2. This will further supplement the visual examination performed during the ISI for
surveillance of wear.

The staff, therefore, has determined that toere is reasonable assurance that the effect of wear
will be detected during visual inspection performed under the preceding programs and that the

A corrective actions taken as part of the program will ensure that the components remain capable
t / c' oerforming their intended function under CLB conditions during the period of extended
U operation.:

t3. Reactor Coolant System

The applicant identified components in the RCS that are susceptible to wear from relative motion
between them. The applicant relies on the following plant procedures to examine the
components susceptible to wear:

CCNPP administrative procedure MN-3-110 provides for examination and inspection of+

components identified in accordance with the requirements of ASME Code, Section XI.

CCNPP BACI program MN-3-301 provides for walkdown examinations of specific areas+

to detect RCS leakage.

CCNPP technical procedure RCS-10 provides for visual inspection of the pressurizer*

manway studs, nuts, and seating surfaces.

CCNPP technical procedures SG-1, SG-2, SG-5, and SG-6 provide for the inspection of+

the SG closure surfaces.

CCNPP technical procedure SG-20 provides for inspection of the SG primary manway+

flange seating surfaces.
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The applicant will continue to review industry experience with respect to wear of RCP-

seal water heat exchanger tubes in accordance with administrative procedure NS-1-100.

CCNPP technical procedures STP-M-574-1/2 provides for inspections of SG tubes..

Based on the frequency of the inspections and the inspection technique used the staff
concludes that there is reasonable assurance that effects of wear on RCS components will be
managed by the programs listed above and the intended functions will be maintained during the
extended period of operation.

3.2.3.2.4 Wear and Stress Relaxation of Reactor Vessel Internals

The RVi technical report indicates that the app!icant's ISI program is adequate for managing the
aging effects of wear to ensure the structural integrity of the RVI. The ISI program constitutes
the applicant's wear AMP that will continue to be used at CCNPP during the period of extended
operation. The ISI program invokes the requirements of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code,1983 Edition through Summer 1983 Addenda, that specify the
ISI requirements for the RV1. The applicant defines RVI as Class 1 components in accordance
with the ASME B&PV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWB. The applicant indicates that its ISI i
program ensures that class 1 components are inspected as required by 10 CFR 50.55a in '

accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section XI, requirements with regard to the inspection
methods and frequency, identification of the devices to be inspected, acceptance criteria, and
corrective action. The applicant's RVI technical report indicates that the ISI program employs
NDE methods to measure material properties and assess the condition of a component's fitness
for its intended use. The program requires visual examination of RVi accessible surfaces of the I
core support structures that must be .mmoved from the reactor vessel for certain examinations. |

The applicant's LRA indicates that wear can be discovered when the reactor vessel is opened
during refueling outages, and the RVis are subject to a visual examination of accessible
surfaces. Further, the report indicates that, since wear between accessible surfaces that are
subject to relative motion is readily detectable by visual examination before the cffects of wear
begin to compromise the structural integrity or function of components, the ISI program is
adequate to manage the aging effects of wear.

The applicant's use of visualinspection in accordance with the ASME B&PV Code for the |
management of the aging effects of wear is consistent with the general industry approach to
managing the effects of detectable wear. However, in a letter dated September 3,1998, the
staff issued NRC Question No. 4.3.21, requesting information about the applicant's specific
application of visual examination methct Nith regard to wear of the HDR and associated RV1
wear surfaces affecting the HDR clamping capability, and the accuracy requirements involved in
the use of visual wear measurements. On November 19,1998, the applicant responded to the
question. The staff found that the response did not provide all the information requested. The
response was did not include a description of the accuracy of visual examinations required to
provide reliable measurements to mange aging effects of wear on the HDR.
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The staff held a meeting with the applicant on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), to address this issue. The issue was discussed with the applicant's licensing
representatives and cognizant CCNPP individuals involved in the ISI program and the activities |
associated with the 10-year ISI RVI examinations and inspections performed during their I

removal and reinstallation from the pressure vessel (PV). The following information was !

provided by the applicant during these discussions: |
|

The ISI visual examinations only identify indications of such surface wear as scratches+

and gouges and do not provide information on the depth of wear.

During the inspection of the RVI and its PV support ledge, the depth of wear on mating+

surfaces is not measured.

The staff inquired about measurements taken after the reinstallation of the RVI and.

I
before lowering the PV head to ensure the proper seating of the RVI. Measurements of |
the elevation of the top surface of the HDR or RVI flange relative the top of the PV

'

closure flange would ensure proper seating of the RVI and also provide the information
for assurance that the effects of wear on the HDR function are adequately managed.

On the basis of a check of the ISI RVI removal and reinstallation procedures, the.

p applicant could not determine if the RVI seating and PV closure elevation were
i measured. However, the applicant noted that the 10-year ISI examinations and

'

inspections of the RVI and PV are performed by a subcontractor, and their procedures
may include the elevation measurements in their RVI reinstallation procedures. The
applicant intends to discuss this with the subcontractor and review the procedures to
resolve and document the issue.

Pending an applicant submittal of a documented satisfactory resolution of this issue, this is Open
item 3.2.3.2.4-1.

On September 3,1998, the staff also requested a description of the inspections performed, or
that will be performed wrJ , gard to changes in as-built dimensions and deflection or wear'

measurements that demo wrate that the RVI HDR ciamping force will not be reduced so as to
impair its intended function of restricting core barrel motion during the period of extended plant
operations (NRC Question No. 4.3.22). In addition, the staff also requested the basis for not
considering the HDR as a device type subject to stress relaxation. The applicant responded to
the questior, on November 19,1998. The response did not provide the information requested
with regard to wear of RVI surfaces effects on the core barrel hold-down capability function and
the basis for not considering the HDR subject to stress relaxation. The issue of changes in as-
built dimensions and deflection or wear measurements that demonstrate that the RVI HDR
clamping force will not be reduced so as to impair its intended function of restricting core barrel

| motion during the period extended plant operations was covered in the meeting discussions with
! the applicant with regard to NRC Question No. 4.3.21 as previously described. The basis for not

considering the HDR subject to stress relaxation was also discussed with the applicant's

O:
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licensing representatives during a meeting at CCNPP on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting
summary dated March 19,1999). The following informa, tion was given by the applicant as the
basis for not considering stress relaxation plausible for the HDR:

The radiation levels in the area of the HDR are not sufficient for a stress relaxation.

ARDM to occur. In-pile testing of stainless steel material has shown that substantial loss
of preload is possible at PWR operating temperatures in a high-radiat.: , field of
approximately 5 x 102 n/cm (E>1MEV) when materials are stressed a y above yield2

stress. The applicant determined that in extrapolating fluence values from a CE
memorandum, dated August 4,1977, " Relaxation of 13Cr-4Ni Hold Down Ring Material,"
that fluence levts of the HDR will be in the range of 1012 to 10" n/cm for a 60-year life.2

On the basis of discussions with CE, the applicant is certain that the operating stress+

levels in the HDR are much less than two-thirds of the material yield strength. The HDR
is made from ASTM _A182-72, GR. F6, AISI

Pending an applicant submittal documenting this information, this is Confirmatory item
3.2.3.2.4-1.

In NRC Question No. 4.3.15, the staff requested that the applicant provide the basis and data
used to establish the criteria in the evaluation to demonstrate that the A-286 CEA shroud bolts
are not subject to SCC during the period of extended operation. In addition, information was
requested with regard to the type of examination, extent of examination, and acceptance criteria
that are applicable to A-286 CEA shroud bolts under the ARDI program. The applicant
responded to the question on November 19,1998. The response did not provide a technical
basis for the criteria used to determine whether SCC is a concem with regard to the A-286 CEA
shroud bolts. The staff met with the applicant on February 17,1999 (NRC meeting summary
dated March 19,1999), to address this issue. The applicant provided the following information
during these discussions:

Contrary to the information provided in Section 4.3.2 of A idi:: A to the LRA , the.

applicant will not be performing an analysis to determine iting stresses are
above or below the threshold level for SCC. This change evt.ed from BG&E's
determination that the CEA shroud bolts are not within the scope of license renewal.

The CEA shroud bolts do not perform a safety function in accordance with the |
+

requirements of 10 CFR 54.4.

The applicant was asked to document the resolution of the issue with a description of the
function of the CEA shroud bolts that included an explanation of why they do not meet the
criteria contained in 10 CFR 54.4. This issue, which is addressed in 3.2.3.2.1.C(8) of this SER,
is Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-4.

G,
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The RVI technical report indicates that at reactor operating temperatures, neutron embrittlement
is plausible for device types that would experience high-energy neutron flux. Although the
components nearest the core experience such high fluxes, the fluence levels are not sufficient
to cause appreciable neutron embrittlement of components located above the reactor vessel
nozzles. The CEA shroud bolts are located directly over the core and well below the pressure
vessel nozzles. The report indicates, in part, that the effect of ncutron embrittlement is a loss of
fracture toughness that leads to cracking or fracture of bolts or fasteners, and that these effects
are procursors to the loss of the intended function for the component. The ISI program visual
examination is proposed as adequate for control of this ARDM. On the basis of the drawings
presented in Appendix A to the LRA, the CEA shroud bolts are almost completely buried within
the CEA shroud flange and fuel alignment plate assembly and are not readily accessible for
visual examination except for the tops of the bolt heads. Bolt cracking or fracture occurs at the
juncture of the bolt head and shank, which is not accessible for visualinspection On
September 3,1998, the staff requested a description of the portions of the CEA shroud bolts that ,

are accessible for visual examination and a discussion of how the observations can be used to
reliably demonstrate and provide adequate assurance that neutron embrittlement will be
managed during the period of extended operation (NRC Question No. 4.3.23). On
November 19,1998, the applicant responded to the question. The response did not address the
request for a description of the portions of the bolts that are accessible for visual examination
and how the observations can be used to reliably demonstrate, and provide adequate

O assurance, that neutron embrittlement will be managed during the period of extended operation.
This issue was discussed in the staff meeting with the applicant on February 18,1999 (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,1999). During the meeting, the applicant acknowledged that
the shank of the bolts is not accessible for visual examination. However, the applicant reported
that the CEA shroud bolts are not within the scope of license renewal in accordance with 10
CFR 54.4 as discussed during a meeting on February 17,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), with regard to the resolution of NRC Question No. 4.3.15. Pending an
applicant submittal of a satisfactory resolution of the issue, this is Confirmatory item 3.2.3.2.1-4,
which is also discussed in Section 3.2.3.2.1C(8) of this SER.

3.2.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

The staff's evaluation of the identification of time-limiting aging analyses (TLAAs)is discussed
separately in Section 4.0 of this staff SER.

(1) For Neutron Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel

This TLAA concerns the effect of neutron embrittlement on the fracture toughness of tne reactor
pressure vessel base plates and weld metals. The applicant identified the following analyses as
affected by neutron embrittlement of the RPV:

pressurized thermal shock (PTS) requirements (10 CFR 50.61)+
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low-temperature overpressure protection, power-operated relief valve setpoints, and+

administrative controls

plant heatup/cooldown (pressure / terr perature or PT) curves |
+

The common aspect in each of these analyses is the reliance on the neutron fluence as a
parameter to determine the fracture toughness of the RPV materials as a function of effective full
power years (EFPYs). An analogous analysis is that for Charpy upper-shelf energy, as required
in Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. Charpy upper-shelf energy should also be identified by the
applicant as a TLAA. Specifically, the statements in Section 2.1.3.2 of the LRA, which describe
determination of the (transition temperature) fracture toughness (" analyses that provide |
operating limits or address regulatory requirements," and "the calculations are based on periodic
assessments of the neutron fluence and resultant charges") are also directly applicable to the

,

determination of the upper-shelf toughness. I

All of these TLAAs are encompassed within the current licensing basis and, as such, the
licensee is always required to be in compliance with the appropriate operating limits and
regulatory requirements. The applicant currently has in place a process for ensuring
compliance with the appropriate operating limits and regulatory requirements. This process
involves use of results from the CCNPP comprehensive reactor vessel surveillance program, )
the surveillance program for the McGuire plant, industry and owners group programs, and, i
finally, the methodology found in Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Revision 2) and the PTS rule (10 CFR |
50.61). As described in on page 4.2-26 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant will continue to |
make periodic adjustments to account for any new information on the RPV beltline materials.

'

A. Pressurized Thermal Shock Requirements

As outlined in the RVI technical report, CCNPP Units 1 and 2 are projected to be within the PTS
screening criteria for 20 years beyond the current expiration dates of the licenses. This covers
the period of the renewed license. As accounted for in the applicant's process for evaluating
neutron embrittlement of the RPV materials, these projections are subject to change as new
information and data become available. Any changes will be evaluated in accordance with 10
CFR 50.61, which requires an assessment whenever a "significant" change in the neutron
embrittlement occurs. With respect to the PTS requirements, the licensee satisfies 54.21(c)(i)
because the PTS screening criteria is sr.tisfied for 20 years beyond the current expiration date of
the license.

B. Heatup/Cooldown (Pressure / Temperature or PT) Curves

The plant operating curves, referred to as the heatup/cooldown or pressure-temperature curves,
are required in acccrdance with Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50, and are determined in
accordance with Appendix G to Section XI of the ASME Code. In response to NRC Question
No. 4.2.8, the applicant stated that the current curves for Unit 1 remain valio for 48 EFPYs
(which equates to 60 operating years). In Section 2.1.3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the
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applicant states that the current curves for Unit 2 are valid for 30 EFPYs, and will be updated to
ensure that the operating curves remain valid at the current cumulative neutron fluence level. |

i Any changes in the PT curves will be evaluated in accordance with Appendices G and H to 10
CFR Part 50. Appendix G requires that the effects of neutron radiation must be accounted for in
determining the fracture toughness of the RPV beltline materials. Appendix H requires an
evaluation of the need for changes in the pressure-temperature limits with submittal of a
surveillance capsule test report. 'Therefore, with respect to heatup and cooldown curves, the
licensee satisfies 54.21(c)(i) for Unit 1 because the PT limits are valid for 60 years. For Unit 2
the licensee satisfies 54.21(c)(iii) because the PT limits are adequate for 30 EFPY and will be
updated to meet the requirements of Appendix G,10 CFR Part 50 for 48 EFPY (60 years of
operation).

.

i

C. Charpy Upper-Shelf Energy Requirements |

Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that each RPV material must maintain Charpy upper-
shelf energy use of at least 50 ft-Ib throughout the life of the vessel. In response to NRC
Question No. 4.2.5, the applicant stated that no RPV beltline material will fall below 50 ft-lb
upper shelf energy before 48 EFPYs. Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the effects of
neutron radiation must be accounted for in determining the Charpy upper-shelf energy of the
RPV beltline materials, and that the materials must exhibit at least 50 ft-lb upper-shelf energy or
provide margins of safety against fracture equivalent to those required by Appendix G of j

t, Section XI of the ASME Code. Therefore, with respect to the charpy upper-shelf energy the
b licensee satisfies 54.21(c)(i) because upper-shelf energy will not fall below 50 ft-lbs before

48 EFPY.-

2 (2) Fatigue

in Section 2.1.3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant states that the fatigue analyses of
components of the NSSS are time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) in accordance with the CLB.
According to the applicant, the RCS components were designed in accordance with the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) B&PV Code, Section 111, and the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard USAS B31.7, " Nuclear Power Piping Code." As
discussed previously, the CLB fatigue analysis of the RCS components involved calculating a
cumulative usage factor (CUF) based on cyclic loads that are projected to occur during the plant
design life. Consequently, fatigue is a TLAA for these components.

The CCNPP FMP monitors and tracks the number of critical thermal and pressure test*

transients, and monitors the cycles and fatigue usage for the limiting components of the NSSS.
The applicant indicated that, in order to stay within the design basis, corrective actions would be
initiated in advance of the design limit on fatigue usage being exceeded or the number of design
cycles being exceeded. In NRC Question Nos. 4.2.22 and 7.13, the staff requested that the
applicant describe the criteria used to determine when corrective actions will be initiated.
Corrective actions are discussed in Section 3.1.1 of this SER.

b
c
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The applicant's FMP monitors and tracks transients and cycles at selected components to |
ensure that these components stay within their design basis. GSI-166, " Adequacy of the
Fatigue Life of Metal Components," raised concerns regarding the conservatism of the fatigue i

curves used in the design of these components. Although GSI-166 was resolved for the current
40-year design life of operating plants, the staff initiated GSI-190, " Fatigue Evaluation of Metal
Components for 60-year Plant Life," to address license renewal. The resolution of GSI-166 for
the 40-year design life relied, in part, on conservatism in the existing CLB analyses. This
conservatism included the number and magnitude of the cyclic loads postulated in the initial
component design. A detailed discussion of the GSI-166 evaluation is contained in
SECY 95-245.

The staff assessment for GSI-166 is a basis for the current 40-year plant design life. However,
the staff assessment took credit for the conservatism in the current licensing basis fatigue I

analyses for the 40-year plant life. The staff further indicated that its assessment could not be |
extrapolated beyond the current facility design life (40 years). Therefore, the GSI-166 resolutic' l

only applies to the fatigue accumulation for a 40-year design life.

The applicant's FMP tracks fatigue usage of critical components and compares the fatigue
usage to the CLB criteria. GSI-166 and GSI-190 identified a concern regarding the
conservatism cf the CLB fatigue design curves. In SECY 95-245, the staff recommended not to
backfit new fatigue criteria to current operating nuclear power plants based, in part, on an
assessment of the conservatism in existing fatigue analyses of components at operating plants
for the 40-year design life. The staff did recommend that a sample of components with high
fatigue usage factors be evaluated for any extended period of operation. Consequently, the
staff concludes that the FMP TLAA for the RPV and RCS is only adequate for the current design
life of 40 years.

By letter dated February 9,1998, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) submitted two
EPRI technical reports dealing with the fatigue issue. EPRI report TR-107515 was part of an
industry attempt to resolve GSI-190. As recommended in SECY 95-245, EPRI analyzed
components with high usage factors using environmental fatigue data. The staff has open
technical concems regarding the EPRI evaluations. These concems were transmitted to the
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) by letter dated November 2,1998.

Since GSI-190 has not been resolved, the staff requested, by letter dated Novemtser 2,1998, I

that the applicant discuss how it satisfies the relevant portion of Section 54.29 of the license |
renewal rule as explained in the statement of considerations (SOC) (60 FR 22484, May 8,1995) !
and as described in subsection 6.3.5, of Section 2.0 of Appendix A to the LRA. The applicant i

did not provide a technical rationale addressing the adequacy of components in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary considering environmental fatigue effects until GSI-190 is resolved.
in a December 10,1998, letter, the applicant stated that the only place it. relied on the EPRI
report was to support its finding regarding the chemical and volume control system (CVCS). In
addition, the applicant stated that the LRA demonstrates that the effects of fatigue on the CVCS
will be managed in a manner that maintains the plant's current licensing basis, while GSI-190 is
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being resolved. The staff considers the issue raised by GSI-190 regarding environmental
; fatigue applicable to the RPV and the RCS, as well as to other systems, because the
environmental fatigue data is also applicable to these systems.

If GSI-190 is not resolved generically prior to CCNPP operation in the extended period, the
applicant must adequately resolve environmental effects on high usage factors with bounding-

analyses or a monitoring program on a plant-specific basis. This is Confirmatory item 3.2.3.3-1.
-

3.2.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information included in Section 4.1, " Reactor Coolant System,"4

Section 4.2, " Reactor Pressure Vessels and Control Element Drive Mechanisms / Electrical
i System," and Section 4.3 " Reactor Vessel intemals System," of Appendix A, " Technical

Information," to the LRA and additional information provided by the applicant in response to the
staft RAls. Except for the open items identified in this SER section, on the basis of this review,
the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the aging effects associated with4

the RVIC systei.w will % Od ,TJ:tSy managed so that there is reasonable assurance that the
RVIC systems will perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB during the period

! if extended operation.

p .3 Engineered Safety Feature Systems,

3.3.1 Introduction 1-

j

l

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the engineered safety
features (ESFs) in the following three sections of Appendix A to its license renewal application
(LRA): Section 5.5, " Containment Isolation (Cl) Group"; Section 5.6, " Containment Spray (CS) ;

System"; and Section 5.15, " Safety injection (SI) System." The staff reviewed these sections of ''

the application to determine whether the licensee provided adequate information to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for managing the aging effects of the ESFs for license
renewal.

3.3.2 Summary of Technicalinformation in Application

3.3.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to Aging Management Review ,

1

Section 5.5.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the Cl group as consisting only of those Cl
systems that either have no other components within the scope of license renewal or have

,

components that are evaluated in other sections of Appendix A to the LRA. Figure 5.5-1 in
Section 5.5 identifies the systems that are evaluated in this section of the LRA. The

; components in these systems that are responsible for the containment isolation function and
require an AMR are identified in Table 5.5-1 of the LRA. They include carbon and stainless
steel piping, check valves, control valves, hand valves, motor-operated valves (MOVs), relief

i
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valves, and tanks. The staff's evaluation of this information is discussed in Sections 2.2.3.16.2.2 j
and 2.2.3.16.3 of this SER.

The CS system is described in Section 5.6.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. The major function of
the CS system is to limit the pressure and temperature of the containment atmosphere so that
the associated design limits are not exceeded following design-basis events. This function is
performed by spraying cold borated water into the containment atmosphere. The CS system is
also used to remove heat from the reactor coolant system (RCS) during plant cooldown and to |
maintain the RCS temperature during cold shutdown and refueling operation modes. During '

normal plant operations, the CS system is maintained in a standby mode. Table 5.6-1 in
Section 5.6 of the LRA identifies the components in the CS system that are subject to an AMR.
They include piping, valves, heat exchangers, the pump / driver assembly, flow elements and )
orifices, and temperature elements and indicators. The staff's evaluation of this information :

is discussed in Sections 2.2.3.17.2.2 and 2.2.3.17.3'of this SER. I

The SI system is described in Section 5.15.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. The major functions
Iof the SI system are to supply emergency core cooling in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant

accident and to increase shutdown margin following the rapid cooldown of the RCS caused by a
rupture of a main steamline. These functions are performed by injecting borated waterinto the
RCS. Table 5.15-1 in Section 5.15 of the LRA identifies the components in the Si system that
are subject to an AMR. They include piping, valves, heat exchangers, flow elements and
orifices, the pump drive assembly, temperature elements and indicators, and tanks. The staffs
evaluation of this information is discussed in Sections 2.2.3.28.2.2, and 2.2.3.28.3 of this SER.

3.3.2.2 Effects of Aging
|

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related dt gradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the above components that are subject to AMR. Table 5.5-2 in Appendix A to the LRA identifies
crevice corrosion, general corrosion, microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), pitting, and wear
as plausible ARDMs for the Cl group components. Table 5.6-2 identifies crevice corrosion,
general corrosion, and pitting as plausible ARDMs for the CS system. Table 5.15-2 identifies
crevice corrosion, fatigue, general corrosion, MIC, pitting, SSC, and weathering as plausible
ARDMs for the Si system.

3.3.2.3 Aging Management Programs
.

1

)
The applicant identified the following aging management programs (AMPS) for the ESF systems i

for license renewal in the application:

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion inspection Program"-

(existing program-applicable to CS and Sl systems and the Cl group).

CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-204, " Specification and Surveillance Primary Systems"-

(existing program-applicable to CS and SI systems).
,
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CCNPP Technical Procedure CO-206, " Specification and Surveillance Component.

Cooling / Service Water System" (existing program-applicable to CS and Si systems).

CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-202, " Specification and Surveillances-Demineralized.

Water, Safety-Related Battery Water, and Wel! Water Systems" (existing
program-applicable to the SI system).j

CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedure M-571G-1(2), " Local Leak Rate Test," Penetrations.
,

j 9,10,23,24,37, and 39 (existing programs-applicable to CS and Si systems). l

l
. CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedure M-571L-1(2), " Local Leak Rate Test," Penetration 1

.

41 (existing program-applicable to the Si system).

CCNPP Local Leakage Rate Testing Programs STP-M-571 A-1, A-2, D-1, D-2, E-1, E-2,.

G-1, G-2, M-1, and M-2 (existing programs-applicable to the Cl group).
'

CCNPP Pump and Valve Inservice Test Program (existing program-applicable to the SI.
;

: system).
,

|~

g CCNPP Fatigue Monitoring Program (existing program-applicable to the Si system). ).
,

' MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns" (modified program-applicable to the SI=

system).

ARDI Program (new program - applicable to the CS and Si systems and the Cl group)..

The applicant concluded that these programs wculd manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the ESF systems would be

'

maintained during the period of operation, consistent with the current licensing basis (CLB) ,

! under all design-loading conditions. i

i
3.3.2.4 Time-limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1, " Time-limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that there are no
TLAAs applicable to any of the ESF systems.

i 3.3.3 Staff Evaluation
)

3.3.3.1 Effects of Aging

i :
In Sections 5.5.2,5.6.2, and 5.15.2 of Appendix A to the LRA for the Cl group, the CS system,
and the Si system, respectively, the applicant grouped components of similar characteristics in,

i

LC
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these systems require AMR into the categories described in Sections 3.3.3.1.1,3.3.3.1.2, and
3.3.3.1.3 of this SER. The applicant evaluated the plausible ARDMs for each of these groups.

In Groups 1,2, and 3 of the Cl group and Group 2 of both the CS system and the Si systems,
the applicant determined that the effects of general corrosion, crevice corrosion, pitting, MIC,
and wear of the seating surfaces of applicable Cl valves and safety-related check valves should
be managed by an AMP. In NRC Question No.11.1 (Generic Areas), the staff note t10
CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i) excludes valves, other than the valve body, from AMR requiremt id that
the statements of consideration of the license renewal rule provide the basis for excluding from
an AMR for license renewal those structures and components that perform their intended
functions with moving parts or with a change in configuration or properties. The staff requested
that the applicant provide the basis for its determination that valve intemals are subject to an
AMR for license renewal. In a letter dated November 12,1998, the applicant responded to NRC
Question No.11.1 by stating that it is aware of this exclusion but performed this AMR for the
applicant's benefit. Therefore, for the valve intemals in the grcups previously identified, and
described in the next three sections, the staff did not evaluate the applicant's AMR because the
valve intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration
and are, therefore, not subject to an AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

3.3.3.1.1 Containment isolation Group

Group 1 is composed of carbon steel piping and components. Intemal parts of valves are of
alloy steel, stellited carbon steel, and stninless steel. These components are exposed to well l

water that is stagnant during normal operauon. The applicant stated that the components that
need aging management are piping, check valves, hand valves, and MOVs. It determined that
the aging effects are crevice corrosion, MIC, and pitting.

Group 2 is composed of stainless steel piping and components exposed to treated water or
gaseous waste. The applicant stated that the components that need aging management are |
piping, check valves, control valves, hand valves, MOVs, relief valves, and tanks. The valve |
bodies are of either stainless steel or carbon steel with intemal parts of alloy steels, stellited |
carbon steel, and stainless steel. The decay tanks are of carbon steel and are intemally clad
with stainless steel. Flanges and couplings are stainless steel and the bolting is carbon and
low- alloy steel. The applicant determined that the applicable aging effects are crevice
corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting.

The applicant stated that the occunence of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting
is expected to be limited and not likely to affect the intended function of Group 1 and 2
components. The applicant's expectations are based on past experience with systems
containing well water. The water has not caused corrosion problems in such systems in the
past and is not expected to in the future.

Group 3 identifies wear as a plausible ARDM that requires an AMR of certain valves in the Cl
group. The valv3 types for which the wear ARDM is considered plausible, and, which are
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! ' subject to an AMR, are check valves, control valves, MOVs, and hand valves. Wear results
from relative motion between two surfaces and is considered plausible for the disks and seats of
valves because of cyclic relative motion at the tight-fitting surfaces. Movement of the disk !
against the seat can result in a gradual loss of material, which could result in a small amount of i

valve seat leakage. As discussed in Sectica 3.3.3.1 of this SER, an AMR for these valve
intemals is not required. Therefore, the staff did not evaluate this group.

Group 4 is comprised of the extemal bolting of MOVs in the containment normal sump drain |lines. The bolts are carbon and alloy steels. The sump drain lines contain water that contains '

boric acid. The applicant stated that if the valves develop a leak, there is a potential for the;

carbon steel bolts to be exposed to corrosive boric acid. The applicant also stated that these
MOVs are the only components in this group that engender an aging management concem

| ' about the extemal surfaces because they are the only carbon steel sube( 7ponents potentially
exposed to boric acid from system leakage. The applicant determined th ! the applicable aging
effects are crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting.

l
1

The applicant's evaluation of the plausible ARDMs and of the AMPS applicable to Groups 1 I
through 4 is summarized in Tables 5.5-2 and 5-3 of Appendix A to the LRA. I

The staff concurs with the applicant's determination that the effacts of corrosion (crevice
p corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting) are plausible aging effects and should be

managed for license renewal. The staff concurs because the above-mentioned materials are
known to experience these aging mechanisms when exposed to well water and treated wcter.
Based on industry data and experience, the staff concludes no other aging effects are plausible.

Certain components, for example, piping and valves, in the Cl group are subject to therma' or
| mechanical cycling. Structural damage may occur at low or high frequencies as a result of -

| cycles of mechanical, thermal, or pressure cyclical loads. The Cl group components are
'

designed in accordance with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.7, which
contains fatigue considerations. However, the applicant did not identify fatigue as a plausible
aging mechanism for Cl group components. In NRC Question No. 5.5.3, the staff requested the
applicant's justification as to why fatigue is not considered as a plausible aging mechanism for

,

| Cl group components. In a letter dated November 12,1998, the applicant responded that the
I design for B31.7 Class 2 and 3 components is based on a fatigue stress factor of 1.0, which

corresponds to a maximum limit of 7000 cycles of loading. The 7000-cycle bounding limit is well
; in excess of actual cycling for a 60-year life. Thus, the applicant concluded that fatigue does not

need be considered as a plausible aging mechanism for Cl group components throughout the'

period of extended operation. The staff agrees with the applicant's assessment.

3.3.3.1.2 Containment Spray System

Group 1 is composed of components that are exposed to climate-controlled air and whose
extemal surfaces are subject to general corrosion. The rnaterials used are alloy steel for studs,

,

carbon steel for nuts and vessel supports, and carbon steel for the external surfaces of the shell

s
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1

assembly and associated welds. The external surfaces of these components are not normally |

exposed to a corrosive environment but may be exposed to beric acid as a result of leakage
from associated components or nearby systems and components that contain borated water.
The applicant determined that the applicable aging effect is general corrosion.

Group 2 is composed of components exposed to chemically treated or borated water. For heat
exchangers, the intemal environment inct wies chemically treated water from the component
cooling (CC) system. Since the CS system is kept in a standby mode during normal operations,
stagnant conditions exist throughout the system. The materials used 'or components in this
group are stainless steel, carben steel, and alloy steel. Relief valves have Alloy 600 discs and
guide rings. The applicant determined that the applicable aging effects for components in
Group 2 are crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting.

The applient's evaluation is summarized in Tables 5.6-2 and 5.6-3 of Appendix A to the LRA.
The staff concurs with the applicant's determination that the effects of corrosion (crevice
corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting) are plausible aging effects and should be managed for
license renewal. The staff concurs because the above-mentioned materials are known to
experience these aging mechanisms when exposed to treated water. Based on industry data
and experience, the staff concludes no other aging effects are plausible.

3.3.3.1.3 Safety injection System

Group 1 addresses general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of alloy or carbon steel SI system
components that can occur if these components are exposed to concentrated boric acid leaking
through mechanical joints in the Si piping system.

Group 2 addresses general corrosion, crevice corrosion, and pitting of the intemal surfaces of SI |

systems components that can occur, particularly for those portions of the system that do not
'

have hydrogen overpressure and/or experience low-flow or stagnant conditions in which
impurities in the process fluid may concentrate.

Group 3 addresses MIC of the intemal surfaces of the stainless steel recirculation headers
connected to the emergency sump inside containment that can occur because this section of
piping is exposed to stagnant borated water open to the containment atmosphere for extended
periods.

Group 4 comprises Si system components in the safety injection tank (SIT) injection and
shutdown cooling (SDC) mode flowpaths for which fatigue is a plausible ARDM. A metal
component subjected to cyclic loads may fail at a load magnitude less than its ultimate load
capacity as a result of metal fatigue which results in the initiation and propagation of cracks in
the material. The fatigue life of a component is a function of its material, the environment, and
the number and magnitude of the applied cyclic loads. The applicant addressed low-cycle
fatigue for components of the SI system. According to the applicant, low-cycle fatigue is
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|

plausible in portions of the Si system subjected to thermal transients during the system |
operation. I

The staff reviewed the information regarding fatigue of SI system components contained in i

Section 5.15 of Appendix A to the LRA for compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(a)(3). The applicant suggested that components, such as vent, drain, and test hand
valves, instrument isolation hand valves, and relief valves connected to piping, are generally
" thin-walled" components and, therefore, do not experience the large temperature gradients that
would be necessary to cause significant degradation from fatigue. The staff requested that the
applicant provide the technical basis for this conclusion (NRC Question No. 7.18). The applicant
responded that the reference to " thin-walled" would be deleted. The applicant further stated that
these components are outside the main flow path and will not experience significant thermal
transients under normal and anticipated conditions. The staff considers this explanation
reasonable.

Group 5 consists of heat-affected zones in the stainless steel metal near the penetrations and
associated welds that are subject to SSC.

Group 6 consists of the RWT perimeter seal, which is an elastomeric material and subject to
~

| weathering because it is exposed to the outside environment.

On the basis of the description of the SI system internal and external environments and
materials, the staff concludes that the licensee has included all plausible ARDMs. These
ARDMs have the potential of causing aging effects (e.g., cracking or loss of material) that, if
unmanaged, may result in the failure of Si system components to meet their intended function.

3.3.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

The staff evaluation of the applicant's AMP focused on the following 10 elements constituting an
adequate AMP for license renewal: program scope, preventive actions, parameters monitored
or inspected, detection of aging effects, monitoring and trending, acceptance criteria, corrective
actions, confirmation process, administrative controls, and operating experience.

The application indicated that the corrective actions, the confirmation process, and the
administrative controls for license renewal are in accordance with the site-controlled corrective
action program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures and
components subject to AMR. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program
is provided separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. On the basis of this evaluation, the staff
concludes that the applicant provided sufficient information in its LRA to show that its AMPS for
license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective actions," the " confirmation process," and
" administrative controls."

!
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3.3.3.2.1 Corrosion

This section of the SER discusses the staffs evaluation of the AMPS for the components in the
groups that are identified in Sections 3.3.3.1.1,3.3.3.1.2, and 3.3.3.1.3 of this SER.

With respect to applicable components in Group 1 in the CS and Si systems and Group 4 in the
Cl group, the applicant has referenced its existing Boric Acid Corrosion inspection (BACl) )

'

Program to manage the effects of general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of carbon and alloy
lsteel components exposed to concentrated boric acid. The staffs evaluation of the licensee's

BACI Program is discussed in detailin Section 3.1.4 of this SER. On the basis of this
evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee provided enough information in Appendix A to )
the LRA to show that the BACI Program is an effective AMP to manage general corrosion of the j
external surfaces of the applicable alloy and carbon steel components in the Cl group and the
CS and 81 systems.

With respect to applicable components in Group 2 in the CS and Si systems and Group 5 in the
SI system, the applicant has citeo four of its chemistry programs, namely, CP-204, " Specification
and Surveillance Primary Systems"; CP-206," Specification and Surveillance Component
Cooling / Service Water System"; CP-202, " Specification and Surveillances Demineralized Water,
Safety-Related Battery Water, and Well Water Systems"; and CP-224 " Monitoring Radioactivity
in Systems Normally Uncontaminated," to manage, in part, the effects of general corrosion,
crevice corrosion, and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the applicable components in the CS
and SI systems. The staffs review of the licensee's chemistry programs is discussed in detailin
Section 3.1.2 of this SER. On the basis of the staffs evaluation in Section 3.1.2, the staff
concludes that the licensee provided enough information in Appendix A to the LRA to show that
CP-204, CP-206, CP-202, and CP-224 are effective AMPS to manage general corrosion, crevice
corrosion, and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the applicable components in the CS and SI
systems.

To manage, in part, the effects of general corrosion, crevice corrosion, and pitting of the intemal
surfaces of the Cl group and the CS and SI systems components not covered by the monitoring
and testing previously described, the licensee cited its ARDI program. The licensee also
credited this program to detect MIC occurring in the intemal surfaces of the recirculation
headers of the Si system (Group 3) and in Cl group components that are exposed to well water
(Group 1). The staffs review of the ARDI program is discussed in detailin Section 3.1.6 in this
SER. On the basis of this evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee provided enough
information in its LRA to show that the ARDI program is an effective AMP to detect (1) general
corrosion, crevice corrosion, and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the Cl group (Groups 1 and
2), CS system components (Group 2), and the S! systems components (Groups 2 and 3) and
(2) the effects of MIC in Group 1 of the Cl group and Group 3 of the Si system.

To manage SCC of the RWT penetration welds (Group 5 in the SI system), the licensee cited
system walkdown inspections, as supplemented by an engineering evaluation. Nozzle
penetrations for Si system piping connected to the RWT consist of stainless steel pipe
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- penetrating the tank walljoined by a full-penetration groove weld w:'+h a fillet cap. The licensee
i welded an additional reinforcement plate or penetration seal plate to the outer diameter of the

pipe and the tank wall, thereby forming a narrow crevice. The licensee drilled " telltale" holes
through these plates. The RWi~ contains borated water with normal operating parameters of up
to 90 psig and 105 'F. The extemal surfaces of the RWT penetrations are exposed to the
environment. In the crevice formed between the reinforcement plate and the tank wall, moisture -

could accumulate. The licensee stated that SCC occurrad in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of
penetration welds. The licensee stated that visual observation of a dried boric acid buildup4

'

during a system walkdown inspection led to discovery of a pinhole leak inside an outlet nozzle of-

a RWT. The licensee attributed the leak to SCC at the penetration weld and performed weld
repair to correct the deficiency. The licensee stated that as a result of the tough, ductile nature
of the construction material (Type 304 stainless steel), the licensee does not expect SCC to lead
to catastrophic failure.' However, SCC could result in through-wall crack propagation and
subsequent leakage. Besides maintaining proper chemistry controls (see previous discussion),
the licensee stated that visual inspections for leakage through the " telltale" holes would detect
the effects of SCC and allow for timely repair. The licensee credits its Procedure MN-1-319,

| " Structure and System Walkdowns," to detect leakage. The staffs review and evaluation of this
,

j

| program is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.3 of this SER. On the basis of this evaluation, the
staff concludes that the licensee provided enough information in its LRA to show that the
walkdown inspections will detect SCC of the RWT penetration welds. The licensee plans to !
modify the program to (a) specifically identify the field-erected tanks within the scope of the !

; performance assessments, (b) provide additional visual inspection criteria specific to detecting
leakage near the RWT penetrations, and (c) add guidance regarding approval authority for j
significant departures from the specified walkdown inspection scope and schedule. To capture '

this modification, this is Confirmatory item 3.3.3.2.1-1. Because the susceptible locations are
not directly accessible, the licensee will complete an engineering review of SCC at the RWT
penetrations that will either (a) confirm that detection of leakage through the " telltale" holes is
adequate to manage SCC before a challenge to the structural integrity of the penetrations or (b)
include RWT penetrations in the ARDI program (previously described). This engineering
evaluation is Confirmatory item 3.3.3.2.1-2 to capture this element of the licensee's AMP for
SCC.

3.3.3.2.2 Fatigue
;

'
The applicant referred to the FMP for managing low-cycle (thermal) fatigue for Group 4 in the Si
system. Group 4 is discussed in Section 3.3.3.1.3 of this SER. The FMP is discussed in
Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.3 of this SER. Table 5.15-2 of the LRA identifies the Si components for

; which low-cycle fatigue is considered a plausible ARDM. The applicant indicated that these
components involve the SIT and SDC flow paths. According to the applicant, except for the
piping between the SIT outlet check valves and the SlT outlet MOVs, the original design code
for the piping is ANSI (USAS) 31.7, Class 1. The applicant further indicated that the piping
between the SIT outlet check valves and the SIT outlet MOVs was originally designed to ANSI
B31.7 Class || requirements and was subsequently upgraded to Class I requirements. The

; fatigue criteria applicable to Class I is discussed in Section 3.1.1.3 of this SER.
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The applicant indicated that the Si nozzles and the SDC outlet nozzles were the limiting |
locations for low-cycle fatigue in the Si system. These locations are part of the RCS and are
also discussed in Section 3.2 of the SE. The applicant described the controlling plant transients
and the parameters monitored by the FMP for these locations in response to NRC Questions

i

Nos. 7.10 and 7.19. The controlling transients for the Si nozzle are the initiation of SDC and Si
check valve test. The controlling transient for the SDC outlet nozzle is plant cooldown from
Mode 1 operation. The applicant also identified the specific parameters monitored for each
transient in response to the RAls.

The applicant indicated that the number of cycles of the critical transients for the SI components
are not expected to exceed the number assumed in the analyses of record. The applicant
provided the expected fatigue usage for thu Si nozzles and the SDC outlet nozzles in response
to NRC Question No. 7.12. On the basis of the applicant's projection, the fatigue usage of these
components is not expected to exceed the allowable limit. According to the applicant, the
monitored plant parameter data are collected on a periodic basis. These data are evaluated,
and updated usage factors are calculated on a semiannual basis. The applicant indicates that, if
necessary, corrective actions will be initiated before the fatigue limits are exceeded. Corrective
actinns are discussed in Ssetion 3.1.1 of this SER. The staff finds monitoring and corrective
action, if needed, adequate to verify that the fatigue usage limit for SI nozzles and SDC outlet
nozzles will not be exceeded during the period of extended operation, and, therefore, this
method is acceptable.

The applicant indicated that it has participated la an exten sve program undertaken by the
Combustion Engineering Owners Group to address thermal stratification concerns. The
applicant identified the potential for thermal stratificdion in the piping between the SIT outlet |
check valves and the loop inlet check valves in Ks response to NRC Bulletin 88-08. In the LRA,
the applicant committed to complete an engineering review of the industry task group reports
regarding thermal stratification to determine whether SI piping changes are necessary and to
determine the impact of such changes on fatigue usage parameters used by the FMP. In NRC
Question No. 7.21, the staff asked that the applicant indicate whether the plans for the
engineering review include reanalysis for thermal stratification and describe the manner by
which the TLAA for these fatigue analyses will satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(c). The
applicant responded that the engineering review of the Si piping bdween the SIT check valves
and the loop inlet check valves does include a re-analysis for thermal stratification. The
applicant further indicated that this review will determine if the components are bounded by
other components in the FMP, and, if they are not bounded, they will be added to the FMP. The
applicant concluded that the management of nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) fatigue
effeMs meets the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(iii). Tha stafi notes that 10 CFR
54.21(c)(1)(iii) states that the applicant shall demonstrate "inat the effects of aging on the |
intended function (s) will be adequately managed for the pwioa of stended operation." |
According to the applicant, the new analysis and potenti# mcdifbations to the FMP will be |

complete by the end of 2003. However, the staff understeds that whether additional monitoring |
locations are added to the FMP is not based on a specific va!ue of the usage factor, but may
also be based on subjective judgement. Consequently, the applicant has not demonstra'ed that
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the effects of aging on intended Si functions will be adequately managed for the sended period
of operation. The applicant should complete the thermal stratification analysis of the SI piping
and modify the FMP as necessary. This is Confirmatory item 3.3.3.2.2-1.

As discussed in Section 3.2 of this SER, the applicant's FMP relies on sampling of critical plant
transients for selected Si components to manage thermal fatigue. The staff agrees that
monitoring of plant transients causing significant fatigue usage for critical components can
adequately represent the remaining Si components. Resolution of the open issue preeusly
discussed is necessary in order for the staff to conclude that the applicant's FMP sampling
approach provides an adequate method to manage thermal fatigue of the Sl components. In
addition, resolution of the open issues regarding the FMP identified in Section 3.2 of this SER is
also necessary.

3.3.3.2.3 Weathering

To manage weathering of the RWT perimeter seal (Group 6 in the SI system), the limnsee cited
l'rocedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns" to de-t leakage. The staff's review
of this program is discussed in detailin Section 3.1.3 of this SER. Upon satis' Mory closure of
the confirmatory items discussed in Section 3.1.3, the staff concludes that the ..censee
submitted enough information in its LRA to show that the walkdown inspections will detect

f3 weathering of the RWT perimeter seals. The licensee plans to modify the program to include
( additional visual inspection criteria specific to the perimeter seal. To capture this modification,

this item is Confinnatory nem 3.3.3.2.3-1.

3.3.3.3 Time-limited Aging Analyses |

Section 2.1.3.3 of the LRA identifies that the fatigue analyses of the NSSS components are
TLAAs in accordance v.ith the CLB. Portions of the Si piping connected to the RCS were
designed in accordance with the ANSI B31.7 (ASME Class 1). According to the applicant, a
specific fatigue analysis was required for the piping designed to the above criteria.
Consequently, fatigue is a TLAA for those components of the Si system.

.The CCNPP FMP monitors and tracks the fatigue usage for critical components of the NSSS.
The staff's evaluation of the TLAA is contained in Section 3.2.3.3 of the SER. The open issue
discussed in Section 3.2.3.3 is also applicable to the SI piping. Consequently, the staff
concludes that the TL %A for the SI piping is only adequate for the current design life of 40 years.

3.3.4 Conclusions

For the evaluation of the LRA for the ESFs, the staff has reviewed the information included in
Section 5.5, " Containment isolation Group"; Section 5.6, " Containment Spray System," and
Section 5.15 " Safety injection System"; of Appendix A, to the LRA and additional information
provided by the applicent in response to the staff RAls. Upon irnplementation of the
confirmatory items identified in this SER section, the staff concludes that the applicant has

l}
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demonstrated that the aging effects associated with the EFF systems will be adequately
managed so that there is reasonable assurance that these systems will perform their intended |
functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.4 Auxiliary Systems

3.4.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the auxiliary systems
(ass) for license renewalin three separate sections of its LRA. These three sections are

i

Section 5.2, " Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)"; Section 5.4, " Compressed Air
System (CAS)"; and Section 5.10, " Fire Protection (FP;" of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff
reviewed these sections of the application to determine whether the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging on the ass will be adequately managed during the period of extended
operation as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

|3.4.2 Summary of Technical information in Application

3.4.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

Section 5.2 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the CVCS, which provides control of reactor
coolant chemistry through boric acid injection for minimizing corrosion and maintaining coolant
activity at the desired level. The CVCS automatically adjusts the volume of coolant in the RCS
for various reactor power levels, and controls RCS pressure through auxiliary pressurizer spray
during plant startup and shutdown. Major CVCS components cons,tt of piping, accumulator,
strainer, tank, flow element, temperature element, heat exchanger, and various kinds of valves. I

The CVCS is seismic Category 1, and its components are primarily constructed of stainless steel
and subjected to an intemal environment of borated water. The applicant's selection of device
types requiring AMR is listed in Table 5.2-2 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Section 5.4 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the CAS which includes instrument air (IA),
Plant Air (PA), and saltwater air (SA) subsystems in each unit. The lA provides the air supply for
pneumatic ir,struments and valves; the PA provides the air supply for plant maintenance and
operation needs; and the SA is the backup air supply. Major components of the CAS are piping,
air accumulator, air ampkfier, and various kinds of valves. The CAS is seismic Category I, and
its components a.e primarily constructed of carbon steel and subjected to an internal
environment of compressed air. The applicant's selection of device types requiring AMR is
listed in Table 5.4-1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

Section 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the systems for FP. The FP system inciudes
equipment and facilities important to safety that provide functions of detecting, fighting, and
extinguishing fires. Thus, the FP system is needed to protect safety-related (SR) equioment and
structures from fire or explosion. Chapter 5.10 of the LRA addresses sixteen systems credited
with FP functions within its scope. The applicar,t performed AMRs on nine of these 16 systems.
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These nine systems are: SRW, CC, Compressed Air, Diesel fuel oil, AFW, Chemical and
Volume Control, RCS, N2H2, MS. These nine systems have both safety-related and
non-safety-related (NSR) pressure boundary (PB) components. The safety-related parts of
these systems are addressed in other sections of the LRA; the non-safety-related PB parts of
these systems are addressed in Chapter 5.10. The non-safety-related PB parts of these
systems are the subject of the staffs review.

The remaining seven of the 16 systems rely almost entirely on non-safety-related components to
pt form their passive FP intended functions. The applicant did not perform component level
scoping or AMR for these systems; that is, it does not describe them under separate chapters of
the LRA. These systems are addressed in Chapter 5.10 of the LRA and are listed below. They
are also the subject of the staff's review;

Well and Pretreated Water-

FP.

Plant Heating+

Demineralized Water and Condensate Storage-

O
Condensate-

Plant Drains.

Liquid Waste-

Also the subject of staffs review in this section of the SE are the fire barrier materials found in
five systems. These are intake Structure, Primary Containment, Barriers and Barrier
Penetrations, Auxiliary Building, Turbine Building. The results of the AMR for these systems are
provided in Sections 3.3A,3.3B,3.3C, and 3.3E of the LRA. These five systems are not
addressed in Chapter 5.10.

3.4.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the A.S. components subject to AMR. The applicant determined that the aging effects on the
auxiliary systems from the following " plausible" ARDMs should be managed for license renewal:
crevice corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, stress corrosion cracking, erosion / corrosion, wear,
thermal fatigue, and vibration fatigue.

The LRA also contains information on the operating experience of the auxiliary systems
regarding aging degradation. For CVCS components, the applicant indicated that charging
pump blocks had cracked as a result of high-cycle mechanical fatigue caused by normal pump
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operation. The frequency of such cracking at CCNPP and at other plants has been recognized
as an industry-wide problem, and has prompted CCNPP to improve the design of the CVCS and
to modify enarging pump operating practices, which will help to extend pumr life. For the CAS, |
ti,v applicant indicated that as a result of the CCNPP response to GL 88-14 " Instrument Air !
Supply System Problems Affecting Safety Related Equipment," regarding failures of plant ;A
systems, the CAS has been significantly improved in areas of design, maintenance, operations,
and testing. Since then, the CAS has been well maintained and good air quality is ensured by
periodic testing, so that the air is low in moisture, temperature, particulate content, and traces of
oil or hydrocarbons.

For FP systems and components, the applicant indicated that operating experience pertinent to
aging includes corrosion in some piping and in uncoated carbon steel components. Corrective
actions, including replacement and coating, were implemented.

The following sections describe the effects of aging on the subject fire protection systems.

Effects of Aoina Accordino to System Performina FP Functions

The section below describes the effects of aging on fluid systems.

Well and Pretreated Water System

The applicant discussed well water header leaks that developed from corrosion. The applicant -

stated that the carbon steel pipe was exposed to groundwater flow without a protective wrap or
strong cathodic protection. The applicant stated tMt other parts of the system had been
uncovered and inspected and were in excellent condition primarily because of adequate coating
and wrapping. The applicant is currently replacing the corroded portion of piping. Heavy
corrosion has also been found on selected penetrations on the pretreated water storage tanks
because of failed coatings. The applicant replaced those penetrations for which replacement
was appropriate, performed additional inspections, cleaned other penetrations, and then coated
all penetrations with a coating that is not degraded by high temperatures.

Service Water System

For the historical operating experience, see Section 3.5 of this SER and Section 5.17 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

Fire Protection System

The FP system is made up of several subsystems: deluge water spray, sprinklers, hose stations,
and extinguishers. The part of the system in scope for the FP AMR is the pressure retaining fire
fighting equipment.
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The applicant stated that operating experience has been favorable as a result of the use of well
water stored in a closed tank. The use of such water results in low levels of organic materials in
the piping, thus minimizing microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC). A recent inspection of the
interior and exterior surfaces of the main water loop, which was installed in the 1970s, shom .
no evidence of corrosion. The applicant found leakage in a part of the system that supplies
water to the warehouses. Plant personnel promptly isolated the leaks and repaired them. The
applicant attributed some of the leaks to corrosion of the piping lacking cathodic protection, and
some to damage from heavy loads (vehicles) passing over the buried pipes.

Component Coolino System

For the historical operating experience, see Section 3.5 of this SER and Section 5.3 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

Diesel Fuel Oil System

For the historical operating experience, see Section 3.7 of this SER and Section 5.7 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

Plant Heatino System

The applicant identified leakage in plant heating piping from corrosion. The applicant replaced
the piping with wrapped piping and installed new anodes for the cathodic protection system.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

For the hhtorical operating experience, see Section 3.8 of this SER and Section 5.1 of
Appenca A to the LRA.

Qtmineralized Water and Condensate Storaoe System

Operating experience consisted of leaks on penetrations on condensate storage tanks (CSTs)
due to galvanic corrosion. The applicant will replace the penetrations and coat and or wrap
them.

Reactor Coolant System

I
For the historical operating experience, see Section 3.2 of this SER and Section 4.1 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

Main Steam System

For the historical operating experience, see Section 3.8 of this SER and Section 5.12 of
Appendix A to the LRA.

.O
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The next section describes the structures with fire barrier materials.

Primary Containment Structure

Partitions and ceilings, the concrete base mat, the concrete dome, and the concrete
containment wall are classed as fire barriers. The applicant identified no aging mechanisms for
the fire barriers in this structure.

Turbine Buildina Structure. Intake Structure. Auxiliarv Buildina. and Safetv-Related Diesel
Generator Building Structures

For the turbine building structure, the applicant stated that the components that, contribute as
fire barriers, are walls, ground floor slabs, elevated floor slabs, cast-in-place
anchors /embedments, grout, fluid retaining walls and slabs, beams, baseplates, floor framing,
decking, fire doors, jambs, and hardware, access doors, jambs, and hardware, caulking and
seelants, and watertight doors.

For the intake structure, the components that, according to the applicant, contribute as fire
barriers are columns, walls, cast-in-place anchors /embedments, fire doors, jambs, and
hardware, caulking and sealants, and expansion joints.

For the Auxiliary Building and the safety-related Diesel Generator Building the components that,
according to the applicant, contribute as fire barriers are walls, roof slabs, masonry block walls,
fire doors, jambs, and hardware, expansion joints, watertight doors, and gypsum board.

The applicant identified weathering of caulking and sealants located outdoors as a plausible
ARDM. Weathering is caused by temperature and humidity changes, rain, snow, and exposure
to ultraviolet light, among other things. The effects of weathering are loss of elasticity, increase
in hardness, and shrinkage.

i
The applicant also identifiea general corrosion of steel components located outdoors as a !
plausible ARDM. The applicant shop or field painted all structural steel components during plant I

construction, except for the galvanized grating and metal decking. Uncoated steel corrodes in
the presence of oxygen and humidity, and the corrosion may perforate the steel with passage of
time.

l
3.4.2.3 Aging Management Programs

in Tables 5.2 4,5.4-3, and 5.10-4 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following I
programs and plant maintenance procedures for license renewal, which will provide adequate j
aging management for the auxiliary systems:

!
l

)
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Existing CCNPP Administrative Procedure EN-1-300," Implementation of Fatigue-

Monitoring," for monitoring and management of the effects of thermal fatigue on CVCS
components;

- Existing CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion inspection !
'

Program," for mitigation, detection, and management of the effects of crevice corrosion,
general corrosion, and pitting on CVCS and RCS components;

Existing CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Checklists IPM 10000 (10001), " Check Unit 1-

(2) instrument Air Quality," for mitigation of the effects of general corrosion for CVCS
i

components; |

Existing CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-206, " Specifications and Surveillance for-

Component Cooling / Service Water Systems," for mitigation of crevice corrosion and

|
pitting of CVCS components;

l

| Existing CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-204, " Specifications and Surveillance for*

Primary Systems," for mitigation of crevice corrosion and pitting of CVCS components;
1

Existing Local Leak Rate Test Program, "CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedures*

{ M-571 A-1(2) and M-571C-1(2)," for detection and management of local leakage that
i could be the result from wear on CVCS components
l-

Existing Local Leak Rate Test Program, "CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedures+

M-571F-1(2)," for discovery and management of leakage as the result of wear or general
| corrosion of seating surface of check valves and MOVs in the CAS;

Existing plant modification to replace the original heat tracing in the CVCS components*

for mitigation of stress corrosion cracking;

Existing CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedures M-583-1 and M-583-2 " Pump and Valve ]
-

IST Program," for discovery and management of the effects of seating surface wear of '

t

check valves in the CAS;

Existing CCNPP Maintenance Program Procedure MN-1-102, " Preventive Maintenancea

Program," for mitigation of the effects of general corrosion of the CAS carbon steel
components;

Existing CCNPP Program Directive SA-1, " Fire Protection Program," for inanaging the*

aging effects of the following systems: FP, diesel fuel oil, partial auxiliary feedwater,
partial plant drains, and nitrogen and hydrogen gas;

Existing CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdown-

Program," and existing CCNPP Administrative Procedure NO-1-100, " Conduct of
l

| D
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|

Operations," for managing aging effects of the following FP-related systems: well and
pretreated water, SRW, CC, CA, plant heating, auxiliary feedwater, demineralized water,
condensate storage, partial condensate, partial plant drains, liquid waste, and main
steam; and 1

New ARDI Program for detection of the eftcts of (1) crevice corrosion and pitting,-

vibrational fatigue, and wear on CVCS components, (2) general corrosion at the |
containment penetration of the PA subsystem carbon steel components in the CAS, and I

(3) corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting on the FP-related piping in the condensate
system

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the auxiliary systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis |
(CLB), under all design loading conditions.

Because of the number of systems that perform fire protection functions and the complexity of
the programs, a more detailed description of programs used for these systems follows below.

The applicant has 4 different methods to manage aging of SSCs used for FP. The applicant
systematically evaluated these methods in the sequence below to apply them to the subject
components. The methods are:

(1) Process fire protection program activities

Process performance and condition monitoring activities*

Process aging management programs credited for safety-related pressure boundary (safety-*

related PB) components that apply to the non-safety-related pressure boundary (non-safety-
related PB) components

Process normalIPA AMR process-

The first method the applicant applies is process fire protection program activities.

Fire Protection Prooram Activitie_s |
h

The first method of the aging management program described by the applicant demonstrates
that the aging effects on a system's non-safety-related pressure-retaining components are
adequately managed by specific performance and/or condition monitoring activities required by
the plant's FP program. The FP program contains maintenance, testing, and inspection criteria
to provide reasonable assurance that various non-safety-related systems are capable of
performing their intended FP functions. The applicant would implement its corr 'ctive action

|
program (see Section 3.1.5 of this SER) if plant personnel detected any abnormal conditions.

1
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The applicant stated that such conditions would be detected and repaired before they could
impact the passive FP intended function. The applicant's FP program is part of the plant's CLB.
The applicant described the FP program in Section 9 9 of its UFSAR. Among the relevant
attributes of the program are FP aspects of structures, systems, and component design;
inspection and testing of FP systems and equipment; and procurement of FP equipment and
material. The applicant stated that plant personnel inspect and test FP equipment and systems
upon initial installation and periodically thereafter. Inspections ensure that the installation,
maintenance, and modification of the FP equipment conform to design requirements. The
applicant conducts the inspection and testing following the guidance of applicable National Fire
Protection Association codes and standards as well as recommendations and requirements of
the insurance carrier and the NRC. Plant procedures mandate test frequencies and the testing

i

process. The applicant's Technical Specifications contain applicability, compensatory actions,
, testing requirements, and testing frequencies for those FP systems that protect safe shutdown
j and safety-related equipment. Plant procedures also identify compensatory actions when

equipment required for 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, safe shutdown actions become inoperable.
The applicant credited this prograin for fully managing aging effects for the following three
systems: fire protection, diesel fuel oil, and nitrogen and hydrogen gas. The applicant credited
this program for partially managing aging effects for the following two systems: auxiliary
feedwater and plant drains,

p If the applicant finds that the FP program activities are not sufficient to manage aging for a
system, it considers process performance and condition monitoring activities

Erocess Performance and Condition Monitorina Activities

The second aging management method relies on satisfactory performance of functional tests of
non-safety-related systems' and components. The applicant characterized systems that are in ;

continuous operation during normal operation as undergoing a continuous FP functional test if ;
the system parameters (pressure, temperature, flow, etc.) during normal operations bound those i

encountered during performance of FP intended functions. The applicant conducted the ;

perfom1ance and condition monitoring activities in accordance with procedures MN-1-319, |

" Structure and System Walkdown," and NO-1-100," Conduct of Operations." The applicant
stated that these activities ensure timely detection of abnormal conditions.

The applicant established procedure MN-1-319 to standardize the general intent and method of
conducting walkdowns and reporting walkdown results. The procedure meets the requirements
for evaluating structure and system material condition in accordance with the maintenance rule.
Plant personnel perform visual inspections during the walkdowns, which are performed when
plant conditions would provide a good indication of system functionality. Plant personnel
perform periodic walkdowns as required for reasons such as material condition assessments

' and for system reviews before, during, and after outages and as required for plant modifications.
Inspection items typically related to aging management include identifying unusual noises, leaks,
corrosion, or degraded paint, and identifying system and equipment stress or abuse, such as
excessive vibrations, bent er broken component supports, and loosened fasteners. The

i
'
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spplicant stated that one of the objectives of the program is to assess the condition of the
structures, systems, and components so that degraded conditions are identified and
documented, and corrective actions are taken before the degradation causes any structure,
system, or component to fail to perform its intended function. Plant personnel document and
resolve conditions adverse to quality using the applicant's corrective action program.

The applicant established procedure NO-1-100 to address, among other things, the controls and
basic standards for conduct of daily shift operations. The procedure requires that operators
assess degraded equipment conditions to ensure personnel and affected equipment safety
while completing corrective actions. Some of the performance and condition monitoring
activities controlled by this procedure are visualinspections of operating spaces each shift
during plant operator rounds; collection and analysis of selected data for variot.s operating
equipment to detect abnormal or degraded equipment performance; periodic checks to
determine equipment performance as determined by manufacturers' recommendations, system
engineers' recommencations, and operating needs; surveillance as specified in the plant
Technical Spectrications to verify that safety-related structures, systems, and components
continue to function or are in a state of readiness to perform their functions; and diagnosing
plant /equiprnent symptoms for the purpose of identifying / quantifying a degraded
parameter / component or verifying the operability of a component. The applicant stated that
operator rounds have historically been effective in identifying plant deficiencies.

The applicant credited performance and condition monitoring activities for fully managing aging
effects for the following eight systems: well and pretreated water, service water, component
coolir'g, compressed air, plant heating, demineralized water and condensate storage, liquid
waste, and main steam. The applicant credited this program for partially managing aging effects
for the following three systems: auxiliary feedwater, condensate, and plant drains.

If the applicant finds that the FP program and normal operating condition monitoring activities !
are not sufficient to manage aging for a system, it applies process aging management programs |

credited for safety-related PB components that apply to the non-safety-related PB components. |

The applicant's reasoning is that similar materials subjected to environmental conditions can be
expected to have the same plausible aging effects and cai. be managed in the same way
regardless of whether the components are safety-related or non-saiety-related.

1

Process acina manaaement orocrams credited for safety-related PB components that apolv to |
the non-safety-related PB comoonents

The applicant applied this third aging management method only to the non-safety-rela.cd
portions of safety-relsted systems for which there is an AMR that determined plausible ARDMs
and addressed management of aging effects. T he applicant stated that similar materials
subjected to similar process fluids and environmental service conditions can reasonably be
expected to have the same plausible aging effects and can be managed in the same manner
regardless of a component's classification as safety-related rather than non-safety related. The
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applicant thus relied on the aging management programs credited for the safety-related
pressure boundary components if the programs are equally applicable to the non-safety related
pressure boundary components. The applicant credited the safety-related pressure boundary
aging management review for fully managing aging effects for the following two systems:

'

chemical and volume control and reactor coolant.

The applicant applied these first three methods in sequential order to demonstrate that aging
effects for an entire system or parts ofit, could be adequately managed without a specific
determination of ARDMs. In this manner, the applicant reduced the scope of the system
requiring further review with the application of each succeeding method. The applicant
determined that device types not addressed by any of these first three methods required an
AMR that identified the plausible ARDMG and the proper AMPS.

The applicant determined that one system, the Condensate System had components not
addressed by the three methods discussed above. For this system the applicant used the
normalIPA AMR process.

Process normalIPA AMR orocess.

The applicant credite'd the ARDI program to manage the plausible ARDMs for the condensate
p system. The staff's evaluation of the ARDI program is in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

The following section describes the applicant's AMPS for fire barrier materials.

Turbine Buildina. Intake Structure. Auxiliary Buildino. and Safetv-Related Diesel Generator
Buildina Structures

To manage weathering effects on caulking and sealants, the applicant relied on its FP program
(described in part above) to detect degraded caulking and sealants before there is a loss of
intended function. The inspection program provides the requirements and guidance for
identification, inspection, and maintenance of caulking and sealants. The applicant tailored the
inspection prograrn to the degree of harshness of the environment. The applicant developed the
inspection program based on technical specifications 3.7.12 and 4.7.12.a; 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix R; and NRC Generic Letter 86-10, *1mplementation of Fire Protection Requirements."
Plant personnel typically perform these inspections every 18 months in accordance with
technical specification 4.7.12.a.

To manage corrosic,n of steel structures exposed to the elements, the applicant stated that all
such steel structures are painted or coated, which provides the primary protection against
corrosion. To detect coating failures, the applicant credited procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and
System Walkdowns," with detecting coating degradation through visual inspections. Plant
personnel implement the site's corrective action program upon discovery of any coating
degradation. The staff's evaluation of this program is in Section 3.1.3 of this SER.
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3.4.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses (TLAAs)," of Appendix A to the LRA states that
TLAAs are not specifically applicable to the auxiliary systems. However, Section 2.1.3.3 of
Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the fatigue analysis of NSSS components is included in the
TLAAs. Since portions of the CVCS are connected to the RCS, it is implied that fatigue is a
TLAA for those CVCS components.

3.4.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Sections 5.2,5.4,
and 5.10 of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be maintained consistent
with the CLB for the period of extended operation for the auxiliary systems. The staff also
obtained the technical assistance of Argonne National Laboratory to review ti,e national codes
and standards and industry guidelines cited by the applicant. After completing the initial review
the staff issued requests for additional information (RAl) (NRC letters dated September 2 and 3,
1995), and by letter dated November 2,1998, the applicant responded to the RAls. Also, the
staff met with the applicant at the CCNPP plant site between February 10 and February 18,
1999.

The staff's evaluation of the applicant's identification of structures and components subject to
AMR appears in Section 2.2 of this SER.

3.4.3.1 Effects of Aging

3.4.3.1.1 Wear and Corrosion-Related Aging Effects

For the CVCS, the applicant determined that aging effects from to the following corrosion-
related degradation mechanisms should be managed for license renewal: general corrosion,
crevice corrosion, pitting, and stress corrosion cracking (SCC). If not actively managed, these
degradation mechanisms can cause aging effects and can lead to a loss of intended function
from cracking or loss of materia'. General corrosion of internal surfaces of CVCS components
fabricated from ductile iron, zinc-plated steel or carbon steel can occur upon exposure to
instrument air because of the potential for moisture carryover in the air, General corrosion of the
extemal surfaces of alloy or carbon steel CVCS components can occur if the surfaces are
exposed to borated water or boric acid leaking through mechanical joints in the CVCS piping
system. Crevice corrosion and pitting of the intemal surfaces of stainless steel CVCS
components can occur, particularly for those portions of the system that do not have hydrogen
overpressure and/or low-flow or stagnant conditions where impurities in the process fluid may
concentrate. Crevice corrosion and pitting of the carbon steel shell and welds of the letdown
heat exchanger can occur because stagnant conditions may be present in idled sections of the
system. SCC of the external surfaces of stainless steel CVCS components that have heat
tracing can occur because the heat tracing adhesives contain halogens and subject the CVCS
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| components to relatively high temperatures. Based on the above discussion, the staff concurs
i that the applicant has identified all plausible ARDMs for aging management of CVCS.

For the CAS, the applicant determined that aging effects from the degradation mechanisms of
j wear and general corrosion should be managed for license renewal. These degradation
j mechanisms can cause wear at the disk / seat of check valves and MOVs from relative motion at

tight fitting surfaces, and can cause general corrosion at internal and extemal surfaces of CAS,

! components constructed of carbon steel from potential exposure to slightly moist air. If not
2 actively managed, these degradation mechanisms can lead to a loss of intended function from

valve leakage, component cracking, or loss of material. The staff agrees that uncoated surfaces'

of caton steel components corrode upon exposure to humidity. However, as discussed in3

: Sectic.n 3.3.3.1 of this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals

| because the valve internals perform their intended function with moving pa:ts and changes in
j configurations therefore are not subject to AMR. The staff agrees that other ARDMs appear
| unlikely, based on observation of plausible interactions between component materials and their
i environment.
!

| For FP-related systems and structures, the condensate system is the only system for which the
i applicant identified specific ARDMs. The identified ARDMs are crevice corrosion, general

corrosion, and pitting from exposure of carbon steel piping to stagnant flow conditions. The

if applicant also identified general corrosion of various carbon steel nuts and bolts from exposure
j to system fluid through leaking mechanical joints. The staff agrees that carbon . steel corrodes

upon exposure to oxygen and moisture, and that the uncontrolled chemistry of this isolated
'

portion of the condensate system will only exacerbate the conditions. For various structures
with caulking and sealants, the applicant identified weathering as a plausible ARDM. The staff
agrees because exposure of caulking and sealants to weathering may result in loss of elasticity,
increase in hardness, and shrinkage. If unmitigated, weathering may result in a loss of intended
function. For various structures with steel exposed to the atmosphere, the applicant identified
corrosion as a plausible ARDM. The staff agrees because unprotected steel corrodes in the-
presence of humidity and oxygen. In addition, the staff notes that the proximity of CCNPP to
sea water indicates that the atmosphere at the plant can be classified as marine. ' Corrosion in a
marine atmosphere can occur 400 to 500 times faster than in a dry, rural atmosphere. Hence, it
is impc' tant to manage corrosion of stest structures from atmospheric corrosion to maintain
functionality. If unmitigated, corrosion may result in a loss of intended function.

On the basis of the description of auxiliary systems'intemal and extemal environments and
materials, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified all plausible ARDMs related to
corrosion and wear.

3.4.3.1.2 Fatigue

A metal component subjected to cyclic loads may fail at a load magnitude less than its ultimate
load capacity because of metal fatigue, which results in the initiation and propagation of cracks
in the material. The fatigue life of a component is a function of its material, the environment, and

O
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the number and magnitude of the applied cyclic loads. The applicant addressed both low-cycle
and high-cycle fatigue for components of the CVCS. According to the applicant, low-cycle |
fatigue is plausible in portions of the CVCS subjected to thermal transients during the system |

operation. In addition, the applicant considered high-cycle fatigue plausible in portions of the
CVCS subjected to mechanical vibrations fro..; normal operation of the charging pumps.

3.4.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information about the aging
management programs discussed in Sections 3.3A, 3.38, 3.3C,3.3E, S.2, 5.4, and 5.10 of
Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that effects of aging due to
various ARDMs will be adequately managed so that the intended function of the CVCS, CAS,
and FP systems will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.
B'y letter dated April 8,1998, the applicant submitted its license renewal application. By letter
dated September 3,1998, the staff issued RAls and by letter dated November 4,1998, the
applicant responded to portions of the staff's RAl. The staff elso met with the applicant at the
CCNPP plant site on February 10,1999, and again on February 16 through 18,1999 (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,1999), to resolve open items.

The staff's evaluation of the applicant's aging management programs focused on the following
10 elements program scope, preventive or mitigative actions, parameters monitored or .

inspected, detection of aging effects, monitoring and trending, acceptance criteria, corrective '

actions, confirmation process, administrative controls, and operating expenence. '

The LRA indicated that the corrective actions, ennfirmation process, and administrative controls
for license renewal are in accordance with sde-controlled corrective action programs pursuant to
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and cover all structures and components subject to aging
management review. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program is
discussed in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. Upon satisfactory closure of the confirmatory items
discussed in Section 3.1.5, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that its
corrective action program satisfies the elements of corrective acticad, confirmation process, and
administrative controls.

3.4.3.2.1 Wear and Corrosion-Related Aging Management Programs

|
For the CVCS, the applicant cited the following aging nianagement programs: CP-204, CP-206, |

MN-3-301, ARDI, IPM 10000 (10001), and plant modification (see Section 3.4.2.3 of this SER).

To manage, in part, the effects of crevice corrosion and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the
stainless steel CVCS components, the applicant cited its chemistry programs CP-204,
" Specification and Surveillance Primary Systems," and CP-206, " Specification and Surveillance
Component Cooling / Service Water System." The staff's review of the applicant's chemistry
programs is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2 of this Sert The staff concludes that the
applicant has demonstrated that CP-204 and CP-206 are effective aging management programs
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to manage crevice corrosicq and pitting of the internal surfaces of the stainless steel CVCS

|
components.

To manage the effects of general corrosion of the extemal surfaces of carbon and alloy steel
CVCS components exposed to borated water or boric acid, the applicant cited its boric acid '

corrosion inspection (BACl) program. The staff's review of the applicant's BACI program is :

discussed in detail in Section 3.1.4 of this SER. Upon satisfactory closure of the confirmatory
j open items discussed in Section 3.1.4, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated

that the BACI program is an effective aging management program to manage general corrosion
of the extemal surfaces of the alloy and carbon steel CVCS components.

.

To manage, in part, the effects of crevice corrosion and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the i
stainless steel CVCS components as well as the carbon steel shell and welds of the letdown I

heat exchanger, the applicant cited its ARDI program. The staff's review of the ARDI program is
discussed separately in Section 3.1.6 of this SER. Upon satisfactory closure of the open items
discussed in Section 3.1.6, the staff concludes that the applicant has shown that the ARDI
program is an effective aging management program to detect crevice corrosion and pitting of the
intemal surfaces of the stain!ess steel CVCS components as well as the carbon steel shell and
welds of the letdown heat exchanger.

To manage the effects of general corrosion of the intemal surfaces of CAS components,

fabricated from carbon steel and CVCS components fabricated from ductile iron, zinc-plated
'

steel or carbon steel due to exposure to moisture carryover from lA, the applicant cited
Preventive Maintenance Checklists IPM 10000 (10001), " Check Unit 1(2) Instrument Air
Quality." The scope of the preventive maintenance encompasses the entire instrument air

p system and thus also encompasses the affected CVCS components. The mitigative action
' associated with this prever$ve maintenance activity is' periodic measurement of moisture (dew

point temperature). The .aff finds the parameter monitored acceptable because dew point
temperature is an indicator of air moisture content. The applicant measures dew point
temperature every 12 weeks. On the basis of operating experience to date that includes visual
inspections of various intemal components of the systems, the staff considers the schedule
adequate to detect a problem in the air quality well before there is a loss of intended function.
The applicant performs trending of the dew point temperature that the staff finds appropriate to

|- detect any negative trend in moisture carryover that may indicate a problem. The staff finds that
!- the operating experience reported in the LRA demonstrates the effectiveness of the preventive

maintenance activity to preclude excessive moisture in the lA and carryover from lA to the
CVCS so that general corrosion at the intemal surfaces of lA and CVCS componen .s is
effectively prevented and will not result in a loss of intended function. The staff con :ludes that
the applicant has shown that Preventive Maintenance Checklists IPM 10000 (10001)is an
effective aging management program to mitigate general conosion of the intemal su faces of
CAS and CVCS components from exposure to moisture carryover from IA.

|
Since the PA subsystem is not maintained to any specific air quality stanchids, and its carbon
steel containment penetration components are occasionally expond to moist air, general

t
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corrosion is a potential degradation mechanism and should be managed. The applicant
indicated that the containment penetration portion of the PA subsystem will be included in the
new ARDI program, which is discussed separately in Section 3.1.6 of this SER. Regarding
general corrosion of the valves' seating surfaces, the staff did not evaluate the aging
management of valve intemals because the valve internals perform their intended function with
moving parts and changes in configuration, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 of this SER,
therefore, are not subject to AMR.

To manage SCC of the external surfaces of certain stainless steel CVCS components exposed
to halogens at elevated temperatures, the applicant cited a plant modification. The external
surfaces of these stainless steel CVCS components are in contact with halogens that are found
in the adhesives used to adhere the heat tracing to the component exterior surfaces and are
subject to relatively high temperatures. The applicant installed electrical heat tracing to maintain
the boric acid above the saturation temperature; the heat tracing maintains a temperature of
approximately 160 *F. The applicant plans to replace the original adhesive with another method
to adhere the heat tracing without introducing halogens. The applicant initiated a plant
modification in 1991 to replace the original heat tracing in the CVCS. Portions of the original
heat tracing have already been replaced. The modification will be completely implemented
before the start of the license renewal period. Implementation of this modification will render this
ARDM no longer plausible. The staff finds the scope of the plant modification to be effective in
that it encompasses the entire CVCS. The applicant has committed to remove and replace all of
the original heat tracing. The staff finds that the preventive action, removing the source of
halogens, will effectively eliminate SCC as a plausible ARDM to be managed. There are no
parameters monitored or inspected as part of this plant moditication. However, the staff believes
there should be an inspection element to this plant modification to ensure that SCC caused by
the original heat tracing adhesive, if it has already started, will be detected and evaluated. The
acceptance criterion and its associated basis should also be reported to the staff. This is Open
item 3.4.3.2.1-1. The applicant did not provide justification for the implementation schedule for
the plant modification to er.sure intended functions are maintained, only stating that it will be
completely implemented before the end of the current license. Operating experience at CCNPP
includes at least one case of extemally initiated SCC in CVCS heat-traced piping. Nuclear
industry operating experience (NRC Information Notice 85-34, " Heat Tracing Contributes to
Corrosion Failure of Stainless Steel Piping," April 30,1985) has also identified heat tracing as
contributing to cracking of stainless steel piping in the presence of chlorides. The justification for
the schedule for the plant modification is Open item 3.4.3.2.1-2. Upon satisfactory closure of the
open items discussed above, the staff concludes that the plant modification will render SCC of
the CVCS components implausible and thus there will no longer be a need to demonstrate an i

aging management program.

For the CAS, the applicant cited the following aging management programs: Surveillance Test
Procedures (STP) STP-M-583-2 * pump and valve inservice testing (IST)," and STP-M-571F-1/2
" local leak rate test, Penetrations 19A,19B, and Maintenance (MN) Procedure MN-1-102
preventive maintenance Program, and the new ARDI.
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The pump and valve IST program is a part of the overall IST program for the whole plant. I

Consistent with provisions in 10 CFR 50.55a, the program implements IST in accordance with {t

rules of ASME Code, Section XI, including the types of tests required, frequency of testing, test '

methods, test pressures, acceptance criteria, and reporting requirements. The staff agrees that
the leakage from wear of check valve disk / seats and MOV intemal components will be detected
in a timely fashion, and the subsequent corrective actions taken as part of the IST program will
ensure pressure boundary integrity for the containment air portion of the CAS due to plausible
wearing of check valve disc and seats. However, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 of this SER,

1

the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals because the valve intemals
perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration.,

As for the FP program, the staff finds the scope of the program acceptable because the specific
activities in the program cover the system components performing FP functions. The staff finds :
the preventive / mitigative actions taken (periodic maintenance, testing, and inspections) |
acceptable because they will prevent or identify degraded conditions (through cleaning,
replacement, inspection, etc.). Parameters monitored are flow checks, visual inspections, i

verification of valve positions, battery checks, operability tests, and so forth. The parameters
monitored are specific to the component. The staff finds the parameters monitored acceptable

.

because such parameters would indicate degraded conditions. The staff concludes that the |
applicant will be able'to detect aging effects before there is a loss of intended function because
of the comDrehensive maintenance, testing and inspection pefformed at established i

frequencies. Frequencies vary from every 7 days (for pump battery checks) to every 1095 days
(for inspection and hydrostatic tests of fire hoses). The staff finds monitoring and trending
activities acceptable because periodic maintenance, testing, and inspections will provide
adequate information to detect a change in performance that may be associated with aging
effects The staff finds the applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable because any abnormal
condition would be addressed before it could affect the FP functim. The applicant reported
operating experience that demonstrates that the applicant's activities have been offective in
preventing loss of intended function. The applicant submitted information related to an audit of
the FP program conducted in 1996 using an outside consultant that demonstrated that the
program is consistent with good FP practices and NRC regulatory criteria.

The staff finds the use of performance and condition monitoring activities acceptable for
FP-related aging management for specific systems. The staff agrees with the applicant that
since the demands on some systems during normal operation are the same as, or greater than,
the demands placed on them during mitigation of fires, monitoring of performance during normal
operation provides adequate aging management of the system's FP intended function. The
applicant conducted the performance and condition monitoring activities in a'ccordance with

; procedures MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdown," and NO-1-100, " Conduct of
Operations." For the staff's evaluation of these programs, see Section 3.1.3 of this SER.

The staff finds that aging of the passive non-safety-related structures and components is
adequately managed because they are subject to the same aging management activities as
similar safety related components.
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For the turbine building, intake structure, auxiliary building, and safety-related diesel generator
building structures, the staff agrees that the FP program is an acceptable program to manage
weathering effects of fire barrier caulking and sealants as discussed in subsection 3.4.2.3,
above. The staff is conducting a separate review of the applicant's system and structure
walkdowns as discussed in Section 3.1.3 of this SER. Upon satisfactory closure of any
confirmatory items in that review, the staff finds the procedure adequate to manage corrosion of
fire barrier steel components.

,

|
The staff agrees that the effect of corrosion on steel components is most effectively controlled by
coating the steel and visually inspecting the coatings to detect degradation before significant
corrosion of the steel occurs. Once degradation is identified, the corrective action program is
entered and the degraded coatings are replaced as needed. Thus, the staff concludes that the
visualinspection program is effective and acceptable.

3.4.3.2.2 Fatigue

The applicant referred to the FMP for managing low-cycle (thermal) fatigue for the CVCS. The
FMP is discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.3 of this SER. Page 5.2-14 of Appendix A to the
LRA identifies the CVCS subcomponent parts for which low-cycle fatigue is a plausible age- '

related degradation mechanism. The staff asked the applicant to describe the process used to I

evaluate these CVCS subcomponent parts for low-cycle fatigue, including the selection of the '

bounding component (NRC Question No. 7.1). The applicant indicated that its FMP review
determined that all components in the CVCS from the regenerative heat exchanger to the RCS
loop piping, and from the RCS loop piping to the letdown heat exchanger are subjected to
fatigue loadings. The applicant also indicated that the design criteria for the piping and valves
required fatigue analyses. The applicar't further indicated that, as part of the FMP, the design
analysis documents were reviewed to determine the area of highest fatigue usage. However,
the applicant did not describe the process used to evaluate all the Group 1 components listed on
page 5.2-14. Specifically, the applicant's response did not appear to address the HX and TE
components. In a meeting on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), the applicant indicated that the TE was included as part of the piping analysis. In
addition, the applicant indicated that the result of the review of the HXs is contained in a
Combustion Engineering report. On the basis of its review of that report, the applicant
determined that the expected fatigue usage of the HXs is enveloped by the locations monitored
by the FMP. The applicant should supplement its response to the Question to include the
review of the TE and HXs discussed above. This is Open item 3.4.3.2.2-1.

In Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant indicated that the charging inlet nozzle on the RCS loop
was the most bounding location for thermal fatigue and that this location is monitored by the
FMP. The staff asked the applicant to describe the parameters monitored that are applicable to
the charging inlet nozzle and to describe how the monitored parameters are compared to the
fatigue analysis of record (NRC Question No. 7.2). The applicant indicated that the monitored
transients are loss and recovery of charging flow, and loss and recovery of letdown flow. The
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applicant also identified the specific parameters monitored for each transient. According to the
applicant, the predicted number of loss of letdown cycles will exceed the number of cycles >

assumed in the fatigue analysis of record for the CVCS. The applicant further indicated that a
_

reanalysis is being performed to justify increasing the number of allowable design cycles. An
analysis of the CCNPP CVCS piping is contained in EPRI Report TR-107515. The staff asked I

several questions about this analysis (NRC Question Nos. 7.3,7.4,7.5, and 7.6)._ In response,
the applicant indicated that the EPRI evaluation does not represent the CCNPP fatigue analysis
of record.

In response to the staff questions regarding the fatigue evaluation of the CVCS piping contained
in EPRI Report TR-107515, the applicant indicated that a reanalysis of the CVCS and auxiliary
spray piping was performed after the submittal of the LRA. This reanalysis was performed to
account for auxiliary spray transients t, hat were not considered in the original fatigue analysis of
the piping. According to the applicant, the original plant design contained a spring-loaded check
valve in the charging bypass line at each unit. The purpose of the spring-loaded check valves
was to prevent charging flow from entering the piping connected to the RCS loop piping during
auxiliary spray operations. However, the valves were installed with their shipping springs and,
consequently, the valves did not function properly during the auxiliary spray operations. As a
corrective action, the applicant removed the valve's intemal components at each unit and
replaced them with orifices. The applicant indicated it had completed the revision to the analysis
of record to account for the modification. The reanalysis identified additional locations in theO CVCS piping with higher calculated fatigue usage than the charging inlet nozzles. The applicant
indicated that these locations were added to the FMP. During a site visit to the CCNPP between
February 16 through 18,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant
indicated that it had just completed an additional reanalysis of the CVCS system. The results of
the reanalysis indicated that the number of allowed loss-of-letdown cycles can be increased
without exceeding the fatigue limits for the CVCS components. |

The staff questioned whether the modification to the bypass line affected the computation of
. previous fatigue usage and its projection to 40 and 60 years. According to the applicant, the
- baseline fatigue usage was adjusted to include earlier usage resulting from the bypass check
valve not functioning properly, in addition, the applicant indicated that the FMP now includes the
effects of the orifice flow.

Similar to the RPV and RCS discussed in Section 3.2 of this SER, the FMP relies on sampling of
critical plant transients for selected CVCS components to manage thermal fatigue. The staff
agrees that monitoring of plant transients causing significant fatigue usage for critical
components can adequately represent the remaining CVCS components. The open issues
discussed in Section 3.2 of this SER must be resolved in order for the staff to conclude that the
FMP sampling approach provides an adequate method to manage thermal fatigue of the CVCS
cornponents.

{
The applicant indicated that the charging pumps, and piping, hand valves, and relief valves
between the charging pumps' suction stabilizer and the charging pumps' discharge desurcer are
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subjected to significant vibrational transients from normal operation of the charging pumps. The
|

applicant also indicated that both units of the CCNPP experienced cases of fatigue failures in
CVCS piping that were attributed to vibrational loads imposed by operation of the chargir.g
pumps. The applicant modified the CVCS to reduce the vibration in the area of the charging
pumps. The staff asked the applicant to describe the modifications and indicate whether
vibration monitoring was performed subsequent to the modifications (NRC Question No. 7.7).
The applicant indicated that the modifications included increasing the size of the discharge
desurgers, increasing the thickness of the suction piping, and adding suction stabilizers. The
applicant also referred to the staff's evaluation of the modifications contained in an SE dated
October 18,1979, which contains additional information about the CVCS modifications.
According to the applicant, vibration monitoring was performed on the charging pumps to verify
the success of the modifications.

To verify that no significant vibration fatigue is occurring for CVCS components, the applicant
indicated that a new program will be developed to provide for inspections of representative
components. The staff asked the applicant to describe the specific elements of the program that
are relevant in monitoring vibration fatigue (NRC Question No. 7.8). The applicant indicated that
the CCNPP ARDI program will contain inspections of representative components to detect the
effects of vibrational fatigue. In a meeting on February 10,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), held at CCNPP, the applicant stated that it plans to revise the LRA position to
indicate that vibrational fatigue is not plausible for the CVCS. The applicant stated that the basis
for its finding is tRat no vibration fatigue failures have been identified since the CVCS
modifications, described above, were implemented. The staff agrees with the applicant's
evaluation. This is Confirmatory item 3.4.2.2-1.

3.4.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1.3.3 of Appendix A to the LRA notes that the fatigue analyses of the NSSS
components are TLAAs in accordance with the CLB. Portions of the CVCS system connected
to the RCS were designed in accordance with a draft American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Code for Pumps and Valves for Nuclear Power, and the American National Standards

,

Institute (ANSI) Standard USAS B31.7, Nuclear Power Piping Code. According to the applicant, I

a specific fatigue analysis was required for the piping and valves designed to these criteria. |
Consequently, fatigue is a TLAA for those components of the CVCS.

|

Tne CCNPP FMP monitors and tracks the fatigue usage for critical components of the CVCS.
The staff concluded that the FMP TLAA for the CVCS is only adequate for the current design life
of 40 years. The staff's evaluation of the TLAA is contained in Section 3.2.3.3 of this SER. The ,|

open issue discussed in Section 3.2.3.3 is also applicable to the CVCS.

3.4.4 Conclusions |

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.2, " Chemical and Volume Control System;" |
Section 5.4, " Compressed Air System (CAS);" and Section 5.10; " Fire Protection," of Appendix A
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to the LRA and additionalinformation submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls.
On the basis of this review as stated above, the staff concludes that there are open items
discussed in this Section of this SER. If the applicant resolves these open items, the staff will be
able to conclude that the applicant has provided an acceptable demonstration that the aging
effects associated with the auxiliary systems will be adequately managed so that there is
reasonable assurance that the auxiliary systems will perform their intended functions in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5 Cooling Systems

3.5.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) describud its aging management review (AMR) of the cooling systems for
license renewal in four separate sections of Appendix A to the LRA. These four sections are
Section 5.3, " Component Cooling System"; Section 5.16, " Saltwater System"; Section 5.17,
" Service Water System"; and Section 5.18, " Spent Fuel Cooling System." The staff reviewed
these sections of the application to determine whether the aging ef'ects associated with the
cooling systems will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable assurance that the
cooling systems will perform their intended functions in accordance w;th the CLB during the
period of extended operation. In the course of its review the staff sent to the applicant requests

O-
for additional information (RAI) conceming cooling systems and the applicant responded.
Additionalinformation was obtained from the applicant during a meeting held to discuss and ;
resolve issues pertaining to cooling systems.

3.5.2 Summary of Technical Information Provided in the Application

3.5.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

Section 5.3 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the component cooling (CC) system. The CC
system is designed to remove heat from various plant auxiliary systems. The system's
components are rated for maximum-duty requirements during normal and shutdown-cooling
operation and are also capable of removing heat during a loss-of-cooling accident. The CC
system for each unit consists of three motor-driven CC circulating pumps, two CC heat
enchanters, a head tank, a chemical-additive tank, and associated valves, piping,
instrumentation, and controls. The components are constructed of carbon steel, stainless steel,
cast iron, bronze, and brass. The intemal environment is water at a design pressure of 150 psig
and a maximum design temperature of 180 T, chemically treated to control corrosion. The CC

. system includes a number of components (e.g., valves, instruments) that are flange-bolted,
welded in place, or gasketed. Within the CC system there are regions of low or stagnant coolant
flow.

Section 5.16 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the saltwater system (SWS). The SWS is
designed as a safety-related system. Each unit has three SWS pumps that provide the driving
head to move saltwater from the intake structure through the system and back to the circulating-

r
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water discharge conduits. The system is designed so that each pump has sufficient head and
capacity to provide cooling water for the service water (SRW) system, SWS, and emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) pump room coolers, as required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.
The SWS in each unit consists of two subsystems. Each subsystem provides saltwater to a
service water heat exchanger, a component-cooling heat exchanger, and an emergency core
cooling system pump room cooler in order to transfer heat from these heat enchanters and
coolers to the Chesapeake Bay. Seal water for the circulating water purnps, which supply water
to the main condensers, is supplied by both subsystems. Each safety-related subsystem has
the following major components: piping and valves, pumps / motors, heat exchangers, coolers,
basket strainers, air accumulators, and various instruments. The components are constructed
of carbon steel or cast iron piping lined with cement mortar, Saran or Kynar, red brass piping,
and 70-30 copper-nickel piping, The intemal environment is saltwater.

Section 5.17 of Appendix A to the application describes the service water system (SRW). The
SRW in each unit is a closed-loop cooling-water system that, in normal operation, supplies
chemically treated water to two safety-related, seismic Category I trains and a common non-
safety-related, non-seismic train. The safety-related trains supply cooling water to the spent
fuel pool heat exchanger, the containment cooling units, the blowdown recovery heat
exchangers, and the emergency diesel generators. The non-safety-related train supplies
cooling water to various turbine building loads. The system for each unit has been divided into
two trains in the auxiliary building to meet the single-failure criterion. Each-safety-related train
has the following major components: piping and valves, head tank, pumps / motors, heat
exchangers, coolers, and instruments. The components are constructed of carbon steel, cast
iton, and stainless steel. The internal environment of the SRW is water at a normal service
pressure of 102 psig and normal operating temperature of 130 F, chemically treated to control
corrosion. The SRW includes a number of components that are flange-bolted, welded in place,
or gasketed. Within the SRW there are regions of low or stagnant coolant flow.

Section 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the spent fuel pool cooling system (SFPCS).
The SFPCS consists of two half-capacity pumps and two half-capacity heat exchangers in
parallel, a bypass filter (which removes insoluble particulates), a bypass demineralizer (which
removes soluble ions), and various piping, valves, and instrumentation. The spent fuel pool is
located in the auxiliary building. The spent fuel pool is divided into identical halves, each serving
one reactor unit. Both new fuel and spent fuel may be stored in the fuel pool. The SFPCS has
the following major components: piping and valves, pumps and motors, heat exchangers, a
filter / strainer, a demineralizer, and instruments. The components are constructed of carbon
steel and some of the components are zine-plated or painted on the external surfaces. The
intemal environment for all major components, with the exception of the shell side of the heat
exchangers, is borated water, with approximately 2500 ppm boron. The shell side of the heat
exchangers is exposed to treated demineralized water containing additives for corrosion control.

The applicant classified the components in the cooling systems subject to AMR into the following
groups: piping, valves, tanks, filters / strainers, heat exchangers, coolers, demineralizers,
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l pumps / motors, instruments, and air accumulators. The components in all these groups are
required to maintain the integrity of the cooling systems.

3.5.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the components subject to AMR. The applicant determined that the aging effects due to the
following " plausible" ARDMs should be managed for license renewal: crevice corrosion, galvanic
corrosion, general corrosion, microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), pitting,
erosion / corrosion, particulate wear erosion, selective leaching, elastomer degradation, radiation
damage, and wear. The applicant's evaluation is summarized in Tables 5.3-3, 5.16.3, 5.17-3,
and 5.18-3 of Appendix A to the LRA.

1

( 3.5.2.3 Aging Management Program

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for the cooling systems for
license renewalin the LRA:

CCNPP " Specifications and Surveillance for CC/SRW Systems," CP-206 (existing+

program)

CCNPP " Component Cooling Pump Overhaul and inspection," PUMP-14 (existing+

program)

Local Leak Rate Tests (LLRTs) STP M-571E-1 and M-571E-2 (existing program)+

CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Checklists MPM01012, MPM01013, and MPM01143+

| (existing program)

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-1-102," Preventive Maintenance Program"+

(existing program)

Repetitive Tasks 10122063 through 10120268,10122096 through 10122102,20122067-

through 20122072, and 201* 2100 through 20122106J

Checklists MPM04004, MPMe6 |94, MPM12200, MPM12201, and MPM01001-

(modification needed)

| Procedure PUMP-03 (modified program)-

Checklists IPM10000 and IPM10001 (existing program)+

Repetitive Tasks 10112052,10112053,10152023,10152024,20112006,20112027,-

| 20152020, and 20152021

O)
1

| \
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Checklists MPM05000 and MPM00006 (existing program)+

Checklists MPM05000 and MPM05101 (modified program)+

Repetitive Tasks 10122095 (modification needed) and 20122099 (modified program).

Checklists for SRW Relief Valves: MPM01013, MPM01147, MPM01153, and MPM01155+

(existing program)

SRW Pump Overhaul, CCNPP PUMP-15 (modified program)+

Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection (BACl) program (MN-3-301) (existing program)+

Containment Penetration Leak Rate Testing (STP-M-571E-1/2) (existing program)+

SFPCS pump housing inspection (repetitive Tasks 00672007,00672008, modified to+

explicitly present inspection requirements) (modified program)

Age-Related Degradation inspection (ARDI) Program (new program)+

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the cooling systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis
(CLB), under all design loading conditions.

3.5.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA states that no time-limited
aging analyses (TLAAs) apply to the cooling systems.

|
|

3.5.3 Staff Evaluation |

|
In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information included in Sections

j
5.3,5.16,5.17, and 5.18 of Appendix A to the LRA. The review was performed to ascertain that

i
the effects of aging on the cooling systems will be adequately managed so that there is !
reasonable assurance that the cooling systems will perform their intended functions in '

accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1 Effects of Aging and Aging Management Programs

As described above, the components in the cooling systems are constructed of the following
materials: carbon steel, stainless steel, intemally lined carbon steel, 70-30 copper-nickel,
bronze, and brass. The intemal environments of the various subsystems consist of water treated
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with hydrazine for corrosion control, borated water and saltwater. The external environment is
air. The applicant identified the applicable ARDMs as crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
general corrosion, mi .robiologically induced corrosion (MIC), pitting, erosion / corrosion,
particulate wear erosion, selective leaching, elastomar degradation, radiation damage, and

| wear. Although, in requiring management of aging effects the license renewal rule does not
I

require specific identification of ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The
staff finds the applicant's approach of identifying and evaluating ARDMs acceptable because -
aging effects are results of ARDMs.

The operating experience information provided in Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the CC
system has, in general, performed well and no major problems ha/e been identified that
impaired the system function. However, the CC system cross-connect valves have experienced
minor leakage because of poor design. The applicant has removed and replaced these valves
with an upgraded valve design and the problem has been resolved. Also, the CC system has

| experienced water hammer while switching the CC system pumps. The water hammer has
'

been determined to originate in the CC system outlet check valves. The applicant plans to
replace these check valves to eliminate further water hammer.

Operating experience with the SWS system revealed problems caused by graphitic corrosion on
the SWS side of the CC system heat exchanger channel heads. As a result of this finding all CC
system and SWS heat exchanger channel heads were coated with coal tar epoxy to prevent

g future corrosion. The current design for these heat exchangers uses neoprene rubber lining in
the channel heads rather than the coal tar epoxy coating used previously. The SWS has also
experienced through-wall leakage in the carbon steel aboveground piping lined with concrete. ;

| The cause of leakage was determined to be damage to the concrete lining and subsequent |

| corrosion of the bare metal exposed to leaking salt water. Leaks were also observed in the |

l discharge piping of one of the SWS pumps.' The cause was determined to be corrosion. The
corrosion occurred because the grout lining failed. The applicant has replaced the grout lining

1
with epoxy-type lining. The SWS side of the SRW heat exchangers has experienced -
erosion / corrosion in the past. The existing SRW system heat exchangers have experienced

| degraded thermal performance because of fouling. Because of the erosion / corrosion and the
L reduced thermal performance, the applicant has committed to replace the heat exchangers.

The new heat exchangers will use titanium plates and ethylene propylene diene monomer
(EPDM) for the gaskets to protect against the problems experienced with the current heat
exchangers.

;

| Operating experience with the SRW indicated recurring SRW heat exchanger tube leakage for
the past several years. The leakage was primarily due to erosion and corrosion. In 1985, the
applicant installed 8-inch long sleeves in the inlet section of each tube (both plugged and
unplugged) in the No.11 SRW heat exchanger. Total SRW leakage was subsequently
measured to be 0.43 gallon per minute. The applicant evaluated this low leakage as not safety
significant. - Routine monitoring of SRW head tank levels and weekly surveillance to quantify
SRW leakage were determined to be adequate to alert operators to increasing leakage.

'
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Operating experience with the SFPCS piping revealed several instances of cracking due to high-
cycle fatigue. The cracking was caused be cavitation-induced vibration inherent to the original |

design of the system. Subsequently certain orifices and valves were modified to eliminate
cavitation. These improvements have kept the SPFCS piping from cracking.

,

1

Given below are the results of the staffs t. valuation of the degradation mechanisms and AMPS
applicable to each of the cooling systems. j

3.5.3.1.1 Component Cooling System

The applicant determined that numerous potential and plausible ARDMs are applicable to the
CC system. The applicant put these ARDMs in six groups: (1) crevice corrosion and pitting, (2)
erosion / corrosion, (3) general corrosion, (4) rubber degradation, (5) selective leaching, and (6)
wear. For each of these groups of ARDMs, the applicant described and evaluated the effects of
each of these ARDM groups on the component materials, outlined the methods to manage
aging, identified aging management programs, and demonstrated the adequacy of the proposed
aging management for each of the identified ARDMs.

The applicant has determined that fatigue is not a plausible aging mechanism for the CC l
system. In NRC Question No. 5.3.4, the NRC staff requested that the applicant justify and
describe the criteria from the determination that low-cycle fatigue and corrosion fatigue are not 1

plausible mechanisms for the piping, check valves, and pump drive assemblies of the CC l

system. In response to NRC Question No. 5.3.4, the applicant stated that the service loading
amplitudes and frequencies in the CC system were well below magnitudes which would result in
fatigue failures of CC system piping, check valves, control valves, and pump casings. The CC
system maintains a relatively steady service temperature of approximately 95 'F - 110 *F and
pressure of 80 psig, thus lacking the temperature and pressure cycles that would make these !
fatigue mechanisms plausible. Because of the absence of conditions that would result in

|
fatigue, the NRC staff finds this explanation satisfactory and concurs with the applicant's '

assessment that fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the CC system. |

Based on industry data and experience, the staff concludes there are not other applicable
ARDMs for the CC system. Given below are the results of the NRC staff evaluation of the
ARDMs that were evaluated by the applicant in 6 groups

3.5.3.1.1.1 Crevice Corrosion and Pitting

The piping materialin the CC system is carbon steel, and various parts of automatic vents and
various valves are made of carbon steel, stainless steel, cast iron, brass, and aluminum- bronze.
The pumps and tank are made of carbon steel and radiation elements are made of stainless
steel. Temperature elements and temperature indicators are made of carbon steel and
temperature indicating controllers are made of stainless steel. The internal environment of the
CC system is water treated chemically to control corrosion. Its design pressure is 150 psig and
its maximum design temperature 180 CF.
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To protect the CC system components from corrosion damage, the applicant is monitoring its
chernistry pararneters using Calvert Cliffs Chemistry Procedure CP-206, " Specification and
Surveillance for Component Cooling / Service Water Systems." The staffs review and evaluation
of the applicant's water chemistry program is discussed in detailin Section 3. i.2 of thia SER.
The procedure provides for monitoring the CC system chemistry to control the oxygen,

;

ch:orides, other chemicals, and contaminants. The chemistry parameters are monitored at i

various frequencies from three times a week to once a month. Operational experience with the |
CP-206 procedure has not shown any problems related to its use with respect to the CC system. i
In 1996 the applicant revised the procedure to include dissolved iron as a chemistry parameter.
Dissolved iron is measured to discover any unusual corrosion of the CC system carbon steel

,

|
components. I

The CC system pumps are inspected using CCNPP PUMP-14, " Component Cooling Pump |

Overhaul." The procedure instructs the user to inspect the pump impeller and shaft for erosion,
corrosion and pitting, and to inspect all pump parts for wear, corrosion, and mechanical damage.

As an additional assurance, the applicant will establish the ARDI program to verify that
degradation of these components is not occurring. The staffs evaluation of the ARDI program is

,

discussed in detail in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

A Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the assurance provided by
( the inspections noted above, the staff concludes that those programs will provide adequate
b protection for the components in the CC system against aging effects caused by crevice

corrosion and pitting and provide reasonable assurance that the CC system will perform its
intended function in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation..

3.5.3.1.1.2 Erosion / Corrosion

CCNPP does not have any specific program for controlling erosion / corrosion in CC system.
However, the staff expects no significant damage to the CC system components due to
erosion / corrosion because the normal operating temperature and velocities in the system are
below the levels at which significant erosion / corrosion occurs.

In NRC Question No. 5.3.5 the staff expressed its concerns related to the carbon steel piping
bends, elbows, and nozzles that may be vulnerable to wall thinning because of erosion /
corrosion-an identified age-related degradation mechanism for the CC system piping. The
staff also asked the applicant to describe the specific evaluations which have been performed
(or will be performed) to ensure structuralintegrity of the piping in spite of the effects of cyclic
fatigue at locations where wall thinning may occur during the extended period of operation. In its
response, the applicant stated that erosion / corrosion is expacted to be minimal but plausible for
the CC system. The normal CC system operating temperature of approximately 95 'F- 110 *F
is below the levels at which significant erosion / corrosion is expected to occur. Cyclic fatigue by
itself is not considered a plausible aging mechanism; however, cyclic fatigue in the presence of
significant wall thinning due to severe erosion-corrosion would be a concern. Such conditions

O
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are not expected to occur in the CC system since erosian-corrosion is expected to be minimal
due to low operating temperature. Fatigue was, therefore, not considered a plausible aging
mechanism for the CC system. The staff finds the applicant's response acceptabk

The applicant stated that an ARDI program will be utilized to examine representative piping for
identification of any potential erosion / corrosion that may occur, inspections will be performed,
and appropriate corrective action will be taken if erosion / corrosion is discovered. Corrective
actions would prevent thinning of the component below the limit at which fatigue might be
plausible. The staffs review and evaluation of the ARDI program is diccussed in detailin
Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

Based on the low likelihood of significant erosion-corrosion in this system the staff concludes
that there is adequate protection for the components in the CC system against aging effects
caused by erosion / corrosion and reasonable assurance that the CC system will perform its
intended functicn in accordance with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1 1.3 General Corrosion :

|

The components in the CC system that may be affected by general corrosion are made of )
carbon steel material. The following types of components were determined to be susceptible to
ger,eral corrosion: piping; check, control, hand, and relief valves; pumps; temperature elements;
temperature indicators; and tank.

The effects of general corrosion are mitigated by chemistry control, monitoring pertinont
chemistry pammeters through the CCNPP CP-206 procedure. The CC system pumps are
inspected for general corrosion using CCNPP procedure PUMP-14, " Component Cooling Pump
Overhaul." Also, the CCNPP ARDI program wi!! require that components be inspected for
general corrosion. These inspections will provide additional assurance that the plausible
general corrosion effects are effectively managed. The staffe reviews and evaluations of the
water chemistry and ARDI programs are discussed in detail in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.6,
respectively in this SER.

Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the additional assurance
provided by ARDI, the staff concludes that these programs will provide adequate protectiun for
the components in the CC system against aging effects of general corrosion and provide
reasonable assurance that the CC system will perform its intended function in accordance with
the CLB for the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.1.4 Rubber Degradation

|
Degradation of rubber is a plausible ARDM for the CC system containment isolation valves, I
wiiich have butylliner that can degrade with aging when exposed to treated CC system water.
Rubber degradation could result in the valves leaking. There are no reasonable methods of

G4'
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mitigating rubber degradation of the control valves' surfaces. Therefore, no programs are
credited with mitigating rubber degradation in the control valves.

| The applicant has indicated that several procedures in the existing CCNPP Containment Leak
Rate Program will be used to detect the leakage, so that coactive actions may be taken. The|

! Centahment Leak Rate Program was established to implement the leakage testing of
containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, ' Primary Reactor
Containment Leakage Testing ior Water-Cooled Power Reactors." This t,>pendix specifies

|. ' containment leakage testing requirements, including the types of tests required, testing
frequency, test methods, acceptance criteria, and reporting requirements. The app eantr

believes that ' Appendix J should provide sufficient information for estimating the degree of
; damage to a valve's liner due to aging.
|

! This ARDM is applicable to valve intemels. As discussed in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.1.6 of
! this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging managernent of valve intemals because the valve
; intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and,

therefore, are not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

| 3.5.3.1.1.5 Selective Leaching

A The applicant determined that selective leaching is a plausible ARDM for the automatic vents,
control valves, hand valves, relief va!ves, and solenoid valves. These components are made - ;

brass, cast brass, cast iron and aluminum-brass. They may, therefore, underge selective !
leaching, which is the removal of one element from a solid alloy by corrosion. Cast iron is i

'

susceptible to selective leaching and the process is called graphitization.

The applicant mitigates the effects of selective leaching by maintaining proper water chemistry
through CCNPP procedure CP-206. To provide additional assurance that the plausible selective
leaching does not cause significant damage, the components subjected to thh ARDM will also
undergo perindic inspections under the ARDI program. The staff's reviews and evaluations of
the water chcaistry and ARDI programs are discussed in detail in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.6,
respectively, of this SER. The staff's review of the chemistry program concluded that the
applicant has an acceptable water chemistry program.

Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the additional assurance
provided by the ARDI, the staff concludes that these programs will provide adequate protection

|- for the components in the CC system against aging effects of selective leaching and provide

[ reasona' ole assurance that the CC system will continue to perform its intended function in j

| accordance with the CLB for the period of extended operation.
!-
! 3.5.3.1.1.6 Wear.
;

The applicant determined that check, control, and relief valves are susceptible to wear. Wear
results from relative motion between two surfaces (adhesive wear), from the influence of hard

C
t
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abrasive particles (abrasive wear), or from sliding under the influence of corrosive environment
(fretting). The applicant concluded that there were no reasonable methods of mitigating wear of
the valve surfaces. The only effective ARDM managing procedure for wear is to inspect and
test the valves that are susceptible to wear. CCNPP procedures STP M-571E1 and M571E-2,
which are a part of the CCNPP Containment Leakage Rate Program, will be used by the
applicant in monitoring the CC system containment isolation control valves for leak tightness.
Inspection of the check valves in the CC system will be included in the applicant's ARDI
prog am. The staff's review and evaluation of the ARDI program are discussed in Section 3.1.6
of th:s SER.

This ARCM is applicable to valve intemals. As discussed in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.1.6 of
this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals because the valve
intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and,
therefore, are not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

3.5.3.1.2 Saltwater System

The applicant determined that the numerous potential and plausible ARDMs are applicable to
the saltwater systr~ 't "S). The applicant put these ARDMs in 6 groups: (1) general corrosion,
crevice corrosion and pitting in the components without intemal lining; (2) crevice
corrosion, galvamorrosion, general corrosion, MIC, particulate wear erosion, pitting, and
elastomer degradation in the components with intemal li ing; (3) general corrosion in then

components exposed to air intemal environments; (4) crevice corrosion, erosion / corrosion,
general corrosion, MIC, pitting, and elastomer degradation in the CC system and SWS heat
exchanger; (5) crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting in the ECCS pump room air
coolers; and (6) crevice corrosion, erosion / corrosion, MIC, particulate wear erosion, and pitting
in the flow orifices. For each of these groups of ARDMs, the applicant described and evaluated
the effects of the ARDMs on the material, outlined the methods to manage aging, identified the
aging management programs, and demonstrated the adequacy of the proposed aging
management for each of the identified ARDMs.

Based on industry data and experience, the staff concludes that there are no other applicable
ARDMs for the saltwater system. The following is the staff evaluation of the AMPS for these
ARDMs.

3.5.'3.1.2.1 Crevice Corrosion, General Corrosion, IE and Pitting in the Components Without
Intemal Lining

This group consists of piping, valves, temperature indicators, and temperature test points
without any lining on their intemal surfaces. The applicant determined that general corrosion,
crevice corrosion, MIC, and pitting were plausible ARDMs for the components in this group.
One or more of these ARDMs could affect the components exposed to saltwater. The materials
that are subject to crevice corrosion, MIC, and pitting are: red brass,70-30 copper-nickel,
bronze, stainless steel, and Morel.
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The applicant described the ARDMs affecting this group. The applicant concluded that no !
mitigation measures were practical for these ARDMs and consequently proposed na program '

for mitigating component aging in this group. However, the applicant indicated that the ARDMs
listed above are mitigated by proper selection of materials of construction. Proper selection of

I construction materials effectively controls corrosion to levels which are not likely to affect the
1 intended function of SWS components constructed of corrosion-resistant materials, such as

brass, bronze, copper-nickel alloys, and stainless steel, that have been developed for saltwater
service. To verify that no significant damage to the affected components is occurring, the
applicant credited its ARDI program to provide for inspections of these components. The staff's
review of the ARDI program is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

On the basis of the materials of construction and the additional assurance provided by the ARDI,
the staff concludes that this program will provide adequate protection for these components in
the SWb against aging etocts of these ARDMs and provide reasonable assurance that they will
continue to perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB for the period of
extended operation.

3.5.3.1.2.2 Crevice Corrosion, Galvanic Corrosion, General Corrosion, MIC, Particulate Wear
Erosion, Pitting, and Elastomer Degradation in the Components with Intemal Lining

( This group consists of piping, basket strainers, valves, and pumps made of cast iron, dud:ile

( iron, cast steel, and carbon steel. These components are exposed to saltwater environment and
are protected by different types of intemal coatings. In addition, the pipes buried underground
and extemally exposed to the soil have their external surfaces protected by mu tiple-layer wrap
and enamel coatings. The coatings provide adequate protection if their integrity is maintained; if
they fail, the components may be damaged by crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion, general

|

corrosion, MIC, and pitting. The applic. ant, therefore, included these ARDMs in the aging
management program. In addition, the program addresses ARDMs caused by particulate wear
erosion and elastomer degradation, against which linings do not protect. The following materials
were used for coating intemal surfaces: cement mortar, Neoprene, Saran, Kynar, Buna-N,
natural rubber, polypropylene, coal tar epoxy, and Belzona and Tuboscope (last two being
brand names).

The component linings when not damaged provide in most cases a sufficient degree u
protection. To ensure their integrity and assess any potential damage from the ARDMs which
are not eliminated by the presence oflinings, the applicant subjects the components in the SWS
to periodic inspections through the existing preventive maintenance program. However, not all
the components are included in these inspections. Therefore, the applicant will extend these
inspections to include all the affected components in its new ARDI program. The staff's review

'

and evaluation of the ARDI program is discussed in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

Based on the existing periodic inspections supplemented by ARDI, the staff concludes that
these program will provide adequate protection for the components in these SWS components

,
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against aging effects of this ARDM and provide reasonable assurance that they will cordnue to |

perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

1

3.5.3.1.2.3 General Corrosion in the Components with Air internal Environment

This group consists of accumulators und valves that have air a intemal environment and have
carbon steel and iron subcomponents. The expected effect of general corrosion on the intemal
surfaces would be surface rust. The preventive maintenance program mitigates the effects of
carrosion by minimizing moisture inside the components.

The applicant has inspected the piping immediately downstream of tne salt water compressors,
where the worst case of corrosion was expected. The inspection revealed only very light
surface rust on the inside of each piece. After 20 years of operation, approximately 60 percent
of the pipe interior is free of rust and looked new. Measurement showed negligible loss of wall
thickness. Based on the mitigative effects of the preventive maintenance program performed on
this group of components, the staff concludes that continued maintenance of the air system to
industry standards will provide adequate protection against the aging effects of general
corrosion in components with an air internal environment and provide reasonable assurance
that these components will continue to perform their intended function in accordance with the
CLB for the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.2.4 Crevice Corrosion, Erosion / corrosion, General Corrosion, MIC, Pitting and
Elastomer Degradation in the CC and SRW Heat Exchangers

The applicant identified the materials for the CC and SRW heat exchanger systems as: carbon
|

steel shells and channel heads, aluminum-bronze tube sheets, copper-nickel tubes, channel I

|and channel head rubber / neoprene linings, and carbon and low alloy steel bolting. The
applicant identified the following ARDMs to be applicable to the CC system and SRW heat
exchangers: crevice corrosion, erosion /corrosien, general corrosion, MIC, pitting, and elastomer
degradation. The effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting are the same ;
as in the components without internal linings, and degradation of elastomer is the same as in the |

components with intemal lining. |
1

Erosion / corrosion is an increased rate of corrosive attack on a metal because of relative
movement between a corrosive fluid and the metal surface. Erosion / corrosion occurs at the inlet
tubes in the heat exchangers and is cause.d by a turbulence in the fluid flowing between the heat
exchanger head and the tubes.

The applicant concluded that for the shell side of thu heat exchangers, the effects of crevice
corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting can be mitigated by minimizing the exposure of the
shell to an aggressive environment caused by improper CC system and SRW water chemistry.
Minimizing the impurities in the water will prevent the corrosive mechanisms from occurring. The
staff evaluation of the water chemistry program is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2 of this
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1
SER. For the tube side, with the components subjected to saltwater environment, corrosion of |

.the channel heads is mitigated by a rubber / neoprene lining.

The applicant is using visual inspections to ascertain that no significant degradation is occurring . 2
.

in the heat exchangers. Technical procedure CP .".06 is credited with managing the effects of
crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting for the shell side of the heat excnangers. For

. ihe tube side of the heat exchangers, the CCNPP preventive maintenance program is credited '

E
for ensuring that degradation of the heat exchangers will be controlled. Specifically preventive i

| maintenance Checklists MPM00005 and MPM 00006 will be uced to perform eddy current '

'

testing of the heat exchanger tubes. Periodic cleaning and inspection of the tube side will be
carried through Repetitive Tasks 10112052,10112053,10152023,10152024,20112027,
20152020, and 20152021. These tasks will require inspecting the channel heads, bolts, and

"

sacrificial anodes, and cleaning the tubes every quarter.
; |

The staff concludes that following guidance provided by CP-206 procedure for maintaining shell |
. side water chemistry and periodic inspections and cleaning of the heat exchanger tubes under |

the preventive maintenance program will provide adequate protection for these heat exchangers j,

against the aging effects of this ARDM and provide reasonable assurance that these heat i,

exchangers will continue to perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB during
the extended peried of operr' ion.

[
'j Crevice Corrosion, General Corrosion, MIC, and Pitting of the ECCS Pump Room3.5.3.1.2.5

' Air Coolers

The internal environment for the ECCS pump room air coolers is saltwater on the tube side and
air on the shell side. Crevice corrosion, MIC, and pitting are plausible ARDMs for the channel
heads and tubes. The channel heads are constructed of cast iron and the tubes are
copper-nickel. Crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting are plausible ARDMs for the
cooler botting, which is construded of carbon and alloy steel. Although the channel heads are*

lined with epoxy to protect the cast iron wall from the saltweter environment, they are still prone
to crevice corrosion, pitting, and MIC when protective coating fails.

The applicant conducts periodic visual inspections and testing for the tube side of the coolers
through the existing CCNPP preventive maintenance program to determine if any degradation is
occurring. Specifically, preventive maintenance specified in Checklists MPM 05000 and MPM
05101 for the ECCS pump room air coolers are performed every 24 weeks. These checklists
require inspections of the channel heads and tubes. These routine activities will identify any
degradation of the pressure boundary and corrective action will be taken to repair any
discovered deficiencies. This ensures that the effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion,e

MIC, and pitting will be managed for the ECCS pump room air coolers. The staff concludes that
performing the specified preventive maintenance on the ECCS Pump Room coolers will provide
adequate protection of these air coolers against the aging effects of these ARDMs and provide
reasonable resurance that the coolers will perform their intended function in accordance with
the CLB during the period of extended operation.
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3.5.3.1.2.6 Crevice Corrosion, Erosion / corrosion, MIC, Particulate Wear Erosion, and Pitting in
the Flow Orifices

The material of construction for the flow orifices is stainless steel which is resistant to most
forms of corrosion. However, because the orifices are subject to the saltwater environment,
under certain circumstances, they could be subjected to the following ARDMs: crevice corrosion,
erosion / corrosion, MIC, particulate wear erosion, and pitting.

1

The applicant has determined that performing visual inspections will discover any degradation,
so that appropriate corrective actions may be taken to ensure that the flow orifices continue to
perform as designed. All except one flow orifice are subject to periodic inspections by the |
procedures in the CCNPP preventive maintenance program. These inspections are
accomplished through Repetitive Tasks 10122095 and 20122099, which are performed every 6
years. The applicant credited its ARDI program for the orifice which is not inspected by the
current program because of its infrequent use. The staff's review of the ARDI program is
discussed in detailin Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

The staff concludes that these programs will provide adequate protection for these flow orifices
against the aging effects of this ARDM and will provide reasonable assurance that these flow
orifices will continue to perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB for the period
of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.3 Service Water System

The applicant identified the following materials of construction in the service water system
(designated as SRW): for piping-carbon steel; for valves-carbon steel, cast iron, stainless

{steel, cast brass casings, stainless steel disks and shafts; for pumps-carbon sted or cast iron
i

casings, cast iron or bronze impeller shafts; for tanks--carbon ceel; for flow t,! aments and flow |

orifices-stainless steel; for radiation and temperature elements-stainless steel; for
temperature indicators-carbon or stainless steel. The applicant has determined that these

i

materials are exposed to several potential and plausible ARDMs in the SRW system. It put I

these ARDMs in five groups: (1) crevice corrosion / pitting, (2) erosion / corrosion, (3) general
corrosion, (4) selective leaching, and (5) wear. The applicant described and evaluated the
effects of each group on the materials, outlined the methods to manage aging, identified the
aging management programs, and demonstrated the adequacy of the proposed aging

,

management for each of the identified ARDMs. |

|
Section 5.17 indicates that the SRW system was designed to the Arnerican National Standards
Institute (ANSI) Standard, B31.1 Code requirements. Although ANSI B31.1 does not require an
explicit fatigue analysis, it does specify allowable stress levels, based on the number of
anticipated thermal cycles. Table 5.17-3 indicates that fatigue is not a plausible age-related
degradation mechanism for the SRW system. Although fatigue is not considered to be a
plausible age-related degradation mechanism as indicated in Table 5.17-3, the staff requested
additionalinforrnation in this area. In NRC Ouestion No. 5.17.3, the statf requested additional
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information regarding the basis for concluding that fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for SRW |
components. In its response, the applicant indicated that the SRW system is a low-temperature i
system. The highest normal service condition temperature for the piping system is 130 *F. |
Thermal fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the SRW piping system because the system
maintains a relatively steady temperature. Based on the applicant's assessment the staff
agrees that thermal fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the SRW piping system.

Based on industry data and experience, the staff concludes there are no other applicable
ARDMs for the SRW. The following is the staff's evaluation of the AMPS for these five groups of
ARDMs.

- 3.5.3.1.3.1 ' Crevice Corrosion / Pitting |
|

The applicant has determined that long-term exposure of SRW components to the operating ;

environment inside the system may result in crevice corrosion / pitting because sometimes these |

components are subjected to stagnant flow conditions, or their geometry may contain crevices.
Maintaining an environment of purified water with controls on pH, oxygen, suspended solids, .

,

and chlorides during plant operation will mitigate this ARDM. Also, inspections of the SRW
components in the corrosion-susceptible areas will identify whether the ARDM is actually
occurring.

The CCNPP procedure CP-206 provides for monitoring and maintaining the SRW water
chemistry. The PUMP-15 procedure is currently used for inspecting the SRW pumps for
erosion, wear, and mechanical damage The applicant has committed to modify PUMP-15 to
include inspections of crevice corrosion / pitting of pump casings and bushings. The procedure
directs the system engineer to replace damaged parts as necessary. The remaining SRW
components susceptible to crevice corrosion / pitting will be included in the ARDI program aiming
at verifying that degradation of the components is not occurring. The staffs reviews and
evaluations of the water chemistry and ARDI programs are discussed in detail in Sections 3.1.2
and 3.1.6, respectively, of this SER.

Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the additional assurance
provided by the PUMP-15 procedure and ARDI, the staff concludes that these programs will
provide adequate protection for the components in the SRW against aging effects of crevice
corrosion / pitting and provide reasonable ascurance that these components will perform their
intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.3.2 Erosion / Corrosion

Erosion / corrosion occurs in the systems containing components made of carbon steel and |
exposed to moving, turbulent water. In the SRW the piping is carbon steel fabricated into i
straight sections, bends and tees, a geometry to that tends to create turbulent flow. Therefore,
erosion / corrosion is possible. However, the internal environment of the SRW system consists of
a demineralized water treated to control its oxygen level and maintain pH above 9.0. This water

!
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1

remains subcooled to a temperature of 130 *F and a pressure 102 psig. Based on industry
experience the staff has concluded that at these operating conditions significant I

erosion / corrosion is unlikely. |

I
The applicant does not credit any specific programs with mitigating the effects of

'

erosion / corrosion in the SRW. Therefcre, the applicant willinstitute an ARDI program (see
Section 3.1.6 of this SER) to examine representative piping which may be susceptible to
erosion / corrosion and determine whether it is degraded to the point of not being capable of
performing its intended function under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended
operation. The applicant also indicates that the results of the ARDI program for the safety-
related portion of piping will be evaluated for applicability to the non-safety related SRW piping.
The applicability evaluation will also consider, at a minimum, flow rate and configuration
differences between safety-related and non-safety-related SRW piping. In NRC Question
No. 5.17.2, the staff requested additional information on how the flow rate and configuration
differences between safety-related and non-safety-related SRW piping will be considered in the
applicability evaluation and the basis upon which the applicant concluded that the results of the
inspection of the safety-related piping are adequately representative of the aging degradation of
the non-safety-related piping. The applicant provided a response, dated November 16,1998, to
the staff's RAI and supplemented the response on February 18,1999, (NRC meeting summary
dated March 19,1999). The applicant stated that it will include the non-safety-related portion of
piping in the came ARDI program for safety-related SRW piping that is subjected to
erosion /corrocion. The applicant also agreed to document this change to the scope of the ARDI
program. The staff concluded that this is an acceptable approach to resolve the RAI issue.

Based on existing periodic inspections supplemented by ARDI, the staff concludes that there is
edequate protection for the components in the SRW against the aging effects caused by
erosion-corrosion and there is reasonable assurance that these components will perform their
intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.3.3 General Corrosion

General corrosion is a plausible ARDM for certain SRW components. The corrosion can occur
in the carbon steel components exposed to the service water environment and to moist
compressed air in the air-operated valves. The applicant is monitoring the service water
chemistry using the CCNPP procedure CP-206 for the components exposed to service water.
For air- operated valves CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Checklists IPM 10000 and IPM 10001
is used to inspect the valves. These checklists verify air drier effectiveness in the compressed ,

air system to ensure that the air is dry enough to mitigate corrosion of carbon steel components (
in the valves. As a safety precaution, the applicant credited its ARDI program to provide |
additional assurance that the effects of plaushle ARDMs are being effectively managed for the i

period of extended operation. The staffs review of the ARDI program is discussed in detailin '

Section 3.1.6 of this safety evaluation.
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- Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry and preventive maintenance programs
and the additional assurance provided by the ARDI the staff concludes that these programs will
provide adequate protection for the components in the SRW against aging effects caused by
general corrosion and provide reasonable assurance that there components will perform their
intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

,

.

3.5.3.1.3.4 Selective Leaching

The applicant has determined that ,ontrol valves with cast iron bodies, pumps with cast iron
casings, and hand valves with can iron bonnets and disks, with brass bodies, or with cast brass
bases and shells are susceptible to selective leeching. _ During selective leaching a corrosive
process removes iron from the cast iron components and zinc from the brass components. If
not properly managed, selective leaching may cause components to lose pressure-retaining
capability under CLB design conditions.

Selective leaching can b' e mitigated by proper water chemistry control. The applicant's aging
management program consists of controlling service water chemistry in accordance with the

- specifications in the CCNPP procedure CP-206 (see Section 3.1.2 of this SER) Controlling
impurities and chemical additives keeps selective leaching at an acceptable level. The applicant
is also committed to performing inspections of the affected components under the ARDI
program (see Section 3.1.6 of this SER). The program will be able to discover any selective
leaching so that proper corrective actions can be taken.

,

Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the additional assurance
provided by ARDI, the staff concludes that these programs will provide adequate protection for
the components in the SRW against aging effects caused by selective leaching and provide
reasonable assurance that these components will perform their intended functions in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.3.5 Wear

The applicant has determined that wear is a plausible ARDM for the relief val /es in the SRW
system. The valve bodies are made from stainless or carbon steel and have stainless steel
seats and disks. Wear results from relative motion between two surfaces, from the presence of
hard, abrasive particles, or from sliding motions under the influence of a corrosive environment
in addition to material loss from the above wear mechanisms, impeded relative motion between

- twc surfaces held in intimate contact for extended periods may result in galling or self-welding.
The wear can cause damage to one or both surfaces involved in the contact, resulting in a
leaking valve. The applicant will periodically conduct bench testing for relief valves that are

3 infrequently operated or are susceptible to this ARDM to verify that the valve is not leaking or
'

sticking. The applicant will be using the CCNPP Mechanical Maintenance Checklists
MPM01013, MPM01147, MPM01153, and MPM01155 for performing these tests at four to five,

year intervals.
,

i

I
'
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This ARDM is applicable to valve internals. As discussed in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.1.6 of
this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of vaive intamals because the valve
intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and,
therefore, are not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

3.5.3.1.4 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System

The applicant found that several plausible ARDMs applied to the spent fuel pool cooling system
(SFPCS). The applicant put them in four groups: (1) crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosiori,
general corrosion, and pitting of various carbon steel components in the SFPCS; (2) rubber
degradation and radiation damage of hand valve diaphragms and linings; (3) wear of hand valve
seats and disks; and (4) cavitation erosion and erosion-corrosion of pump casings. The
applicant evaluated the effects of each of these groups on the material of construction, identified
the aging management programs and demonstrated their adequacy.,

Section 5.18.1 of Section A to the LRA indicates that there were severalinstances of cracking of
SFPCS piping. A detailed study was performed in early 1990 to determine the root cause and
appropriate remedy. The applicant's study determined that the cracking was due to high-cycle
fatigue caused by cavitation-induced vibration. The sources of vibration were determined to be
the SFPCS pump's recirculation line flow otifices and manual throttle valves downstream of the
SFPCS heat exchangers. Subsequently, certain orifices and valves were modified to eliminate
system cavitation. The applicant also indicated that implementation of these improvements has
prevented recurrence of cracking in SFPCS piping, this cracking is not considered to be a
plausible ARDM. Based on these improvements, the staff concurs with the applicant's
assessment. In NRC Question No. 5.18.5, the staff requested additional information on whether
the piping susceptible to cracking, as well as the modified valves and orifices is subject to AMR.
In its response, the applicant stated that these piping components are in the scope of license
renewal and are subject to AMR. The applicant was also asked to discuss its fatigue evaluation
for the SFPCS piping system. Specifically, the staff's concem is that the CCNPP UFSAR
Section 9.4.3.2 states that the SFPCS piping was designed to ANSI B31.7 Code requirements.
ANSI B31.7 Code specifies that requirements for Class || and ill pipe design be in accordance
with the ANSI B31.1 Code. Although ANSI B31.1 Code does not require an explicit fatigue
analysis for Class || and 111 piping systems, it does specify allowable stress levels based on the
number of anticipated thermal cycles. In its response, the applicant stated that the operating
temperature of the SFPCS water will remain almost constant after initial refueling. Under all
normal conditions, the operating temperature is less than 150 'F. This operating condition will
result in many fewer equivalent full-temperature cycles than the 7000 thermal cycles assumed
during the period of extended operation. Therefore, it was determined that thermal fatigue is not
a plausible ARDM for the SFPCS piping system. The s# agrees with this assessment and the
conclusion that thermal fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the SFPCS piping system.

Based on industry data and experience, the staff concludes there are no other applicable
ARDMs for the SFPCS. The following is the staff's evaluation of the AMPS for these ARDMS.

,
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3.5.3.1.4.1 Crevice Corrosion, Galvanic Corrosion, General Corrosion, and Pitting

All of the subcomponents included in this group are made of different varieties of carbon steel.
The following subcomponents were included in this group: bolts, nuts, spent fuel pool (SFP) filter
clamp assembly, SFP filter support, check and hand valve bolting, heat exchanger shell and
nozzles, demineralizer support, and pump casing stud nuts. The extemal environment for all
items in this group is climate-controlled air in the auxiliary building and in the containment. The
intemal environment may be either borated water with approximately 2500 ppm of boron or
service water. The extemal surfaces of these components in this group may be exposed to a
borated-water environment when boric-acid-carrying components develop a leak. Therefore,
the applicant has included the above listed components in its AMR. The aging management
program for these ARDMs consists of mitigating leakage of borated water. The effects of
borated water on the subcomponents will be managed by the Boric Acid Corrosion Inspection
(BACl) Program, which is evaluated in the Common Aging Management, Section 3.1.4 of this j
SER. The program includes a description of the examination procedures, and actions needed to i

minimize loss of structural and pressure-retain |r.g integrity of components due to boric acid
corrosion. Components that are installed in the areas that are normally inaccessible because of
radiation levels, will be included in an ARDI program, ensuring their inspection.

The shell side of the heat exchangars of the SFPCS carry service water whose chemistry is
controlled by CCNPP procedure CP-206 (see Section 3.1.2 of this SER). This ensures that the

y cooling water supplied to the SFPCS heat exchangers has the appropriats chemistry for
minimizing corrosion. |

Based on the mitigative effects of the water chemistry program and the additional assurance
provided by the BACI program, the staff concludes that these p.ograms will provide adequate
protection for the components in the SFPCS against aging effects caused by this ARDM and
provide reasonable assurance that these components will perform their intended functions in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.5.3.1.4.2 Rubber Degradation and Radiation Damage

The components in this group comprise the rubber linings and diaphragms of hand valves.
These valves are exposed to borated water containing approximately 2500 ppm of boron. In
addition, the diaphragms are exposed to the radiation coming iror, the radioactive material
accumulated in the SFPCS demineralizer vessel. Rubber in lining in prolonged contact with
borated water tends to blister beneath the lining and initiate corroCon of the lined surface.
Rubber in diaphragms after prolonged exposure to radiation environment will lose its mechanical
strength and eventually will break, causing hand valves to leak.

No programs are credited with mitigating the effects of these ARDMs for the subcomponents in
this group. The applicant credited its ARDI program (see Section 3.1.6 of this SER) to address
rubber degradation in valve linings and diaphragms. The program will specify appropriate,

j inspection techniques and methods for resolving of adverse examination findings.
4
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1

This ARDM is applicable to valve internals. As discussed in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.1.6 of I

this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals because the valve I

intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and, |
therefore, are not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

3.5.3.1.4.3 Wear

This group includes cast or forged stainless steel (Type 304/316 or CF-3/CF-8) hand valve
seats and disks for the SFPCS containment isolation valves. The internal environment is j

borated water containing approximately 2500 ppm of boron. Wear occurs both in components
that experience considerable relative motion and in components that are held under high loads
with no motion for long periods. Additionally, impeded relative motion between two surfaces
held in intimate contact for extended period may result in galling or self-welding. This type of
wear can be discovered by inspecting and testing the valves that are susceptible to this ARDM.
In addition, local leak rate testing (LLRT) of the containment isolation valves can be a useful
method for detecting leakage that could be the result of wear of valve intemals. CCNPP
procedures STP M-571E-1 and M-571E-2, which are part of the CCNPP Containment Leakage
Rate Program, address this issue. The applicant concludes that these inspections and tests will
provide a basis for an aging management program which will ensure that no degradation of
valve design function will occur and that the valves will remain operative during the extended
period of operation.

This ARDM is applicable to valve intemals. As discussed in Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.1.6 of
this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve internals because the valve
internals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and,
therefore, are not subject to AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

3.5.3.1.4.4 Cavitation Erosion and Erosion / Corrosion

This group includes the SFPCS pump casings and stuffing box extensions. These components
are construcsed of ASTM A-296, GR CA-15 steel containing 12 nercent of chromium ano I

exposed to a turbulent flow of borated water containing approximately 2500 ppm of boron. |

Although De applicant specified two plausible ARDMs, only cavitation erosion should be |
considered because materials containing 12 percent of chromium are immune to I

erosion / corrosion even when exposed to acidic environments.

The applicant committed to manage this ARDM using its current preventive maintenance
program. This program follows directives given in CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Tasks
00672007 and 00672008, which implement Mechanical Preventive Maintenance Checklist |
MPM67102, " Inspect Spent Fuel Pool Pump." This checklist contains procedures for '

disassembly and inspection of the pumps, which are currently performed on each pump
! approximately every 4 years. In the aging management program the applicant will modify the
l existing procedure to make it specifically applicable to the SFPCS pumps. The procedure will

specify inspection requirements and acceptance criteria for discovery of material loss from the
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SFPCS pump casing that may be caused by cavitation erosion. Using this procedure the
applicant will be able to maintain SFPCS in operating conditions for the extended operation.
The NRC staff agrees with the applicant's conclusion.

The staff concludes that performing the specified preventive maintenance on the SFPCS pump
casings and stuffing box extensions will provide adequate protection for these components )
against the aging effects caured by this ARDM and provide reasonable assurance that these
components will perform their intended functions in accordance with the CLB for the period of
extended operation.

3.5.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

For the discussion of AMPS, refer to Section 3.5.3.1 of this SER. I
1

3.5.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses
|

Appendix A to the LRA states that no TLAAs apply to the cooling systems. The staff concurs
with this assessment. The staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of TLAAs is provided
separately in Section 4.0 of this SER.

p 3.5.4 Conclusions

'C
The staff has reviewed the infor; nation included in Section 5.3, " Component Cooling System";'

Section 5.16, " Saltwater System"; Section 5.17, " Service Water System *; and Section 5.18,
" Spent Fuel Cooling System" of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff also reviewed the additional i

information provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAI and the meeting on i

February 17,1999, as documented by the meeting summary dated March 19,1999. On the
basis of this review as set forth above, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated
that the aging effects associated with the cooling systems will be adequately managed so u.at
there is reasonable assurance that these systems will perform their intended function in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.
3.6 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Systems

3.6.1 Introduction

BGE described its aging management review (AMR) of the heating and ventilation (H&V) |
systems (in the auxiliary building and primary containment) and the heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems (in the control room and the diesel generator buildings) for license
renewal in three separate sections of its license renewal application (LRA). These three
sectiores are Section 5.11 A, " Auxiliary Building H&V System"; Section 5.118, " Primary
Containment H&V System"; and Section 5.11C, " Control Room and Dietal Generator Buildings'
HVAC System"; of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff reviewed these sections of the LRA to

| determine whether they provided adequate information to meet the requirements stated in
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|

10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for managing aging effects applicable to the H&V, arid HVAC systems for
license renewal.

3.6.2 Summary of Technicalinformation in Application

3.6.2.1 Components Subject to an Aging Management Review
1

3.6.2.1.1 Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation Sy:, tem
]

The auxiliary building H&V System consists of fans, air handling units, dampers, filters, coolers, |
|controls, and ductwork, which provide air, in some cases filtered and tempered, to various

rooms in the auxiliary and radwaste buildings. A negative pressure with respect to ambient and |
surrounding areas of the building is normally maintained in the auxiliary building to ensure that |
clean areas do not become contaminated through the ventilation system. The areas serviced by j
the system are the switchgear rooms (each unit), the diesel generator rooms (three total), the j
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump rooms, (each unit), the service water (SRW) heat exchanger |

rooms (each unit), the main steam line penetration areas (each unit), the waste processing |
areas (each unit), the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) pump rooms (each unit), the fuel I

handling areas (shared between units), and general areas of the auxiliary building. Exhaust air
from the waste processing areas, the ECCS pump rooms, and the fuel handling areas is passed
through a roughing filter and a high-efficiency particulate (HEPA) filter to remove potentially
radioactive particulate contamination before discharge through the plant vent. Exhaust air from
the ECCS pump room and the fue; bandling area can also ba routed through separate charcoal
filters to remove radioactive iodine ir .he event of a loss-of-coolant accident or fuel handling |

incident.

3.6.2.1.2 Primary Containment Heating and Ventilation System

The primary containment H&V system consists of the following subsystems:
1

Containment air recirculation and cooling subsystem; |
.

|
Containmwt penetration room ventilation subsystem;.

Containment iodine removal subsystem;.

Hydrogen purge subsystem;.

Containment purge subsystem; and.

Control element drive mechanism..

Also within the system boundary is pressure monitoring equipment for the containment and
penetration room atmospheres. The pressure of the containment atmosphere is measured for
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.

post-accident monitoring and to provide signals upon high pressure for engineered safety
|

features actuation system (ESFAS) protective actuation. Penetration room pressure is 1

monitored to provide signals upon high pressure to isolate letdown during a loss-of-ccolant ;
-

accident or a letdown line rupture (high-energy line break). Containment dome temperature, j-

containment cooler fan status, and containment hydrogen purge inside and outside containment,

isolation Alve positions are measured for post-accident monitoring. Other monitoring
equipment supports operations and testing.

3.S.2.1.3 Control Room Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
,

Named for the control room, the control room HVAC system provides ventilation to the control
room, the Unit 1 and 2 cable spreading rooms, and the Unit 1 r.nd 2 battery rooms. The control
room end cable spreading rooms are supplied by a single, year-round air-conditioning system
serving both Units. Air handling equipment and refrigeration units are redundant, but the j

dt.ctwork is not. The contial room and cable spreading room areas have a third source of I

cooling, which is not safety-related, consisting of a water chiller supplying a second set of coils
in the safety-related air handling systems. If airbome contamination occurs at the fresh air
intake, a self-contained recirculation system is automatically initiated through a post-loss of
coolant accident filter system. The control room air is then processed through HEPA and i

charcoal filters. I

/

3.6.2.1.4 Diesel Generator Bui! dings' Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems

The applicant stated that the two new diesel generators were placed into operation at CCNPP in
1995. These diesel generators are located in two separate buildinga that are dedicated for
housing these diesels. The diesel generator buildings HVAC system provides ventilation,
heating, and cooling for the building spaces. Due to the unique circumstances pertaining to
these HVAC systems (i.e., they have been placed into service approximately 20 years after -
other similar HVAC systems at CCNPP, and they have a design life of 45 years), an AMR
process separate and unique from that used for other plant systems and structures was used.
Since aging of the existing control room HVAC system equipment is some 20 ye* rs ahead of the
aging of the diesel generator buildings HVAC system equipment, and since this t.:|uipment is
just at the beginning of its design life aging management of the new equipment can be based,

on the future results of s3 ng management from similar equipment groups associated with thei

control room HVAC system.

In Section 5.11C.1.4 of the LRA, the applicant explains that the newly installed HVAC system in
the diesel generator building is similar to the system for the control room, and it does not need
additional AMR. However, to justify such a conclusion, the applicant should confirm that the
environmental conditions in the diesel generator building (temperature, moisture content of the
air, etc.) are similar to the conditions in the control rocm and that the hardwsre configuration of
the HVAC system for the diesel generator building is similar to the configuration of the control
room system. This is Confirmatcry Item 3.6.2,1.4-1.

V
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3.6.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the H&V and HVAC components subject to an AMR and determined (as listed in Tables 5.11 A-
2,5.11B-2, and 5.11C-2 of the LRA) that 21 potential ARDMs need to be considered for the
auxiliary building. 26 for the primary containment, and 26 for the control room. Among these
potential ARDMs, the aging effects due to the following ARDMs are treated as " plausible" and
should be managed for the HVAC systems associated with the auxiliary building, primary
containment, the control room, and the diesel generator buildings: crevice corrosion, dynamic
loading for fans, general corrosion, pitting, '.vear, and elastomer degradation. In addition, the
applicant identified microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC) as plausible for the pnmary
containment and control room and radiation damage as plausible for the primary containment.

3.6.2.2.1 ARDM/ Device Type Combination for Aging Management Review

To expedite the AMR and efficiently present the results, the applicant (based on the
characteristics of device types and AROMs of the H&V and HVAC components) combined them
into three ARDM/ device type combination groups for the auxiliary building, five groups for the
primary containment, and three groups for the control room.

The three groups for the auxiliary building are:

Crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting for durt and heat exchangers;+

Elastomer degradation and wear for non-metallic duct a i damper parts; and+

Aging due to dynamic loading for fans..

The five groups for the primary containment are:

Wear for check valves, control valves, hand valves and motor operated valves;-

Crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting for all components exposed to-

moisture;
Aging due to dynamic loading for fans;-

Radiation damage, wear and elastomer degradation for non-metallic subcomponents;.

and
Crevice corrosion and pitting for heat exchanger cooling coils.-

The three groups for the control room are:

Crevice corrosion, pitting, general corrosion, and MIC for components partially exposed-

to moisture;
Elastomer degradation and wear for non-metallic duct and damper parts; and-

Aging due to dynamic bading for fans..
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3.6.2.2.2 Component Materials and Environment I

Auxiliary Building

As described in Section 511 A of the LRA, the duct, fittings, doors, and door hinges and latches |
. are constructed of galvanized carbon steel. The joint angles are constructed of carbon steel and |
the bolts and rivets are plated carbon steel. The supply and exhaust registers are constructed '

of either enameled carbon steel or aluminum. At connections between fr.ns and ducts (or
casing), flexible collars (constructed of elastomer) are installed using galvanized steel bars with
bolts to prevent excessive movements of ducts. All housings and fasteners for the fans are
constructed of carbon steel, except the housings for fans in the SRW heat exchanger room are
constructed of aluminum.

With regard to the environmental condition of the auxiliary building, the applicant states that the
maximum normal relative humidities inside and outside the auxiliary building are 70 percent and
100 percent, respectively, and the temperature inside this building is in the range of 90 to
120 'F, except in the main steam penetration area where the temperature is around 160*F.

,

According to the LRA, all H&V components are located in ventilated areas indoors and are not i

exposed to the outside weather or sunlight.

Primary Containment |

'

As described in Section 5.118 of the LRA, the following components are constructed of carbon
steel: piping, fittings, flanges, weld, the body / bonnet of hand valves, and MOVs, disks of control
valves, fan casings and fasteners. The stems, disks and seats of hand valves, check valves,

|

and MOVs are constructed of alloy steel, stellited carbon steel or stainless steel. The stems of ;

MOVs are stainless steel. The wedges and disks of MOVs are made of either stellited carbon
steel or stainless steel. The seals of MOVs and control valves are constructed of stellited
stainless steel or ethylene propylene. At connections between fans and ducts (or casint,),
flexible collers (constructed of elastomer) are installed using galvanized steel bars with bolts to
prevent excessive movements of ducts. The cooling coils of the heat exchangers are made of
90-10 copper-nickel.

All of the above-mentioned components are exposed to moisture.

Control Room

in Section 5.11C, the applicant describes the materials used for constructing the HVAC system
devices as carbon steel, galvanized steel, painted carbon steel, bronze, and aluminum. The
seals tre constructed of neoprene sponge material and the flexible collars are elastomer
materials. Most of the HVAC system devices are constructed of carbon steel and galvanized
steel. Most of the control room HVAC equipment is located in the ventilated indoor areas and,
therefore, the external surfaces are not exposed to the weather or sunlight. The control room
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maximum area temperature for normal operating conditions is 110 "F with a maximum relative
humidity of 70 percent. Only the battery room exhaust fan and the exhaust register for the duct
are exposed to the weather.

3.6.2.3 Aging Management Programs

in Tables 5.11 A 3,5.118-3, and 5.11C-3 of Appendix A to the LRA. 'he applicant identifies the
following AMPS for the H&V and HVAC systems.

In addition to the routine maintenance programs, the applicant Las established an age-related
degradation inspection (ARDI) program as an AMP as defined in the CCNPP IPA Methodology
presented in Section 2.0 of the LRA. According to the applicant, the ARDI program will do the
following:

Determine the examination sample size based on plausible aging effects;*

Identify inspection locations in the system / component based on plausible aging effects.

and consequences of loss of component intended function;

Determine effective examination techniques (including acceptance criteria) to identify*

aging effects on components;

Specify methods for interpreting examination results;-

Specify methods for resolving unacceptable examination findings, including corrective*

actions and consideration of design loadings required by the current |icensing basis
(CLB); and

Evaluate the need for followup examinations to monitor the progression of any age-+

related degradation.

Corrective actions will be taken, as necessary, in acmrdance with the CCNPP corrective action
program and will ensure that the components will remain capable of performing the system
pressure boundary integrity function under all CLB conditions.

3.6.2.3.1 Auxiliary Building Heating and Ventilation System

Modified Existino Proarams

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns".

(modified program)

CCNPP McGified Exi: 1 Procedure to include Specific items with Respect to Discovery.

of ARDf'.s
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. The combined application of these three progranis will be credited for (a) discovery and )
management of the effects of crevice corrosion and pitting of the external surfaces of duct and I

heat exchangers, (b) discovery and management of the effects of elastomer degradation and
wear for the duct flexible collars, and (c) mitigation of vibration and discovery and management
of the effects of dynamic loading due to fan vibration.

CCNPP Ace-Related Deuradation Inspection Proaram

The system walkdowns can identify degradation evident extemally from the components..

An inspection of the intemals would provide additional assurance that the effects of
elastomer degradation and wear are being adequately managed. This inspection will be
accomplished as part of an ARDI Program.

3.6.2.3.2 Primary Containment Hsating and Ventilation Systems

Existina Proarams

CCNPP Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program*

Surveillance Test Procedures (STPs M-5711-1, M-5711-2, and M-671-1).

The combiried application of these two existing programs will be credited for the discovery and
managemer,t of leakage that could be the effect of (a) senting surface wear of the check valves
and motor-operated valves in the containment pressure boundary and (b) crevice corrosion,
MIC, and pitting on t ie seat surfaces of containment isolation valves.

Existina CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Proarams

Preventive Maintenance Checklists MPM09150 and MPM09151 are to be used for (a).

the discovery and management of the effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, |

MIC, and pitting for the containment air cooler housings, (b) the metigation, discovery,
and management of the effects of dynamic loading of the containment air cooler fans,
and (c) the discovery and management of the effects of radiation damage, elastomer
degradation, and wear of rubber boots for the containment air coolers. !

Preventive Maintenance Checklists MPM04112 and MPM04197 are to be used for the*

mitigation, disc overy, and management of the effects of dynamic loading of the
containment iodine removal fans.

Preventive Maintenance Checklist MPM04111 is to be used for the discovery, and+

management of the effects of radiation damage, elastomer degradation, and wear of
damper seals.
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Preventive Maintenance Checklist MPM09007 is to be used for the mitigation, discovery,-

and management of the effects of crevice corrosion and pitting for the external surface of
the containment air cooler coils.

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns,"is an.

existing walkdown procedure and is to be used for (a).the mitigation, discovery, and
management of the effects of dynamic loading of fans outside the containment, and (b)
discovery and management of the effects of elastomer degradation and wear of duct
flexible collars and damper seals outside the containment.

CCNPP Chemistry Program procedure CP-206, " Specifications and Surveillance for 1
+

Component Cooling / Service Water Systems," an existing program, is to be used for the i

mitigation of crevice corrosion and pitting for the intemal surface of the containment air
;

cooler coils. l
1

CCNPP ARDI program, a new program, is to be used for the discovery and management i
.

of the effects of (a) seating surface wear of hand valves, (b) crevice corrosion, general
corrosion, MIC, and pitting of piping, hand valves, and MOVs, and (c) crevice wrosion
and pitting of the intemal surfaces of the containment air cooler cooling coils.

3.6.2.3.3 Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning Systems

Existino CCNPP Maintenance Proorams

Preventive Maintenance Checklists MPM09109, MrM09000, MPM04169, MPM09021,*

MPM09115, MPM09132, MPM07111, MPM09222, and EPM 30700 are to be used for the
discovery, and management of the effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC,
and pitting of intemal surfaces of components.

Preventive Maintenance Checklist MPM09021 is to be used for the discovery, and-

management of the effects of elastomer degradation and wear of damper seals.

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns," is a.

modified program and is to be used for the discovery, and management of the effects of
(a) crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting of extemal surfaces of
components, (b) elastomer degradation and wear of duct flexible collars, and (c) dynamic
loading of fans.

CCNPP's ARDI program is to be used for the discovery, and management of the effects.

os (a) crevice corrosion, general corrosion, MIC, and pitting of internal surfaces of
components, and (b) elastomer degradation and wear of the seals of dampers that are
not subject to routine maintenance.
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The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the HVAC systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis

| (CLB), under all design loading conditions.-

3.6.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

' Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that no
time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) apply to the H&V and HVAC systems.

3.6.3 Staff Evaluation

In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information included in Sections
5.11 A,5.118, and 5.11C of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's programs and
considered whether the effects of aging will be adequately managed durin0 the extended period
of operation of the two units of the plant. Adequate management of the effects of aging on the
device types used in the H&V and HVAC systems of these buildings will ensure that the
intended function of the systems will be maintained consistent with the CLB. The staff's
evaluation of the licensee's LRA related to the H&V and HVAC systems associated with the
auxiliary building, primary containment, the control room, and the diesel generator buildings is
discussed in the following subsections.

L-
\ 3.6.3.1 Effects of Aging

As described in Section 3.6.2.2.2, most components (such as ducts, fittings, door hinges and
latches, joint angles, bolts and rivets, piping, flanges, body / bonnet of valves, fan casings,
frames, cooling coil housings, etc.) in the H&V and HVAC systems are constructed of carbon
steel and galvanized steel. As for the environmental conditions applicable to these

_

components, the LRA states that the maximum normal relative humidity inside and outside the
buildings is 70 percent and 100 percent, respectively, and the temperature inside the buildings is
in the range of 90 *F to 120 *F, except in the main steam penetiation area where the
temperature is around 160 *F.

The applicant listed all potential ARDMs for the H&V and HVAC systems in Table 5.11 A-2 (for
the auxiliary building), Table 5.11B-2 (for the primary containment), and Table 3.11C-2 (for the
control room) of Appendix A to the LRA. From the ARDMs listed in these three tables, the
apphcant identified the following plausible ARDMs for components of H&V and HVAC systems in
these three buildings: crevice corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, the effects of dynamic
loading, and wear. In addition, the applicant identified MIC as a plausible ARDM for the heat
exchangers in the primary containment and the control room and radiation damage as a
plausible ARDM for heat exchangers in the containment. Although the hcense renewal rule
requires management of aging effects and does not require specific identification of ARDMs, the
applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The staff finds this approach acceptable because
aging effects result from one or more ARDMs.
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The LRA cites over 20 years of operating experience as showing that the H&V and HVAC
systems at CCNPP are highly reliable in maintaining their passive functions. However, the
applicant identified the following aging effects: (a) some cracking in HVAC ducts because of
vibration-induced fatigue, (b) loosening of some fasteners because of dynamic loading, (c) some
broken damper linkages in a control room air conditioning unit, (d) some elastomer degradation
of seals, and (e) corrosion in the housing below the cooling coils in some HVAC units. The LRA
also states that, other than these cases of degradation due to vibration, wear, and corrosion, no
other significant aging concems have been identified that could affect the ability of the .H&V and
HVAC systems and components in these three buildings to perform their passive functions.
After the investigation of the cause of these aging effects, the applicant implemented corrective
actions, such as installing additional duct supports, balancing fans, and installing flexible collars
or cloth boots to minimize vibration. The applicant also modified the existing preventive
maintenance procedure to include lubrication of the damper linkages with the periodic visual
inspection, replaced the degraded seals, and performed inspections to assess corrosion rates
and the adequacy of the system pressure boundary.

Based on s review of previcus records and analysis of operating experience, the applicanta

determined that the effects of corrosion (crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting) for
duct and components should be managed for license renewal; The suff agrees because the
carbon steel (including galvanized steel and painted carbon steel) materials are exposed to high
humidity and moisture. The applicant determined that radiation damage to and degradation of
elastomer material (duct seals, flexible collars, rubber boots, etc.) and wear of non-metallic
component parts (such as duct and damper parts) should be managed under license renewal.
The staff agrees that the elastomer will degrade at the joints in the H\ TAC equipment because of
relative motion between vibrating equipment, pressure variations and turbulence, and exposure
to temperature changes, oxygen, moderate heat and ozone. Also, the neoprene for the damper
seals will degrade because of relative motion between the blade and sleeve during damper
operation and exposure to temperature changes, oxygen, and ozone. In addition, the rubber
boots on the containment air cooler (inside containment) are exposed to radiation. All these
environmental conditions will cause degradation of the material (such as reduced tensile
strength, tearing, brittieness, breakdown of elastomer, etc.). The applicant cetermined that the
effects of dynamic loading on fans due to their operation, and effects of wear on the disk or ball
and seat of check valves, control valves, hand valves, and MOVs should be managed under
license renewal. The staff agrees because the vibration willloosen the fasteners of fans, and
wear of the seat of the valves could impair the functioning of the valves.

3.6.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

| The staff evaluation of the applicant's AMPS was focused on program elements rather than on
details of plant procedures. To determine whether the applicant's AMPS are adequate to
manage the effects of aging so that the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation, the staff evaluated the following 10 elements: (1)
scope of program, (2) preventive actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection

!
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of aging effects, (5) monitoring and trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8)
confirmation process, (9) administrative controls, and (10) operating experie,,,.a.

Scope of Procram

The staff had some questions about the exclusion of certain components (e.g., containment air
cooler lowdown door fusible links, electric hydrogen recombiners) from the scope of license
renewal. The applicant explair:ed that such components were excluded because (1) they were
acuve components, and were not within the the scope of license renewal, (2) they were
non-safety-related, and did not impact the functioning of other safety-related structures,
systems, and components, or (3) they were evaluated under other sections of the LRA. The
staff agreed with the applicant's explanations. The staff concludes that the aging management
programs for the H&V and HVAC system device types is acceptable because an appropriate
scope of system structures and components is covered by the existing and modified inspection
and maintenance activities.

Corrective Actions

The applicant's preventive maintenance program was established to maintain plant equipment,
structures, systems, bnd components in a reliable condition for normal operation and emergency

p use; minimize equipment failure; and to extend equipment and plant life. The program covers all
( preventive maintenance activities for nuclear power plant structures and equipment within the' plant, including the H&V and HVAC system components of the auxiliary building, the piimary

containment, and the control room that are within the scope of license renewal. The applicant
states that guidelines drawn from industry experience and utility best practices were used in the
developing and enhancing of this program (CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-1-102,
" Preventive Maintenance Program"). Howeve , a review of the LRA indicates that, where
applicable, each of the groups identified for aging effect consideration of H&V and HVAC system
device types (e.g., Group 2 in primary containment H&V system covers crevice corrosion,
9eneral corrosion, MIC, and pitting cerrosion), there is a specific preveNve maintenance
program included in MN-1-102. The sta:f finds the program attributes sufficient to prevent and
manage aging degradation of the H&V and HVAC components.

Parameters Monitored

As described in Section 3.6.2.3, the applicant has existing programs for inspection and
identification of aging effects on the H&V and HVAC system components. The applicant has
also des alcivsd an ARDI program to provide addiSonal assurance of the availability and
reliability of the system components during the license renewal period. The staffs review and
evaluation of the ARDI program is discussed in Section 3.1.6 of this SER. The applicant also
relies on the walkdown procedure. The staff review of the walkdown procedure, MN-319, is
evaluated in Section 3.1.3 of this SER. On the basis of the review of the applicant's existing
program and the supplement ARDI program, the staff concludes the applicant has developed

e
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acceptable means for inspecting and detecting aging effects on the H&V and HVAC
components.

Detection of Aoina: Monitorino and Trend...y . . \qqeotance Criteria

The applicant's ARDI program includes the deterrr,. nation of the examination sample size 5ased
on plausible aging effects, identification of inspection locations, determination of effective
examination technique, specifications for resolving unacceptable examination findings, and
evaluation of the need for followup examinations to monitor the progression of any age-related
degradation. The staff concluder, the elements of the ARDI program related to the detection of
aging offects, monitoring and trending, and procedure for resolving unacceptable results are
adequate for managing the aging effects of the H&V and HVAC systems.

Corrective Actions: Confirmation Process: and Adnlinistrative Controb

The applicant indicated that the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls for license renewal are in accordance with site-controlled corrective action programs
pu,suant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and cover all structures and components subject to
AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program is provided separately in
Section 3.1.5 of this SER. On the basis of this evaluation, the staff concludes that the applicant
has provided sufficient information in its LRA to show that its AMPS for license renewal satisfy
the elements " corrective actions,"" confirmation process," and " administrative controls."

Operatino Experience

The applicant states that over 20 years of operating experience from HVAC duct cracking ducts
due to vibration, fan imbalance, loosening of fasteners, and minor corrosion of cooling coils have
been experienced. The corrective actions included addition of supports, balancing of fans, and
monitoring of corrosion rates. Based on the operating experience described in Sections 5.11 A,
5.11B, and 5.11C, the staff concludes that the applicant is adequately implementing corrective
actions and maintenance programs of the H&V and HVAC system components.

I

3.6.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Based on the review of the devices, their AMPS, and operating experience, the applicant has
determined that no TLAAs apply to the auxiliary building and primary containment H&V systems,
and control room and diesel generator buildings HVAC systems. The staff agrees with this
determination.
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3.6.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.11 A, " Auxiliary Building Heating and
Ventilation System, Section 5.118, " Primary Containnent Heating and Ventilation System," and
Section 5.11C, " Control Room and Diesel Generator Buildings' Heating, Ventilation, and Air-
Conditioning Systems," of Appendix A to the LRA and additionalinformation provided by the
applicant in response to the staff RAls. Except for the confirmatory '+em identified in tiiis SER
section, on the basis of the staff's review as stated above, the staff concludes that the applicant
has demonstrated that the aging effects associated with the H&V and HVAC systems will be
adequately managed so that there is reasonable assurance that the systems will perform their
intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.3.7
Emergency Diesel Generator Systems

3.7.1 Introo'uction

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the emergency diesel
generator (EDG) systems for license renewal in two separate sections of its license renewal
application (LRA): Section 5.7, "Diese! Fuel Oil System," and Section 5.8, " Emergency Desel
Generator System," of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff reviewed these sections of the
application to determine whether they provided adequate information to meet the requirements

p) for license renewal stated h 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for managing the aging effects of the EDG
\ systems. In the course of its review, the staff sent the applicant requests for additional
V information concerning EDG systems and the .:pplicant responded in addition, several

discussions were held with the licensee to discuss and resolve issues pertaining to EDG
systems.

3.7.2 Summary of Technical Information in Application

3.7.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

Section 03 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the diesel fuel oil (DFO) system. The DFO
system provides a reliable supply of DFO to the EDGs, the auxiliary heating boiler, the station
blackout diesel generator, and the diesel-driven fire pump. The DFO system consists of two
Eeismic Category I above-ground fuel oil storage tanks (FOSTs) and associated piping and
valves. A portion of the DFO piping is buried underground. The components are constructed of
carbon steel and the internal environment is DFO.

Section 5.8 of Appeno.x A to the LRA desenbes the EDG system. The EDGs are designed to
provide a dependable onsite power source capable of automatically starting and supplying the
essential loads necessary to safely shut down the plant and maintain it in a safe shntdown
condition. The EDGs and their auxiliary supporting systems are designed to Seismic Category I
criteria. Because the EDGs perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in
configuration, they are not subject to AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i). Section
5.8 of Appendix A to the LRA addresses the FDG euxiliary supponing system components (that

~
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is, EDG fuel oil day tanks, fuel oil transfer pumps, drip tanks, drip tank pumps, starting air
receivers, intake / exhaust mufflers, and intake filters). The components aie all constructed of
carbon steel and the internal environment is DFO, air, diesel engine exhaust gas, or service
water.
The applicant grouped the components in the EDG systems subject to AMR into the following
device types: piping, check valves, hand valves, tanks, filters, mufflers, drain traps, wye
strainers, relief valves, pumps, and accumulators. The applicant identified that these device
types are required to maintain the integrity of the EDG systems.

3.7.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the components subject to AMR. The applicant determined that the aging effects due to the
following plausible ARDMs should be managed for license renewal: corrosion (crevice I

corrosion, galvanic corrosion, general corrosion, microbiologically induced corrosion [MIC), and I

pittino), weathering, fatigue (corrosion fatigue and fatigue), erosion (erosion corrosion and
partid <te wear erosion), and wear. Electronic searches of industry and Govemment indexes
by the applicant indicate that cavitation corrosion, intergranular attack, stress-corrosion
cracking, and thermal damage are not prevalent aging mechanisms for EDG components within
the scope of license renewal. These ARDMs are not considered plausible on the basis of
material used, the operating environment, and infrequent exposure to EDG high-temperature
exh9ust gases. The applicant's evaluation is summarized in Tables 5.7-2 and 5.8-3 of
Appendix A to the LRA. Appendix A to the LRA also contains information on the operating
experience of the EDG systems regarding aging degradation.

3.7.2.3 Aging Management Programs

in Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant identified the following aging management programs
(AMPS) for the EDG systems:

* CCNPP Plant Evaluation Guideline," System Walkdowns," PEG-7 (Existing Program)

. CCNPP Chemistry Program Procedure, " Oil Receipt inspection and Fuel Oil Storage Tank
Surveillance," CP-226 (Existing Program)

* CCNPP Plant Evaluation Program Procedure, " Operations Performance Evaluation
Requirements - Drain Water from #11 and #21 FOST per 01-21," PEO-0-023-O-M (Existing
Program)

* CCNPP Chemistry Program Procedure,"Determina' son of Fr.,-ticulate Contamination in Diesel
Fuel Oil," CP-973 (Existing Program)

Diesel Fuel Oil Buried Pipe Inspection Program (New Program)
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. Tank Intema! Inspection Program (New Program)

. Caulking and Sealant inspection Program (New Program) j
i

. CCNPP Specification and Surveillance - Diesel Generators' Jacket Cooling System, CP-222 l

(Existing Program) |

. CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedures (STP 0-8A-2, STP 0-88-2, STP 0-8B-1) for Testing
EDGs and the 4-kV LOCA Sequencers (Existing Program)

. CCNPP Task MPM01125, " Remove Relief Valve, Test and Reinstall" (Modified Program)

. CCNPP Task MPM07006, " Disassemble, inspect and Overhaul EDG Check Valve" (Modified
Program)-

. CCNPP Task MPM13000, " Clean and Inspect EDG Air Start Distributor and Check Valves"
(Modified Program)

. CCNPP Task MPM13002," inspect EDG Air Start Valves and Filters"(Modified Program)
l

. CCNPP Task MPM07117, " Inspect EDG Air intake Filters" (Modified Program)

. CCNPP Tasks MPM13003, MPM13004, and MPM13005, Clean / Inspect 2B,18, and 2A EDG
Lube Oil"Y" Strainers and Baskets (Modhied Programs)

~

l

* CCNPP Task MPM13110, " Perform Visual Examination for EDG Exhaust Components"
(Modified Program)

. CCNPP Age-Related Degradation inspection (ARDI) Program (New Program)
,

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the EDG systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis
(CLB), under all design loading conditions.

3.7.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that there is no
time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) applicable to the EDG systems.

!

|
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3.7.3 Staff Evaluation I
|

In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information included in Sections
5.7 and 5.8 of Appendix A to the LRA. The review was performed to ascertain that the effects of
aging on the EDG systems will be adequately managed for the period of extended operation.

3.7.3.1 Effects of Aging

The operating experience information provided in Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the DFO
system has, in general, performed well and has exhibited no age-related degradation that
impaired the system function. The applicant reported that some of the EDG components have
occasionally leaked or failed to operate properly. Examples of the failure mechanisms are as
follows: EDG relief valves, solenoid valves, and other components have leaked as a result of

|
instances of wear; and general corrosion has also caused some of the EDG relief valves to stick |

'

open and check va'ses to stick shut as a result of buildup of corrosion products (rust) around the
valve seats and disks. Although these components are active parts and are not within the scope
of license renewal AMR, it is reasonable to expect similar degradation as a result of corrosion in
the components within the scope of license renewal review. Cyclic fatigue has caused the
fulure and cracking of fuel oil injectors, check valves, tubing, and other EDG components.
Corrosion and wear in the EDG air start distributors have caused the EDGs to fail some
surveillances. In each case, the licensee replaced or cleaned the affected parts, and the '

components were successfully retested.
,

Several plants with Fairbanks Morse EDGs have experienced problems with degradation of
welds in the skid-mounted lube oil and jacket water piping of EDGs during normal operation.
Subsequent evaluation showed a significant lack of penetration and a general lack of quality in
the welds, which was believed to have occurred during manufacturing. Because of this
experience and because portions of the piping are subject to vibration-induced loads, the staff
raised a concern regarding the potential for the failure of welds in the piping during the period of
extended operation. The applicant, in its response to NRC Question No. 5.8.4 (The applicant
letter to NRC dated November 4,1998) indicated that the welds in the jacket cooling water and
lube oil piping beyond the skids are included in the AMR and that these welds were evaluated
as a part of the piping system. In addition, the applicant indicated that expansion joints have
been provided to minimize vibration in the piping connecting to the skids. The staff finds this
explanation acceptable.

Another issue raised by the staff in NRC Question No. 5.8.5 (NRC letter to the applicant dated
August 27,1998) related to potential damage to the structures at the exit of the exhaust gases of
the diesel exhaust system. Debris from these structures has the potential of blocking the diesel
exhaust ducts and rendering the diesels inoperable. In its response, the applicant indicated that
at CCNPP the diesel exhaust pipes are all horizontally mounted after they exit their respective
dissel generator building. The diesel exhaust systems are also routed to avoid direct exposure
of surrounding structures to c:|esel exhaust gases. Therefore, because of the diesel exhaust
system configuration, failures of nearby structural components affecting diesel generator
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exhaust gas flow are improbable. Further, during the last Unit 1 refueling outage, the original
exhaust components were inspected on one of the two Unit 1 diesels. In response to NRC
Question No. 5.8.6 (the applicant letter to NRC dated November 4,1998) the applicant stated
that the inspections included ultrasonic measurements of the piping wall thickness and visual
inspection of the muffler intemals. The ultrasonic inspections indicated the piping wall thickness.

to be greater than the minimum specification requirement oi 0.25 inch. The muffler internal
surfaces were in good condition, and there was no evidence of any age-relateo degradation.
The staff finds this explanation acceptable.

As previously described, the components in the EDG systems are constructed of carbon steel
and the intemal environment is DFO, air, diesel engine exhaust gas, or service water. The
extemal environment is air, except for a portion of the DFO piping, which is buried. The
applicant identified the applicable ARDMs as corrosion (crovice corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
general corrosion, MIC, and pitting), weathering, fatigue (corrosion fatigue and fatigue), erosion
(erosion / corrosion and particulate wear erosion), and wear. Although the license renewal rule
requires management of aging effects and does not require specific identification of ARDMs, the
applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The applicant has identified the ARDMs
applicable to the EDG systems, and the applicant's evaluation of the ARDMs indicated that the
ARDMs will be properly controlled and managed and, thus, should result in proper management
of aging effects. The staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation of the ARDMs. The staff finds

(3 that the applicant considered a comprehensive list of ARDMs for the EDG system sufficient to I

( ) identify all applicable aging effects. Listed below are the results of the staff's evaluation ~ f the '

Idegradation mechanisms that were determined to be applicable to the EDG systems, and the
staff is not aware of any additional aging effects resulting from other ARDMs that need to be
considered.

3.7.3.1.1 Effects of Corrosion

The applicant determined that the effects of corrosion (crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
general corrosion, MIC, and pitting) should be managed for license renewal. Appendix A to the
LRA addresses corrosion on external and internal surfaces of components.

3.7.3.1.1.1 Corrosion of Extemal Surfaces

The above-ground piping material in the DFO system is seamless carbon steel with forged
fittings and flanges. The body and bonnet material for check valves and hand valves is cast or
forged carbon steel. Alloy steelis used for valve stems and bolts. The material for the FOSTs
and other EDG system components is carbon steel. The extemal surfaces are exposed to
humid, moist, or wet environments. The effects of corrosion on the external surfaces will be
mitigated by minimizing the exposure of carbon steel to the environment and protecting the
surface with paint or other protective coatings. The applicant proposed structure and system )
walkdown inspections and preventive maintenance programs to inspect for coating degradation !

as aging management of corrosion of the extemal surfaces of EDG system components for I

license renewal. Except for the specific items discussed below, the staff finds this aging
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|
management program acceptable because system walkdowns should be sufficient to identify
any ongoing aging and to initiate corrective actions in a timely manner.

The material used for the underground piping in the DFO system is seamless carbon steel. The
extemal surfaces of the piping are protected, in accordance with standard industry practice, with
extemal coating and wrapping and an impressed current cathodic protection system. The
applicant proposed a new program to inspect for corrosion of the buried piping in EDG systems
for license renewal.

In NRC Question No. 5.7.17 (NRC letter to the applicant dated September 3,1998) the staff
requested additionalinformation conceming the statement on page 5.7-12 of Appendix A to the
LRA in which cathodic protection of external surfaces of underground piping is mentioned. A
statement is made that no credit is taken for the cathodic protection program. The National
Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) International has published Recommended Practice
(RP) 01-69 (92), " Control of Extemal Corrosion of Underground or Submerged Metallic Piping
Systems," that gives guidance on the protection of underground pipelines. RP 01-69 (92)
indicates that coatings and cathodic protection are to be used together. The applicant was
asked to explain why the plant is not following the NACE guidance concerning cathodic
protection of underground piping systems.

l

The applicant responded that the extemal surfaces of the DFO system are protected, in |
accordance with industry practice, with ektemal coating and wrapping and an impressed current i

cathodic protection system. According to the applicant, the cathodic protection system is not
within the scope of the license renewal because it does not perform any ofinc system-intended
functions defined in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (2), and (3). The staff disagrees with thia position
because catnodic protection plays a role in the protection of the piping. If the ccatings are not
used, the cathodic protection becomes inefficient. If the cathodic protection is not used,
" holidays" in the coating may cause localized corrosion, and the pipeline may fail more rapidly
than if the pipeline were not coated. Therefore, the staff finds that the applicant needs to identify I

both coatings and cathodic protection for buried pipelines to be within the scope of license
renewal This is Open item 3.7.3.1.1.1-1.

The staff also asked that the applicant describe the degree of compliance with NACE RP 01-69
(92), which describes methods to determine the effectiveness of coatings and cathodic |
protection programe 'he applicant responded that age-related degradation of the extemal '

surfaces of the burit 30 piping will be managed by a new Buried Pipe Inspection Program,
which is being developed. The dia'f reviewed the summary of the Buried Pipe inspection
Progrom and found it to acceptable.

The staff reviewed the summary of the buried piping inspection program and found that the |
applicant's approach of identifying corrosion-related aging effects is acceptable because (1) the

!
applicant is establishing a new program to cover the EDG system components subject to AMR i

and the scope of this program includes all the buried diesel fuel oil piping; (2) although not part
of the inspection program, coating, wrapping, and cathodic protection mitigate corrosion by
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inhibiting environmental effects; (3) the parameters monitored are the cathodic protection |
system parameters and coating damage observed during inspection of buried pipe sections. |
The cathodic protection system parameters are: (a) cleanliness of circuit breakers (annually); (b) !
cathodic protection tap settings and take voltage and amperage readings (monthly); and (c) I

cathodic protection potential profile (quarterly). Inspections of buried pipe occur when pipe is
excavated during other maintenance, in areas with the highest likelihood of corrosion problems, |

and in areas with a history of corrosion problems. The buried pipe inspections locations are '

based on previous inspections and are not on a regular schedule. An inspection of selected
areas of buried pipe will be conducted during the last 5 years of the current operating licensen.
(4) degradation of the exterior carbon steel surfaces cannot occur without degradation of coating |
and wrapping and, thus, inspecting and confirming that the coating and wrapping are intact is an
effective method of ensuring that corrosion on external surfaces has not occurred and the
intended function is maintained; (5) effects of corrosion are detectible by visual techniques; |

(6) acceptance criteria ensure that any coating and wrapping degradations would be reported |
and evaluated according to site corrective action procedures; and (7) operating experience |
shows that these programs are effective. Specifically, in September 1994, the applicant made |
three excavations of buried DFO system piping during installation of underground utilities. The I
applicant visually examined the coating of 2-inch and 3-inch pipe and found no degradation of

'

the pipe. In November 1996, the applicant inspected portions of four buried DFO system pipes
and found them to be in pristine condition after approximately 20 years of service.

lp)\ With the exception of the open item previously ident:' Le NRC staff concludes that the
i"' applicant has effective programs in place to control a u manage the effects of corrosion on the

external surfaces of EDG systems.

3.7.3.1.1.2 Corrosion of Intemal Surfaces

The material for the FOSTs and intemals is carbon steel. The internal surfaces of the FOSTs
are covered with a protective coating of a self-curing, inorganic zinc primer (trade name Carbo
Zinc 11). The tanks are normally full of oil.

Above the oilleve., the surfaces of the tanks are exposed to air and fuel vapor. Corrosion
occurs only when metal surfaces come into con'act with fluid that may be corrosive. DFO is not
corrosive to carbon steel unless water is present with the oil. Although the presence of water I

cannot be totally prevented, the applicant's procedures require periodic draining of water from
t" tanks to minimize the amount of water. Also, the applicant's chemistry program requires
periodic sampling of DFO in the tanks, adding a stabilizer and a corrosion inhibitor to new fuel oil
to maintain a non-corrosive environment, and adding a biocide to control microbiological activity
in the FOST. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's DFO chemistry program is discussed
separately in Section 3.1.2 of this staff SER.

The applicant proposed a new program for inspecting the FOST intemal surfaces to manage the
effects of corrosion and fouling for license renewal. The application indicated that the new
program will be effective beca se (1) the new program covers the FOST, which is subject to

p
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AMR; (2) the FOST internal coating and controls on fuel oil quality prevent or mitigate corrosion
by minimizing environmental exposure; (3) the parameter monitored is coating degradation,

|which is a condition directly related to potential loss of materials; (4) degradation of the interior
carbon steel surfaces cannot occur without degradation of coating, and thus, inspecting and
confirming that the coating is intact is an effective method of ensuring that corrosion on ex'emalt l

surfaces has not occurred and the irtended function is maintained; these inspections are
conducted on an as needed basis and water is drained from the bottom of the tank on a periodic
basis. If more than one gallon of weter is drained at a time, the situation is investigated for |

appropriate action. (5) effects of corrosion and coating degradation are detectible by visual .
techniques and other techniques, such as those based on national codes and standards;
(6) acceptance criteria ensure that any coating degradations would be reported and evaluated
according to site corrective action procedures; and (7) operating experience shows that these
procedures are effective. Specifically, on Novembar 1,1995, the applicant inspected Number
11 FOST. The inspection revealed that the tank is in good condition and exhibits negligible
coating deterioration after approximately 20 years of service. The inspection also included a
series of ultrasonic tests to measure the thickness of the bottom plates. Since the coating on
the tank intemal surfaces was found to be intact, no contact between the system fluid and the
intema, surfaces of the tank is occurring. The inspection concluded that there were no observen
deficiencies during tank visual (interior and exterior) inspections and the minimum floor
thickness measurement was 0.251 inch, consistent with the original nominal thickness
specification for 1/4-inch-thick plate. No corrosion of tank surfaces was found. On April 13,
1997, the applicant inspected Number 21 FOST and found it to be in similarly good condition.

The staff finds the use of these programs by the applicant to be acceptable because (1) this
program scope includes the extemal FOST shell and bottom; (2) the steel shell is painted and
the tank bottom is coated with bitumastic superblack, weld seams are covered with asbestos
strips, and any voids between tank bottoms and the anchor ring are filled with grout and sealed ,

with fibrated cold plastic coal tar pitch flashing; (3) the accessible extemal painted surfaces, '

caulking, and sealant are visually inspected and ultrasonic thicPness measurements are taken
on the tank bottom; (4) the parameters monitored are the condition of coatings, caulking, and
sealants and the thickness of the tank bottom as described in CCNPP site procedures PEG-7,
MN-3-100, and OL-2-00.

The material of the day tanks and the drip tanks is carbon steel. As previously discussed, the
applicant's DFO chemistry program controls fuel oil quality, thus, corrosion of intemal surfaces
of these components is prevented or mitigated.

The applicant proposed inspection during the course of preventive maintenance to manage the
effects of corrosion of the intemal surfaces of EDG system components, such as starting air and
combustion air piping. The applicant also identified where existing preventive maintenance
programs will be modified to include the components subject to AMR and inspection for effects
of corrosion. The staff finds this approach acceptable because (1) the applicant has programs
to cover the EDG system components that are subject to AMR; (2) an inspection program does
not rely on preventive actions to preclude or slow aging effects; (3) the parameter monitored is
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evidence of corrosion of internal surfaces; (4) inspecting for evidence of corrosion is ari effective ;

method of ensuring that corrosion on internal surfaces has not occurred and that the intended
function is maintained; (5) effects of corrosion are detectible by visual techniques and
inspections are periodic (every 2 to 4 years) and should provide for timely detection of aging
effects on the basis of operating experience; (6) acceptance criteria ensure that any evidence of
corrosion would be reported and evaluated according to site corrective action procedures; and
(7) operating experience shows that these programs are effective on the basis of the
degradation found and the corrective action taken.

The applicant also indicated tha;it has a program for controlling corrosive effects of jacket
cooling water in the EDG. The program is controlled by CCNPP Chemistry Procedure
CP-222," Specifications and Surveillance for Diesel Generators' Jacket Cooling Water Systems."
This procedure has two sets of chemistry parameters: one for treated water containing
hydrazine, which is used as a cooling medium for the Fairbanks Morse EDGs, and the other for
demineralized water containing ethylene glycol, which constitutes a cooling medium for the |
SACM EDGs. The procedure describes the surveillance and specifications for monitoring jacket |
water. It also lists parameters to be monitored and the target and action levels for the EDG
jacket cooling water parameters. These parameters are currently monitored on a frequeny
ranging from once a week to once a year. The staff concurs that these actions taken by the
applicant will ensure that the effects of general corrosion, crevice corrosion, and pitting, to which

O) the components in the EDG jacket cooling water systems are exposed, will be minimized. Also,
( the jacket water expansion tank will be included in an ARDI Program that will be responsible for'' inspection of other EDG components, such as cooling water piping, starting air system hand

valves, and cooling water hand valves. The staff's review of the ARDI Program is discussed in
Section 3.1.6 of this SER in which the staff concluded that the applicant provided enough
information in Appendix A to the LRA to show that the ARDI Program is an effective AMP for I
detecting corrosion damage in the above-mentioned systems.

'

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant has an effective program for controlling and
managing the effects of corrosion on the intemal surfaces of EDG systems.

3.7.3.1.1.3 Extemal Exposed Surfaces of the FOST Shells and Bottoms

|

Appendix A to the LRA indicated that the FOST bottoms are not subject to any applicable aging |
effects. The applicant's basis for this conclusion is that the tank bottoms are coated, set on I

oil-soaked soil. sealed with grout, and protected by cathodic protection. The staff disagrees with I
this conclusica because the applicant has stated in Appendix A to the LRA that no credit is taken
for cathodic protection in its evaluation of aging effects. In an NRC Question No. 5.7.19 (NRC
letter to the applicant dated September 3,1998) the staff asked the applicant to provide
information conceming the applicable aging effects on the FOST bottoms that may be in contact
with soil and to describe the AMP for license renewal. Specifically, the staff referred to NACE
Otandard RP 0193 (93), " External Cathodic Protection of On-Grade Metallic Storage Tank
Bottoms,".for managing aging effects on the FOST bottoms. The applicant does have
Procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns," which is credited to discover age-
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related degradation of the external surfaces of the FOST shell. Operating experience, combined
with the results of ultrasonic examinations, indicates that corrosion of the FOST bottoms is not
subject to any applicable aging effects. Based on the above discussion. the staff agrees that no
aging management of the FOST shellis required.

1

3.7.3.1.2 Effects of Weathering I

.

The applicant determined that the effects of weathering should be managed for the sealants and
caulking of the FOST perimeter seal. Caulking and sealants do not contribute to the intended
function of the tank. However, they play a role in mitigating corrosion of the tank bottom by
preventing moisture intrusion. Because the caulking and sealants are susceptible to j
degradation, the applicant proposed a new caulking and sealant inspection program, which wil! l

be covered by the structure and system walkdowr inspections, to visually inspect and probe I

caulking and sealants for degradation at periodic intervals (montnly as specified in MN-1-319 or l

as determined by the results of previous inspections) as aging management of the caulking and
sealants-for license renewal. The staff finds this practice acceptable because (1) the applicant
has a program to cover the caulking and sealing of the FOST perimeter seal; (2) caulking and

,

sealants have a role in preventing or mitigating moisture intrusion into the tank bottom to '

minimize environmental exposure; (3) the parameters monitored are attachment of the caulking
and sealants to the b'onding surfaces and flexibility of the caulking and sealants, which relate to j
their ability to keep moisture out of the tank bottom; (4) observing and confirming the condition of
the caulking and sealants is an effective method of minimizing environmental exposure of the
tank bottom; (5) weathering degradation of caulking and sealants is detectible by visual !
techniques and physical pmbing; (6) acceptance criteria ensure that loss of attachment to
bonding surfaces and flexibility are reported and evaluated according to site corrective action
procedures; and (7) operating experience shows that such caulking and sealant inspection
programs are effective in monitoring and managing weathering degradation of these materials. :

Therefore, the caulking and sealant inspection program is adequate to control the effects of I

weathering.

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant has an effective program for controlling and
managing the effects of weathering on the EDG systems.

|

3.7.3.1.3 Effects of Fatigue

IThe applicant determined that the effects of fatigue (corrosion fatigue and fatigue) should be
managed for the EDG exhaust piping and muffler components. The applicant proposed
inspection during the course of preventive maintenance and a new inspection program to
manage fatigue for these components for the period of extended operation. Appendix A to the
LRA indicates that preventive maintenance programs and the new inspection program would
detect the effects of fatigue on the external and internal surfaces, respectively, of the
components. The NRC staff agrees with the applicant that an inspection program to manage
the fatigue of EDG exhaust piping and exhaust muffler components would ensure that the
effects of fatigue are minimized and managed.
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The NRC staff concluded that the applicant has an effective program for controlling and
,

managing the effects of fatigue on the EDG systems. |
|

3.7.3.1 A Effects of Erosion |

The applicant determined that EDG cooling watw piping and exhaust muffler components are
subjected to erosion mechanisms as a result of erosion / corrosion and particulate wear
mechanisms. Erosion corrosion affects cad >on steel components in contact with high-velocity
single- or two-phase water that has regions of disturbed flow, low oxygen content, and a pH of
less than 9.3. Since these conditions may occur in the pipes carrying service water used for I

cooling EDG jacket cooling water, erosion / corrosion is a plausible ARDM. Because the internal
environment in the EDG exhaust mufflers experiences periodic exposure to hot diesel gases
that contain moisture and entrained particles, the carbon steel components in this system are
subjected to both erosion / corrosion and particulate wear mechanisms. Particulate wear is

1

caused by mechanical abrasion due to the presence of particles in the high-temperature fluid '

(liquid or gas) moving with high velocities relative to the affected components. Because during
the EDG operation hot exhaust gases may erode certain portions of the muffler, there is a
possibility for an ARDM to occur. The applicant does not have any specific AMPS that could be
credited with mitigation of erosion / corrosion or particulate wear erosion. However, inspection
under the proposed ARDI Program will provide .for the discovery of loss of materiais as a result
or these effects so that appropriate corrective action could be taken. The staffs review of theA)( ARDI Program is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.6 of this SER in which the staff concluded

L'' that the applicant provided enough information in Appendix A to the LRA to show that the ARDI
Program is an effective AMP for detecting these damage mechanisms in the above-mentioned
EDG systems.

In view of the discussion above, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has an effective
program for controlling and managing the effects of erosion on the EDG systems.

3.7.3 2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

The staff evaluated the applicant's following AMPS to determine whether the programs will
provide adequate aging management for the EDG components:

(1) Diesel Fuel Oil Buried Pipe inspection Program (New Program)

(2) Tank Internal Inspection Program (New Program)

(3) Caulking and Sealant inspection Program (New Program)

(4) CCNPP Age-Related Degradation inspection (ARDD Program (New Program)

Appendix A to the LRA indicated that corrective actions for license renewal will be conducted in
accordance with programs meeting the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. and cover

O
t I
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all structures and components subject to AMR. Appendix B of Part 50 to 10 CFR, requires, in
part, determination of root cause and corrective actions to prevent recurrence, and control of
special processes, including qualified personnel and procedures. Although 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, applies to safety-related structures and components, the applicant is committing to
extend its Appendix B program to cover a!! structures and components subject to AMR whether
they are safety-related or not. The staff considers this approach to be acceptable because
corrective actions implemented under Appendix B should be sufficient to maintain the
applicant's CLB for the EDG components.

3.7.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Appendix A to the LRA indicates that there are no TLAAs applicable to the EDG systems. The
staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of TLAAs is provided separately in Section 4 of
this staff SER.

t

3.7.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.7, " Diesel Fuel Oil System"; and Section 5.8,
" Emergency Diesel Generator System," of Appendix A to the LRA, and the additional information
provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review, as
previously stated, the staff concludes that with the exception of the open item previously ,

identified, the applicant has provided an acceptable demonstration that the aging effects
associated with the EDG systems will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable
assurance that the EDG systems will perform their intended function in accordance with the CLB
during the period of extended operation.

3.8 Steam and Power Conversion Systems (SPCSs)

3.8.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its AMR of the SPCSs for license renewalin the following thrw
sections of its LRA: Section 5.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System "; Section 5.9, "Feedwater
(FWS) System"; and Section 5.12, " Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam,
Nitrogen and Hydrogen System" of Appendix A, " Technical Information," to the LRA. The staff
reviewed these sections of the application to determine whether the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging on the steam and power conversion systems will be adequately
managed during this period of extended operation as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). In the
course of its review, the staff sent the applicant RAls concerning these systems and the
applicant responded. Additionalinfnrmation was obtained from the applicant during meetings
held to discuss and resolve issues pertaining to these systems.
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- 3.8.2 Summary of Technical information Provided in The Application

i 3.8.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review (AMR)

| ' Section 5.1 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the AFW system, which is designed to provide
_

emergency water from the No.12 condensate storage tank (CST) to the steam generators
(SGs), to remove sensible and decay heat, and to cool the primary system to 300 *F if the main.

; condensate pumps or the main feedwater pumps are inoperative. Three AFW pumps are
installed in each unit, consisting of one motor-driven and two non-condensing steam
turbine-driven pumps, Other major components of the AFW system are blocking valves, flow
control valves, check valves, turbine steam isolation and govemor valves, flow elements, and |

j associated piping, instrumentation, and controls.
]

The applicant determined that the following device types require an AMR: piping, check valves,
flow elements and orifice, current / pneumatic device, pump, tank, and turbine.,

!

| Section 5.9 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the feedwater system. The FWS which
. transfers condensate received from the condensate system to the SGs, raises the temperature
{ of t% feedwater to increase plant efficiency, and controls the rate of flow to the SGs to match
: the steam flow demand by the plant turbine generators. The major components of the FWS are.

piping, steam-driven pumps, high-pressure feedwater heaters, regulating valves, isolation
valves, header check valves, and SG secondary-side pressure and level instrumentation loops.

t .

! The applicant determined that the following device types require an AMR: piping, valves, and
temperature elements.

4

Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA, describes the main steam, SG blowdown, extraction4

steam, and nitrogen and hydrogen systems in detail. Specifically, main steam system provides.

, steam to the plant turbines. The steam is generated in the SGs and the steam flows through a
4 main steam header from each SG to the main turbine high pressure stop valves. The extraction

system provides extraction steam which is used to increase the temperature of the feedwater
,

; prior to its entering the SGs. Wet steam is directed from three highest stage pressure feedwater
heaters in the condensate and feedwater systems en route to the heater drain tanks. Wet4

i steam from the three lowest stage pressura feedwater heaters is cascaded to the previous stage
feedwater heater and eventually recovered in the condenser. The hydrogen and nitrogen
systems consists of two independent systems supplying gases for normal plant operations. The
applicant determined that the following device types require an AMR: piping, accumulators,4

valves, encapsulation, flow elements and orifices, heat exchangers, current / pneumatic devices,a

- temperature elements, and tanks.
,

3.8.2.2 Effects of Aging

j The applicant evaluated the applicability of ARDMs for the components subject to an AMR. The

} applicant determined that the aging effects due to the following " plausible" ARDMs should be

$ O). 5
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managed for license renewal: cavitation erosion, corrosion, erosion / corrosion, wear, elastomer
degradation, and fatigue. A description of these ARDMs by system follows.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

For this system, the applicant grouped the components into the following nine device types with
their respective ARDMs:

Group 1 - cavitation erosion of AFW piping;-

Group 2 - intemal surface corrosion of piping, motor-driven AFW pumps, and va!ves in-

a water environment;

Group 3 - extemal surface corrosion of piping, valves, and tanks in an atmospheric.

environment;

Group 4 - external surface corrosion of buried pipe;*

Group 5 - intemal surface corrosion of the govemor valve, turbine, and control valve*

(turbine throttle /stop valves in a steam environment;

Group 6- extemal surface corrosion of the turbine-driven pump;+ '

Group 7 - wear and elastomer degradation of solenoid-operated valves;+

Group 8 - general corrosion of control valve operators; and.

Group 9 - elastomer degradation of No.12 CST perimeter seal.a

A more detailed description of the component materials, environments, and ARDMs is as
follows.

Group 1 -Cavitation Erosion of AFW Piping

Cavitation Erosion is a flow sensitive degradation mechanism that occurs in piping where
severe discontinuities in flow path exist such as proximity to pump, throttle valve,
reducing valve or flow orificies.

The pipe and fitting material for the AFW piping is carbon steel. The bolting materials
are alloy steel and carbon steel. Cavitation erowon is only considered to be plausible for
the intemal piping surfacer 9e bolts and nuts are not exposed to the process fluid.

The internal sur' aces of the p ping are exposed to chemistry-controlled water below
200 *F. For most of the AFW system, fluid flow (when in use), pressure, temperature,
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and in-line component pressure drops do nct create conditions required for cavitation.
The flow is relatively steady and the pressure is much greater than vapor pressure at
system operating and standby temperatures. However, large pressure drops at flow
orifices may result in cavitation at these locations.

Group 2- Intemal Surface Corrosion in a Water Environment.

l

Group 2 consists of components in an intemal environment of treated water and whose
internal surfaces are subject to crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and/or pitting. The
device types are piping, motor-driven AFW pumps, and valves. The materials are
carbon steel, alloy steel, and stainless steel.

Group 3- Extemal Surface Corrosion in an Atmospheric Environment |>

Group 3 consists of components that are exposed to an atmospheric extemal
environment and whose external surfaces are subject to crevice corrosion, general
corrosion, and/or pitting. The device types are piping, valves, and tanks made of carbon
steels, alloy steel, and stainless steel.

1

Group 4- Extemal Surface Corrosion of Buried Pipe |
.

/ \

('u) Group 4 consists of piping that is buried in soil or embedded in concrete and whose
extemal surfaces are subject to crevice corrosion, general corrosion, microbiological by
induced corrosion (MIC), and pitting. The buried pipe and fittings are carbon steel.

Group 5- Intemal Surface Corrosion in a Steam Environment.

Group 5 components are exposed to an intemal environment of chemistry-controlled
steam below 600 'F, and are subject to crevice corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, and
erosion / corrosion. The device types are the governor valve, turbine, and control valve
(turbine throttle /stop valves). The subcomponents in these device types are of the
following materials: alloy, chromium-molybdenum, carbon, and stainless steels.

Group 6- Extemal Surface Corrosion of the Turbine-driven Pump.

Group 6 consists of the extemal surfaces of the turbine-driven pump that are subject to
crevice corrosior, and pitting caused by stuffing box leakoff. The materialis stainless
steel.

Group 7- Wear and Elastomer Degradation of Solenoid-operated Valves.

The subcomponent of the solenoid-operated valves that is subject to wear and elastomer
degradation is the seat, which is constructed of ethylene propylene. The internal

g)i
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'
surfaces of the solenoid-operated valves are expos'd to compressed air, which is
normally clean of debris, oil-free, and dry. l

Group 8- General Corrosion of Control Valve Operators.

Group 8 consists of control valve operators that are exposed to a compressed-air
environment and whose internal surfaces are subje" general corrosion. The materials
are carbon steel (some zinc-plated), cast iron, brass, and bronze.

Group 9- Elastomer Degradation of No.12 CST Perimeter Seal.

The No.12 CST perimeter sealis a caulking material consisting of an elastomer. The
elastomer is protected from the direct effects of the weather by the stainless steel tank's
protective enclosure.

Operating Experience

The applicant stated that the AFW system has not had significant aging-related problems over
its 20-year history. In 1991, the applicant discovered evidence of corrosion in Unit 2 AFW
pumps. The applicant attributed the presence of corrosion to the extended plant outage, which
began in 1989. The applicant has established a schedule to overhaul AFW pump turbines every
10 years. The applicant's inspections of AFW pump turbines during overhauls have revealed no
defects such as cracks or corrosion. They showed that the AFW pump turbines are in good !
condition. The AFW turbine-driven pumps are overhauled every 4 years. I

l
'

Feedwater System

For this system, the applicant grouped the components into the following three device types with
their respective ARDMs:

Group 1- crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting for all components subject to I.

an AMR. I

Group 2- low-cycle fatigue for the horizontal run of piping adjacent to the SG; and.

Group 3- erosion / corrosion for piping, check valves, MOVs, and temperature.

elements.

A more detailed description of the component materials, environments, and ARDMs follows.

Group 1- Crevice Corrosion, General Corrosion, and Pitting for All Components.

Subject to an AMR
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The internal environment for the Group 1 FWS components during power generation is
chemically treated, demineralized, high-pressure water that increases in temperature
with plant power level from 100 'F or less to approximately 435 *F at full power. System
flow rates and fluid velocities are high at full-power conditions. During all normal modes
of plant operation, the system bulk fluid is subcooled water. During plant shutdown
conditions, the system may be crained or may be maintained completely filled with water.

The materials of the components are carbon steel and chromium molybdenum steel.

Group 2- Low Cycle Fatigue for the Horizontal Run of Piping Adjacent to the SG+

Group 2 consists of the large-bore FWS main line piping of carbon stael, and the
small-bore drain and instrument tap piping of carbon steel with forged fittings.

The internal environment for the FWS piping during power generation is chemically
treated, demineralized, high-pressure water that increases in temperature with plant
power level from 100 'F or less to approximately 435 'F at full power. Plant transients
subject the FWS to thermal stress during p! ant heatups, plant cooldowns, and plant trips.
The horizontal segment of FWS piping adjacent to the SG inlet nozzle is also subject to
thermal stratification during hot standby and at power levels less than 10 percent. At low

(7 power levels, the feedwater flow rate can vary, resulting in rapid shifts in the stratified

i. 'j layers, thereby causing temperature changes in the piping. Thermal stratification has
'

resulted in measured top-to-bottom temperature differences of up to approximately
420*F.

Group 3- Erosion / Corrosion for Piping, Check Valves, MOVs, and Temperature*

Elements

The materials and environment discussion for Group 1 encompasses all materials and
environments for this group.

Operatirr I .perience
!

The applicant has found the FWS to be a reliable system since plant startup. It identified some |
aging concerns through operating experience at the plant as well as through monitoring of

'

industry activities. For example, erosion / corrosion discovered in the main steam system has led
to its discovery in the FWS. The applicant stated, however, that no age-related degradation has
occurred that has prevented the components from performing their intended functions.

Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown, Extraction Steam, Nitrogen, and Hydrogen Systems

The applicant grouped the device types and ARDMs for these systems as follows:

Group 1- crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting for all device types;+

/ s
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1

Group 2- erosion / corrosion and cavitation erosion of piping and erosion / corrosion of i-

flow orifices, valves, heat exchangers, and MOVs;

Group 3- the selective teaching of the SG blowdown radiation monitor cooler; and-

Group 4- the wear within control valves.a

A more detailed description of the component materials, environments, and ARDMs follows.

Group 1- Crevice Corrosion, General Corrosion, and Pitting for All Device Types*

For Group 1 components, the materials are carbon and alloy steels.

The intemal environment for the main stearn system and its components during power
generation is saturated steam at a design pressure / temperature of 1000 psig/580 *F and
normal operating parameters of approximately 850 psig/520 *F. During normal
operation, between test actuations of the AFW system, the main steam lines to the AFW
pumps will experience significant condensation of residual steam and two-phase flow
through the main steam drains.

The portion of the extraction steam system that is within the scope of license renewal is
the piping that penetrates containment to provide a reactor head washdown function.
This function is not used; therefore, this piping is usually empty except when subjected to
the presence of testing air.

The nitrogen system has design conditions of 300 psig/150 *F, although it can also
contain testing air.

The intemal environment for the SG blowdown piping is one of a saturated mixture of
steam and feedwater that is subcooled to water via the blowdown heat exchangers.

The intemal environment for the instrument air piping is air that has been dried to a
dewpoint of 40 *F with design operating conditions of 125 psig/100 *F.

Group 2- Erosion / Corrosion and Cavitation Erosion of Piping and Erosion / Corrosion of.

Flow Orifices, Valves, Heat Exchangers, and MOVs

The components and materials affected by erosion / corrosion are the main steam piping;
the main steam drains piping; the SG blowdown piping; the non-regenerative SG
blowdown heat exchanger tubesheets and tubesheet nozzle necks, heads, and flanges;
the inlet and safe ends of the SG flow venturis; main steam drain check valves; main
steam to AFW pump check valves; main steam to AFW pump isolation control valves;
hand valves for the main steam atmospheric dump valves and the steam supply to the

O]1
|
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AFW pumps; and the main steam drain MOVs. All of these components are fabricated of
carbon steel.

.

In addition to these components, the following additional components are affected: the
main steam system atmospheric dump valves, which are carbon steel with stainless
steel stems, seats, and plugs; and the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), which are
carbon steel with stell|ted seating surfaces.

The SG blowdown piping, in addition to being affected by erosion / corrosion, is also
affected by cavitation erosion. The SG blowdown valves have been evaluated for this
mechanism with the erosion / corrosion mechanism.

The environment discussion for Group 1 also applies to the systems and components
included for this group.

Group 3- the Selective Leaching of the SG Blowdown Radiation Monitor Cooler*

The only component affected by this ARDM is the SG blowdown radiation monitor cooler,
which has brass and cast iron components. The shell-side environment is SG blowdown,
which could tie a two-phase mixture of steam and water upon entry into the cooler. The
tube-side environment is CCW system water.

'% Group 4- the Wear Within Control Valves.

The only components affected by this ARDM are the stainless steel seats and plugs of |

the steam atmospheric dump valves and the stellited carbon steel bodies and disc
assemblies of the MSIVs. The environment for these valves is the same as that in the '

main steam system, as described under Group 1 above. |

Operating Experience

Operating experience pertinent to aging of the components in the systems included in the LRA
indicated that several modifications were required. The applicant replaced several system
valves, including MSIVs because of reliability concems. The applicant initiated inspection of
these valves every 4 years under the preventive maintenance (PM) program. The applicant

' also improved condensed fluid draining in the auxiliary feedwater pumps to keep impinging
water droplets from damaging the turbine govemor. Failure of some extraction piping due to
erosion / corrosion, although not in the systems within the scope of LRA, prompted establishment I

of an erosion / corrosion program, which proved to be very useful in controlling erosion / corrosion
in the components within the scope of LRA. The applicant also replaced
erosion / corrosion-susceptible piping in the blowdown system, within the scope of LRA, by
piping made of erosion / corrosion-resistant materials.
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3.8.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for the systems mentioned
above-

CCNPP Demineralized Water Chemistry Specifications and Surveillance Program.

Procedure CP-202, " Specifications and Surveillance---Demineralized Water, Safety.

Related Battery Water, Well Water Systems, and Acceptance Criteria for On-line
Monitors"

CCNPP Secondary Chemistry Specifications and Surveillance Program.

Procedure CP-217, Specifications and Surveillance: Secondary Chemistry.

CCNPP System Walkdown Program-

Plant Engineering Guideline PEG-7, " System Walkdowns"-

CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Program-

Repetitive Tasks 10191024 and 20191022, " Check Instrument Air Quality at System Low.

Points"

Repetitive Tasks 10362000,10362001,20362018,20362019 using procedure TURB-01,.

" Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Overhaul"

ARDI Program-

)
AFW Buried Pipe Inspection Program.

Caulking and Sealant inspection Program I
-

1

CCNPP Erosion / Corrosion Program Procedure, " Erosion / Corrosion Monitoring of.

Secondary Piping," MN-3-202

CCNPP Fatigue Monitoring Program Procedure, " Implementation of Fatigue Monitoring,"-

EN-1-300
l

CCNPP Maintenance Program Procedure, " Preventive Maintenance Program," |.

MN-1-102

CCNPP Evaluation of the Thermal Fatigue Effects on Systems Requiring AMR for-

License Renewal
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CCNPP Chemistry Program Procedure CP-206, " Specifications and Surveillance for.

Component Cooling / Service Water Systems"

CCNPP Chemistry Program Procedure CP-217, " Specifications and Surveillance for.

Secondary Systems"

MSIV-4; PM Repetitive Tasks 10832098,10832099,20832089, and 20832090;.

IPM10000 and IPM10001
i

MSIV-13, "MSIV Actuator Removal and installation".

l

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the subject systems would be
maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the CLB, under all design

,

loading conditions. )
!

3.8.2.4 Time-limited Aging Analyses 1

1

Section 2.1, " Time-limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the fatigue )
analysis is a time-limited aging analysis (TLAA) for the main steam system, in addition, the staff

(AU) considers the applicant's assessment of the number of thermal cycles expected for the AFW
and FW piping to be TLAAs.

3.8.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Sections 5.1, 5.9, !

and 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA. The purpose of the review was to ascertain that the
applicant has adequately demonstrated that effects of aging will be adequately managed so that
the intended function of the systems will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of
extended operation. The staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of structures and
components subject to an AMR is discussed separately in Section 2.2 of this SER. In the j
course of its review, the staff transmitted to the applicant RAls conceming the subject systems i

and the applicant responded to these RAls. Additionalinformation was obtained from the
applicant during meetings held to discuss and resolve issues pertaining to subject systems.

3.8.3.1 Effects of aging

3.8.3.1.1 Corrosion, Erosion / Corrosion, Cavitation, Wear, and Elastomer Degradation

The applicant identified erosion / corrosion and cavitation erosion of components made of steel
exposed to steam, air, and water. The staff agrees because these ARDMs are known to occur
under the environmental conditions present.
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The applicant identified various types of internal and extemal surface corrosion of devices made |
of steels in water, air, steam, and buried underground. The staff agrees because these |
materials are susceptible to corrosion when exposed to moisture found in these four

i
environments. |

The applicant identified wear and elastomer degradation of solenoid-operated valve seats,
general corrosion of control valve operators, and wear in control valves. The staff did not
evaluate the applicant's AMR of these intemals components because they perform their
intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration, and are not subject to an
AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i).

The applicant identified elastomer degradation of a perimeter seal. The staff agrees because
elastomers are subject to degradation over time in air.

3.8.3.1.2 Fatigue

A metal component subjected to cyclic loads may fail at a load magnitude less than its ultimate
load capacity because of metal fatigue, which results in the initiation and propagation of cracks
in the material. The fatigue life of a component is a function of its material, the environment, and
the number and magnitude of the applied cyclic loads. The applicant addressed low-cycle
fatigue for the FWS According to the applicant, there have been no fatigue failures in the FWS
at CCNPP. However, cracking has been reported in the feedwater piping at other facilities.
Therefore, the applicant evaluated the FWS for low-cycle fatigue.

The staff reviewed the information regarding fatigue of the FWS components contained in
Section 5.9 of Appendix A to the LRA for compliance with the provisions specified in
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). By letter dated September 1,1998, the staff requested additional
information regarding the fatigue assessment of the FWS piping. The applicant responded to
the staff's RAI by letter dated November 16,1998.

The applicant discussed two methods to mitigate the effects of low-cycle fatigue for the FWS.
One method is to reduce the number and severity of thermal transients. The other method is to
replace the affected piping components. The most significant FWS thermal transients occur
during plant heat up and cool down, during hot standby, or at operation at less than 10 percent
power. According to the applicant, plant operators minimize the length of transitory operaticas
as part of general operating practice.

The applicant indicated that plant operational transients apply cyclic thermal loads to the FWS
piping within the scope of license renewal. The typical transients of concem for the piping are
FWS heatups, cooldowns, and secondary plant transients. The design code for the FWS piping
is USAS (ANSI) B31.7, Class 11, which references the design criteria in USAS (ANSI) 831.1.
The criteria for USAS B31.7, Class I piping contain specific provisions for the detailed evaluation
of fatigue usage resulting from local thermal transient stresses. USAS B31.1 does not require a
detailed fatigue analysis evaluation of local thermal stresses. Instead, USAS B31.1 controls
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fatigue by limiting the allowable range of bending stresses resulting from the restraint of free end
expansion of the piping. The criteria also specify a reduction in the allowable stress range if the
number of cycles exceeds 7000 full range stress cycles. According to the applicant, the total
number of expected thermal cycles resulting from expected plant transients through the
extended period of operation for the FWS is well below the 7000 limit specified in the USAS
B31.1. Therefore, the applicant concluded that, except for the horizontal section of piping
leading to the SG FW nozzle, low-cycle fatigue is not a concem for the FWS piping. The staff
agrees with the applicant's assessment.

The potential and plausible ARDMs for the AFW system are identified in Table 5.1-2 in Section
5.1 of Appendix A to the LRA. However, components such as the AFW piping, pumps, and
valves are considered to have low susceptibility to fatigue. In NRC Question No. 5.1.4, the staff
asked the applicant to describe the evaluation and any specific criteria that the applicant utilized
in order to conclude that fatigue is not a plausible aging effect for the AFW components.
Inasmuch as corrosion and pitting have been identified as plausible aging effects for the AFW
components, the applicant was asked to include in its response a discussion related to the
effects of the degradation caused by corrosion and pitting on the structural integrity of the
components, and the basis for excluding fatigue as a plausible aging effect.

~

The applicant, in its response, stated that there is no steam piping segments within the scope of
A license renewal for the AFW system. Steam is delivered to the control valves via the main
( ) steam system. In Section 5.12 of Appendix A to the LRA, " Main Steam," the applicant
b' addresses this steam supply piping. Exhaust steam piping from the AFW turbines to the roof

exhausts is not within the scope of license renewal.

The applicant further indicated in its response that fatigue is not plausible for the control valves,
steam turbine, and govemor valves, which have an internal environment of steam. The subject |

components are in a piping system that is designed in accordance with ANSI B31.1. The piping I

system design analysis includes an implicit fatigue design basis. A detailed fatigue analysis is )
performed only for Class 1 components, unless special concerns exist. Special concems may

'

include the presence of thermal stratification or other conditions that the original design did not
consider. The applicant has not identified any special concems for these components. The
manufacturer has indicated that 2204 individual thermal cycles are available before exceeding
the theoretical thermal fatigue life. The number of thermal cycles for these components over a
60-year period is conservatively estimated to be 1480 cycles.

The applicant also indicated that fatigue is not considered plausible for AFW components in the |
liquid flowpath between the CST and the SGs. The majority of the system in the liquid flowpath
between the CST and the SGs has an operating temperature of 100 *F or less. The portion of
piping adjacent to the SG nozzles experiences higher temperature and is normally stagnant.
This results in a gradual temperature gradient between the SGs' nozzles and the upstream AFW
piping. The pipe is 4 inches in diameter with a wall thickness of 0.337 in., and no significant
therma! stresses during heatup or cooldown are anticipated. CST water at 40 *F-100 *F is

; )
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delivered through these lines during tests and is also not expected to introduce thermal
stresses.

~

Additionally, components in the AFW liquid flowpath between the CST and the SGs were
evaluated in an AFW system fatigue analysis. On the basis of the evaluation, the applicant
determined that the most fatigue-limiting components in this flowpath were the check valves
immediately upstream of the SGs. The fatigue analysis calculated the calculative usage factor
(CUF) for these check valves as 0.041. CUF is based on 400 cycles of AFW initiation for each
SG. The temperature differential was conservatively assumed to be 532 'F on the SG side of
the check valve, with 32 'F AFW water injection. The analysis demonstrates that the CUFs for
these check valves, the piping between these check valves and the SGs, and all other upstream
components will be far below the limiting CUF value of 1.0 for the 60-year projected period of
operation. Therefore, the applicant concluded that fatigue is not plausible for this system. On i

the basis of the preceding discussion, the staff agrees with the applicant's conclusion. )
|

The applicant described its AMR of the main steam generator blowdown system, extraction !

steam system, and the nitrogen and hydrogen systems in Section 5.12.1.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA. The staff reviewed that section of the application to determine whether it meets the
requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3) for managing aging effects of these systems for
license renewal.

Section 5.12.1.1 of Appendix A to the LRA describes the main steam system. All components of
the main steam system evaluated in this section of the LRA are seismic Category 1 and are
subject to applicable loading conditions identified in UFSAR Section 5A.3.2 for seismic
Category 1 systems and equipment design. According to the applicant, the main steam system
piping from the SG to the containment penetration is designed in accordance with the American
National Standards institute (ANSI) Standard (Ref.1) B31.1 Code requirement. From the
penetrat'on to the MSIVs, the piping meets the design requirements of ANSI B.31.7, Class 11,
Nuclear Power Piping Code. The steam supply piping to the AFW pumps is designed in
accordance with the ANSI B.31.1 Code requirement. The SG blowdown piping is designed to
ANSI B31.7 (for containment penetration piping) and ANSI B31.1 (for non-penetration piping)
code requirements. The extraction steam piping within the scope of license renewal is the
containment penetration piping for reactor vessel head washdown. The piping is designed in
accordance with ANSI B31.7. The nitrogen and hydrogen system piping within the scope of
license renewal, is the nitrogen penetration piping and the nitrogen piping to the SGs via the
surface blowdown piping. The nitrogen penetration piping is designed in accordance with ANSI
B31.7 and the nitrogen piping to the SG is designed in accordance with ANSI B31.1.

Table 5.12-4 in Appendix A to the LRA shows a list of potential and plausible ARDMs for the
device types subject to an AMR. It indicates that fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the main
steam system. In NRC Question No. 5.12.10, the staff requested additionalinformation
regarding the basis for concluding that fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the main steam
system. In its response, the applicant indicated that the main steam piping fatigue is one of the
time limited aging analyses that were determined to be subject to license renewal review. In
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Section 2.1.3.4 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant discusses the basis for concluding that
-

the main steam piping fatigue analyses meet the criteria of 10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1)(i). The
applicant states that 7000 assumed thermal cycles will not be exceeded during the period of

| extended operation. Since the main steam system is designed to withstand a much larger
F number of thermal cycles than it will actually experience through the period of extended
i operation, the applicant determined that the thermal fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the main
; steam system. The staff agrees with the applicant's assessment and the conclusion that

.

| thermal fatigue is not a plausible ARDM for the main steam system.

'
3.8.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

'

:
'

The staff focused its evaluation of the applicant's aging management program o 1 the following
10 elements constituting an adequate aging management program for license renewal: program
scope, preventive actions, parameters monitored or inspected, detection of aging effects,
monitoring and trending, acceptance criteria, correctivo actions, confirmation process,
admi;1istrative controls, and ope'ating experience.

The application indicated that the corrective actions, confirmation process, and administrative
controls for license renewal are in accordance with a site-controlled corrective action program

_ pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50,' Appendix B, and cover all structures and components subject to an |
AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective action program is discussed separately
in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. The staff finds that the applicant's aging management programs forg
license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective actions," " confirmation process," and
" administrative controls."

3.8.3.2.1 Crevice Corrosion, General Corrosion, and Pitting Applicable to All Components in
SPCS

One or more of these ARDMs will affect each component in the SPCS. The applicant has
indicated that it is not possible to completely prevent corrosion damage. However, its effects
can be mitigated by proper control of the environments to which the components are exposed.
These environments consist of saturated steam at high temperature and pressure in the main
steam system, two-phase mixture of steam and water in the SG blowdown piping, service or
component cooling water in the tube-side of the SG blowdown heat exchanger, and moisture in
the nitrogen system. Proper control of secondary water chemistry, using the CCNPP procedure
CP-217, " Specifications and Surveillance for Secondary Chemistry," will maintain acceptable

. imourity levels and will control other secondary chemistry parameters. The applicant indicated
that as long as SG chemistry is carefully monitored and controlled, the chemistries of the other
secondary systems are also successfully controlled.-

Corrosive action of service and component cooling water will be mitigated by controlling of its
' water chemistry using the CCNPP procedure CP-206, " Specifications and Surveillance
Component Cooling / Service Water System"; and corrosive action of demineralized water,
affecting hand valves in the chemical addition system, will be mitigated by ensuring that its
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chemistry complies with specifications in the CCNPP procedure CP-202, " Specification and
Surveillance-Demineralized Water, Safety Related Battery Water, Well Water Systems and
Acceptance Criteria for On-Line Monitors."

Nitrogen gas or air in the nitrogen system are corrosive only when their humidity is high. The
applicant minimizes humidity by maintaining the dew point of these gases at:-40 'F.

In addition to controlling water chemistry, the applicant is using the following programs listed
below to manage these ARDMs:

The applicant is managing the effects of corrosion on components in Groups 3 and 6 in.

the AFW with the CCNPP system walkdown program, Plant Engineering Guideline PEG-
7, " System Walkdowns." The staff's evaluation of the walkdown program is stated in
Section 3.1.3 of this SER.

The applicant is managing the effects of corrosion on components in Group 5 (internal.

surfaces of pump turbines) of the AFW with the CCNPP preventive maintenance
program, repetitive tasks 10362000,10362001,20362018,20362019 using procedure
TURB-01, " Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Overhaul."

The staff finds the scope of the preventive maintenance program acceptable because it covers
the affected component-the AFW pump turbines. The staff finds the mitigative action of
chemistry control acceptable because it will minimize the corrosiveness of the environment, and
thus the rate of corrosion. It also finds the preventive actions taken through the PM |

program-periodic disassembly and inspections for damage-acceptable because they will |
prevent or identify degraded conditions. Parameters monitored-measurements to ensure that '

critical tolerances are within acceptance criteria, wear, erosion, pitting, and/or surface
cracking-are acceptable because such parameters willindicate degraded conditions. The staff
finds that the monitoring and trending activities are acceptable because they are conducted at |

established frequencies. The frequencies have been shown to be appropriate by the results of
past inspections that showed no defects, such as cracks or corrosion. The monitoring and
trending activities are acceptable in that periodic maintenance and inspections will provide
adequate information to detect a change in performance that may be associated with aging
effects. The staff finds the applicant's acceptance criteria acceptable in that unsatisfactory
results are recorded and evaluated. The applicant presented operating experience showing that
its activities have been effective in preventing loss of intended function.

To manage the effects of corrosion on the external surfaces of buried pipe of the AFW,.

(Group 4), the applicant is instituting a new program, the AFW Buried Pipe inspection
Program. This program is identical to the one used for the EDG systems. For the staff's
evaluation of this program, see Section 3.7 of this SER.
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3.8.3.2.2 Erosion and Cavitation Corrosion of Piping and Erosion / Corrosion of Check, Control,
and Hand Valves, and Flow Orifices, Heat Exchangers, and MOVs

The components constructed from carbon or low-alloy steel are affected by erosion / corrosion
when exposed to turbulent flow of single- or two-phase water at high temperature and/or low
pH. In the SPCS, the following types of carbon steel components are susceptible to
erosion / corrosion: main steam, main steam drain and SG blowdown piping, different
components in the SG heat excha.'ger tube sheets, and various valves-including main steam
to AFW pump check valves and main steam atmospheric dump valves. The SG blowdown
piping is also affected by cavitation erosion.

The applicant's mitigation program for the ARDMs caused by erosion / corrosion consists of
controlling secondary chemistry using the CCNPP procedure CP-217. The procedure controls
purity of water and specifies values of pH at which the effect of ercsion/ corrosion is minimized.
In addition, the applicant has currently an extensive program for inspecting

.

erosion / corrosion-susceptible components. The program is described in the CCNPP
Administrative Procedure MN-3 202, " Erosion / Corrosion Monitoring of Secondary Piping." It is
based on the predictive methodology developed by EPRI, which includes the CHECKWORKS
computer program. All the components with the predicted erosion / corrosion damage are
inspected and the components found to have wall thicknesses below certain acceptable limits or

Q that will be reaching these limits in the near term are replaced. The applicant expanded this
program under ARDI to include the components that are not part of the current inspection
program. The program will also include the components affected by cavitatica erosion.

The applicant concluded that the programs for minimizing the effect of corrosion and detecting
any corrosion damage by inspections will ensure that the ARDMs affecting the components
susceptible to erosion / corrosion or cavitation erosion will be properly managed, and all the
components in the SPCS will perform their design function during the extended period of

,

operation. After reviewing the applicant's programs, the staff agrees with the applicant's 1

conclusions because similar programs, developed in several other plants, were successful in
controlling erosion / corrosion. Also, an audit performed by the staff at 5 plants has indicated that
the programs based on the EPRI-developed methodology can provide a good prediction of the
onset erosior./ corrosion damage so that timely corrective actions can be undertaken.

3.8.3.2.3 Selective Leaching of SG Blowdown Radiation Monitor Cooler
;

IThis ARDM affects the components in the SG blowdown radiation monitor cooler that are
constructed from yellow, red, and forged brass or gray cc,1 iron and exposed to SG blowdown
fluid and component cooling water. Since these components form a system pressure-retaining |

- boundary for the safety-related component cooling system, their integrity has to be maintained
under all CLB design conditions.

; Selective leaching can be integrated by chemistry controls, and the applicant's aging
j management program consists of controlling water chemistries in the SG blev<dt wn fluid and in
!
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the component cooling water using the CP-217 and CP-206 procedures for secondary and
component cooling water, respectively. In addition, the applicant verifies the effectiveness ofit
chemistry controls thru inspections as defined in its ARDI program. The staff finds that these
programs will provide sufficient assurance that the components in the SG blowdown raoiation
monitor will satisfactorily perform their design function during the plant's extended operation.

3.8.3.2.4 Elastomer Degradation

To manage the effects of elastomer degradation of the perimeter sealin the AFW (Group 9), the
applicant is instituting a new program, the Caulking and Sealant inspection Program. This
program is identical to the one used for the EDG systems. For the staff's evaluation of this
program, see Section 3.7.3.2.2 of this SER.

3.8.3.2.5 General Program Applicable to Multiple ARDMS Described Above: ARDI

The applicant is establishing a new program (ARDI) for the following effects and components of
the AFW:

Cavitation erosion of the internal surfaces of AFW piping, downstream of flow orifices*

(Group 1),

Crevice corrosice. Jeneral corrosion, and pitting of the intemal surfaces of AFW system.
.

components ex, ed to the AFW fluid (Group 2), and

Crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and pitting of the external surfaces of AFW.

components that are not rea.iily accessible and are located in the No.12 CST enclosure
or valve pit (Group 3).

And for the following ARDMs and components of the FW system:

Corrosion of Group 3 components and erosionoorrosion of MOVs and temperature.

element thermowells.

And for the following ARDMs and components of the main steam, SG blowdown, extraction
steam, nitrogen and hydrogen systems:

Corrosion of applicable components (Groups 1,2, 3, and 4)..

For the staff's evaluation of this program, see Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

3.8.3.2.6 Fatigue

The applicant identified a concem with cyclical thermal stratification in the horizontal section of
piping adjacent to the SG nozzles. The applicant indicated that thermal stratification could
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potentially result in more than 7000 full-range stress cycles during the extended period of
operation. The applicant concluded that, if left unmanaged, this section of piping could develop
fatigue cracking that could affect the ability of the piping to maintain integrity of the system
pressure boundary. Since the applicant considers thermal stratification a significant contributor.

to low-cycle fatigue for the SG nozzle and adjacent piping, the applicant initiated an evaluation
! of the affected pipingc According to the applicant, the piping adjacent to one SG was

instrumented with thermocouples to obtain temperature data around the circumference of the
pipe. The applicant sent a sketch of the thermocouple locations in response 'IRC Question
No. 5.9.40. The staff, in NRC Question No. 5.9.41, asked why the thermal acation only
affected the horizontal section of piping adjacent to the SG FW nozzles. T' applicant's
response indicates that buoyancy forces prevent hot water from penetrating back through the
vertical section of piping which is full of cold water. According to the applicant, thennal

| stratification causes both local and global effects. Locally, the stratified fNid causes the pipe to
ovalize, producing local stresses around the circumference. Globally, bending moments are
induced in the pipe because of the restraint of the piping system. The applicant's evaluation of
these loads indicated that the highest stress range and fatigue usage occurs in the horizontal

j

| section of piping adjacent to the FW nozzles. The staff concludes the applicant's explanation is !
'

reasonable and, therefore, acceptable. j

The applicant indicated that a finite element analysis of the affected piping was performed to
determine the most critical location for fatigue. The applicant discussed the analysis model in

'{ response to NRC Question No. 5.9.42. According to the &pplicant, a two-dimensional finite
element analysis (FEA) model of the FW nozzle was constructed. This model was used to

1
determine the location at which the stress range due to thermal stratification is maximum. A
detailed three-dimensional FEA was then used to evaluate the stresses at the location of
maximum stress range. The analysis indicated that the criticallocation is the
safe-end-to-reducer weld. The applicant added this location to the CCNPP FMP. The ,

applicant indicated that the FMP monitors stresses to track the fatigue usage at the weld
location. The plant parameter data, which are collected periodicially, are used ic update the
fatigue usage. Section 3.1.1 of this SER contains an additional discussion of the FMP. The
staff concludes that the applicant has adequately evaluated the safe-end-to-reducer weld.

The applicant also indicated that the normal inservice inspection interval was modified to include
an inspection of the critical welds at the next refueling outage. In the LRA, the applicant
indicated that the inspection of the Unit 1 welds found no flaws above the critical flaw sizes as
specified in the ASME Code. In addition, the applicant indicated that the Unit 2 welds were
scheduled for inspection during the 1997 refueling outage. The staff asked that the applicant
clarify its statement regarding the inspection results. In response to NRC Question No. 5.9.43,
the applicant stated that all indications identified during the inspections of both units were
attributed to nside surface geometry. The staff concludes that the applicant inspections provide
additional assurance that fatigue cracks have not initiated at the weld locations.

|
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3.8.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analysis

As discussed previously, the applicant extrapolated the number of full-range thermal cycles
expected from operstional thermal transients and found that, except for the horizontal section of )
piping adjacent to the SG FW nozzles, the number of plant transients producing thermal cycles

'

is less than the 7000 allowed by USAS B31.1. On that basis, the applicant concluded that,
,

except for the horizontal section of piping leading to the SG FW nozzle, low-cycle fatigue is not a i

concem for the FWS piping. The staff considers the applicant's assessment, as discussed
above, an acceptable TLAA evaluation for the applicable FW piping. The staff concludes that
the applicant's evaluation of the applicable FW piping conforms to the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21(c)(i).

A detailed evaluation of the piping adjacent to the FW nozzles was performed to evaluate the
stresses caused by thermal stratification. EPRI Report TR-107515 presents the results of the
fatigue analyses of the FW nozzles. Table 3-16 of the EPRI report indicates that fa'igue usage
factors, without considering environmental effects, will exceed 1.0 in less than 40 years of
operation for two Unit 2 steam generator nozzles . Section 3.1.4 of the EPRI report contains a
flaw tolerance evaluation in accordance with criteria in ASME Section XI, non-mandatory
Append " L. The flaw tolerance evaluation, using the environmental crack growth data in a
proposed ASME Code case, indicates that a postulated fatigue flaw in three of the SG FW
nozzles could grow through the wall in less than one operating cycle. The LRA indicates that
corrective actions will be initiated well in advance of reaching a fatigue usage factor of 1.0. In
NRC Question No. 5.9.44, the staff asked the applicant to describe the corrective actions that
will be initiated when the fatigue usage factor approaches 1.0 at the SG FW nozzles. The
applicant responded that the EPRI study results do not represent CCNPP fatigue analysis of
record (AOR) or the fatigue design basis for any component. Instead the applicant indicated
that the study was intended to be representative of conditions for typical older vintage
Combustion Engineering pressurized-water reactors, for the purpose of comparing the study
results to the results reported in NUREG/CR-6260 for such plants. The applicant stated that the
study was not intended to be a CCNPP licensing-basis calculation. The applicant also asserted
that the proposed ASME Code case to address environmentally-assisted crack growth is much
too conservative to be useful in its current form.

The applicant further indicated that, as discussed in the LRA, the FMP tracks fatigue usage for
the critical weld that joins the safe end to the reducer and that it will take appropriate corrective
action before the CUF reaches unity. The applicant will determine such action and may use one
or both of the following: (1) implement ultrasonic testing inspections and crack growth analyses
under ASME Section XI, non-mandatory Appendix L requirements or (2) replace the reducer,
safe end, and horizontal piping. The staff notes that ASME Code editions containing non-
mandatory Appendix L have not yet been endorsed in 10 CFR 50.55a. Therefore, until these
ASME Code editions have been endorsed in 10 CFR 50.55a, the use of non-mandatory
Appendix L requires staff review and approval.
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The EPRI analysis of the piping adjacent to the applicant FW nozzle indicates a potential
problem with through-wall cracking that could occur before the end of 40 years of operation.
Although the applicant suggests that the EPRI analysis does not represent the CCNPP FW
piping, the applicant indicated that the calculated fatigue usage factors presented in the EPRI
report are representative of the actual CCNPP values. In a February 18,1999, meeting, the
applicant indicated that corrective actions will be implemented before exceeding a fatigue usage
factor of 1.0. The applicant's planned corrective action is to replace the affected components.
However, the applicant also indicated that if, in the future the NRC staff accepts the use of
ASME Section XI, Non-mandatory Appendix L, it may consider applying the Appendix L criteria.
The staff concludes that the applicant's actions, as described above, are in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(iii).

As discussed in Section 4.0 of this SER, except for portions of the main steam piping, the
applicant did not identify that analysis of USAS B31.7, Class 11 and 111 piping as a TLAA.
However, the staff consid1rs that the applicant's fatigue evaluations of the AFW, FW, and main
steam systems as discussed in Section 3.8.3.1.2 of this SER constitute TLAAs. The staff finds
that these evaluations satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1).

3.8.4 Conclusions

f] The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater System *;

Q Section 5.9, "Feedwater System *; and 5.12, " Main Steam, Steam Generator Blowdown,
Extraction Steam, Nitrogen and Hydrogen System," of Appendix A, to the LRA and additional
information provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the basis of this review,
the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the aging effects associated with
the subject systems will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable assurance that the
subject systems will perform their intended functions in accordance with the CLB during the
period of extended operation.3.9 Sampling and Monitoring Systems

3.9 Sampling and Monitoring Systems

3.9.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described the aging management review (AMR) of the nuclear steam
supply system (NSSS) sampling system, the radiation monitoring system (RMS), and the
instrument lines for license renewal in Sections 5.13, 5.14, and 6.4, respectively, of Appendix A
to its license renewal (LRA). The staff has reviewed these sections of the application to
determine whether the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging on the sampling and
monitoring systems will be adequately managed for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

.

s
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3.9.2 Summary of Technical Information in Application

3.9.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review (AMR)

Section 5.13 of Appendix A to the application contains a description of the NSSS sampling
system. The system provides for the sampling of liquids, steam, and gases for radioactive and
chemical control of plant primary fluids. The NSSS sampling system is comprise of the following
five subsystems: (1) reactor coolant sampling, (2) steam generator blowdown sampling, (3)
radioactive miscellaneous waste sampling, (4) gas analyzing sampling, and (5) post-accident
sampling. The following general categories of equipment and devices comprise the five
subsystems of the NSSS sampling system: accumulators, air dryers, piping, valves and valve
operators, panels, instruments, sample vessels, heat exchangers (Hxs), and pumps. The
material for the components is either stainless steel or carbon steel, being compatible with the
medium inside the pressure boundary, which is either borated water or chemically treated water.
Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a), the NSSS sampling system is in the scope for license renewal
based on its intended functions:

to maintain the pressure boundary of the system (liquid and/or gas)+

to provide containment isolation of the NSSS sampling system during a loss-of-coolant+

accident

to provide capability to sample RCS fluid during and after an accident*

Some components in the NSSS sampling system are common to many other plant systems and
are discussed in separate se ' ans of the LRA that address those components as commodities
for the entire plant. These con ponents include structural supports for piping, cables, small-bore
piping and tubing, and the asscaiated supports. The applicant has listed NSSS sampling
system device types that perform intended functions without moving parts or without a change in
configuration or properties (passivo intended functions) and are subject to AMR in Table 5.13-1
in Appendix A to the LRA.

Section 5.14 of Appendix A to the LRA contains a description of the RMS. The RMS detects an
increasing radiation level or an abnormal radioactivity concentration at selected points in the
plant and provides indication of such conditions to operating personnel. The system also '
monitors the discharge of radioactive effluents from the plant and provides a signal to isolate

,

!

components in the event of an abnormal condition to prevent an uncontrolled release of
radioactive material to the environment. The RMS comprises the following types of equipment:
piping / tubing, pumps, valves, filters, and instrumentation. The material for the components is
either stainless steel or carbon steel, being compatible with the intemal environment, which is
either ambient air, borated water, or chemically treated water.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a), the RMS is in the scope for license renewal due to its intended
functions.

;

9i|
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s

to maintain the pressure boundary of the system+

i

i to provide a containment area radiation signal to the engineered safety featurese

! actuation system for containtnent isolation and radiological release control
:
4 |
j The licensee has identified components of the RMS that have passive intended functions that 1

were subject to AMR in Table 5.14-1.

Section 6.4 of Appendix A to the application addresses instrument lines for evaluation.

;. Instrument lines have been evaluated as a " commodity" because they are associated with most
plant systems. For the purpose of this evaluation, an " instrument line"is generally defined asi

j those components located downstream of the first hand valve off the main process line or
vessel, called the root valve. An instruraent line may contain components such as small-borei

} piping (i.e.,2-inch diameter and smaller), tubing, and fittings from the root valve to the
! instrument, hand valves, and supports for the small-bore piping and tubing. The materials of
! these components are stainless steel, carbon steel, cr copper, depending on the environment i

l inside the component, which is either borated water, chemically treated water, oil or air. The

| applicant has identified systems that contain instrument lines for commodity evaluation in Table |
6.4-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. All of the instrument lines that have a intended function of4 I

| maintaining the system pressure boundary were subject to AMR with the exception of some
instruments such as pressure transmitters, pressure indicators, and water level indicators that
perform their intended functions with moving parts or with a change of configuration, and are

/ explicitly excluded from AMR pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i). If an active component also
has a passive intended function, as definnd by the rule, such as the pressure retaining function
of a valve body, that component is subject to AMR with respect to the passive function.

3.9.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant has evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) i

for the components subject to AMR and determined that the aging effects due to the following
" plausible" ARDMs should be managed for license renewal of specific groups of " device types"
in the sampling and monitoring systems: crevice corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, fouling,

. fretting, fatigue, obstomer degradation, and wear. The applicant has grouped each ARDM with
device types that have similar characteristics and summarized their evaluation in Appendix A, ;

Table 6.13-2 for the NSSS sampling system, Table 5.14-2 for the RMS, and Section 6.4.2 for
instrument lines. The applicant has identified the materials of applicable subcomponents in the
device types with plausible ARDMs affecting the subcomponent and the effect of each ARDM on
the material of the subcomponent. The applicant's management of aging, detailed in Section
5.13 of Appendix A to the LRA, has focused on the mitigation of ARDMs and discovery of the
effects of degradation in order to initiate corrective action before the degradation causes the
component to fail to perform its intended function. The application also contains information on
the operating experience relating to failures in sampling and monitoring systems where ;

applicable.

>
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3.9.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant has identified the following aging management programs, and the aging effects
those programs are intended to manage applicable to the sampling and monitoring systems for
license renewalin the application:

NSSS Samolina System

CCNPP Administrative Procedure MN-3-301, " Boric Acid Corrosion inspection Program,"-

is intunded for mitigation and discovery of general corrosion on external surfaces of
sample coolers, control valves, and hand valves (included in Group 1) that are exposed
to borated water (due to leakage) by performing visual inspections.

CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-204, " Specification and Surveillance Primary Systems,".

is intended for mitigation of crevice corrosion and pitting on internal surfaces of sample
coolers, hand valves, and solenoid valves (included in Group 2) that are exposed to
borated water (as process fluid) by controlling chemistry conditions.

CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-206, " Specification and Surveillance Component.

Cooling / Servi.:e Water System," is intended for mitigation of crevice corrosion and pitting
on intemal surfaces of heat exchangers (included in Group 2) that are exposed to
chemically treated water from the CC system by controlling chemistry conditions in the
CC system.

CCNPP Technical Procedure CP-217, " Specification and Surveillance: Secondary.

Chemistry," is intended for mitigation of crevice corrosion and pitting on intemal surfaces
of sample coolers and hand valves (included in Group 2) that are exposed to steam and
feedwater in the steam generator blowdown sampling subsystem (as process fluid) by
controlling chemistry conditions.

CCNPP Surveillance Test M-5711-1(2), " Local f.eak Rate Test, Penetrations 1D,47A,-

47B,47C,47D,48A,488,49A,49B,49C," is intended for discovery and management of
leakage that could result from crevice corrosion and pitting on seating surfaces of the
containment isolation solenoid valves in the sample retum lines from the reactor coolant
semple hoods to the reactor coolant drain tank (included in Group 2). ;

!

CCNPP Preventive Maintenance Checklists IPM 10000 (10001), " Check Unit 1(2) |
.

Instrument Air Quality," is intended for mitigation of general corrosion on control valve '

operators (included in Group 3) by controlling instrument air quality.

CCNP.P Surveillance Test M-571A-1(2), " Local Leak Rate Test, Penetrations 1 A,1B,.

1C," is intended for discovery and management of leakage resulting from wear on
seating surfaces of the control valves in the RCS hot-leg sampling lines (included in
Group 6).
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;

The CCNPP FMP is intended for discovery and management of thermal fatigue of piping; .
,

and valves in the RCS hot-leg sampling line (Group 4) by evaluating low-cycle fatigue
; usage.

The ARDI program is intended for dbcovery and management of general corrosion on.

extemal surfaces of the miscellaneous waste evaporator concentrate pump discharge
sample cooler (included in Group 1), crevice corrosion and pitting on internal surfaces of
heat exchangers, hand valves and solenoid valves (included in Group 2), and elastomer

!

dogradation in the intemals of check valves of the gas retum line to the containment
from the post-accident sampling system (included in Group S).

Radiation Monitorina System
,

The CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedure identified as STP-M-571E-1(2), * Local Leak. 6

Rate Test, Penetrations 15,16,18, 38, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64," is credited for management of.

the effects of wear on seating surfaces of the control valves that isolate the containment
,

penetration piping from the containment atmosphere radiation monitors (included in i

Group 2).

The ARDI program is intended for management of the effects of crevice corrosion,.

general corrosion, and pitting of the containment penetration piping associated with the
containment atmosphere radiation monitors, the test connection of isolation hand valves
that connects to the piping outside the containment, and the control valves that isolate

'

this piping (included in Group 1).

Instrument Lines

" Structures and System Walkdowns" (MN-1-319), " Control of Shift Activities" (NO-1-200),.

and " Ownership of Plant Operating Spaces" (NO-1-107) are intended for discovery of the
effects of general corrosion of instrument line supports (included in Group 2).

The ARDI program is intended to provide guidance for expanding of the scope of.

inspection of the instrument lines originating from main process lines if conditions
adverse to quality are found (included in Group 1) and for discovery of the effects of

) general corrosion and elastomer hardening of the instrument line supports.

The licensee has concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended functions of the components of the sampling and monitoringi

systems would be main'.ained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the CLB,
under all design loading conditions

:
,

1
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3.9.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

Section 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that there is no
TLAA applicable to the sampling and monitoring systems.

3.9.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Sections 5.13,
5.14, and 6.4 of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether the licensee had demonstrated
that the effects of aging on the sampling and monitoring system will be adequately managed so
that their intended functions will be ma:ntained consistent with the CLB for the period of
extended operation. The staff's evaluation of the license's identification of structures and
components subject to AMR is presented separately in Section 2.2 of this SER. The evaluation
of Section 3.9, ' Aging Management Review" for the sampling and monitoring systems is
presented below with an open item for resolution.

3.9.3.1 Effects of Aging

The components in the sampling and monitoring systems are constructed of materials such as
stainless steel, carbor6 steel, or copper with an internal environment of either bomted water,
chemically treated water, air, or oil. Each material is known to be compatible with the medium
that it encounters. Specifically, piping or tubing exposed internally to reactor coolant is made of
stainless steel, and the water chemistry is controlled to minimize dissolved oxygen; piping
exposed to oil is copper and piping exposed to air is carbon steel, and the air is dehumidified.
The licensee has identified the following ARDMs as being applicable: general corrosion of
extemal surfaces, crevice corrosion and pitting of intemal surfaces, general corrosion of internal
surfaces exposed to air, fatigue of piping and valves, elastomer degradation of valve intemals
and certain supports for instrument lines, and wear for valves. In order to manage the effects of
aging for components and structures, the licensee has taken the approach of first identifying the
plausible ARDM that is responsible for producing a detrimental aging effect in the component or
the structure in the sampling and monitoring systems. The license then provided methods to
manage each ARDM by identifying techniques for its detection and mitigation.

The licensee has stated that the effects of corrosion - such as general corrosion, crevice
corrosion, or pitting -in the NSSS sampling system should be managed for license renewal.
Corrosion manifests itself as general corrosion of extemal surfaces from leakage of borated
water on carbon steel and low-alloy steel, or general corrosion of intemal surfaces of carbon
steel control valve operators exposed to air from the compressed air system or crevice corrosion
and pitting of intemal surfaces exposed to chemically treated water. The other plausible aging
mechanisms identified by the licensee, are fatigue of piping and valves in the sampling lines of
the reactor coolant system, elastomer degradation of valve internals, and wear of the control
valves associated with sampling of fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg. In regard to the
RMS, corrosion and wear are identified as the only plausible ARDMs. However, as discussed in
Section 3.3.3.1 of this SER, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve internals
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(such as wear and elastomer degradation) because the valve internals perform their intended
function with moving parts and changes in configuration and are, therefore, not subject to an
aging management review for license renewal. The applicant has stated in Section 6.4.2 of
Appendix A of the LRA that the instrument line pressure boundary components are subject to
the same plausible ARDMs as the main process line pressure boundary components in their 1

respective systems. The extemal environment is either air or any inadvertent leakage from I

mechanicaljoints. Therefore, the licensee has proposed effects of aging for which management )
is required so that the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the l

period of extended operation. The staff agrees with the applicant's identification of aging effects.
Because the air in the auxiliary building, where these components are located, is controlled for

temperature and humidity, extemal corrosion because of air exposure is very unlikely.

3.9.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

The staff has evaluated each applicable aging management program to determine if it contains
the following 10 elements constituting an adequate aging management program for license
renewal: scope of program, preventive actions, parameters monitored or inspected, detection of
aging effects, monitoring and trending, acceptance criteria, corrective actions, confirmation
process, administrative controls, and operating experience.

The LRA indicated that activities for license renewal will be conducted in accordance with
programs meeting the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and will cover all structures
and components subject to AMR.10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, requires, in part, determination
of root cause and corrective actions to prevent recurrence, and control of special processes,
including qualified personnel and procedures. Although 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, applies to !

safety-related structures and components, the applicant is committing to extend its Appendix B
prog 7m to cover all structures and componerts subject to AMR whether they are safety-related
or not.

3.9.3.2.1 Effects of Corrosion

The applicant has stated that the effects of corrosion (crevice corrosion, general corrosion, and
pitting) should be managed for license renewal. Hence, the application has evaluated corrosion
on extemal and intemal surfaces of components.

3.9.3.2.1.1 Corrosion of Extemal Surfaces

The components such as heat exchangers, control valves, and hand valves in the NSSS
sampling system are exposed to climate-controlled air in the auxiiiary building or in the

'

containment. The subcomponents in these devices that are constructed of carbon steel and
their extemal surfaces are subject to general corrosion. The extemal surfaces are not normally
exposed to a corrosive environment, but may be exposed to boric acid as a result of leakage
from the associated components. The RMS and the nstrument lines are not susceptible to
corrosion of extemal surfaces because of the ambis t condition in the containment and in the
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auxiliary building (climate-controlled air). Boric acid corrosion is mitigated by minimizing
leakage. The susceptible areas of the NSSS sampling system (i.e., bolted joints) can be
routinely observed for signs of borated water leakage, and appropriate corrective action can be
initiated as necessary to eliminate leakage, clean spill areas, and assess any corrosion. The
effects of extemal corrosion are generally visually detectable. The aging management program
that is credited with mitigating the effects of boric acid corrosion, is CCNPP BACI Program
(MN-3-301). As discussed in the staffs evaluation of this program is in Section 3.1.4 of this
SER, the discovery of boric acid leakage is ensured by the BACI program. In accordance with
this program, during each refueling outage, inservice inspection personnel perform a walkdown
inspection to identify and quantify any leakage found at specific locations inside the containment
and in the auxiliary building. The inservice inspection provides that all components at which
boric acid leakage has been previously documented are also examined in accordance with this
program. These components are inspected again before plant startup (at normal operating
pressure and temperature) if leakage was identified previously and corrective actions were
taken. The staff finds that the programs proposed by the licensee, for the NSSS sampling
system components subject to AMR provide adequate assurance by periodic visualinspection
that corrosion has not occurred on extemal surfaces and that intended functions are maintained,
are acceptable.

3.9.3.2.1.2 Crevice Corrosion and Pitting of Intemal Surfaces

Various NSSS sampling system components are exposed to chemically treated water, and their
intemal surfaces are subject to crevice corrosion and pitting. The subcomponents in this group
are included in the heat exchanger, hand valve, and solenoid valve device types. The materials
for the internals of these subcomponents are carbon steel and stainless steel. The intemal
surfaces are exposed to an environment of chemically treated water from the system being
sampled or from the component cooling system. Crevice corrosion can occur in crevices that
trap chemically treated water and pitting can occur under stagnating flow conditions. Both forms
of corrosion are plausible ARDMs for the subcomponents of device types such as heat
exchangers, hand valves, and solenoid valves. The subcomponents of these device types in
the radiation monitoring system that are constructed from carbon steel are also susceptible to
crevice corrosion and pitting in a warm and humid air environment. These aging mechanisms, if
unmanaged, could eventually lead to the loss of integrity of the system pressure boundary for
the piping, and hence, the loss of intended function of the component. Although the effects of
crevice corrosion and pitting cannot be completely prevented, they can be mitigated by
minimizing the exposure of carbon steel to an aggressive environment or by controlling the fluid
chemistry in systems that interface with the sampling and monitoring systems. The staff finds
that the chemistry program at CCNPP is established to minimize impurity ingress to plant
systems, reduce corrosion product generation, transport, and deposition, and therefore, extend
component life (See Section 3.1.2 of this SER). The effect of corrosion is generally detectable
by visual examination. The staff has concluded that examinations to be performed under the
applicant's ARDI program will provide reasonable assurance that aging effects from the ARDMs
described above will be detected in a timely manner. The staffs evaluation of ARDis is
discussed in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.
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3.9.3.2.2 Effects of Wear
.

The control valves in the reactor coolant sampling subsystem and the RMS are subject to wear
on the seating surfaces. The materials of the valve intemals are compatible with the internal

i environment of the reactor coolant sampling system and the RMS. However, wear on the
seating surface results from relative motion between two surfaces that are in contact with each,

! other. The applicant has identified wear as a plausible ARDM for control valves since the aging
{ mechanism. However, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 of this SER, the staff did not evaluate the
j aging management of valve intemals because the valve intemals perform their(ntended function

with moving parts and changes in configuration and are, therefore, nct subject to an agingi

management review for license renewal.

) 3.9.3.2.3 Effects of Fatigue
! 1

{ The licensee has stated that fatigue is a plausible ARDM for components such as valves and
'

certain pipe segments in the reactor coolant sampling subsystem associated with sampling of
f the fluid from the RCS hot leg. These components provide the passive intended function of
; maintaining the system pressure boundary. The material for the pressure boundary is stainless
; steel with an intemal environment of borated water. The bolting material is low-alloy steel or
i carbon steel. Low-cycle thermal fatigue is a plausible ARDM for components in the reactor
! coolant sampling subsystem since they experience severe thermal cycling during routine RCS
| sampling operations. This aging mechanism, if unmanaged, could eventually result in crack
; initiation and growth so that the components may not be able to perform their pressure

| boundary function under CLB design loading conditions. However, the licensee has not

| discovered any low-cycle fatigue-related failures in the NSSS sampling system. The licensee
has stated that there are no practicable means available to mitigate the effects of thermal;

j fatigue, but has established a FMP to monitor and track fatigue usage factors of limiting
| components of the NSSS and steam generators. Tracking the usage factors of the limiting
i components ensures that all remaining components will also remain below their fatigue limits.
| The FMP willinclude an engineering evaluation to determine if the low-cycle fatigue usage of

piping and valves in the RCS hot-leg sampling line is bounded by the existing analysis for the3

i bounding components. If these components are not bounded, they will be reviewed under the
!- FMP to verify the fatigue usage factor for these components, and consideration will be given to
j the magnitude and frequency of thermal cycles imposed by RCS sampling activities. The staff
! considers this approach for monitoring fatigue usage factors of components in the NSSS
j sampling system acceptable for managing this ARDM so that these components will be capable
i of performing their intended functions consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
; operation under all design load;ng condition. However, the applicant should provide its
; evaluation as stated in page 5.13-29 of Appendix A to the LRA, to demonstrate that the

low-cycle fatigue usage of piping and valves in the RCS hot-leg sampling is bounded by the
; monitoring of 11 fatigue-critical locations in the RCS. This is Open item 3.9.3.2.3-1.

4

i.
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3.9.3.2.4 Effects of Elastomer Degradation

The intemals of check valves in the post-accident sampling system (PASS) gas retum line to the
containment and some of the supports in the instrument line contain elastomer materials that are
susceptible to age-related degradation. The check valves and the supports in the instrument
line provide the passive intended function of maintaining the system pressure boundary.

The licensee has stated that the effects of elastomer degradation should be managed for the
check valves in the gas retum line to the containment from the PASS cabinet and the supports
in the instrument lines. The staff has concluded that the licensee's ARDI program for aging
management of elastomer degradation of these components provides reasonable assurance
that this ARDM will be effectively managed. The staff's evaluation of ARDis is discussed in
Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

It should be noted, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 of this SER, that for the check valve
internals, the staff did not evaluate the aging management of valve intemals because the valve
intemals perform their intended function with moving parts and changes in configuration and
are, therefore, not subject to an aging management review for license renewal.

3.9.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses .

Low-cycle thermal fatigue for the NSSS sampling system is addressed in Section 3.9.3.2.3 of
this SER. The CCNPP FMP monitors and tracks the fatigue usage for critical components of the
NSSS. The staff evaluation of the TLAA is contained in Section 3.2.3.3 of this SER. The open
issue discussed in Section 3.2.3.3 is also applicable to the NSSS sampling system.
Consequently, the staff concludes that the TLAA for the NSSS sampling system is only
adequate for the current design life of forty years.

3.9.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 5.13, "NSSS Sampling System;" Section 5.14, '

" Radiation Monitoring System;" and Section 6.4, " Instrument Lines" of Appendix A to the LRA.
Except for the open item identified in this SER section, on the basis of this review, the staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the aging effects associated with the i

sampling and monitoring systems will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable i

assurance that these systems will perform their intended functions in accordance with the CLB
during the period of extended operation.

3.10 Building Structures

3.10.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the building structures
(BSs) for license renewal in five separate sections of its license renewal application (LRA).
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These five sections are Section 3.3A, " Primary Containment Structures (PCSs)"; Section 3.3B,
" Turbine Building Structure (TB)"; Section 3.3C, " Intake Structure (IS)'; Section 3.3D,,

! " Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosures (MTVEs)"; and Section 3.3E, " Auxiliary Building and
; Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures (AB&SR-DGB)," of Appendix A to the LRA.
! The staff reviewed these sections of the LRA to determine whether the applicant has

] demonstrated that the effects of aging on the PCSs, TB, IS, MTVEs, and AB&SR-DGB will be

| adequately managed during the period of extended operation as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).;

|
3.10.2 Summary of Technical Information in Application |

;

3.10.2.1 Structures and Component Gubject to an Aging Management Review
I
! Section 3.3A of Appendix A to the LRA contains a description of the primary containment I

! structure (PCS). The PCS consists of two categories of components, the containment structure )
| and the containment system. The containment structure contains the majority of structural
j components, such as beams, columns, walls, slabs, and liners. The containment system

contains penetration % hatches, air locks, and associated instrumentation.

f The containment structure and its structural components provide structural / functional support )
~

and shelter / protection for safety-related and non-safety-related equipment inside the,

! containment structure. The containment structure also serves as a pressure boundary or a
i fission-product retention barrier to protect public health and safety in the event of the postulated
! design-basis events (DBEs), in addition, the containment structure serves as a missile, flood,
j_ and fire barrier for safety-related equipment. The boundary for the containment structure as

defined by the applicant encompasses all components inside the containment structure serving
safety-related functions and components defining the containment pressure boundary, but it
does not include commodity items such as pipe supports and snubbers.

Section 3.3B of Appendix A to the LRA describes a turbine building (TB). The TB is a steel-
- framed structure, with metal siding, supported on a reinforced-concrete foundation. The TB is a
seismic Category 11 structure except for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump rooms, which are
seismic Category I. The scope of the license renewal of the TB includes AFW pump rooms and
their associated structural components, the electrical duct banks that run under the TB between
the AFW pump rooms and the IS, the siding clips of the TB, the retainer clips on the TB side of
the wall that separates the auxiliary building fron the TB, and caulking and sealants that provide
flood protection barriers and rated fire barriers. !

l

The TB siding is classified as non-safety related, and the siding clips that hold the siding in place
are classified as safety-related. The siding clips are designed to fail when the differential
pressure across the siding reaches a predetermined value. This design allows the siding to be

,

blown off when the predetermined pressure is reached, and thereby provide venting after a |

postulated break of the main steam line in the auxiliary building or the TB. There is a wall at the
end of the main steam pipe tunnel, which separates the auxiliary building trom the TB, and the

6
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wall is designed to fail at 0.5 psi so that the pressure will vent into the TB if a main steam line
breaks near the main steam pipe tunnel. The wall is also desyned to fail when subjected to a
hydraulic pressure of 3 ft. of water from a main feedwater line rupture in the main steam pipe
area.

Section 3.3C of Appendix A to the LRA describes the IS, including scoping, conceptual
boundaries, descriptions of components subjected to AMR, and aging management methods.
Section 3.3C of Appendix A to the LRA addresses the component-level scoping results for the
structural-type components of the IS.

|
|

The IS is situated to the east of the main plant between the North Service Building and the
Chesapeake Bay shoreline. The structure houses 12 circulating water pumps that supply water
from the bay to the condensers, and 6 saltwater pumps that provide cooling water to various
plant equipment. The IS is approximately 90-ft wide and 385-ft long, and is primarily constructed
of reinforced concrete. The fcundation slab varies in elevation from -26 ft to -14 ft 3 in. For all
major structural components (walls, slabs, etc.) below finished grade, a heavy waterproofing
membrane of 40 mils thickness is provided at the exposed face of the exterior walls and below
the base slab. Rubber waterstops are also provided at all construction joints up to grade
elevation.

Section 3.3D of Appendix A to the LRA describes the No.12 condensate storage tank (CST)
enclosure, the No. 21 fuel oil storage tank (FOST) enclosure, and the AFW valve enclosure. The
three categories of structural components subject to AMR contained in the No.12 CST, No. 21
FOST, and AFW valve enclosures are concrete components, structural steel components, and
unique components. Within the three structural component categories,17 structural
components were determined to either provide structural or functional support to safety-related
equipment, provide shelter to safety-related equipment, serve as a missile barrier, and/or
provide structural or functional support to non-safety-related equipment whose failure could
have an effect on a required safety-related function. Concrete components are the foundations,
walls, roof slabs, anchors, and grout of the three enclosures. Structural steel components are
beams, baseplates, roof framing, bracing, platform hangers, decking, floor grating, and stairs
and ladders of the three enclosures. Unique components are anchor brackets, manhole
framing, and a manhole cover.

Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA describes the auxiliary building and safety-related diesel
4

generator building (AB&SR-DGB) structures. The AB&SR-DGB structures consist of the !

auxiliary building, tho adjacent emergency diesel generator (EDG) rooms, the refueling water i
tank (RWT) pump rooms, the SR-DGB, and the ductbank for EDG 1 A. I

The SR-DGB is located northwest of the auxiliary building and houses EDG 1 A, which is one of
four safety-related EDGs designed to provide o dependable onsite power source. The SR-DGB
also houses the fuel oil tank for EDG 1 A and other auxiliary equipment. The conceptual
boundary of the SR-DGB encompasses all structural comp:nents, such as concrete foundation,

1
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walls, and slabs, as well as a buried ductbank that runs between the SR-DGB and the auxiliary
building for the electrical distribution from EDG 1 A.

The PCS, TB, IS, MTVE, and the AB&SR-DGB structures are included within the scope of
license renewal because these structures perform one or more of the following seven structural
functions-

1

. |

(1) Provide structural and/or functional support to safety-releded equipment. i

(2) Provide shelter / protection to safety-related equipment.
1

(3) Serve as a pressure boundary or a fission-product retention barrier.

(4) Serve as a missile barrier.
]

(5) Provide structural and/or functional support to non-safety-related equipment whose failure
could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of any of the required safety-related
functions (e.g., seismic Category 11 over i design considerations).

1

I(6) Provide flood protection barrier,

T
(7) Provide rated fire barrier to confine or retard a fire from spreading to or fror adjacent areas

of the plant.

3.10.2.2 Effects of Aging -

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the PCS that is determined to require AMR.- The applicant determined that the aging effects of
the PCS from the following " plausible" ARDMs should be managed for license renewal:
corrosion of steel, corrosion of tendons, prestressing losses, corrosion of containment wall and
dome liner, and weathering of grout. The applicant's evaluation of the potential and plausible |

ARDMs for the PCS are summarized in Table 3.3A-3 of Appendix A to the LRA. The LRA also
. contains information on the CCNPP operating experience with respect to the aging degradation
of the PCS. The applicant indicated that the Unit 1 PCS was inspected in 1992 to support the
applicant's license renewal work. The applicant reported that the inspection determined that
both the exterior and interior surfaces of the containment structure and components in the

. containment system were in good to excellent condition. However, in 1997, the applicant
discovered a number of prestressing tendons in Unit .1 with severa corrosion and/or broken
wires. A root-cause analysis concluded that tendon wire failures and corrosion problems

. resulted from a combination of water and moist air intrusion, and inadequate initial grease
coverage of wires below the upper stressing washer. The applicant's resolution of this issue is
currently under staff review pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50 requirements.

i
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The applicant evaluated the applicability of the ARDMs mentioned above with respect to the TB
components subject to ARM, and identified two aging effects, that is, weathering of caulking and
sealants and corrosion of steel for the TB. The applicant determined that these aging effects
from the plausible ARDMs should be managed for license renewal. The applicant's evaluation
on the effects of aging and the methods of aging management are documented in Section
3.3B.2 of Appendix A to the LRA. The LRA also contains information on the CCNPP operating
experience with respect to aging effects on caulking and sealants and steel corrosion of the TB
steel.

The structural component types in the IS, such as walls, baseplates, and watertight doors, are
identified with respect to their functions; for e;rample, watertight doors provide protection to
safety-related equipment, and provide flood protection. All of the 27 such structural types that
have been identified for the IS are subjected to AMR. Table 3.3C-3 of Appendix A to the LRA
shows the component types against the identified ARDMs. The applicant states that the effects
of aging for the following three items should be managed: (1) caulking, sealants, and expansion
joints subject to weathering; (2) fluid-retaining walls and slabs subject to aggressive chemical
attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded steel /rebar; and (3) steel components and sluice
gates subject to corrosion.

The applicant identified the corrosion of steel components as the only significant potential ARDM
for the miscellaneous tank and valve enclosure components. Each of the components
associated with miscellaneous tank and valve enclosures except for the foundations, walls, roof
slabs, and grout, are fabricated from carbon steel, which is subject to general corrosion when
exposed to moisture and oxygen. Since the No.12 CST, No. 21 FOST, and AFW valve
enclosures are no; weather-tight, the applicant considers the intemal environment of the three |,
enclosures to be the same as the extemal environment. As such, all components are assumed |

to experience the same temperature ranges and moisture as outdoor components at CCNPP. |

Since the applicant recognized corrosion as a potential degradation mechanism for carbon steel
components, exposed structural steel surfaces in the three enclosures were coated during the
construction phase. Coatings serve as a protective layer, preventing moisture and oxygen from
directly contacting the steel surfaces.

The applicant evaluated the applicability of the ARDMs noted above to the components of the
AB&SR-DGB, which are subjected to AMR, and identified four applicable aging effects, that is, |
weathering of caulking, sealants, and expansion joints; corrosion of steel; corrosion of the spent i

fuel pool (SFP) liner (sensitized zones); and degradation of neutron-absorbing materials (for |
SFP storage racks). The applicant determined that these aging effects on the AB&SR-DGB due ;

to the ARDMs should be managed for license renewal. The applicant's evaluation is
summarized in Table 3.3E-3 of Appendix A to the LRA. The LRA also contains information on
the CCNPP operating experience with respect to aging degradation of the AB&SR-DGB.

The applicant's LRA also describes the potential for foundation settlement as an ARDM.
However, the applicant does not consider foundation settlement as a significant ARDM since no
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cracking or other evidence of settlement that would affect structural integrity of CCNPP's
structural foundations has been observed to date.

3.10.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for the building structures
covered under Section 3.3 of Appendix A to the t.RA:

Preventive Maintenance Program Procedure PAL-2 (Existing Program) )
.

Containment Emergency Sump Inspection Procedures STP-M-661-1 for Unit 1 and.

STP-M-661-2 for Unit 2 (Existing Program)

Painting and Other Protective Coatings Procedures, MN-3-100 (Existing Program).

Liner Plate Surveillance Test Procedures STP-M-665-1 for Unit 1 and STP-M-665-2 for.

Unit 2 (Existing Program)

Containment Tendon Surveillance Test Procedures STP-M-663-1 for Unit 1 and.

STP-M-663-2 for Unit 2 (Modified Program)
N

Structure and System Walkdowns, Procedure MN-1-319 (Modified Program)*

CCNPP Surveillance Test Procedure STP-F592-1/2," Penetration Fire Barrier*

inspection"(Existing Program)

Caulking and Sealant inspection Program (New Program)-

|
PM Program for IS Cavity Repairs and Cleaning During Refueling Outages I.

(Modified Program)

PM Program for Inspection of Sluice Gates (Modified or New Program).

Operations Section Performance Evaluation PE 0-67-2-O-M, "#11 & #12 Spent Fuel .

.

Pool-Determine Liner Leakage," and Associated Operating Instruction OI-24D, " Spent |

Fuel Cooling-infrequent Operations"(Existing Programs).

The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended function of the components of the CCNPP building structures
would be maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current
licensing basis (CLB), under all design loading conditions.

|

|

|
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3.10.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analysis |

Section 2.1, Table 2.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA contains a list of TLAAs to be performed or
evaluated by the applicant as part of the current LRA. The applicant proposed three TLAAs that
are pertinent to the LRA for CCNPP building structures. The three TLAAs are (1) containment
liner plate fatigue analysis, (2) containment tendon prestress loss analysis and (3) poison sheets
in spent fuel pool analysis.

The applicant discussed, in Section 2.1 of Appendix A of the LRA, key technical factors and
assumptions that need to be considered in each of the TLAAs listed above. The applicant also
proposed to reanalyze, update, or complete these TLAAs by year 2012, 2012 and 1999 for
items 1,2, and 3, respectively.

3.10.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information presented in Sections
3.3A,3.3B,3.3C,3.3D, and 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's
demonstration that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function
will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation for the CCNPP
building structures. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's identification of structures and
components subject to AMR is discussed separately in Section 2.2 of this SER.

By letter dated April 8,1998, the applicant submitted its LRA. By letter dated September 7,
1998, the staff issued several RAls after completing the initial review. By letter dated
November 21,1998, the applicant responded to the staffs RAls.

The staff held CCNPP site meetings with the applicant, from February 16, through February 18,
1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), to discuss open items derived from staff
review of the applicant's response to the RADS, and to obtain additional clarifications related to
the applicant's response.

3.10.3.1 Effects of Aging

The scope of building structures whose aging effects are evaluated covers the following
structures and components:

The components in the PCS are constructed of concrete, reinforcement bars, structural steel,
carbon steel liners, stainless steel liners, post-tensioning systems, refueling pool permanent
cavity seal ring (PCSR), and miscellaneous items such as removable missile shield, crane
girders, lubrite plates, trisodium phosphate (TSP) baskets, pipe whip restraints, and emergency
sump cover and screen.

The TB is a steel-framed structure, with metal siding, supported on a t 'nforced-concrete
foundation. The circulating water intake and discharge conduits are incorporated into the
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spread footings. The turbine generators are separated by an expansion joint in the.
superstructure.

The IS is approximately 90 ft x 385 ft and is constructed primarily of reinforced concrete. The
,

foundation slab varies in elevation from -26 ft 0 in. to 14 ft 3 in. For all major structures below |
finish grades, a heavy waterproofing membrane of 40 mils thickness is provided at the exposed |

face of the exterior walls and below the base slab. Rubber waterstops are also provided at all
construction joints up to grade elevation.

A majority of the structural components in the No.12 CST, No. 21 FOST, and AFW valve
enclosures are fabricated from carbon steel.

The components in the AB&SR-DGB structures are constructed of concrete, reinforcement bars,
structural steel, stainless steel liner, expansion joints, and materials including compounds,
sealants, and boron carbide in a fiberglass matrix.

Although the license renewal rule requires management of aging effects and does not require
specific identification of ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The staff
finds the applicant's approach of identifying ARDMs acceptable because the approach is a
comprehensive way to identify applicable aging effects for the building structures. The

p applicable ADRMs identified by the applicant for the building structures are corrosion of steel,
i corrosion of tendons, degradation of concrete elements, corrosion of concrete reinforcement,

corrosion of liner, corrosion of permanent cavity seal ring, tendon prestress losses, general
corrosion and oxidation of penetrations, fuel transfer tube / bellows, personal / emergency air locks
and equipment hatch, weathering of grout, weathering of caulking and sealants, foundation
settlement and degradation of carborundum and boraflex materials. The staff finds that the
ADRMs identified by the applicant are sufficient in scope and cover plausible ADRMs for the
CCNPP building structures and, therefore, are acceptable.

During the component level scoping process, the applicant identified a list of generic structural
component types for the building structures. Additional structural component types, not included
in the generic listing because they are unique to a structure, were also identified by the
applicant. The potential ARDMs discussed above were con.sidered by the applicant in
conjunction with the structural component types to facilitate the discussion of aging effects
management. For efficiency in presenting the results of these evaluations, structural component
types /AMR combinations are grouped together where there are similar characteristics within the
structural component group, and the discussion is applicable to the structural components within
that group. The staff agrees with this approach because it is an efficient and practical way for
systematically evaluating the plausible aging effects.

The applicant provided an adequate discussion of the CCNPP operating experience in the
application and indicated that building structures had, in general, performed adequately, except
that corrosion and degradation of the prestressing system and containment liners have been I
experienced. The staff also finds that the applicant's discussion of other observed building

Q
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structure degradations, such as concrete containment degradation, basemat cracking,
corrosion, experience regarding the buried pipes, and loss of prestressing forces for the
horizontal hoop and dome tendons, are sufficient in scope and adequate in description.

The applicant determined that the following effects of aging should be managed:

Corrosion of tendons and prestressing losses.

Corrosion of steel.

Corrosion of containment wall and dome liners.

Corrosion of refueling / spent fuel poolliners and PCSR.

Degradation of fluid-retaining walls and slabs subject to aggressive chemical attack on.

concrete and corrosion of embedded steel reinforcing bars

Weathering of caulking, sealants, and expansion joints.

Degradation of miscellaneous tanks and valve enclosures.

Corrosion of sluice gates.

Weathering of grout.

Degradation of neutron-absorbing materials.

On the basis of the preceding discussions, including the ARDMs identified and the effects of
aging resulting from the ADRMs, the staff agrees that effective aging management of the items i
listed above will ensure that CCNPP building structures and related components will perform
their intended safety function for the extended period of operation.

The applicant also discussed the containment basemat settlement relMed to the bearing |
capacity of the foundation medium and a conservatively evaluated average basemat beanng
pressure as well as the foundation medium type extracted from the CCNPP FSAR. The
applicant concluded in its LRA that long-term settlement, including differential settlement at
CCNPP, was not plausible for the containment structure based on (1) ample bearing capacity
compared to the computed basemat bearing pressure, (2) use of a permanent pipe drain

i

system, and (3) an engineering judgment that a thick basemat tends to settle uniformly as a rigid |
'body. The staff finds that the applicant's justification for drawing this conclusion is both

reasonable and acceptable.

1
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;

e 3.10.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

, The staff focused its evaluation of the applicant's AMP on the program elements rather than on J
| the details of specific plant procedures. To determine whether the applicant's aging '

management programs are adequate to manage the effects of aging so that the intended !

functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, the
staff evaluated the following 10 elements: (1) scope of program, (2) preventive actions, (3)
parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging effects, (5) monitoring and trending,
(6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8) confirmation process, (9) administrative J

controls, and (10) operating experience.
;

i
'

The application indicates that the analysis / assessment, corrective action, and
.

confirmation / documentation process for license renewal is in accordance with the site-controlled
corrective actions program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures
and components subject to AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective actions
program is discussed separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. The staff finds that the applicant's
AMP for license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective actions," * confirmation process," and
" administrative controls."

3.10.3.2.1 Corrosion of Tendons and Prestressing Losses

( ' The applicant identified the corrosion of tendons and prestress losses as two ARDMs affecting
the CCNPP containment post-tensioning system and described the material used for and the
environment affecting the system. The applicant stated that most corrosion-related failures of . j
prestressing tendons have been attributed to pitting, stress corrosion, hydrogen embrittlement, i

or some combination of these three causes. The applicant concluded that corrosion of tendons ;

is a plausible aging mechanism for the post-tensioning system and it causes cracking or i

reduction in the wire's cross-sectional area, which, in tum, may lead to a loss of prestressing
force and a reduction in the margin of the containment's capacity to resist design-basis loads.
The applicant also stated that prestress losses are the results of (1) stress relaxation of
prestressing wires; (2) shrinkage, creep, and elastic deformation of concret3; (3) anchorage
seating losses; (4) tendon friction; and (5) reduction in wire cross-section from corrosion that
leads to the wire reaching its yield point.

The applicant further concluded that if the effects of corrosion and prestress losses are allowed
to progress unmanaged for an extended period of time, these aging mechanisms could affect i
the ability of the tendons to support the pressure boundary or fission-product retention barrier
function of the post-tensioning system by reducing its ability to resist loads imposed by design-
basis events.

As evidence of corrosion-related degradation of post-tensioning tendons, the applicant
described the abnormal condition of tendons found during the 20-year tendon surveillance in
1997. During testing of selected vertical tendons to determine the lift-off forces, broken wires
were discovered. The discovery initiated an expansion of the vertical tendon samples for visual
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examination and lift-off testing. At the completion of the expanded scope,32 percent of the
vertical tendons were identified as having corrosion and broken wires. The short-term corrective
action plan and the long-term corrective action plan are being implemented by the applicant
under the current licensing basis to ensure the integrity of the prestressing tendons and to
alleviate the potential for such occurrences in the future.

On the basis of the description of the aging effects (i.e., corrosion of prestressing tendon system
and losses in prestressing tendon force), the staff concludes that the applicant recognizes the
importance of these effects with respect to measures taken in ensuring the integrity of the
containment structure.

The applicant stated that the effects of tendon corrosion can be mitigated by minimizing the
exposure of the post-tensioning system to moisture and maintaining a good coating of grease on
tendon steel wires. It stated that the effects of tendon corrosion can be detected. The applicant
indicated that containment tendon surveillance is periodically pedormed on the CCNPP
post tensioning system in accordance with the CCNPP surveillance test procedures
STP-M-663-1 and STP-M-663-2 for Units 1 and 2, respectively. These surveillance programs
consist primarily of visual inspection, tendon sampling procedures, tendon lift-off force test,
sample wire inspection, and minimum tensile strength test and chemical analysis of the sheath
filler grease. The prestress force data and physical condition data obtained during each
surveillance test are evaluated in accordance with the guidance in Position 7 of Regulatory
Guide 1.35, Rev. 2, so that the integrity of the prestressed tendon system is ensured. These
referred tendon surveillance programs were further revised to reflect the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.35, Rev. 3 and the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55(a), incorporating the ASME
Section XI, Subsection IWE/lWL requirements.

The applicant indicated that the tendon surveillance inspection program discussed above will be
revised to extend the lift-off force vs. time curve for a 60-year operating life. A TLAA will be
implemented to determine the required prestress levels and acceptance criteria for the renewal
period. The staff agrees with this approach proposed by the applicant. The staff has also
initiated an open item, Open item 3.10.3.2.1-1, requesting that the applicant to demonstrate that
the three types of tendons prestressing forces are above the lower bounding limits during the
extended period of operation.

Since 1997, CCNPP Units 1 and 2 have experienced degradation in their containment
prestressing systems. The applicant sent NRC its evaluation of this condition in a lette. dated
October 28,1997. The applicant also provided a brief description of the condition as well as its
planned disposition of the issue. During the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC meeting
summary dated March 19,1999), the staff asked the applicant to explain why hoop and dome
tendons are not experiencing the same type of corrosion as the vertical tendons. The applicant
stated that the dome tendon grease cans are oriented in such a way that rain-water is unlikely to
pool on the grease can and leak into it, and they are also shielded from the weather by siding.
Therefore, a failure mechanism requiring substantial water leakage is unlikely to affect the dome
tendons. The applicant indicated that the hoop tendons have the potential of being affected by
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water in-leakage. Several hoop tendons are below ground level and have been submerged for
periods of time. In order to determine if these hoop tendons have been affected by in-leakage,
they were visually inspected. That inspection revealed no abnormal degradation or corrosion of
the tendons. Since these tendons are unaffected by corrosion, it is unlikely that other hoop |

tendons will be affected. The applicant further stated that these tendons are also oriented so
that a void in the grease would not form immediately below the stressing washer because the
stressing washer surfaces are not horizontal. With adequate grease coverage, the applicant

,'
believes that the potential for corrosion attack of these two types of tendons is minimal. The !
staff finds this explanation reasonable and acceptable.

,

in NRC Question No. 3.3.12, the staff asked the applicant to summarize the TLAA that will be
performed for the three types of containment prestressing tendons and to explain the basic

p assumptions and limitations that will be used in the evaluation. In response to NRC Question
No. 3.3.12, the applicant indicated that the expected tendon force curve would be based on
straight lines plotted on semi-log paper like most time-dependent decay curves. Upper andi

lower bounds are usually drawn parallet, and superimposed on the plot with some lower limits to
reflect design requirements with some margin. During the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant stated that according to information
provided in the letter from the applicant (October 28,1997), the vertical tendons, in general,
possess reasonable tendon lift-off force margins in the order of 25 kips. The staff requested the

; - applicant to demonstrate that the trending analyses of the three types of tendons will ensure that
the actual prestressing forces in the tendons are above the lower bound limits during the

: extended period of operation. This is Open Item 3.10.3.2.1-1.

In NRC Question No. 3.3.17, the staff asked the applicant to discuss how STP-M-663-1/2
surveillance procedures effectively manage the potential additional tendon force loss (8 to 14%) j
due to elevated temperature resulting from exposure to the sun or proximity to hot penetrations
(refer to NUREG-1611, Aging Management of Nuclear Power Plant Containments for License
Renewal, page 18, issue 14). The applicant stated that its STPs have not addressed local -
elevated temperatures from sun exposure and hot penetrations and indicated that although the
applicant has seen indications of more tendon relaxation on the west side, it has not observed a
consistent pattem of tendon force degradation. The staff and the applicant discussed this issue
at the February 17,1999, meeting, at the CCNPP site (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999). The applicant stated that the affects on tendon force of elevated temperature from sun'

exposure or proximity to hot penetration would be detected by STP M-663 procedure and
- operability of the containment, as it relates to tendon forces, is govemed by the requirements of
CCNPP technical specification 15.6.1. The applicant also stated that testing is performed

- according to STP M-663 and a reduction in tendon force will be detected during conduct of the
test regardless of the cause. The applicant maintained that if the technical specification'

requirements are satisfied, then, by definition the containment is operable. The staff finds the
above the applicant discussion reasonable and adequate to resolve the issue raised by the RAl.

!

On the basis of the preceding information, the applicant concluded that (1) containment tendons;

are essential to maintain the containment pressure boundary and its integrity must be
"

4

i
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maintained under the current licensing basis (CLB) design loading conditions; (2) containment
tendons are susceptible to corrosion and prestress losses; (3) grease coating mitigates the j
effects of corrosion and containment tendon surveillance is periodically performed according to ;

CCNPP STP-M-663-1/2 tendon surveillance programs to ensure the integrity of the prestressing
'

system. The applicant submitted its long-term corrective action plan to remedy the tendon
degradation problem experienced at CCNPP to the staff for evaluation and acceptance. The
applicant found reasonable assurance that the effects of corrosion and loss of prestress of the
containment post-tensioning system will be managed in such a way as to maintain the integrity
of containment structure consistent with the CLB, during the period of extended operation.
Except for the open items identified in this SER section, the staff accepts the applicant's |
long-term corrective action plan, and the staff agrees with these conclusions because the |
applicant proposed programs to cover the prestressing tendons subject to AMR; tendon wire '

grease coating prevents or mitigates corrosion by minimizing exposure to corrosive
enviro 1ments; the parameters monitored on a sampling basis are prestressed tendon wire and

!

corrosion of anchor components, tendon wire yield strength, the extent of loss of grease or |
coating degradation, as well as the condition of tendon cap integrity, and these are the '

conditions directly related to potential loss of material and prestress forces; the exterior carbon
steel surfaces of the anchor components cannot degrade without degradation of paint / coating i

land, thus, observing and confirming that the paint / coating is intact is an effective method to
ensure that extemal' surfaces of a tendon system have not corroded and their intended functions
are maintained; effects of corrosion are detectable by periodic inspections following a i

pre-defined sampling procedure, which should provide for timely detection of aging effects-
'

acceptance criteria ensure that any losses of grease or coating degradations are reported and j

evaluated according to site corrective action procedures; and operating experience shows that |
these programs are effective.

3.10.3.2.2 Degradation of Concrete Elements and Corrosion of Concrete Reinforcement

For concrete elemenk within the scope of CCNPP building structures, in response to NRC
Question No. 3.3.2, t.u applicant discussed the potential aging effects of degradation of
concrete and corrosicq of concrete reinforcement due to freeze-thaw, leaching of calcium
hydroxide, aggressive chemical attack, aggregate reaction, flowing water, and corrosion of
embedded steel /rebar as potential ADRMs.

The applicant considered freeze-thaw as a plausible ARDM for concrete structural components
that are exposed to outdoor cold weather because the CCNPP site is located in a geographic
region subject to severe weather conditions according to American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM)-C33, " Standard Specification for Concrete Aggregates." The applicant stated
that freeze-thaw is not a potential ARDM for concrete structural components below the frost line
(depth of 20-22 in.) or for components located indoors. The applicant stated that the concrete
components potentially subject to freeze-thaw were designed and constructed in accordance
with ACI Standard 318, " Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete," and its relevant
ACI standards and ASTM specifications, which state the physical property requirements of
aggregate and air-entraining admixtures, chemical and physical requirements of air-entraining
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: cements, and proportioning of concrete containing entrained air to maximize the concrete
resistence of freeze-thaw action. Furthermore, Table 89 in NUREG-1557, " Summary of

|- Technical Information and Agreements from Nuclear Management and Resources Council
.; . Industry Reports Addressing License Renewal," states that freeze-thaw is a non-significant
j ARDM for structures that meet the basis requirements. The applicant maintained that since the
j CCNPP structures meet the basis requirements, freeze-thaw is not a plausible ARDM for ;

concrete components exposed to outdoor cold weather. However, the applicant stated that its |

! walkdown inspections found evidence of damage from freeze-thaw of the containment dome
: with some exposed aggregates, but concluded that the observed degradation, even if the
1 cencrete was left unmanaged, would not result in a loss of function. During the February 17,.
i 1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the staff asked the applicant to
j explain the basis for the preceding conclusion. The applicant restated that the possible freeze ),

thaw damage on the containment dome is expected to be insignificant and this item will bei

evaluated further as part of the baseline inspection f.or both containment by year 2002. The staff
finds the applicant commitment to evaluate and resolve the issue via inspection by year 2002
reasonable and acceptable. This is Confirmatory item 3.10.3.2.2-1.

The applicant considered leaching of calcium hydroxide as a potential ARDM for concrete
structural components that are subject to flowing liquid, ponding, or hydraulic pressure because
water that contains s' mall amounts of calcium ions (i.e., rain-water or melting snow) can readily
dissolve calcium compounds in concrete when it passes through cracks, inadequately prepared

( construction joints, or areas inadequately consolidated during construction. The applicant did
not consider leaching of calcium hydroxide as a potential ARDM for concrete structural

. components that are located indoors. The applicant stated that the concrete components
potentially subject to leaching of calcium hydroxide were designed in accordance with ACl-318,
other relevant ACI standards, and ASTM specifications for low permeability and high
compressive strength, which provide the best protection against leaching. Walkdown
inspections of the subject structures documented only minor traces of leaching at some
locations on these structures. On the basis of the specific characteristics of concrete, the
CCNPP architect-engineer and an independent contractor concluded that leaching of calcium
hydroxide is not a plausible ARDM for seismic Category I structures at CCNPP. The staff
agrees with this position.

j

Aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded steel /rebar'are considered
potential ARDMs for concrete structural components that may be in an aggressive environment
that might attack the concrete or embedded steel /rebar, under the following three conditions:

The fluid-retaining walls and slabs of the IS, which are constantly exposed to a saltwatera

environment that is considered aggressive",

The concrete structural components exposed to groundwater, because the groundwater.

' could potentially contain chlorides and/or sulfates that approach or exceed the threshold
limits; and

4
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The concrete surrounding the spent fuel poolincorporates a series of monitonng.

trenches and leak channels to allow detection of any leakage of the borated water in the
spent fum pool that may occur. These could be exposed to concentrated deposits of
boric acid residue resulting from collection and/or evaporation of leakage in the leak
chases.

1

The applicant stated that aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded |
steet/rebar are not considered potential ARDMs for other concrete structural components at |
CCNPP because of the lack of an aggressive environment. There is no other significant
inventory of aggressive chemicals inside the CCNPP structures. There is no heavy industry

| near the CCNPP site that could release aggressive chemicals into the atmosphere. Because of
i

I its proximity to the Chesapeake Bay, the above-grade portion of the exterior walls of some |
structures may be exposed to an environment containing chloride ions. However, the natural I

environment created by the bay is not sufficient to promote aggressive conditions on the exterior
surface of the above-grade portions of the structures. Additionally, the applicant referred to
NUREG-1557, Table 89 for supporting this conclusion.

!
The applicant considered aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded i

steel /rebar as plausible for the fluid-retaining walls and slabs of the IS because they are |
exposed to saltwater that may contain chemicals that might attack the concrete and steel. This

'

item is discussed separately in Section 3.10.3.7.7 of this SER.
i

Aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded steel /rebar are considered
not plausible for the walls and foundations of structures exposed to groundwater because the
groundwater chemistry was not considered aggressive during plant construction, and because
there is no evidence confirming that the groundwater chemistry has become aggressive since
then. The staff agrees with this position.

In NRC Question No. 3.3.36, the staff raised a concern about sustained exposure of below-
grade concrete slabs and walls of the intake structure to groundwater. The applicant's initial
response did not give any information indicating the benign chemistry of the groundwater, or
historical evidence to demonstrate that the concrete walls and slabs are not subject to aging
effects from sustained exposure to groundwater. On March 1,1999, the applicant provided a
facsimile, which was subsequently docketed in NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999,
that contains the chemical analysis data for the groundwater. The groundwater analysis for two
out of three wells indicated that the groundwater chemistry is benign from the standpoint of
causing aging related degradation of the exterior of the concrete walls and stab. However, an
analysis of one well on the west side indicated very high chloride and sulfate content. In a
telephone conference on March 2,1999, the staff requested the applicant to commit to inspect
some portion of the extemal surfaces of the exterior walls at least once before the start of the
period of extended operation. This is Open item 3.10.3.2.2-1.

The applicant considered aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of embedded
steel /rebar as not plausible for the fluid-retaining walls and slabs behind the spent fuel pool liner
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because of the quality of the concrete used for construction and the chemical composition of the
water in the refueling pool. As discuss *d above, the concrete used at CCNPP was designed to
ensure low permeabihty and to minimize the likelihood of concrete cracking that would aliow I

water penetration. These attributes offer good protection against these ARDMs. Additionally,
analysis has demonstrated that the effects of boric acid leakage at the concentration present in
the spent fuel pool are negligible for concrete or embedded steel /rebar. The staff finds this

.

statement acceptable. |

The applicant stated that aggregate reaction is not considered to be a potential ARDM for
,

concrete structural components because the reactivity of aggregates used in CCNPP concrete ;
structures was adequately considered in the original design. The CCNPP concrete design . J

specification specifies that no aggregate shall be used in concrete until it has been tested for j
| acceptability and rerification of the mix. Acceptability of aggregate and source for potential

4

l reactivity (chemicat was based on ASTM C-289. The concrete was also subjected to |i

petrographic analysis in accordance with ASTM Designation C-295, " Petrographic Examination !

of Aggregates for Concrete," which showed that the aggregate was non-reactive. Furthem1 ore, '

the aggregates used at CCNPP came from sites in Charles County, Maryland, which is not in a
geographic region known to yield aggregates suspected of or known to cause aggregate
reaction. The staff finds these statements acceptable.

|
, The applicant considered the effects of flowing water in two ARDMs: leaching of calcium

1
| hydroxide and abrasion and cavitation. Leaching of calcium hydroxide is discussed above. ~

! Abrasion and cavitation is not considered to be a potential ARDM for concrete structural
components, with the exception of the IS and the associated pipes through which circulating
water flows, because no cther CCNPP concrete structure is exposed to continuously flowing
water The applicant referred to NUREG-1557 which states that this is a non-significant ARDM
for Clnss I structures other than the IS. Abrasion and cavitation is considered to be a potential
ARDM for the fluid-retaining walls and slabs inside the IS because the concrete surfaces are
exposed to flowing water. The flow velocity at the intake of a single circulating water pump was
calculated to be approximately 12 ft/sec. This velocity is well below the threshold at which
abrasion and cavitation would become a concern. The applicant object to this degradation

| mechanism have been periodically cleaned and inspected as part of the preventive maintenance
,

! program and no significant age-related degradation of the concrete has been identified to date. !

The staff agreer with this position.

3.10.3.2.3 Weathering of Caulking, Sealants, and Expansion Joints

The structural component types affected by weathering include caulking, sealants, and |

| expansion joints used in the auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building
| structures. The caulking, sealants, and expansion joints located indoors are exposed to the
| temperature and humidity conditions inside the auxiliary building and safety-related die,sel

generator building structures. Those located outdoors are subject to the normal outside
atmosphere at the CCNPP, Aging mechanisms associated with weathering of these materials |

| include exposure to sunlight, change in huriidity, temperature and pressure fluctuation, and '

; |

i+
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snow, rain, or ice. The effect of weathering on caulking, sealants, and expansion joint filler
material is evidenced by a decrease in elasticity, an increase in hardness, and shrinkage.

.'

Operating experience indicates that these materials have experienced age-related degradation
in the past.

The applicant indicated that weathering of these materials is plausible for AB&SR-DGB
structures and that, if left unmanaged for an extended period of time, these materials will
become brittle and lose the capability to perform the intended functions under current licensing
basis conditions.

Caulking, sealants, and expansion joint filler material degrade over time and should be replaced
as needed. An inspection program that provides requirements and guidance for the
identification, ir spection, and maintenance of caulking, sealants, and expansion joints can
ensure that their condition is maintained at a level that allows them to perform their intended
functions. The applicant stated that caulking, sealants, and expansion joints that perform a fire
barrier function in the auxiliary building, the adjacent EDG rooms, and the RWT pump rooms,
are maraoed under an existing penetration fire barrier inspection program. The applicant
indicated that the program, implemented through CCNPP surveillance test procedure
STP-F-592-1/2 is adequate to manage the effects of aging for caulking, sealants, and expansion
joints that function as fire barriers without modification. The procedure is performed at least
once every 18 months in accordance with technical specification 4.7.12.a. In general, the
procedure inspects the penetration seals for damage, cracking, voids, and proper installation.
The applicant stated that an audit and inspection performed in 1996 concluded that the CCNPP
fire protection program, which included plant walkdowns of some of the fire barrier penetration
seals, provides a level of safety consistent with good fire protection practices and NRC
regulatory criteria. The applicant stated that operating experience related to this program has
shown that aging is a minor contributor to fire barrier penetration seal failures at CCNPP. The
applicant asserted that the corrective actions taken as a result of the penetration fire barrier
inspection program will ensure that the caulking, sealants, and expansion joints in the auxiliary
building and adjacent rooms that perform a fire barrier function will remain capable of performing
their intended function under all CLB conditions. The staff agrees with this statement.

The applicant explained the need for a new aging management program for caulkir,1 and
sealants that donotfunction as fire barriers. In NRC Question No. 3.3.7, the staff rquested
additional information about (1) this new program, including the schedule for implementation,
experience of failures of caulking and/or sealants, if any, that resulted in aging degradation of
concrete and/or steel components, and (2) corrective actions. The applicant has experienced
some leakage of water into various buildings, some of which has been attributed to degraded
caulking and/or sealants. Some of this in-leakage involved rain-water or groundwater leakages
that resulted in aging degradation of concrete and/or steel components. Various site buildings ,

'

have been affected, including the north service building, TB, IS, and auxiliary building. Affected
components have included elect-ical panels, lighting fixtures and conduit, and structural steel
beams. Degradation was corrected in accordance with the site corrective actions program and
included restoration of sealant to tu Gee or eliminate leakage, restoration or replacement of
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affected components, and restoration of protective coatings where applicable. In a few cases,
concrete was excavated to provide or improve access to affected portions of structural steel
beams. On the basis of its experience with failures of caulking and sealants, the applicant has
identified the need for a new aging management program for caulking and sealants that do not

'

function as fire barriers. During the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary dated
March 19,1999), the applicant stated that this new inspection program will be equivalent or
similar to the existing fire barrier inspection program in content, general approach, and details of

,
inspection criteria. The applicant further stated that the inspection interval will be 6 years or

| less. The staff finds this clarification adequate and acceptable.
|

In Table 3.3A-4, " Containment System Components Potent;al and Plausible ARDMs," in
| Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant listed corrosion / oxidation of the metal portions as the

potential ARDM for electrical penetrations (non-EO). In NUREG/CR-5461, " Aging of Cables,
Connections, and Electrical Penetration Assemblies Used in Nuclear Power Plants", the staff |
concludes that the sealing material, cable insulation, and header plate O-rings in electrical
penetrations may be susceptible to aging degradation. The applicant has not addressed the
aging effects of radiation and temperature upon these and other non-metallic elements. This is
Open item 3.10.3.2.3-1.

In NRC Question No' 3.3.9, the staff asked the applicant to provide the details of specific.

national codes and standards (e.g., ACI and AISC) including the editions that will be used to
| \ determine repairs and acceptance criteria and, if there are changes with respect to specific

\
! national codes and standards previously committed to as part of the initiallicensing basis, to

describe plans for incorporating these changes in the CCNPP UFSAR. During the February 17,
1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant responded that

I whenever repairs are needed, the applicant will make the repairs, at a minimum, in accordance
with the CLB code versions. The applicant also adequately explained how the applicant will

| perform repairs should no codes o. standards related to a planned repair exist. The staff
considers this response adequate and acceptable.

On the basis of the preceding discussion, the applicant concluded with respect to the weathering
of the caulking, sealants and joint filler material for AB&SR-DGB structures that (1) the caulking,
sealants, and expansion joints of AB&SR-DGB structures contribute to providing shelter and
protection to equipment, flood protection as well as fire protection functions to the AB&SR-DGB
structures and, therefore, the conditions of these materials must be maintained under all CLB
design conditions; (2) these materials are subject to weathering and, if unmanaged, weathering
could result in their losing the capability to perform their intended functions under CLB design
loading conditions; (3) for caulking, sealants, and expansion joints that function as fire barriers in
the auxiliary building and adjacent rooms, the penetration fire barrier program will ensure that

| the fire barrier functions of these materials are maintained; and (4) for caulking, sealants, and
expansion joints in the safety-related diesel generator building, as well as for those in thei

| auxiliary bt.:Iding and adjacent rooms that do not perform a fire barrier function, a new caulking,
' and sealants inspection program will be implemented to maintain the intended functions of these

materials. The applicant further concluded that there is a reasonable assurance that the effects

O
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of aging from weathering of caulking, sealants, and expansion joint filler material will be
managed in such a way that these materials will be capable of performing their intended function
consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. The ntaff concur:. with this
conclusion because the applicant has adequately identified plausible ARDM for the weathering
of caulking, sealants, and expansion joints; the applicant has also proposed to implement
periodic inspection programs, which will include measures to detect weathering degradation of
the materials, and will cause needed corrective action on filler materials to be taken in a timely
manner to ensure that they will be able to continue to perform their intended function consistent
with the CLB for the extended period of operation.

3.10.3.2.4 Corrosion of Containment Wall and Dome Liners

The containment wall and dome liners at CCNPP are made of ASTM A36 carbon steel. The
liners were erected from a series of individual steel plates that were welded together. Both the
plates and the welds are subject to the same potential degradation mechanisms. The inside
faces of the wall and dome liners were covered with a protective coating (for corrosion
protection) during the construction phase. Since no dissimilar metals were used, galvanic
corrosion of liners is judged as not plausible.

The applicant assert' d that the effect of pre-compression due to prestress forces in the concretee

tends to allow very little seepage of groundwater, oxygen, chlorides, and air moisture, which can
cause corrosion degradation, to penetrate the containment liner and the containment concrete.
Also, the containment concrete and the steel liner are not exposed to aggressive chemicals from
the outside environment, such as acid rain and groundwater. The applicant stated that steelin
the presence of moisture and oxygen will corrode as a result of electrochemical reactions. It
stated that chlorides, either from bay water, the atmosphere, or groundwater will increase the
rate of corrosion. The applicant concluded that corrosion is plausible for the internal surfaces of
the containment wall and dome liners because they are potentially subject to moisture and

|

oxygen and are constructed of carbon steel. The applicant fu;ther concluded that if corrosion of |
the intemal surfaces of the containment wall and dome liners is left unmanaged for an extended
period of time, the resulting loss of material could lead to the inability of these steel components
to perform their intended functions under CLB design loading conditions. The applicant stated
that the effects of corrosion can be mitigated by minimizing the exposure of surfaces of steel
liners to an aggressive environment and protecting the lin( surfaces with paint or other coating.
The applicant concluded that the effects of corrosion of liners are detectable by visual inspection
of liner surfaces and that the degradation of the protective coating can be discovered and
monitored by periodic inspection of the carbon steel liners. The staff finds that the applicant's
assessment of aging mechanism effects with respect to steel liner corrosion is adequate and
agrees with this conclusion.

The applicant stated that the containment liner is periodically examined in accordance with
CCNPP surveillance test procedure STP-M-665-1, " Containment Liner Plate Surveillance," for
Unit 1 and STP-M-665-2, " Containment Liner Plate Surveillance," for Unit 2. STM-M-665-1/2
procedures are currently performed as specified in the containment leakage rate testing
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program, that is, before the performance of an integrated leak ra% test and during two other
refueling outages before the next integrated leak rate test, in accordance with ASME Section XI,
1992 Subsection IWE and IWL, assuming an extension of the interval for the integrated leak rate
test to 10 years. The tests specifically address technical specification surveillance requirement
4.6.1.6.3 to visually inspect accessible interior and exterior surfaces of the containment structure
and to initiate necessary corrective actions if any portion of the liner plate shows any sign of ,

bulges, wrinkles, cracks, corrosion, flaking paint, or other types of deterioration. I

in NRC Question No. 3.3.19, the staff asked if there are any parts of the primary containment
structures that are inaccessible for inspection, and, if they are inaccessible, to describe what ;

aging management program will be relied upon to maintain the integrity of the inaccessible. I

areas. The applicant stated that some parts of the containment structures are inaccessible for
inspection, and that has not been a licensing concem under the current licensing basis.
Inspections of containment structures require the use of the 1992 Edition of ASME Section XI, !
Subsections IWE and IWL. The applicant also stated that these standards do not require
looking at inaccessible creas, unless one is following deteriorated conditions found in adjacent

,

accessible areas. During the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary dated '

March 19,1999,) between the staff and the applicant, the applicant provided additional t

clarification regarding the issue, which, in essence, stated that if conditions adverse to quality
are identified in accessible' areas adjacent to inaccessible areas, the applicant would take
appropriate measures to identify the scope and extent of the adverse conditions, and the
applicant's corrective action would include disposition of the condition adverse to quality in the
inaccessible area as well The applicant also referred to Chapter 5.7, page 3, in Appendix A to
the LRA for an example of a situation in which portions of four buried pipe lines were inspected. !
The staff finds that the applicant's explanation is adequate and acceptable.

In response to NRC Question No. 3.3.24, the applicant stated that recent inspections of the
containment liners in accordance with STP-M-665 revealed that the liner plate was in good -

condition, except in the immediate vicinity of the expansion joint between the floor slab and the
liner plate. The original joint sealet, Thiokol Polysulfide, was found to be deteriorating.
Blistering of the joint and corrosion of the liner were observed at the joint as evidence of water ;
intrusion. High-density silicon elastomer (HDSE) was used to replace the deteriorating Thiokol j
Polysulfide as an effective corrective action. Also, to improve the sealing function, the HDSE i

was being placed a minimum of 3 in. into the joint after removing some compressible material.
The corrective action was completed for Unit 1 in 1996 and will be completed for Unit 2 during

|
the 1999 refueling outage. On the basis of this CCNPP operating experience, the applicant '

concluded that for the existing program, STP-M-665 can be relied upon to adequately inspect
the liner corrosion and detect defP_encies in the area of liner-to-seal material and initiate needed

i corrective actions. At the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), the staff asked the applicant how it planned to manage potential degradation of the,

i horizontal liner in the containment from potential water intrusion through concrete basemat
j cracks and asked about the condition of the 18-in. concrete basemat. The applicant stated that
; the containment system engineers perform a walkdown and visual inspection of the

[ containment, including the floors, every outage when the containment is open. The applicant

4
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further stated that no cracks have ever been discovered in the 18-in.-thick, steel-reinforced,
high-density concrete floors that were considered large enough to so affect the liner that it would
fail to perform its safety function. On the basis on this confirmation of the soundness of the
material condition of the concrete floor of the containment, the staff finds that the applicant's
conclusion about its management of liner aging effects is adequate and acceptable.

On tne basis of the preceding detailed discussion, tt'e applicant reached the following
conclusions with respect to corrosion of the containment wall and dome liners: (1) the
containment wall and dome liners support a pressure boundary or fission-product
retention-barrier function in the event of any postulated design-basis event, and their integrity
and functionality must be maintained under all CLB conditions; (2) corrosion of the inside
surface of the containment wall and dome liner plates is plausible because of the possible
degradation of the external protective coatings and exposure to water and oxygen and, if left
unmanaged, corrosion could eventually result in the liner plates not being able to perform their
intended function under CLB conditions; and (3) periodic visual inspections of the containment
wall and dome liners will continue to be performed in accordance with surveillance test
procedures STP-M-665-1/2, and these inspections will identify and document significant coating
degradation and/or the presence of corrosion as well as initiate timely corrective actions
pursuant to the CCNPP corrective action procedure. The applicant further found reasonable
assurance that the effects of aging from corrosion of the containment wall and dome liners will
be managed in such a way that they will be capable of performing their intended functions
consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. The staff finds that the
applicant's aging management programs discussed above are acceptable because: these
programs cover the containment wall and dome liners subject to AMR; coating prevents
corrosion by minimizing environmental exposure; the parameter monitored is coating
degradation, which is a condition directly related to potential loss of liner material; the carbon
steel liner surfaces cannot experience degradation unless the paint / coating degrades and, thus,
observing and confirming that the paint / coating is intact is an effective way to ensure that liner
surfaces have not degraded and intended functions are maintained; effects of corrosion are
detectable by visual techniques and the inspections used are periodic and should provide for
timely detection of aging effects; acceptance criteria ensure that any coating degradation is
reported and evaluated according to site corrective action procedures; and operating experience
shows that these programs are effective. Additionally, the staff finds that the walkdowns (as
described above), when implemented properly will ensure that degraded conditions from
corrosion of steel liners are identified and corrected so timt the containment wall and dome
liners will be capable of performing their intended functit as under all CLB conditions.

3.10.3.2.5 Corrosion of Steel

The components of building structures that are fabricated from steel are known to corrode in the
presence of moisture and oxygen. This group of components is identified with an asterisk in
Tables 3.3A-1,3.3B-2,3.3C-2,3.3D-2, and 3.3E-2 of Appendix A, to the LRA. The environment
to which these components are exposed varies with their installed locations and ranges from a
controlled environment to CCNPP site outdoor temperature, humidity, wind, and precipitation.
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There is no heavy industry near CCNPP to add chemicals to the atmosphere but, owing to close i

proximity to Chesapeake Bay, the steel components located outdoors could be exposed to
condensation. Additionally, some of the steel components are located near the spent fuel pool j
(SFP), where condensation in the presence of oxygen could lead to oxidation.- The applicant

I
stated that carbon steel located in these areas may be subjected to more severe local i

environments.

The applicant stated that steel in the presence of moisture and oxygen will corrode as a result of
electrochemical reactions. It stated that chlorides, either from seawater, the atmosphere, or
groundwater, will increase the rate of corrosion. The applicant concluded that corrosion is |
plausible for carbon steel components of the CCNPP building structures. It concluded that if the I
corrosion discussed is left unmanaged for an extended period of operation, the resulting loss of
material could lead to the inability of these steel components to perform their intended function
under CLB design loading conditions. The staff finds that the applicant's assessment of aging
mechanisms and their effects with respect to steel corrosion is reasonable and sufficient in
scope.

The applicant stated that the effects of corrosion can be mitigated by minimizing the exposure of
extemal surfaces of steel to an aggressive environment and protecting the extemal surfaces
with paint or other coatings. 'It further stated that the effects of corrosion of steel are detectable

~

by visual inspection of extemal component surfaces and that the degradation of the protective !

coating can be discovered and monitored by periodic inspection of carbon steel components. I
The staff agrecs with the applicant's statement about the mitigation and discovery of steel |
corrosion. I

Administrative Procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns," provides for discovery
;

of corrosion of steel or of conditions that would allow corrosion to occur, such as deterioration of i
paint or pooled water for building structural components, by performance of visual inspections |
during plant walkdowns. The purpose of this program is to provide direction for the performance
of structure and system walkdowns and for the documentation of walkdown results. .The
applicant's procedure MN-1M equires responsible personnel to perform periodic walkdowns
of their assigned structures and systems during every refueling outage and to schedule
walkdowns to ensure that every structure will receive a walkdown at least every third outage.
These walkdowns are intended to assess the condition of the CCNPP building structures,-
systems, and components so that any abnormal or degraded condition will be identifed and
documented, and corrective actions will be taken before these structures, systems, and
components lose the ability to perform their intended functions. The MN-1-319 procedure has
been improved recently through incorporation of additional guidance on specific activities to be
included in the scope of the structural walkdowns and, according to the applicant, additional
enhancements will be made to the procedure to incorporate the following: (1) to help the
walkdown personnel to determine whether the intended functions will continue to be met as
required by the applicable CLB and (2) approval authority when significant departure from the
inspection scope or schedule occurs. This is Confirmatory item 3.10.3.2.5 -1.

.

I
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Since the contairiment emergency sump cover and screen contain wire mesh for trapping debris
that could potentially be swept up by the safety injection pump and since the wire mesh
obstructs the view of the structural steel that supports the grating and screen, the routine
walkdowns performed under the MN-3-100 procedure cannot be relied on for discovery of l

corrosion of this component. The applicant proposed to implement surveillance test procedure, !
STP-M-661-1/2, " Containment Emergency Sump Inspection," at every refueling outage i

according to the requirement of plant technical specifications. The applicant asserted that i

STP-M-661-1/2 provides for discovery of corrosion of the structural steel components of the
cover and screen through performance of visual inspections and these inspections would detect

'
1

any degraded paint condition that could lead to the steel being exposed to a corrosive
environment. Specifically, the procedure requires an inspection for signs of corrosion, debris, or
structural distress to screens and the recording of detected deficiencies and initiation of

I
appropriate corrective actions according to the CCNPP corrective action program. The |
applicant concluded that the visual inspection performed in accordance with STP-M-661-1/2 will |

ensure that degraded conditions from corrosion of the cover and the screen (made of structural
steel) are detected and corrected so that they will be capable of performing their intended

,

functions under all CLB conditions. The staff finds this new surveillance test procedure |

proposed by the applicant for managing the aging effects of the emergency sump cover and
screen acceptable because it augments other proposed aging effects management programs
with enhanced surveillance requirements to ensure that the degradation of the exterior carbon
steel surfaces of the containment emergency sump and screen will be detected and that needed

,

corrective actions will be implemented on a timely basis. I

The applicant considered corrosion of embedded steel /rebar as a potential ARDM for the
extemal surfaces of the foundations and walls (below grade) of the auxiliary building from
exposure to groundwater. Since the foundation mat of the safety-related diesel generator
building is above the groundwater elevation, this ARDM is not considered as having a potential
for this building. The applicant also stated that the natural environment created by the
Chesapeake Bay is not sufficient to promote aggressive conditions, so corrosion of embedded
steel /rebar is not a potential for the above-grade portion of the auxiliary and safety-related diesel
generator buildings. Corrosion of embedded steel /rebar also has potential for the intemal
surfaces of fluid-retaining walls and slabs (behind the spent fuel pool [SFP] liner only) because it
is exposed to borated water from leaks in the SFP liner. No other intemal surfaces are likely to
be exposed to a corrosive environment on a regular basis.

However, the applicant stated that since the quality of concrete and continuity of concrete cover
over the embedded steel /rebar play important roles in preventing corrosion and if embedded
steelh5ar is not exposed to an aggressive environment (Iow pH or high chlorides with oxygen
available), then the age-related degradation from corrosion of these items will be insignificant.
The staff agrees with this statement. With respect to the fluid-retaining walls and slabs
supporting the SFP liner, as well as the foundations and below-grade walls of the auxiliary
building, the applicant stated that they were constructed with concrete conforming to ACI codes
and American Society for Testing and Materials specifications ensuring low permeability.
Additionally, the auxiliary building was designed in accordance with ACI 318, which specifies o
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reinforcement distribution that minimizes crack development; thus, the concrete cover over I

| embedded steel components will effectively prohibit exposure of embedded steel components to
| potentially corrosive environments. The applicant also stated that during construction, analyses

of groundwater at the CCNPP site indicated neutral pH, with concentrations of aggressive
' chemical species well below the levels that can lead to corrosion of embedded steel /rebar, and
the effects of boric acid leakage on reinforced concrete were analyzed in response to leaks at !
the Unit 2 refueling pool noted in 1994 and 1995. An engineering evaluation of the applicable
concrete standards and tests on rebar concluded that the corrosion rates for embedded steel
resulting from boric acid leakage are negligible. On the basis of these determinations, the
applicant concluded that corrosion of embedded steel /rebar in concrete structural components
of the auxiliary building should not be plausible. The staff agrees with this finding.

l
'

in NRC Question No. 3.3.3, the staff asked the applicant if the results of earlier inspections
(1994 and earlier) indicated any particular trend in the incidence of coating degradation or ;

corrosion of steel. The applicant stated that it was not aware of any trends associated with the |

incidence of coating degradation or the corrosion of steel. During the February 17,1999, !

i meeting (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant, by way of providing
I clarification, stated that on the basis of a discussion with the applicant's coating specialist in the

civil engineering unit at CCNPP, the frequency of coating degradation / failure or corrosion of ;

steel has been fairly constant with no increasing or decreasing occurrences. The applicant also i

indicated that, for example, the inspections conducted inside containments each refueling i

outage generally identify 20 to 35 areas that require coating restoration, and this number has !

been fairly consistent over the last several years. The staff finds this clarification acceptable. |

| On the basis of the preceding detailed discussion, the applicant concluded with respect to the
corrosion of structural steel for building structures that (1) structural steel components defined
above serve a passive intended / unction and their integrity must be maintained under all CLB i

conditions, (2) corrosion of steelis plausible becaems of possible degradation of the external
protective coatings and exposure to water and o.vygen, (3) periodic visual inspections of coated
surfaces of building structural elements and initiation of appropriate corrective actions for
identified degraded coatings will continue to be performed in accordance with MN-3-100 and
MN-1-319 procedures, respectively, and these inspectione, will identify and document significant
degradation and/or the presence of corrosion, and (4) penodic visual inspections of the
structural steel members of the containment emergency sump cover and screen will continue to
be performed in accordance wi+h proceoures STP-M-661-1/2, and significant coating

,

degradation or corrosion will be discovered and appropriate corrective actions will be taken in
'

accordance with the CCNPP corrective action program. The applicant further concluded that
there is reasonable assurance that the effects of aging from the corrosion of steel components

[ will be managed in such a way that building structures will be capable of performing their
'

intended functions consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. The staff
_ agrees with the applicant's conclusion because: these programs cover the entire scope of
building structural components subject to aging management review; use of coating prevents

! corrosion by minimizing environmental exposure; the parameter monitored is coating
degradation, which is a condition directly related to potential loss of materials; the exterior -
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carbon steel surfaces cannot experience degradation without degradation of paint / coating and,
thus, observing and confirming that the paint / coating is intact is an effective method to ensure

,

I

that extemal surfacer have not corroded and the components' intended functions are |
maintained; effects of corrosion are detectable by visual techniques and inspections are carried
out on a periodic basis and should provide for timely detection of aging effects; acceptance
criteria adopted ensure that any coating degradations are reported and evaluated according to
site corrective action procedures; and operating experience shows that these programs are
effective.

3.10.3.2.6 Corrosion of the Refueling Pool / Spent Fuel Pool Liners and PCSR

The refueling pool liner and the refueling pool permanent cavity sealing ring (PCSR) are
constructed from GA-240 Type 304 stainless steel plates and are resistant to electrochemical
corrosion in the refueling pool environment. The applicant indicated that the corrosion rate of
this steel is extremely small in a borated fuel pool water environment; therefore, electrochemical
corrosion is negligible for the refueling pool liner and the PCSR. The applicant also said that
since the liner and the PCSR are not exposed to a corrosive environment and the induced
strains are negligible under normal operating conditions, the conditions for stress corrosion
cracking to occur do not exist for the refueling pool liner or the PCSR. However, the
heat-affected zones of the welds are potential sites for sensitization and sensitized Type 304
stainless steel may be susceptible to the inter-granular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in a
borie acid solution. Conditions that may lead to IGSCC are elevated temperature, chloride
content, boric acid concentration, oxygen concentration, and degree of sensitization.

The SFP liner is constructed of welded plates of Type 304 stainless steel material. The
stainless liner is not designed as a load-bearing structura' wnponer" it was designed only as a
leaktight barrier to prevent the loss of spent fuel coolin; water. The concrete behind the. liner
welds was forrr.ed in such a way that a channel was created to allow detection of any leakage
that may occur through the welds or !iner base materia!. Water has been collected from these
leak chases for rnany years. Both the plate material and the associated weld materials are
rusceptible to stress corrosion cracking. Type 304 stainless steels are particularly prone to this
ARDM in locations that are sensitized, such as heat-affected zones in and around welds, and at
crevice geometries.

The SFP liner is not exposed to a corrosive environment under normal operating conditions.
Therefore, stress corrosion cracking is not a major concem except at the heat-affected zones in i

and around welds. Conditions that may contribute to the occurrence of IGSCC are elevated I
temperature, chloride content, boric acid concentration, oxygen concentration, and degree of )
localized sensitization. Initiation and propagation of cracks in the stainless material are the 4

ltypical effects of IGSCC and, if it is left unmanaged for an extended period of time, the resulting
leakage of the liner could lead to its inability to perform the intended pressure boundary function
under CLB design loading conditions. The applicant indicated that IGSCC of the stainless steel
liner and the PCSR could result in detectable leakage, if IGSCC of the refueling pool liner and
the PCSR is left unmanaged for an extended period of time, the resulting cracks could lead to
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the inability of these stainless steel components to perform their intended functions under the
CLB design loading conditions. The applicant's operating experience indicates that the general
condition of the refueling poolis good with no apparent aging. According to the applicant, there
has been minimum leakage to date, except at one location in Unit 2, where the leak may have
originated from drain pipes, not from the liner or the PCSR. During the February 17,1999,
meeting, (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999) the applicant stated that the refueling
pool leakage, which was discovered earlier, would not significantly affect the strength of the
refueling pool concrete stab. The staff agrees with this conclusion. The drain pipe leakage was
evaluated for its effects on the rebar in the concrete and was shown to have negligible effects on
concrete strength. There has been no evidence of IGSCC on the liner or the PCSR welds. Two
welds closest to the high-stress region of the PCSR were visual!y inspected 2 years after the
PCSR was installed without finding any IGSCC.

During the February 17,1999, meeting, (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999) the
applicant was asked to explain how it manages aging effects of refueling poolliner IGSCC. The
applicant stated that the effects of IGSCC can be mitigated by minimizing the exposure of
external surfaces of steel to an aggressive environment and that the effects of IGSCC could
cause the refueling pool liner or the PCSR to leak. The Lpplicant also stated that since the liner
and the PCSR do not serve any structural function except as fluid-retaining boundaries,
octecting and, if needed, measuring and *ending leakage from the refueling pool should provide
an effectis a aging rn .c agement tool, and . + , teakage is detected, the applicant plans to take

' (rTb) corrective measures to restore the refueling i a9 < - % 5 W"%ds this approach
acceptable.

The applicant's Ning management program for the liner and the PCSR consi, if detecting,
and if needed, measuring and trending leakage from the refueling pool and th NSR which, in
tum, wota leed to discovery of IGSCC so that corrective measures can be taken before loss of
the liner function. The applicant stated that routine inspections are performed on system
components in accordance with CCNPP administrative procedure MN-1-319. It stated that
these walkdowns will enable discovery and management of the effects of corrosion through
visual inspections.

In NRC Question No. 3.3.13, the staff inquired if the transfer tube / bellows and containment
sump recirculation penetrations were accessible for periodic inspections, and if they were not
accessible, the applicant was asked to discuss the rationale for concluding that the functionality
and integrity of these items are assured and maintained during the license renewal period. The
applicant stated that the fuel transfer tube and the containment sump recirculation penetrations
are constructed from stainless steel, and no ARDMs were determined to be plausible for these
components. Therefore, no inspections are credited for aging management of these
components. It also stated that the transfer tube / bellows and containment sump recirculation
penetrations are not readily accessible for periodic inspection, but an inspection is possible and
the fuel transfer tube from the refueling canal was visually examined in April 1995. This
inspection verified that there were no indications of damage or corrosion. The staff finds that
Question No. 3.3.13 is fully resolved.

O
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On the basis of the information presented above, the applicant concluded that (1) refueling and
spent fuel pool liners and the PCSR support a fluid leakage boundary or fission-product
retention barrier function in the event of any postulated DBE and their integrity must be
maintained under all CLB conditions, (2) IGSCC on the inside surface of the liner plates or the
PCSR is plausible because of potential sensitization of the steel at weld locations and presence
of borated water, and if it is left unmanaged, could result in the pool liners or the PCSR not being
able to perform their function under the CLB conditions, and (3) periodic walkdowns of the
containment and auxiliary building will continue to be performed in accordance with procedure
MN-1-319, which will identify and document the presence of leaks that may be due to IGSCC.
The staff agrees with these conclusions.

I

On the basis of the preceding proposed periodic walkdown program, the applicant concluded
that there is reasonable assurance that the effects of aging from |GSCC on the poolliners and

.

I
the PCGit will be managed in such a way that they will be capable of performing their intended I
function consistent with the CLB during the extended period of operation. The staff finds that
this aging management program, including its periodic walkdown program, is acceptable
because the program covers the full scope of the refueling pool and spent fuel pool Uners and
PCSR which are subject to AMR; the periodic walkdowns to be implemented will identify
leakages of the pool liners and the PCSR; the parameter monitored is related to IGSCC type
degradation; the proposed inspections are periodic and should provide for timely detection of
IGSCC-induced aging effects; the acceptance criteria are adequate to ensure that these pool
liners will perform their function and if any IGSCC related degradation is detected, it will be
reported and evaluated according to CCNPP corrective action procedures.

3.10.3.2.7 Degradation of Fluid-Retaining Walls ar.d Slabs Subject to Aggressive Chemical
Attack l

The applicant stated that this category of structural elements includes the IS fluid-retaining walls
and slabs that could be subject to aggressive chemical attack on the concrete and corrosion of
the embedded steel. The fluid-retaining walls and slabs serve as structural and/or functional

!
support to safety related equipment, shelter / protection to safety-related equipment, and flood '

protection barriers (internal flooding event).

The embedded steel rebar is covered and protected by concrete at CCNPP, embedded steelis
i

used in composite structural members and as anchorage for concrete surface attachments.
Reinforcing steel (rebar) and cast-in-place anchors are all treated as embedded steel rebar.

The applicant determined that aggressive chemical attack on concrete and corrosion of
embedded steel rebar were plausible for the intake structure's fluid-retaining walls and slabs
since the intake water could contain chemicals that might attack the concrete or cause corrosion
of the embedded steel /rebar.

The applicant indicated that concrete, being highly alkaline (pH > 12.5), is vulnerable to
degradation by strong acids and tnat acid attack can increase porosity and permeability of
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concrete, reduce its alkaline nature at the surface of the attack, reduce strength, and render the,

i concrete subject to further deterioration. A dense concrete with low permeability and a low
i water-to-cement ratio, on the other hand, may provide an acceptable degree of protection
i against mild acid attack. Chlorides and sulfates of sodium, potassium, and magnesium may
| attack concret'e, depending upon their concentrations (an industry report notes that minimum >

! degradation threshold limits for concrete are 500 ppm for chlorides or 1,500 ppm for sulfates).
; Sulfate attack can produce significant expansion stresses within the concrete, leading to
i cracking, spalling, and strength loss. Once established, these conditions allow further exposure

to aggressive chemicals. The applicant concluded that use of adequate cement content, low,

j water-to-cement ratio, and thorough consolidation and curing contribute to low permeability and
i provide effective protection against sulfate and chloride attack.
!
,

| NRC Question No. 3.3.36 raised the concem of sustained exposure of below-grade concrete
j slabs and walls of the IS to groundwater. This concem and the applicants response is

discussed in Section 3.10.3.2.2. ;.

: .

j 3.10.3.2.8 Corrosion of Steel Components inside Miscellaneous Tanks and Valve Enclosures

i
\

| The applicant stated that it will rely on administrative procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and
.

! S) stem Walkdowns," for the discovery of corrosion of the steel components in the No.12 CST, j
j Nc 21 FOST, and AFW valve enclosures. Under this procedure, walkdowns will be performed j

"

i every 6 years and may be done more frequently for material condition assessments, system j
'

reviews, or plant modifications. Walkdowns will not only identify corrosion but also the potential
effects of corrosiorr, such as damaged supports, in addition to identifying conditions that may
accelerate corrosion, such as degraded protective coatings and accumulated moisture. The
identification of corrosion resulting from the walkdowns will be documented and resolved by the
CCNPP corrective actions program.

Structure walkdowns are performed under MN-1-319 every refueling outage and walkdowns are
scheduled to ensure that every structure at CCNPP will receive a walkdown at least every third
refueling outage. The refueling outage interval for CCNPP is 2 years. Hence, a structural
performance assessment will be performed on each structure at least once every 6 years. The
staff finds that this minimum walkdown frequency of once every 6 years is adequate to assess
the condition of the steel components of the No.12 CST, No. 21 FOST, and AFW valve
enclosures.

The staff finds that Administrative Procedure MN 1-319 is adequate to ensure the discovery and
management of significant corrosion of the steel components in the No.12 CST, No. 21 FOST,
and AFW valve enclosures, because it is consistent with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

3.10.3.2.9 Weathering of Grout

The grout at the containment's tendon-bearing plates is exposed to outdoor weather conditions
and is susceptible to weathering. Aging mechanisms associated with weathering of the grout

b
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include exposure to sunlight, change in humidity, temperature and p essure fluctuation, and
snow, rain, or ice. The effect of weathering on grout is evidenced by cracking and spalling of the
bearing plate grout.

The applicant indicated that weathering of the grout under the bearing plates is plausible and
determined that most degradation of the grout results from water entering cracks in and around
the grout and freezing. The effects of weathering of grout are detectable by visual inspecting
and periodic visual examination would provide for discovery of degraded grout so that corrective
action could be taken tr preclude the effects of weathering from sffecting the intended function
of the grout.

A containmen+ tendon surveillance, which is periodically performed on the post-tension system,
includes visnal examination, lift-off force measurements, tendon wire tensile strength testing,
and analyus of the sheath filler grease. As a means for managing the weathering effects on the
grout, tb s applicant proposed to perform periodic tendon surveillance according to
STP-14-663-1/2 procedures. The surveillance program will verify the structuralintegrity of the
end anchorage and adjacent concrete exterior surfaces. If any adjacent concrete shows
irJication of abnormal materiallosses and degradation, an engineering evaluation will be
initiated to demonstrate the ability of the containment structure to continue to perform its function
in accordance with technical specification 3.6.1.6.b.

On the basis of the preceding discussion, the applicant concluded with respect to the
weathering of the grout at the containment vertical tendon base plates that (1) the grout provides
structural support to the base plates of vertical tendons and its integrity must be maintained
under all CLB conditions, (2) weathering to the vertical tendon grout is plausible, and (3) periodic
visualinspections of the grout will continue to be performed per the CCNPP STP-M-663-1/2
procedures and these inspections will discover the effect of v:sathering and ensure that the
necessary evaluations are performed to demonstrate the ability of the containment structure to
perform its design function. The applicant further concluded that there is a reasonable
assurance that the effects of aging from w3athering of containment vertical tendon baseplate
grout will be managed in such a way that it will be capable of performing its intended function
consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. The staff agrees w;th this
conclusion because the applicant has (1) adequately identified plausible ARDMs for the
weathering of the containment vertical tendon t' earing plate grout and (2) proposed to continue
the periodic containment tendon inspection program, which will (a) include measures to detect
weathering degradation of the ve-tical tendon anchor plate grout, and (b) cause needed
corrective actions to be taken in a timely manner to ensure that the containment will be able to I
continue to perform its intended function consistent with the CLB.

3.10.3.2.10 Aging Management Programs for intake Structure and Sluice Gates
|

The applicant stated that the current preventive maintenance (PM) tasks call for the periodic
draining of IS cavities during refueling outages to scrape and wash the saltwater tunnel / cavity
walls (i.e., the fluid-retaining walls and slabs) and that visual inspections are performed after ;
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cleaning and repairs are made as required. The applicant further stated that the PM will be-

modified to provide more specific guidance on inspection for degradation (e.g., cracking, rust >

staining, spalling) that may be a result of ARDMs. The PM program is govemed by CCNPP
.

administrative procedure MN-1-102, " Preventive Maintenance Program." Any conditions !

i adverse to quality discovered during these inspections are documented in issue reports in ;

| accordance with the CCNPP corrective action program. The applicant believes that such a i

| modified PM would be sufficient to ensure that the IS will remain capable of performing its
intended functions under all CLB conditions. The staff finds the applicant's planned modified PM .,

| to be reasonable and acceptable. Furthermore, the indication of no significant age-related
| degradation of concrete from the applicant's operating experience associated with performance ;

| of the PM tasks has reinforced the validity of the PM tasks.
'

1 .

| The IS contains steel components and they are subject to corrosion. Corrosion was recognized
! as a potential degradation mechanism for all structural steel components of the IS, and therefore
i all exposed structural steel surfaces in the IS except for galvanized steel such as grating,

checkered plate, and metal decking, were shop-painted or field-painted during plant
construction. CCNPP administrative procedure MN-1-319, " Structure and System Walkdowns,"
provides for discovery of steel corrosion or conditions that would accelerate corrosion for the IS
by performing visualinspection during plant walkdowns. One of the objectives of the walkdown !

program is to assess the condition of the CCNPP structures, systems, and components so that
p any abnormal or degraded condition will be identified, documented, and corrective actions !

G taken. The walkdown program inspects the following elements related to aging management: |
(1) items related to specific ARDMs such as corrosion, (2) effects that may have been caused :
by ARDMs such as damaged supports, concrete degradation, anchor bott degradation, and
leakage of fluids, and (3) conditions that could allow progression of ARDMs such as degraded i

protective coatings, leakage of fluids, presence of standing water or accumulated moisture, and
inadequate support of components (e.g., missing, detached, or loose fasteners and clamps).
The program includes a walkdown checklist specifically for the IS and the checklist contains a
section targeted at structural steel components. For the steel components, a visual inspection is
required for corrosion, rust stains, and flaking / bubbling of protective coatings. A structure I

performance assessment is currently required for Category I structures at CCNPP at least once
every 6 years. The staff finds that the applicant's walkdown program for steel components of
the IS is reasonable and acceptable.

The IS sluice gates are used to isolate the circulating water pump inlet bays from the saltwater
pump suction pits for maintenance purposes. Each sluice gate consists of a gate, a gate frame,
a stem, a lift mechanism, and two wire rope / chain assemblies. The lower portions of the wire
rope / chain assemblies are subject to a saltwater environment. The upper portions of the wire
rope / chain assemblies are subject to outdoor environmental conditions. The sluice gates
experienced corrosion in the past. Moderate corrosion of the sluice gates was observed in
1986, and, as a result, new sluice gates were installed. The sluice gates are subject to periodic
inspection through existing PM activities as part of the CCNPP PM program. The sluice gate
inspections are curretly performed each refueling outage with the IS cavities dewatered. The
wire rope / chain assemblies and associated fitting are typically inspected as part of the sluice
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gate inspections. However, the PM tasks do not specifically identify the wire rope / chain |
assemblies and associated fittings as subcomponents of the sluice gates that require inspection. |
The applicant stated that it will modify the existing PM tasks to add specific instructions for
inspection of these subcomponents. The staff finds that the modified PM tasks will provide a
reasonable assurance the % effects of aging from corrosion will be managed so that the sluice
gates will be capable of . ning their intended function, consistent with the CLB during the
period of extended or uon

3.10.3.2.11 Degradatit. sa :ron-Absorbing Materials

The spent fuel racks of CCNPP Unit 1 use a neutron-absorbing material consisting of a boron
carbide powder in a fiberglass matrix (Carborundum sheet). The Unit 2 spent fuel racks use a
different neutron-absorbing material consisting of fine particles of boron carbide in a silicon
polymer matrix (boraflex). These neutron-absorbing sheet materials contribute to the intended
function of the fuel storage racks by absorbing neutrons in the SFP. Experience has shown that
degradation of the neutron-absorbing materials used in the SFP storage racks is plausible
because they are exposed to gamma radiation and borated water in the SFP environment. A
reduction in the amount of boron in the neutron-absorbing sheets could result in an increase in
the reactivity of the SFP configuration which, in tum, may lead to loss of function of the spent
fuel storage racks. The degradation of either type of neutron-absorbing material can be
monitored by periodic testing of sample coupons that are representative of the materials in the
SFP storage racks.

CCNPP ETP 86-03R. " Analysis of Neutron Absorbing Material in Spent Fuel Storage Racks,"
was developed for detecting degradation of neutron-absorbing materials. This program is
designed to permit samples of the materials used in the SFP storage racks to be periodically
removed from the SFP for examination. The sample coupons are a conservative representation
of the neutron-absorbing materials in the SFP storage racks. Proper implementation of the
program will enable the applicant to detect various degrees of neutron-absorbing material
degradation and to document and correct unacceptable results in accordance with the CCNPP
corrective action program. CCNPP will continue using this coupon surveillance program as the
primary means for monitoring the condition of the neutron-absorbing materials in the SFP
storage racks.

Currently, the coupon surveillance program requires removal of one long-term carborundum
sample packet and one long-term boraflex sample packet from the SFP every 4 years.
Additionally, one accelerated sample packet of each material type is removed from the SFP
every 2 years. The program described above will be modified to (1) reevaluate the adequacy of
the sampling intervals in monitoring carborundum and boraflex condition through the period of
extended operation and (2) refine the process for scheduling removal of sample packets from
the SFP.

The applicant stated that the coupon surveillance program provides for periodic monitoring of
the condition of neutron-absorbing material in the SFP, and that the program will be modified to
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reevaluate the timetable and refine the scheduling process for removing sample packets from
the SFP. The applicant further stated that the program will identify and document degradation of
the carborundum and boraflex materials, and will ensure that appropriate actions are taken in a
timely manner if significant neutron-absorbing capability is lost. The applicant conciuded that

t

there is reasonable assurance that the effects of neutron-absorbing' material degradation will be
'

managed in such a way that the SFP storage racks will be capable of performing their intended f

function consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. With the applicant's '

modification of the coupon surveillance program to (1) provide for periodic monitoring of the r.

condition of neutron-absorbing material in the SFP and (2) reevaluate the timetable and refine
the scheduling process for removing sample packets from the SFP, the staff agrees with this,
conclusion.

3.10.3.2.12 Foundation Settlement '

The applicant discussed the containment basemat settlement. The applicant based its
discussion on the bearing capacity of the foundation medium and a conservatively evaluated -

average basemat bearing pressure. It also considered the foundation medium type extracted
from the plant FSAR and concluded in its LRA that long-term settlement including differential
settlement at CCNPP containment structures was not plausible for the following reasons: (1)
ample bearing capacity compared to the computed basemat bearing pressure, (2) use of a
permanent pipe drain system, and (3) an engineering judgment that the basemat tends to,

; uniformly settle as a rigid body. The staff finds that the applicant's justification for drawing this
conclusion is both reasonable and acceptable.

J

i The applicant discussed the potential settlement as an ARDM for the auxiliary building and
'

safety-related diesel generator building structures and concluded that settlement is not a
plausible ARDM for these buildings, based on the technical justification given above for the
containment structure. The staff considers the applicant's justification acceptable..

.

The applicant initially considered settlement of the IS as a potential ARDM. However, a detailed
review indicated that the r?ttlement is not plausible for the IS on the basis of the following
site-specific justification. The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation stratum is in excess of'

80,000 psf, and the allowable bearing capacity is 15,000 psf. The design contact pressure of
,

the IS foundation is 2500 psf. A maximum post-construction settlement of 0.5 in. was predicted i:

in the originalIS design. Most of the predicted settlement is in terms of uniform settlement, )
which has no adverse effects on the structural components of the IS. A small fraction of the

; predicted 0.5 in. settlement will be in terms of differential settlement. Settlement is so small that
its effect on structural components is judged to be negligible. On this basis, settlement was j
determined to be not plausible for any structural components of the IS. This conclusion is
supported by a walkdown of the IS, performed in 1994, which found no indication of structural

;. damage from settlement. The staff agrees with this conclusion.

! I
. :

i 1

%~
|
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3.10.3.2.13 Structural Walkdown Procedures (MN-1-319)
|

Procedure MN-1-319 (reference June 26,1998) the applicant presentation Slides No 24 and 34)
indicates that "the system engineers and PE-MCEU" personnel perform and evaluate the results
of the concrete examination, and that they willlook for gross degradations. Applicable 10 CFR

,

Part 50, Appendix B requirements will ensure that the personnel performing the walkdowns and j
any subsequent technical evaluation are appropriately qualified and that qualification and
standards of acceptability (acceptance criteria) are established. For concrete structures,
ACI 349.3R-96, " Evaluation of existing Nuclear Safety-Related Concrete Structures," provides
recommendations for quahiying personnel and evaluation criteria. The applicant may use these
or equivalent criteria for qualifying its concrete examination personnel and for establishing its
acceptance criteria.

|

3.10.3.2.14 Intake Channel and Baffle Structures

With respect to the issue of including the intake channel and baffle structures within the scope of
the LRA, the applicant stated that the functional requirements of the intake channel and baffle
structures do not meet any of the scoping criteria. At the February 17,1999, meeting (NRC
meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the staff asked the applicant to explain its basis for
excluding the intake channel and the baffle structure from the scope of.AMR. The applicant
indicated that operating instruction 29 contains operating temperature limitations for the salt '

water / service water heat exchanger, thus, the contribution of the baffle structure / intake channel
in getting " cooler" bay water from the bottom stratum of the bay is bounded by these limitations.
The staff reviewed pertirient portions of the applicant's operating instruction 29 and concluded
that the applicant's explanation of the basis for excluding the features from the scope of AMR
are adequate and acceptable.

3.10.3.2.15 Cable Trays and Ventilation Ducts

in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(i), the NRC requires that cable trays and ventilation ducts that perform an
intended function as described in 10 CFR 54.4 without moving parts or without a change in
configuration or properties, be identified and listed as items subject to AMR. The staff asked the
applicant to confirm that these items are subject to AMR and to discuss how the review was or
will be implemented. The applicant stated that cab!e trays are discussed in Section 3.1 of
Appendix A to the LRA, and that the cable tray supports include the cable trays themselves.
lne applicant indicated that the term "outside containment" covers all areas within the scope of
license renewal outside containment. The applicant further confirmed that HVAC systems within
the scope of license renewal are discussed in Sections 5.11 A, 5.118, and 5.11C of Appendix A
to the LRA, and these systems include all safety-related ducting. The staff finds that this
clarification is adequate and acceptable.

!

1
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3.10.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

3.10.3.3.1 Time-Limited Aging Analysis of Containment Prestressing Force

in the discussion of an aging management program for meaging corrosion of
tendons /prestressing losses, the applicant indicated a r vs.t to revise the 40-year curves
representing the lift-off force vs. time to reflect a 60-year opating life. The applicant stated
that, as a result of this revision, selected tendons may have to be retensioned to meet their
revised lift-off force requirements.

I in general, a typical TLAA for prestressing forces in a containment should consist of the
following elements:

Predicted tendon lift-off force (F,) vs. time (T) curves for each of the three groups of.

tendons (i.e., vertical, hoop, and dome tendons) having similar characteristics (e.g.,
u.jnment, orientation, lockoff forces and environmental conditions (such as temperature,
humidity, anchorage exposure). Regulatory Guide 1.35.1 provides guidance on how to

i do this. If the trending analysis of the measured tendon force (F ) vs. time (T) curve ism

above the lower bound predicted curve extended up to the end of license renewal term,
the extended F, curve (for the group) may be used for comparison with the tendon lift-off
forces measured during future surveillance. If tid trending of F, indicates that it will be* (p/ - below the extended F, curve within the current license or during the extended license

V term, a systematic program for retensioning the tendons needs to be developed to
ensure that the minimum prestressing requirement of the current licensing basis is met
up to the end of the extended term. Because this type of information is not available in
the LRA, the staff cannot make a safety judgment regarding the applicant's TLAA for

i
tendon prestressing force in containment at this time. This item is considered as a part |
of the Open item 3.10.3.2.1-1.

3.10.3.3.2 Containment Liner Plate Fatigue Related TLAA

The applicant stated that the containment liner plate fatigue is a TLAA item with limiting number
'

of thermal cycles dunng the licensed life of the plant. In Section 2.1.3.5 of Appendix A to the
LRA, the applicant stated that the analysis will be projected to the end of the period of extended
operation by the year 2012. The detailed staff evaluation of this item is provided in Section 4.1.3

,

of the SER. !

3.10.3.3.3 TLAA Related to the Criticality Analysis of Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool

The apphcant stated that the criticality analysis for the Unit 1 spent fuel pool (SFP) is a TLAA
item due to age-related depletion of Boron-10 used as neutron absorbing material between
spent fuel assemblies. In Section 2.1.3.7 of this SER, the applicant stated that the TLAA is
currently being updated and will accommodate the period of extended operation. The detailed

,

staff evaluation of this item is provided in Section 4.1.3 of this SER. I
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i

3.10.4 Conclusions |
|

The staff has reviewed the information submitted in Section 3.3A, " Primary Containment
Structure"; Section 3.3B, "TB Structure"; Section 3.3C, " Intake Structure"; Section 3.3D, i

" Miscellaneous Tank and Valve Enclosures"; and Section 3.3E, " Auxiliary Building and
Safety-Related Diesel Generator Building Structures" of Appendix A to the LRA and additional
information submitted by the applicant in response to the staff's RAls. Except for the open items
identified in this SER section, on the basis of this review, the staff concludes that the applicant
has demonstrated that the aging effects associated with the primary containment structures,
turbine building structure, intake structure, tank and valve enclosures and auxiliary building and
safety-related diesel generator building structures will be adequately managed so that there is
reasonable assurance that these buildings and structures will perform their intended functions in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.11 Component Supports, Cranes, and Electrical Commodities

3.11.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its aging management review (AMR) of the component supports,
cranes and electric commodities for license renewal in four separate sections of its license
renewal application (LRA). These four sections are Section 3.1, " Component Supports";
Section 3.1 A, " Piping Segments that Provides Structural Support"; Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling
Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes"; and Section 6.2, " Electric Commodities."
The staff reviewed these sections of Appendix A to the LRA to determine whether the applicant
had submitted adequate information to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for
managing aging effects of the component supports, fuel handling equipment (FHE) and other
heavy load handling cranes (HLHCs), and electrical commodities (ECs) for license renewal.

3.11.2 Summary of TechnicalInforrnation in App!ication

3.11.2.1 Component Supports, Crane Systems, and Electric Commodities Subject
to Aging Management Review

3.11.2.1.1 Component Supports

Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA contained a description of component supports that are
i

subject to the AMR. As described in Section 3.1.1.1 (Component Supports Commodity
Scoping), a " component support" is defined as the connection between a system, or a
component within a system, and a plant structural member. All component supports that
provide support to plant systems and components that are within the license renewal scope are
also considered to be within the scope of license renewal. According to the applicant (as
described in Table 3.1-1 of Appendix A to the LRA), component supports associated with
48 systems are to be addressed under Section 3.1. In Table 3.1-2 of Appendix A to the LRA,
the total population of component supports, based on the associated systems and components
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:
- they support, are grouped into four categories (piping systems; cable raceways; heating,

;
. ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) ducting; and equipment) and into 20 component support t

'

. types. The grouping of component support types is based on similarities of physical
; characteristics, loading condition, and environment.

j 3.11.2.1.2 Piping Segments That Provide Structural Support -

{ Section 3.1 A of Appendix A to the LRA contains a description of the piping segments that
{ provide supports to the safety-related piping systems and are subject to AMR. As described in
! Section 3.1 A.1.1, these piping segments include all piping segments beyond the safety
; related/non-safety-related (SR/NSR) boundary to the first seismic restraint (s), and perform the
j. intended passive function of providing structural support to the safety-related piping and seismic
j anchor (or equivalent). All fluid systems that contain safety-related piping and have the potential

for safety-related/non-safety-related functional boundaries with seismic Category I boundaries,

j extending beyond them are within the scope of license renewal and are listed in Table 3.1A-1 of
j- Appendix A to the LRA.
j. ,

j 3.11.2.1.3 Fuel Handling Equipment and other Heavy Load Handling Cranes
;'

. .

4 Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA contains a description of FHE and other HLHCs that are
subject to AMR. Section 3.2.1 states that the scope of license renewal under this section covers.

j the evaluation of (1) components involved in fuel handling and transfer, and (2) cranes that
routinely lift heavy loads over safety-related composts. On the basis of the system levela

i scoping results, components associated with five systems related to FHE and HLHC are
{ identified to be within the scope. These five systems are the spent fuel storage, refueling pool,
j new fuel storage and elevator, fuel handling, and cranes.

# 3.11.2.1.4 Electrical Commodities -

i

!_ Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA addresses the ECs for ti.rCCNPP. ECs include the
j| following structural enclosures for electrical equipment, which provide support and protection of
i' the electrical equipment located within them: miscellaneous panels, motor control center (MCC)

| cabinets, switchgear/ disconnect cabinets, bus cabinets, circuit breaker cabinets, local contro!

| station panels, battery terminals and charger cabinets, and inverter cabinets. The applicant
:- stated that ECs provide structural support to system components contained in the equipment to
I ensure electrical continuity of power, control, or instrumentation signals. Cables are excluded
! from this evaluation. ' ECs vital to plant safety are designed as Class 1E so that they will
i maintain their integrity under a safe shutdown earthquake, design-basis winds, or disturbances
,

in the extemal electrical system.
!

j 3.11.2.2 Aging Effects and Aging Mar:agement Review

; in the LhA, component-ARDM combinat|ons were grouped together where there are similar
| characteristics and the discussion is appinable to all components within the group. In general,
'.

I-
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for each component-ARDM combination, the applicant documented its AMR results by
addressing the following items: (1) general description of component-ARDM combination,
(2) materials and environment, (3) aging mechanism effects, (4) methods to manage aging
effects, (5) aging management programs, and (6) demonstration of aging management.

3.11.2.2.1 Component Supports

The applicant evaluated the applicability of age-related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) for
the component supports and identified all potential ARDMs in Table 3.1-3 of Appendix A to the
LRA. As a result of the plant-specific AMR of component supports, the applicant determined
that the aging effects from the following six ARDMs (out of all potential ARDMs listed in Table
3.1-3 of Appendix A to the LRA) are determined to be " plausible" and should be subject to AMR:
general corrosion of steel, loading due to hydraulic vibration or water hammer, loading due to
rotating / reciprocating equipment, loading due to thermal expansion, elastomer hardening, and
stress corrosion cracking of high strength bolts.

On the basis of the combination of component types and ARDM characteristics, the applicant
grouped all component supports (which are constructed of structural steel and are subjected to
the AMR) and the associated potential ARDMs into seven groups. These seven groups are

.

(1). piping supports (general corrosion of steel, loading due to hydraulic vibration or water
hammer, and loading due to thermal expansion of piping / component); (2) cable raceway
supports, HVAC supports, and equipment supports (general corrosion of steel); (3) elastomer
vibration isolators (elastomer hardening); (4) metal spring isolators and fixed bases (outside
containment)/LOCA restraints (loading due to rotating / reciprocating equipment); (5) frames and
saddles /LOCA restraints (loading due to hydraulic vibration or water hammer); (6) frames and
saddle / ring foundation for flat-bottom vertical tanks (loading due to thermal expansion of
piping / component); and (7) frames and saddle (inside containment)/LOCA restraints (stress
corrosion cracking of high-strength bolts).

The applicant's approach for identifying " plausible" ARDMs of component supports involves two
steps: baseline walkdowns (or inspections) and follow-on activities (or actions). The baseline
walkdowns are usually one-time activities that are performed to identify and determine whether
the plausible ARDMs are actually occurring for the potentially affected supports. According to
the LRA, the entire population of supports in a given group does not have to be subject to
baseline inspection. The basis for not performing walkdown to the entire population of supports
is that if these supports that were not inspected are similar in design, material, and environment
to those that were inspected, the conclusion can be reached that an adequate baseline
inspection was conducted. If loading conditions, environmental conditions, or equipment design
differ significantly from the supports that were included in the baseline activity, focused baseline
inspections for aging will be conducted to assess baseline conditions of such supports.

The follow-on activities are conducted repetitively. If no evidence of plausible ARDMs are |
identified during the baseline walkdowns, the follow-on activities may consist of periodic, I

documented walkdowns by system engineers to ensure that this condition continues. If |
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evidence of significant aging effects is found for certain groups of support /ARDM combination
during the baseline walkdowns, follow-on actions consist of aging management activities (these
activities may involve the initiation of corrective actions) that are formulated to address the
condition discovered during the baseline inspection.

3.11.2.2.2 Piping Segments That Provide Structural Support
,

Section 3.1 A.2 of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the plausible ARDMs for each piping |

. segment beyond the safety-related/non-safety-related boundary are the same ARDMs as those
identified for the safety-related portion of the respective piping in the systems listed in Table
3.1 A-1. The associated LRA section for each potentially affected piping system is also noted in
that table.

3.11.2.2.3 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes

The applicant evaluated the applicability of ARDMs for the FHE and HLHC, and identified all
potential ARDMs in Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. As a result of the plant-specific AMR
of the FHE and HLHC, the applicant determined that the aging effects due to the following five
ARDMs (out of 11 potential ARDMs listed in Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA) are
" plausible" and should be s'ubject to AMR: general corrosion / oxidation' fatigue, wear, corrosion,

due to boric acid, and mechanical degradation / distortion.
>\

From the system-level scoping process performed by the applicant, five systems (spent fuel
storage, refueling pool, new fuel storage and elevator, FHE, and cranes) related to the FHE and

'

HLHC are identified within the scope of license renewal. In addition, this section of the LRA also
covers the structural load-handling devices designed to transfer the loads of the reactor vessel

,

head to the polar crane (PC). Structures and components subject to AMR will encompass those
; structures and components (1) that perform an intended function, as described in 10 CFR 54.4,

without moving parts or without a change in configuration or properties, and (2) that are not
subject to periodic replacement based on a qualified life or specified time period. By applying
this scoping process to all components related to the five systems mentioned earlier, the
applicant determined that the portions of the FHE and HLHC that are within the scope of license
renewal and subject to AMR includes 57 structural components and their supports. Because
nine of the FHE and HLHC components (such as PC girder, spent fuel cask handling crane
rail / support girders, etc.) were already addressed for their intended functions as parts of building
structures, the total number of components (including supports) that are subject to AMR is -
reduced to 48. These 48 components (including supports) and the related potential and
plausible ARDMs are listed in Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA.

On the basis of the combination of component types and A' RDM characteristics, the applicant '
grouped all components (including supports) and the associated potential ARDMs into the
following four groups: (1) general corrosion / oxidation for FHE and HLHC carbon steel
components (except the RV cooling shroud structural support members), (2) general'

corrosion / oxidation and corrosion due to boric acid for the RV cooling shroud structural support-

3 i
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members, (3) fatigue for the PC rails, and (4) fatigue, wear, and mechanical
degradation / distortion for wire rope.

3.11.2.2.4 Electrical Commodities

The applicant evaluated the applicability of ARDMs for the components subject to AMR. The
applicant determined that the aging effects due to the following plausible ARDMs should be
managed for ECs: electrical stressors, wear, fatigue, general corrosion, and dynamic loading for
some components. The applicant's evaluation is summarized in Table 6.2-3 of Appendix A to
the LRA. The LRA also contains information on the operating experience of the ECs regarding
aging degradation.

3.11.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for the component supports,
piping segments that provide structural support, FHE and HLHCs, and ECs for license renewal
in the LRA.

3.11.2.3.1 Component Supports and Piping Segments That Provide Structural Support

For the AMR of component supports within the scope oflicense renewal, the applicant, as
shown in Table 3.1-4 of Appendix A to the LRA, will use nine aging management programs to
manage the aging effects that are identified as plausible. These nine programs and the
application of these programs are summarized below:

Snubber Visual Inspection Surveillances.

Snubber Visual Inspection Surveillances Program is an existing program and is credited
for follow-on discovery activity for snubber supports within the scope of the evaluation of
the snubber commodity.

Plant Engineering Guideline, PEG-7 (or MN-1-319).

Program PEG-7 is an existing program and is credited for the follow-on discovery
activities for component supports covered by completed seismic verification program
(SVP) walkdowns, and for component supports inspected by the additional baseline
walkdowns (if no active ARDMs are found during additional walkdowns). The applicant
applies this walkdown procedure to Groups 1 through 6 of support and ARDM
combinations.

1

Control of Shift Activities (NO-1-200).

Program NO-1-200 is an existing program and is credited for the follow-on discovery
,

activities relating to component supports for which no active ARDMs are found during the
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,

baseline walkdowns. This program ensures that shift operations are conducted in a safe ;

and reliable manner and within the scope of the operator's license, procedures, and
applicable regulatory requirements. During normal operation, NO-1-200 directs plant
operators to inspect operating spaces each shift and to report any deficiency. During
shutdowns, the containment is also inspected. The procedure lists detailed inspection
guidelines, including discovery of items such as oil / water leakage, irregular noise and
vibration levels, irregular temperature, and humidity in the area. Site deficiencies are
documented to ensure appropriate corrective action is taken. The applicant applies this
walkdown procedure to Groups 1 through 6 of support and ARDM combinations.

Ownership of Plant Operating Spaces (NO-1-107).

Program NO-1-107 is an existing program and is also credited for the follow-on
discovery activities relating to component supports for which no active ARDMs are found
among the baseline walkdowns. This program provides requirements and guidance on
personnel accountability for the correction of housekeeping, material, and radiological '

deficiencies. This procedure assigns plant areas to an " owner." These owners are
i

identified within each area and provide a point of contact for any individual who finds *

deficiencies or any concem with that area. Owners are required to periodically inspect
~

their area for deficiencies defined in the procedure, including checking for leaks; loose or
unbracketed pipes, loose, stripped, or missing fasteners; and corrosion, rust, or

g inadequate paint. Areas subject to inspection include containment, turbine building,
auxiliary building, intake structure, and outside areas. The applicant applies this
walkdown procedure to Groups 1 through 6 of support and ARDM combinations.

Section XI Inservice Inspection Program.

The Section XI inservice inspection (ISI) program is an existing program that is credited !

for both baseline and follow-on discover / activities. The applicant applies this program
to Groups 1,2, and 4 through 7 of support and ARDM combinations. ;

1

Preventive Maintenance Checklists*

The preventive maintenance checklists program is a modified version of an existing
program and is credited for follow-on discovery activity for containment air cooler fans
(metal spring isolators and fixed bases inside containment). The applicant applies these
checklists to Group 2 of support and ARDM combinations.

Age-Related Degradation inspection Program.

i

The age-related degradation inspection (ARDI) program is a new program that is
applicable to both baseline walkdowns and follow-on activities for 24 inaccessible piping
supports outside containment. The applicant applies this program to Group 1 of support

1

I
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and ARDM combinations. The staffs evaluation of this aging management program is
discussed in Section 3.1.6 of this SER.

i

Additional Baseline Walkdowns.

|
The additional baseline walkdowns procedure is a new program that is credited for I

additional baseline discovery activities for component supports not covered or only
partially covered by the Seismic Verification Program (SVP) or the ISI program, where
conditions prevented extrapolation of results to cover these component supports. The
applicant applies this procedure to Groups 1,2 and 7 of support and ARDM
combinations.

Plant Modification Program.

The plant modification program is a new program that is credited for the modification of
control room HVAC air handler supports to replace elastomer isolators with spring-type
isolators. The applicant applies this program to Group 3 of support and ARDM
combinations.

In addition, the applicant credited its SVP for the baseline walkdown to detect and document the
condition of component supports of the mechanical and electrical equipment that is on the
CCNPP safe shutdown equipment list. According to the applicant, the SVP was developed
based on the seismic qualification utilities group (SQUG) guideline (Generic implementation
Procedure 2 or GIP-2).

3.11.2.3.2 Piping Segments that Provide Structural Support

Section 3.1 A.2 of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that the piping segments beyond the safety-
related/non-safety-related boundary will be managed by the same aging management programs ;

credited in the r ctions of the LRA for the safety related portion of the piping system listed in '

Table 3.1 A-1. The applicant further states that these aging management programs will manage
the aging mechanism such that the intended function of the piping segments beyond the safety-
related/non-safety-related boundary up to the first seismic anchor will be maintained consistent
with the current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.

3.11.2.3.3 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes

For the AMR of component supports within the scope of license renewal, the applicant, as
shown in Table 3.2-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, will use 7 aging management programs to
manage the aging effects that are identified as plausible. These 7 programs and the application
of these programs are summarized below:

Procedures for Operation Section Performance Evaluations and Associated Operating.

Instructions (PE 0-81-1-0-Q and OI-25A, and PE 0-81-2-O-C and 01-25C)
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i These programs are existing programs and are credited for discovery and management
of general corrosion-oxidation effects in carbon steel parts of the spent fuel handling ;

,

machine (SFHM), reactor refueling machine (RRM), and associated components by.

'

performing periodic visual inspections. The applicant applies these programs to Group 1
1,

of support and ARDM combinations. '

i |

[ Load Handling Procedure (MN-1-104)
'

.

Program MN-1-104 is an existing program and is credited for (1) discovery and
'
i management of general corrosion-oxidation effects in carbon steel parts of FHE and j
; HLHC components by performing visual incpections and (2) discovery and management

,

| of fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation-distortion effects in wire rope by 1

| performing visual inspections. The applicant applies this procedure to Groups 1 and 4 o' <

support and ARDM combinations.,

i

Preventive Maintenance Task 10992001 (20992000), " Perform NDE on Polar Crane Ij .

j Rails"
l

i Program 10992001 is an existing program and is credited for discovery and 1

! management of fatigue effects in carbon steel PC rails by performing NDE. The |
! applicant applies this maintenance task to Group 3 of support and ARDM combinations. ]
i
~

Procedures for Operating instructions and Operation Section Performance Evaluations.

(Ol-25A and PE 0-81-1-0-Q,01-25B and PE 0-81-3-O-Q, Ol 25C and PE 0-81-2-O-C,
and Ol-25E)

These programs are existing programs and are credited for discovery and management
of fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation-distortion effects in wire rope for SFHM,
spent fuel inspection and new fuel elevators, RRM main hoists, and the fuel upending
machine and transfer carriages, respectively, by performing periodic visual inspections.
The applicant applies these performance evaluations to Group 4 of support and ARDM
combinations.

Preventive Maintenance Tasks 10812007,10812013,10992016,00992009,10992010,.

and 10992007

These preventive maintenance tasks are existing programs and are credited for
discovery and management of fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation-distortion
effects in wire rope for the fuel upending machine and transfer carriages, RRM main
hoists, RRM auxiliary hoists, spent fuel cask handling crane (SFCHC), PC, and intake
structural semi-gantry (ISSGC), respectively, by performing visualinspections. The
applicant applies these performance evaluations to Group 4 of support and ARDM
combinations.
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Preventive Maintenance Tasks 00992009,10992010,10992007 and 10642031.

These preventive tasks will be modified to explicitly present inspection requirements and
are credited for discovery and management of general corrosion-oxidation effects in
carbon steel parts of the SFCHC, polar crane, ISSGC, and reactor vessel head lift rig, by
' performing visualinspections. The applicant applies these maintenance tasks to Group
1 of support and ARDM combinations.

BACI Program, MN-3-3-1.

Program MN-3-3-1 is a modified program and is credited for discovery and management
of general corrosion-oxidation and corrosion due to boric acid for the reactor vessel
cooling shroud structural scpport members by performing visualinspections. The
applicant applies this program to Group 2 of support and ARDM combinations.

1

3.11.2.3.4 Electrical Commodities '

in Table 6.2-4 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant listed the following aging management
programs for ECs. The table also summarizes the application of these programs for discovery
and management of aging effects for ECs.

CCNPP Repetitive Task 10020008; Repetitive Task 10020009; Repetitive Task |.

20020008; Repetitive Task 20020009; Repetitive Task 20040016; Repetitive Task |
20040018; Repetitive Task 10040016; Repetitive Task 10040018; Repetitive Task |

10240015; Repetitive Task 20240009; Repetitive Task 20320008; Repetitive Task
10120003; Repetitive Task 20120003; Repetitive Task 10520005; Repetitive Task
20520001; Repetitive Task 10945001; Repetitive Task 20945001; Repetitive Tasks
10020006,100R007,10020015, and 10020016; Repetitive Tasks 20020002,
20020003,20020014, and 20020015; Repetitive Task 10180013; Repetitive Task
10180012; Repetitive Task 20180011; Repetitive Task 20180012; Repetitive Task
20180013; Repetitive Task 10180010; Repetitive Task 20180010; Repetitive Task
10180011; Repetitive Task 10020004; Repetitive Task 10020005; Repetitive Task
20020006; and Repetitive Task 20020007

CCNPP Programs EPM 04003; EPM 06067; EPM 06038; EPM 06052; EPM 06039;-

EPM 06049; EPM 06093; EPM 60600; EPM 60601; EPM 73601; EPM 02800; EPM 05900;
EPM 06047; EPM 18800; EPM 30701; EPM 32601; and EPM 58500

CCNPP Programs IPM12104, IPM12103, IPM 13000, IPM13001,13118, and IPM13119.

CCNPP ARDI Program.

in summary, Tables 3.1-4,3.2-2, and 6.2-4 of Appendix A to the LRA summarize the application
of these aging management programs for mitigation, discovery, and managing the ARDMs of
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component supports (including piping segments tnat provide structural support), FHE and
HLHCs, and ECs. The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and |

J their effects in such a way that the intended functions of these elements would be maintained ;

- during the period of extended operation, consistent with the current licensing basis (CLB), under ;
all design loading conditions. t

3.11.2.4 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

.. Sect 5n 2.1, " Time-Limited Aging Analyses," of Appendix A to the LRA indicates that there are
'

no time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) applicable to the component supports, FHE systems, i
HLHC systems, and ECs. '

;

3.11.3 Staff Evaluation i

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information submitted in Sections
3.1,3.1 A,3.2, and 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that |
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be maintained ;

consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The preceding sections in the
'

application address component supports (including piping segments that provides structural !

support), FHE and HLHC structures and components, and ECs. The staff's evaluation of the
p applicant's identification of structures and components subject to AMR is discussed separately ;,

f 1 in Section 2.2'of this SER. !

r
By letter dated April 8,1998, the applicant submitted its LRA. The technical information of how
the aging effects of the in-scope comporsnt supports, FHE and HLHC systems, and ECs are to
be identified and managed is given in Sections 3.1,3.1 A, 3.2, and 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA. i

The applicant, as described in Appendix A, applies its scoping process to systems and ;

components that are within the scope of license renewal. The rule for license renewal requires i
that structures and components subject to AMR encompass those structures and components

- that (1) perform an intended function, as described in 10 CFR 54.4, without moving parts or
without a change in a configuration or properties, and (2) are not subject to periodic replacement
on the basis of a qualified life or specified time period. On this basis, the applicant identified
items that are subject to AMR within the context of its license re..awal application. In general,
for each component-ARDM combination, the applicant documented its AMR results by
addressing the following items: (1) general description of component-ARDM combination,
(2) materials and environment, (3) aging mechanism effects, (4) methods to manage aging

'

,

effects, (5) aging management programs, and (6) demonstration of aging management.

By letters dated August 26,1998, and September 7,1998, the staff issued several requests for
additional information (RAls) after completing the initial review. By letters dated November 4,
and 21,1998, the applicant responded to the staffs RAls.

3.11.3.1 Effects of Aging
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3.11.3.1.1 Component Supports (including Piping Segments That Provide Support)

All component supports (piping supports, cable raceway supports, HVAC ducting supports,
equipment supports, metal spring isolators and fixed bases, frames and saddles /LOCA
restraints (both inside and outside containment), and frames and saddles for flat-bottom vertical
tanks) are constructed of structural steel, except for elastomer vibration isolators and ring
foundations for flat-bottom vertical tanks, which are constructed of natural and synthetic rubber
products and reinforced coricrete, respectively. All component supports (except for ring
foundation for flat-bottom vertical tanks) are located inside the containment and other climate
controlled buildings. Inside the containment, the maximum design ambient air temperature and
relative humidity are 120 F and 50 pe, cent, respectively. In the other buildings, the design
ambient temperature is in the range of 110 *F, and there are no design humidity requirements
for the plant areas outside the containment. The applicable ARDMs identified by the applicant
are general corrosion of steel, loading due to hydraulic vibration or water hammer, loading due
to thermal expansioa of piping / component, loading due to rotating / reciprocating equipment,
stress corrosion cracking of high-strength bolts, and elastomer hardening. Although the license
renewal rule requires management of aging effects and does not require specific identification of
ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The staff finds that the applicant has
identified relevant ARDMs and that no credible additional ARDMs exist.

The operating experience information in the application indicates that the component supports
have, in general, performed well and have exhibited no age-related degradation that impaired
their intended function, except that three events of support damage caused by water hammer
occurred in the main feedwater and low-pressure safety injection (LPSI) systems. The cause of
these events has been appropriately evaluated by the applicant. Design modi 6 cations were
made and operating procedures were changed to reduce the potential for water hammer or
damage caused by water hammer in the future. On the basis of a review of the applicant's
opera',ing experience, as discussed above, the staff finds that the applicant has adequate
operating procedures and an effective program to manage age-related degradation of
component supports.

The applicant identified that the effects of general corrosion of structural steel (piping supports,
cable raceway supports, HVAC ducting supports, and equipment supports) should be managed
for license renewal (Groups 1 and 2 of support /ARDM combinations). The staff concurs
tacause the carbon steel materials are exposed to air with moisture.

I

Tfu applicant identified that the effects of elastomer hardening should be managed for the
eastomer vibration isolators (Group 3 support /ARDM combinations). The staff agrees because
extended exposure cf elastomer material to light, heat, oxygen, ozone, water, or radiation can
cause scission or cross-l:nking of the polymer chains forming the elastomer material. All these ,

'environmental conditions will cause degradation of the material (such as lowering tensile
strength and brittleness of elastomer).
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The applicant identified that the effects of loading due to rotating / reciprocating machinery are
plausible and should be managed for the metal spring isolators, fixed bases, and LOCA,

| restraints (Group 4 of support /ARDM combinations). The staff agrees because these loading
effects from machine vibration could cause degradation of the steelload path and concrete, and
concrete cracking in the vicinity of the equipment anchorage. Consequently, component support
strength will be reduced if the ARDM is allowed to progress unmanaged.

The applicant identified that the effects of loading from hydraulic vibration or water hammer are '

plausible and should be managed for the piping supports, frames, saddles, and LOCA restraints s

(Groups 1 and 5 of support /ARDM combinations). The staff agrees because the aging effects >

caused by this ARDM could cause loss of weld integrity, loosening of bolted connections, and
component displacement or misalignment. If this aging mechanism were left unmanaged, the
effects could progress to the point of insufficient support afforded to the components and/or
allowing excessive movement of the equipment or component.

The applicant identified that the effects of loading from thermal expansion of components are
'

plausible and should be managed for the frames, saddles, LOCA restraints, and ring foundation
of flat-bottom vertical tanks (Group 6 of support /ARDM combinations). The staff agrees
because the aging effects from this ARDM could cause loosening of bolted connections, loss of
weld integrity, component displacement or misalignment, and cracking of concrete. || this aging|

mechanism were left unmanaged, the effects could progress to the point of reducing the amount
of support afforded to the components and/or allowing excessive movement of the equipment or
component.

The applicant also identified that the effects of stress corrosion cracking of high-strength bolts
are plausible and should be managed for the frames, saddles, and LOCA restraints (Group 7 of
support /ARDM combinations). The staff agrees because the aging effects from this ARDM
could cause cracking and failure of bolt material. If this aging mechanism were left unmanaged,
the effects could progress to the point of insufficient support afforded to the components and/or
allowing excessive movement of the equipment or component.

The staff agrees that there are no additional ARDMs for these systems.

As stated in Section 3.11.3 above, from its initial review of Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA,
the staff issued a number of RA!s in the letter dated September 7,1998. The applicant
responded to these RAls on November 21,1998. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's
responses is summarized below:

1

(1) NRC Question No. 3.1.1, the staff raised a concem regarding the inclusion of component
supports of System 68, " Spent Fuel Storage System," in the scope of license renewal. The
applicant responded that spent fuel pool component supports are addressed in the cranes
and fuel handling commodity evaluation. However, the applicant did not discuss the AMR of
spent fuel storage component supports in Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment and Other
Heavy Load Handling Cranes," of apendix A to the LRA. The applicant supplemented the
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response in a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,
1999), and stated that there are no component supports for the spent fuel storage system in

,

the scope of license renewal. In addition, the applicant agreed to revise its response. This i
issue is consMered resolved pending the applicant's submittal of this information. '

(2) NRC Question No. 3.1.6c, the staff raised a conTm that when structural steel members
(known as " supplementary steel members," sucu as a piece of l-beam) are added between a |

component support (e.g., the HVAC duct support type labeled " rod hanger trapeze
supports") and the building structural elements (e.g., walls and steel members) to transfer
loads (from component supports to the building structure), the aging effects on this type of
supplementary steel members should be managed as part of component supports. I

The applicant responded on November 19,1998, to the staff's question and supplemented
the response in a meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,.
1999). The applicant referred to its response to the staff's NRC Question No. 3.1.9. In that
response, the applicant stated that there are some instances of HVAC duct support frames
made of structural steel members. These structural steel members should be included as
support types for HVAC ducting supports in Tables 3.1-2 and 3.1-3 of the LRA. The aging
management for HVAC ducting supports is included with Group 2 discussions on page 3.1-
23 through 3.1-29 of Appendix A to the LRA. In a follow-up conference call on February 26,
1999, the applicant stated that it does not now intend to revise these two tables to reflect the
preceding statement relating to structural steel members issues. On the basis of the
information submitted by the applicant, the staff considers this NRC question resolved.

(3) in NRC Question No. 3.1.15b, the staff asked the applicant to demonstrate how the aging
effects of concrete cracking due to vibration loads will be managed, since the concrete
cracks will affect the ultimate strength of both the expansion anchors and embedded
anchors. The applicant's response did not discuss concrete cracking caused by vibration
loads or how the aging effects caused by concrete cracking from vibration loads will be
managed. In a follow-up discussion, the applicant provided information concerning this
issue, and stated that loading due to vibration is considered plausible for component
supports incbding embedded anchors. The applicant also identified aging management
programs to manage vibration loads. The applicant's Administrative Procedure MN-1-319,
which is discussed in Section 3.1.3 of this SER, addresses inspection procedures for
concrete around embedded anchors. The staff finds the applicant's aging management
program adequate and acceptable to resolve this issue.

3.11.3.1.2 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes

As described in Section 3.11.2.2.3 above, the components of the FHE and HLHC systems (such
as spent fuel shipping cask cupport platform, incore instrumentation (ICl) trash racks, spent fuel j

pool platform, spent fuel inspection elevator, new fuel elevator, fuel upending machine and
transfer carriage, RRM, SFHM, SFCHC, PC, ISSGC, transfer machine jib crane, and load
handling equipment) are constructed of carbon steel, galvanized steel, stainless steel, and
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nickel-based alloys. (Some of the FHE and HLHC components, such as PC girders, SFCHC
rail / support girders, refueling pool reinforced concrete [RC), refueling pool stainless steel liner, l

fuel transfer tube stainless steel liner, spent fuel pool stainless steel liner, spent fuel pool RC, |
spent fuel pool storage racks, and new fuel storage racks, are addressed for their structural |
intended functions as parts of the buildings in which they are housed.) Most of the in-scope |structural components are either exposed to climate control in environments inside the
containment and auxiliary buildings or are submerged in water. The applicant considered a
comprehensive list of potential ARDMs and identified the applicable ARDMs as general
corrosion / oxidation, fatigue, mechanical degradation / distortion, corrosion caused by boric acid,
and wear. Although the license renewal rule requires management of aging effects and does
not require specific identification of ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs.
The staff finds the applicant's approach of identifying ARDMs an acceptable means to satisfy the
license renewal rule because aging effects are results of ARDMs.

The operating experience information in the application indicates that the FHE and HLHC
systems have, in general, performed well and have exhibited no age-related degradation that
impaired the system function, except that during the 1996 Unit 1 refueling outage, four fillet
welds connecting structural members on the fuel upending machine in the refueling pool were
found to have failed. The evaluation performed by the applicant determined that originaljoint
design, original fabrication, and subsequent changes to machine operations led to low-cycle

p' fatigue failure of the welds. Corrective actions, including addition of stiffeners at the weld joints
and use of dual hydraulic cylinders for machine operation (to eliminate future fatigue failure),-

were implemented for both fuel upending machines in Units 1 and 2.

The applicant determined that the effects of general corrosion / oxidation for FHE and HLHC
carbon steel components should be managed for Lcense renewal. The staff agrees that
because the carbon steel materials are exposed to moisture and oxygen, temperature and
corrosion will cause the protective coatings to fail and lose their ability to adhere to the corroding
surfaces. Also, the outdoor saltwater atmosphere could cause the protective coatings of
structural members of the ISSGC to fail.

The applicant determined that the general corrosion / oxidation and corrosion from boric acid
should be managed for the reactor vessel (RV) cooling shroud structural support members. The
staff agrees because carbon steels are susceptible to significant acceleration of general
corrosion effects when exposed to boric acid. Leakage of boric acid from RV head penetrations
can result in the formation of concentrated deposit of boric acid in the form of crystals at the
anchorage of the RV cooling shroud because of evaporation caused by the high temperature of
the RV head. This kind of damage will lead to the loss of load-carrying cross-s3ctional area and
weaken the structuralintegrity of affected members.

The applicant determined that the effects of fatigue should be managed for the PC rails. The
staff agrees because the short PC rail sections installed at the expansion joints contain
flame-cut holes and are subject to repeated loading whenever the PC is used for hfting loads.
These repeated loads will cause low-cycle fatigue of the PC rails.
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The applicant determined that the effects of fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation / distortion
should be managed for the wire ropes. Ti.o staff agrees because the wire ropes are subject to
both low-cycle and high-cycle repeated loads. The fatigue damage from these repeated loads
will result in cracking and breakage of individual wire and strands that make up the rope. Also,
wear from relative motion between the rope and groove can cause damage of the rope.

The staff agrees that there are no additional ARDMs for these systems.

As stated in Section 3.11.3 of this SER, from its initial review of Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the
LRA, the staff issueu .* numbemf RAls in the letter dated August 26,1998. The applicant
responded to these RAls un Novs mber 4,1998. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's
responses is summarized below:

(1) in I-:RC Question No. 3.2.1, the staff asked the applicant to provide the basis for excluding
the spent fuel shipping cask washdown pit (a structural component in the spent fuel pool
system) and the fuel transfer tube from the scope of license renewal. In its response to this
question, the applicant stated that the spent fuel shipping cask washdown pit and the fuel
transfer tube are within the scope of license renewal and are subject to AMR. The fuel
transfer tube is addressed in Section 3.3A, " Primary Containment Structure," of Appendix A
to the LRA. The RC of the spent fuel cask washdown pit is addressed in Section 3.3E,
" Auxiliary Building and safety-related Diesel Generator Building Structures," of Appendix A to
the LRA. The spent fuel cask washdown pit liner is constructed of stainless steel and
primanly experiences the ambient atmospheric conditions of the auxiliary buildirig spent fuel
area. The stainless steel liner is wetted with borated and/or demineralized water during
spent fuel storage cask loading operations. Because of the relatively mild atmosphere and
infrequent wetting, there are no plausible ARDMs for the stainless steel liner and, therefore,
no discussion of aging management programs in Appendix A to the LRA. However, the staff
reviewed Section 3.3E of Appendix A to the LRA and found that the LRA (Section 3.3E and
Table 3.3E-2) did not specifically state that the AMR for the spent fuel shipping cask
washdown pit is covered in the license renewal scope for the auxiliary building. In a
meeting or. February 16,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant
supplemented the response and stated thGt the cask washdown pit is a feature of the
auxiliary t;uilding. However, the cask washdown pit does not have any intended function per
10 CFR 54.4 and, therefore, is not within the scope of license renewal and is not subject to
AMR. On the basis of this clarification, the staff considers this issue resolved.

1
'

(2) in NRC Question No. 3.2.13(1), the staff asked the applicant to justify why " fatigue," whic.h
identified as a plausible ARDM for the PC rails, is not plausible for other crane rails. In its
response, the applicant stated that, as depicted on Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA,
fatigue of crane rails is plausible only for the rails of the PC; therefore, programs to managt, |

the effects of fatigue described under Group 3 are only required for those particular crane
rails. The applicant's response did not satisfy the staffs concern, because no justification
was given. During the onsite meeting held on February 16-18,1999 (NRC meeting
summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant clarified that the holes in the PC rails are
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. flame cut after fabrication, and that holes on other rails are cut during fabrication and stress
relieved. Therefore, fatigue is not plausible for other crane rails. On this basis, the staff
agrees and this issue is resolved.

(3) in NRC Question No. 3.2.13(2), the staff asked the applicant to justify why the aging effects
from wear, fatigue, and mechanical degradation / distortion (Group 4, " Aging Management")
are not applicable to other crane components and subcomponents, in its response to this
question, the applicant stated that, as depicted on Table 3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA,
Group 4 only addresses the unique plausible ARDMs applicable for wire rope. Additional
clarification was provided during the onsite meeting on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting
summary dated March 19,1999). The applicant stated that moving subcomponents such as
sheaths and rollers were considered " active" subcomponents and as such were excluded
from AMR. However, the applicant has conservatively included wire ropes for AMR even
though they could be considered a moving subcomponent. In general, the active
components while not included for AMR, ars subject to routine maintenance, which the staff
has determined to be adequte. On the basis of the clarification submitted by the applicant
and discussed above, the staff finds its response to NRC Question No. 3.2.13(1) reasonable
and adequate. On this basis, this issue is considered resolved.

3.11.3.1.3 Electrical Commodities

The applicant reviewed various Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) reports, NRC reportsU (NUREGs), and Sandia National Laboratory aging management guidelines during the
development of the AMR for ECs to assist in the identification of potential aging mechanisms.-

- Components of ECs consist of metallic and nonmetallic subcomponents and are subject to
degradation mechanisms which depend on the material of construction and the operating
environment as discussed below.

For the electrical commodities discussed below, the applicable ARDin are based on the
material and the operating environment. Based on these consideratius and past experience, it
can be concluded that ARDMs, other than those discussed below, do not apply to these
components.

- Battery terminals are made of aluminum, lead, and copper, and are subject to corrosion; the
charger and inverter cabinets are constructed from carbon steel and are susceptible to the
effects of electrical stressors and wear. The operating environment for battery terminals / charger
and inverter cabinets is that of a controlled atmosphere within the auxiliary building.

Breaker cabinets, made of carbon steel, and associated terminal blocks, made of phenolic
materials, are susceptible to the effects of electrical stressors, fatigue, and wear. The operating
environment for the cabinets is that of a controlled atmosphere within the auxiliary building.

Bus and disconnect cabinets are made of carbon steel and are susceptible to fatigue and wear;
the cabinets' terminal blocks are susceptible to the effects of electrical stressors. Thei

[ ,
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environment for the bus and disconnect cabinets and associated terminal blocks is that of a
controlled atmosphere within the auxiliary building.

MCC panels are made of carbon steel and are subject to fatigue, wear, and dynamic loading.
MCC panels' terminal blocks are susceptible to the effects of electrical stressors. The
environment for the MCC panels and associated terminal blocks is that of a mild controlled
atmosphere within the auxiliary and turbine buildings.

Local control station panels are made of carbon steel and are subject to fatigue, wear, and
general corrosion. Local control station panels' terminal blocks are susceptible to the effects of
electrical stressors. The environment for the loca! control station panels and associated terminal
blocks is that of a mild controlled atmosphere within the auxiliary buiHing. ~ihe saltwater air
compressor (SWAC) local control stations panels are located in regions with piping containing
either borated water or saltwater.

The miscellaneous panels listed in Table 6.2-3 of Appendix A to the LRA are made of carbon
steel and are susceptible to fatigue and wear; the miscellaneous panels' terminal blocks are
susceptible to the effects of electrical stressors. The environment for the miscellaneous panels
and associated terminal blocks is that of a mild controlled atmosphere within the CCNPP
buildings.

Nonmetallic subcomponents in electrical cabinets and panels include subcomponents of active
devices, conductor insulation, and subcomponents such as insulating stand-off supports. Active
devices are excluded from the requirements of AMR. For organic insulation of wiring or
buswork, thermal aging is not plausible since the intemal operating temperature is below the
60-year-service limiting temperature for the materials used by the applicant. Subcomponents of
the housing / cabinet, such as insulating stand-off supports, provide structumi support for
buswork and ungrounded devices in the housing / cabinets. Based on past experience, it can be
concluded that these subcomponents are not subject to plausible aging if a thermoset or
thermoplastic material is used because thermoset or thermoplastic materials do not degrade
when exposed to heat, moisture, and high oxygen. These subcomponents are subject to
plausible aging if certain elastomers are used, however.

The operating experience information submitted in the application indicates that the ECs have,
in general, performed well and have exhibited no age-related degradation that impaired their
function. However, some ECs have rusted and corroded from exposure to saltwater spray. The
legs of traveling screen control panels were corroded and we.re replaced with stainless steel
support legs. Although these panels are not in the scope of license renewal, they are made of
materials and exposed to environments similar to those within the scope of license renewal
addressed in this SER. The applicant has stated that the cathodic protection system panels for
the intake structure baffle walls experienced corrosion, and have been replaced with new panels
made of fiber-reinforced plastic. Cathodic protection system panels are also not in the scope of
license renewal, but they are made of materials and exposed to environments similar to those
within the scope of license renewal addressed in this SER. Panels located outdoors or subject
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| to a salty or humid atmosphere are subject to extemal corrosion if panel doors and penetration
seals leak.

.

t

As stated in Section 3.11,3 of this SER, as a result of its initial review of Section 6.2 of
Appendix A to the LRA, the -staff issued a number of questions. The staff's evaluation of the
applicant's responses to these questions is summarized below. |

!

. (1) In NRC Question No. 6.2.1, the staff asked that the applicant discuss whether corrosion
allowances were provided in the design of EC and how corrosion is addressed as part of the '

aging management prograin. The applicant responded that no corrosion allowances were ;

included in the specification of electrica; panels and that the aging management of the
effects of corrosion is by ARDI and existing preventive maintenance programs. On the basis
of this response, this issue is closed.

(2) On page 6.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant states that operating experience
relevant to aging was obtained from CCNPP-specific information and experience. In NRC

i

| Question No. 6.2.2, the staff asked that il 1 applicant submit a summary discussion of any
industry-wide operating experience that the applicant concluded was applicable to aging|

mechanisms for ECs. The applicant responded that various EPRI reports and Sandia
National Laboratory aging management guidelines were consulted during the development
of the AMR for ECs to assist in the identification of potential aging mechanisms. On the
basis of this response, this issue is closed.

(3) On page 6.2-2 of Appendix A to the LRA, the applicant states that "EC(s) are usually not
subject to extreme conditions or excessive loads; however, some CCNPP EC(s) are subject
to corrosive environments." In NRC Question No. 6.2.3, the staff asked that the applicant
submit a summary description on how the environmental stressors (vibration, heat, radiation,
and humidity) and operatior al stressors (intemal heating from electrical or mechanical
loading, physical stresses f'om mechanical or electrical surges, vibration, and abrasive
wearing of parts) that have resulted in age-related failures in ECs were explicitly addressed
in the aging management program (s). The applicant responded that the plausible aging of
electrical panels and the programs credited for managing those effects is addressed in
Section 6.2 of Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of this response, this issue is closed.

(4) In NRC Question No 6.2.4, the staff asked that the applicant clarify the basis for concluding j
that the preventive maintenance program can be relied on to detect electrical stressors, as

,

described on page 6.2-9 of Appendix A to the LRA The a oplicant responded that the !

electrical stress, as defined in this section of the LRA, is r used by the overheating at loose ;

connections and by operating in a low-voltage condition f;,r an extended period of time. The )
applicant further stated that the preventive maintenance ,,rogram can manage electrical j
stress by including visualinspection for effects of ab o.ual electrical stress. This issue isn
closed since the staff agrees that an effective preventive maintenance program can manage
electrical stressors by revealing abnormal stresses upon visual inspection.

!

|r
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(5) In NRC Question No. 6.2.5, the staff asked that the applicant respond whether the
preventive maintenance program includes monitoring and trending and describe the
monitoring and trending activities. The applicant responded that the preventive maintenance
program is an inspection program that does not include monitoring and trending. On the
basis of this response, this issue is closed.

I
(6) in NRC Question No. 6.2.6, the staff questioned if there were any parts of the ECs that are

inaccessible for inspection. The staff asked that the applicant describe what aging
management program will be relied upon to maintain the integrity of the inaccessible areas.
The applicant responded that all electrical panels and cabinets in the scope of license
renewal are accessible for inspection. On the basis of this response, this issue is closed.

3.11.3.2 Aging Management Programs for License Renewal

The staff's evaluation of the applicant's aging management programs that are applicable to the
component supports (including piping segments that provide support), FHEs and other HLHCs,
and ECs focused on the program elements rather than on details of specific plant procedures.
To determine if these programs contain the essential elements needed for aging management
and whether they are adeouate to manage the effects of aging so that the intended functions will ,

be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, the staff evaluated |
the following 10 elements: (1) scope of program, (2) preventive actions, (3) parameters j
monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging effects, (5) monitoring and trending, (6) I

acceptance criteria, (7) correcti/e actions, (8) confirmation process, (9) administrative controls, |
and (10) operating experience.

In the LRA, the applicant indicated that the analysis! assessment, corrective action, and
confirmation / documentation process for license renewal is in accordance with the site-controlled
corrective action program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures
and components subject to AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective action
program is discussed seprately in Section 3.1.5 of this staff SER. The staff finds that the
applicant's aging management programs for license renewal satisfy the elements of " corrective
actions,"" confirmation process," and "adrainistrative controls." The other seven elements are
discussed separately in each pertinent section of the SER.

3.11.3.2.1 Component Supports (Including Piping Segments That Provide Supports)
I

As described in Section 3.11.3.1.1 of this SER, the applicant determined that the aging effects
due to six ARDMs (general corrosion of steel, loading due to hydraulic vibration or water
hammer, loading due to rotating / reciprocating equipment, loading due to thermal expansion,
elastomer hardening, and stress corrosion cracking of high-strength bolts) are determined to be
" plausible" and should be subject to AMR. The staff's review findings of Appendix A to the LRA
regarding the application of these aging management programs to the AMR are summarized
below.
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3.11.3.2.1.1 Effects of Corrosion

The applicant determined that the effects of corrosion (crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
9eneral corrosion, MIC, and pitting) should be managed for license renewal. The LRA states
that all component supports are constructed of structural steel, except elastomer vibration
isolators and ring foundations of flat-bottom vertical tanks which are constructed of natural and '

synthetic rubber products and reinforced concrete, respectively. The surfaces of component
supports are exposed to humid, moist, or wet environments. The effects of corrosion on the
surfaces can be mitigated by minimizing the exposure of carbon steel to the environment and by

,

protecting the surface with paint or other protective coatings.' Also, plant housekeeping
; practices that identify conditions such as degraded paint can be used to mitigate the effects of

general corrosion.

Two types of discovery activities for detecting aging effects are conducted or are to be
. conducted by the applicant: baseline activities and follow-on activities. In general, the as-found
*

conditions during the baseline inspections dictate the level of follow-on aging management
needed for the component supports. When the baseline discovery activities (including activities
for the 24 inaccessible piping supports outside con 5nment and snubber supports) are

| conducted, the applicant relies on the SVP program, - SME Section XI ISI program and ARDI
; program to identify aging effects caused by corrosion. For those component supports not

; [. covered or only partially covered by the SVP or ISI program, the applicant will use the
" additional baseline walkdowns" to identify aging effects. For the follow-on discovery activities,
the applicant relies on the snubber visual inspection surveillance program, structure and system
walkdowns (PEG-7), the ISI program, and preventive maintenance checklists to inspect for
coating degradation as aging management of corrosion of the surfaces of component supports
forlicenss renewal

i The staff's evaluation of the applicant's ARDI program, and structure and system walkdown
procedure (MN-1-319 or PEG-7) is discussed separately in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.6 of this SER.
As for the ASME Section XI ISI program (ISI program), CCNPP Technical Specifications
Surveillance Requirement 4.0.5.a requires that ISI of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 components
be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Code. The CCNPP program plan
describes the inspections performed to satisfy these requirements. The component support
examinations are performed in accordance with the procedure that fulfills the requirements of
Section XI. The resub of each inspection are documented in an outage report. The ISI for
component supports includes visual examination of prescribed sampling of systems covered by
these programs. The visual examination focuses on determination of the general mechanical
and structural condition of suppert and checking for loose parts, debris, abnormal corrosion
products, wear, erosion, corrosion, and loss of integrity of bolted or welded connections. The
visual examinations are scheduled so that code class piping supports are inspected on a
sampling basis once each interval. The applicant stated that the ISI is adequate to manage the,

effects of aging for the following reasons: corcoonent supports are checked for potential ARDMs
(e.g., general corrosion of steel, vibration or thermal expansion cycles); inspections performed

i. have identified aging degradation deficiencies; each support within the ISI program is examined

^
i
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at regular intervals; the program requires expansion of inspection scope if degradation of
supports is observed; and, outage reports provide historicalinformation for the supports. The
NRC staff agrees and finds that the program procedure meets the seven elements required to
identify aging degradation deficiencies for component supports. The staff finds that the
frequency of inspections combined with expansion of inspections if deficiencies are identh.ed
provHe reasonable assurance that aging degradation deficiency will be detected and that
corrective actions can be taken in a timely manner.

The staff finds the combined application of these programs by the applicant generally
acceptable for to the following reasons: (1) the programs cover all component supports subject
to AMR, (2) coating prevents or mitigates corrosion by minimizing environmental exposure,
(3) the parameter monitored is coating degradation, which is a condition directly related to
potential loss of materials, (4) the exterior carbon steel surfaces cannot degrade without i

degradation of paint or coating and, thus, inspecting and confirming that the paint or coating is I

intact is an effective method to ensure that corrosion on extemal surfaces has not occurred and i
the intended function is maintained, (5) effects of corrosion are detectable by visual techniques
and inspections are periodic (every outage for walkdown and every 2 to 4 years for preventive
maintenance) and should provide for timely detection of aging effects based on operating
experience, (6) acceptance criteria ensure that any coating degradations would be reported and
evaluated according to site corrective action procedures, and (7) operating experience shows
that these programs are effective.

However, the staff identified a concem in its letter dated September 7,1998, regarding the i
applicant's reliance on its SVP for the baseline walkdown (by performing a visual inspection) to
detect and document the condition (potential ARDMs such as corrosion, elastomer hardening of
component supports for mechanical and electrical equipment). According to the applicant
(Section 3.1 of Appendix A to the LRA), the SVP was established on the basis of the SQUG |
guideline in GIP-2. However, as stated on page 5 of Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report |

'No. 2 (SSER-2) on GIP-2 dated May 22,1992, the qualification of seismic adequacy of
equipment and components (including supports) in older operating nuclear plants does not |
address the aging effects of equipment. In the letter dated September 7,1998, the staff raised a l

concem regarding the use of the SVP for the baseline walkdowns of component supports (NRC
Question No. 3.1.3). In its response to NRC Question No. 3.1.3 (BGE letter, November 19,
1998), the applicant contended that it has not credited SQUG GIP for aging management and
the SVP techniques were used just as one of the sources for grouping component supports. In
a teleconference call with the staff on March 3,1999, the applicant further clarified that it will not
exclude any component supports from aging management programs based on the results of the
SVP baseline walkdowns. Baseline walkdowns do not exclude any component supports from
further follow-on aging management activities. On the basis that the applicant's aging
management practice for component supports will not rely upon the results of the SVP baseline
walkdowns, the staff determined that this issue was resolved.

G,
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3.11.3.2.1.2 Effects of Loading Due to Hydraulic Vibration or Water Hammer'

; The applicant determined that the effects of loading due to hydraulic vibration or water hammer
are plausible and should be managed for license renewal. For piping supports, the LRA
addresses effects due to these loadings on spring hangers, constant load supports, sway struts,
rod hangers, frames, and stanchions. Effects on support types such as spring hangers,,

constant load supports, sway struts, and rod hangers are considered plausible because these
types of supports have threaded fasteners in the load-bearing path that could be loosened by,

such loading. For piping supports such as frames and stanchions, the LRA indicates that the
effects of these loadings on the piping frames and stanchions are not considered plausible
because these loads were included in the design of the affected supports. Although these4

ARDMs are known to occur, the aging effects are not expected to prevent the piping support
frames from performing their intended support function. Although the operating experience,

shows that water hammer causes piping support frame damage, the analysis found that piping
integrity was not compromised because of the design margin of the piping system.

| For support types of frames, saddles for tanks and heat exchangers, and LOCA restraints, the
' applicant determined that the effects of loading caused by hydraulic vibration or water hammer

are plausible if such equipment is subject to hydraulic vibration or water hammer. The aging
; effects from this ARDM are loosening of bolted connections, loss of weld integrity, and

component displacement or misalignment. If this aging mechanism is left unmanaged, the! (p) effects could progress to the point of insufficient support afforded to the component and/or
's / allowing excessive movement of the equipment or component.

The applicant proposed to use the ISI program, the ARDI program, and the " Additional Baseline )
Walkdowns" program for the baseline walkdowns. For the follow-on discovery activities, the
applicant proposed to rely on the " Snubber Visual Inspection Surveillance" program, (PEG-7),
the ISI program, the " Preventive Maintenance Checklists" program, and the ARDI program. The
staff finds the programs proposed by the applicant for managing the aging effects from hydraulic |
vibration or water hammer acceptable because (1) these programs cover all component
supports subject to AMR; (2) for piping supports such as steel frames and stanchions, these
loads were included in the design of the affected supports to prevent the occurrence of the
ARDMs; (3) the parameters monitored are loosening of bolted connections, loss of weld integrity
and component displacement or misalignment, which are conditions directly related to potential
loss of support integrity; (4) inspecting and confirming that the bolts used for connections are
intact, welds are intact, and components are in the proper position are effective methods to .
ensure that the degradation due to hydraulic vibration or water hammer has not occurred and
the intended function is maintained; (5) aging effects of loading due to hydraulic vibration or
water hammer are detectable by visual techniques, and inspections are periodic and should
provide for timely detection of aging effects based on operating experience; (6) acceptance
criteria ensure that any connection degradations resulting in component displacements would be
reported and evaluated according to site corrective action procedures; and (7) operating
experience shows that these programs are effective.

(
t
'
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3.11.3.2.1.3 Aging Effects Due to Elastomer Hardening

The applicant determined that effects of hardening of elastomer materials are plausible and
should be managed for license renewal. Elastcmer materials (such as natural and synthetic
rubber products) are used in the anchorage load path of some rotating equipment to reduce the
vibration transmitted to the supporting structures. Extended exposure of elastomer materials to
light, heat, oxygen, ozone, water or radiation can cause this kind of material to become more
brittle and promote surface cracking, which may lead to failure of supports. For equipment
supports, the LRA addresses *.re aging effects on elastomer hardening for the elastomer
vibration isolators of equipment such as fans and compressors. If this agi'1g mechanism is not
properly managed, it could eventually lead to a loss of function of the supported equipment
under CLB conditions. Therefore, elastomer hardening was determined to be a plausible ARDM
for which the aging effects must be managed for elastomer vibration isolators.

The applicant proposed to use the SVP inspections for the baseline activities and to document
the conditions of component supports. (The staff's review conclusion regarding the applicability
of the SVP to the baseline inspection is discussed in Section 3.11.3.2.1.1 of this SER.) Forthe
follow-on activities, the applicant relies on walkdowns by system engineers (PEG-7), the cortrol
of shift program, the ownership of plant operating spaces program, and the plant modification
program. The staff finds the programs proposed by the applicant for managing the aging effects
from hydraulic vibration or water hammer acceptable because (1) these programs cover all
component supports with elastomer vibration isolators subject to AMR; (2) the parameter
monitored is surface cracking, which is the condition directly related to potential loss of support
integrity; (3) as a result of the elastomer hardening (surface cracks), the procedure of visual
inspection under aging management programs such as PEG-7 can be relied on to detect the
extemal condition of vibration isolators before a loss of the component support's intended
function; (4) aging effects of elastomer hardening are detectable by visual techniques, and
inspections are periodic and should provide for timely detection of aging effects on the basis of
operating experience; (5) acceptance criteria ensure that any connection degradations
component displacements would be reported and evaluated according to site corrective action
procedures; and (6) operating experience shows that these programs are effective.

3.11.3.2.1.4 Effects of Loading Due to Rotating / Reciprocating Equipment

The applicant determined that effect of loading due to rotating / reciprocating equipment is
plausible and should be managed for license renewal. For rotating / reciprocating equipment
outside the containment building, such as pumps and fans, the LRA addresses age-related
effects (degradation) due to this type of loadings on metal spring isolators and fixed bases. In
addnion, the LRA covers the age-related degradation of LOCA restraints for the reactor coolant
pumps (inside containment building) due to the same type of loadings.

According to the applicant, all metal spring isolators, fixed bases, and LOCA restraints are
constructed of strufural steel. The effects of loadings due to rotating / reciprocating machinery
are plausible for equipment supports such as metal spring isolators and fixed bases (outside the
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containment), and LOCA restraints (inside the containment), because the machinery supported
by these types of supports is subject to vibration from rotation and/or reciprocation while in
operation. Samples of the mechanism of aging effects include stelload path degradation, i

concrete pad degradation, and concrete cracking in the vicinity of equipment anchorage. If '

these medianisms were left unmanaged, the effects could progress to the point of reducing the
amount of support afforded to the component and/or allowing excessive motion of the supported
equipment. This failure of the component supports' intended function could, in tum, lead to loss
of function of the supported equipment under CLB conditions.

i

The applicant prop' osed to use the ASME Section XI ISI program and SVP inspections for th' e :

baseline activities and to document the conditions of component supports. (The staff's
,

conclusion regarding the applicability of the SVP to the baseline inspection is discussed in i

Section 3.11.3.2.1.1 of this SER.) For the follow-on activities, the applicant relied on system
engineer walkdowns (PEG-7), the control of shift program and the ownership of plant operating

,

spaces program for metal spring isolators and fixed bases component supports, and the ASME
Section XI ISI program for LOCA restraints. On the basis of the discussion in Section
3.11.3.2.1.1 of this SER, the staff finds the programs proposed by the applicant for managing
the aging effects due to rotating / reciprocating machinery acceptable.

IThe staff also finds the use of these programs by the applicant to be acceptable because (1) the
referenced programs include metal spring isolators and fixed bases for rotating / reciprocating
equipment (such as pumps and fans), where the effects of loading due to rotating / reciprocating i

machinery are load path degradation, concrete pad degradation, concrete cracking in the vicinity )
of equipment anchorage, and reduction in component strength if allowed to progress '

unmanaged (fatigue of metal spring isolators is not considered plausible); (2) the effects of
loading due to rotation / reciprocating machinery for component supports have been minirnized
through proper support design and through proper system operation; (3) the parameters
monitored are the conditions of component supports; (4) the method used to detect the efi
of loading due to rotating / reciprocation machinery is an ASME Section XI visual inspectior .*

support and/or surrounding concrete and baseline walkdowns under the SVP; (5) the me'
used to monitor and trend the effects of rotation / reciprocating machinery on component a t ons

. are baseline walkdowns and follow-on activities; and (6) the acceptance criteria are ac" f .ste
conditions of component supports.

.

3.11.3.2.1.5 Effects of Loading Due to Thermal Expansion of Piping / Component

The applicant determined that the effects of loading due to thermal expansion of piping and
components on component supports (such as frame and saddle supports for tanks and heat
exchangers inside and outside the containment), and ring foundations for the flat-bottom vertical
tanks are plausible and should be managed for license renewal. As described in the LRA,
frames and saddles are const-'s:ted of structural steel and are located inside the containment
buildings and inside other climate-controlled buildings. The ring foundations for flat-bottom
vertical tanks are concrete and are located both inside climate-controlled buildings and

4 outdoors.
.
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The effects ofloading due to thermal expansion are plausible, because these types of
equipment supports are subject to thermal cycling while performing their intended functions.
The concrete ring foundations of large, flat-bottom vertical tanks are subject to thermal cycling,
especially during periods of cold weather when tank contents are heated with flow from warm
sources. The aging effects due to this ARDM would be loosening of bolted connections, loss of
weld integrity, component displacement or misalignment, and cracking of concrete. If this aging
mechanism was left unmanaged, the effects could progress to the point of reducing the amount
of support afforded to the components and/or allowing excessive movement of the equipment or
component. This failure of the component supports * intended function could, in turn, lead to loss
of function of the supported equipment under CLB conditions.

The applicant proposed to use the SVP inspections and ASME Section XI ISI for the baseline
activities for identifying degradation from loading due to thermal expansion. In a meeting on
February 16,1999 (NilC meetir g summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant indicated that
the supports for system 036 (auxiliary feedwater system-condensate storage tank 12) and
system 37 (deminerali.ed water and condensate storage system-condensate storage tanks 11
and 21) are inspected as part of the ISI program. As for the follow-on activities, the system
engineer walkdowns (PEG-7), the control of shift program, and the ownership of p! ant operating
spaces program are credited. Also, on the basis of the results of baseline inspections
comp |eted according to the existing iSI program requirements, the applicant determined that
continuing ASME Section Xl ISI into the period of extended operation will serve as an adequate
follow-on activity for frames, and saddles subject to the program.

Although there are no CCNP programs credited for mitigation of loading due to thermal
expansion, the staff finds the applicant's use of these aging management programs acceptable
because (1) the referenced programs include frames and saddles and the ring foundations for
flat-bottom vertical tanks; (2) the effects of aging by thermal expansion are loosening of bolted
connectinns, weld crack initiation ar.d growth, component displacement or misalignment, and
cracking of concrete; (3) aging effects are detected by Section XI visual inspection of extema!
conditions during a baseline walkdown and with follow-on management activities; (4) the method
used to monitor and trend the effect of thermal expansion is visual inspection of extemal
conditions; (5) the acceptance criteria are no loosening of bolted connections, weld crack
initiation and growth, component displacement or misalignment. It is noted that operating
experience indications do not cite age degradation for frames and saddles. They do include a
discovery of radia! cracks in some ring foundations; such cracks, however, did not compromise
the structuralintegrity of the ring foundations based on the applicant's evaluation.

3.11.3.2.1.6 Effects of Loading Duc to Stress Corrosion Cracking of High-Strength Bolts

The applicant points out that high-strength bolting with a yield strength greater than 150 ksi
installed in some nuclear applications could be subject to stress corrosion cracking in a humid
environment. CCNPP has two types of higt length bolting in anchor bolt applications: A354
in the reactor vessel, pressurizer, and safety mjection tank anchor bolts and A490 in steam
generator supports. The applicant has excluded the reactor vessel supports and steam
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! generator supports from the component supports commodity evaluation. Therefore, the
applicant only considered stress corrosion cracking for pressurizer and safety injection tank,

; support bolting.

i
EPRI has reported (NP-5769, Table 4-1) that A354 grade BC botting has failed in nuclear power.

i plants by stress corrosion cracking. The failed bolting was caused by improper heat treatment
' or improper material supplied for this specification. The applicant stated that if bolts with*

j- improper heat treatment or improper material were installed at CCNPP, the bolts would have
j failed soon after installation rather than after many years.

The staff does not entirely agree with the applicant's statements on stress corrosion cracking.
,

For stress corrosion cracking to occur, there must be a susceptible material, a cracking
)

environment, and sufficient tensile stress on the bolting. The fact that the bolting has not !

cracked does not necessarily mean that the bolting is not susceptible to stress corrosion
,

'cracking in a letter dated September 7,1998, the staff (NRC Question No. 3.1.24) asked for
additional information on this subject. Normally, hardness values for the bolting material are I

used to indicate if the bolting material is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. The applicant |
was asked to address if it had made hardness measurements on either installed botting or
warehouse samples. During discussions with the applicant on February 16,1999 (NRC meeting

_

summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant stated that hardness measurements had not i

been made in the past 10 years, but there had not been any failures of the high-strength bolts. Ifs

) the bolts were to fail, they would have failed some time ago rather than in the future. Additional
'

V investigations by the staff revealed that the applicant may have high-strength bolts that exceed
the 150-ksi limit cited by industri| experience that results in susceptibility to stress corrosion i

cracking. The ASTM standarr,' cited for the bolts either requires or permit bolts that are above
the 150-ksilimit. ASTM A49u requires a minimum of RC 33 hardness where RC 32 is 1

equivalent to 150 ksi tensile stregth. ASTM A354 specifies a range of hardness for botting
from RC22 to 39, depending on tae size of the bolt. During follow-on discussions held on

:
February 24,1999 (NRC meeting summary dated March 19,1999), the applicant confirmed that
there are high-strength bolts at CCNPP that have tensile strengths higher than 150 ksi. The
applicant stated that it is using visual inspection during walkdowns to detect failures of this
bolting by stress corrosion cracking. The staff agrees that bolts that fail by stress corrosion
cracking can be identified during visual inspections. The staff also agrees +. hat if there bolts
were going to fail by stress corrosion cracking, they would have failed by now.

Discovery activities are discussed in two categories: baseline activities and follow-on aging |
management activities. The as-found condition during the baseline walkdown dictates the level |

of follow-on aging management needed for the support type. )

The pressurizer support botting is subject to baseline inspection as part of the ISI program, as
previously described under the subsection, " Group 1-Aging Management Programs." The
frames and saddles (safety injection tank support botting) are not within the normal ISI scope.
However, the applicant has stated that the safety injection tank anchor bolting will be included in
the baseline program using ISI procedures as previously described in Section 3.11.3.2.1.1 of
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this SER. The staff agrees that the pressurizer support bolting and the frames and saddles
should be included in the baseline walkdown program.

For follow-on activities, the applicant stated that the pressurizer support bolting inspections will
continue into the period of extended operation using the ISI program and that this will serve as
an adequate follow-on activity. However, the follow-on activity for the frames and saddles will |
depend on the results of the baseline walkdowns. The staff finds that the follow-on activities are
adequate for the pressurizer support bolting inspections and the frames and saddles inspections
because visual inspection will identify bolting problems.

The staff finds the applicant's use of these programs to be acceptable because (1) this program
covers high-strength bolting, (2) the high-strength bolting may be susceptible to stress corrosion
cracking, (3) the bolting is inspected to ensure that it has not failed or cracked by stress
corrosion cracking, (4) the aging effect of stress corrosion cracking in bolts results in cracking or
loss of bolt head, (5) the method used to monitor and trend the stress corrosion is an ASME
Section XI visual inspection, (6) the acceptance criteria are no cracking or failure of botting, and
(7) operating experience shows that only improperly heat-treated bolts have been susceptible to
stress corrosion cracking.

Based on the foregoing, the staff finds there is reasonable assurance that the effects of aging
i

will be adequately managed so that the frames, saddles, and pressurizer support bolting will be |
capable of performing their structural support function consistent with the CLB during the period
of extended operation.

3.11.3.2.2 Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling Cranes

As described in Section 3.11.3.2.3 of this SER, the applicant determined that the aging effects
from five ARDMs (general corrosion / distortion, fatigue, wear, corrosion due to boric acid, and
mechanical degradation / distortion) are determined to be " plausible" and should be subject to
AMR. On the basis of the combination of component types and ARDM characteristics, the
applicant grouped all components (including supports) and the associated potential ARDMs into
the following four groups: (1) general corrosion / oxidation for FHE and HLHC carbon steel
components (except the RV cooling shroud structural support members); (2) general
corrosion / oxidation and corrosion due to boric acid for the RV cooling shroud structural support
members; (3) fatigue for the PC rails; and (4) fatigue, wear, and mechanical
degradation / distortion for wire rope. The staffs review findings regarding Section 3.2 of
Appendix A to the LRA regarding the application of aging management programs to these AMRs
are summarized below.

3.11.3.2.2.1 General Corrosion / Oxidation

The applicant determined that the effects of general corrosion / oxidation for components made of
carbon steel should be managed for the license renewal. As described in the LRA, the
components of the FHE and HLHC systems are fabricated of various grades of steel. Nickel-
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based alloys and austenitic stainless steel are ve,/y resistant to general corrosion / oxidation.
| Therefore, general corrosion / oxidation is considered as a potential ARDM only for those

components constructed of carbon steel, improved p'ow steel, and alloy steel. Most of these;

| components are exposed to climate-controlled environments inside the containment building
-

and the auxiliary building. In these two buildings, the maximum design relative humidity is
! 70 percent and the ambient air temperature is in the range of 110 'F to 120 'F. Some of the
i components are located near the spent fuel pool, where condensation in the presence of oxygen
| could lead to oxidation. Also, some places can harbor pockets of liquids. The components of
! the intake structure semi-gantry crane are subject to the outdoor environment of condensation

and saltwater. Therefore, corrosion is considered as a potential ARDM for all components 'I
constructed of carbon steel.

:

In the LRA, the applicant states that the exposed metal surfaces of carbon steel structural;

components are covered by protective coatings that mitigate the effects of corrosion. The |
discovery programs are used to verify that protective coatings are maintained. Periodic
inspection of carbon steel structural FHE and HLHC components for the effects of corrosion
(general corrosion / oxidation) are controlled through a combination of existing and modified
operations and maintenance programs. As described in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA,
the existing performance evaluation (PE) program (evaluation and associated operating
instructions) is used for discovery and management of corrosion effects in the carbon steel parts
of the SFHM, RRM, and associated components by performing periodic visualinspectionss

(every 90 days for the checks of the SFHM). The existing load handling procedure (MN-1-104) -
is credited for discovery and management of corrosion effects in carbon steel parts of FHE and
HLHC components (such as cranes, hoists, wire rope, as well as nondestructive examination .

-(NDE) of hooks for load handling equipment) by performing annual visualinspections. The |
modified preventive maintenance tasks procedure (modified to present inspection requirements)

'

is used for discovery and management of corrosion effects in carbon steel parts of the SFCHC,
polar crane, ISSGC, and RV head lift ring by performing visual inspections.

The staff finds that the applicant's combined use of these programs (existing and modified)
meets all SRP elements (elements 1 through 4 and 6 through 10), excer. for element 5. The i

staff's evaluation of the combined application of these aging management programs against the
10 elements is summarized as follows (1) these programs cover all FHE and HLHC components
subject to AMR; (2) protective coatings prevent or mitigate corrosion by minimizing
environmental exposure; (3) the parameters monitored are coating degradation and rust on the
unprotected surfaces, which are the conditions directly related to potentialloss of materials;
(4) the exterior carbon steel surfaces cannot degrade without degradation of coating or rust on
the unprotected surface and, thus, inspecting and confirming that the coating and unprotected
surface are intact are effective methods to ensure that corrosion on extemal surfaces has not
occurred and the intended function is maintained; (5) effects of corrosion are detectable by
visual techniques and inspections are periodic (every outage for walkdown and every 2 to 4
years for preventive maintenance) and should provide for time;y detection of aging effects on the
basis of operating experience; (6) acceptance criteria ensure that any coating degradations or
rust of an unprotected surface would be reported and evaluated according to site corrective
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action procedures; and (7) operating experience shows that these programs are effective. As
for the evaluation against Element 5, the applicant asserted that effects of corrosion are
detectable by visual techniques and that the inspections are done periodically. The information
relating to the frequency of inspection for programs MN1-104, and preventive maintenance
tasks in the LRA were given to the staff separately. The staff finds them to be acceptable
because visual inspections will identify coating problems.

i

3.11.3.2.2.2 Corrosion Due to Boric Acid |

For the effects of general corrosion of the external surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel due to j
the potential exposure to concentrated boric acid, the applicant cited its BACI program. The
staff's review of the BACI program is discussed separately in Section 3.1.4 of this SER. Except
for the open items identified in Section 3.1.4, on the basis of the staff's review, the staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the BACI program is an effective aging
management program to manage general extemal surfaces of the carbon and alloy steel
components and that the components will perform their intended functions in accordance with
the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.11.3.2.2.3 Fatigue

1

The applicant determined that the effects of fatigue, mechanical degradation / distortion, and wear I
should be managed for the FHE and other HLHC. The applicant has proposed inspections as

,

part of preventive maintenance and a new inspection program to manage fatigue, wear, and
mechanical degradation / distortion for these components during the extended period of ,

operation. The applicant indicated that preventive maintenance programs and new inspection )
programs would detect the effects of fatigue, mechanical degradation / distortion, and wear on the I

external and intemal surfaces of the components. These degradation mechanisms were not
considered plausible for some components, such as drums and sheaves. In NRC Question No.

|
3.2.8, the staff asked justification for excluding sheaves and drums from the AMR. The '

applicant responded that the scoping process determined that some structural devices, such as
drums and sheaves, performed their intended functions while in motion. Such devices were
considered to be active subcomponents and were, therefore, not subject to AMR. The staff
concurs with this assessment.

In NRC Question No. 3.2.9, the staff asked the applicant to indicate why fatigue, wear, and
mechanical degradation / distortion are not considered plausible ARDMs for the clips, bolts, and
stops in the SFCHC, PC, and ISSGC subcomponents even though these subcomponents are
subject to accidental loadings during normal operations. The applicant responded that fatigue
was not considered a plausible aging mechanism for the carbon steel clips, bolts, ar'd stops for j
a number of reasons. Thermal fatigue was not feasible since the temperature in these I

components was not expected to exceed 120 'F. The carbon steel components of the FHE and
HLHC with the exception of the PC raile, are designed so that their operational stresses are well

,

below the yield stress. I

O\|
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The service level for the spent fuel cask handling, the intake structure semi-gantry, the transfer !

<

machine jib, and the PC cranes are designated as Service Level "A" by the Crane '

Manufacturers Association of America. This designation implies that these cranes do not
]

.

frequently lift the rated load and the load cycles are less than 200,000. Typically, all the above
cranes lift heavy loads only occasionally. Service Level "A" allows a stress range up to 40 ksi.
All of the crane components, with the exception of the PC carbon steel rails, will satisfy that
criterion. In addition, the fixed structural components of the FHE and HLHC are not expected to
experience any wear or fretting from a corrosive environment. The staff agrees with this

'
statement since wear or fretting requires relative motion between structural components.

The staff identified a concern during the onsite meeting on February 18,1999 (NRC meeting
summary dated March 19,1999), regarding the stress cycles for the PC rails system which
includes the rails, cranes, and supporting structure. The applicant stated that the PC is classified
as a Type "A" crane, which has an allowable stress range of 40 psi. The PC system is
constructed of A36 steel, which has an allowable stress range of 21.6 ksi. Since this allowable
stress range is lower than 40.0 ksi, the staff asked the applicant to provide justification that this
lower limit will not be exceeded or that the total number of stress cycles will remain within the
allowed cycles during service. In its response, the applicant's assessment indicated that the
CCNPP. Unit 1 PC components had experienced no more than 8460 load cycles from initial

. installation until 1992. This assessment was on the basis of the assumption that each lift
resulted in four stress cycles to the components. Extending the projection to the year 2034, it is <

estimated that the PC will experience 13,860 load cycles. This is much less than the maximum>

of 100,000 assumed for the purposes of determining the allowable stress range of 21.6 ksi.
Since the crane is not expected to exceed the originally assumed number of loading cycles, the
original design remains bounding, and fatigue is not considered plausible. A similar projection ,

could be made for the Unit 2 PC. The staff finds the applicant's assessment reasonable and
acceptable. On this basis, this issue is considered resolved.

Low-cycle fatigue is considered plausible for the PC rails, and fatigue has been identifed as a .

potential ARDM for this item. The applicant stated in Section 3.2 of Appendix A to the LRA that !
this ARDM, if unmanaged, could result in unstable crack growth under design loads at the
flame-cut hole locations. In NRC Question No. 3.2.10, the staff asked the applicant to discuss
its plans for mitigating the potential failure at flame-cut holes and the potential fatigue damage in -|
the PC trolley rails and in other FHE and HLHC components where flame cut holes might exist. |
The applicant responded that periodic inspection of the PC trolley rails to detect the onset of
fatigue-related damage and the effectiveness of corrective actions are controlled through an
existing preventive maintenance program. Maintenance tasks and plant administrative
procedures require that NDE be conducted on PC rails at appropriate intervals. These tasks
also direct visualinspection of the PC rails, and subsequent NDE examination if there is any
evidence of cracking. Currently, inspection of the PC rails is performed on a 4-4-year interval.
Results are evaluated against earlier inspection records to verify the adequacy of weld repairs,

- identify trends, and determine the necessity for future inspections. The corrective action
program delineates the necessary correau actions. Since no further FHE and HLHC
components at CCNPP have flame-cu'. holes , fatigue damage is limited to the PC trolley rails.

-
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On the basis of its review as discussed above, the staff finds the inspection programs to
manage fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation / distortion for the FHE and HLHC
components reasonable and acceptable.

3.11.3.2.2.4 Fatigue, Wear, and Mechanical Degradation / Distortion for Wire Rope

The applicant determined that fatigue, wear, and mechanical degradation / distortion are potential
ARDMs for wire ropes in the FHE and other HLHCs. All potential ARDMs are listed in Table
3.2-1 of Appendix A to the LRA. The applicant has identified no new programs to manage or
mitigate the effects of this ARDM for the wire ropes, but has elected to rely on the existing
inspection and maintenance programs to manage these ARDMs during the extended period of
operation. In addition, the applicant has discussed the specific aspects of the inspection and
maintenance programs which, according to the applicant, demonstrate that these ARDMs will be
adequately managed during the period of extended operation.

The applicant's scope of the inspection and maintenance programs covers all wire ropes in the
FHE and HLHCs. These include fuel upending machines and transfer carriages, refueling
machines, main and auxiliary hoists, spent fuel handling machines, fuel elevators, machines in
the fuel transfer system, containment PCs, and intake structure gantry cranes. The staff finds
the scope of the inspection and maintenance programs related to the wire ropes reasonable and
acceptable.

Fatigue damage in wire ropes results in cracking and breakage of the individual wires and
strands that comprise the rope. Wire rope operating over sheaves and drums is subjected to
cyclic bending stresses. In normal operation, wire rope is also subjected to vibration in the form
of wave action characterized by either low-frequency or high-frequency cycles.

The staff reviewed the CCNPP preventive maintenance program (MN-1-102), described in
Appendix A to the LRA to determine if the ARDMs for the wire ropes would mitigate and prevent
the aging degradation during the extended period of operation. In accordance with the
operating manual and performance evaluation program discussed in the LRA, the hoisting ropes
and drive cables for the fuel upending machines and transfer carriages are visually inspected for
damage if the equipment has been secured for more than 60 &ys and if a refueling campaign is
imminent. Rope for the spent fuel handling machines, reactor refueling machines, and the spent
fuel and new fuel elevators are inspected every 90 days. Visual inspections ensure that gross
damage due to kinking, crushing, unstranding, birdcaging, or broken wires is detected before the
loss ofload-carrying capability of the wire ropes is lost. Continued use or replacement of
damaged wire rope is determined by a person qualified as a load handling engineer in
accordance with the requirements established by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). The applicant's preventive maintenance program has a number of preventive
maintenance tasks that are implemented in accordance with the administrative procedures and
program controls. The NRC has evaluated the preventive maintenance program as part of its
routine licensee assessment activities. The plant maintenance and corrective action program
has numerous levels of AMRs and is upgraded to ensure that the inspection frequencies are
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appropriate for timely detection of the aging effects on the wire ropes. The applicant's plant
operating experience indicates that the wire ropes in the FHE and HLHC have not exhibited
major signs of age-related degradation and the existing preventive maintenance and corrective
action programs have been found adequate.

On the basis of its review, as discussed above, the staff finds that the applicant's existing aging
'

-

management program for the wire ropes in the FHE and HLHC will manage the aging'

mechanisms and their effects in such a way that the intended functions of the components of the
FHE and HLHC will be maintained during the extended period of operation consistent with the
CLB under all design loading conditions.

3.11.3.2.3 Electrical Commodities
,

3.11.3.2.3.1 Effects of Fatigue

The applicant determined that the effects of fatigue should be managed for license renewal.
The application addresses fatigue on breaker cabinets, bus cabinets, disconnect cabinets, MCC
panels, local control station panels, and miscellaneous panels.

Altemating stresses caused by thermal or mechanical cycling of components result in
accumulated fatigue usage and can lead to structural damage. Failures may occur at low or
high frequencies due to cycles of mechanical, thermal, or pressure loads. Fatigue failures occur
when the endurance limit number of cycles for a given load amplitude is exceeded.

Fatigue may occur in cabinets and panels because of low-level vibrational loading of electrical
equipment such as relays, contactors, and transformers, caused by AC hum or from mechanical
operation, which can cause housing welds to crack. The applicant stated that the effect of this
ARDM is detectable by visual inspections, but there are no feasible means of preventing fatigue
from occurring. The applicant also stated that inclusion of the EC panels, cabinets, and
associated terminal blocks in a regular maintenance and overhaul program would provide for
the detection of these ARDMs.

The applicant has stated that there are no CCNPP programs that can be credited with the
mitigation of fatigue of EC cabinets, panels, and the associated terminal blocks. The PM
checklist in CCNPP procedure EPM 58500, " Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker inspection," which is
currently performed every 48 weeks, is credited for the detection of fatigue in ECs. The
applicant performs any required corrective action in accordance with the CCNPP corrective
action program.

'

The staff finds the applicant's proposed programs acceptable because (1) these programs cover
'

the ECs subject to fatigue; (2) effects of fatigue are detectable by visual techniques and
'

inspections are periodic (every 43 weeks) and should provide for timely detection of fatigue
. effects; (3) acceptance criteria ensure that any fatigue degradation would be reported and

:
:
1
'
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evaluated according to the site corrective action procedures, and (4) operating experience
shows that these programs are effective.

3.11.3.2.3.2 Effects of Electrical Stressors

The applicant determined that the effects of electrical streasors should be managed for license
renewal. The application addresses electrical stressors effects on charger cabinets, breaker
cabinets, bus cabinets, disconnects cabinets, MCC panels, local control station panels, and
miscellaneous panels.

Electrical stressors are caused by improper or loose terminations resulting in degradation of
organic material and terminal block material. Loose connections or termbations can occur as a !

result of panel and cabinet operations or vibrations of ECs. Organic ma.erials in EC
components may lose mechanical integrity due to cracking and embrittlement causing loss of
support and insulation capabilities.

1

For managing effects of electrical stressors, the applicant has stated that there are no feasible
ways to prevent electrical stressors on the terminal blocks of EC listed above. However, the
CCNPP administrative procedure MN-1-102, " Preventive Maintenance Program," can be
credited for the discovery of electrical stressors. The applicant utilized industry experience to
develop and enhar.ce this program. The preventive maintenance program can manage
electrical stress by including visual inspection for the effects of abnormal electrical stress. This
includes specifically looking for signs of overheating (such as cracking or locally discolored ,

spots) of terminal blocks, insulation, or insulators. The applicant performs any required 1

corrective action in accordance with the CCNPP corrective action program to ensure that the
affected components remain capable of performing their intended functions under all CLB
conditions.

,

|

The staff finds the proposed programs acceptable because (1) these programs cover the ECs
subject to electrical stressors; (2) repetitive tasks are performed to clean, inspect, and calibrate
the susceptible cabinets and panels; (3) the applicant has stated that the repetitive tasks will be
modified to include electrical stressors where they are not presently included; (4) acceptance
criteria ensure that any degradation due to electrical stressors would be reported and evaluated
cccording to the site corrective action procedures; and (5) operating experience shows that
these programs are effective.

3.11.3.2.3.3 Effects of Wear

The applicant determined that the effects of wear are plausible and should be managed for
license renewal. The application addresses wear effects on charger cabinets, breaker cabinets,
bus cabinets, disconnect cabinets, MCC panels, local control station panels, and miscellaneous
panels.
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1

Relative motion between two surfaces and sliding motions in a corrosive environment result in
'

degradation due to wear. Cabinet and panel door hinges, racking mechanisms, and other
'

sliding parts can degrade because of repeated door openings for operational maintenance and
. testing.;

i

j The applicant has stated that there are no feasible methods to prevent wear on the cabinet and
i panel components. However, the CCNPP administrative procedure MN-1-102, " Preventive
; Maintenance Program," can be credited for the discovery of wear. The preventive maintenance

' l; program includes periodic inspection of components through maintenance activities. These .
activities provide an effective method to discover and manage the age-related degradation
effects of wear. The applicant performs any required corrective action in accordance with the

. CCNPP corrective action program to ensure that the affected components remain capable of |
'

performing their intended functions under all CLB conditions. l
,

! The staff finds the proposed programs acceptable because (1) these programs cover the ECs
j subject to wear; (2) repetitive tasks are performed to clean, inspect, and calibrate the
i susceptible cabinets and panels; (3) the applicant has stated that the repetitive tasks will be

modified to include wear where it is not presently included; (4) acceptance criteria ensure that ,

! any degradation due to wear will be reported and evaluated according to the site corrective |
action procedures; and (5) operating experience shows that these programs are effective.

i.

3.11.3.2.3.4 Effects of General Corrosion(
3

The applicant determined that the effects of general corrosion are plausible for battery terminals,-

| boric acid pump control panels, and local control station panels, and therefore, should be
: managed for license renewal.
i

General corrosion is the wastage of a metal due to electrochemical reaction caused by an,

| oxygenated medium with the EC component, which could lead to a loss of seismic integrity of
i safety-related components and electrical continuity under CLB design conditions. Borated water

leaking from piping, valves, and storage tanks can fall on other steel components causing-

corrosive damage. Acid leakage from station batteries can also cause corrosion of battery-

[ terminals. There are no feasible means of preventing general corrosion of battery terminals
other than proper maintenance.

'

!

I The CCNPP administrative procedure MN-1-102, " Preventive Maintenance Program," is
I credited for the discovery of general corrosion. The preventive maintenance program includes

periodic inspection of components through maintenance activities. These activities provide an+

'
effective method to discover and manage the age-related degradation effects from general

j corrosion. The applicant performs any required corrective action in accordance with the CCNPP
: corrective action program to ensure that the affected components remain capable of performing

! their intended functions under all CLB conditions.

1

1
4
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|

The staff finds the proposed programs acceptable because (1) this program includes general
corrosion of battery terminals, boric acid pump control panels, and local control station panels;
(2) there are no programs credited for mitigating this aging mechanism; (3) effects of general
corrosion are detectable by visual techniques and inspections are periodic and should provide
for timely detection of general corrosion effects; (4) aging management of the effects of
corrosion for boric acid pump and saltwater air-compressor local stations is provided by the
applicant by means of age-related degradation inspection; (5) aging management of the effects
of corrosion for battery racks is provided by the existing preventive maintenance program;
(6) acceptance criteria ensure that any general corrosion degradation would be reported and
evaluated according to the site corrective action procedures; and (7) operating experience
shows that these programs are effective.

3.11.4 Conclusions
i

l
The staff has reviewed the information in Appendix A, "Tecnnical Information," to the LRA, which j

comprised Section 3.1, " Component Supports," Sec' ion 3.1 A, " Piping Segments that Provide '

Structural Support," Section 3.2, " Fuel Handling Equipment and Other Heavy Load Handling
Cranes," and Section 6.2, " Electrical Commodities" as well as additional information sent by the
applicant in response to the staff's RAls. The staff concludes that the applicant has
demonstrated that the aging effects associated with the component supports (including piping
segments that provide structural support), FHE and HLHC systems, and electrical commodities
will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable asstirance that component supports,
FHE and HLHC systems, and electrical commodities will perform their intended functions in
accordance with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

3.12 Electrical Components

3.12.1 Introduction

BGE (the applicant) described its AMR of electrical components for license renewal in
Section 6.1," Cables," of Appendix A to the LRA. The staff reviewed this section of the
application to determine if there is reasonable assurance that the applicant presented adequate
information to conform to the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) for managing aging
effects of cables for license renewal.

3.12.2 Summary of Technicalinformation in Application

3.12.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the LRA describes cables as a " commodity" in accordance with the
applicant's IPA methodology described in Section 2.0 of Appendix A of the LRA. Cables support
various plant electrical components, which are required to perform the functions described in
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1),(2), and (3). Cables provide the electrical path between electrical
components in order to provide ac or de power required for component operation, voltage or !
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current signals for component control functions, and voltage and current signals for
instrumentation signals. The applicant grouped cable types ARDM combinations where there
are similar characteristics applicable to all cables within that group. The following groups have
been selected:

Group 1-Includes thermal aging for EPR/XLPE/XLPO non-EQ cables in power and control
service, which are routed without maintained spacing. The h;ghest (non-accident) ambient,

design temperature of any area in the plant that maintains cabling is in the main steam
penetration room. This room has a maximum design ambient temperature of 71*C. The Group

,

1 cables are also subject to ohmic heating, which can expose the cables to a temperature ;

environment botter than the ambient temperature.<

Group 2-includes thermal aging for EPR/XLPE non-EQ cables in power service, which are
routed with maintained spacing. The highest (non-accident) ambient design temperature of any
area in the plant that contains cabling is in the main steam penetration room. This room has a
maximum design ambient temperature of 71 *C. The Group 2 cables are also subject to ohmic
heating effects, which can expose the cables to a temperature environment hotter than the
ambient temperature.

Group 3-includes synergistic radiative and thermal aging for EPR/XLPE non-EQ cables in
power service, which are routed inside the containment. The maximum normal ambient

( temperature in the containment is 49*C. The normal general radiation background levelis 1
rad /hr (although it may be higher in some locations). The power cables may also be subject to
ohmic heating and localized heating effects, which can expose the cables to a temperature
environment hotter that the ambient temperature.

.

Group 4-includes thermal aging for EPR non-EQ cables in power service, associated with the
salt water system and service water system 4-kV-pump motor terminations. The power cable
for each of the pump motors is routed from the power source, via conduits and trays, to a .
junction box on the pump motor, which contains the motor leads. The power cable is bolt
spliced to the motor leads in this junction box. The bolted splice is wrapped with insulating tape.
These cables are located in the intake structure pump room and in the service water pump
room. The cables in these areas are subjected to localized heating effects due to their close
proximity to the pump motors. The normal maximum temperatures are 40*C in the intake
structure pump room and 45"C in the service water pump room.

Group 5-includes insulation resistance (IR) reduction for EPR/XLPE/XLPO ron-EQ cables in
instrumentation service, which are sensitive to reduction in cable IR. The cable is used in the
radiation monitoring system, power-range nuclear instrumentation, and wide-range nuclear
instrumentation circuits routed throughout the plant (inside and outside of the containment). The
highest (non-accident) ambient design temperature of any area in the plant that contains cabling
is in the main steam penetration room which has a maximum design ambient temperature of
49*C. The normal general background radiation levelinside the containment is 1 rad /hr
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1

(although it may be higher in some locations). There are no design radiation requirements {outside the containment during normal operating conditions. !

Group 6-includes " treeing" for EPR non-EQ cables in 4-kV-power service. Treeing is a form of
voltage-induced degradation that causes hollow microchannels in the cable insulation to grow in
a tree-like pattern. These cables with EPR insulation are associated with the saltwater pumps,
the service water pumps, and the safety-related 4-kV feeds from the 4-kV unit buses to the 480-
V unit buses. These cables are subjected to 4-kV service voltage, continuously energized, and
the insulation is subject to an electrical stress of 35 V/ mil or more.

The applicant identified the following passive intended functions for cables depending on their
service:

. Maintenance of dielectric strength-(applies to most power and control cables);
,

l

1

. Maintenance of adequate IR (for non-coax) or impedance (for coax)-(applies to some '

instrumentation cables).

3.12.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of ARDMs for the cables subject to an AMR. The
applicant determined that the aging effects due to the following " plausible" ARDMs should be
managed for license renewal: treeing, thermal aging, synergistic thermal and radiative aging, '

and IR reduction (lR reduction is actually an aging effect rather than an ARDM). The application
also contains information on the historical operating experience, which provides insight in
supporting the aging management demonstrations provided in Section 6.1 of Appendix A to the
LRA. >

l

3.12.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for cables for license
renewalin the application:

Instrument Calibration Program, MN-1-211-Management of the effects of IR reduction for+

Group 5 (EPR/XLPE/XLPO non-EQ cables in instrumentation service, sensitive to reduction
in cable IR).

EPM Program (EPM Checklists EPM 04000/04003/05135)- Management of the effects of-

thermal aging for Group 4 (EPR non-EQ cables in power service, associated with saltwater
system and service water system 4-kV pump motor terminations).

* Cables ARDI Program-Management of the effects of thermal aging for Group 1 and Group 2
cables; synergistic thermal and radiative aging for Group 3 cables; and treeing for Group 6
cables.
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The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ADRMs and their effects in
such a way that the intended functions of the cables would be maintained during the period of
extended operation, consistent with the CLB.

3.12.2.4 Time-Limited-Aging-Analysis

The staff evaluation of the applicant's !dentification of TLAAs is discussed separately in
Section 4.0 of this staff SER.

3.12.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Section 6.1 of
Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended functions of the cables will be maintained consistent
with the CLB for the period of extended operation. Initially, the staff reviewed the potential and
plausible ADRMs for the six cable groups identified by the applicant and concluded that
additional information was required in several areas. After completing the initial review, by letter
dated July 9,1998, the staff issued a request for additional information (RAl). By letter dated
September 17,1998, the applicant responded to the staffs RAls.

The staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of structures and components subject to an
C AMR is discussed separately in Section 2.2 of this SER.

3.12.3.1 Effects of Aging

The cable insulation material types include silicone rubber, ethylene popylene rubber (EPR),
crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE), crosslinked polyolefin (XLPO), minera!, Kapton, polyvinyl
chloride, Teflon, and other miscellaneous insulation types. The external environment is air. The
applicant identified the applicable ARDMs as: treeing, thermal aging, synergistic thermal and
radiative aging, and IR reduction. Although the license renewal rule requires management of
aging effects and does not require specific identification of ARDMs, the applicant elected to
evaluate specific ARDMs. The applicant considered a comprehensive list of potential ARDMs
in its evaluation Tr e staff finds this acceptable because the potential ARDMs of
thermal / radiative uging, treeing, and IR reduction are considered to be plausible for er 4.
Accordingly, the staff finds the applicant's approach of identifying ARDMc acceptable beause
aging effects are results of ARDMs.

The operating experience information in the application indicates that the number of cable
failures during normal operating conditions (all voltage classes) that have occurred throughout
the industry have been extremely low. However, thermal aging resulting in embritt!ement of
insulation is one of the most significant aging mechanisms for low-voltage cable during normal
operating conditions.
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The applicant determined that the effects of treeing, thermal aging, synergistic thermal and
radiative aging, and IR reduction should be managed for license renewal. The staff agrees with
the plausible ARDMs identified by the applicant. The staff agrees that the aging of Kapton,

;

electrical stress, and mechanical stress and installation damage are not considered to be
'

plausible.

3.12.3.2 Aging Management Programs for Ucense Renewal

The staff evaluation of the applicant's aging management programs was focused on the
program elements rather than on the details of specific plant procedures. To determine whether
the applicant's ajng management programs are adequate to manage the effects of aging so
that the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, the staff evaluated the following 10 elements: (1) scope of program, (2) preventive
actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging, (5) monitoring and
trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8) confirmation process, (9)
administrative controls, and (10) operating experience.

The application indicates that the analysis / assessment, corrective action, and
confirmation / documentation process for license renewal is in accordance with the site-controlled
corrective actions program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures
and components subject to an AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective actions
program is provided separately in Section 3.1.5 of this staff SER. In that portion of this SER, the
staff concluded that the applicant's aging management programs for license renewal satisfy the
elements of" corrective actions,"" confirmation process," and " administrative controls."

The other program elements are evaluated in other sections of the SERs set forth below.

3.12.3.2.1 Effects of Treeing i

!

Treeing is a form of voltage-induced degradation of the cable insulation. Hollow microchannels |

with a tree-like pattern can initiate from electrical stress concentrations within a polymer, and
progressively cause localized polymer decomposition. The stress concentrations may be
protrusions on an electrode surface or contaminants within the insulation. Treeing requires
insulation exposure to a high electrical field stress. Degradation of the insulation due to treeing
can result in an eventual breakdown of the insulation dielectric strength. Treeing is considered
plausible if e f the following conditions are met:u

. Oable is in 4-kV sentice,

. Cable is continuously energized; and

|
. Cable insulation is subject to electrical stress of 35 V/ mil or more. j
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To manage the effects of treeing for Group 6 cables, a plant program will be developed to
provide monitoring, testing, or analysis (or a combination thereof) for such cables. The purpose
of this cable ARDI is to determine if plausible aging could potentially progress to cable failure so
that ongoing aging management is required to be implemented. The ARDI program is
addressed separately in Section 3.12.3.2.5 of this SER.

3.12.3.2.2 Effects of Thermal Aging

Group 1,2 and 4 cables may be subject to thermal stress resulting from ambient, ohmic, and
localized heating effects. Elevated temperature produces some degree of aging in most organic
materials. Thermal aging of the cables' organic outer jacket or insulation can produce changes
in the org'anic material properties, including reduced elongation, variations in tensile strength,
loss of antioxidant, and loss of plasticizer. Visualindications of thermal aging may include
embrittlement, cracking, discoloration, and melting of the jacket and insulation. The potential

| effects on the jacket and insulation include reduced mechanical integrity and protection from the .
'

environment and reduced IR, increased noise, changes in flammability, and electrical failure.

To manage the effects of thermal aging for Group 1 and 2 cables, they will be subjected to a
cables ARDI program. The ARDI program is addressed in Section 3.12.3.2.5 of this SER.
Thermal aging for Group 4 cables will be managed by the applicant's current electrical
preventive maintenance (EPM) program which is modified to include EPM Checklists,

EPM 04000/04003/05135. The EPM program is acceptable for managing the effects of aging
because the program provides for visual inspection in Group 4 and the scope of the program ;
has been modified to specifically include cable terminations, and visual inspection provides

'

sufficient indications of the need for preventive actions by inspecting the cable termination jacket
and insulation (the key parameter) for thermal degradation (acceptance criteria).

In addition, past operating experience has been adequately factored into the program. The l

number of cable failures du;ing normal operating condition (all voltage classes) that have
occurred throughout the industry is low in proportion to the amount of cables that are in service.

3.12.3.2.3 Effects of Synergistic Thermal and Radiative Aging )

Group 3 cables may be subjected to synergistic and thermal aging when both aging j

mechanisms are active and at least one may be significant. Radiation-induced and
thermal-induced degracation in organic materials (cable jacket and insulation) produces
changes in the organic material properties, including reduced elongation and changes in tensile
-strength. Visible indications of radiative / thermal aging may include embrittlement, cracking,

I discoloration, and swelling of the jacket and insulation. To manage the effects of synergistic
radiative and thermal aging for the Group 3 cables, a plant ARDI program will be developed to
provide monitoring, testing, or analysis (or a combination thereof). The ARDI program is
addressed in Section 3.12.3.2.5 of this SER.

!'
.

;
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3.12.3.2.4 Effects of Insulation Resistance (IR) Reduction l
|

The Group 5 cables may be subject to thermal stress due to ambient heating effects, and inside |
containment these cables are also subject to radiation stress. Both the thermal and radiation- |
induced degradation of the cable insulation can result in reduced IR. The reduction in IR causes '

an increase in leakage currents between conductors, and from individual conductors to ground.
The IR reduction can be a concem for circuits with sensitive, low-level signals such as current
transmitters, resistance temperature detectors, and thermocouples. To manage the IR

,

reduction effects on the Group 5 cables, the existing instrument calibration program, MN-1-211,
|will be used to provide performance monitoring of the affected circuits. The instrument !

calibration program is acceptable for managing the effects of aging because the scope of the
program includes allinstrumentation, and calibration provides sufficient indication of the need for
preventive actions by monitoring key parameters and providing trending data based on
acceptance criteria related to instrument performance. In addition, operating experience has
been adequately factored into the program. The number of cable failures based on trending
data during normal operation is low in proportion to the amount of cables used throughout the
industry.

3.12.3.2.5 Cables ARDI Program

The purpose of the cables ARDI program is to determine if plausible aging could potentially
progress to cable failure such that ongoing aging management is required to be implemented. If
the results of the ARDI program show that the acceptance criteria are not met such that service
limiting temperature or radiation values are exceeded for Group 1,2, and 3 cables or if treeing is
detected for Group 6 cables, appropriate corrective action (ongoing aging management) will be
taken and may consist of the following items:

. Rerout:ng cable such that the service limiting temperature / radiation values will not be
exceeded;

. Analysis to determine a cable replacement date;

. Visual or physical inspection for embrittlement, cracking discoloration, and melting;

Pu!Iing cable samples for testing of chemical, mechanical, or electrical properties;

In-situ non-destructive testing i.e., condition monitoring; and

Replacement of cable due to treeing or thermal / radiation damage

The cables ARDI program is acceptable for managing the effects of aging for Group 1,2,3, and
6 cables because (1) the scope includes all non-EQ cables in power and control service routed
with maintained spacing, without maintained spacing, inside containment, and in 4-kV power
service; (2) visual or physical inspection (for cable flexibility) and thermal surveys provide

O||
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sufficient indication of the need for preventive actions by monitoring key parameters; and (3)
analysis including trending data based on acceptance criteria related to cable performance, is

| included. In addition, operating experience has been adequately factored into the cable ARDI
program. The number of cable failures during normal operating conditions that have occurred in
the industry is low in proportion to the amount of cables that are in service.

3.12.3.3 Time-Limited Aging Analysis

The staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of TLAAs is discussed separately in Section
| 4.0 of this SER.
|

| 3.12.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information included in Section 6.1, " Cables," of Appendix A to the
LRA and additionalinformation provided by the applicant in response to the staff RAls. On the
basis of this review as stated above, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an
acceptable demonstration that the aging effects associa'.ed with the cables will be adequately
managed so that there is reasonable assurance that tha cables will perform their intended
functions in accordance with the CLB dring the perioc' of extended operation.

3.13 Environmentally Qualified Equipment
/
k 3.13.1 Introduction

|

BGE (the applicant) described its AMR of environmentally qualified (EQ) equipment for license
renewalin Section 6.3," Environmentally Qualified Equipment," of Appendix A to the LRA. The j
staff reviewed this section of the application to determine whether the applicant submitted '

adequate information to meet the requirements stated in 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) for managing aging
effects of EQ equipment for license renewal, as is described in Section 2.2.3.34.

3.13.2 Summary of Technicalinformation in Application

3.13.2.1 Structures and Components Subject to an Aging Management Review

In Section 6.3 of Appendix A to the LRA which addresses the EQ provision (10 CFR 50.49) of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1), the applicant has identified the following 8 EQ
devices with qualified lives greater than or equal to 40 years that are subject to an AMR:

+ cables (CBL) -

junction box (WRNMS)+

containment penetration assembly (PEN)+

| f
| (
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core exit thermocouple system (RI)

seal (SEAL)

solenoid valve (SV)

terminal block (TB)

reactor vessel level monitoring system in-core assembly (TP)

The applicant identified the following passive intended functions for EQ device types requiring
an AMR:

Device Type P Passive Intended Function

CBL Provide electrical continuity. I
i

WRNMS Provide electrical continuity.

PEN Provide electrical continuity.
Provide containment pressure boundary.

RI Provide pressure seal at reactor vessel.
Provide electrical continuity.

SEAL Prevent moisture intrusion into electrical connections.

SV Maintain system pressure boundary.

TB Provide electrical continuity.

TP(RVLMS) Provide pressure seal at reactor vessel.
Provide electrical continuity.

|

3.13.2.2 Effects of Aging

The applicant evaluated the applicability of ARDM for the preceding 8 EQ devices that are
subject to an AMR. The applicant determined that the aging effects from the following !
* plausible" ARDMs should be managed for license renewal: crevice corrosion, general
corrosion, Kapton unique aging, pitting, radiation aging and thermal aging. The application also
cor:tains information on the historical operating experience which provides insight in supporting
the aging management demonstrations presented in Section 6.3 of Appendix A to the LRA. !

I
i
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3.13.2.3 Aging Management Programs

The applicant identified the following aging management programs for the 8 EQ devices
identified above for license renewal in the application:

Crevice corrosion Chemistry control program

+ Generalcorrosion PEG-7, MN-3100, QL-2-100 programs

t + Kapton-unique aging 50.49 EQ program

| Crovice Corrosion & Chemistry program & maintenance
i Pitting

I + Radiation aging 50.49 EQ pogram
I

! + Thermal aging 50.49 'dQ program

i

!- The applicant concluded that these programs would manage the ARDMs and their effects in
; such a way that the intended functions of the 8 EQ devices identified above would be
j maintained during the period of extended operation, consistent with the CLB.
4

( 3.13.2.4 Time Limited Aging Analyses

! Section 6.3.3, " Environmentally Qualified Equipment," of Appendix A to the LRA evaluated the

| 8 EQ devices identified above that are subject to TLAAs.

3.13.3 Staff Evaluation

| In accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in Section 6.3 of
| Appendix A to the LRA regarding the applicant's demonstration that the effects of aging will be
i adequately managed so that the intended functions of the EQ devices will be maintained !
! consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The staff evaluation of the |

| applicant's identification of structures and components subject to an AMR is discussed j
separately in Section 2.2 of this SER.

3.13.3.1 Effects of Aging

For cables, junction boxes, containment penetration assemblies, core exit thermocouple
systems, seals, solenoid valves, terminal blocks, and reactor vessel level monitoring system in-
core assemblies, the applicant identified the following applicable ARDMs: crevice corrosion,
general corrosion, Kapton unique aging, pitting, radiation aging, and thermal aging. Although

' the license renewal rule requires management of aging effects and does not require
identification of ARDMs, the applicant elected to evaluate specific ARDMs. The staff finds the
applicant's approach of identifying ARDMs acceptable because aging effects are results of
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ARDMs. Because the applicant considered a comprehensive list of potential ARDMs in its
evaluation, the staff finds this acceptable.

The operating experience information in the application discusses EQ-related issues / problems
that have been identified by the NRC and by the applicant and its contractors as a result of
audits, assessments, and day-to-day plant operation. EQ-related issues and problems have
been documented in nonconformance reports, issue reports, and program deficiency reports as
part of the applicant's deficiency identification and corrective action program. In each case, the
appropriate corrective action was taken as required.

The applicant determined that the effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, Kapton unique
aging, pitting, radiation aging , and thermal aging should be managed for license renewal. The
staff agrees with the plausible ARDMs identified by the applicant. The staff also agrees that
potential ARDMs identified by the applicant such as cavitation erosion, corrosion fatigue, erosion
corrosion, fatigue, fouling, galvanic corrosion, hydrogen attack, intergranular attack, micro-
biologically-induced corrosion, oxidation, particulate wear erosion, rubber degradation, selective
leaching, stress relaxation, thermal embri'" ament, and wear are not considered to be plausible.

3.13.3.2 Aging Management Progrants for License Review

The staff focused its evaluation of the applicant's aging management programs on the program
elements rather than on details of specific plant procedures. To determine whether the
applicant's aging management programs are adequate to manage the effects of aging so that
the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, the staff evaluated the following 10 elements: (1) scope of program, (2) preventive
actions, (3) parameters monitored or inspected, (4) detection of aging, (5) monitoring and
trending, (6) acceptance criteria, (7) corrective actions, (8) confirmation process, (9)
administrative controls, and (10) operating experience.

The application indicates that the analysis / assessment, corrective action, and
confirmation / documentation process for license renewal is in accordance with the site controlled -
corrective action program pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and covers all structures
and components subject to an AMR. The staff evaluation of the applicant's corrective actions
program is discussed separately in Section 3.1.5 of this SER. In that portion of this SER, the
staff concluded that the applicant's aging management programs for license renewal satisfy the
elements of " corrective actions,"" confirmation process," and " administrative controls."

The other program elements are evaluated in other sections of this SER as referenced below.

3.13.3.2.1 Effects of Crevice Corrosion

Crevice corrosion has been identified by the applicant as a plausible ARDM for solenoid valves,
the reactor vessel level monitoring in-core assembly, and the core exit thermocouple system. To

,

I

manage the effects of crevice corrosion for solenoid valves, the valves will be subjected to the
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chemistry control program (wetted valves only). Crevice corrosion is a localized corrosion that
occurs in cracks or crevices and is controlled by the chemistry program which mitigates the
migration of chlorides and hydroxides in the recesses of a crevice and thus inhibits the

I corrosion. The effectiveness of chemistry control program in managi.,g the effects of crevice
corrosion and pitting ARDMs is described, for example, for the ccmponents in the reactor
coolant system is addressed in Section 3.1.2.3 of this SER. As described in that section, the
water chemistry program will minimize the potential for these aging effects and, in conjunction
with the other applicable routine inspection, testing and maintenance activities applicable to the
devices and components within the scope of this review, will provide an adequate program for
managing the effects of crevice corrosion.

3.13.3.2.2 Effects of General Corrosion
i

General corrosion has been identified by the applicant as a plausible ARDM for cc itainment
penetration assemblies. To manage the effects of aging for containment penetration
assemblies, the assemblies will be subjected to the PEG-7, MN-3-100, and OL-2-10L ,ging
management programs, which are addressed in Section 3.2.3.2 of this SER.

3.13.3.2.3 Effects of Kapton Unique Aging

I
Kapton unique aging has been identified by the applicant as a plausible ARDM for Valcor |

i solenoid valves (Kapton undergoes accelerated aging when under sufficient mechanical stress |
5

in a hot and wet environment). To manage the effects of aging for Valcor post-accident-
monitoring solenoid valves, they will be subjected to the applicant's 10 CFR 50.49 EQ program
which is addressed in Section 4.2 of this SER.

3.13.3.2.4 Effects of Pitting

Pitting has been identified by the applicant as a plausible ARDM for solenoid valves, the reactor
level vessel monitoring system in-core assembly, and core exit thermocouple system. To
manage the effects of aging for st''noid valves, they will be subjected to the chemistry control
program. Pitting or local corrosio - at occurs on the surface material of these devices is
controlled by the chemistry program which minimizes the exposure of the metal surfaces to the
aggressive chemical environment that can result in wall thinning of ferritic steel components.
The effectiveness of chemistry control program in managing the effects of crevice corrosion and
pitting ARDMs is described, for example, for the components in the reactor coolant system is
addressed in Section 3.1.2.3 of this SER. As described in that section, the wcter chemistry
program will minimize the potential for these aging effects and, in conjunction with the other
applicable routine inspection, testing and maintenance activities applicable to the devices and
components within the scope of this review, will provide an adequate program for managing the
effects of crevice corrosion.

3.13.3.2.5 Effects of Thermal and Radiation Damage

O, v),\
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Thermal and radiation damage have been identified by the applicant as plausible ARDMs for
cables, junction boxes, containment penetration assemblics, core exit thermocouple systems,
seals, solenoid valves, terminal blocks, and reactor level vessel monitoring system in-core
assemblies. To manage the effects of aging for these EQ devices, they will be subjected to the
applicant's 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Program which is addressed in Section 4.2 of this SER.

3.13.3.3 Time-Limited -Aging-Analyses

The staff evaluation of the applicant's identification of TLAAs is discussed separately in
Section 4.0 of this SER.

3.13.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information in Section 6.3, " Environmentally Qualified Equipment * of
Appendix A to the LRA. On the basis of this review as stated above, the staff concludes that the
applicant has provided an acceptable demonstration that the aging effects associated with
the EQ devices identified above will be adequately managed so that there is reasonable
assurance that these devices will perform their intended functions in accordance with the CLB
during the period of extended operation.

O

.
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4.0 TIME-LIMITED AGING ANALYSES

4.1 Identification of Time-Limited Aging Analyses

BGE (the applicant) has addressed time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) in Section 2.1'of the
License Renewal Application (LRA). The applicant has provided a list of TLAAs (Table 2.1-1) -

identified in the current licensing basis and has evaluated each TLAA in accordance.with the
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) Methodology in
Section 2.0 of the applicant's LRA. |

4.1.1 Introduction

The staff has reviewed Section 2.1 of the application to determine whether the applicant
provided adequate information to meet the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). '|

|

4.1.2 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

The applicant has identified each TLAA of Table 2.1-1 with its aging effect and its disposition i

demonstrating that the analyses remain valid for the period of extended operation, the analysesi

have been projected to the end of the period of extended operation or, the effects of aging on
the intended function (s) will be adequately managed for the period of extended operation. In
regard to TLAAs and associated aging effects, the applicant outlined the following:

;

Environmental Qualification (EQ) Program is applicable to alliong-lived equipment-

whether active or passive, relates to a calculation of qualified life of equipment and also
a demonstration of managing aging effects on the intended function of electrical
equipment for the period of extended operation. The EQ TLAA is evaluated in
Section 4.2 of this staff SER.

Heatup and cooldown (Pressure / Temperature limits) curves for the reactor coolant=
,

system (RCS) relate to the effect of irradiation embrittlement of the reactor pressure
vessel. The analyses for pressurized thermal sh ,d (PTS) and low temperature |
overpressure protection (LTOP) are also affected by embrittlement concems. j

. The fatigue analyses for the RCS piping, steam generator, pressurizer, pressurizer=

auxiliary spray line and pressurizer surge line to demonstrate that the effects of fatigue j

on the intended functions of NSSS components will be adequately managed for the '

period of extended operation. The NRC staff concems on GSI-166, " Adequacy of the
Fatigue Life of Metal Components" are addressed in the referenced sections of the
applicant's LRA.

,

j w
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The fatigue analysis for the main steam supply lines to the turbine driven auxiliary feed.

water pumps remains valid for the period of extended operation based on limiting
number of thermal cycles.

The containment liner plate fatigue analysis is a TLAA with a limiting number of thermal.

cycles during the licensed life of the plant. This analysis will be projected to the end of
the period of extended operation by the year 2012.

The loss of prestress on containment tendons is time-dependent as a result of age-.

related degradation such as creep and shrinkage of concrete, stress relaxation,
corrosion, and anchorage seating losses, etc. The technical specification surveillance
test is a measure of a parameter (lift-off force) to ensure that the prestress loss of
tendons are within acceptable limits. The curves in the technical specification pertaining
to the applicable measurement parameter for the CLB will be recalculated by the year
2012 to account for the period of extended operation.

The criticality analyses for the Unit 1 spent fuel pool are TLAAs due to age-related*

depletion of Boron-10 used as neutron absorbing material between spent fuel
assemblies. The applicant has performed an acing analysis for the poison sheets and
has determined that there are plausible aging mechanisms requiring an aging
management program for the extended term of operation. This is discussed in Section
2.2.3.8.2.2 of the staff SER.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(c)(2), the applicant has stated that they found no exemptions*

granted under 10 CFR 50.12 that were based on a TLAA.

4.1.3 Staff Evaluation

The staff has reviewed the applicant's identification and evaluation of TLAAs in the Table 2.1-1
of the LRA and requested additionalinformation pertaining to exclusion of certain potential items
concerning TLAAs. The applicant provided a response dated November 4,1998, to the staff's
request for additional information (RAl) and provided a clarification during the on-site meeting
held between February 16-18,1999, as documented in the meeting summary dated March 19,
1999. The staff's findings are summarized below:

The plant heatup/cooldown (pressure / temperature or "PT" limit) curves are a group of TLAAs
that take in to consideration the fracture toughness of the most limiting material in the RCS,
which is the reactor vessel beltline material. The fracture toughness of the beltline material,
however, is affected by neutron fluence which is time-dependent. These TLAAs concern the
aging effect due to irradiation embrittlement. The applicant's current set of heatup/cooldown
curves in the technical specifications are valid through the period of extended operation for
Unit 1 and the curves for Unit 2 are valid for 30 effective full power years. The curves in the
technical specifications will continue to be updated as further data from surveillance capsules
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are obtained. The applicant has identified the PTS and the LTOP analyses as TLAAs since they ,

are affected by irradiation embrittlement of the reactor vessel. The PTS analyses for both;

| vessels projected to the end of the license renewal term show that the reference temperature for
'

PTS will be below the screening criteria for the extended term. The LTOP analysis suggests
that the effects of aging on low temperature over-pressurization protection will be managed for

| the extended term Ly providing setpoints for power-operated relief valves and implementing .

! administrative controls. The applicant has provided the projected peak neutron fluence for the
; extended term in the LRA. The NRC staff determined that revisions to Charpy USE could be
'

performed using the current the applicant process to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR
'-

Part 50, Appendices G and H. The applicant agreed to perform these calculations by the end of
the current license term. This is acceptable because the applicant has already demonstrated
compliance with Appendices G and H for the current term and must continue to demonstrate
compliance whh Appendix G through the extended period of operation.

%

However, the list of TLAAs provided pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1) does not include the upper-
shelf energy of the reactor vessel materials, including the most limiting material based on
fluence and chemistry of the vessel material. The applicant stated during the on-site meeting
held between February 16-18,1999 (as documented in the 'peeting summary dated March 19,

,

1999), that irradiation embrittlement as measured by the drop in Charpy upper shelf energy
(USE) is not a TLAA ' ince it does not satisfy the TLAA definition in 10 CFR 54.3. The NRCs
staff, however, has concluded that this is a TLAA. The applicant should include upper shelf

,

energy evaluation in their list of TLAAP This is Open item 4.1.3-1 and should be resolved in
\ conjunction with Confirmatory item 3.' ' 2.-

The fatigue analyses for the NSSS covering the RCS, RPV, steam generator, pressurizer,
pressurizer auxiliary spray and pressurizer surge line are TLAAs. The applicant's fatigue
monitoring program (FMP) relies on sampling of critical plant transients for selected RPV and
RCS components at CCNPP to manage fatigue. The staff agrees that monitoring of plant '

transients causing significant fatigue usage for critical components can adequately represent the
fatigue usage for the remaining RPV and RCS locations. Resolution of the open issue identified ;

in 4.1.3-1 regarding the FMP is necessary in order for the staff to conclude that the applicant's
FMP sampling approach provides an adequate method to manage fatigue of the RPV and RCS -

components. The details of this open item are set forth in Section 3.2.3.3 of this SER.

. The fatigue analysis for the main steam piping to the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps is
a TLAA. The main steam piping is designed assuming (for purposes of bounding the fatigue i

analysis) that it will experience 7000 thermal cycles and still perform its intended functions. -

| Because the number of thermal cycles is expected to be well below this limiting assumption, the
~ staff has accepted the applicant's conclusion that 7,000 assumed thermal cycles will not be
exceeded during the period of extended operation and, therefore, the existing fatigue analyses
meet the criteria of 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(i).
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The containment liner plate fatigue is a TIAA with a limiting number of thermal cycles during the
licensed life of the plant. As indicated in the February 16,1999, meeting summary dated March
19,1999, the applicant has provided an evaluation demonstrating that the current analysis
remains valid for the period of extended operation. The staff has reviewed this information and
found it acceptable. However, this information should be documented. This is Confirmatory
item 4.1.3-1.

The loss of prestress on containment tendons is time-dependent as a result of age-related
degradation, such as creep and shrinkage of concrete, stress relaxation, corrosion and |
anchorage seating losses, etc. The calculation of normalized lift-off force of tendons specified in '

the technical specification Figures 3.6.1-1,3.6.1-2, and 3.6.1-3 is a TLAA. The technical i

specification surveillance test is a measure of lift-off force to ensure that the prestress loss of |
tendons is within acceptable limits. The applicant has stated that the curves in the technical |
specification pertaining to the predicted lift-off force will be recalculated by the year 2012 to
account for the period of extended operation. The deferral of the recalculation of the parameter
for the renewal term is, therefore, identified as cpen item in 4.1.3-2. The details of this open
item are set forth in Section 3.10 of this SER.

The criticality analyses for the Unit 1 spent fuel pool (SFP) is a TLAA due to age-related |
depletion of Boron-10 used as a neutron absorbing material between spent fuel assemblies. |
The applicant has performed an aging analysis for the poison sheets in both SFPs and has !
determined that there are plausibla aging mechanisms in both SFPs requinng an aging |
management program for the extended term of operation. This is discussed in Section 3.3E of
the LRA. The neutron absorbing sheets installed in Unit 2 are constructed of a material called
Boraflex. The applicant, however, has stated that the Unit 2 criticality analysis does not assume

.

any loss of boron concentration due to aging and, therefore, is nnt treated as a TLAA. The staff
has determined that the effect of aging on the intended function of the SFP poison sheets will be
adequately managed for the period of extended operation with the coupon surveillance program
of monitoring conditions of neutron absorbing materials in both SFPs. This aging management
program is evaluated in section 3.10 of this SER.

The staff had requested information from the applicant justifying not identifying metal corrosion
allowances for Class I and 11 piping as a TLAA Each ASME Code component is provided with a
corrosion allowance for material subject to thinning by corrosion during the design life of the
component by a suitable increase in thickness over that - - lined by the design formulae and,
therefore, it should be treated as a TLAA. However, the opic, ,t provided a response to the
staff's RAl indicating that there was nc corrosion allowant fesign calculation and,-

therefore, it is not a TLAA. The applicant stated in the site r ( ; dated February 17,1999
(as documented in the meeting summary dated March 19,1999), that there were programs in
place for mitigation and discovery of corrosion in piping during the extenced period of operation.
These aging management programs are evaluated in section 3.1 of this SER. The staff
considers this item to be resolved.
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i

The staff also noted that the applicant did not identify inservice flaw growth analysis as a TLAA.
|

The applicant stated at the site meeting held between February 16-18,1999 (as documented in
the meeting summary dated March 19,1999), that there was no inservice flaw growth that was
analyzed for the current license term. Therefore, inservice flaw growth has not been treated as
a TLAA.

With respect to metal fatigue (from thermal cycles) of USAS B31.7 class 11 and lll piping
componerns (other than main steam piping), the applicant stated in the same meeting that these
components have a stress limit based on 7000 cycles and, further, their data search did not
identify this issue as a TLAA in the application, however, the applicant discusses expected
cycles during the period of extended operation for some components. These assessments as
TLAAs. In addition, during the site meeting, the applicant indicated that the number of cycles
was considered in their evaluation of class 11 and ill piping. Hence, the applicant should identify
its assessment as a TLAA. Therefore, this is Open item 4.1.3-3.

In response to the staffs RAI, and the clarification provided by the applicant at the above site |

meeting, the staff resolved the following items as not being considered in the evaluation of
TLAAs since these items do not involve time-limited assumptions defined by the current
operating term pursuant to definitions provided in 10 CFR 54.3:

'p High-energy pipe break postulation (since the design is not based on fatigue cumulative.

usage factor and there is no time dapendent analysis used)

Fatigue of polar crane (since the design is solely based on number of load cycles at or ).

below the rated load, not for a service life of 40 years) '

l

Fatigue of reactor coolant pump flywheel (since the fatigue of RCP flywheel is based on ').

endurance limit which is independent on number of cycles)

Underclad cracking of reactor vessel (since CCNPP has no experience with this aging.

effect)

High cycle fatigue of reactor vessel intemals (since the design is based on endurance ;.

'limit which is independent of number of cycles)

4.1.4 Conclusion ,

' l
:

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided a list of acceptable TLAAs involving
systems, structures, and components other than electrical equipment (see Section 4.2 of this
SER) as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. For each specific TLAA, the applicant has provided

,

information as the bases to justify compliance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(i), (ii) or (iii) except as l

noted. The staff has determined that there are open items in this section of the SER that pertain
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to the listing of TLAAs or the applicant's demonstration of TLAAs for one of the following, as
applicable:

The analyses remain valid for the period of extended operation;.

The analyses have been projected to the end of the period of extended operation; or.

The effects of aging on the intended function (s) will be adequately managed for the period of i
.

extended operation. ;

|

4.2 Environmental Qualification (EO) of Electric Equipment |

The applicant has identified the 50.49 program as a TLAA for the purposes of license renewal.
The TLAA aspect of EQ encompasses all long-lived EQ equipment whether active or passive
and, each equipment qualification file (EOF) for a long-lived component documents a TLAA.

4.2.1 Introduction

The staff has reviewed Section 6.3.3 of the applicant's LRA to determine whether the applicant
provided adequate information to meet the requirements set forth in 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)
regarding an evaluation of the EQ TLAA and Section 6.3.4 regarding the EQ Generic Safety
issue (GSI-168).

4.2.2 Summary of Technical Information in Application

The applicant is implementing 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1)(iii) for the EQ TLAA to demonstrate that the
effects of aging on the intended function (s) of EQ equipment will be adequately managed for the
period of extended operation. The methodology used to evaluate the EQ TLAA is as follows:

Extendina Component Qualified Life

Prior to the end of an equipment's qualified life, the equipment is replaced with qualified new
equipment and preventive maintenance is scheduled to initiate and execute these replacements.
Qualified life re-evaluations are an ongoing activity and take actual nonnal operating conditions
as compared to design maximums into consideration. Equipment qualified lives are adjusted up
or down accordingly based on the following steps:

Original qualified life bases are reviewed including assumptions, margin, uncertainty, and.

sensitivity factors;

Margin and uncertainty limits are established for qualified life;.

Any condition monitoring data are reviewed;.
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Qualified life is adjusted based on analysis and test data, condition monitoring data, and=

refurbishment;

New replacement dates for qualified equipment and condition monitoring requirements are.

established.

Acceptance Criteria for Judoina Component Adeauacy

As discussed above, re-evaluation and/or rep!acement at or before the end of qualified life will
be the methods for dispositioning a TLAA that determines that a component's qualified life falls
short of the end of the period of extended operation. The component will be scheduled for
replacement at or before the end of its qualified life if the re-evaluated qualified life falls short of
the end of the period of extended operation. These are the same actions currently taken for
short-lived EQ components under the EQ Program.

Corrective Actions

The only corrective action currently taken by the applicant's 50.49 Program is replacement with
new equipment, qualified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49, prior to the end of the EQ
equipment's qualified life. This corrective action is taken if re-evaluation of an EQ component's
qualified life falls short of the period of extended operation which is the same corrective actionp) that will be used during the period of extended operation.(v
Sound Reasons to the Contrary

The 10 CFR 50.49 requirement to upgrade replacement equipment, unless sound reasons to
the contrary exist, are addressed by the applicant intemally by EN-1-103, " Control of 10 CFR
50.49 Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment," and PM-1-101, " Procurement and
Control of items and Services for Calvert Cliffs." The requirements and responsibilities for
upgrading replacement equipment are out!!ned in EN-1-103 and the implementing procedure for
upgrading replacement equipment is contained in PM-1-101 which controls the preparation and
review of procurement requirements for EQ equipment replacements.

Refurbishment

The applicant utilizes refurbishment as a process to restore designated (qualified) life to the EQ
component by replacement of materials and/or sub-components of the EQ component, which
have been identified in the EQ documentation as life limiting / susceptible to significant
degradation due to aging. For EQ equipment that has a designated qualified life based on
preconditioning, refurbishment by replacing certain materials of construction and/or
sub-components is based on the level of preconditioning performed on the equipment. Certain
EQ equipment qualified to the Division of Operating Guidelines and NUREG-0588 Category II
were not required to be pre-conditioned.

,m
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Time-Limited Aging Analyses

On-noina Qualificatior

Regulation 10 CFR 50.49(e)(5) states that, "[t]he equipment must be replaced or refurbished at
the end of its designated life unless ongoing qualification demonstrates that the item has
additional life " Ongoing qualification as defined in IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.6, and in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.89, Revisioni, Section C.S.d can be utilized to demonstrate that an item has
additional life. Even though the applicant has not previously used ongoing qualification, the
applicant may use ongoing qualification in the future and considers ongoing qualification to be
part of the current licensing basis.

Reanalysis

Thermal Environment

The underlying assumption of this parameter is that the plant operating ambient I

temperatures, either design maximums or conservative bounding values, should be
representative of what the component will see during its installed life. The applicant utilized
des!gn maximum temperatures for both inside and outside containment to perform the
current qualified life calculations / evaluations for the EQ TLAAs. The containment and

,

auxiliary building are instrumented with temperature sensors installed in locations |

representative of the general areas to ensure that these areas are maintained at or below '

their respective design maximum values. Since initial installation, alarms / indication with
alarm setpoints and proceduralized operator actions have existed to prevent / minimize
temperature excursions above the design maximums. Monitoring frequencies of
containment temperatures are controlled by the technical specifications (TS) and excursions
above the design maximum temperatures are controlled by the TS limiting condition for
operation. The auxiliary building normal operating temperatures are controlled at or below )
the design maximums identified in UFSAR Section 9.8 to maintain qualified life underlying i
assumptions.

The applicant's corrective action process was used in response to NRC Information Notice
89-30 and 89-30, Supplement 1, "High Temperature Environments at Nuclear Power
Plants,"in which periodic temperature surveys were conducted and results recorded. High
temperature conditions greater than the general area temperatures were quantified and
incorporated into the EQ Program as well as the design change process.

Normal plant operating temperature data collection methods over the years have been
performed by a number of techniques including temperature dots installed in plant areas on
equipment, hand-held temperature devices, infrared surveys, automatic temperature data
collection equipment, and plant installed components (i.e., TS containment temperature
monitors / Operations logs). The highest temperature monitored during each month plus
margin was used over 12 months to develop a yearly plant area profile. The resultant plant
area profiles are identified in ES-014. These conservatively established yearly profiles were

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 4-8
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;

:

( Time-Limited Aging Analyses -

!

input into the thermal qualified life calculations of various short-lived EQ components,-

utilizing the degradation-weighted average temperature methodology to generate revised,

{ qualified lives. The primary method for EQ TLAAs to extend their existing 40-year thermal |
qualified lives will be the degradation-weighted average temperature methodology based on i

i, yearly temperature profiles. !

| EN-1-103 is the controlling procedure for the EQ Program and periodic monitoring in '

{ accordance with PEG-11 (EQ temperature monitoring program) will continue to re-validate
that the conservatively established yearly area profiles remain valid. Calvert Cliffs has not

i implemented any major modifications nor experienced any events of suffic%nt duration that I
| revised the maximum design temperatures so the use of these temperatures in qualified life '

'

calculations / evaluations are representative of that which is expected to be seen by the !

| component during its installed life.
5

3
;

I- No changes to currently approved methodology and/or acceptance criteria, including the use
i 'of Arrhenius methodology to evaluate thermal aging, have been made by the applicant nor

,

are any planned in the future, including the period of extended operation. ;
,

1

; Radiation Environment j
( ;

; .The underlying assumption for this parameter is that the normal radiation doses used in the !

j radiation qualified life calculations / evaluations are normally expected or representative. In
response to NRC Information Notice 93-39, " Radiation Beams from Power Reactor
Biological Shields," utilizing the Calvert Cliff's corrective action process, the applicant

j performed (one fuel cycle) monitoring of the actual containment doses. Based on this '

i monitoring, revised maximum,40-year, radiation doses, greater than the original design
! values, were established and integrated into the EQ program, as well as the design change
j process. Engineering standard ES-014 lists the revised 40-year, normal inside-containment
j- doses for these specific plant areas.
! !

i Normal operating,40-year outside-containment radiation doses were established for the EQ ;

j program based on radiological survey records. Auxiliary building monthly radiological |

1- surveys were reviewed and the highest dose rate value recorded each month for each plant
j area. The average dose rate values were multiplied by 350,400 (the number of hours in_40-

years) to obtain the total 40-year normal radiation dose. Engineering standard ES-014 lists
ithe 40-year, normal outside containment doses for these specific plant areas.

Normal operating, 60-year doses, for both inside and outside containment, will be
developed, based on radiological survey records. The 40-year radiation doses will be
multiplied by 1.5 to reflect the 20 additional years of extended plant operation. These 60-
year projections will then be utilized to evaluate the EQ TLAAs, in Category 10 CFR

,

54.21(c)(1)(iii), to determine if existing EQ radiation qualification documentation envelops ;

these projected 60-year doses. Revised qualified lives, based on these 60-year doses, I

added to the applicable accident doses, will then be defined.

1

I
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Plant Environmental Chanaes

Engineering standard ES-014 identifies both normal operating and accident design ambient
environmental service conditions and any changes to these environmental service
conditions are controlled within the design change process. ES-014 also identifies the
design maximum normal operating ambient service conditions of the harsh environment
areas, including tharmal and radiation hot spots. These environmental service condition
changes are reviewed for impact on the EQ Program, including the EQ TLAAs, and required
changes to the EQ documentation files.

;

|

Timina of Resolution

The qualified life of EQ equipment is reassessed, according to existing procedures, sufficiently
in advance of the end of qualified life to determine if a revised qualified life can be established,
or if equipment replacement is necessary to maintain EQ functional continuity. )

i

EQ Generic Safety Issue (GSD I

There are three options available to resolve issues associated with license renewal which are
the subject of a GSI.' Those three options listed in the applicant's IPA methodology are:

If the issue is resolved before submittal of the renewal application, the applicant can.

incorporate the resolution into the application;

An applicant can justify that the CLB will be maintained until a point when one or more*

reasonable options would be available to adequately manage the effects of aging; or

An applicant could develop a plant-specific program that incorporates a resolution to the*

aging issue.

For the EQ GSI, the applicant is opting for the second of the approaches identified above in that
it will continue to manage the effects of aging in accordance with the CLB, modified as
appropriate to address regulatory changes.

4.2.3 Staff Evaluation

in accordance with 10 CF" M.21(c)(1), the staff reviewed Section 6.3.3 of the LRA to determine
whether the applicant provioed adequate information to meet the requirements to demonstrate
that the effects of aging on the intended function (s) of EQ equipment will be adequately
managed for the period of extended operation. Section 6.3.4 was also reviewed regarding the
EQ GSI. After completing the initial review, the staff met with the applicant on October 22,1998,
to discuss the applicant's EQ Program and, by letter dated January 7,1999, the staff requested
clarification of the EQ options which describe how the procedures for compliance with

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER 4-10
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|

4

Time-Limited Aging Analyses |

10 CFR 50.49 adequately manage EQ time-limited aging analyses pursuant to section
54.21(c)(1)(iii). A conference call occurred on January 22,1999, to discuss clarification of the
January 7,1999, NRC letter. By letter dated February 19,1999, the applicant responded to the
staffs request for clarification of the EQ options.

The applicant is implementing 10 CCR 54.21(c)(1)(iii) for the EQ TLAA to demonstrate that the f
effects of aging on the intended function (s) of EQ equipment will be adequately managed for the
period of extended operation. The methodology described by the applicant to eva!uate the
TLAA was reviewed by the staff in the following areas:

.

Extending Component Qualified Life.

Acceptance Criteria for Judging Component Adequacy.

Corrective Actions.

Sound Reasons to the Contrary (for replacement equipment).

Refurbishment.
.

On-going Qualification.

Reanalysis.

'
- Thermal Environment
-- Radiation Environment

Plant Environmental Changes |-

Timing of Resolution

O
.

The staff evaluation of the applicant's EQ Program was focused on the program elements and
process description provided by the applicant. The applicant is using standard approved EQ [
methodology and acceptance criteria applicable to EQ as defined by NRC Bulletin 79-01B (DOR
Guidelines) including Supplements 1, 2, and 3; NUREG-0588, Revision 1; 10 CFR 50.49; i

Regulatory Guide 1.89, Revision 1; various NRC generic letters and information notices; and
NRC Safety Evaluation Reports on EQ. The applicant's current actions for short-lived

!
equipment are also acceptable for long-lived EQ equipment. The staff concurs with the EQ
methodology described by the applicant for the period of extended operation. |

1

The staff evaluation of the applicant's response to GSI-168 finds it acceptable and coasistent
with the June 2,1998, staff guidance to industry which states:

GSI-168 issues have not been defined to a point that a license renewal apphcant can be.

reasonably expected to address these issues, specifically at this time and;

An acceptable approach is to provide a technical rationale demonstrating that the CLB*

for EQ will be maintained in the period of extended operation.
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Time-Limited Aging Analyses

4.2.4 Conclusions

The staff has reviewed the information in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 of the LRA and additional
information provided in the October 22,1998, meeting with the staff, the January 22,1999,
conference call, ar.d the February 19,1999, the applicant letter to NRC. On the basis of this
review as set forth above, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an acceptable
demonstration that the Calvert Cliffs 50.49 EQ Program will adequately manage the aging
effects associated with all long lived active and passive EQ equipment such that there is
reasonable assurance that this EQ equipment will perform P.s intended function in accordance
with the CLB during the period of extended operation.

|
i

|

l
i

O

O|
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5 REVIEW BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
,

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) will conduct a review of the
10 CFR Part 54 portion of the Calvert Cliffs license renewal application. The ACRS
Subcommittee on Plant License Renewal will continue its detailed review of the Calvert Cliffs
license renewal application after this report is issued. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company and
the staff will meet with the subcommittee and the full committee to oiscuss issues associated
with the review of the app!! cation.

After the ACRS completes its review of the Calvert Cliffs license renewal application, the full
committee will issue a report discussing the results of its review. This report will be included in
an update to this SER. The staff will address any issues and concems identified in that report.

i

4 ,

s.

;

$ i

I,

|

|

|

:

i

;

i i

l
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i

6 CONCLUSIONS
4

The staff performed its review of the Calvert Cliffs license renewal application in accordance with!

; Federal regulations and the NRC draft Standard Review Plan for the Review of License
Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants dated September 1097, in 10 CFR 54.29, the4

staff provides the standards for issuance of a renewed license. ,
,

On the basis of its evaluation of the application as discussed above, the staff has determined
that, on favorable resolution of the open items identified in Section 1.4 of this report, and the
implementation of the confirmatory items identified in Section 1.5 of this report, it will be able to
conclude ! bat the requirements of 10 CFR 54.29(a) have been met.

%
The staff notes that any requirements of subpart A of 10 CFR Par. 51 will be documented in the>

final plant-specific supplement to the Generic Environmental Imps et Statement. Should the'

resolution of subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51 be favorable, the staff will be able to conclude that the ,'

requirements of 10 CFR 54.29(b) have been met.

| At this time, no matters have been raised under 10 CFR 2.758 that need to be addressed. The

; staff reserves judgment regarding the requirements of 10 CFR 54.29(c) until such time that it
; can determine if matters have been raised under 10 CFR 2.758.

O,

,

!
i

:

:

I

i

4

:
,

4

,

*
,

i
5
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' APPENDlX A
CHRONOLOGY,

,

This appendix contains a chronological listing of routine licensing correspondence between the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and BGE, as well as public notices, regarding
the review of the license renewal application for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Unit Nos.1
and 2 under Docket Numbers 50-317 and 50-318.

- March 19,1999 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of February 16 and 18,
1999, meetings with BGE in Lusby, Maryland regarding utility responses

3

to NRC staff requests for additional information on BGE license renewal.'

ACN: *"*""** Fiche: "*" ~ ~" ~

March 03,1999 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Revision 1 to CCNPP, Units 1 & 2
license renewal application, Section 6.2, " Electrical Commodities."

L ACN: 9903170210 Fiche: ""*:~ "~;~

March 03,1999 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) discussing December 09,1999 conference
call to clarify NRC Question No. 5.11.4. Requests response in writing if

'

any errors. '

ACN: 9903050363 Fiche: A7043:299-A7043:301

February 16,1999 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) on February 26,1999 meeting with;

BGE to discuss status of review of BGE license renewal application.
ACN: 9902190341 Fiche: A6889:069-A6889:071

! ACN: 9902180333 Fiche: A6888:234-A6888:236

: February 12,1999 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) on February 26,1999 meeting with
' BGE to discuss status of review of BGE license renewal application.

I ACN: 9902180333 Fiche: A6888:234-A6888:236
4.

February 09,1999 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) on February 16 & 18,1999 meetings
with BGE in Lusby, Maryland to clarify requests for additional information
responses as described in February 1,1999 letter to BGE.
ACN: 9902120272 Fiche: A6807:147-A6807:149 ,

February 04,1999 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding additional information for NRC use
in writing SER for CCNPP license renewal application. Items in,

attachment are either IPA results, changes, errata, or items provided for
3

information.
ACN: 9902090133 Fiche: A6760:196-A6760:211 |

; O
1 ;
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Appendix A

February 03,1999 NRC letter (from M. Modes) submitting details on listed areas with regard
to insp?ction plan for inspection scheduled on February 3,1999.
ACN: 9902100045 Fiche: A6791:355-A6791:357

February 02,1999 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) on February 10,1999 meeting with
BGE to discuss age-related degradation inspection described in license
renewal application for CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9902090069 Fiche: A6784:205-A6784:214

February 01,1999 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding RAI clarification regarding BGE
responses to NRC questions conceming licensee renewal application for
CCNPP.
ACN: 9902040260 Fiche: A6743:077-A6743:087

January 28,1999 NRC letter (from the Chairman) discussing license renewal for operating
power reactors. Two applications have been receiveci for renewing
operating licenses. The Commission has established an adjudicatory
schedule aimed at completing the license renewal process in 30-36
months.
ACN: 9902090060 Fiche: A6780:342-A6780:345 |

January 28,1999 NRC letter (from the Chairman) discussing guidance regarding heense i

renewal for operating power reactors developed in response to FY99 |
energy and water development appropriations act report. |

ACN: 9902080222 Fiche: A6764:310-A6764:311 l

January 26,1999 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of February 4,1999 meeting with BGE
to discuss age-related degradation inspections described in utility license
renewal application for CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9901290311 Fiche: A6721:026-A6721:028

January 22,1999 NRC notification (from L. Doerflein) of significant meeting with BGE in
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania on February 1 & 2,1999, to coordinate
inspection activities.
ACN: 9902010135 Fiche: N0033:297-N0033:310

January 07,1999 NRC letter (from C. Grimes) requesting additional information regarding
license renewal application as application relates to staff position on
environmental qualification.
ACN: 9901110324 Fiche: A6495:059-A6495:063

December 23,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of January 14,1999 meeting with BGE
in Rockville, Maryland to discuss status of review of license renewal
application.
ACN: 9812300237 Fiche: A6384:359-A6384:361

December 23,1998 Staff Requirements Memorandum (signed, by J. Hoyle) on December 23,
1998 affirmation session at Rockville, Maryland regarding SECY-98-283
concerning licensing board order dismissing proceeding on ground that
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Appendix A

i

j the National Whistleblower Center failed to submit contentions by
i October 1,1998 deadline.

: ACN: 9812290261 Fiche: A6370:294-A6370:294
1
* December 23,1998 Memorandum and Order (signed by J. Hoyle) stating that, for reasons set
i forth in document as well as reasons set forth in LBP-98-26, the National
i- Whistleblower Center appeal is denied and LBP-98-26 affirmed.
: ACN: 9812230354 Fiche: A6323:204-A6323:230

) December 17,1998 Letter (from B. Montgomery) forwarding figures for investigation of -

: impingement of aquatic organisms at CCNPP from 1975-1995. |

| ACN: 9812220038 Fiche: A6301:327-A6301:331 !
1

December 17,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to November 19,-.

i- 1998 request for additional information for review of CCNPP Units 1 and 2 ;

integrated plant assessment report for RPVs and control element drive
mechanism - electrical system to support the license renewal application.
ACN: 9812220032 Fiche: A6301:323-A6301:326

December 11,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of August 20,1998
meeting with utility in Rockville, Maryland to discuss progress of NRC staff
review of utility license renewal application and provide overview of
proposed method for evaluating performance.
ACN: 9812210155 Fiche: A6245:154-A6245:190

Dece.aoer 11,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of October 22,1998
~

meeting with utility in Rockville, Maryland to discuss how BGE addressed
license renewal requirements for time-limited aging analyses and generic
safety issues as applicable to environmental qualification.
ACN: 9812160262 Fiche: A6213:201-A6213:271

December 10,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of November 23,1998
meeting with BGE regarding review of plant records associated with
chemistry and boric acid corrosion inspection programs relied upon in
BGE license renewal application.
ACN: 9812160216. Fiche: A6209:030-A6209:079
ACN: 9812160219 Fiche: A6209:035-A6209:042
ACN: 9812160220 Fiche: A6209:043-A6209:066
ACN: 9812160225 Fiche: A6209:067-A6209:079

December 10,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to November 18,
1998 request for additional information regarding NRC question number !

4.1.17 on the integrated plant assessment report for CCNPP Units 1
and 2.
ACN: 9812140221 Fiche: A6154:064-A6154:073

December 10,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC September 3,
1998 request for additional information on the integrated assessment
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report regarding rnetal fatigue to support the license renewal application
of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9812140220 Fiche: A6154:046-A6154:049

December 10,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding supplemental response to
September 3,1998 request for additional information on the integrated
plant assessment report to support the license renewal application of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9812140219 Fighe: A6154:050-A6154:054

December 10,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding supplemental response to NRC
September 7,1998 request for additional information on the integrated
plant assessment report for assessment (Sections 3.3a, 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.3d,
3.3e, and 6.2) to support the license renewal application of CCNPP
Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9812140215 Fiche: A6154:055-A6154:063

December 10,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to November 13,1998
,

request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment |
reports to support the license renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 j
and 2.
ACN: 9812140214 Fiche: A6154:042-A6154:045 j

December 03,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of December 16,1998 meeting with
BGE in Rockville, Maryland to discuss BGE's license renewal application j
for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2. 1

ACN: 9812080203 Fiche: A6078:204-A6078:206

November 20,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of Decembar 3,1998 meeting with
utility in Rockville, Maryland to discuss thermal aging embrittlement ;

criteria for cast and ferrite materials with regard to aging management
programs.
ACN: 9811250145 Fiche: A5963:358-A5963:360

Nos ember 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) fonnarding its responses to September 3,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
report for reactor vessel internals system to support the license renewal
application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250039 Fiche: A5953:079-A563195

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 3,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
report for the reactor coolant system to support the license renewal
application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.

. ACN: 9811250033 Fiche: A5953:096 A5953:110

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to August 26,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
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V report for PRVS and CEDM electrical system to support the license
renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250031 Fiche: A5953:038-A5953:055

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 2,1998
request for additional information on the irtegrated plant assessment '

regarding metal fatigue to support the l se renewal application of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250030 Fiche: A5952:331-A5952:356

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 3,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment

,

reports for RCS and fnr RPVS and CEDM electrical system to support the j
license renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250029 Fiche: A5952:320-A5952:330 i

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 7,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
reports for CSS and piping segments that provide structural support to
support the licence renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250026 Fiche: A5953:056-A5953:078

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 4,1p98n

(V) request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment on
generic safety issues to support the license renewal application of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811250022 Fiche: A5953:111-A5953:118

November 19,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 7,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
reports for structures and electrical commodities to support the license
renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2. J

ACN: 9811250020 Fiche: A5953:001-A5953:037

November 18,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of November 23,1998 nieeting with
utility in Lusby, Maryland to review material associated with chemistry
alloy 600 and boric acid corrosion inspection programs relied on in license
renewal application for Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811240256 Fiche: A5940:336-A5940:338

November 18,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) discussing September 22,1998 meeting with
representatives of BGE in Rockville, Maryland regarding progress of NRC
staff review of BGE license renewal application for CCNPP Units 1 and 2
and clarifies request for additional information 1.4.17.
ACN: 9811240107 Fiche: A5946:231-A5946:253

Nom.nber 17,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 1,1998

[] request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
Q ,/
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report for the spent fuel pool cooling system to support the license
renewal application of CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811200005 Fiche: A5902:041-A5902:048

November 16,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of September 28,1998
meeting with utility in Rockville, Maryland regarding license renewal
activities for CCNPP Units 1.
ACN: 9811240181 Fiche: A5928:180-A5928:259

November 16,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to September 4,1998
request for additionalinformation on the integrated plant assessment
report for fire protection system.
ACN: 9811190065 Fiche: A5893:144-A5893:152

November 16,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC August 31,
1998 request for additional information regarding integrated plant
assessment report for main steam generator blowdown extraction steam
and nitrogen and hydrogen systems to support license renewal activities.
ACN: 9811190061 Fiche: A5893:153-A5893:163

November 16,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 1,
1998, September 2,1998, and September 4,1998 requests for additional
information on the integrated plant assessment reports for the HVAC
system.
ACN: 9811190060 Fiche: A5901:181-A5901:203

November 16,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC September 3,
1998 request for additional information regarding the integrated plant
assessment report for service wate.r system to support license renewal
activities.
ACN: 9811190059 Fiche: A5893:135-A5893:143

November 16,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 1,1998
request for Ldditional information on the integrated plant assessment

1
report for feedwater system.

|
ACN: 9811190057 Fiche: A5893:1F t A5893:177 |

|
thvember 13,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of June 24,1998 |

meeting with utility in Rockville, Maryland regarding integrated plant |
assessment process for license renewal. |
ACN: 9811270075 Fiche: A5954:001-A5954:141

Wovember 13,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of June 26,1998 i

meeting with BGE in Rockville, Maryland regarding BGE structures and
system walkdown program for license renewal.
ACN: 9811240152 Fiche: A5928:001-A5928:179 :

O
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(/ November 13,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of June 25,1998

meeting with BGE in Rockville, Maryland regarding BGE age-related
degradation and inspection program for license renewal.
ACN: 9811200135 Fiche: A5901:095-A5901:152

November 13,1998 NRC letter (from R. Anand) forwarding summary of September 15,1998
meeting with the NEl license renewal task force in Rockville, Maryland ;
regarding prioritization of generic license renewalissues for resolution. '

ACN: 9811190255 Fiche: A5892:297-A5892:342

November 13,1998 NRC letter (from S. Hoffman) forwarding summary of October 29,1998 i

meeting with NEl, BGE and Duke Energy regarding status of license |
renewal activities. |

ACN: 9811190253 Fiche: A5892:343-A5892:360

November 13,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding revised request for additional
information resulting from BGE comments provided to NRC on
September 28,1998. Requests for additional information numbers 5.10.6
and 4.2.8 are being clarified by this letter.
ACN: 9811180095 Fiche: A5891:331-A5891:356

November 13,1998 ' NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of August 13,1998
,

o meeting with BGE in Rockville, Maryland to discuss BGE fire protection |

('v) evaluation section 5.10 contained within license renewal application.
ACN: 9811180044 Fiche: A5876:299-A5876:339

November 13,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of November 23,1998 meeting with
utility in Lusby, Maryland to review material associated with chemistry,
alloy 600, and boric acid corrosion inspection programs relied on in
license renewal application for Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811170260 Fiche: A5847:353-A5847:355

November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to NRC August 28,
1998 request for additional information on the integrated plant
assessment report for generic areas.
ACN: 9811170217 Fiche: A5840:235-A5840:247

November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to NRC August 27,
1998 request for additional information on the integrated plant
assessment report foi CCS.
ACN: 9811170215 Fiche: A5840:248-A5840:252

November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 7,1998
request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
report for feedwater system.
ACN: 9811170206 Fiche: A5840:253-A5840:260

N.)
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O<|| November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to September 3,1998 |
'

request for additional information on the integrated plant assessment
report for saltwater system.

)
ACN: 9811170200 Fiche: A5840:261-A5840:266

November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to the NRC request for
additionalinformation on the integrated plant assessment report regarding
AFWS.

|
ACN: 9811170198 Fiche: A5840:267-A5840:276

November 12,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to September 2,1998
request for additional information regarding integrated plant assessment
report for containment isolation group to support review of CCNPP Units 1
and 2 license renewal application.
ACN: 9811170197 Fiche: A5840:277-A5810:282

November 09,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC September 2, l

1998 request for additional information on the integrated assessment
report for the safety injection system to support the license renewal
application for CCNPP Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811130036 Fiche: A5826:089-A5826:092

November 09,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to Septembe: 3,1998
and September 24,1998 requests for additional information regarding

:

integrated plant assessment report for containment spray system to '

support CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811130033 Fiche: A5826:081-A5826:088

November 05,1998 BGE brief (submitted by D. Lewis)in opposition to appeal of National
Whistleblower Center. BGE states that the licensing board October 16,
1998 memorandum and order should be affirmed because National
Whistleblower Center did not comply with deadline.
ACN: 9811060041 Fiche: A5754:298-A5754:350

November 05,1998 NRC staff brief (submitted by R. Weisman) opposing appeal of National
Whistleblower Center. For reasons set forth in brief, licensing board
decision in LBP-98-26 should be affirmed.
ACN: 9811100171 Fiche: A5794:184-A5794:221

November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request for
additional information on the integrated plant assessment report for the
containment spray system to support the CCNPP license renewal
application.
ACN: 9811100106 Fiche: A5857:189-A5857:194

November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request
for additional information on the integrated plant assessment report for
fuel handling equipment and other heavy load handling cranes to support
the CCNPP license renewal application.
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[
b ACN: 9811100064 Fiche: A5854:310-A5854:320

November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request
for additional information on the integrated plant assessment report for the
emergency diesel generator system to support the CCNPP license
renewal application.-

ACN: 9811100050 Fiche: A5857:183-A5857:188

November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request
for additionalinformation on the integrated plant assessment regarding
the water chemistry program to support the CCNPP license renewal
application.

1 ACN: 9811100046 Fiche: A5857:178-A5857:182

; November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request
| for additionalinformation on the integrated plant assessment report for the
j chemical and volume control system to support the CCNPP license

renewal application.-

ACN: 9811100041 Fiche: A5857:201-A5857:208

November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request
for additional information on the integrated plant assessment report for the,

safety injection system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.;

' (p) ACN: 9811100038 Fiche: A5857:213-A5857:219
%J'

; November 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request for
additional information on the integrated plant assessment report for the

'

diesel fuel oil system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
'

ACN: 9811100034 Fiche: A5857:168-A5857:172

4 November 04,1998 RGE !& iter (hm C. Cruse) submitting its response to the NRC request for
additionalinformation regarding time-limited aging analyses to support the

1 CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811100029 Fiche: A5823:344-A5823:350

November 02,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding clarification of selected requests
'

for additional information on the integrated plant assessment report on
metal fatigue to support the CCNPP license renewal application. I
ACN: 9811100095 Fiche: A5801:256-A5801:273

'

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its responses to the NRC request
: for additional information regarding the integrated plant assessment report
^ ,

for the component cooling system to support the CCNPP license renewal |
application. '

.

ACN: 9811060205 Fiche: A5806:339-A5806:346

'

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to the NRC request j[sj for additional information regarding the integrated plant assessment report
V

i
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for the compressed air system to support the CCNPP license renewal
application.
ACN: 9811060199 Fiche: A5806:347-A5806:354

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to the NRC requests
for additionalinformation regarding the integrated plant assessment on
the scoping process to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811060145 Fiche: A5807:062-A5807:069 |

|

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding response to NRC September 3, !
1998 and September 24,1998 requests for additional information
regarding the integrated plant assessment report for the diesel fuel oil
system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811050134 Fiche: A5806:019-A5806:025 |

|

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding response to NRC August 21,1998
request for additional information regarding the integrated plant
assessment report for the auxiliary feedwater system to support the
CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811050132 Fiche: A5806:033-A5806:038

:

November 02,1998 - BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC September 2,
1998 request for additional information regarding the integrated plant
assessment report for the RCS to support the CCNPP license renewal
application
ACN: 9811050109 Fiche: A5806:026-A5806:032

November 02,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC August 28,
1998 and September 24,1998 requests for additionalinformation
regarding the integrated plant assessment report for the saltwater system
to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9811050105 Fiche: A5806:039-A5806:043

October 30,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Revision 23 to the UFSAR for the
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2.
ACN: 9811100021 Fiche: A5811:001-A5811:228

October 30,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding the CCNPP technical specification
bases, which includes Revisions 1, 2, and 3, performed under the
technical specification bases control program (TS 5.5.14).
ACN: 9811060092 Fiche: A5774:001-A5775:250

October 26,1998 Petitioner brief (submitted by S. Kohn)in support of appeal of order
denying intervention petition and dismissing proceeding. Requests that
Commission vacate decision of board and remand case for proceeding
regarding disposition of contentions.
ACN: 9811030042 Fiche: A5730:221-A5730:248
ACN: 9811030032 Fiche: A5730:220-A5730:248
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.

October 23,1998 NRC letter (from the Chairman) expressing appreciation for supporting the
Commission's initiative in issuing its recent statement of policy on the
conduct of adjudicatory proceedings.
ACN: 9811030176 Fiche: A5672:352-A5672:353

October 23,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting its response to NRC request for.

additional information raised during September 30,1998 telcon regarding
containment tendon long-term corrective action plan.
ACN: 9810280104 Fiche: A5629:197-A5629:202

.

October 22,1998 Petition (submitted by C. Wenser) submitted on behalf of National
Whistleblower Center reques'.ing extension of page limitation regarding
CCNPP license renewal.

'
ACN: 9810230030 Fiche: A5511:305-A5511:305

October 22,1998 Letter (from E. Julian) expressing appreciation for October 22,1998,

conversation regarding National Whistleblower Center's request for
extension of page limitation on af peals to commission.
ACN: 9810230026 Fiche: A5511:304-A5511:307

1

1 October 21,1998 Petition (submitted by S. Kohn - National Whistleblower Center)
! requesting leave to file brief of approximately 25 pages in length.
'

ACN: 9810230032 Fiche: A5511:306-A5511:307
$

October 16,1998 Second revised notice of filing concerning RAls (submitted by S. Kohn)
stating that Center should not be required to submit its final list of
contentions or final supplement-amended petition until 100 days after
BGE responses to RAls.
ACN: 9810210043 Fiche: AS486:264-A5486:350

.

October 16,1998 Memorandum and Order (signed by G. Bollwerk) denying intervention
'

; petition-hearing request and dismissing proceeding regarding the CCNPP
license renewal application. Intervention petition hearing request of'
petitioner dated August 7,1998 denied and proceeding terminated.
ACN: 9810190041 Fiche: AS430:208-AS430:229

i October 13,1998 First supplemental set of contentions (filed by S. Kohn - National
Whistleblower Center) in the matter of CCNPP license renewal

; application.
ACN: 9810190052 Fiche: AS431:007-A5431:010

,

October 09,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of October 29,1998 meeting with BGE
in Rockville, Maryland to discuss status of review of CCNPP license
renewal application.
ACN: 9810190205 Fiche: AS437:349-A5437:351

,
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October 09,1998 NRC notification (frcm D. Solorio) of October 22,1998 meeting with BGE |
to discuss environmental qualification of electrical equipment regarding
CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9810190167 Fiche: A5437:327-A5437:329

October 09,1998 NRC staff response (signed by M. Zobler) to status report and petitioners
motion to be informed of communication between the NRC staff and BGE.
Petitioner's request for hearing should be denied and the proceeding )
should be terminated. |

ACN: 9810140115 Fiche: A5395:108-A5395:117

October 09,1998 BGE response (from D. Lewis) to petitioner motion to vacate rand
reschedule pre-hearing conference.

;

ACN: 9810140112 Fiche: A5395:084-A5395:096

October 09,1998 NRC staff response (signed by R. Weisman) to petitioners motion to
vacate and re-schedule pre-hearing conference.
ACN: 9810140105 Fiche: A5395:118-A5395:135

;

October 09,1998 BGE letter (from D. Lewis) forwarding answer to petitioner motion to
vacate and reschedule pre-hearing conference.
ACN: 9810140097 Fiche: A5395:083-A5395:096
ACN: 9810140087 Fiche: A5395:047-A5395:049 -
ACN: 9810140069 Fiche: A5395:030-A5395:033 ,

1

October 09,1998 BGE letter (from D. Lewis) forwarding answer to " Petitioner Notice of
Filing" stating filing is legally and factually infirm and petition should be
dismissed. l
ACN: 9810140069 Fiche: A5395:030-A5395:033

I
October 08,1998 ASLB Order (from G. Bollwerk) advicing that if BGE and NRC wish to >

address matters in the October 07,1998 notice, action should be taken as
part of responsive filings due on October 09,1998.
ACN: 9810090103 Fiche: A5360:159-A5360:161

October 07,1998 Petition (from S. Kohn) requesting that National Whistleblower Center
should not be required to submit list of contentions or
supplemental-amended petition until at least 100 days after BGE
forwarding its responses to NRC requests for additional information.
ACN: 9810140073 Fiche: A5407:006-A5407:149

October 02,1998 Order (from G. Bollwerk) stating that BGE and the NRC staff have up to
and including October 9,1998 in which to respond to National
Whistleblower Center submissions. |
ACN: 9810050071 Fiche: A5296:074-A5296:076 I

October 01,1998 Affidavit (second) (by M. Claro) affirming that information regarding matter
of BGE is true and correct.
ACN. 9810050130 Fiche: A5296:139-A5296:143
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k October 01,1998 Letter (signed by S. Kohn) informing that National Whistleblower Center
reserves the right to file contentions within 15 days of prehearing
conference in matter of BGE CCNPP license renewal.

'
,

ACN: 9810060061 Fiche: A5315:210-A5315:219 I

October 01,1998 Petitioner motion (signed by S. Kohn) requesting to be informed of
communication between NRC staff and BGE.
ACN: 9810060039 Fiche: A5315:208-A5315:209

October 01,1998 Petitioner motion (signed by S. Kohn) to vacate and re-schedule
pre-hearing conference. Requests that motion to vacate be granted and
pre-hearing conference be postponed until no sooner than 115 days after.

August 28,1998 request for additional information response.
ACN: 9810060033 Fiche: A5315:172-A5315:185

October 01,1998 Response (from S. Kohn - National Whistleblower Center) to NRC staff
and BGE answer to its petition to intervene and request for hearing. |

ACN: 9810050127 Fiche: A5296:127-A5296:143

September 29,1998 Order (signed by G. Bollwerk) stating that ASLB will hold prehearing
conference in proceeding regarding issue of standing based on
information in Nationa! Whistleblower Center August 7,1998 petition. 1

ACN: 9809300053 Fiche: A5254:351-A5254:353 |

b September 25,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its response to NRC August 6,
1998 request for additionalinformation regarding review of CCNPP
integrated plant assessment report for the radiation monitoring system.
ACN: 9809300123 Fiche: A5335:353-A5335:358

September 24,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding numbering system to utility that
NRC intends to use in tracking utility responses to the NRC requests for
additionalinformation and resolution of responses.
ACN: 9810020241 Fiche: A5284:327-A5284:334 |

!

September 24,1998 NRC letter (from E. Julian) informing that the NRC Office of Secretary 1

experienced problems with dedicated e-mail address. In an effort to )
maintain an electronic mailbox for parties filing by e-mail, an alternate l

mailbox has been created.
ACN: 9809280054 Fiche: A5232:041-A5232:043

September 21,1998 NRC letter (from W. Kane) stating that the listed document designated as
containing proprietary material should be withheld from public disclosure
per 10cfr2.790.
ACN: 9809240283 Fiche: A5241:191-A5241:192 |

|

September 21,1998 Memorandum and order (signed by G. Bollwerk) stating that the National j
Whistleblower Center motion to delay prehearing conference is denied, ;

[ but petition for supplemental extension request granted. |

V
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ACN: 98092s' 0021 Fiche: A5172:175-A5172:180 ,

September 18,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Revision 7 to "Calvert Cliffs ISFSI
USAR."
ACN: 9809240230 Fiche: A5263:271-A5263:341

1

September 18,1998 NRC letter (from R. Weisman) advising that the NRC staff set up a single
electronic mail address to receive all communications in proceeding.
ACN: 9809230050 Fiche: A5172:211-A5172:211 1

September 18,1998 Petition motion (signed by S. Kohn) to vacate prehearing conference or |
for extension of time. I

ACN: 9809230043 Fiche: A5172:204-A5172:208

September 17,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding its responses to questions
contained in July 9,1998 request for additional information for review of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2 commodity report for cables.
ACN: 9809230045 Fiche: A5226:001-A5226:014

September 17,1998 Memorandum and order (signed by J. Hoyle) stating that the Commission
grants the National Whistleblower Center petition for review and gives
additional time until September 30,1998 to file contentions in proceeding.
ACN: 9809180043 Fiche: A5125:347-A5125:351

September 17,1998 NRC letter (from R. Powell) regarding FOIA request for records. The
requested records are available through another public distribution
program as described in the enclosure.
ACN: 9810060334 Fiche: A5316:065-A5316:068

September 16,1998 BGE response (from D. Lewis) to petitioner's filing in response to
prehearing order. BGE states that the National Whistleblower Center
failed to demonstrate standing of at least one admissible contention and
that . petition should be dismissed.
ACN: 9809220021 Fiche: A5152:259-A5152:262

September 15,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of September 28,1998 meeting with
utility in Rockville, Maryland to discuss status of review of BGE license
renewal application for plant.
ACN: 9809170158 Fiche: A5117:339-A5117:341

September 11,1998 Pet; tion filing (signed by S. Kohn) in response to board initial prehearing
order. NRC should issue appropriate orders to ensure that court of
appeals can conduct timely review of procedural matters.
ACN: 9809160062 Fiche: A5087:179-A5087:185

September 11,1998 Petition for review (signed by S. Kohn) requesting Commission review of
board August 27,1998 memorandum and order denying National
Whistleblower Center motion for extension of time requested.
ACN: 9809160057 Fiche: A5087:167-A5087:178
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'V September 07,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding summary of May 6,1998 meeting

,

with BGE in Rockville, Maryland regarding utility-proposed responses to l
February 13 and 19,1998 NRC staff requests for additionalinformation

|
on BGE license renewal feedwater system (5.9) and DFOS (5.7).

]ACN: 9809220029 Fiche: A5153:001-A5154:072 |

|
September 07,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information

regarding review of integrated plant assessment Sections 3.3a,3.3b, )
3.3c, 3.3d, 3.3e, and 6.2.

|ACN: 9809170284 Fiche: A5119.287-A5119:301

September 07,1998 NRC !etter (from D. Solorio) forwarding additional clarification and
incorporating new information gained by the staff through review of utility 1

license renewal application submitted by letter dated April 8,1998.
ACN: 9809130114 Fiche: A5121:014-A5121:020

September 07,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
regarding utility October 22,1997 and March 27,1998 submittals of plant
commodity reports for component supports and piping segments
(Sections 3.1 and 3.1a).
ACN: 9809210161 Fiche: A5144:109-A5144:119

,- September 04,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
f ') on the integrated plant assessment report for fire protection system (5.10)
V to support the CCNPP license renewal application.

ACN: 9809170245 Ficha: A5117:357-A5117:360

September 04,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment for heating and ventilation systems to
support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809140281 Fiche: A5055:308-A5055:313

September 04,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
regarding licensee April 8,1998 submittal on integrated plant assessment
on the GSIS to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809140305 Fiche: A5055:290-A5055:293

September 03,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on Sections 4.1,4.2,5.2,5.7,5.15, and 5.16 of the integrated plant
assessment to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809160358 Fiche: A5095:345-A5095:352

September 03,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report regarding the containment
spray system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809180126 Fiche: A5120:342-A5120:345

g
k )
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September 03,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information !

on the integrated plant assessment report for reactor vessel internals
system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809170259 Fiche: A5119:219-A5119:227 i

September 03,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information I
on the integrated plant assessment technical report for the RCS to
support the CCNPP license renewal application:

1
ACN: 9809170233 Fiche: A5119:241-A5119:247 |

|

September 03,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
in the integrated plant assessment report regarding the service water
system to support the CCNPP license renewal application. |

ACN: 9809180120 Fiche: A5121:001-A5121:005

September 02,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment reports for the containment isolation
group, containment spray system, and primary containment heat and )
ventilation system to support the CCNPP license renewal application. '

ACN: 9809170275 Fiche: A5119:228-A5119:236

September 02,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report regarding the safety injection
system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809180148 Fiche: A5120:354-A5120:357

September 02,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information )
on the integrated plant assessment reports contained in application |
against requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) to |
support the CCNPP license renewal application. |

ACN: 9809150237 Fiche: A5070:318-A5070:332 ,

September 02,1998 Letter (from S. Samuel) expressing appreciation for August 28,1998
letter. Requests the NRC to re-examine the rules and delay relicensing of
Calvert Cliffs.
ACN: 9809100179 Fiche: A5047:085-A5047:086

September 02,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment technical report regarding licensee
December 17,1997 submittal of reactor coolant system to support the
CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809140294 Fiche: A5055:294-A5055:297

September 01,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment technical report regarding BGE
feedwater system (5.9) to support the CCNPP license renewal
application.
ACN: 9809150221 Fiche: A5063:318-A5063:323
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September 01,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
'

on the integrated plant assessment technical report regarding utility
| August 21,1997 submittal of spent fuel pool cooling system to support the

CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809140290 Fiche: A5055:298-A5055:303

September 01,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report regarding the auxiliary
feedwater system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809170250 Fiche: A5119:302-A5119:306

August 31,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report on the main steam generator
blowdown extraction steam and nitrogen and hydrogen system to support
the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809170272 Fiche: A5119:213-A5119:218

August 28,1998 NRC letter (from C Grimes) expressing appreciation for June 24,1998
letter regarding license renewal activities for CCNPP and for concem
raised regarding adequacy of emergency preparedness for plant.
ACN: 9809080208 Fiche: A4988:330-A4988:344

e August 28,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report against the requirements of 10
CFR 54.21(a)(1) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) to support the CCNPP license
renewal application.
ACN: 9809080129 Fiche: A4990:192-A4990:197

August 28,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report regarding the saltwater cooling
system to support the CCNPP ticense renewal application.
ACN: 9809180051 Fiche: A5120:336-A5120:339

August 27,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report for EDG system to support the
CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809180039- Fiche: A5120:331-A5120:335

August 27,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment reports contained in application
against requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) to
support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809150225 Fiche: A5063:352-A5063:356

August 27,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment technical report for component cooling
system (5.3) to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809170241- Fiche: A5119:237-A5119:240
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August 27,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information :

on the integrated plant assessment for scoping per utility April 8,1998
submittal to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809140287 Fiche: A5055:304-A5055:307

August 27,1998 Letter (from D. Lewis) forwarding the same electronic version of BGE |
application for CCNPP that was provided to ASLB on August 27,1998.
ACN: 9809020042 Fiche: A4903:231-A4903:232
ACN: 9809020038 Fiche: A4903:225-A4903:226

August 27,1998 NRC staff response (signed by R. Weisman) to National Whistleblower
Center request for hearing and petition to intervene. Unless appropriately
amended and supplemented, petition should be denied for listed reasons.

;

ACN: 9808310057 Fiche: A4827:289-A4827:300
'

August 27,1998 Memorandum and order (signed by G. Bollwerk) denying time extension
motion and scheduling prehearing conference. Orders that National
Whistleblower Center August 21,1998 motion for extension of time is
denied.
ACN: 9808310028 Fiche: A4827:280-A4827:286

August 27,1998 NRC staff status report (signed by J. Moore) stating that staff intends to
issue both final safety evaluation report and final environmental impact
statement by 991116.
ACN: 9808310024 Fiche: A4827:252-A4827:255

August 26,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment technical report regarding review
reactor pressure vessels and control element drive mechanisms-electrical
system (4.2) to support the CCNPP license renewal application. I

ACN: 9809140276 Fiche: A5055:322-A5055:329 I

August 26,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
regarding commodity report for fuel handling equipment and other heavy '

load handling cranes to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9809090031 Fiche: A5004:175-A5004:180

August 26,1998 Notice of appearance (signed by S. Kohn) informing that L. Yolton and M.
1

Claro will e.nter appearances as counsel on behalf of the National
Whistleblower Center regarding Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 license
renewal.
ACN: 9809020057 Fiche: A4903:233-A4903:234

August 26,1998 NRC staff response (from J. Moore) to petitioner motion for enlargement
of time. Petitioner failed to establish good cause for delaying submission
of contentions and prehearing conference, and motion should be denied.
ACN: 9808280027 Fiche: A4801:229-A4801:237

1
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6
\ August 26,1998 Memorandum and order (signed by J. Hoyle) denying petition filed by the

National Whistlebicwer Center for intervention and hearing in matter
regarding BGE application for renewal of operating license.
ACN: 9808280042 Fiche: A4801:274-A4801:285 '

August 25,1998 Memorandum (signed by J. Hoyle) discussing Commission belief that
meeting with ASLB is not necessary due to policy statements and orders
being appropriate mechanisms for caring supervisory role over NRC
adjudicatory process.
ACN: 9808280106 Fiche: A4836:159-A4836:159

August 25,1998 Notice of appestance (signed by M. Zobier) stating that M. Zobier, R.
Weisman, and J. Moore will enter an appearance in the CCNPP license -

renewal proceedir.gs per 10 CFR 2.713(b). !

ACN: 9808280030 Fiche: A4801:269-A4801:273

August 24,1998 BGE response (from D. Lewis) to petition to intervene and request for
,

hearing of the National Whistleblower center. For reasons discussed, i

requests that petition be dismissed.
ACN: 9808280025 Fiche: A4801:150-A4801:170 '

August 24,1998 BGE letter (from D. Lewis) opposing petitioner motion for enlargement of
time, and requests that Nationa!'Nhistleblower Center motion for :

enlargement of time be denied.
ACN: 9808280028 Fiche: A4801:238-A4801:243 -

'

August 24,1998 Order (signed by G. Bollwerk) on schedule for responses to motion for
extension of time. Orders that any responses to August 21,1998 motion
to extend time for prehearing conference should be filed on or before
August 26,1998.

'

ACN: 9808260030 Fiche: A4778:235-A4778:237

August 21,1998 Petition motion (signed by S. Kohn) requesting enlargement of time. *

Petition requests that pre-hearing conference should be set for first week
in December 1998, and petitioner amended petition should be filed prior ;

to 15 days before conference. |
ACN: 9809140066 Fiche: A5064:344-A5064:350 i

August 21,1998 NRC letter (from D, Solorio) forwarding request for additional information i

on the integrated plant assessment report for the compressed air system !
to support the CCNPP license renewal application. )
ACN: 9808280155 Fiche: A4835:354-A4835:359

: August 21,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment report for the auxiliary feedwater
system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9808280153 Fiche: A4836:136-A4836:140
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9;August 21,1998 Petition (from S. Kohn) moving to vacate order CLI-98-14 stating that the |
NRC must insure that the effect on petitioner's due process rights caused j
directly and indirectly by issuance of Part 11 of order be removed. |
ACN: 9808260035 Fiche: A4778:259-A4778:275 :

August 20,1998 Memorandum and order (initial prehearing order)(signed by G. Bollwerk) i

requesting that on or before August 28,1998, the applicant or staff
provide board with electronic version and copy of April 1998 renewal
application.
ACN: 9808210110 Fiche: A4703:178-A4703:191

,

August 19,1998 Transcript of August 19,1998 affirmation session in Rockville, Maryland I

regarding BGE application for license renewal for CCNPP. |
ACN: 9808270027 Fiche: A4813:314-A4813:320 l

August 19,1998 Staff requirements memorandum (signed by J. Hoyle) regarding
Commission approval of order governing conduct of license renewal |
proceeding in BGE application for CCNPP. :

ACN: 9808200213 Fiche: A4698:253-A4698:253 |

August 19,1998 Order (signed by J. Hoyle) referring petition for intervention and request
for hearing to ASLB. Commission directs board to conduct proceeding
per guidance in this order.
ACN: 9808200034 Fiche: A4685:149-A4685:157

August 19,1998 Document (signed by B. Cotter) establishing Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, comprised of G. Bollwerk, J. Kline, and T. Murphy.

|
ACN: 9808200029 Fiche: A4685:146-A4685:148 |

August 19,1998 Memorandum (signed by J. Hoyle) forwarding for appropriate action copy
of petition to intervene by the National Whistleblower Center with respect
to application of BGE to renew operating licenses for CCNPP Units 1
and 2.
ACN: 9808200023 Fiche: A4685:043-A4685:053

August 11,1999 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
regarding the integrated plant assessment report for the component
cooling system to support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9808170163 Fiche: A4653:315-A4653:319

August 10,1998 NRC revised notification (from D. Solorio) of August 13,1998 meeting
with BGE in Rockville, Maryland to discuss NRC staff review of fire
protection technical report submitted to support the CCNPP license
renewal application.
ACN: 9808270187 Fiche: A4812:348-A4812:349

August 10,1998 Comment (from B. Johnston) on CCNPP license renewal.
ACN: 9808190218 Fiche: A4681:336-A4681:338
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August 07,1998 Affidavit of M. Claro related to application for license renewal by BGE for
CCNPP.
ACN: 9808200042 Fiche: A4685:051-A4685:053

August 07,1998 Affidavit of L. Yolton related to application for license renewal by BGE for
CCNPP.
ACN: 9808200037 Fiche: A4685:049-A4685:050

August 07,1998 Petition to intervene (signed by M. Kohn) and request for hearing of the
National Whistleblower Center. Petitioner seeks leave to intervene in
proceedings regarding BGE application to renew operating licenses for
CCNPP for 20 years.
ACN: 9808200030 Fiche: A4685:044-A4685:048

August 06,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
on the integrated plant assessment technical report regarding radiation '

monitoring system (5.14) to support the CCNPP license renewal
application.
ACN: 9808100179 Fiche: A4961:076-A4961:079

August 06,1998 Comment (from R. McLean) on CCNPP license renewal.
ACN: 9808190246 Fiche: A4681:347-A4681:349

August 04,1998 Comment (from B. Auerbach) on CCNPP license renewal.V ACN: 9808190242 Fiche: A4681:339-A4681:339

August 03,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of August 13,1998 meeting with BGE in
Rockville, Maryland to discuss NRC staff review of fire protection
technical report submitted in accordance with BGE license renewal
application for CCNPP.
ACN: 9808070298 Fiche: A4545:277-A4545:278

July 30,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) submitting responses to NRC requests for
additional information dated February 13 and 19,1998 for review of plant
integrated assessment reports on the feedwater system and diesel fuel oil
system.
ACN: 9808060027 Fiche: A4563:322-A4563:352

July 28,1998 Comment (from S. Ebenreck) on CCNPP license renewal.
ACN: 9808190109 Fiche: A4681:351-A4681:353

July 28,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of August 20,1998 meeting with BGE in
Rockville, Maryland to discuss status of review of BGE license renewal
application for CCNPP.
ACN: 9807310045 Fiche: A4449:350-A4449:351

July 21,1998 NRC memorandum (From R. Caruso) forwarding requests for additional
information regarding license renewal application

'
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ACN: 9807220300 Fiche: A4299:113-A4299:114

July 14,1998 Comment (from R. Ochs) on CCNPP license renewal.
ACN: 9807270402 Fiche: A4352:013-A4352:014

June 24,1998 Comment (from S. Samue!) on CCNPP license renewal.
ACN: 9808190236 Fiche: A4681:340-A4681:346

June 17,1998 NRC letter (from C. Grimes) forwarding staff proposed safety and
environmental review schedule for BGE application submitted on April 10,
1998 to renew operating licenses for CCNPP.
ACN: 9806230167 Fiche: A3915:124-A3915:127

June 12,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of June 25,1998 meeting with BGE in
Rockville, Maryland to provide overview of utility age-related degradation
inspection program and to present comparison between ARDI program
elements.
ACN: 9806180037 Fiche: A3865:282-A3865:283

June 12,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of June 26,1998 meeting to provide
comparison between program elements of 15ensee system engineer
walkdown program and program elements in Standard Review Plan for
license renewal.
ACN: 9806180027 Fiche: A3867:257-A3867:258

June 12,1998 NRC notification (from D. Solorio) of June 24,1998 meeting with BGE in
Rockville, Maryland to discuss overview of BGE process for preparing
technical reports for license renewal application.
ACN: 9806180002 Fiche: A3867:287-A3867:288

June 04,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding 24 additional copies of Volumes 1
and 2 of application for CCNPP license renewalin accordance with 10

,

CFR 50.4(b)(2).
ACN: 9806090171 Fiche: A3766:354-A3766:355

May 22,1998 NRC letter (from T. Essig) informing that staff is continuing review of BGE
application for license renewal submitted on April 8,1998 and requests

,

further discussion to determine compliance with 10 CFR 51.53(c)(3)(iv). |
ACN: 9805290250 Fiche: A3603:279-A3603:281

May 08,1998 NRC letter (from C. Grimes) accepting for docketing the application for
,

renewal of licenses of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2
for an additional 20 year period.
ACN: 9805190050 Fiche: A3477:089-A3477:091

May 08,1998 NRC letter (from J. Roe) discussing determination of acceptability and
sufficiency for docketing BGE's application for renewal of licenses of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2, and forwarding notice regarding application. '

ACN: 9805190042 Fiche: A3477:088-A3477:091
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i j
jd May 08,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) informing that BGE will not be able to complete
j requested review to meet NRC requested date of May 11,1998. BGE will
; provide evaluation by May 31,1998.

ACN: 9805180277 Fiche: A3517:345-A3517:345

April 08,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding application for renewal of licenses<

!
DPR-53 and DPR-69 for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, extending

j expiration date to 20 years beyond current expiration date, i

ACN: 9804100416 Fiche: A3021:001-A3025:111 i

f ACN: 9804130002 Fiche: A3021:005-A3025:111 '

;
; March 27,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
j commodity and system reports and time-limited aging analyses evaluation
: for review and approval.
1 ACN: 9804030403 Fiche: A2911:001-A2911:170 ;

i
March 26,1998 Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge letter (from D. R. Lewis) f' rwardingo

! memorandum presenting position on proper treatment of generic safety
issues in license renewal proceedings.
ACN: 9803310168 Fiche: A2838:346-A2838:358;

s
<

| March 03,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
i commodity and system reports for review and approval to support the ;
i CCNPP license renewal application in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54.
i ACN: 9803090264 Fiche: A2541:222-A2542:008

I February 19,1998 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) forwarding request for additional information
'

on the integrated plant assessment report for diesel fuel oil system to - ;
support the CCNPP license renewal application.
ACN: 9803120343 Fiche: A2560:139-A2560:145,

j February 12,1998 Letter (from E. Ghigiarelli) informing that Maryland Department of the

! Environment has reviewed federal consistency certification and
supporting information prepared by BGE for renewal of NRC operating,

| license for CCNPP.
)' ACN: 9803130309 Fiche: A2614:250-A2614:252

\
| February 09,1998 Electric Power Research Institute letter (from J. Carey) forwarding EPRI

TR-107515, " Evaluation of Thermal Fatigue Effects on Systems Requiring.

! Aging Management Review for License Renewal."
ACN: 9803050035 Fiche: A2495:001-A2495:291;

s

1 January 21,1998 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
j commodity and system reports for review and approval to support the

CCNPP license renewal application in accordance with 10 CFR 54.
j ACN: 9801270121 Fiche: A1931:001-A1931:103

O
!U
i
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December 31,1997 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc. letter (from D. Gerber) forwarding fina!
report, " Evaluation of Thermal Fatigue Effects on Systems Requiring
Aging Management Review for License Renewal for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant."
ACN: 9803050038 Fiche: A2495:002-A2495:202

December 17,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
system reports for review and approval in accordance with 10 CFR 54
license renewal rule.
ACN: 9712290007 Fiche: A1634:112-A1634:233

November 28,1997 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) discussing acceptance review for integrated
plant assessment system and commodity group reports per 10 CFR 54 for
review by NRC to support license renewal application in case utility
determines at later date to formally submit application.
ACN: 9712080142 Fiche: A1323:184-A1323:187

November 14,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
system and commodity reports for review and approval in accordance
with 10 CFR 54 license renewal rule.
ACN: 9711200146 Fiche: A1204:001-A1204:114

November 04,1997 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) discussing acceptance review for integrated
plant assessment system and commodity group reports. The NRC staff
has sufficient information to initiate detailed review of reports.
ACN: 9711120261 Fiche: A1069:358-A1069:361

October 22,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding integrated plant assessment
system and commodity reports for review and approvalin accordance
with 10 CFR 54 license renewal rule.
ACN: 9710310001 Fiche: A0985:005-A0985:168

October 02,1997 NRC letter (from D. Solorio) informing that the updated working draft of
SRP for license renewal was placed in NRC Public Document Room by
NRC memorandum from J. Roe to S. Collins dated September 21,1997.
ACN: 9710060105 Fiche: A0633:316-A0633:320

August 21,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) fonvarding integrated plant assessment
system and commodity reports for review and approval in accordance
with 10 CFR54 license renewal rule.
ACN: 9708270006 Fiche: A1566:073-A1566:159

July 30,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Integrated Plant Assessment
system reports for review and approval in accordance with 10CFR54
license renewal rule. Amendments will be submitted.
ACN: 9708050343 Fiche: 94716:164-94716:219

O
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July 30,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Integrated Plant Assessment
Commodity report on enviror. mentally qualified equipment for review and
approval in accordance with 10 CFR54 license renewal rule.
ACN: 9708040214 Fiche: 94710:129-94710:155

July 30,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding Integrated Plant Assessment
Commodity report on RPV and control element drive
mechanisms / electrical systems for review and approval.
ACN: 9708040209 Fiche: 94726:165-94726:205

June 23,1997 NRC letter (from S. Flanders) acknowledging receipt of four Integrated
Plant Assessment System and Commodity reports from BGE. Staff
concludes template properly implemented.
ACN: 9706240280 Fiche: 93499:202-93499:204

April 16,1997 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of April 08,1997 meeting with BGE
to discuss responses to staff requests for additionalinformation of
August 30,1997.
ACN: 9704180136 Fiche: 92532:290-92532:295

March 26,1997 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of February 26,1997 meeting with
BGE to discuss responses to staff requests for additional information of
August 30,1997-.
ACN: 9703280344 Fiche: 92275:325-92275:341

March 25,1997 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of April 08,1997 meeting with BGE to
discuss responses to staff requests for additional information of
August 30,1997.
ACN: 9703270111 Fiche: 92254:335-92254:338

March 04,1997 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of January 04,1997 meeting with
BGE to discuss resu|ts of 90 day review effod assigned at previous
meeting of September 11,1996.
ACN: 9703060322 Fiche: 91991:097-91991:152

February 14,1997 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding response to requests for additional
information regarding integrated Plant Assessment System and
Commodity repods submitted on May 22,1996.
ACN: 9702200186 Fiche: 91846:193-91846:277

February 12,1997 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of February 26,1997 meeting with
BGE to discuss responses to staff requests for additional information of
August 30,1996.
.ACN: 9702140184 Fiche: 91772:275-91772:278

January 16,1997 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of October 16,1996 meeting with
BGE to discuss license renewal program.
ACN: 9701210045 Fiche: 91492:227-91492:257
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December 20,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of January 09,1997 meeting with
BGE to discuss results of 90-day review effort proposed by NRC at
previous meeting of September 11,1996.
ACN: 9612240313 Fiche: 91197:325-91197:328

December 04,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of November 14,1996 meeting with
BGE to provide ccmments to BGE on sample revisions of BGE's
Structures, Component Supports and Main Feedwater integrated Plant
Assessment reports.
ACN: 9612090074 Fiche: 91045:207-91045:217

November 29,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of October 10,1996 meeting with
BGE to discuss sample revisions to revisions of BGE's Structures,
Component Supports and Main Feedwater Integrated Plant Assessment
reports.
ACN: 9612050097 Fiche: 91017:139-91017:315

November 20,1996 Meeting summary (from J. Moulton) of October 24,1996 meeting with
BGE regarding implementation of BGE integrated plant assessment
system and commodity reports template.
ACN: 9611220284 Fiche: 90902:241-90902:277

November 19,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of November 19,1996 meeting with
BGE to discuss staff comments made during November 14,1996
meetings.
ACN: 9611210155 Fiche: 90884:358-90884:359

November 07,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of November 14,1996 meeting with
BGE to provide comments on revised portions of component supports,
feedwater & structure reports to demonstrate implementation of template
in areas of operating experience.
ACN: 9611130222 Fiche: 90714:239-90714:239

November 06,1996 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) responding to NRC requests for additional
information regarding integrated plant assessment system and commodity
reports.
ACN: 9611130393 Fiche: 90725:139-90725:140

October 18,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of October 24,1996 meeting with
BGE to provide comments on revisions to cornponent supports, feedwater
& structure reports. i
ACN: 9610220148 Fiche: 90490:225-90490:226 |

|

October 15,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of August 08,1996 meeting with
BGE regarding license renewal activities.
ACN: 9610170123 Fiche: 90426:008-90426:021 .

|

9\
|
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|

October 11,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of September 20,1996 meeting with ,

BGE to discuss scope and schedule of 90-day effort proposed at the :

September 11, meeting with regard to license renewal approach. I
ACN: 9610170276 Fiche: 90420:334-90420:348

October 09,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of October 16,1996 meeting with
BGE to discuss license renewal activities for cables.
ACN: 9610150271 Fiche: 90403:360-90403:361

October 02,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of October 10,1996 meeting with
BGE for the utility to present examples, prepared using template, on
scoping / intended functions.
ACN: 96100040037 Fiche: 89926:176-89926:177 )

September 24,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of November 11,1996 meeting to
discuss results of first phase of two phase review for five integrated plant
assessment systems and commodity reports.
ACN: 9609260016 Fiche: 89782:079-89782:119

September 23,1996 NRC letter (from T. Martin) responding to May 22,1996 BGE Integrated
Plant Assessment Systems and Commodity Reports for staff review.
Review completed in areas of scoping, intended functions, and aging
effects.

September 23,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of August 30,1996 meeting with
BGE regarding license renewal activities.

'

ACN: 9609250348 Fiche: 89775:029-89775:063
I

September 23,1996 Meeting summary (from R. Anand) of September 23,1996 meeting with |

BGE regarding clarification of request for additional information. )
ACN: 9609250338 Fiche: 89773:355-89773:359

September 17,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of September 20,1996 meeting with
BGE to develop scope and schedule for 90 day review effort proposed at
September 11,1996 meeting.
ACN: 9609190204 Fiche: 89719-357:89719:359

September 06,199 s NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of rescheduled September 11,1996
meeting with BGE to discuss ongoing NRC review of BGE integrated plant
assessment system and commodity report. |
ACN: 9609100470 Fiche: 89615-310:89615:311 !

|
September 03,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of September 05,1996 meeting with !

BGE to provide clarification of information requested by staff on August
30,1996.
ACN: 9609090261 Fiche: 89576-353:89576:355 ]

(
,

'
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August 30,1996 NRC letter (from S. Flanders) forwarding requests for additional |
information regarding BGE's May 22,1996 Integrated Plant Assessment '

Systems and Commodity report. Requests response within 60 days.
ACN: 9609090388 Fiche: 89608:082-89608:123

August 23,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of rescheduled September 11,1996
meeting with BGE to discuss ongoing NRC review of BGE integrated plant
assessment systems and commodity reports.
ACN: 9608270072 Fiche: 89512-357:89512:359

August 22,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of August 30,1996 meeting with BGE
to discuss issues associated with BGE license renewal template
development.
ACN: 9608230211 Fiche: 89451:356-89451:357

August 14,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) of July 18,1996 meeting with BGE
to provide comments to BGE on revision of Main Feedwater and

j

Structures Integrated Plant Assessment reports. |
ACN: 9608160168 Fiche: 89364:145-89364:149 |

|
August 02,1996 Letter (from S. Newberry) informing BGE of staff review of July 03,1996

letter requesting that no Part 170 fees be assessed for review of plant
specific Systems and Commodity reports necessary for eventual license
renewal application.
ACN: 9608070213 Fiche: 89285:331-89285:333 '

|
August 01,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of August 08,1996 meeting with BGE

to discuss BGE's integrated plant assessment system and commodity |
reports template. j
ACN: 9608050095 Fiche: 89252:294-89252:295

July 29,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of August 30,1996 meeting with BGE
to discuss ongoing NRC review of BGE's Integrated Plant Assessment

i

System and Commodity reports.
ACN: 9607310147 Fiche: 89191:358-89191:359

July 25,1996 BGE report containing portions of " Diesel Fuel Oil System License
Renewal Technical Report" written for license renewal technical report
template Phase 2 development.
ACN: 9608190238 Fiche: 89388:329-89388:345

July 25,1996 BGE report containing portions of " Component Supports License Renewal
Technical Report" written for license renewal technical report template
Phase 2 development.
ACN: 9608190233 Fiche: 89388:308-89388:328

July 25,1996 BGE report containing portions of " Structures License Renewal Technical
Report" written for license renewal technical report template Phase 2
development.
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ACN: 9608190230 Fiche: 89388:288-89388:307
i

July 25,19% BGE report containing entire of"Feedwater System License Renewal |

Technical Report" written for license renewal technical report template
Phase 2 development.
ACN: 9608190228 Fiche: 89388:277-89388:287 I

July 25,1996 BGE report containing draft of" Template of License Renewal Technical
Report."
ACN: 9608190223 Fiche: 89388:270-89388:276

,

July 12,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) for June 20,1996 meeting with BGE
regarding aging management program and demonstration portion of i

Integrated Plant Assessment system and commodity reports template.
ACN: 9607160268 Fiche: 89027:174-89027:225

July 12,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of July 18,1996 meeting with BGE to
discuss BGE's integrated plant assessment system and commodity ;

reports template.
ACN: 9607170298 Fiche: 89040:250-89040:252

July 03,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) for June 13,1996 meeting with BGE
regarding scope, intended functions and aging effects portion of
Integrated Plant Assessment, commodity report template and
demonstration.
ACN: 9607090259 Fiche: 88950:149-88950:206 I

July 03,1996 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) requesting that no fees be assessed for NRC
review of listed portions of license renewal Integrated Plant Assessment ;

system and commodity reports submitted. I
ACN: 9607100014 - Fiche: 89254:201-89254:202 1

June 19,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of July 20,1996 meeting with BGE to
discuss BGE's integrated plant assessment system and commodity
reports template.
ACNi 9606200316 Fiche: 88671:070-88671:072

June 05,1996 Meeting summary (from S. Flanders) for May 22,1996 meeting with BGE
regarding status of BGE's license renewal efforts and NRC staff review of
approach.
ACN: 9606110362 Fiche: 88539:337-88539:360

June 05,1996 Meetin; eummary (from S. Flanders) for May 30,1996 meeting with BGE
regarding discussion and development of schedule for first phase of
review for five BGE integrated plant assessment system.
ACN: 9606120138 Fiche: 88562:320-88562:353-

i

.

,
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June 04,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of July 13,1996 meeting with BGE to
discuss BGE's integrated plant assessment system and commodity
reports template.
ACN: 9606060082 Fiche: 88464:340-88464:342

May 28,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of May 30,1996 meeting with BGE to
discuss technical reports and staff review approach. |
ACN: 9605300174 Fiche: 88389:357-88389:359 l

|

May 22,1996 BGE letter (from C. Cruse) forwarding the first five Integrated Plant
Assessment (IPA) system and commodity reports for review and apprual
in accordance with 10 CFRS4, License Renewal Rule. |

ACN: 9605240101 Fiche: 88363:001-88366:340 |

l
May 21,1996 BGE report (from B. Tilden) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management |

Review Report for Component Supports." '

ACN: 9605240134 Fiche: 88363:123-88363:206

May 21,1996 BGE report (from R. Tucker) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management ;

Review Report for Auxiliary Building, Final Report."
ACN: 9605240123 Fiche: 88363:207-8363:359

May 21,1996 BGE report (from D. Scoggin) containing Revision 1 to " Aging
Management Review Report for RMS (077/079)."
ACN: 9605240109 Fiche: 88366:028-88366:237

May 20,1996 BGE report (from B. Tilden) containing Revision 3 to " Aging Management
Review Report for Containment Structure (System 059), final report."
ACN: 9605240124 Fiche: 88364:001-88364:143 j

May 20,1996 BGE report (from R. Tucker) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management
Review Report fcr intake Structure, Final Report."
ACN: 9605240121 Fiche: 88364:266-8365:043

May 20,1996 BGE report (from R. Tucker) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management
Review Report for Turbine Building, Final Report."
ACN: 9605240119 Fiche: 88364:144-88364:265

May 20,1996 BGE report (from R. Tucker) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management
Review Report for Fuel Oil Storage Tank 21 Enclosure, Final Report."
ACN: 9605240115 Fiche: 88365:044-88365:157

May 20,1996 BGE report (from R. Tucker) containing Revision 2 to " Aging Management
Review Report for Condensate Storage Tank 12 Enclosure, Final Report."
ACN: 9605240111 Fiche: 88365:158-88365:278

May 09,1996 BGE report (from B. Tilden) containing Revision 1 to " Aging Management
Review Report for Containment System (059)."
ACN: 9605240129 Fiche: 88363:058-88363:122
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\ May 09,1996 NRC notification (from S. Flanders) of May 22,1996 meeting with BGE to
discuss NRC review schedule and approach for BGE topical (system),

4 reports and other license renewal issues.
ACN: 9605140346 Fiche: 88278:111-88278:113

*

;

; May 01,1996 BGE report (from M. Hotchkiss) containing revision 1 to " Aging
i Management Review Report for Main Feedwater System."
1' ACN: 9605240110 Fiche: 88365:279-88366:027 i
,

j May 01,1996 BGE report (from T. Hatch) containing Revision 1 to " Aging Management
j Review Report for Diesel Fuel Oil System (023)."

ACN: 960524C108 Fiche: 88366:238-88366:340,

!

l April 15,1996 NRC letter (from S. Newberry) submitting report on site visit to Calvert
! Cliffs on March 25 through 29,1996, to review implementation of NEl 95-
| 10, Revision 0, " Industry Guideline for Implementing Requirements of I

j 10 CFR54, License Renewal Rule."
j ACN: 9604180250 Fiche: 87914:113-87914:146
i

{ April 09,1996 NRC notific" ' (from R. Prato) of April 15,1996 meeting with Nuclear
j Enmy ins .a to discuss license renewal demonstration program.

|
| ACN: 9604180250 Fiche: 87914:113-87914:146 1

i

| ) April 04,19% NRC report of Final Safety Evaluation regarding BGE's " Methodology for
j s Meeting Requiremente of 10 CFR54."

ACN: 96040E0438 Fiche: 87800:276-87800:306
.

| April 04,1996 NRC letter (from D. Crutchfield) forwarding Final Safety Evaluation and
; informing BGE thn,t methodology acceptable for 10 CFR54.21(a)(2) |

requirements.4

! ACN: 9604090427 Fiche: 87800:273-87800:306 |
1

I February 02,1996 NRC letter (from D. Crutchfield) forwarding draft safety evaluation
regarding BGE's " Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology."i

; ACN: 9602090213 Fit.he: 87066:289-87066:323 !

! 1

i January 11,1996 BGE report containing "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant integrated I

Plant Assessment Methodology, Revision 1.",

j ACN: 9601190247 Fiche: 86831:003-86831:082
i

;- January 11,1996 BGE letter (from R. Denton) forwarding "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant integrated Plant Assessment Methodology, Revision 1." J

e

ACN: 9601190237 Fiche: 86831:001-86831:082;

: December 20,1995 BGE letter (from R. Denton) forwarding proposed changes to "Calvert
{ Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology, " '

incorporating responses provided in August 15,1995 letter as committed
i to in December 06,1995 meeting.

|
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ACN: 9512280324 Fiche: 86662:189-86662:288

December 15,1995 BGE letter (from R. Denton) forwarding response to NRC's request for
additional information (November 16,1995) regarding BGE report entitled
" Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology (August 18,19995)."
ACN: 9512210261 Fiche: 86699:021-86600:234

December 12,1995 Meeting summary (from J. Moulton) for December 06,1995 meeting with
BGE regarding proposed responses to requests for additionalinformation
resulting from ongoing review of Calvert Cliffs integrated plant
assessment methodology.
ACN: 9601020007 Fiche: 86682:005-86682:024

November 22,1995 NRC notification (from J. Moulton) of December 06,1995 meeting with
BGE to discuss NRC request for additional information regarding license
renewalintegrated plant assessment methodology.
ACN: 9511290078 Fiche: 86353:224-86353:225

November 16,1995 NRC letter (from J. Moulton) requesting additional information regarding
BGE report entitled, " Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology
(August 18,1995)."
ACN: 9511200213 Fiche: 86280:124-86280:139

November 08,1995 BGE letter (from R. Denton) forwarding schedule for submitting Integrated
Plant Assessment system and commodity reports.
ACN: 9511150186 Fiche: 86250:352-86250:354

August 18,1995 BGE report containing Revision 0 to "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Poser Plant
.

Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology."
ACN: 9508240149 Fiche: 85153:028-85153:165

August 18,1995 BGE letter (from R. Denton) forwarding Revision 0 to "Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Poser Plant Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology."
ACN: 9508240146 Fiche: 85153:026-85153:165

July 27,1995 NCR notification revision (from S. Reynolds) for August 17,1995 meeting |
with BGE to discuss BGE submittal plans for 1995 including BGE topical

|(system) reports.
ACN: 9508040220 Fiche: 84940:040-84940:041

July 27,1995 NCR notification (from S. Reynolds) for August 17,1995 meeting with
BGE to discuss BGE submittal plans for 1995 including BGE topical
(system) reports.

i

ACN: 9508010243 Fiche: 84888:001-84888:002 1

March 20,1995 Meeting summary (from S. Hoffman) of March 08,1995 meeting with BGE
regarding BGE's License Renewal Program.
ACN: 9503230310 Fiche: 83241:237-83241:307
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March 03,1994 NRC letter (from D. Crutchfield) forwarding draft safety evaluation report
for BGE's report, " Integrated Piant Assessment Methodology Volume 1:
Systems, Structures, & Cornponents Screening."
ACN: 9403280319 Fiche: 78673:301-78673:343

February 24,1995 NRC notification (from S. Hoffman) of March 08,1995 meeting with BGE
to discuss the utility's approach to license renewal,1995 plans and status,

; rulemaking issues and miscellaneous topics regarding BGE's license
j renewal program.

ACN: 9503010174 Fiche: 82803:357-82883:358
,

,
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APPENDIX B
REFERENCES

This appendix contains a listing of references used in the preparation of the Safety Evaluation
Report prepared during the review of the license renewal applicatiori for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant Units 1 and 2 under Docket Numbers 50-317 and 50-318.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section ill, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Vessels,
1965 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1967

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Rules for Inservice inspection of Naclear
Power Plant Components, Nonmandatory Appendix L," Operating Plant Fatigue Assessment"

Draft Code for Pumps and Valves for Nuclear Power

USAS B31.1.0, USA Standard Code for Pressure Piping, Power Piping,1967

v
'USAS B31.7, USA Standard Code for Pressure Piping, Nuclear Power Piping,1969

Proposed Code Case, " Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Curves for Ferritic Steels in PWR
Water Environments," Revision 1, December 10,1996

Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE)

Correspondence

Charles H. Cruce, BGE to NRC,"Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units Nos.1 & 2; Docket )
Nos. 60217 E 50-318, Response to Request for Additional Information for the Review of the
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units Nos.1 & 2, Integrated Plant Assessment Report for the
Reactor Vessel Intemals System," dated November 19,1998

Charles H. Cruse, BGE to NRC, "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Nant Unit Nos.1 and 2; Docket
Nos. 50-317 and 50-318, Response to Request for Additional Information For the Review of i
the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos.1 and 2, integrated Plant Assessment Reports |

lfor Structures and Electrical Commodities, and Errata," dated November 19,1998
!

Charles H. Cruse, BGE to NRC, " Response to Request for Additional Information for the |
Review of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, integrated Plant Assessment ;

"

Reports for Component Supports and Piping Segments that provide Structural Support," dated |

]V
November 19,1998 )
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Charles H. Cruse, BGE to NRC, "Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant - Response to Request for
Additional Information for the Review of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2,
Integrated Plant Assessment Report for the Fuel Handling Equipmen. and Other Heavy Load
Handling Cranes," dated November 4,1998

Charles H. Cruse, BGE ; NRC, " Containment Tendon Engineering Evaluation Report," dated
October 28,1997

Calvert Cliffs Neulear Power Plant Procedures

Administrative Procedure MN-3-202," Erosion / Corrosion Monitoring of Secondary Piping,"
Revision 1, July 1,1996

Procedure MN-1-319 " Structure and System Walkdowns."

Programs

" Quality Assurance Policy for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant," Revision 48.

|
Reports !

BGE " Structure and System Walkdowns Presentation (Slides)," Related to BGE Procedure
MN-1-319, dated June 1998

BGE Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Presentation (Slides)" dated
October 22,1998

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Integrated Plant Assessment Report, Attachment (1),
" Appendix A-Technical information 4.3 -Reactor Vessel intemals System"

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Aging Management Review of Component Supports,"
Revision 3, January 1997

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Integrated Plant Assessment Methodology, Revision 1,
January 1996

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Updated FSAR, Revision 19

Submittals

, License Renewal Application, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2, April 10,
1998

Combustion Engineering (CE)

NPSD-1103," Evaluation of Degraded Secondary Internals Susceptibility Assessment,"
April 1998

O
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Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

NP-3944, " Erosion / Corrosion in Nuclear Plant Steam Piping: Causes and Inspection
Program Guidelines," April 1985

NP-5985,"Bnric Acid Corrosion of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steel Pressure Boundary
Components in PWRs"

NP-6239, "PWR Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines, " Final Report,
Revision 2, December 1988

TR-102134, "PWR Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines," Final Report,
Revision 3, May 1993

TR-107515," Evaluation of Thermal Fatigue Effects on Systems Requiring Aging
Management Review for License Renewal for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant,"
December 1997

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)

85-032, " Preventive Maintenance," December 1988.

85-037, " Reliable Power Station Operation," October 1985.

v
Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SQUG)

GIP-2, " Generic Implementation Procedure (GlP) for Seismic Verification of Nuclear
Power Plant Equipment," Revision 2, Corrected February 14,1992,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Bulletins (BL)

BL-88-08, " Thermal Stresses in Piping Connected to Reactor Coolant Systems"

Code of FederalRegulations .
.|

Title 10 - Energy, Part 50 - Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities !

Title 10 - Part 50 - Appendix J - Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing for Water-
Cooled Power Reactors

Title 10 - Energy, Part 54 - Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power
Plants

O
V
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Generic Letters (GL)

SSER-2, Letter, James G. Partlow, NRC, to USl A-46 Plant Licensees, " Supplement No.1 to GL
87-02 That Transmits Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report No. 2 (SSER-2) on SOUG
Generic implementation Procedure, Revision 2, As corrected on February 14,1992 (GIP-2)," |

dated May 22,1992 j

GL 89-08, " Erosion / Corrosion Induced Pipe Wall Thinning," May 2,1989

GL 88-05, " Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary Components in
PWR Plants," XXXXX,1988 |

Information Notices (IN)

IN 84-71, " Graphitic Corrosion of Cast Iron in Salt Water," September 6,1984

Correspondence
,

David L. Solorio, NRC to BGE, " Request for Additional Information for the Review of the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, Commodity Reports for Component Supports and
Piping Segments that Provide Structural Support," dated September 7,1998

David L. Solorio, NRC to BGE, " Request for Additional Information For the Review of the
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos.1 and 2, integrated Plant Assessment Sections
3.3A,3.3B,3.30,3.3D,3.3E, AND 6.2," dated September 7,1998. I

David L. Solorio, NRC to BGE, " Request for Additional Information for Review of the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units Nos.1 & 2, Integrated Plant Assessment Report for Reactor
Vessel Intemals Systems," dated September 3,1993

David L. Solorio, NRC to BGE, " Request for Additional Information for the Review of the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Powe.- Plant, Units 1 and 2, Commodity Report for the Fuel Handling Equipment
and Other Heavy Load riandling Crees," dated August 26,1998

D. G. Mcdonald, Jr., NRC to BGE, " Updated Values for Pressurized Thermal Shock Reference
Temperatures - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos.1 and 2 (TAC Nos. M93230 and |
M93231)," dated January 2,1996,

Meeting Summartes j
i

Summary of June 26,1998 Meeting with Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE)
,

Regarding License Renewal Activities for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP), Units !
Nos.1 and 2 dated November 13,1998.

Summary of February 10,1999, Meeting with Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE)
Regarding License Renewal Activities for Calveri Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP), Units 1
Nos.1 and 2 dated March 19,1999.

Summary of February 16-18,1999, Meeting with Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE)
Regarding License Renewal Activities for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP), Units

i

Nos.1 and 2 dated March 19,1999.
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NUREG Reports

NUREG/CR-5576,"Surv .y of Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Components in Nuclear
Power Plants."

NUREG-1611,"Agin n4anacement of Nuclear Power Plant Containments for License renewal,"
September,1997.

NUREG-1557," Summary of Technical Information and Agreements from Nuclear Management
and Resources Council Industry Reports Addressing License Renewal," October,1996.

NUREG-1557, (October 1996)
l

!
NUREG/CR-6490, (December 1996) j

NUREG/CR-6260," Application of NUREG/CR-5999 Interim Fatigue Curves to Selected Nuclear I

Power Plant Components," March 1995.,

|
Commission Papers

,

,

SECY 95-245," Completion of the Fatigue Action Plan," September 25,1995

Regulations

V Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reaulations (10 CFR) * Energy"

Regulatory Guides (RG)

RG 1.37," Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated
Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
March 16,1973

Review Plans

Working Draft," Standard Review Plan for the Review of License Renewal Applications for
Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, September 1997.

,

'. ,

i
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APPENDIX C
ABBREVIATIONS

ABHVS auxiliary building heating and ventilation system
ABSR&DBG auxiliary building and safety-related diesel generator building !

ACI American concrete institute I

ADV atmospheric dump valve
AFW auxiliary feedwater
AFWA auxiliary feedwater air

,

AFWAS auxiliary feedwater actuation system
]AFS auxiliary feedwater system

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable
AMP aging management programs
AMR aging management review
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AOR analysis of record i

l'ARDI age-related degradation inspection
ARDM age-related degradation mechanism"

AS auxiliary systems
ASME American Society of Mechanical engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials

BACI boric acid corrosion inspection program
BAIC boric acid inspection program
BGE Baltimore Gas and Electric

CAS compressed air system
CC component cooling
CCNPP Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
CCS component cooling system l

CEDM control element drive mechanism
CEDMs control element drive mechanisms

i

Cl containment isolation 1
ICLB current licensing basis

CRHVACS control room heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system

'.

CS containment spray
CST condensate storage tank
CUF cumulative usage factor
CVCS chemical and volume control system

; CWS circulating water system

'A

!
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DBE design-basis events
DFO diesel fuel oil
DGBHVACS diesel generator buildings heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system

Ecs electrical commodities |
ECCS emergency core cooling system |
EDG emergency diesel generator
EFDS equipment and floor drainage system
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
EQ equipment qualification
ERV electronically operated relief valve |

ESF engineered safety features |
ESFAS engineer safety feature actuation system

FEA finite element analysis |
FHE fuel handling equipment
FMP fatigue monitoring program
FOST fuel oil storage tank
FP fire protection
FSAR final safety analysis report
FWS feedwater system

GIP generic implementation program
GL generic letter

HDSE high-density silicon elastomer |
HEPA high-efficiency particulate air |
HLHC heavy load handling cranes |
HVAC heating, ventilating, and air conditioning |

H&V heating and ventilation
HV hand valve
HX heat exchanger

IA instrument air
ICI incore instrumentation
IGA intergranular attack
IGSCC intergranular stress corrosion cracking
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IPA integrated plant assessment
IR issue report
IS intake structure
ISI inservice inspection
IST iri-service testing

LG level gauge
LLRT localleak rate test
LOCA loss of coolant accident
LPSI low-pressure safety injection
LRA license renewal application

Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER C-2
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O
MCC motor control center.
MIC microbiologically induced corrosion
MFIV main feedwater isolation valve
MFW main feedwater
MOV motor-operated valves
MS main steam
MSIV main steam isolation valves
MSSV main steam safety valve

NDE nondestructive examination
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSR non-safety-related
NSSS nuclear steam supply system

P&lD piping and instrumentation diagrams
PA plant air
PC polar crano
PCS primary containment structure
PCSR pool cavity sealing ring
PE performance evaluation
PE-MCEU principal engineer-maintenance component engineering unit
PM preventive maintenance j

PORVs power-operated relief vessels I

j PWSCC primary water stress corrosion cracking
V PZV pressure vessel

RAl requests for additional information
RC reinforced concrete )RCS reactor coolant system
RMS radiation monitoring system
RPS reactor protective system
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RRM reactor refueling machine
RV reactor vessel
RVI reactor vesselinternals
RVLMS reactor vessel level monitoring system
RWT refueling water tank

S&Cs structures and companents
SACM Constructions Mecheniques de Mullhouse i
SAIS safety injection actuation signal

;

SBO station blackout !
SCC stress corrosion cracking :

SDC shutdown cooling
SER safety evaluation report
SFHM spent fuel handling machine
SFP spent fuel pool/n) SFPCS spent fuel pool cooling system

Nj
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SG steam generator
SGBS steam generator blowdown system
SI system injection a

SIAS safety injection actuation signal
SIT safety injection tank
SOC statement of consideration

;

SQUG seismic qualification utility group 1

SR safety-related
SRP-LR standard review plan for license renewal
SRW service water
SSC structure system and component
SSC systems, structure and components
SSE safe-shutdown earthquake

1SV solenoid valve
SVP seismic verification program
SWA saltwater
SWAC saltwater air compressor

TE temperature element
TK tank
TLLA time-limited aging analyses
TP temperature test point
TS technical specifications

UFSA updated final safety analysis report
UFSAR updated final safety analysis report
UHS ultimate heat sink
USAS United States of America Standards

1

WOCT waste oil collecting tank

|

|
1

i

|

I

I

i

i

e:
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APPENDIX D

PROJECT DIRECTORATE FOR LICENSE RENEWAL

NAME RESPONSIBILITY

C. Grimes Branch Chief
D. Solorio Project Manager

R.Anand Technical Support
F. Bower Technical Support
S.Chey Clerical Support
S.Cooke Technical Support
S. Green Clerical Support
S. Hoffman Technical Support |
P.T. Kuo Technical Support
S. Lee Technical Support
W. Liu Technical Support i

R. Prato Technical Support )[o] J. Sebrosky Technical Support i
N' S. Vias Technical Support |

H. Wang Technical Support

PRINCIPAL CONTRIBUTORS |

NAME RESPONSIBILITY |

S. Ali Structural Engineering
H. Ashar Structural Engineering
C. Bajwa Plant Systems (Fire Protection)
M. Banic Materials Engineering
E. Benner Technical Support
H. Brammer Mechanical Engineering
F. Burrows Electrical Engineering
T.Cheng Structural Engineering
S. Coffin Materials Engineering
J. Davis Materials Engineering
T. Eaton Plant Systems (Fire Protection)
B. Elliot Materials Engineering
J. Fair Mechanical Engineering
E. Fields Technical Support

,-~s G. Georgiev Structural Engineering

( i C. Gratton Plant Systems
Q,}
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O1F. Grubelich Mechanical Engineering
A. Hiser Materials Engineering i

G. Hornseth Materials Engineering
S.Hou Structural Engineering
J. Huang inservice Testing and Inspection |

W. Huffman Technical Support i

D.Jeng Structural Engineering
W. LeFave Plant Systems
C.Li Plant Systems
Y.Li Mechanical Engineering i

J.Ma Structural Engineering I

S. Magruder Technical Support
J. Medoff Materials Engineering
J. Moore Legal Counsel
C. Munson Structural Engineering
D. Nguyen Electrical Engineering
P. Patnaik Structural Engineering
K. Parczewski Chemical Engineering
J. Rajan Mechanical Engineering
J.Raval Plant Systems
M. Razzaque Reactor Systems
D. Scaletti Technical Support
P. Shemanski Electrical Engineering
M. Snodderly Containment Systems and Severe Accidents
D. Staten Technical Support
J. Strosnider Director, Division of Engineering
E. Sul!ivan Materials Engineering
D. Thatcher Electrical Engineering
B. Thomas Plant Systems
R. Weisman Legal Counsel !
R. Wessman Deputy Director, Division of Engineenng |

S. West Fire Protection
M. Zobler Legal Counsel |

|
CONTRACTORS |

Contractor Technical Area
i

Argonne National Laboratory Aging Management Review '

Brookhaven National Laboratory Aging Management Review

e
Calvert Cliffs License Renewal SER D-2
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